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PREFACE

It will soon be two hundred years since Anquetil Duperron brought

the first manuscript of the Awesta from Bombay and attempted a

translation. Sir William Jones, in his famous letter of 1771, rejected

this translation in the most sweeping way: “Si Zoroastre n’avait pas le

sens commun, il fallait le laisser dans robscurite,” and “I’Europe eclairee

n’avait nul besoin de votre Zende Vasta, vous I’avez traduit a pure

perte!” This short-sighted judgment retarded serious study for a long

while. Today we judge I’Europe eclair& differently and likewise the

great pioneer work of Anquetil Duperron.

In 1924, A. Meillet, in his Trois conferences sur les Gatha de I’Avesta,

delivered in Upsala and published by the Musee Guimet, characterized

our present attitude toward the Awesta thus: “Si Ton essaie de lire

I’Avesta, on s’aper^oit immediatement que la lecture en est impossible,

pas un chapitre ne forme une unite, pas un morceau ne se suit d’un

bout a I’autre. C’est une suite de fragments, a vrai dire, un champ de

mines . . . des mines informes ou ne se reconnait aucun ordre.” These

words are entirely true and imply that interpreting the Awesta is an

eminently archeological task. He further said: “On ne pent traduire

les gatha d’une maniere sure et complete,” all one can do is “apporter

des precisions.” This remark refers to the gatha translation by Bartholo-

mae, that of the Awesta by Wolff after Bartholomae; to the gatha

translation, at that time incomplete, by Andreas and Wackernagel,

later continued by Lommel. Lommel later gave also a translation of

the yasht, and in 1929 Maria Wilkins Smith’s Studies in the Syntax of

the Gathas, together with text, translation and notes were published

in Language Dissertations, Linguistic Society of America.

Bartholomae still believed in the high antiquity and authenticity of

the Awestic text with its confusing orthography, and it was Andreas

who first saw that the Awestic script was late and that an archetype

written in Aramaic script had existed before the invention of that

script. He failed to perfect his discovery to its full import only because,

impressed by the then newly found Turfan documents, he adopted

the axiom that the “vollste Schreibung” among the countless variants

of Awestic spellings was the decisive one. The Iranian inscriptional

material shows on the contrary that the orthography was almost as
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short and simple as the oldest known Aramaic. The schools of Heidel-

berg and Gottingen were very much opposed to each other, but their

results resemble each other so much that Meillet could say: “Ce qui

montre que la traduction de M. Bartholomae est en general correcte,

c’est que la traduction . . . que MM. Andreas et Wackernagel ont

donnee . . . s’en ecarte seulement dans le detail. S’il reste beaucoup de

passages obscurs, on pent dire que le sens general des gatha est connu

et qu’il y a maintenant accord entre les savants qui les etudient.” Yet

the main reason for this conformity is that the translations of the

school of Gottingen but rarely depart from the significations attributed

to the roots and vocables in Bartholomae ’s Wdrterbuch.

Shortly after Meillet had formed his optimistic judgment, J. Hertel

in his various writings advanced a totally different interpretation of

the entire Awesta, which, though unacceptable in its entirety, was a

great stimulus to further research. And again another, equally dif-

ferent interpretation was given in 1935 by S. Nyberg in his lectures

Die Religionen des Alien Iran, delivered like Meillet’s conferences in

Upsala, and published 1937 in Swedish, 1938 in German translation by

H. H. Schaeder. In the introduction the author says: “1935 hatte ich

bereits alle Fiiden zur Ldsung des Gatha-Problems in der Hand, aber

der springende Punkt . . . trat erst ins Blickfeld” during the printing

of the book. “Die Ldsung des Gatha-Problems bedeutet nicht weniger

als eine vollstandige Neuinterpretation der Texte,” a flattery difficult

to surpass and challenge and one which I beg the reader to have in

mind when reading the chapters here following.

When studying this latest Neuinterpretation and comparing it with

previous ones, one sees soon that it is throughout based upon Bartholo-

mae’s great Iranisches Wdrterbuch, the indispensable instrument of

all our studies. But this Wdrterbuch, an amazing work, was a first

attempt made when only a small part of the now available linguistic

material was at the author’s hand, and semantics is its weakest side.

In the preface to his Infinitives avestiques Benveniste says something to

the effect that future Iranistic studies are bound to be in controversy

with the Wdrterbuch. Research has reached a phase where this only

instrument has become insufficient and where a corrected form of

Andreas’ theory of the Awestic archetype must be applied to it.

Behind this linguistic side of the problem arises that of the criticism
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of the text. Meillet said “Qui vient tirer parti d’un detail du texte ne

le peut qu’a condition d’examiner en quelle mesure la traduction du

passage considere repose sur des donnees positives et certaines.” In

fact, text cridcism of the Awesta is still as undeveloped as Biblical

criticism was in 1753 at the dme of Dr. Astruc. Though nobody can

any longer maintain the unity of the text or deny that it is “un en-

semble de fragments que le hasard a conserves et que des r^acteurs

denues d’art et de pensee ont mis cote a cote sans systeme,” one goes

on translating the whole as it stands, applying text-critical schemes,

developed in editing classical authors, but unfit for this material. The

results only prove the bad condition of the transmitted text, and still

justify Sir William Jones’ sweeping judgment. Thomas Huxley once

said: “Scientific method is common sense.” Our task today is first to iso-

late “dans ce champ de mines informes les fragments authentiques

dont I’interet est grand,” and then to try to put the right fragments

together.

Only after overcoming these linguistic and text-critical obstacles

can historical criticism set in. With the exception of Meillet and Hertel,

most scholars share or cannot free themselves entirely from the old be-

j lief that the gatha and the so-called older Awesta belong to a remote

antiquity and to an undefined or undeterminable eastern region, the

“home of the Awesta.” For that reason they do not define the dialect

of the Awesta, but stick to the vague term “Awestic” which implies

nothing. Only Meillet accepted Tedesco’s proof that Awestic is a

Median dialect. As to the period, nobody gives an exact date. Nyberg

goes to the extreme in “stating” that “in einem Volke dem die Ge-

schichte fehlt ... die ganze Frage nach der Zeit Zarathustras eigentlich

ohne Belang—without interest—ist,” a most heedless pronouncement.

’ He himself does not doubt a stratification of the Awesta, that is a rela-

tive chronology, and all that is needed to convert a relative into an

absolute chronology is some synchronism. 'The gatha, though being

songs, odes, speak of real events and of acting personalities, a few of

them bearing names known also in historical sources. The legends

preserved in the yasht, too, reflect—though in legendary form—events;

they are full of names of persons, tribes, nations, places, of titles, politi-

cal and social terms etc. It does not require more than defining these

things to make history out of this until then prehistoric material.
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The historical criticism of the Awesta therefore must consist mainly

in the study of personal names, sociology, ethnography and topography.

I began such studies long ago, under the title Zarathustra in Archeo-

logische Mitteilungen I-II. The years that passed since have brought

an unexpected addition to our knowledge of the periods and regions

in question. And looking back, I feel that in spite of a great many

errors and mistakes I was on the right road. In the following chapters

I show to what ends those earlier studies have led me.

Seven years ago. Dr. Paul Tedesco read the first draft of this book

—

which since underwent considerable changes—introducing a uniform

and readable transcription of the Gathic and Awestic words and texts.

I shall not, as first intended, explain the mode of transliteration which

to an Iranist will be transparent, to others of no use. In a few points

I went beyond Tedesco’s advice and so I do not want to burden him

with any responsibility, but only express my indebtedness for his help

which in many places went far beyond this trivial task, and also for his

severe criticism which made me consider and reconsider the complex

problems many times.

Ernst Herzfeld

Cairo, October
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I. CHRONOLOGY
“Es wird die Spur von Deinen Erdentagen,

nicht in Aeonen untergehn!”

The traditional date of Zoroaster is “258 years before Alexander.”

During the last decade new material has come to light which confirms

the historicity of that number and elucidates the possibility of its tradi-

tion.^

The oldest coherent notice of the theory of aeons in Iran is found in

Plutarch, de hide 47, on the authority of Theopomp, time of Alexander.

The passage, often discussed,^ runs: “According to the teaching of the

magi, each of the two gods (Oramasdes and Areimanios), in turn, rules

3,000 years and is ruled 3,000 years; then they wage war another 3,000

years and destroy each the works of the other; finally Hades succumbs,

and men shall be blissful (euSat/xoi'c?), neither needing food nor cast-

ing shadow. And the god who achieved all this will rest a while and

relax.”

Although this contradicts the Iranian concept of the omnipotence of

AhuraMazdah and the restricted power of Ahramanyus—the designa-

tion “god” of the Evil Spirit alone contradicts—we are not allowed to

interpret the passage differently: this was how Theopomp understood

it; it must not be right.

The theory of aeons must have suffered in its long history many

changes. The Mend/{ Xrat, Artavirdz Nama\ and the Armenian Eznik

speak equally of an aeon of 9,000 years, the Gr. Bundahishn of a “pact”

of 9,000 years granted by Hormizd to Ahriman. Ed. Meyer’s words

{Christent. 11,70): “das Abkommen zwischen AhuraMazdah und

Ahriman kennt schon Zoroaster selbst, y.30,4” rest upon an insufficient

translation of the passage (see under ‘Yama’). The theory contradicts

the one which the Gr.Bdh. carries through, of an aeon of 12,000 years,

1 Cf. AMI 11, 1930, and Orient. Studies Pavry, 1934. In bsos 3, 747-755, 1933, Jarl Charpen-

tier gave a combination of old opinions, directed against Hertel’s Zett Zarathustras in iiqf i.

Important contributions arc those of S. H. Taqizadeh in bsos 9,1 1937, Some chronol. Data

rel. to the Sasanian Period, and ib. 9, 1939, Various Eras and Calendars of Islam.—H. S. Nyberg

dealt with the subject in his Religionen des Alten Iran, 1938, under headline “Die Ansicht

Herzfeld’s, Kritik an ihr.”-—Hildegard Lewy’s Calendrier Perse in Orientalia 10, 1941, ap-

peared after the present chapter was written; where the two overlap, the results agree. There-

fore, I have shortened some parts and inserted references to that treatise.—Quotation “Nyberg"

with page number in this book refer to the Religionen.

- e.g. Eduard Meyer, Anfange des Christentums ii, 70.—Theoporap’s Acme was in 338 B.c.
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6,000 of which lie before the gumecisn, the struggle of the world’s his-

tory, and one must not try to reconcile the two.

The Gathas always speak of the course of the world under the

poetical figure “apamam rvesam, the last round of the race-course,”

the last turn round the meta; yTahi!, the shout of victory at the passing

of the goal, serves for the victory of the religion. This metaphor is one

of the poetical conventions from Aryan antiquity, hence appears also

in the Veda.

But it is more than a mere metaphor, it is the same concept. Already

the tablets of Kikkuli of Mitanni, about 1380 b.c., describe the chario:s

driving nine times round the course, and at the races of Giimutrep:

near Astarabad the horses race nine rounds to the present day. Every

round is one rvesa, periodos. Hence the Aryan term in the fvi'ckuli

tablets: “navartane vaz'anasaia, in nine rounds of the race-course,”

also the name of the race-course in the Husravah legend, yr.5,50:

“nava.fra^wrsa razura, nine-rounds-forest.” The fragment of the Yama
myth in Pahl.Vid.2,i()\ “prvyahaca pasceta hazahra.zimahya (ewarsu

as, and therewith the first millennium was a flwarsah,” a finished sec-

tion of the races, is taken into the Awesta from a pre-Zoroastrian

stratum of the epics. In an old passage of Yr. 13,57, the metaphor is

applied to the motion of the stars, whom the fravarti show their course:

fravazanti aSwano rvesam nasamna.

The nine rounds of the races are the origin of the nine millennia

of the world. This notion, not only pre-Zoroastrian but pre-Iranian,

is pure myth, not mixed with mystics, astronomy or theology. The
number 9 can be observed in the myths of all peoples of IE. language;

there is no contact with Babylonian ideas. The 9,000 years are a juvenile

thought: unimaginably far off.

Against Nyberg, 23, the chiliadic doctrine is not lacking in the

Gathas and in the Awesta, and the fact that the Academy heard of it

through a Chaldean pupil of Plato does not make the theory “West
Iranian” as opposed to an “East Iranian” Awesta. A. v.Gutschmid had
already recognized that the enigmatical statement of Eudoxus (407-

357 “Zoroaster lived 6,000 years before the death of Plato” (347

3p!in5 N-H. 30,1, from Eudoxus and Aristotle. Also Dio-enes Laertius, prooem 2 after
Xanthus L>dus, in a report on Plato's pupil Hermodorus. Diogenes, there, ascribes a gloss of
Hermodorus to Xanthus himself.—Furtiier m a scholion to the First Alcibiades. Cf. W
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B.C.), reflected somehow this Iranian doctrine. Although no tradition

can ever have put Zoroaster and Plato into chronological relation, the

words contain something genuine; they combine two thoughts: “Zoro-

aster shall reappear after 6,000 years” and “Plato is an incarnation of

Zoroaster.” Eudoxus may have heard this from his Chaldean fellow-

student in the following form: “The Persians say, 6,000 years after

Zoroaster a new Zoroaster shall appear, he has already appeared in

Plato.” The rationalistic Greek students calculated therefrom: Zoro-

aster lived 6,000 years before Plato. It was the time when the Greeks

first heard of the high oriental antiquity and believed in astronomical

figures. This explanation which implies the Zoroastrian doctrine of the

messianic return is the only acceptable explanation of the number.

Zoroaster fitted the metaphor of the race-course and therewith the

Aryan concept of an aeon of 9,000 years into his own picture of the

world, and, in Y.43,5-6, makes AhuraMazdah stipulate at the creation

the returns men receive for their actions after the last round. He sees

the history of the world as the contest of good and evil, culminating in

the last judgment. Thereby he introduces an apocalyptic thought into

a conception that was merely mythical. Certainly he used existing

mythical elements as ethical symbols. Every thought is only a new
interpretation of an older one. The well-considered dualism and the

equation of light and good, darkness and evil, is his own, the struggle

between light and darkness itself is a mythical thought.

But neither the date of the last judgment nor the beginning of the

aeon is known. Therefore Zoroaster asks in y.48,2: “Announce to me,

AhuraMazdah, thou who knowest what will come, will the pious

conquer the impious yet before the atonement which is in Thy plan.?”

The notions of the end of the world and of the victory of the religion

are connected as in early Christianity. Only when these thoughts

become separated, after the death of the prophet, when the end of the

world recedes into increasingly indifferent remoteness, the idea of

messianic return can originate. Then, certain sayings find an eschato-

logic interpretation. In the “song to the sbsyant, the saviours”*—to be

dated in the middle of the 5th century b.c., placed in Y^.i9,88f.—they

Jaeger, Aristoteles, 1923, I34ff., who admits a strong influence of Zoroastrian thoughts also on
Aristotle.

* C£. text under ‘Last Judgment.’
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are “the sosyant and his companions,” and in a not much younger

passage inserted into Y/. 13, 128, their number is three: astvat.rta,

uxsyat.rta, and uxsyat.namah. These names are philosophical abstrac-

tions. The first, derived from Gath, astvat rtam hiyatl, signifies “rtam

personified.” Thoughts including all the ethics of Zoroaster cannot be

pre-Zoroastrian. On the other hand, they are the origin of the attributes

describing the essence of the Shiite Mahdi.

G. Messina, in Orientalia i,i73ff., tried to explain the “idea di aumen-

tare il numero dei succorritori” by the “divisione dell’ evo” and a

“bisogno di parallelismo,” with the effect that the “missione finale e

definitiva” was reserved for astvat.rta, while a role without “effetto

definitivo, ma solo temporario” devolved upon the others. A not-lasting

success would be a palliative word for failure, and in Yr. 19,89 the three

come together, not in intervals of a thousand years, and that seems

to me the original concept.

In the story of Prexaspes, Herodotus mentions only the name of the

main sosyant, *'Acrrvdprr]<;,^ but the name ’OfvaprTj?, OP. ‘uxsya.rta,

of a son of Darius II and brother of Artaxerxes IP shows that the

triplication of Zoroaster as sosyant was known to the Achaemenids

about 420 B.c. This does not imply that the term of their appearance

was fixed.

Already at Zoroaster’s time, the old epic tales were considered as

historical past, the length of which was likewise undetermined. In

Y.32,8, he assails the myth of Yama. This figure characterizes the first

millennium still in the latest shapes of the legend, with 76254 regnal

years. But Vid.n says (st.8): “Of the reign of Yama 300 winters [IE.

expression for year] passed .... (12-14:) 600 winters, (16:) 900 winters

passed,” and every time the earth widens, to hold the increasing im-

mortal humanity. And the fragment quoted above says: “herewith the

first millennium was a 0warsah,” periodos of the race-course. As in

Y.9,10, “a thousand years,” a full millennium belonged originally to

^ Text: ’A(TTvd~iT}s; Herodotus writes about 440, but projects the words into the time of

Cambrses. Their character is so Iranian that he misunderstands them; they are genuine The
meaning is; If it is true that the dead shall rise after Astsa.rta's appearance, you may expect

to see Smerdis again, else not.

®ln .\thenacus, 13,89, after Phylarchus, 3rd cent. B.c.—Another brother bears the name
'XpToiTTTjs < rtam[)ahmai]u5ta, derived from the Rtam-vahu prayer.
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Yama as first man and king/ The beginnings of this mythical chronol-

ogy go back to the time before Zoroaster.

Eudoxus’ number “Zoroaster 6,000 years before Plato” proves that

about 400 B.c. Zoroaster had already been fitted into the original aeon

of 9,000 years as inaugurator of the fourth millennium. Thereby, begin-

ning and end were fixed, and the mythical history was limited to the

first 3,000 years, a feature which the epopee preserved to the very end.

By inserting Zoroaster, at the same time, the mythical chiliadic system

became a historical chronology. Since it contains the return of the

prophet, one can call it apocalyptic, but the mythical foundation is

otherwise unchanged. In the reappearance of the saviour, the last

judgment, and the predetermination of reward and punishment it con-

tains the germs of all later speculations. The old idea is clearly ex-

pressed in as late a text as the Art.Vir.Nam. 18, where the tortured soul

of the sinner in hell says, “when three days and nights have elapsed:

The 9,000 years are completed, and they will not release me!”

But Eudoxus speaks already of an aeon of 12,000 years, a system in

which the place of Zoroaster would not be in 3,000, but in 6,000. The
prehistory, there, begins with 3,000, and it is evident that the 3,000
years of creation or uneventful preexistence have been put before the

9,000, in order to reconcile the two systems. The original thought is

still strong enough to prevent a reduction of the 9,000 years of history.

Every millennium has received one zodiacal sign and symbolizes a

month. This is no longer the Aryan race-course with its nine rounds,

but the Babylonian “cosmic year,” the thought of a civilization that

looked back to a long past. The zodiacal signs, registered still as late

as in the chronological chapter of the Gr.Bdh. 28SS., are an intrinsic

quality of the system. The change is the effect of the contact between
Iranian thoughts and Babylonian science during the Achaemenian
epoch." And the attempt to convert the system, still mythical and un-
connected with the present at Zoroaster’s time, into a chronological

one by assigning a fixed place in it to Zoroaster is evidently another
effect of Babylonian science.

" The first man Gayamart has no place in this old system. He was introduced only by the
redaction of the epics at the Achaemenian period, reflected in Y/.s.ig and others, while Yr.i-’
agrees with the Gatha and the Videvdad.

® Not the first contact, as the study of the myths of Yama, Kanha, etc., reveal.
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The system of i2,oqo years is found, for instance, in the commentary

to Vid.2.,10 (ed. Hoshjamasp 34,6ff.) : “Ahuramazdah kept this world

in a spiritual existence, menok-hastisn, for 3,000 years; for 3,000 years

he kept it in material existence, getih-hastisn, without antagonism,

apatiyarak; 3,000 years passed from the coming of the contest to the

coming of the religion; 3,000 years will pass from the coming of the

religion to the last judgment, as is written How long did the saint

creation stay in spiritual existence?”

This catechetic question cannot have stood in any old part of the

Awesta, and the exegetic answer has no authority. By making use of

this question, detached from its context, the author tries merely to

construe the much younger system into the old myth of VidevdM 2,

to which it is foreign.—This is not at all the system of Theopomp,

diough both have 12,000 years.

But the same aeon of 12,000 years is explicitly presented in the chap-

ter on the disasters befalling Iran (211,5; 220 ult.) and in the

chronological chapter (238!?.) of the Gr.Bdh.^° The 3,000 years of

spiritual and 3,000 of material preexistence, put before the 6,000 years

of gumecisn, “mixture,” i.e. history of the world, are a mere doubling

of the 3,000 years with which the aeons of 9,000 and 12,000 years had
been equalized. But this entails the important change that now “his-

tory” is shortened from 9,000 to 6,000 years, and that the saviour,

Zoroaster, is expected to return after 3,000 instead of 6,000 years.

This belief was dominant already at the time of Ardashir I. Den\.
b.III: “according to the religious rules more than five months shall

never be intercalated at one time,” as though this case had been known
as a singular and maximal one. And at the regulation of the calendar,

attributed to Zoroaster, but actually undertaken under Ardashir I—by
which Zoroaster shifted to the beginning of the tenth millennium

—

it was necessary, as H. Lewy (p.58s) has shown, to intercalate five

months, “in order that the time would come back to the point where
it was in the beginning,” viz. that the beginning of the year would fall

® ac an jak pttak sounds like “results from the passage," but means "is resea'.ed bv,”
'li-ipa.wTai -,a.p The formula—as similar ones—introduces the text, the exegesis of which is

reported, hence is no proof for the exegesis.

I'Mt was a mistake of mine when I formerly bclicicd that there were two different ways
of counting in the two chapters: the chapter on disasters neglects the transcendent 6,000 years
and counts, after the manner of the Sasanian epoch, only the “millennia of history’, hazurak
andar gumectinik." as i to vi, not as vii to xn. Biruni does the same, see below.
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again, as at the first day of creation, on the ist Fravardin, the spring

equinox. As long as there is time, a calendar is assumed to exist, even

during the 6,000 years of preexistence of the world. But at the end of

the world time ceases, eternity is timeless. Whether the preexistence

was extended to 6,000, the return of Zoroaster reduced to 3,000 years

at that occasion or earlier, is not clear. The system of Theopomp must

not be reconciled with this one.

In Mah Fravartin, we find a different presentation. §§1-26: mythical

prehistory from creation to acception of the religion by Vistasp. §27:

Eighteen good things come in 18 years to Xusroy II Hormizdan, who
is the only historical figure in the treatise. §28: appearance of Vahram

e varzavand from India, §29; of Pisyo^an e Vistaspsah from Kangdiz,

§30: of Xvarsetar e Zartu^stan; the millennium of Zoroaster ends, that

of Xvarsetar begins. §31: Sam kills Azdahak and rules over the seven

kisvar until KaiXusroy appears, to whom he hands over the rulership.

§32; KaiXusroy rules 77 years over the kisvar with the sosyant as

mobeSan mobeS. §33: KaiXusroy commits the kingdom to Vistaspsah,

and the sosyant the mobeS-ship to his father Zartuxst. §34: Ahura-

Mazdah resurrects the dead. §§35-38: annihilation of evil. §§39-47:

description of paradise.

The words of §27 “18 good things happened to Xusroy in 18 years”

furnish an exact date: the treatise is unaware of the change that came

in the 19th year, a.d. 608, the first of the 20 years of war with Hera-

clius. In 629 the emperor entered Jerusalem in state, with the recon-

quered cross of Christ; abu Sufyan was present and told Muhammad
about it; in 630 the Muslims took Mekka.—Xusrau died in prison.

Tabari tells of a grandee visiting the king in prison: a quince, which

the king had in his hand, fell down, rolled over the three brocade

cushions of the seat and over the three rugs interw'oven with gold, and

came to rest at last, dusty, on the floor. When the grandee picked it up,

dusted it off, and handed it back to Xusrau, the king said : “Throw it

away! When a thing shall go downward, no planning will make it

go up again; if it shall go upward, no planning is able to turn that

course. These two things come in turn, in both cases all planning is in

vain.”

Mah Frav. is composed before these events, in 6o7;'"8, that is—an-

ticipating a result to be proved later—the year 904 after Zoroaster.
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The treatise does not expect figures of disaster coming from the west,

but figures of happiness coming from the east. The description is full

of optimism: free from misgivings, it leaps from a happy present to

a far and happier future.

The millennium of Zoroaster is followed by that of Uxsyat.rta. As

in the Bahman yasht 7,2, this name is written hvtisytr, and since he is

called “son of Zoroaster,” the figure is mixed with hvarci^ra. The two

other saviours, uxsyat.namah and astvat.rta, are not mentioned;

hvarci^ra is the mobadan mobad of the millennium who hands over

his office, at the morning of resurrection, to his father Zoroaster. The
golden age of the heroes Sam, KayXusrau, Vistasp comes back; how
one or two thousand years were filled with it, remains obscure. This

is a picture entirely different from the one given in the Gr.Bdh. and

the Den^., which therefore was not yet generally accepted, perhaps

not yet established about a.d. 600.

In the Gr.Bdh. (2i3f. and 239f.) and in the Den\., Zoroaster is fitted

into his millennium in such a way that it begins not with his birth

but with the “matan e den, coming of religion,” or the conversion of

Vistasp, when the prophet was 30 years old.

The meaning of the thirty years is: In Y/.i4,i7 Vrthragna appears as

“nar pancadasa, man of 15 years,” in Yr.14,27 as “vira revant, mature

man, hoplite,” two shapes opposed like his appearances as colt and
stallion. The youth of 15 years, occasionally the maiden of 15 years

(Had.N.2,g), are the well known ideal figures, viro, Lat. vir, opposed

to it, is the ideal of the man of 30 years. In the eschatologic Vahman
yasht 3,17, the prince with the armies of China and India comes to

Balkh 30 years old. Christ, in Ltike 3,23 is 30 years old.“ Natural as

this number is, it is not a historical, but a mythic-schematical number.
The time between Zoroaster and Alexander is divided up, in Gr.Bdh.

239!., in the following way: “Vistaspsah, after accepting the religion,

ruled 90 years; Vahman son of Spandiyat 112 years; Humay e Vah-
manduxt 30 years; Daray son of Cihrazat 12, Daray son of Daray 14

years.” The sum not mentioned is 258 years. Then follow the 14 years

of Alexander. This is the picture of the Achaemenian period of Iranian

11 Against ]ohn%s7 - “not yet 50 years old.” Cf. Tabari 1.711: “Yahya b. Zakariyya [John
the Baptist] met ‘Isa at the Jordan, who at that time was 30 years old."
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history as conceived in the epic, which clearly identified the Awestic

and the historical Vistaspa. He and the three first figures are the residue

of history in the legend; the last Daray comes from the Alexander

romance. The 258 years between Zoroaster and Alexander, hence, are

not the sum of traditional regnal dates, but these are a distribution of

the existing number 258 over the known names of kings.

The thesis is: The Gr.Bdh. puts Zoroaster 258 years before Alexander;

Biruni, athdr, interprets this rightly as 258 before the aera Alexandri.

258 is not a mythical, but a historical date, fitted into the sytem of

aeons. The problem is : how could such a date be transmitted ?

S. H. Taqizadeh, in his second article, has introduced a new point

into the discussion: in the history of Alexander in the qdnun al-masudt,

Biruni, after having discovered the difference between Alexander’s

accession and the Seleucid era, corrected the 258 years in 276 before

the era, and in his lost work “On the mistake I made regarding the

date of Alexander” he seems to have expressly apologized. Therefore

S. H. Taqizadeh follows Biruni and regards the year of the death of

Darius III, 331 b.c., as Alexander’s accession, the term of the 258 years.

But the only error in Biruni’s deduction is that he believed the Gr.Bdh.

equal to his own genius and knowledge. The Iranian tradition has

preserved neither the date of Darius’ death nor any date of Achae-

menian history, and the number 258 cannot have been transmitted as

interval between any event of that history and the life of Zoroaster.

If the authors of the Gr.Bdh. had any knowledge of the era of Alexan-

der, i.e. the Seleucid era at all, it began for them with the accession of

Alexander, as all later dynastic eras begin with the accession of the

ktistes. Biruni’s first interpretation in that point was perfectly right.

But the case is more complicated than it looks. Wherever Biruni con-

verts dates before or after the hidjra into Zoroastrian dates by means

of the Seleucid era, he follows the Syriac, real chronology. But he

knew—as the synchronism, soon to be discussed, in his qdnun proves

—that the Sasanian Persians reckoned in an entirely different way.

He can only have apologized for having made a mistake of 18 years

when converting dates, before having knowledge of the true history,

but this difference is not implied by the Zoroastrian reckoning: for
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the Zoroastrian sources 258 before Alexander means 258 before the

Seleucid era.

Nyberg 33, calls “gerade die Zahl 258 in hervorragendem Masse

apokalyptisch.” It rouses his suspicion that it is related to the Seleucid

era instead of the history of Alexander. In mazdayasnian tradition

Alexander’s name would always be connected with his Iranian cam-

paign, especially the destruction of Persepolis. A date “before Alexan-

der” would relate, in those sources, to the time where he made

Persepolis go up in smoke.

That 258 is a date relating to the Seleucid era is the point to be

proved; no era is mentioned, and 258 is only the not mentioned sum

of the unauthentic single numbers in which the interval between Zoro-

aster and Alexander is divided. I believe I know all records concerning

Persepolis: in Greek tradition it occurs but rarely, mostly hidden under

the name Persai, in Iranian tradition not at all. The exact date of its

destruction—whether before or after the Indian campaign—is not

mentioned even in the surviving Greek literature. And Iranian sources

speak of Persepolis only in Muhammedan times when identifying the

mythical var of Yama with Takht i Djamshid. Iranian tradition refers no

fact by the preposition “before” to the reign of Alexander; the distinc-

tion between accession and era was entirely unknown; the real mean-

ing of the name “aera Alexandri” was scarcely understood by the

Greeks themselves.

The Iranians, an eminently historical nation, have never developed

any historiography. The historical knowledge the Sasanians had of the

Achaemenids came to them through belletristic literature like the

romance of Alexander or books like Esther and Daniel. But historical

tradition lingers in names like Gustasp, Vahman, Dara, Spandiyat,

Ardasir, Sasan, Humay and others. If Mithradates the Great, who, as

proved by H. Lewy, introduced the calendar in about 120 b.c., resumed

in III B.c. the title of the Achaemenids with the program of restoring

the empire, and if Ardashir I, who introduced the Sasanian calendar,

took just the coins of this Arsacid restaurator as model for his coinage,

there must have been some historical knowledge outside the literary

tradition. This is even more true for the reminiscence of facts of the

religious history.

p.34: “Dass man bei dem vollstandigen Fehlen aller einheimischer
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Geschichtsiiberlieferung der Jahreszahl ‘258 vor Alexander’ auch nur

die geringste Bedeutung beimessen konnte, ist ganz ausgeschlossen.”

Things so emphatically “excluded” are usually right, otherwise, why

the pathos, and, in this case, why the long discourse that the number

“nachtraglich konstruiert und in einem Augenblick riickwarts errech-

net sein miisse, als man zu einem bestimmten Augenblick unter Ver-

wendung der im Orient allgemein gangigen [here no longer “sus-

picious”] seleukidischen Aera ankiindigte, Zarathustras Millennium

erreiche sein Ende, der Erldser werde oder sei schon erschienen.”

On their coins and the Awraman parchments the Arsacids use the

Seleucid era, although they had one of their own which they used in

Babylonia beside the Seleucid. But the Sasanians never used the “all-

gemein gangige” era, because to them Alexander was the incarnation

of Ahriman, cursed wherever his name is mentioned, and it would

have been impossible to reckon by the “era of the cursed Alexander.”

On their coins they employ the traditional counting of regnal years,

but under a special form: “Fire of nn, year x,” because a new fire was

lighted at each new accession. The inscription Pers.B has “month Tir,

year 48 of Shahpuhr II, day Hormizd”; Pers.A only “month Spanda-

mat, year 2 of Shahpuhr II.” The triple date of the Bishapur inscrip-

tion, which had been interpreted by A. Christensen^' and corrected by

H. Lewy, runs “in the month fravartin of the year 58, year 40 of the

Ardashir fire, year 24 of the Shahpuhr fire, king of fires,”^^ that is

the year a.d. 266.—Only a little older are the signatures on the wall

paintings of the synagogue of Dura on the Euphrates, dated in various

months of the year 14 and the first of the year 15 of Shahpuhr I, hence

A.D. 256-257.

The Ka‘ba inscription of Shahpuhr I speaks (Pahl. I.17) of

the sgy’ ’trv vrhr’n, nOAAA hypeia rOYAPAGPAN, founded in the

whole empire, and then of the special purpose of the inscription, the

foundation, after the victory over Valerian, of five fires named after

the king, the queen, and three sons: “pty ln ’rv’n v p’sn’m

—

p‘n lnh

Ivb’n V ptn’m—Elz hmetepan mneian kai onomatoz iynthphzin,

for the memory and the perpetuation of the name [soul] of. . .

.”

The name “Varhran fire” for such memorial fires is not strictly

^-In Ghirshman’s article Rev.As, x, 1937, 127.

Not “roi des pretres” as in the edition.
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Zoroastrian, but pre-Zoroastrian, and goes back to the Median

period, when the dynastic fires were dedicated to Vrthragna as

colt and as stallion (see under ‘Deva’ and ‘Architecture’). The Gr.

Bdh. uses the term also for the fires founded by Vikaspa in the neigh-

borhood of Tos, viz. aSar farnbag and aSar burzenmihr, and says

“There are many Varhran fires, every single one founded by a sover-

eign, dehpat. . . . However great their number and different their

names, they are all reckoned as Varhran fires. Though many were

extinguished under the domination of the Arabs, many still exist today,

every one of them founded at the accession of a dehpat.” The expres-

sion of the Bishapur inscription, “King of Fires” distinguishes the fire

of the ruling king from those of his predecessors. Darmesteter trans-

lated a similar passage in the Bahman yasht “Le feu Bahman est roi,

il n’y a qu’un roi par pays,” and quoted from a Rivdyat: “the fire is

called dahyupet, every dahyu, province, shall have one only.” The
reason for the decline of the fires is the same as of the auqaf in Islam:

the ruin of their endowments caused by political vicissitudes.

Such fires founded by Cyrus and Cambyses were the OP. dyadana,

Gr. iaa-ovLa (rendering Med.*(a)yazana), which, according to Beh.

§14, the magus Gomata destroyed and Darius restored. These old fires

shall become decisive for our problem.

The date of the Bishapur inscription, confirming Noldeke’s chronol-

ogy of the Sasanian period, is a.d. 266, 40 after the coronation of Ar-

dashir in 226, 24 after the coronation of Shahpuhr in a.d. 242. The
date 58 relates to 208, year of the death of Volagases IV, in which,

according to the Chronicle of Arbela, began “the war of the Medes
and Persians against the Parthians.” One may call 208 the beginning of

the de facto reign of Ardashir I, but it is not the epochal year of the

dynasty, 226 according to the Syriac chronicles,^ the year in which
the last generally recognized Arsacid, Ardavan V, was killed in battle

against Ardashir. In that year Ardashir founded his fire, and this

counted 40 years since its foundation, when the fire of Shahpuhr
counted 24. The years are counted through, the fire of the founder of

a dynasty, hence, counts the years of the epoch. If temples counted
their years, the preservation of a historical date connected with the

g G. Hoffmann, Syr.Akt. Pers.Mart. 78, history o£ MJr S5bhi: “799 Graec., eqna! to
2DI 01 the Persians,” hence a .d . 226.
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religion is entirely possible. Assertions like “die Erhaltung ist unmdg-

lich, weil es keine Aera und dem ahnliches gab” are wrong. The num-

ber 258 is “preserved,” not “subsequently construed.”

The inscriptions of the Caucasus limes at Darband are at variance

with all other Sasanian inscriptions: “in the year 700.” This date looks

enigmatical, for, the Ardashir era came to an end by the Muhammedan
conquest shortly after its year 400.

It is again the great Biruni who solves the riddle. He says—a remark

often quoted—that Yazdegird I, whose first regnal year was A.n. 399

or 710 Sel., lived about 970 years after Zoroaster. In connection there-

with he says, a fanatic, ibn abi Zakariya, appeared in 319 H., 1242 Sel.,

1500 p.Zor. He reached these synchronisms under the assumption—for

which he later apologized—that the traditional date of Zoroaster was

258 years before the Seleucid epochal year 31 1 b.c. If one puts in the

corrected date 329 b.c., ibn abi Zakariya is no longer 1500 p.Zor.—This

date was not a number transmitted, but calculated as a curiosity by

Biruni, and he must have given it up when correcting himself: there

is nothing remarkable in 1518. Besides, according to Sasanian reckon-

ing it would be 1229 p.Zor. Nor can one infer from Biruni’s calculation

that Yazdegird believed to have come to the throne in 970 p.Zor. In

Sasanian reckoning the year a.d. 399, 173 after Ardashir’s coronation,

was not at all 970 p.Zor. The Mdh Frav. reveals the belief that in the

year 19 of Xusrau II, i.e. a.d. 608, the end of the millennium had not

yet come, though it was not far away.

Mas'udI says, tanblh qSff.: “The Persians and other nations are

greatly at variance regarding the chronology of Alexander, a fact many
people forget.” G. Messina has dealt with this subject in Orientalia I.

Mas'udi starts from a prophecy of Zoroaster, a “religious and political

secret: after 300 years the empire shall be shaken, the religion shall

remain; at the turn of the millennium empire and religion shall perish!”

On the strength of this prophecy, Ardashir—whom Mas‘udi, following

Syriac chronology, imagines to have lived about 300 + 51X, hence 8ix

(instead of 522) years after Zoroaster—is said to have shortened the

duration of the preceding Arsacid period from 500 and odd to 260

years, as it were, in order to delay the doom. This motive is naively

wrong: the faked dates could never have given to the people, from
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whom the prophecy was kept a secret, the illusion that the catastrophe

was still far away. Mas'udi ends his discourse: “By the way, the proph-

ecy is found at the end of Ardashir’s testament: if it was not destined

that the doom will come at the turn of the millennium . . Arda-

shir’s mobad Tansar, too, mentions it in his letter to Mahgusnasp

[quotation].” In the Tansar letter as preserved in ibn Isfandiyar,

nothing is said about the shortening of the chronology. One assumes

the letter to have been composed under Xusrau I who came to the

throne according to real chronology in a.d. 530 + 31 1 Sel. + 258 Zor. =

1099 p.Zor., but according to Sasanian chronology about 250 years

earlier. Neither at the time of Ardashir nor of Xusrau I was there any

cause for a “millennium-mood,” and certainly Ardashir did not turn

back the clock of time for fear of the end of the world. Darmesteter

went rather far in saying that, from the wording of the letter, Ardashir

seemed to have inaugurated a millennium, though this was in con-

tradiction to the reckoning of the Gr.Bdh. What he actually inau-

gurated was the era, the calendar, and at that occasion the real

chronology was fitted into the old interrupted system of aeons.“

For all these problems a synchronism brought to light from Biruni’s

qdniin by S. H. Taqizadeh (bsos ex,i937,
i33ff.) is decisive: “the cor-

rection of the zi] i sahriy^an, the astronomical lists, took place in the

year 25 of Xusrau I, equal to 3851 of the Sasanian world era.” This date

does not at all fall into the time of Xusrau I if one assumes Zoroaster

as 258 years before the Seleucid era. By substituting the death of Darius

for the Seleucid era and Shahpuhr I for Xusrau I, Taqizadeh reached

approximately the 25th year of Shahpuhr. In fact, there is nothing to

be changed; it is an entirely different, shortened reckoning which

Taqizadeh indicated as possibility at the end of his discourse: the 25th

year of Xusrau I, a.d. 555, is 329 after Ardashir’s coronation in 226.

If it is 851 p.Zor., Zoroaster is placed 522 years before Ardashir’s coro-

The “testament,” wasaya i Ardasir, is quoted as source in a tale in ‘Aufi’s Jawami* al-

hikayat, and is the unmentioned source of a chapter of the ‘Uyun al-akhbar.

i**Mas‘udx’s “strict religious and political secret” contains a truth: such things belong to the
esoteric knowledge of priestly astrologers and calendarmakcrs, Aw. keta and ratugut. The
shortened reckoning entailed that for the Arsacid period there are two dating systems, repre-
sented by the total 260 in Firdausi, but 523 (or 513) in Tabari 1,711, The small numbers are
those of the Iranian, the big ones those of the Syriac tradition. The early Muhammedan
chroniclers double, for the sake of compensation, the series of the Ashkan by one of Ashghan,
a theme discussed already by A. v. Gutschmid, Kleinc Schrijten ni,ii, 1861.
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nation; 522 is the sum of the Zoroaster date 258 plus 264, the number

of the duration of the Arsacid domination according to the shortened

system.

The epochal year of the Zoroastrian world era is therefore 296 B.C.

or +75 Sel.

From the qanun synchronism follows that, when converting Sasa-

nian dates from the Christian into Zoroastrian era, one must not add

the 14 years of Alexander. That is only logical, because the Arsacids,

as long as they used the era of Alexander, considered it to be a dynastic

era, beginning, as later their own, with the accession of the founder.

The synchronism proves definitely that the Iranians did not distin-

guish between “before Alexander” and “before the Seleucid era,” and

makes unnecessary a discussion of whether the year 258 really relates

to 312/11 B.C.

When converting dates given in Christian era, one must put down

Ardashir’s accession in a.d. '226/7 258 + 264 = 522 p.Zor., hence add

522—226 = 296 to the dates of the Christian era. From dates in the

Seleucid era, 15 must be subtracted. As example: Yazdegird 1 came to

the throne in 399 -f- 296= 695 after Zoroaster, and not in 970.

This does away with Nyberg’s whole discussion of the “apocalyptic

date of Zoroaster.” But he himself has furnished the documentary

confirmation for our result: he has published it, without recognizing

the importance and implications in the Darband inscriptions.^^

The mutawalli of this construction is the amarkar, i.e. Arab, ‘amil,

subgovernor of Adharbaidjan, and the most complete text contains the

date “in the year 700.” Nyberg dates the inscriptions for “paleographic,”

that means with unique documents “insufficient” reasons, in the bth-yth

centuries a.d., the period of Xusrau I and II. What then is yoo?

Xusrau I, 531-579, built a limes against the Chionites in the east (cf.

AMI ix,i49f.). Gr.Bdh.2i^: “anosakravban ^usrav e kavatan . . . avesan

^iyonan ke.san aspatak 5 eransahr hame kirt spo^t vitarg bast eransahr

apebim kirt, Xusrau I repulsed the Chionites who made continuous

inroads into Eranshahr, shut the approach, and made Eranshahr free

of fear.” The gold coins of his years 31 and 34 which call him “gehan

Together with E. A. Pakhonov, Les inscriptions pehlvies de Derbend, Bull. Soc. Scient.

d’Azerbaidjan, Baku, 1929 (Russ.).
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apebim kirtar, he who freed the world from fear” commemorate the

completion of this limes—The Aydtk.Zar. uses the expression “dar-

band (= vitarg bast) of iron.”

Baidawi, nizdm, attributes an eastern limes to Peroz: “among his

monuments is a wall 50 farsakh long on the "Tadjand (text:

between Eran and Turan.”—The Shahr.Er. §18, s. v. Komis, connect

the name of Yazdegird I with these buildings: “pa xvatayih e yazdkirt

e sahpuhran krt andar? tend (var.l.tcvl) col veroy^® pahr[ak] an alak.”

The paragraph is defective in style and grammar and apparently mu-

tilated: tend is the name of the lower course of the Harev rod, river

of Herat and Sarakhs, cf. Gr.Bdh. 86; misspelled xujand in the ms. of

Baidawi. This Hyrcanian limes was situated “an alak, on the other side,

beyond” scil. of the Caspian Sea, opposite Col and Veroy. Col is Dar-

band, Arab. Bab al-abwab, the pass between the Caucasus and the

Caspian. Veroy is Iberia. In the much damaged first lines of his Ka‘ba

inscription Shahpuhr I mentions the region among the provinces be-

longing to him: Pahl. vyrvsn—^"nn—as far as the kpy tvr’ v ’I’n

NTRVN'Y, Gr. IBEPIAN AABANIAN EOZ EMnPOZ0EN [KA]n OPOYZ . . . .

Kap n'R’ is kaf-koh, the Caucasus, ntrvn is ideogr., read “alan pahrak,

watch of Alan.” The three Karter inscriptions have Pars. (KiZ) ’Imny

stry Armenia, v vlvc’n [also in S.Mshk.] v ’I’ny . . . ‘d p‘n [NiR.: ‘d pr’c

‘l] ’I’n’n be’ [the last words also in NiR. and S.Mshh.], i.e. “Armin

sahr, virocan, aran,^" as far as the Gate of Alan.”

The Syr. Alexander romance renders veroy pahrag by Wlroparhagh,

loannes Lydos BtpoTrapax; Agathangelos (Arm.) Jurojpahak, Priskos

frgm.31 ’loupoeiTraax. The limes was begun after the siege of Amida

and the peace of Jovian (a.d. 359, 363) under Shahpuhr II; it was

destroyed by the Albanians in 450 and rebuilt with financial contribu-

tions of Marcianus (450-457) ;
Levond reports that in 716 a foundation

stone with inscription of Marcianus was discovered; in 464-466 the

For the reading cf. §9: c6l ^ veroy and ibn Khurdadhbih 4nf.:

probabl> Hubschmann, Arm.Gram. 218: pahak Coray “watch of Cor,” Gr. r'^ovp

iri'pyos-, cor is the old. seemingly indigenous name of Darband, also durn colay “gate of

col.”—The chronicle of Dionysius of TellMahre uses the older form “gate of the Toraye,” Gr.

Toip .—Without the Pahl. material, Markwart wrote the history of the Caucasus limes in

Erdns. (cf. index) and in Karnipalouk. Rev. Orient. 1910, 20, but failed to recognize the

names in Shahr.Er. in his Cat Proi-. Cap.

Gr .Albania is Arm alvan.k*, Syr. ’rn, Iber. ram, Arab, arran. This, and not Alan, must
be the dastakrta Allanu in Dar. Sus.e.
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contributions were subject of diplomatic negotiations between Iran

and Byzantium.

According to their wording the inscriptions of Darband are not

foundation but restoration texts, which do not refer to the first con-

struction under Shahpuhr II, but to the repairs and raisings made
under Yazdegird. He ruled a.d. 399-420, or 695-716 p.Zor.; “in the year

700,” hence is a date in Sasanian world era, in agreement with

Biruni’s qanun synchronism; 700 p.Zor. is a.d. 404, the fifth year of

Yazdegird.

Therefore, there is neither reason nor purpose “irgend ein Ereignis

aufzuweisen, das gerade damals die apokalyptische Phantasie in Bewe-

gung gesetzt hatte,” as Nyberg attempts, because he believes the year

401 to be the year of the “invention” of the date of Zoroaster. But

one must go into one argument produced in this connection, in order

to do away with another error (43): the “nahezu selbverstandlichen

Zusammenhang zwischen Kalenderveranderung und Weltalterspeku-

lationen.” “Bdrsenspekulationen” would be more to the point.

The event is—cf. Ndldeke’s note to Tabari 78—that under Yazdegird

the disorder of the calendar was regulated by intercalation of two
months. The year is unknown. Nyberg chooses 401 as “angemessen

fiir das grosse Schaltungsfest, eine Grossthat, die nicht schlecht zu der

megalophrosyne passt, die Prokop ihm in seinen jiingeren Jahren

nachruhmt.”

But the Sasanian calendar had to be regulated every 120 years by

intercalating one full month; every 120 years the kings would have

had megalophrosyne, and every 120 years the Sasanian “time and

milieu” would have been “gesattigt mit astrologischen Spekulationen.”

The last of these intercalations took place, according to Kusyar b.

Labban, astronomer of the loth century a.d., under Xusrau I, according

to Biruni, Chronol. 33, about 70 years before Yazdegird III, which

would be not before 562. This problem has been fully stated by H.

Lewy. But the exact date is known, for it is the very same controle of

the zij—mentioned above—in the year 25 of Xusrau I, a.d. 555 or 3851

of the world era. The years a.d. 228, 348, 468 and 588 would be the

regular leap-years. The intercalation to be expected 120 years after

that of Xusrau was prevented by the Arab conquest. Biruni remarks

that the interval between Xusrau’s intercalation and the preceding one
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under Yazdegird exceeded the normal 120 years. There are cogent

reasons to delay or to prevent an intercalation, namely money.

Disorder of the calendar is the chronic disease of oriental chronol-

ogy. In an edict (A. Ungnad, Babyl. Brief

e

n° 14) Hammurapi says:

“The year has a surplus. The new month shall be reckoned as Second

Ulul. And wherever the order has been given that the taxes shall arrive

in Babylon on the 25th of Tasrit, they shall arrive on the 25th of Ulul

II.” Ungnad remarks in maog xiii,i940, 21: “Die Schaltung hatte im

wesendichen rein praktische Griinde” and adds examples relating to

the harvest of grain, dates, fulfilment of delivery contracts etc. It is not

aeons and apocalypses that stand behind the “Schaltungsfest,” but

something that causes joy everywhere: a remission of taxes. For the

calendar rules the payment of taxes, paid at the term of the new year,

Med. nava sarda, later nauroz.^" At the Achaemenian period the term

was the midrakana, OP. bagayadis, the subject of the great tribute

processions of Persepolis. Strabo 11,14,9: “Armenia . , . sent every

year 20,000 colts for the mithrakina.” Biruni, the mathematician, was

interested only in the consequences for the chronology, but the people

of the time only in the consequences for their purses: the intercalary

months were free of taxes.

Under the Arsacids, one intercalation took place between a.d. 16

and 46, by which the Macedonian Xanthikos instead of Artemisios

became coincident with the Babylonian Nisan."”^ During the Abbasid

period I know of two such shiftings, one under al-Mutawakkil, in

245 H. “from 21. Ill to 21. rabi* i.= i8. haziran = 20. ardvihist,” i.e.

to 17. VI. 859 A.D., hence three months difference, cf. Tabari 111,1448,

ibn al-Athir vii,57. In affairs related to taxes, the Arabs use the Persian

term of payment and the Iranian solar year. The other intercalation

was under al-Mu‘tadid, from 21. iii to 21. vii, hence four months, cf.

Taghriberdi 1,93 and A. v. Kremer, Culturgesch. The calendar

can only be corrected when the financial situation is a good one and
when people think less than ever of the end of the world. Nyberg:
“Mit allem Vorbehalt hinsichtlich der Einzelheiten glaube ich also die

Legends concerning the institution of nauroz are often quoted, e.g. that in the Mdk. Frair.;
only one has attracted but little attention, viz. that in Yaq.1,669, story of the mobed of Kaskar,
calling it nauruz i mihradian.

Cf. McDowell, Coins from Seleucia, p. 190.
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Zahl 258 deuten zu konnen als einen integrierenden Bestandteil der

Zarathustxa-Apokalypse ... in Zusammenhang mit Yazdegird’s grosser

Schaltung entstanden. . . . Die Zahl ist von gewisser Bedeutung fiir

die Geschichte der sasanidischen Theologie. Mit dem geschichtlichen

Zarathustra hat sie nichts zu schaBen.” This is a verdict, but a

“dusr^ris, miscarriage of justice.” Under Yazdegird, 699-717, p.Zor.,

when the finances permitted a great intercalation, this number has not

been invented, it has not been computed at all.

In his discourse, Nyberg takes 288 as original number and 258 as

arrived at by subtracting 30 years of life. He overlooked that 288 would

be 600 B.C., a round mystical number. Theodorus bar Koni, end of the

8th century a.d., puts the birth of Zoroaster 628 years 7 months before

the birth of Christ. That is a number transmitted by prophetic,

apocalyptic literature, of the type of the Zoroastrian prophecy about

Christ in the Boo\ of the Bee, ed. Budge, transl.p.9. Any connection

with the birth of Christ cannot be older than the 5th century a.d., and

it is not possible that the Zoroastrian tradition had obtained its number

258 from a Christian source by the calculation 600— 30— 312 = 258.

The number 258 in the Zoroastrian sources is only the not mentioned

sum of years between Zoroaster and Alexander, and the idea of separat-

ing birth and public appearance by 30 years, following a mythical

pattern, is an interpretation of the primary number 258 which did

not distinguish between the two points of time. 258 + 30 + 312 = 600

is a coincidence; 258+311 = 569 b.c. is authentic.

There is still a trace of another reckoning. According to Firdausi,

Vullers 111,1499, Zoroaster had planted in memory of the conversion of

Vistaspa, a cypress, in front of the fire-temple of Kishmar, district

Turshiz in Khurasan, inscribing on its stem “Gustasp has accepted the

Good Religion.” According to the Dahistan (transl. Shea and Troyer

1,306-309) al-Mutawakkil had cut down the cypress in 232 H., for use

in the Dja‘fari palace, at Dja'fariyya, North-Samarra, when the tree

was 1,450 years old. The caliph was murdered when the transport had

reached the last stage before Samarra." I have seen, in Iran and

-2 Literature in A. V. W. Jackson, Zoroaster, 1899, 80, i63f. and 217; A. Houtum-Schindler,
Cypress of Zoroaster in jras, Jan. 1909; E. P. Tate, Seistan, 1910, iSSf.; Henry Yule, Marco
Polo 1,128-39, on “arbre Sol," i.e. draxt i sarw, esp. p. 131.
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Afghanistan, many cypresses 500 years old, and in Northern Europe

yews of almost a thousand years. The age is possible. The Muham-

medan tradition does not record this act of al-Mutawakkil, but contains

reports that make it all but probable. In 235 H. the caliph issued an

edict against the ahl al-dhimma, including Zoroastrians, in which the

pulling down of all recently built sanctuaries was ordered; in 239 H.

the edict was repeated in severer form. In 241 he incorporated e.g. the

old cathedral of Hims into the Gr. Mosque there. But the order to

build the Dja‘fari palace was given only in 245 H.; the construction

lasted no more than a couple of months, and on the new-year of 246

(8. 111.860) the caliph moved into the new town; he was murdered on

the 4th of shawwal 247 (ii. xii.861). The order to fell the cypress was

not given before 245, and the execution and the transport may well

have taken all that time. The date cannot be 232, year of al-Mutawak-

kil’s succession, but only 245 H., i.e. January-March a.d. 860, 1172 Sel.“

The 1,450 years of the cypress are the sum of 1,172 + 278. This number

is between 288 for Zoroaster’s birth and 258 for the conversion of

Vistaspa, but at the bottom of this reckoning is nothing but the same

tradition: Zoroaster 258 years before the Seleucid era. It is inadmissible

to reconcile the dates by assuming a reckoning in lunar years, not only

because the Iranians never used them, but—a decisive point—because

this system is not that of the Sasanian world era, in which the cypress,

in the year 232 H. would have been 1,145, in 245 H. 1,158 years old. The
small fault is not in 278 for 258, but in 1172: it is a counting of real

years which equals 245 H. with 1192 instead of 1172 Sel., under the

same presumption: “Zoroaster —258 Sel.” The computation cannot

have been: 258 years before 331, death of Darius III, plus 20 years

(epochal year of the Sel. era), plus 1172=1450, for the interval of 20

years between the death of Darius and the epochal year was as un-

known as the two facts themselves. On the contrary, the Seleucid era

was used in Khurasan, since the Arsacid calendar, in Seleucid era,

introduced by Mithradates II about 120 b.c., remained in use in

Khwarizm down to 1270 Sel. The number 258, here, appears in the

-3 Computations under other assumptions are faulty, cf. Shea-Trover p. 308; E. Roth
Zoroastr. GlaubemUhre in Gesch. nnserer abendlund. Philosophte, p. 350, beginning of tile
‘era of the cypress,” 560 b.c.; Floigl, Cyras and Herodot 1885, followed by Roth.
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reckoning of the years of a temple, without the reduction peculiar to

the Sasanian world era.

The year looo of this era is equal to a.d. 704. In 635 (931 p.Zor.)

the Muslims conquered Ctesiphon; 642 (938 Z.) or little later was the

battle of Nihawand; 674-676 (970-972 Z.) were the first advances against

Bukhara and Samarkand, regions which were finally conquered in

711 (1007). That is the time in which the Bahman yasht 1,5 and 11,21

puts the end of the millennium, and Mdh Frav. is still a hundred years

away from this end. At this time, hence, Zoroaster’s prophecy ex eventu

in Mas'udi was conceived."^ The same thoughts lead to the emigration

of the Parsis into India, as K. Inostrantzev has shown."°

At the very same time the system of aeons, preserved in the Gr.Bdh.,

received its pessimistic-eschatologic character. The prophecy talked of

the downfall of the empire and the religion; here it becomes practically

the end of the world, by reserving the following two millennia for its

preparation by the two precursors of the third sosyant. This picture is

most unconvincing; why should one need an aeon of 12,000 years,

when 6,000 years are wasted on a preexistence, 3,000 on mythical his-

tory, and 2,000 on preparing the end, so that human history is actually

limited to one thousand years } In this system nothing is alive of Zoro-

aster’s optimism, the final victory of Good over Evil, which can yet be

felt in Mdh Frav. It is a new interpretation of the old doctrine, born

out of the time of calamity, the Muhammedan conquest, out of the

passionate hope for the end of the world expected to come at once, and

out of the equally passionate belief in the old doctrine: “The kingdom

of Heaven is near!”

A similar case: R. Hartmann, Etne islam. Apokylypse der Kreuzzngszeit, Schritten d.

Konigsbcrg. Gelehrt. Gesellschaft 1,3, 1924.

Journ. Cama Orient. Inst. Bombay, i. 1922, 32-69: J. J. Modi, A Few Ei ent^ in the Ea,ly

Hist, of the Parsis, Bombay 1903, 1-9. According lo the Qissa i Sanian, the Iranians who

faithfully adhered to Zoroastrism took refuge in Kohistan, between Khurasan and Kirman,

after Yazdegird’s death in a.d. 651=947 p-Zor. A hundred years after, about 751, they

moved to Hormuz on the Gulf, where they stayed till 765=1061 p.Zor. In the \ear of the

foundation of Baghdad, they emigrated to Diw, and landed, 19 years later, in 784 = 1081

p.Zor. in Gujerat “guided by astrological prognostics.” The waiting sojourn in Kohistan, hence,

lasted from — 50 to “h 50 of the millennium, to the downfaU or the Uma\yad d> nasty.

In this, a second prophecy concurs: a dream of Yazdegird ill, after the defeat at Jalula in

A.D, 637/8 = 933/4 p.2x>r., told by Tabari: “The Arabs shall rule icuj 100 too “h . -

.

years.” There the dream stops short. The year of the foundation of Baghdad brought the last

disillusion.
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But Zoroaster’s date, “258 before Alexander” is not affected by such

thoughts and changes, and survives all of them untouched.

The resolution of these 258 years into regnal years of legendary

Achaemenids can scarcely have been undertaken before Ardashir I.

In Shahr.Er. §i we read: “Alexander burnt the Denkart (=Awesta)

written by order of Vistasp, which had existed under seven kings.”

A gloss explains the number of seven—recorded nowhere else—as

seven mythical kings before Vistasp, against all logic. The seven is a

vague remembrance of the fact that there were seven Hystaspids. The

archetype of the Shahrihd e Erdn was composed for Kavat, at the very

end of the 5th century, and must have used an old form of the chiliadic

system which contained “3,000 years prehistory, appearance of Zoro-

aster, seven kings reigning 258 years, Alexander 14 years.” The scholars

of Ardashir’s time—if this filling of the gap in the Bdh. is theirs

—

could find out for the seven only five kings in the legendary material.

Zoroaster himself stands at the beginning of the Achaemenid epoch,

the Arsacids do not get more than half of their real domination, only

a few years more than the Achaemenids, and only with the Sasanids

real chronology begins.

The number 258 predicates when the prophet lived, and such facts

are not quickly forgotten by oriental nations, even when illiterate. It

appears in a system of aeons and those who were in charge of it must

have been the people that preserved the memory. The date known to

Plato’s Academy, “Zoroaster 6,000 years before Plato,” shows that al-

ready about 400 B.c. Zoroaster had his place as inaugurator of the 4th

millennium in that system, and that his return was expected after

6,000 years.

With this insertion of Zoroaster into the system and the limitation

of the prehistory to the first 3,000 years, the chiliadic system had
been converted into real chronology. The system requires the counting

of years. Quintus Curtius 111,3,9 says, speaking of Alexander’s time:
“The magi had a year of 365 days,” viz. beside the civil calendar. As
in the Sasanian period, this was certainly connected with the system of
aeons.

One instance of priests counting the years of their temple in
antiquity, just as in Sasanian times, we have come to know in the
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“era of the cypress.” Another one is the number preserved by Herod-

otus 1,130 in the Median story of Harpagos: “Cyrus dethroned Asty-

ages after 35 years of his reign, after 128 years of the Median rule,

Trape^ ^ ocrov oi Sicvdai ^pxov, not counting the years of the Scythian

domination.” The double date is in the style of the Bishapur inscrip-

tion; “year 58, year 40 of the Ardashlr-fire, 24 of the Shahpuhr-fire.”

The number 128 comes from a Median source (Harpagos is a Mede)

and contradicts the artificial calculation followed by Herodotus in

1,102-106; “Deiokes 52 years, Phraortes 23; Kyaxares 40, crvv tolctl

Xfcvdai '^p^av, including the 28 years of the Scythians; Astyages 35

years,” sum lY. ’j'^ = 150, which would give 122 without the Scy-

thians. With the words nape^ Herodotus tries to reconcile the variance

of his two sources, but the 128 years were not meant to be interrupted

by a span of 28 years. 150 is wrong, 128 is right. The end is the con-

quest of Agbatana in 550 b.c., Agbatana is the home of the record. In

Agbatana stood the memorial fire of the Median ktistes, the aSar

kavatakan, which burned as long as the dynasty lasted. Its priests

counted 128 years of their temple, 35 of the Astyages fire, when Cyrus

took Agbatana. The Ardashir fire, too, burned as long as the Sasanian

dynasty lasted: Yazdegird III was crowned in this temple in a.d. 632/3

(406 p.Ard., 928 p.Zor.); its priests counted 40 years of their temple

when the statue of Shahpuhr I was made in Bishapur; the priests of

Kishmar counted 1,450 years when their cypress was felled.

The disturbed condition in which the chiliadic system is preserved

in the Gr.Bdh. is explained by the facts that the years were counted

before Alexander, that Hellenism led to an interruption, and that under

Ardashir the gap was filled by calendaric-astronomical methods

—

whereby the strange shortening occurred.

The number 258 appears as interval between Zoroaster’s epiphany,

the “matan e den,” and Alexander’s accession, which was not preserved

as a date by the Iranian tradition. One did not know that the Seleucid

era was something different. The calendar-makers of Ardashir I, in

bringing down the epochal year of the Zoroastrian era from 569 to

296 B.C., bring down with it the year 258 p.Zor. from 31 1 to 38 b.c.

as epochal year of the Seleucid era, without changing its signification.
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This first dynastic era"® has not been introduced as such. Seleucus

counted, as usual, the years of his reign, beginning with the year in

which Alexander IV was defeated and murdered, and in which

Seleucus returned to Babylon. The epochal year is 312 Ti; the varia-

tions of its beginning, i. x.312 in the west, i. 111.311 in the east, do not

affect the problem of its origin. During Seleucus’ last years, Antiochus

I was co-regent with the full royal title. Seleucus’ death, 32 Sel. = 28o

B.C., did not entail a change of protocol, and under Antiochus whose

first year had never counted as year i, one simply went on counting

the years of Seleucus. In course of time, one must have realized that

this was a new practical method, with the effect that Antiochus II in

51 Sel. = 26i B.c. consciously went on doing the same. Thus the first

dynastic era originated. As a whole and in its varieties it received vari-

ous names, like “Seleucid, of the Greeks, of the Babylonian astron-

omers,” but all of them are subsequently given, among them “aera

Alexandri” and dvro Trj<; ’AXe^dvSpov TeXevTrj^. It seems to me impos-

sible that this last name could mean the era of Alexander IV, just as

impossible as an era of the “cursed Alexander” with the Sasanians. The

name supposes the belief that the era, the beginning of which was

obscure, had been used since the death of Alexander.

“Zoroaster 258 years before Alexander” is an expression that can

result only from “258 years before our era.” The Seleucid era was used

by the Arsacids in Iran, where, of course, it passed as era of Alexander

the Great. In the year 65 of this era, the Arsacids introduced their own
dynastic era, which in Babylon was never used alone, but at the side

of the Seleucid. The Sasanians, with their xenophobe tendencies, aban-

doned it, just as they renounced the title philhellen, and the occasion

was the reform of the calendar under Ardashir I, a.d. 227/8, 539/40
Sel.

According to that old reckoning, the year 300 p.Zor. falls in the

reign of Antiochus I, when people became aware of having an era.

300 p.Zor. would be 42 Sel, 270 b.c. Fifty years earlier Curtius attests

the existence of a religious calendar, and 247 b.c. is the epochal year

of the Arsacid era. Only as early as that, in about 300 p.Zor., hence
in pre-Arsacid antiquity, the number 258 could be introduced into the

chiliadic system. Under the dissolving influences of Hellenism, the

-®Cf. Eduard Meyer, GJ.A. i,i, and Bouche-Leclcrq, 11,5131!.
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counting of years stopped, but this fundamental number, the interval

between Zoroaster and the Seleucid era remained. New materials allow

us also to recognize how and where it was preserved.

The great temples counted their years, and one of them was the tem-

ple where the foundation-document was kept with the memorial list

of Yasht 13, a document to be discussed in our next chapter. A headline

calls this list “fravartayo of the purvyatkesa and nabanazdika, souls

of the first-faithful and next-of-kin,” namely of Zoroaster and Vistaspa,

and the fact that Zoroaster and his family precede Vistaspa and his

relatives shows that the temple was founded by Vistaspa “for the soul

of Zoroaster and for his own soul.” The list of names is the last para-

graph of the entire document, and was introduced into the yasht at the

time of its first redaction, that means about 400 b.c. The priests who
kept this document and recited the names by heart when celebrating

the prescribed masses, counted the years of their temple and knew, at

the time of Antiochus I, that Zoroaster had lived 300 years before.

Only the list of names is preserved, and only the discovery of names

historically known among them can furnish means of dating the docu-

ment. I anticipate here some results to be proved in the following

chapters.

Among the sons of Vistaspa appears Spantadata, who at his acces-

sion to the throne assumed the “throne-name” Darayavahus. That

gives the terminus ante quern: before 522 b.c. A terminus post quem,

with rather large margin, is 539, the year in which Cambyses was sar

Babili and not yet lieutenant in Iran. The proscription of Zoroaster

from Raga may have taken place already in 538. In the list he has three

wives, one of them the Haugavl whom he married in exile, and by her

he has a daughter, Purucista, unmarried, hence not yet 16 years old.

Some years must have passed between his banishment, the marriage,

and the birth of the daughter. He has already a grandson bearing the

same name as his son Rvatatnara (probably the second son), hence

must have been at least 40 years old.—If 569 is the year of his birth,

the terminus post quem would be 529, year of Cambyses’ accession.

Finally, Brzi.rstis = Brzya, Smerdis, appears in the list.

According to Herodotus 111,65, Cambyses would have ordered

Prexaspes to have Smerdis killed in prison, after the Egyptian cam-
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paign had started; when he received the news of the proclamation of

the Pseudo-Smerdis the king at once returned. Herodotus tells the

Prexaspes story during that return, and speaks wrongly of a non-

existing “Syrian Agbatana,” product of a banal interpretation of the

oracle of Buto : Cambyses killed himself in the real Agbatana. Thus it

is possible that the date of Smerdis’ death was nearer to 523, but the

greater probability is that he was killed when Cambyses started for

Egypt. A list “for the souls, the memory” may contain names of

deceased persons, as does the list in the Ka‘ba inscription of Shahpuhr

I, but the first assumption would be that Smerdis was still alive when

his name was put into the list. In that case, 525 is the terminus ante

quern—a year in which Purucista was not over 12 years old, and the

probable date of the memorial list of Y/.13 is limited between 528

and 526 B.c.

If the temple was founded in 527, it counted exactly 258 years in

the year 300 p.Zor. (258 before Alexander plus 311 = 569 b.c. or 42

Sel.), the time when the Seleucid era had become established under

Antiochos I. At that time the priests could say: “Remarkable that the

year 300 of Zoroaster, who was born 258 years before the era we now

use, is exactly the year 258 of our temple.” This number is a tradition,

not a calculation. It does not affect our problem, but one may infer

from the preservation of this date that such temples, at the time of

Antiochus I, started to use two eras, as did the Arsacids a few years

later.

The number 258 is a historical reminiscence, introduced into the

chiliadic system at the Seleucid period and faithfully preserved to the

end. No more than the date for the birth of Christ is it a historical

date in the strictest sense, for the notion “petakih, epiphany” is a too

indefinite one.'" The birth of a prophet—since the child is not born

with its work accomplished—can never be exactly retained; the first

public appearance, the success of which manifests itself only much

later, is remembered only in rare cases. But that does not matter. The

Like Or. epiphania and Arab, zuhur, the word is used for apjiearance of stars, cf. the

Syr. n.pr. Iso'denah “Christ has risen!”, and Gr. cpiphanes in royal protocols. In Hellenism,

Ptolemy V, 190 B.c., is the first “epiphanes, the god who appears to men in calamity”;

then .Antiochus IV, 175-164.—In Iran Xusrau I uses the title. In Islam, there are many malik
al-zahir; the tide has an Intense meaning in the case of the Fatimid caliph al-Zahir, who
followed, as a child, his father al-Hakim after his disappearance, ghaiba.
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late Awestic concept, expressed e.g. in yr.i3,93£., is, that “all waters,

plants and animals of the good creation rejoice at the birth and shout:

Thank God! the priest is born, he who is the Spitama Zarathustra!”

The Pahl. commentary to (on Raga) likewise makes no dis-

tinction between birth and appearance: some codd. have “zrtvst mn
ZK y’k YHWN.t, Zoroaster was from that place (meaning: born),”

another ms. has “pyt’k YHWN.t, appeared from there,” same meaning.

It is not only that the birth is the more naive and original conception

—cf. the legends emanating from the birth of Christ—and that the ap-

pearance with 30 years is a legendary, though probable, pattern. The deci-

sive point is that the name “matan e den” or “acceptance of the

religion” is a religious term which must of necessity be later than the

fixing of the era. The distinction between birth and appearance is sec-

ondary. The analogy to “appearance” would be, in Christianity, the

Jordan baptism as epochal year. From the historical point of view,

there has never been a year, day or hour, in which Vikaspa became

converted. This is a religious tint laid on events entirely neutral. What
actually happened was that Vistaspa gave refuge to the proscribed

Zoroaster. Such an act was not announced with trumpets, but kept

as secret as possible. It seems that, at first, Zoroaster lived in conceal-

ment as a hermit at the farthest corner of Vistaspa’s province, on the

mount Usidam in the lake Kansavya. At any rate, the exact date of

his reception by Vistaspa has been no more preserved than the date

of his birth. The only real date known in later times was the founda-

tion of the temple; this was attested by the document, to which the

memorial list belonged. In that temple the number 258 was preserved.

The birth date allows forthwith a margin of ± 10 years. But in

agreement with all that can be gathered about the prophet’s lifetime

from the Gathas and the rest of the Awesta, it puts Zoroaster in the

sixth century, about 570-500 b.c., and the time of his activity under the

reigns of Cyrus, Cambyses, and Darius.

In UGE n,2ioff. (1905) J. Markwart had calculated the years 489-486

B.c. as date of the “introduction of the mazdayasnian calendar”; Ny-
berg"® calculated 485 b.c. and calls (45) this date “das einzig sichere

Datum der alteren Geschichte des Zoroastrismus.” The non-Zoroastrian

Texte zum mazdayasn. Kahnder, Uppsala, Universitets Axsskrift 1934.
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magi would have induced the non-Zoroastrian Xerxes to introduce a

calendar of Zoroastrian coloring in order to give the king in the Zoro-

astrian deva-notion a weapon against a revolt in Babylon! The Baby-

lonians use, before and after, their own religious calendar without

noticing the coloring of the names of the months used in Iran. The

revolt is imaginary, and Xerxes never introduced this “mazdayasnian

calendar.” The last point is proved by the cuneiform tablets from

Persepolis which use, throughout, the Old Persian calendar. The

reasons adduced by Poebel in his first report on these tablets, for dating

them in the time of Artaxerxes I, were unconvincing and have now
been revoked in Cameron’s notice Darius' Daughter:"^ the 30,000

tablets of the wall-archives are all from the time of Darius, years 12-28,

the 800 tablets from the “Communs archives” go from the 30th year

of Darius to the beginning of Artaxerxes’ reign. Down to about 460 the

Old Persian calendar was used and the officials were magi. H.

Lewy remarks as to the number 485: “Cette erreur s’explique du fait,

que M. Nyberg ignorait la reforme d’Ardashir et la difference fonda-

mentale entre les calendriers sasanide et pre-sasanide.” Of the various

theories about the date at which the mazdayasnian calendar was in-

troduced, it is only what Taqizadeh calls “the second reform” about

441 B.c. that has a chance to be true. Obviously this reform is mazdayas-

nian, not Zoroastrian,^ and we shall see at the same time the maz-

dayasnian redaction of the Awesta took place.

In “stating” that “in einem Volk dem die Geschichte fehlt,” “die

ganze Frage nach der Zeit Zarathustras . . . eigentlich ohne Belang

ist, dass der rein chronologischen Frage hier die Bedeutsamkeit fehlt,”

Nyberg confounds “history” and “historiography”; that is what is

J. Near East. Stud. 1,2, April 1942.—The Persepolis tablets are about 30,000, 500 of
them in Aramaic, written in ink, the others in Elamite cuneiform. Only preliminary informa-
tion has been published, on the strength of which Nyberg says p.15: “Merkwiirdigcrweise
scheint das Elamische die eigentliche Sprache der .Achaemeniden zu sein”; p.334: “Wir wissen
ietzt, dass die Verwaltungssprache der .HItcren Achaemeniden hauptsichlich elamisch war,"
und “das Aramacische war die Kanzleisprache fur die wesdichen, -vielleicht fiir alle Teile
des Reichs. ’ These pronouncements are rash, contradictory and wrong.

““This same opposition finds an expression in the twofold names of the calendar feasts,
Zoroastrian gahambar, mazdaistic-syncretistic nauroz and mihragan etc., H. Lewy, p 63!

'

comes ver> near the truth in recognizing in this opposition the expression of truly Zoroastrian
and Iraman-Mithraic conceptions. One better speaks of mono- and poKtheistic, or Zoroastrian
and mazdayasnian: it is the unadiusted cwxistence of pre-Zoroastrian and Zoroastrian designa-
tions in the rrazi.a;asni.in s' ncretism which prevailed since the time of Artaxerxes II For
tnese terms sec under ‘Fra^aranid
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lacking, not history. And the definition of the time of Zoroaster re-

mains the central problem of Old Iranian history, history of religion,

archeology and philology.

There is a historical criterion for the value of the traditional date,

6th century b.c.—In his Christenttim 11,17, Eduard Meyer argues : “Der

zweihundertjahrige Bestand des Perserreichs ist ein Wendepunkt fiir

die gesamte Religionsgeschichte iiberhaupt. Die nationale Gestaltung

des staatlichen Lebens ist fiir westorientalische Welt begraben, damit

die Religion von Staat und Politik gelost. Das schafft den Individual-

ismus und den Universalismus, die fortan den Grundzug aller Reli-

gionen bilden. Aufgabe der Gottheit ist jetzt nicht mehr, das einzelne

Gemeinwesen, den auf besonderem Volkstum beruhenden Staat zu

schirmen, sondern sie ist zu einer universalen, kosmischen Macht

geworden, die sich nicht mehr an das Volk als ganzes, sondern an

den einzelnen Menschen wendet. In den arischen Religionen treten

diese Ziige von Anfang an hervor.”

What he says about the significance of the Persian Empire for the

religious development of mankind is entirely true. He was one of the

most passionate champions of the concept of the high antiquity of

Zoroaster. I discussed the problem with him more than once, the last

time a few days before his death, but I do not know what he meant by

“von Anfang an,” Zoroaster or still older phases? The gods of the

Aryans in India fight for their worshippers, and in the pre-Zoroastrian

passages of the yashts, the gods grant to the worshipping Iranians what

they refuse to the worshipping enemies of the heroes: naive and with-

out a trace of ethics, entirely Homeric. The ritualism, too, the

sacrificial and magic rites of the Old Iranian religion, against which

Zoroaster fights like the prophets of the Old Testament, do not surpass

the level of religious thought reached elsewhere.

Only the book of Job (about the end of the 5th century b.c.?) comes

near to the universal monotheism of Zoroaster with his ethical dualism

—i.e. the answer to the question : whence comes evil, if God is good ?

—

and with his complementary thought of eternal reward and punish-

ment for the individual. There is a contradiction in the assumption

that thoughts, which became possible in the rest of the world only

under the Persian Empire, were possible 500-700 years earlier in the

Aryan world. In Iran too, the universal conception of the deity, the
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relation of the god to the individual man instead of to the group,

and the replacing, connected therewith, of the cult hy ethics, is only a

consequence of the world-wide empire.

In Christentum 11,69, Eduard Meyer considers the passage in Plu-

tarch, de hide 47 (frgm.72) on the paradisiac condition after the defeat

of Evil, Areimanios, where “all men, as fxaKdpioi, shall be one politeia,

and shall all speak one language,” to be genuinely Zoroastrian, perhaps

made known to the Greeks by Aristotle’s pupil Eudemus. But how
could, about or before 1000 b .c ., in the unhistorical region beyond Iran

proper, such a notion be possible which clearly is the ideal all but

materialized by the polyglot Persian Empire ?, the ^sa^ram vispazanam,

paruzanam, Akk. sa naphar lisanu gabbi “where all languages are

spoken.”

The true cognition that the Persian Empire is the turning point in

the history of all religions and brings the katharsis of religion itself

makes a higher antiquity for Zoroaster from the beginning impossible.

Starting on entirely different lines, Meillet came to a similar conclusion,

Trots Conf. p.22: “La reforme religieuse . . . suppose de grands mouve-

ments historiques et sociaux. L’etablissement d’un vaste empire, gou-

verne par un roi absolu, a ete dans le monde indo-iranien un fait d’un

type nouveau; il est sans doute resulte de ces memes mouvements aux-

quels est due la secte Zoroastrienne. Ce fait capital domine la question.”

The decades of the foundation of the Persian Empire in the 6th

century b.c. are a terminus ad quem for Zoroaster. The allegedly “only

safe term, before 485” is a mistake, inferred from wrong premises, and
the traditional date, Zoroaster appeared 258 years before the Seleucid

era, which determines his life between 570 and 500 b.c., is an intrin-

sically probable date.
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“tyam imesam martiyanam tohma hubrtam paribara,

the issue of these men treat well!”

The headline of the Fravardin Yasht is: “We worship the fravarti of

the blessed first-followers of the law, rtavan purvya.tkesa, next-of-kin,

naba.nazdista.”^ This headline, unfit for the main part of the yasht,"

refers only to its smaller second half, §§87-145, the so-called “Com-

munity-list.”

Already a cursory glance at that list, as it stands, reveals that instead

of being a catalogue of the first followers only and the next-of-kin

of Zoroaster and Vistaspa, it is rather, as §145 expresses, a list of “the

fravarti of the whole world from the first man Gayamart to the last,

the saviour, sosyant.” Even the fravarti of many animal species and

other beings of the “good creation” are added. The original list of the

community, thus, has been expanded to a list of humanity. This was

done when introducing the document into the yasht, after the persons

mentioned were all deceased “souls,” and, since some of them belong

to a third generation, at the earliest, three generations after Vistaspa,

i.e. after the—strictly speaking
—

“Zoroastrian” period, at the period of

Mazdai'sm.*

Various materials were used for this expansion. In §§131-135, the

mythical kings are inserted between the personal names of the genuine

list; in §§136-138, a series of mythical heroes. The first of the kings and

men is Yama, not Gayamart (of §145). The divergence shows that the

filling material belongs to different periods. Hosyanha is not yet one

of the kings, as in other yashts, but ranges with the heroes in the next

paragraphs. All other yashts present already the system surviving in

Firdausi’s form of the Shahnamah, where Hosyanha, the Saka, opens

the line of kings. Thus, the redactors of y/.i3 have preserved an archaic

version of the epics, not affected by a redaction that was undertaken

probably at the early Achaemenian period.^

Nyberg 291: “Die Heroen des Fravardin Y/.13 gruppieren sich fast

ausschliesslich um Ranha und Vourukasa, Jaxartes und Aral-See. Es

kann nicht zweifelhaft sein, dass dies geschichtliche Milieu die zoro-

^ For this term see ‘Social Structure.’ 2 s^e under ‘Fravarti.’

^ Definition of this term under ‘Fravarani.’

^ For §§143-44, ‘‘fravarti of Arya, Tura, Sarima, Saina and Daha” see under ‘Aneran-Turan.’
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astrische Urgemeinde in dem turischen Friyana-Stamm ist.” The

alleged Aral-Lake is the ocean, but neither this nor any local or geo-

graphical name appears in Y/.13, which is a “Lied ohne Orte.” It

contains the names of all kings and heroes, to the last, Vistaspa, the

only member of the Urgemeinde among them. But they no longer

“group themselves,” for they are all dead, “fravarti, manes,” and their

“historical milieu” is according to §23 “tusnisad, the land of silence.

Hades.”

The sosyant Astvat.rta, twice inserted at the end of §§iio and 117,

and the three sosyant in §128, and the whole §129 on Astvat.rta, belong

no more to the first-followers and next-of-kin than do those kings and

heroes, neither the preceding six names of the krsvar-iudices, two of

which appear again in §121. Also the last three names, compounds in

-fSri, of the list of women in §141 must be eliminated.

That means at the same time that everything which goes beyond

the list proper is a commentary added when or after the list was in-

serted into Y/.13. Thus §§88-94 about Zoroaster, with exception of the

name of his cousin MaSyomaha, but including the glosses referring to

him; the remark on the “apostle” Sena Ahumstut in §97; the verses

§§97-100 on kavi Vistaspa; those on the use of the name of the Hau-
gava for magic purpose at the end of §104; a remark about

Man^ravaka in §105; a note to Arsya, father of Vanhu; at last §120,

on the magic effect of the name of Yavista Friyana. At the best, some
of these glosses show what the late Achaemenian Mazdaism thought

about these figures.

After all these eliminations there remains an astonishingly well

preserved list of probably exactly 240 names, 24 of them names of

women. Of the male names sixteen are characterized, in §§125-126, as

foreigners. Upon them three children follow, bearing the same name
as their grandfathers with an “aparazata, junior” added to it, and
finally—not separated, as today, by the first kings and heroes—a list

of women in §§139-141.

The only possible origin of this list is an authentic document of that
high antiquity. Whatever one may think of the time and place of
Zoroaster, this list which must go back to his own time is the rest

of a document and must have had a purpose. Only when recognizing
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that purpose can one give it its true historical value. H. H. Schaeder,

in a letter, once compared it to the lists in Ezra 2 and Nehemiah 7,

preserved by a fortunate chance. Those—almost contemporary—lists,

too, represent documents and had a purpose, namely for administra-

tion. The mere existence of the list of Yr.13 ought always to have been

a warning not to put Zoroaster into a period long before the known

Iranian history. But if the list belongs to an early historical period, the

original document could be written only in cuneiform, for one cannot

assume Aramaic script on clay tablets or leather for Old Persian texts

before Darius, on account of

vasna[. a]u“[ramaz]da[ha]. i[--]. dipi[s

c.o.'mi.n ‘’o.ra.mas.ta.na ‘’u hip.pi.me ^ta.i.e

-Jam. akunavam. patisam.

ik.ki hu.t.ta ar.ri.ia.wa ^ap.po sa.s.sa in.ne lip.ri ku.t.ta

a[g]ura[va] ut[a.] 'pavasT°[a]y[a]. [cjaxr[iyata. patjisam.

'ha.laT-uk.ku ku.t.ta 'su‘'^-uk.ku

iya. [d]ipi[ -- ]. "’nama. a^ahavaza.[— ]is[
] ada“'[ ]a

ku.t.ta 'hi.s ku.t.ta e.p.pi hu.t.ta

uta [ap]i[^]i[ya. ujta [. -Jtiya [--]ya. pai[s]ya. ma[m]

ku. h.ta tal.li.k ku.t.ta ‘’u tLp.pa pe.p.ra.ka

pasava. i[ya]m d”'ipi[m—Ji.^ma .[--Javata. [ ]

me.ni hip.pi.me am.min.ni 'ta.i.i.o.s mar.ri.ta

antar dahya[va. kjara hama ama^amata

ha.ti.ma '’u ten.ge.ia ‘’tas.su.p.pe so.pLs

“By the grace of Auramazda, I made (this.^) writing in another

fashion [only EL: in Aryan, as it had never been before]; as well on

clay-tablets as on leather, and the name and the seal? was put (to it),

and it was written and the writing was read off to me. Thereafter,

this writing was sent everywhere into the provinces as I had ordered.

The people. . .
.”

R. G. Kent tried a restoration of the OP. text which I cannot

accept because it does not take into consideration the more
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complete Elamite text and its gloss; every restoration must be

a retranslation of the Elamite text.

OP. dipi is El. tippi, loanword from Sumerian, and means

“script, writing,” only accidentally “inscription” on rock, stone

or other objects. Xerx.Van: “the stana, El. s.ta.na, i.e. stela was

prepared, but no ‘writing’ written on it”; there, the El. text

has 'dip’**; here tip.pi.me, which makes the meaning collective

[cf. cunki “king,” cunkime “kingship”], unmistakably so be-

cause the El. text says “as it had never existed before.” The

writing is done “taie.ikki, in a different fashion”; to this appar-

ently OP. patisam corresponds, cf. Aw. patisa in iV/V.ioi

“differing, heterogeneous” and in yLi9,58 “contrarius.” The

king speaks in the whole paragraph of a general innovation,

not only of the special case of copying the Behistun inscription.

The El. text does not need to repeat “in other fashion,” as the

OP. text repeats patisam in 90, because it glosses it by ar.ri.ia.wa

—not an El. word, but transliteration of OP. “aryava, in Aryan

(language),” just as it glosses in §§62 and 63 Auramazda by

the illuminating “god of the Aryans, '^na.p ar.ri.ia.na.m < OP.

aryanam,” gen.pl.—^Thereby the language is determined as the

same as the rock-inscription, and the innovation can only be

the kind of script, tippime, and since the two materials are

clay-tablets and leather, on which latter cuneiform was never

used (while Aramaic appears on the tablets of Persepolis), the

thing never done before was writing Old Persian in Aramaic

script. A specimen of it is the fourth inscription on Darius’

tomb, see Altp.Inschr. p.12, fig.6; another proof are the OP.

words in the inscriptions of the three Artaxerxes in cuneiform,

but transcribed from Aramaic spelling.

El. “halat-ukku, on bricks, clay-tablets” assures the restora-

tion of OP. a[g]ura[va]. The signs corresponding to ''su’’’,

-]“ vVf [-]y[- must hide the OP. word for leather, Mp. and

Np. post.“ To El. “his, name” correspond the signs tran-

^Vid.3,20 and 18,10 Aw. pasta. (fraflah), Frhg.tv. (gen.) p^stahe, Pahl.transl. p5sr, meaning
“scalp.”—.Vw. 5 is the doubled ligature ?<a3-n, which went early out of use and which it

replaces; whereas Aw. a is a ligature of a-hv. At the time of the invention of .\v/. script, n
and V, especially in ligatures, are no longer clearly distinguished. Thus the difference between
Aw. p?sta and OP. vpavas^t^ is a graphic problem: the Aw. archetype had pvst in Aram.
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scribed by King and Thompson by n^m% Kent h'^m^; it must be

OP. n“ a m“. El. “tallik, was written” = OP. VpW-, ni.pi^-,

gives [ni- or a- p]i[^]i[ya].—^The last sentence, “thereafter,”

speaks of the copies of the Beh. inscription being sent into all

provinces, as an example.® The obscure verb am^mta must

mean “were able to understand” or “minded it in their hearts.”

The introduction of Aramaic script made cuneiform soon go out

of use, and the list of Yr.13 must have been transmitted by word of

mouth only for at least 600 years, until it was first written down in

Aramaic script together with the whole Awesta, unless one would

assume that, at the time of Darius, an aide-memoire had been noted

in Aramaic. The names as we have them show clear traces of being

based on a text in Aramaic script.

On the Ka‘ba i Zardust, a tomb-tower in front of the Royal Tombs

and the sculpture of Shahpuhr I at Naqsh i Rustam, is a trilingual

inscription of Shahpuhr, which solves the riddle of the list of y/.i3,

and that is the importance, far surpassing its historical contents, of

that inscription.

In the style of Assyrian foundation documents, thousand and more

years older, in which likewise a long historical introduction occupies

most of the space and the proper purpose is confined to the very last

lines, the preface of Shahpuhr’s inscription is a detailed account of his

victorious campaign against Valerian, which is symbolized in the

triumphal sculpture opposite the Ka‘ba. Only the middle lines, 21-23,

deal with the special purpose, the foundation of five memorial fires.

The expression is Pahl. pty ln ’rv’n v p’sn’m. Pars. p‘n lnh Ivb’n v

ptn’m, Gr. Ell hmetepan mneian kai onomatoi xynthphzin, “for

his own soul (memory), and for the souls of the queen ASarAnahIt,

and their three sons Hormizd-Ardasir (later Hormizd I), Sahpuhr

Mesansah, and ’yly-mzdysn-Narsahe (later Narseh).” To these temples

endowments for sacrifices and singing of masses are given, to per-

petuate the memory, and the “souls” of those whose names are

script; the first transcription in Aw. characters used a to express the diphthong an; younger
codd. used short ^ instead (not a unique case); when this went out of use, long 5 was noted.
«A stone fragment discovered in Babylon and the Pap.El. with a copy of the Behisthn

inscription are documentary proof.
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enumerated shall have part in it. The list of names of these souls fills

the rest, II.22-34.

Not the religious contents, but form and matter are the same as the

dedication of stelae by the Elamite kings, e.g. Silhakinsusinak (about

1160 B.c.) “for his life, the life of Nahhunte.Utu, his wile, and the

life of their sons HutelutuHnsusinak, Silhina.lamru.Lagamar, etc. etc.

and her daughters Isni.karabbat etc. etc.”' The list of names of y/.i3

is a link between the Elamite and the Sasanian lists, and establishes a

tradition over more than 2,000 years. Shahpuhr’s list has 135 names,

mostly of men, but thirteen ladies of the royal house and a few little

girls are among them. The arrangement is (i) some ancestors in

straight line, beginning with Sasan ^vatay, some more living members

of the narrowest family, still more younger members, among them

children with hypocoristic names, the future. Upon which follow in

historical order the great number (2) of “those that were under Papak

Sah,” (3) “under Artaxsir sahansah,” (4) “under Sahpuhr sahansah.”

The provisions are valid for the souls of them all. Inside these sections,

the names are arranged according to rank and dignity; where the

rank is the same, equal or similar names are often grouped together

—

for purposes of mnemonics; family names are borne only by the high
aristocracy; besides, there are titles, among them e.g. the grand eunuch.

Comparing it with Islamic waqf inscriptions, which like this one
are written on the walls of existing sanctuaries, and are excerpts of a

document, the waqf-namah proper, deposited in archives, one can call

the Ka‘ba inscription a waqf, with such distinctions as required by
the different cult. This is the notion which the Greek version of the

inscription tries to express by ^yyp<i<f>ov tov cio'c^a.A.to'jLtctTo? ttjv

The mafatih al-‘ulum rightly translate the Ir. term “rawanagan”—i.e.

pa-ravan of the inscription—by auqaf: the Sasanian institution is the

origin of the Islamic one. At the Achaemenian epoch, the originals

were clay tablets, as for instance some found in Susa, or stone tablets

like the fragments of Darius’ tomb inscription discovered at Persepolis;

also papyri.

The analogy between the Shahpuhr inscription and the so-called

“Community list” of Yr.13 is perfect. There, too, the majority of names
^ P. Scheil, Mem.Del. Perse XI, 2iss.
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are such of men, but ten per cent are names of women; in the Ka‘ba

inscription they stand between the names of men, in Yr.13 they are

in a separate paragraph; all the women belong to the highest nobility,

with their family names added, most of them are married, but not all.

In both documents the names extend over three generations, with a

special group of children. The sequence is one of rank and dignity. In

Y/.13, Zoroaster and his next relatives take precedence even over Vis-

taspa and his family. Within groups of equal rank one observes the

same grouping of identical or similar names. Members of the same

noble families, distinguished by their family name which none but a

nobleman can have, are grouped together in both inscriptions, etc.

All persons in both lists are without exception high and highest

dignitaries and their relatives, in old language “xsayant, kavi and

hvetu.” The 16 “aryaman, clients,” form a kind of codicil in Yr.13. But

neither here nor there “commoners” are mentioned, “vastrya.fsuyant

or huti, peasants and laborers.” That changes the concept of the “first

community” considerably. This was not a community of people con-

verted or of the same religious conviction, but the clan and the clien-

tela of a vispatis and satrap who had espoused a cause and whose lead

all his clansmen, officers and clients were in duty bound to follow.

In spite of an interval of about 800 years, redaction and style of both

lists are the same, and it follows that the list of Y/.13 is taken from the

original of the waqf, the rawan-document, which was “made fast,

Arab, waqafa or habasa, OP. han.drang-, handraxta, han.dunga,”

when Vistaspa founded a memorial fire, with masses for the “souls,”

or “memory” of all persons named. The fact that Zoroaster and his

relatives rank before Vistaspa shows that Vistaspa founded the temple

“for the soul of Zoroaster and for his own soul,” but also that Zoro-

aster was a “homotimos, of equal rank” with Vistaspa (see under ‘Social

Structure’).

This was a temple like the one in which the cypress was planted.

Kishmar lies close enough to Tosa, the residence of Vihaspa, for them

to be regarded as the same. But the legends of the great “ataxs e Var-

hran or dynastic fires,” viz. the aSar xvarrah or farnabag on the roSita

mountain, or the aSar burzenmihr of Revand, both quite near Tosa

and Nishapur, ascribe their foundation likewise to Vistaspa, and just as
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Shahpuhr founded five, the grand vizier Mihrnarseh three fires

—

among them a “fire of the cypress, sarwisthi”—^Vihaspa may have

founded more than one fire at the same time. Firdausi identifies the

Burzenmihr fire with that of Kishmar.

The reason for incorporating the memorial list just in y/.i3 was

not an intrinsic connection of ideas, but a matter of form. The names

were recited by the priests at the masses with “We pray for the souls

of. . .
.” No yasht offered so perfectly fitting an occasion as this hymn

to the heroes and manes. Both are “souls,” the fravarti and the ruvan;®

only the Zoroastrian term “ruvan” had to be replaced by the maz-

dayasnian “fravarti”; even the genitive case is the original form of the

list (except for some names written without inflection).

Though preserved in a yasht, the list is a gathicissimum. It has the

value of an inscription on a ruin of its period. It is composed by order

of Vihaspa for Zoroaster. All its names—and that means all the names

appearing in the Gatha and those which passed over into the Awesta

—

are real and historical. The date of this document, between the years

529 and 522, probably in 527 b.c., has been discussed under ‘Chronology.’

The single names, therefore, are worth studying thoroughly. The
following is only a beginning.

Among the brothers and cousins of Vistaspa is one atarhvarnah. On
the Persepolis tablet, dated “month adukanis, year 16 of Darius,” i.e.

April 506 B.C., one (El.) par.na.k.ka, i.e. (OP.) hvarnaka, (Gr.) Phar-

nakes, transmits to the chief of the archives, (El.) ke.so.pat.ti.s, OP.
’ge^upatis (Akk. gitepatu), the order of the king to slaughter a hun-
dred sheep for (the celebration of the birth of) his daughter’s daughter,

dux^'is, Artystone (II). Cameron notes that the same Parnakka ap-

pears in a similar action on another tablet to which he apposed his seal:

Hvarnaka, son of Rsama.” In 506, the well known Rsama was the

father of Vistaspa and grandfather of Darius, who was still alive in

522 B.c. It is he who uses, on his gold tablet, for the first time
the gentilic “haxamanisiya.” A son of Darius and Artystone (I) was
called after him (Her. 111,88 and vii,69), evidently as the first great-

S According to Benvenistc's etymologv ‘r\an<*vr.van, to V var-,” one should write urvan-
the MMed. spelling is ’rc’n, MPers. rsb'n.
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grandson, possibly born shordy after Rsama’s death. Artystone (II) is

certainly called after her maternal grandmother whom Darius loved

so much that he had a golden statue made of her (Her. \ti,69). The

name Rsama goes on in the Achaemenid family : Arsames, governor of

Egypt about 420, bears the title br byt’, ‘vaisapu^ra, on a parchment

from Elephantine. Hvarnaka, son of Rsama, is a brother of Vistaspa

and uncle of Darius. His name is a hypocoristic of a compound in

-hvarnah. The atar.hvarnah of y/.i3 is also a brother of Vistaspa; cf.

the case of Pisisyo^na, son of Vistaspa in Y/.13, and historic Pis-

southnes, son of Hystaspes (II), under ‘Notarya.’ The conclusion is:

the full name of Parnakka-Hvarnaka was atar.hvarnah, and the atar.-

hvarnah of Y^.i3 is the historical Pharnakes. Combining therewith

a remark of Diodorus 31, 19,1 he was the brother-in-law of his cousin

Cambyses I, and is the Pharnakes whom the kings of Pontus considered

—unhistorically—as their ancestor. Pliny NH.33,151 tells of a silver

statue of his.

Vistaros in Y/.i3,i02 is gen. of the nom. “vis(a)tarus notaryano,”

metrical formula of Yt.^,y6 . Wb. offers two unsatisfying Awestic ety-

mologies, one of them : vi + V star- “bed-maker.” He is placed in

the line: Zoroaster-Vistaspa-Vistaros-several great families, to which

correspond in the list of women, §139, Haugavi-Hutosa-Vispatarusi-

Frani-Asabana. The name, hence, is not a personal, but a family name,

as are Franya and Asabana, and VispatarusI is a sister or daughter of

Vistarol One must read "visatarus and *visatarusi. Old Persian against

Median “‘vispa.tarvan and vispatarvari, all-vanquisher.”** Visatarusi

does not mean “the all-vanquishing woman,” but “lady Visatarus, nee

Visatarusi”; it is the fern, of the gentil. ‘visatarusya, derived from the

nom. visatarus, like OP. ha^amanisiya from the nom. ha^amanis, and

Zoroaster’s patr. vivahusa from the nom. ‘vivahus of vivahvah. These

neologisms belong all to the very same period of the language, and

OP. ha^amanisiya is attested in the gold tablet of Rsama just a few

years before Gath, vivahusa and Yr.13 visatarusi. The name visatarus

follows in Y/.13 that of Vistaspa’s brother (called “brother” already by

Chares of Mitylene) Zarivaris, and precedes Spantadata and other sons

® With OP. visa against Med. vi‘;na, as in visadahyus and ^visaSana (in El. wissatana)

against Med. vispazana. -usi would be regular fern, of a stem in -vah, nom.m. -us, but the

gen.m. would be Aw. -uso, not -os. In OP., apparently, the -vah-siems had been transferred,

from the nom. in -us, into the u-class.
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of Vikaspa; thus, he belongs to the generation of brothers and cousins

of Vistaspa. In the Sh^namah the “notaryano” became a “son of

NoSar” under the synonymous, equally OP. name Gustahm, Gr.

< ‘visatahman “all-powerful.” This name does not come

from the Awesta, but may well be an immediate tradition of the epics

and actually the personal name of the man who was “the visatarusya,

vispatis of that clan.”

The second element of the name vaqhu.Sata in 13,119 can be Med.

data (Ar. *dha-, in which and StSw/ri coalesce); that would

make the name a syn. of vahyazdata, name of the second Pseudo-

Smerdis in Behistun. But the name of the father is xvaSata, which does

not mean “self-created,” but “well-born,” hence is OP. hv.aSata= Med.

hvazata, epithet of Ardvi in (Aw. V zan-, OP. V 8an-, Gr.

ylyvoyi.ai). According to rules of IE. onomastics, names of sons and

fathers contain identical elements; therefore vaqhu.Sata is Old Persian,

a synonym of the father’s name hvaSata, and corresponds to Med.

*vahu.zata, cf. vyzt’ in Esther 9,9, i.e. vezata < ‘vahyazata > NP.
BehzaS, a very frequent name: Eugene. In the same §119 the name of

this family appears as “vaqhu.Satayana, the Eugenians”; they were a

noble Persian clan.—In Beh. §68, Darius does not give the family names

of his six companions, but only their fathers’ names. One of them,

Bagabuxsa, had a grandson of the same name who was married to

Amytis, daughter of Xerxes and Amestris, through her mother grand-

daughter of another companion, Otanes, Hutana of Beh. §68; they had
a grandson called Spitama (see under ‘Spitama’). The father of Baga-

buxsa I is called OP. [ jhyahya (gen.), El. ta.t.tu.wan.ia (nom.),

Akk. za.’.tu.’.a. The striking variance of the El. and the Akk. forms

assures restoration and etymology of the OP. name: [datvjhy,^"
Satavahya. The El. spelling shows the archaic OP. pronunciation

8atovar)hya, Akk. the contemporary Med. zatoveh, which has almost

reached Med. zadoe (Syr.), NP.Arab. zadoy, zadveh. Ibn Khurdadhbih
knows this to be title (or family name?) of the rulers of Sarakhs in

Khurasan. OP. Satovahya is vyzt’ {Esther 9,9), vahya.zata > Behzad
with elements transposed, and this is the original compound, an ap-

pellative “well-born, evyevij<;J' while the transposition is only the prod-

uct of rules governing the onomastics of proper names traditional in

If the gap would allow one more sign: [d a t^u v]h y, read dat“vahya > *da5veh.
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families. Thus, the name Satovahya reveals that the man belonged to

a Persian family in which the OP. names hvaSata, vahu.Sata, vahya.-

8ata were hereditary, that means to the family called vaqhu.Satayano

in Y^.i3,ii9.

By analogy one may connect another companion in Beh. §68, Ardu-

manis (“straight-minded,” to Gath, rzva) vahaukahya pu^''a, son of

Vahoka (Gr. short form of a name with Vahu-) with Y/.13.108

var)haus arsyahya pu^ro, Vahu-X, son of Arsya, (right-acting, -minded,

to Gath. rsva).

At a prominent place, after Zoroaster’s cousin MaSyomaha and Sena

Ahumstut, his so-called “apostles,” before the three Franya, his broth-

ers-in-law, and before his sons, a paraidiSaya is enumerated in §97.

Bartholomae attempted an Awestic etymology also of this name, which

is evidently Old Persian: parideSiya with OP. diSa against Med. diza.^^

It is equivalent to Firdausi, and in view of its adjectival form, a name

of family or provenance rather than a proper name.

Other Persian names are e.g. rta.rve^a in §116, against Med. -rvesa,

\^*vrik-.“ Arava.ukra, i.e. '"arva.ustra, against Med. arvat.aspa. Also

the name of the Haugava avara.ustri is OP., in the most likely case

that avara- hides a participle stem. Zoroaster as well as Vistaspa have

many Persians in their closest surroundings. This observation extends,

as we shall see later, to the Haugava and the Vehviya. And the study

of the names of foreigners in §§125-26 shows people really unexpected

in that circle and gives an indication that Vistaspa himself—though

his name is purely Median—must have been a Persian.

Not counting Sena, there are seven names of provenance which

must, from the beginning, be understood as ethnics, not as gentilicia.

The first is muza from the muzaya dahyaus, then a r6zd(i)ya and a

tan(i)ya from the countries of the same name. In the entire Iranian

area nothing resembles the last two names but there are similar names

in the Far West, rozdiya is apparently formed from Tuzd, *ruzd, as

Aw. toziya from *tuc. This ruzd must present a foreign local name;

r may replace 1
,
zd dd, thus Lydia, Ass. luddi, and Rhodos are to be

C6. Art.U.Sus.'. v dW y p r d y d m, i.e. MPers. pardeS, in Aram, script prdyd, trans-

posed into cuneiform. Gr. paradcisos Med. parideza.

Ct. the OP. orthoTraphv of rvi^yati. with 6 for s, in Ptirs. 56.
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considered.*^ Lydia is represented in OP. inscriptions by the name of

its capital Sardis: Sparda, c£. Isa. 60,9; 66,19: Tarsis ^ou8 and Lud;

or Chron. 1,7: rodanim. Tanis is, in Herodotus, Strabo and Ptolemy,

the capital of the nomos of the same name at the “Tanitic” mouth

of the Nile, not far from Suez, and must have been known to Iranians

since the time of Cambyses.

For muzaya two explanations are possible. The name of Egypt, Arab.

Misr, in the OP. inscriptions is mudraya, Akk. misir (nom. misru),

El. much (c may be palatal). The vowel u in OP. and El. expresses

the darkening of i before Semitic emphatic consonants.** d is no real

rendering of Sem. s; it is the group dr that renders sr. In NiR.A., the

OP. equivalent of Aw. vazra, in VaSra.bara is spelled v 0 '" (br). OP.

cuneiform has no sign for 8*, but the phonetic development tr > ^r >
0* > ss demands the parallel dr > 8r > 8* > zz. The OP. nota-

tion va^'a means va8''a, and mudraya means spoken *mu8*aya, ‘muz-

zaya, and Aw. muzaya renders this OP. pronunciation of the name
of Egypt in Awestic characters.*'

But Aw. z is a sign invented only in the 4th century a.d. on account

of oral tradition; the written archetype had no sign for it, but expressed

c,
I and z by Aram. s. Therefore, muzaya is mudraya if the oral tradi-

tion was right. Otherwise, another way is open. The region on the

Indian Ocean, old Magan, is called maka, adj. maciya in the inscrip-

tions, but Scylax of Caryanda (source of Hecataeus and Herodotus)

wrote, in the very years of the memorial list, mykoi, with y = u, of

which the adjective would be 'muciya. The vowel is justified in such

aboriginal names, as Kassu: kussu, Qardu: Qurti, Amman: Umman
etc. Thus the equation would be: maka: maciya = mykoi: ‘muciya, and
the archet. notation for *muciya would be the same as for Aw. muzaya:
mvsy.

A little farther down in the list follows a Pu8a: akaya8a pu8anam.
Aw. 8 renders archet. t: pvt,*' i.e. OP. puta, adj. putiya, Akk. puta,

Cf. Shahp. Ka'ba, Pahl.I.io: rvt?’s = Gr. AuSto (not Rhodos).
Cf. mod. Arab, masr, also horns < hims, Emesa.
Cf. Aw. slfira himaxSaSra, instead of sasSra in Y/.io.iog and iii, title of the commander

in chief of all Iranian armies, which may be OP. e5s9'-a>9asa transposed into Awestic with s
for OP. d and 6i for OP.

«as in basi: buti; rC5i: r5tah; harSi: harta. Some more examples will soon be given
Archet. t causes the frequent unetymological change between t, 6 and 5 in Aw. notations cf!
Grdr. § 268 , 50 and 51 .

’
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Punt, the frankincense country, see zrayo putikam under ‘Sea.’ The

inhabitants were partly Arabs, partly negroes, and the man may have

been a black eunuch of Vistaspa. In the Ka‘ba inscription, too, the

grand eunuch of Shahpuhr, Pars, ’ndlyk’n srd’r, Pahl. drykn Fkn r, Gr.

TOY Eni TON APirANON is mentioned. His proper name, in that case,

ought to belong to the sphere of names of jewels like lu’lu’, yaqut,

kafur, and akayaSa,^^ i.e. ’kyt resembles indeed Gr. iaKLvBo^, Arab,

yaqut.^®

Between muzaya and rozdiya stand two pairs, fratura asruta besatas-

mra and ’vrgvs rzvtv oiymatasturahe. With these two exceptions, all

of the 16 or 17 foreigners have their indispensable ethnic, two of them

only the ethnic, two ethnic and patronym, two ethnic and names of

father and grandfather, two ethnic and name of the clan.

The first pair of names is preserved in the archaic form of a gen.

duaP® “of the two besatastura,” which can only be a term of profession

or an ethnic. The following pair, on the contrary, has singularic form,

hence “of the ’v. (son) of rz., of the oiymatastur(a).” Here the long

word could be a personal name; but since its second element is the

same as in the foregoing case where it cannot be a personal name, this

is ruled out and one must detach -stura or -tura as the indispensable

ethnic. The s may be the initial of the ethnic or a rest of the case-

ending of the foregoing word, but probably it is a sandhi s, intro-

duced when the foregoing words, written without inflection, were

considered as first elements of a compound.

Besata and oiymata are clear, and interesting words, besata, archet.

BYST, with t for S : OP. hesaSa, Med. hesaza, OI. bhesaja “physician.”

The Achaemenids had several Greek physicians, e.g. Apollonides of

Cos and Ctesias; in the Sasanian period they used to he Syrians, like

Gabriel of Singara under Xusrau II
;
their title was drustpet. Here the

foreign physicians apparently bear Iranian names which can only he

not “a.ka>a5a, nicht mit der (non-exLting) kayaSa-Sunde behaftct^”. kayaSa is kyt
= keta.

^*or Gr. vaKivSor, Aram, yqvnt’ > yqvnd, whence Pahl. y'knd, NP. yakand; today replaced

by Arab, yaqut. C£. change of initial in .Akk. “•'““aspu or iaspu, Arab, yasp, jaspis, jasper; and
Akk. Eg.

j
s m r, .Arab, samur, Gr. trfivpis, Germ, schmirgel, emery.

Ending -a of a cons.-stem, hence not simply fratura-, asruta-. The ending of besatastura,

contrasting with the thematic inflection of the gen.sg. 6i7matasturahe, means likewise a gen.

dual.—Bartholomae took it as gen.sg. only because he did not doubt that the word was a

patronym.
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assumed or bestowed, and do not reveal the nationality of the bearers.

An example is Daniel with his Babylonian honorific (Nabu)balatsu-

usur, Beltshazar.

oiymata is Aw. interpretation of archet. vygmt. ymata is part.perf.

pass, of \ 'gam- “come”; the prev. vi- is not attested and not likely to be

used with A^gam-. The archaic OP. name vahyazdata in Beh. §68 is

rendered in El. by wi.s.ta.t.ta, Akk. wi.iz.da.a.ta, both trisyllabic, Pap.El.

62 and 56 Aram, vwzdt hence pronounced in 5’20 b.c. vezdata.™ The

book Esther writes vyzt’ for vahyazata. Aram, typty < *^ahyapati,

chief of heralds, shows likewise -ahya-> e. Ctesias translates Oi^apas

by ayaddyyeko^, hence ’vahya.bara, pronounced before 400 vebara,

with deriv. ’vahyabari > MP. vavarik “evangelic.”'^ Wherever, after

520 B.c. proper names with vahya- are not spelled veh-, ve-, the spelling

is historical.

If the Pap.El. render in the Beh. inscription vahyazdata by vyzdt,

and Tehva.Sana by vyvdn (see under ‘Vehviya’), then vygmt of the

memorial list is ‘vahya.ymata. Gath, vahu agmata in Y.44,8 is the

greeting “welcome!” (see under ‘Welcome’). Now, ymata, the part,

perf. of Vgam-, which enters into the name of the town hangmatana,

is a form strictly limited to west Iranian dialects. Median and Old

Persian. One needs only to insert vahu-aymata and vahya.ymata in

Tedesco’s “Dialectologie” 229-232:

I. Persis: OP. *ymata in paragmata, hangmata, MP.NP. a.maS

name of town han.gmatana

II. Media: capital ’angmatana, in Akk. ag(a)matana, El. akma-

tana, Herodot agbatana, with Med. psilosis

Aw. ymata; Gath, vahu.agmata; Y/.13 ‘vahya.ymata

> oiymata

Centr. and Gasp, dialects all < ‘ymata, but Kurd, and

Bal. dialects all < ‘ayata.

III. East Iran: Sak., Soghd., Pamir, all < ‘ayata or a^t.

‘ymata is lacking in all East Iranian dialects.

The sandhi z shows that this -data is Med. data, IE. *dha-.

Cf. Ptolemy’s oi’xapSas < \aikrta. The Elamites, too, transcribe Ir. ai by oi, c.g. Saigrcis:

soikrcis. The darkened pronunciation of OP. ai, hence, is real; it explains the Awestic alter-

nance e: oi. Cf. also vifra: ultra. Vice versa: the Arabs render the NP. termination -oy by
-vvaih.
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As name of a foreigner (in an Awestic, i.e. Median text), veymata,

like the word besaSa, can only be Old Persian. The fact that physicians

in ordinary have an OP. title, and that foreign clients assume OP. names

—or receive them as honorifics—proves the nationality of their em-

ployer, not their own; the ethnic tvr- must not be Iranian at all, but

Vihaspa must be a Fersian.

The name “vahya.gmata, welcome” and its type is not attested as

n.pr. of an Iranian. MP. BehamaS < Vahya.aymata, it is true, corre-

sponds exactly to vegmata, but appears only among the many names

of the three magi, into which also other names of the memorial list

intruded, in the group BehamaS, ZudamaS and DrustamaS,'' all three

synonyms of the greeting “welcome!” and all three philosophical in-

ventions.—On the contrary, such names are common among all Semitic

peoples. The oldest are theophoric, with the name of the god Sulmanu,

Salamanu, Salamu, Salim; but the verb is the general word for greet-

ing. The type of names is most frequent among Jews (cf. Solomon and

Jerusalem). Vegmata may well be the translation of such a Semitic

name, and tvr may hide the name of a Semitic country. In the ShabrJEr.

§57, s.v. Nun-Nineveh, the prophet Daniel, balatsusur > balaturus, is

called a “tura,” from an original a^ura. This name, Assur of old, had

become the name of the satrapy “Syria and Mesopotamia” under

Achaemenian administration. Thus, “tura” may be “Syrian” in that

meaning, from an original a^ura. It may also designate the town

Tyrus, Sor, through an Aramaic intermediary."®

22 In Bar Bahlul, cf. Markwart, uge 11,13, “Names of the Magi.”
23 If -tura is “Syrian,” since this name includes Palestine, the Vegmata-Solomon and the

physician may have been Jews, and Vistaspa, protector of Zoroaster, would have had a Jewish

physician in ordinary like many princes since. It was not even necessary to get him from

Jerusalem. Jews li\ed in Gozan, the Ras al-‘ain region, since the time of the Assyrian captivity.

TiglathPileser III and Sargon exiled some men of conquered territories: two officials of Gozan,

in a letter to an Assyrian king, are possibly Jews, cf. H. G. May, Bibl.Archeologist vi, 1943,55-60,

Ctineif. Texts from Kannti in Mesopotamia, about 700 B.c. The Jewish colony of Ctesiphon, the

maqom Kaspiya, from which Ezra got Levites for Jerusalem, goes back to the foundation of tliat

“castrum” by Cvrus, when he conquered Opis in 539 b.c.

According to Moses of Chorene, Artaxerxes III Ochos, settled Jews in Hyrcania. The source of

this note is, with Markwart, Evans. 137 and 142, Fundam. Isr. u. fud.Geschiehte 30, a passage

of the Armenian Eusebius, preserved in Syncellus, which he reconstructed as: aTro^aiiov

Tiva 'lov5 al(jJv aix/xdXcoToy eXw;' 'TpKavla KaruKiae irpbs Ka<T7ria 6a\d<T<Tr). This is assured

by two signatures on the acts of the Council of 424 a.d.: “Aedus, bishop of the seblta of Balashfarr,

and Domitianu-s, bishop of the seblta of Gurgan,” in Sachau, Verhreitting d. Chrisientums.

Balashfarr, Gr. 'QoXoyca'Kpopa, was built (Hamza,56:) “by Balash [i.e. the Arsacid Volagases]

at the side of Hulwan, called Balashfarr.” The Jewish colony of Hulwan, mod. Sarpul, existed

down to recent times, and was regarded, at an early period, as Halah in Il.Reg.ij^Sy place of the
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Another name, which like besaSa indicates a special office and like

Puta belongs geographically to the lands at the Indian Ocean, is

khrkana. Aw. khrka, OP. krka means “cock.” In the OP. inscriptions

it is the name given to the Carians, but not those at the southwest

corner of Asia Minor who were subjects of the empire since 545 b.c.,

but those called Bannesu in Xerx.Pers.daiv., the crew of the Persian

fleet who, along with the Yona, Ionian sailors, transported the building

materials to Susa. This was done by the fleet under the command of

their admiral, Scylax of Caryanda, a Carian. Bannesu is no ethnic, but

the name of the “Carian villages” which Alexander visited and where

he founded an Alexandria, later Charax Spasinou, on the bank of the

Shatt al-'Arab opposite Basra, see under ‘Navigation.’

The name of the Khrkana of y/.i3 is hufrava^s, hwrv’xs,"^ which

may render a foreign, e.g. a Greek name like ‘Y'n-e(t)poxo9'‘’ or a

Carian name in -ax; cf. (jrvXa^ “watch-dog.” In this document no galley

slaves or sailors can appear; the Carian was the chief of the colony, an

admiral, navapatis, like the Carian captains of the “Ship-building

Papyrus” and Scylax. In the inscriptions, the Carians -Krka always

occupy the last place; so does the khrkana in the document.

Under Cambyses, at the very time of our document, Scylax was

commander of the navy, “skylax” means “dog.” He explored for

Darius, before 515 b.c., the navigability of the Indus and the Indian

Ocean as far as Suez, also the northern coast of the Mediterranean as

far as the Pillars of Hercules, and, besides, in a few fragments pre-

served, he described the Black Sea and the Caspian, and the countries

Parthava and HvarazmiL He must have been in Tosa, the capital of

Parthava. A remark on shipbuilding material in the Armenian moun-

tains (see under ‘Navigation’) shows that he was there before

“captivit\" of Salmanassar IV, and this entailed the wrong identification, e.g. in the Acts of S.

Pethion, of the Di>ala with the river Gozan. Both the seblta are no unknown Christian, but

Jewish “captivitates,” used by the bishops as local names. The Eusebius passage, hence, is his-

torical, and its source is, as has been surmised, the book irepi Toi;6otW, wrongly attributed to

Hecataeus of Abdera, in reality composed about loo b.c. Cf. E. Jacoby in Pauly re vii,2766-68,

and E. Meyer, Christentiim ii, 24!?.

2 -^ Not a genitive, but a form without inflection. Wb. explains “bene mentulatus,” which
might be an .Arab laqab, but is impossible as an Iranian assumed or honorific name. Of
course other Ir. et\mologies are possible.

In \ie\v of Gr. ApoHonia, MP. 'plvxy,’ Syr. ’br\*my’ (Theodor bar Kone), Arab, afruniyya,

Hellenistic name of Sitakene and its capital Shake, hvprv’xs could also contain Gr. Apollo,
with hu- for a-, as vice versa Gr. a- for Ir. hu-.
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Darius’ accession, at the very time when Vistaspa resided there and

gave Zoroaster asylum. Scylax seems to have lived till 480 b.c. Caryanda

may have been his or his father’s home. Living in the Carian colony

at the Gulf would have qualified him specially for his great explora-

tion. Perhaps Scylax “dog” was a popular surname. In the script of

the Aw. archetype this name would appear as ’skvr’xL There must

have been some relation between him and the hvprv’xs of the docu-

ment, perhaps that of father and son.

The investigation of the names of foreigners reveals with different

degree of probability the occurrence of Rhodos or Lydia (rozdiya),

Egyptians (taniya and muzaya), Abyssinians (puta), Syrians or town

Tyros (tura), Carians (khrkana). A strong confirmation of the single

equations is their being grouped together. In the OP. inscriptions

correspond the satrapies: Beh. 4-5 a^ura-arbaya, 6 mudraya, 7 tye

drayahya (Ionian islands and Cyprus), 8 sparda (Lydia), and in a

codicil at the end 23 maka. In Vers, e: 5-6 arbaya-a^ura, 7 mudraya, 10

sparda, 12 yona tye drayahya, and 25 maka. In NiR 17-18 a^ura-arbaya,

19 mudraya, 22 sparda, 23 yona (inch Cyprus, Rhodos) and at the end

27 putiya, 9 maciya, 30 krka. Finally XerxJaiv. 14 sparda, 15 mudraya,

16 yona of the islands, 18 maciya, 19 arbaya, and at the end 28 putaya,

29 krka. The horizon of the document is the same as that of the in-

scriptions: the Persian empire.



III. HOUSE SPITAMA

^_^Ua]l -JT

Zoroaster bears the gentilic Spitama, MP. Spitaman. This is probably

the short-form of a compound name, and the only known one is Spita-

menes, *spitamanah. These names are to each other as Arsames, Rsama

to Arsamenes, rsmanah.^

The Spitama must have been a great family, for they bear a second

gentilicium hecataspana. They were an historical family, because their

name occurs in Greek as well as in Babylonian literature. The business

documents of Murasu Sons of Nippur, the greatest banking firm of

their period, which conducted money affairs for Darius II and Pary-

satis, mention a '“is.pi.ta.am.mu.^ This is the exact time when Ctesias

also speaks of them. He was told at the court, at the end of the 5th

century, that Amytis, daughter of the last Median king, Astyigas,

whose dowry was the whole of Media, had first married the Spitamas,

and later Cyrus.

It must have been a well known fact that Astyages had no male

heirs, else the Median pretenders, Fravartis in Beh.2/[ and Ci6>rantaxma

in §53, would have claimed descent from him instead of Cyaxares.

The daughter was the heiress, and Cyrus married her for legitimating

his succession.

Ctesias heard his stories from the ladies of the court and thus got a

truly Persian presentation of the facts. The Iranian legend kept the

memory of the marriage of Nebuchadnezzar with the Median prin-

cess in the reversed, more flattering form: ©retdna asked three daugh-

ters of Nebuchadnezzar in marriage for his three sons; and the fact

of the conquest of Niniveh under the form: “Nun came to KaiKavat

[the founder of the Median dynasty] by marriage.” Tu felix Austria

nube! Behind these distortions of history is the idea that, who is not

an agnate, azata, must at least legitimate himself by affinitas, as son-in-

law, an idea which comes down from the matriarchal past of the

country and survived to the present time.

iLommel; “spita.ama, mit heller Kraft”; Duchesne, §201, against it: nowhere attested as
foursyllabic; tentatisely “Skr. amati, a I’edat briilant.” I assume short form of a fuller name.

2 "The Museum,” Publ. of the Bab.Sect. ii,i. Business Documents of Murashii Sons of Nippur,
dated in the reign of Darius II, by A. T. Clay, publ. by the Univ.Mus., Philadelphia, 1912.
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The name Amytis may be, but is not of necessity historical. In

Berossos’ story, the name ’AjivLT-ri, of the wife of Nebuchadnezzar, is

historical: for her he built the “Hanging Gardens” the substructure

of which has been excavated in Babylon. Amyite-Humaya (see under

‘Notarya’) was the name of ladies of the Median house, as later of

Achaemenids, and the two families were related by marriage.

The name of Zoroaster’s parents does not appear in the memorial

document, so they died probably before that time. Yet, as Visatahma

may be the proper name of “the Visatarus,” so Spitrasp may have been

the proper name of “the Spitama.” The mother’s name appears only

once in an ungrammatical fragment of the Hat.Nas^: Dugdova, MP.

Duydav. It sounds archaic and mythical, and, since married ladies were

called with their family name only, must not be historical, no more

than Amytis. A story in Tabari 111,1632 is instructive: “Ibn Shuja' al-

Balkhi told: I was with the emir (Muhammad the Tahirid) who quietly

talked with me while he was listening to the curses upon every member

of his family (shouted by a mob besieging his palace in Baghdad).

When they came to the name of his mother, he laughed and said: I

wonder how they come to know the name of my mother, even among

the slave-girls of my father, abul l-‘Abbas ‘Abdallah b. Tahir, there were

many that did not know it! I said: O prince, I have never seen a cooler

and more forbearing spirit than yours! He replied: And I certainly

have never seen anything more efScient than patience with men!”

Ctesias was told that Astyages’ daughter had two sons from the

Spitamas, Spitakes and Megabarnes. The first name is, like the family

name, a short form of Spitamanah; the second is baga.hvarnah,^ a

decidedly non-Zoroastrian name. These two Spitama would have been

Astyages’ heirs and successors to the throne. Ctesias regards them as

half-brothers of Cambyses and Smerdis, and hence makes them receive

satrapies when Cyrus settled the succession. Spitakes would have

received the satrapy of the Derbissoi, i.e. the darwishs,* whose country

he seems to locate towards India, while it was adjacent to Hyrcania

and Parthava. Megabarnes is said to have received the Barkanioi =

3 Ctesias writes where others, in this case Xenophon, have 0.
^ Aep^ia-a-oi or Te/)®; elsewhere AepfiiKes, Aep^iKKai^ ApoTriKoi (Her. 1,125), OP, Mrivika,

adj. *drivi5iya or *drviciya, from “drigu, poor.** When assuming a compound, as Markwart
does, Gdth.Ust. 14, the second element would be Vis-, “poor in property.”
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Hyrcanians.^ On all four, obeisance to their mother is imposed: One

all but hears the ladies telling the story.

Like most things Ctesias wrote, this settlement of Cyrus’ succession

is considered to be unhistorical, and Markwart tried to prove it so in

UGE. It is proved to be historical by the strange word Trari^et^Tj?, i.e.

pa^yazata “heir presumptive. Germ. Neben-Agnat” (see under ‘Mago-

phonia’), which Herodotus quotes erroneously as name of the Pseudo-

Smerdis, but which can only be the title of the true Smerdis. Whether

the half-brothers received any satrapies, and which ones, cannot be

checked, but it would be the most natural thing that their mother

insisted on their being indemnified for having lost, by her second

marriage, the succession to the throne, and the whole settlement has

an analogy in the succession of the caliph al-Mutawakkd, by which

the two elder designated sons divided almost the whole empire between

them, while the third received a small territory only.

The half-brother relationship is not disproved by the fact that Cam-
byses and Smerdis were sons of Cassandane, daughter of Pharnaspes,

and not of the Astyigas daughter, as Ctesias believed. Cambyses and

Gomata as Pseudo-Smerdis both marry Atossa, hence were not sons

of her mother. They do so, because she was by her mother the heiress,

agnate, a granddaughter of Astyages. The Atossa-Hutosa of the Awesta

is called azata, and Darius, in order to prove his claim to the succession,

says: “of old we were aSata, agnates.” Thus Ctesias shifts the relation-

ship only in an unessential point: the two Spitama as well as Cambyses

and Smerdis were half-brothers of Atossa.

The traditional date of Zoroaster leaves some margin: the second

marriage of Astyigas’ daughter was contracted in 550 b.c. after the

conquest of Agbatana. If born before 569, Zoroaster could be the first

husband, Ctesias’ Spitamas; if after 569, her son Spitakes. A man
designated by the gentilicium alone must be regarded as the vispatis

of the house, hence Spitamas as “the Spitama,” and therefore Zoroaster

rather as Spitakes, the “viso pu^ro, heir of the family Spitama, the

younger Spitama.” On the other hand, the mention of a grandson,

Rvatatnara aparazata, in the document of y/.i3, certainly before 522,

“ Bap/caj'ioi < *\arkaniya, vrddhi of vrkana, as varfoagnl: vrSragna. c£. TrifiotTTjs, Ziboetis
< 'stusi.vati, in Diodor and Curuus. from a historian of Alexander. Trogus from Ctesias:

Soebares < ’^la^Sapo-as, sjava.rsa. Against Wackernagel's remark, Snid. Indo-Inin. Geiger 230,
to Bapi'di'i?!: “in the 4th centurs n.c. Gr. p could not serse as rendering of Ir. v.”
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probably about 527 b.c., prevents us from lowering the date 569 con-

siderably. Cyrus’ marriage to the Median heiress was a political one;

she was no longer young. If she was born in 585, Zoroaster, born about

569, may be her son of the first husband, and Atossa, born soon after

549, her daughter of the second husband.

Another Spitamas appears in Ctesias, Pers. 38-40, under Artaxerxes I.

Amytis, daughter of Xerxes and Amestris, full sister of Artaxerxes I,

whom Dinon calls the most beautiful and most unbridled woman of

Asia, was married to Bagabuxsa II, Megabyzos of Xerxes’ campaign

against Greece, of the family VaqhuSatayana (see under ‘Mem.Doc.’).

Having subdued Egypt in 455, he became satrap of Syria, but revolted

in that vast province, and defeated a first army sent against him under

Usiris, and a second under Menostates. The latter was the son of

Artar(e)ios, i.e. Akk. Artarewa, father of Manustana, “mar biti sarri,

royal prince,” in 431-424, a half-brother of Artaxerxes. After the defeat

of his son, Artarewa opened negotiations which Amestris persuaded

her son, the king, to approve. Thus an envoy was sent to Bagabuxsa.

The poorly preserved text of Ctesias says: Tre/tTrerat ovv ’Aprap[e]to9

re avTO^ koI ’'AfjLVTL<; rj ywq Kal 'Apro^dpr]^ erSiv wv eiKocn Kal

IleT^oras 6 OvcripLO<s Kal ’S.Tnrdpa TraTrjp.

As it stands, this is impossible. That Artarewa heads the mission is

natural, and also Petesas was welcome, because his father Usiris, though

defeated, had been a friend of Bagabuxsa. Amytis went with the mis-

sion, hence had not been with her husband in Damascus, but with her

brother at Susa. But the two remarks regarding Artoxares and Petesas

are utterly senseless. Artoxares was the name of a Paphlagonian eunuch

of Darius II, often mentioned by Ctesias {Pers. §§49-53) and as

Artahsara in the same business documents from Nippur, where the

Spitama, too, is mentioned, between 443 and 420. Eunuchs were sent

on diplomatic missions, but not when they were “already 20 years old”

and had no experience at all. And there is not the slightest reason

to tell that Usiris’ son, a rather young man, was father of a child

Spitama. Moreover, the “Kal” is stylistically objectionable. Obviously

Ctesias said “already 20 years old and father of a son Spitama.” Some-

body who saw the eunuch in the name Artoxares separated therefore

the fathership and attributed it to Petesas. In reality Artoxares—the

name is probably corrupt—is not the eunuch, but was a son of Baga-
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buxsa and Amytis, and Ctesias adds this remark thinking that Amytis,

whom her father Xerxes, as he tells, had lectured many times, did not

change her way of life even as a grandmother. With the two envoys

—

both friends of Bagabu^sa—came the family, the wife with son and

grandson, in order to show that one was serious and did not retain

the family as hostages. Spitama was the name of a grandson of Baga-

buxsa, a Vanhudatayana, whose own paternal grandfather, as the

maternal grandfather of his wife, had been companions of Darius.

These families were also related by marriage to the Spitamas: Baga-

buxsa’s mother seems to have been a Spitami.

In the Gatha and the Awesta the following members of the Spitama

appear

:

Purusaspa + Dugdova (brother) Arastiya

Zoroaster (cousin) MaSyomaha

sons: Isatvastra, Rvatatnara, Hvarci^ra Rtastu

(in Y.53,a “a son of Zoroaster”),

daughter: Purucista (¥.53,2: “youngest

daughter”)

I

Rvatatnara aparazata MaSyomaha aparazata

In the memorial document there are, besides, a ©rimi^want “triplet”

and devatbis, hater of the deva” without degree of relationship.

The old messianic belief in the return of the prophet after 6,000

years was the reason that the religious tradition of the following

periods transferred the sons of Zoroaster entirely into eschatologic

legend. In this literature many generations of descendants are enumer-
ated, but none of the names is otherwise known. But as the Babylonian
documents are a testimony for the early history of the Spitama, so two
Sasanian documents are testimonies for their late period. Those are
two bullae of the office of the magus of Nihawand, in my collection,

which beside the official seal bear the personal seal of the magus, the
judge himself, a small male bust with the legend:

Zartuxst e magu e Spitaman

Zoroaster, the magus, of the Spitama.
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The date is about a.d. 500. After a thousand years, a descendant may

have been qadi of Nihawand, just as many Talibids have been and

are still qadi, or as an Umayyad, ibn Abi 1-shawarib, was qadi al-qudat

under al-Mu‘tazz and al-Musta‘in. But without claim nobody could

bear that family name; to prevent it was the duty of the “ayinpet, or

naqib al-ashraf.”

The name Zoroaster, in antiquity, is known to us only as that of

the prophet. It is attested by a graffito on the wall of the Mannaean

rock-tomb of Fakhrika, in Aramaic script of the same character as the

script of the Darius tomb and the Elephantine papyri: i.e.

zrtv^tr].® Whether the grafiSto means the name of the writer

simply or the prophet, at any rate, the name was known in Media in

about 500 B.c. Earlier, in the detailed account of Sargon’s eighth cam-

paign [Thureau-Dangin], we find a chief ‘’za.ar.du.uk.ku sa ^'Ha.ar.-

zi.a.nu; in the “broken prism A” [H. Winckler, ii,pl.44,29] we read

^ha.ar.du.uk.ku sa ““‘Ha.ar.zi.a.nu, with ha as clerical error for za.

The notation in the original ephemerids was certainly d/tuk for du.uk.

harzianu is mod. Harsin,®'" SE of Kirmanshahan, not far from Bistun.

The personal name is an archaic hypocoristic in -ukku of a Median,

beginning with zarat-; the only known name is zara^ustra, but one

may assume ‘zarat.aspa.

The unsolved problem of the etymology of the name has shifted by

the discovery of MP. z r h v s t.^ The Aw. archet. was *z r t v s t r,

as on the graffito, four-syllabic
;
in the fourth century a.d., with respect

to oral tradition, this was throughout rendered by zara^ustra. MMed.

zrhvst, confirmed by zarhuk of the Mss. of ibn al-Faqih, proves the 9

to be phonetically genuine. On the other hand, one cannot doubt that

zara0- is a participle stem. Therefore one must assume -t.v->-^v->-0u-

® See J. de Morgan, Mission en Perse IV, Rech.Archeol. p.298, fig.176, “tombeau d'Endir-

kach”; older authors cal! it Fakhraka. A. Houtum-Schindler gave me the correction Fakhrlqa

for Fakhraka; Farman Farma, who owned estate in that region, said “andariac or andar.aqac”

for Endirkach; his son, Muhammad Husain Mirza said Ddmaqan for Oilman (near Salmas).

Usual modern spelling, but as careful an observer as the botanist Haussknecht wrote Herzin.

^ In Henning, Mir.Man.iu .—Excepting Markwart, Gdth.Ust.22l., recent etymologies—cf.

Duchesne, Comp.av. §§213 and 239—take the second element as Med. “ustra. camel," and the

first zarat- as weak grade participle, deriving MP.NP. zartuxst, zardust directly from zaraSustra,

without attaching importance to the spelling with 9 .
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in the joint of composition: zara^ustra < ‘zaratvastra.® Markwart

recognized this even before knowing the MMed. form.

In the identical case of the names isat-vastra, fradat.vanhu,

Xsayat.vaxs the Awesta text notes not 6
,
but t, which differs in

function only, not in sound from t. Therefore, zara^ustra is

only a uniform spelling, consistently used in the Gatha and the

Awesta for the name of the prophet; otherwise, the spelling

should be ‘zarat.ustra.

Opposed to this form there are two Greek ones: Za9pavcrryjs

and Zco/opodo-rpTj?.'* Whatever their distribution among the

oldest Greek authors may have been

—

ZoipodaTpifj'i was soon

generally accepted—they render real forms of the name which

were heard independently, at least three times, at the beginning

of the fourth century b.c.

Za6pav(rT7]<i appears only in Diodor 1,94: vapd pev yap
’Aptapotv ZadpavcTT'qv laTcopovcn tov dyaOov Saipova npocr-

TTOLTicracrdai tov<; v6pov<; avr& SSovaL. Whereas the note on

Oxyartes and Ninus in Bactria, in 11,6, comes from Ctesias, this

passage must have another source. Markwart assigned it to

Megasthenes, about 300 b.c.; but the expression dyaOh? haipoiv

for AhuraMazd^ connects it closely with the remarks made by

Eudemus and Eudoxus, pupils of Plato and Aristotle."" The r

of the last syllable may have been dropped in Greek before it

disappeared in Iranian, and Za^pauaxTyv, either *zar0austa or

'zara^austa, belongs to zara^ustra > z r h v s t.

But ZcopodcTTpr]^ is too old to reflect the phonetic change

^ > h. The difference is not one of time but of dialect. In

the Achaemenid royal names, daraya and xsaya are weak
grade participles, same as Aw. darayat, xsayat. OI. ksayad; the

fading away of the final dentals characterizes the OP. dialect.""

® vastra perhaps thematic for vastar, as in Med. huvaxstra, n.pr. Cyaxares and epithet of
Vrthragna, cf awvaxstra, ‘p^tiyaxstra > bitaxs.

® Cumont, Messina and Markwart cite Zttptz^poi'ttTTjs and Zwpo^pi'crToii from commentaries
to poems of Gregor Xazianzen (about a.d. 360) in Cosmas of Jerusalem (about .t.D. 743), and
Markwart assumes for them a Makedonian source. A recently discos ered TPars. zrdrest con-
firms the forms, but this is a secondary MP. development, and the source must be the MP.
original of the Xp^ircis 'TcrTiio-iroti, made known to the West by Lactantius, beginning of 4th
century, also known to .A.mmian Marc.

Cf. Plutarch, de hide 47, under ‘Chronology’ and Eudemus in Damascius under ‘Fravarani.’
Cf. Meillet, Gramm, ,§165, r66.
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In 678 B.C., in the Samas omina of Esarhaddon, the en.er of

all Medes bears the name wa.mi.ti.ar.si, assimilated to Ass.

mamitu “oath,” from Med. *vahmayat.rsa, with the Med. form

of the participle, denom. of vahma.^' But already in 716 b.c.,

in the Sargon annals, the chief of Surgadia (between Sihna and

Kirmansahan, in Ardilin), a “parsua, Persian,” is called

sepasarri, assimilated to this Ass. name from OP. xsepaya.rsti,

-.as^’’a or the like, against Aw. xsvewayat.astra.

To these names we can attach:

Med. *darayat.hvarnah and Ach.Akk. dariparna, with i for e

and p = f for -t.vh-

Aw. vidauhvarnah and vinda.farna in OP. inscriptions, but not

OP., Gr. ‘lvTa<f)4pvr)<;

Aw. fradat.hvarnah and Gr. ^paTa(f)£pv7}<;, with
(f>

for -t.vh-

Aw. darayaura^a against OP. daraya.vahu, Gr. Aapetato?

(Ctes.)

Aw. xsayat.vira against OP. xsaya.rsa, El. ‘k.se.r.sa, Gr.

Aw. uxsyat.rta against OP. ’uxsya.rta in Gr. ’O^vaprij?

Aw. astvat.rta against OP. *astva.rta in Gr. "’AcrTvapryjs (for

’A<TTvdyT]<;)

Aw. arvat.aspa against OP. *arva.aspa in Gr. *’Apv6.cr'm]<; (for

’ApiacTTnj?)

Also arava.ustra, i.e. '"arva.ustra of the memorial document,

Y/.i3,i24, belongs here as counterpart to Med. arvat.aspa. Mark-

wart, Cat.Proc.Cap.^’j, explained the name as “a.rayvat.ustra,

possessing slow camels”; Duchesne, who calls the form

“genante,” §30, contradicts : “t aurait subsiste, comme le prouve

arvat.aspa.” But the case is that of Aw. arjat.aspa against NP.

ar]asp. Noldeke’s interpretation of arjasp as analogy to Jamasp,

PersStud. ii,i, is older than the knowledge of the dialectic

differences, ’arja.aspa > arjasp is the Persian form. The same

with arava.ustra: a priv. is unlikely on account of the mean-

ing, and prev. a does not fit ragu; hence: "^arva- for arava-.

To these names with participles without dental Gr.

Z&jpodo-rpTj? < 'zara.ustra attaches itself as Old Persian form

^-A. V. W. Jackson, Gramm. §$695, 696; Duchesne §240; like namah>a-, sravahy

gosayat.ux^a.
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of the name. Since the vowels are rendered by oa—cf.

^pa6pTq<; < frovartis—not by the diphthong au^^ as in

M.t.0pava-rr)s < ‘mi^ra.vahista, Ti^pavcrrrjs < ‘ci^ra.vahista etc.,

the Greeks must have heard a form of four syllables, without

contraction, *zara.ostra < ‘zara.vastra, not *zaraustra. Al-

though at the end of the 4th century all these groups of vowels

were contracted to o, the name of the prophet preserved its

archaic pronunciation.^* It follows that the Persians had as-

similated the name to their dialect, and hence knew the

prophet, during his lifetime.

There are at least two genuine dialectic forms of the name,

zara^ustra < ‘zarat.vastra and zara.ustra < ’zara.vastra. The participle

stem is beyond doubt. The fact that Med. vastra was not supplanted

by OP. \asd'a., *vasa, is no more contradictory than Med. aspa for

OP. asa in OP. names. But if the name of the “Gatha-prophet” were

Gathic, one would expect vazdra.**® Gathic is no nationality and no

vulgar dialect. Zoroaster was a Mede, and Med. vastra is right.

Thus, the difficulty lies in the MP. and NP. forms zartuxst,

zardust. Syr. zaraSust in Ps.Meliton (Cureton, SpicilegSyr.2'^)

attests already in the middle of the 3rd century a.d. the pronun-

ciation with 8 < t; the vocalization is Syriac. Only in the mid-

dle of the 4th century a.d., Aturpat e Mahraspandan, the

inventor of the Awestic script, introduced everywhere the spell-

ing zara^ukra. Down to the Sasanian period we know the

name only as that of the prophet. Therefore, the two pronun-

ciations with ^ > h and t > 8 must have been used, in con-

tradiction to the uniform spelling. But zarduk would be a

genuine development only in case that an old dialect would
have had *zarat.ustra.*®

Marlcwart started, as a remark in Siidarmenien shows, from ’zarvati-, hence stresses the
Gr. vocalization Zoroas-, which actually is the effect of assimilation to aar^p and Greek
euphony, cf, apaxticria for haravhati (inst. of -wx“-): ’papnaKCiTis for vharnauxati (inst. of
-uKa-); avacnb^aSos for anosazaS (inst. of -uiaa-).

i^The family name reoiroSpos preserves, in .VD. 50, the 9t
,
while lleipiSaTT^s (Awramani

and Meherdates (Tacitus) show that the change er>hr had taken place, and the common
word was no longer pu6r, but puhr.

I'iain analogy to Med. bSxtris (in El. pakt®ris), OP. bax^^s (in El. paksis), and Bactr.
Bax»ns (m Aw. vax^rika) > MP. baxl, the Bactrian form would be Zarat.usSra.

Presupposing an unattested ablaut, cf. OIr. ffwaxs-, but MP. tuxsidan; and the generaliza-
tion of e for t in OP. gaSu, xi^^u, prSu, and its counterpart pa9i.
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Let alone an equally impossible theory of Hertel, Beitr.2.16-221, it is

assumed, without reason and contradictorily—I myself did so in 1930,

AMI 11,17—that Zoroaster had one wife, Hvogvi, and three daughters,

Frani, ©riti and Purucista, e.g. Nyberg, 265: “Zarathustra hatte . . .

drei Tdchter; davon dass er mehrere Frauen gehabt habe, weiss unser

Awesta nichts.” Polygamy was general, and no excuses are needed.

The Awesta leaves no alternative.

Just as Zoroaster opens the list of men on the memorial document,

so his wife HvogvP® opens the list of women in y/.i3,i39. Haugava

is the gentilicium of the two brothers Frasaustra and Zamaspa, the

benefactors of Zoroaster; hence “nee Haugavl.” Her name is followed

by Frani and ©riti. In 13,140 there are four Frani, all married to men
of the highest nobility, two of them Xstavayo; another Xstavi has an

Asabana, “nee Asabana.” In 13,97, after the Persian ParideSiya and

Zoroaster’s sons, three men appear with the family name franyehe;”

franya and frani are masc. and fern, of a gentilicium, hence “nee Frani.”

The three Franya are her brothers. Then follows ©riti, fern, of ©rita, like-

wise the name of a man of the nobility in the list, hence “nee ©riti.”

Then comes Purucista, who is called Zoroaster’s “youngest daughter”

in Y.53,3 and bears the gentilicium of her father: “nee Spitami Hecat-

aspana.” Women who bear a different family name cannot be daugh-

ters, but only wives of Zoroaster.—In the list of men, Vistaspa and his

male relatives follow upon Zoroaster, and likewise in the list of women
the ladies of the house of Vistaspa, Hutosa and Humaya, also Visa-

tarusi, follow upon the ladies of Zoroaster’s family. They are enumer-

ated not according to age, but to rank.

Therefore, Zoroaster had three wives and one daughter. Haugavi

was the last wife he married, but the highest in rank. “The youngest

daughter” in y.53,3 seems to mean “youngest child,” since no other

daughters, but only brothers appear. Immediately before, the gatha

speaks of the zara^ustris spitamo. With the exception of Hertel, all

consider this as “son, descendant of Zoroaster”; according to him it

would refer “in der gewdhnlichen Bedeutung Anhanger Zoroaster’s”

to Vistaspa. Zoroaster cannot speak, in a gatha, of a “Zoroastrian,”

Gath, spelling: Aw. hvovT, fem. to patr. *haugava, vrddhi deriv. from *hugu.
Wh.\Q\S\ “Eigenname, viell. patron.adj.” and loaaf.: “franya, Eigenname, der altesten

Tochter Z.’s, wohl Kurzname.” Likewise 1857: “hvovi, Eigenname, eigtl. fem. zu hvova ‘die

aus der Hv. Familie.’ ” Only the last remark is right: none of these names is a personal name.
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no more than Christ of a “Christian,” and where else zara^ustris

occurs, thus in Y/.i3,98 (repeated in Y.23,2; 26,5), it must mean “son”;

in Raga zara^ustris it expresses the possession. Zara^ustris Spitamo

restricts the general, wider name Spitama even more than hecataspana,

and designates, at Zoroaster’s lifetime and at the side of the daughter,

a son, excluding a grandson.

Of the three sons mentioned in Y/.13, the name of the second,

Rvatatnara, is assured by the name of a grandson, Rvatatnara apara-

zata. The definition of the notion naba.nazdista (under ‘Social Struc-

ture’) shows that this child was a grandson, not a great-grandson of

Zoroaster. One reason to call a son after his father is his posthumous

birth, and it is possible that the list, like the Ka‘ba inscription, contains

names of deceased persons. Purucista was still unmarried at the time of

the document, hence under 16 years (see under ‘Maga’). The “Wed-

ding Gatha,” 54,1-7, is composed in honor of her marriage, hence is

later than the document. The anonymous son, in this gatha, is cer-

tainly the third and youngest, since the second brother was already

married before.

The proper name of the Haugavl is nowhere mentioned, neither are

those of other wives. Apparently, for married women, that was against

the custom. The later Parsi conception of the family relations is un-

aware of these main facts which it replaces by erroneous interpretations

of YA13; therefore it is no real tradition. But in Y?.i6,i5,” verses dating

in the 2nd century b.c., like parts of the Videvdad, the Haugavl is with

reason considered to be the wife of Zoroaster, against Hertel’s attempt

to eliminate the words, and at that time one may still have known that

she was the daughter of Frasaukra. This is what the later tradition

asserts and must not have been inferred from a wrong interpretation

of Y.51,17 in combination with Y/.13, as late as in Sasanian times.

Rather Y.51 was misinterpreted because this tradition existed, for it is

confirmed by the Gatha, 49,7: “O Haugava Frasaustra, go there, where

both our most ardent wishes accompany you!” (see under ‘Poetry’),

that means “my and your daughter’s, the Haugavi’s wishes.” Sister is

improbable: Zoroaster was about forty years old at that time; his influ-

18 Where differing interpetations were caused by wrong translations of vahu baga—with
Duchesne § 82 : “souhaitant un sort hcureux.”
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ential benefactors were older; Zamaspa had a grandson and a great-

grandson, his namesake, and Zoroaster did not marry a great-grand-

aunt. Under ‘Notarya’ we shall mention cases where children were

born as grand-uncles and grand-aunts, and the Haugavi may have been

a grand-aunt when i6. Her daughter was Purucista.

But the fact, never contested except by Hertel, that the Haugavi was

a daughter of Frasaustra does away with the equally uncontested as-

sumption that, according to y.53,2-3, Zoroaster married Purucista to

Zamaspa, the elder brother of her grandfather, who was already a

great-grandfather while she was about 12 years old. Purucista SpitamI

Hecataspana married, if her father makes it an occasion for a poem,

as first main wife a young man, just as her elder, but young brother

married his first wife (see under ‘Maga’).

The misunderstanding of family and proper names caused the mis-

understanding of the whole relationship. It w'as equally thoughtless

not to recognize the social significance of the gentilicia. These are

derived from ancestors that lived generations ago; only aristocratic

families, “gentes,” can have eponyms, but no “nicht gerade besitzlose

Proletarier” (Nyberg, i94f.). The same type of names is still today

used in Persia, Iraq and Turkey: Taqizadeh, Gllanizadeh, Mik-

hailghazizadeh etc. One of the four Frani in ¥^13,140, wife of

Usinamah, is considered by the Sasanian legend to be the ancestress

of the kavi-dynasty; in Firdausi, Franak is the mother of Fredon.

Such families are hvetu and kavi, and the Franya seem to have been

like the Spitama, a Median family.

To these names belongs also Damaspia, wife of Artaxerxes I, i.e.

“zamaspi, nee ZamaspI,” a Haugavi zamaspana, as Purucista is a

SpitamI hecataspana (see under ‘Haugava’). This manner of naming

women survives in Arsacid and Sasanian times in formations with

-duxt, which have been dealt with by Hiibschraann and Noldeke. A
number of seals—only ladies of property had seals—and the Ka‘ba

inscription furnish more examples.^’

Sjhpuhrduxt, i. wife of Narseh Sakansah, 2. daughter of Sahpuhr Mesansah; Hormiz-

du^tak, daughter of Nar.sch Sakansah; Narschduxt, herself a queen: Sakan banbisn; Varacduxt,

a queen. This -du^t is not “daughter,” but title of the ladies of highest rank. The formation

correspond.s to the gentilics in -pu^ra which replace at the same time older styles. Cf.

Nenosengh; Spitama: spiumaputrah; Vi\ana: Geopothros. Later, the neutral -zadeh enters

for puhr and du^t.
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Ctesias’ remark on the marriage and dowry of Astyages’ daughter

implies that the Spitama were a rich Median house, and this gives

from the beginning an historical background to the Iranian tradition

which, unanimously, locates Zoroaster’s birth in the house of his father

Purusaspa at Raga. Raga is the natural capital of one of the great

fifths of Media, today represented by Teheran. OP. Raga, NP. Ray, is

first mentioned in the Beh. inscription in 521 b.c.; under Seleucus

Nicator it was called, as capital of its province, Eurdpos, under the

Arsacids Arsakia (see under ‘Videvdad’). In the Awesta, the town

appears only twice, in Vid.\,\% pre-Christian half of the Arsacid

period; and in Y.19,18, according to contents, language and unreal

forms raya, rajoit, not older.

FzW.i,i5: “As the twelfth best country, I, AhuraMazdah, created

Rayam ^rizantum”; Ahriman created there as “patiyaram, antagonism”

uparo.vimano.him, i.e. “*upara.vimanahyam, hyperscepsis.”"° At this

place the Pahl.Vid. comments: “They say, Zartust ac an )ak but, Zoro-

aster was from there,” one cod. has “petak but, appeared from there,”

both meaning his birth.

Videvdad i is a geographical textbook in verses, of the Arsacid

period. The epithets of the towns, here ^rizantu, are understood as

gifts of AhuraMazdah, by which he made peaceful the “else-unpeace-

ful, noit kudat.sati” countries (see under ‘Videvdad’). Ahriman’s

counter-creation is a well known thing.

Art.Vlr.Nam.i,j: “For three hundred years, till the time of Alexan-

der, ‘apegumanih, freedom from doubt’^^ prevailed, after him came
sectarianism, false doctrines, ‘gumanih’ and heterodoxy. . .

.” Also

Mdh Frav. §30: Hvlsytl teaches men the den e mazdesn and they be-

come “apeguman.” Of Nisaya-Alexandropolis, the oldest capital of

the Arsacid kingdom, Vid.i says: “Ahriman created there ‘vimanahya,

scepsis. With these two remarks, the Videvdad describes the very

capitals of its period, hiisaya and Raga, as the Greek towns Alexan-
dropolis and Europos.

The Pahl.transl. has: “rak (or: ray) e Ill-toxmak, (gloss:) hast ke

Pahl.transl. apar.vimanakih, cf. Duchesne §154.
21 al-Mutawakkii says in his edict against the ahl a!-dhimma, Tabari m.iySgff.: “Allah

in His immeasurable greatness and the omnipotence of His will, has chosen Islam . . . and
has made it victorious over the other religions, free from doubts."
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ray goyend”
;
rak is transliteration, ray pronunciation, toxmak, a word

of OP. origin, “species, genus,” is syn. of Aw. zantu only in its ethnic

acceptation; zantu was not used in OP., hence not in hlP., and there-

fore not clearly understood. One commentator says: “Ill-toxmak,

because good priests, warriors and peasants come from there,” taking

zantu as “station in life.” It is “district,” and toxmak is unfit as trans-

lation of “^rizantu, consisting of three districts.” This is the official

designation of that fifth of Media, itself a unit of three parts, a term

of administration like Kal JlapairaKrjvrj for the whole of the

satrapy. The three natural parts of Rhagiane are i. Qazwin, 2. Teheran,

Raga itself, 3. Kum, pre- and early Muhammedan Kamindan.

Aw. ^rizantu is a word like Gr. with pK = Ir. vis. Od.i^,

117:

Awptee? re Tpix^pt-Kes Sioi re IleXacryot

and Hesiod, Aigimos: Travreq Se Tpvxa-piK€<; KaXeavrai

Tptcrcrrjv ovveKa yalav iKa<; TrarpTjs iSdcravTO

comment: rpia yap 'EXXTjpiKa edm) rijs Kpr)Tr)<s iTTOiKTjcrai, IleXa-

cryov's, ’Axctiov?, Acopiets ov<; TpixdiKa<i KeKX'^Kacn. The Greeks, too,

did no longer understand their archaic word. O. Schrader compared

with it the name of the Thracians: Spr}^ <'@prjpLKe<;, with 9pa.

“four,” hence “consisting of four vis.” One sees how archaic the whole

idiom is.

The second place, Y.19,18, is a catechism: “Who are the ratu, judges?

—The lord of the house, of the clan, of the district, of the province,

fifth Zoroaster, in all provinces except Raga zara^ustris; this is ca^ru.-

ratus, has only four ratu.—Who are the ratu? (those four?)—^The lord

of the house, of the clan, of the district, fourth Zoroaster.”

This is a perfectly clear statement. Leaving aside the role it attributes

to Zoroaster as highest authority everywhere,' it makes him the “ratu

of the dahyu Raga,” while in other provinces other men were satraps.

Therefore the Pahl. translation and Neriosengh’s Sanskr. translation

(see Jackson, Zor. 203f.) add to Raga “deh i x^es, his own province.”

This is not a documented historical tradition, but some knowledge

supported by a right interpretation of zara^ukris as “belonging to Z.,”

combined with an interpretation of ^rizantu as “nmana, vis, zantu”

-- Connected with the thought that, as epithet of Raga in Videvdad i, Brizantus ought to

be a special advantage, a gift of AhuraMazdah.
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instead of “three zantu,” vertically instead of horizontally, not so big

a mistake, and the result is not far from truth. The gathas teach that

Zoroaster was banished from his province by a verdict of the court of

his home town, and Ctesias speaks of “satrapies” the two sons of the

Spitama received from Cyrus. The difference between satrapy and

hereditary possession is slight. But, building upon this passage the

theory of “Raga as Papal See, or Priesterstaat,” as Jackson and Nyberg

do, is a colossal inflation of just the slight mistake made by the authors

of the catechism.

Y.19,18 disproves also Markwart’s words in ErdnL 123,1: “Beinahe

selbverstandlich, dass aus dem epitheton z^a^ustris geschlossen wurde,

dass Raga der Geburtsort Zoroaster’s sei, so z.B. ‘Stadteliste’ §60, wo

ohne Zweifel eine Angabe iiber die Griindung von Raga ausgefallen

ist.” It is right, that the Sahr.Er. (composed about a.d. 490) ended with

a §60 on Raga, of which only the appended note remains: “zartust e

spitaman ac an sahristan but, Zoroaster was from that town.” But that

is the real meaning of the epithet, and all other inferences, drawn by

modern interpreters, are wrong.

Another local indication is found in the strange story of Zoroaster’s

“temptation” in Vid.ig,^^ and ii:

,dr3]ya‘ pati zbarahi nmanahya purusaspahya

The reading of the first word is doubtful; it is apparently mutilated,

for with one syllable more, the passage which is a quotation would

be a regular verse. Cf. yt.g,7.6 : “barsnus pati garinam drajaphe

(dra)aho?) . .
.”

Gr.BdhM {Ind.Bdh.20,2,^) takes the word for the name of a river:

“daraja (in Aw. script) rot pat eranvez ke.s man e parusasp pitar e

zartust pa bar but, D. is a river in Eranvez, on the bank of which stood

the palace of Purusasp, father of Zoroaster.” The relative clause is a

mere paraphrase of the Videvdad passage, and the only base for the

assumption of a river is the wrong translation of Aw. zbarah by bar.'^

This river is located “in Eranvez” because Zoroaster prays in y/.5,io4

“at the mouth of the Vahvi Datiya of the Aryans,” a pseudo-Awestic

name of the Arsacid period for later Eranvez (see under ‘EranveY),

Also used in ^’.9,29 for “zbara^a, foot of a creeping animal”
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“hizvo danlialia, in the language of erudition,” i.e. in Awestic, not in

the contemporary Middle Persian:

ya^a azam hacayane pu^ram yat arvataspahe

ta;ymam kaviyam vistaspam anu.mataye denayai

anu.(u)xtaye denayai anu.varkaye denayai

“That I always may pursue Vikaspa, the son of Arvataspa, for thinking-

according to the religion, talking-according to, acting-according to the

religion.”

These verses are produced wholesale: in the Drumsp Yasht, 9.26, the

same words are repeated with Hutosa as object; one could paint the

steatopygic kallipygos “kicking against the pricks.” In Zoro-

aster himself is driven, the god asks another one, to let him always be

the driver: a deus otiosus and a propheta otiosior. Benveniste, Inf.av.

53, calls the late passage of Y.8,7: “haxsaya ahya denaya anu.mata-

yeca . . . ,
dois-je inciter a I’observance en pensee de la religion etc.”

the “enonce ancien; de la on passe” to the form of Y/.5,i8, 105; 9,26,

verses which therefore are even later. No other passages than this one

locate Zoroaster in Eranvez.

The abstract nouns formed with the preposition “anu, according to”

are malformations; dena, always trisyllabic, counts here only for two

syllables. In this false language the verses are fashioned after the

genuine prayers of the mythical heroes in the old hymns, where they

pray for victory over gods and men or personal adversaries. The
genuine passages locate those prayers in Eranvez, the home of the

myth. In the feeling of the diaskeuasts, AhuraMazdah and Zoroaster

cannot remain behind and therefore must likewise pray in the land of

the golden age, only “la pire misere intellectuelle (Meillet)” of the

period prevents them from achieving a decent prayer. On account of this

illusionary location, Zoroaster is no more “born in Eranvez” than Ahura-

Mazdah, and one cannot conclude from the added “river in Eranvez”

of the Gr.Bdh. that in the 9th century a.d. the notion of Eranvez was

somehow connected with Raga.

Gr.Bdh.121 {Ind.Bdh.2^,’^)-. “daraja r5t rotbaran rat ce man e pitar

e zartuk pa bar[as], zartuk and zat, the D. river is the index of the

rudbar, for the palace of Zoroaster’s father stood on its bank, bar;

Zoroaster is born there.”
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The first part, the raising of the rank of the river to “index of the

rudbar” is not possible without the wrong translation of zbarah by

bar in BdkM; its source is that paraphrase of Ffi.ip.—Rudbar “fluvia-

tile” is a common notion, also a local name: the best known are be-

tween Qazwin and Rasht, later famous by its rudbari textiles, and

Rudbar on the Hilmand, called Paraitakene by Isidorus of Charax; a

third one near Djiruft in Lar. The second part, “Zoroaster is born

there,” comes from the commentary to Raga zara^ukris in Fzi.1,15.

Thus, the commentaries to VU.i (with Raga) and 19 (without name)

come from the same source, from which also the passage in Sahr.Er.

comes, and this tradition—although the Gr.Bdh. says “river in Eranvez”

—had not this “home of the Aryans” in mind, but only Raga.

zbarah designates a part of the palace. Whether it be the broken

entrance, dargah, or the vaulted main hall, drjy at any rate is no name

and no river. It may be a mere adjective, e.g. drajyah, comp, of drga

“long,” or a term of fortification, see under ‘Architecture.’ The pas-

sage of F/^/.i9,4 and ii means “in the drjy at the zbarah” or “in the

drjy zbarah of the palace of Purusaspa,” and the palace is imagined

to be in Raga.

To this tradition belongs a tale in the Denhfirt vii (ed. Darab xin,

25!?.), concerning Duydova, Zoroaster’s mother. The Aw. form of

this name appears only in an ungrammatical fragment of the Hat.

Nasl^; the Pahl. form is Duydav; it says: Zoroaster’s father sent her

“6 spitrasp pitar e dutak e andar spitaman deh e apar raya rotastak,

to Spitrasp, the paterfamilias, who was in the country of the Spitama

in the district Raga.” District Raga in the province of the Spitama is

in agreement with deh e x^es of Y.19,18 and with Ctesias’ remark

about the Spitama in Media. The notion that Zoroaster’s father went

on to live in his father’s house after being married is genuine.

Finally the much revealing proverb which the C^it. Zdtsp. 16,12

attribute to Zoroaster’s mother: “I shall not do this, even if the two

towns would meet here, Ray and Tos,” explained: “irreal, 60 farsakh

[in fact good 60 double farsakh] from one another, Zartust ac Ray,

Vistasp ac Notar but, Z. was from Ray, V. from [Tos e]N68ar.” The
last town is near modern Mashhad, famous as the birthplace of Fir-

dausi.

That is the Iranian tradition about the home of Zoroaster.
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Nyberg, who first allows “einen schwachen Reflex zarathustrischer

Lokaltradition” in the personal and geographical names of the Zoro-

aster biography of Denl{. vii—that is not the source and hence indiffer-

ent—continues “Alles fallt zusammen, wenn wir zu horen bekommen,

Zarathustra sei in Adharbaidjan, genauer in Shez am Urmiya-See

geboren, und dass seine iranische Heimat Eranvez sei.”

Many Greek towns claimed to be the home of Homer. The similar

claim of Sez is disposed of in a few words. Sez < cecista is one of the

oldest fire temples of Media, the “aSargusnasp, Fire of the Stallion,”

shape of appearance of Vrthragna. It is pre-Zoroastrian and one of the

devadana destroyed by Xerxes. One could gather much information

from the legends of the great fires. They like to usurp events of the

religious history. The claim of Sez has the same tendency, but appears

only as late as a.d. 1225 in Yaqut and a.d. 1275 in Qazwini. Before

that time, e.g. in ibn Khurdadhbih, about 860, Tabari, end of the 9th

century, and ibn Faqih, about 910, it is Urmiya. This conception is

connected with the political attitude, at first wavering, of the Muham-
medan government towards Magism, which caused that Zoroaster, in

order to make him acceptable to the Muslims, was connected with

the Old Testament. This was done by primates like Aturfarnabag son

of Farru^zad and his son Zartuxst, Atropatenians,"^ and the special

figures to whom Zoroaster became assimilated were Abraham and the

prophet Jeremiah.^’*

The Arab, name of the last is Armiya, in Tabari (1,506) also Urmiya,

and the resemblance of these names led to Urmiya as place of Zoro-

aster’s origin. Later Urmiya was replaced by the more important temple

of Sez near the Urmiya Lake. That is no Iranian tradition at all, but

an invention made in order to enjoy some advantages of the ahl al-

dhimma, like lower taxes, and not to perish entirely.

The other assertion is wrong: we are nowhere told that Zoroaster’s

West Iranian home was Eranvez. Yt.^io^ and Y/.9,24, to which these

words refer, are unauthentic products of the Arsacid period, as dis-

cussed above. In Iranian tradition, down to the Muhammedan period,

Eranvez is never anything but the aboriginal home, the country on

Cf. Den^., end of book ni, and under ‘Zoroaster’s Death.’
25 That is why the “lord” of the Kuh i Khwaja is called Sara i Ibrahim, viz. Ibrahim

Zardust, and why remarks appear like “The prophet Daniel was Cyrus’ maternal uncle” or

“Bahman's mother was a Jewess of the house of king Saul,” influenced by the book of Esther.
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the Oxus and laxartes, see under ‘Eranvez.’ But not a single ancient

passage connects Zoroaster with Eranvez.

There is only one consistent tradition from the second century B.a,

not more than 250 years after Ctesias, that Raga was the birthplace

and the property of Zoroaster. At that time, the surname zara^ustris

was already old. The Videvdad describes Raga with its hyperscepsis

as the Greek town Europos. That was not the time to claim the glory

to be the prophet’s birthplace. The surname is older and the tradition

must be older. The town that had banished the prophet—see under

‘Hospitium’—can only have gloried in being his home just after

the public recognition of his doctrine, in order to cleanse itself of the

slur, or for fear.

Nyberg, 49: “Im Westen fehlt eine authentische ortliche Uber-

lieferung ganzlich, die Lokalisierungen von Ereignissen des Lebens

Zarathustras zeigen durch ihre Unbestimmtheit und ihr Schwanken,

dass sie Konstruktionen sind, so muss man sich grundsatzlich darauf

einrichten, die Gatha-Gemeinde und Zarathustras Heimat in Ostiran

zu suchen.” In the East there is not only no authentic tradition, but

none at all. Raga, as birthplace, is definite and unvacillating; it is no

“construction,” as e.g. the “Gatha-Gemeinde” and the “Hauptmissions-

station Raga”; and the “systematic orientation” to find a wanted result

is what one must never do. 401: “Und so kommen die Mystifikationen

auf, die die alten dstlichen Orte im Westen verortlichen. Daraus folgt,

dass die ganze westliche Uberlieferung fiber die Ortlichkeiten des ost-

lichen Zoroastrismus geschichtlich gesehen wertlos sind.”

That stands at the beginning (p.49) and at the end (p.401) and is

“von Anfang bis zu Ende verkehrt” (p.202). There are neither eastern

localities and eastern tradition, nor a western localization of eastern

localities of the life of Zoroaster. The whole terminology is wrong.
There is only an Iranian and no Turkistanian tradition, not only about
the life of Zoroaster, but about everything. Some indications in the
gathas can be interpreted as referring to Raga, Komis and Tosa; in

the Awesta some old passages refer equally to Tosa and besides to

Sistan. And there is, later, the definite tradition, old already in the 2nd
century b.c., that Zoroaster was from Raga which belonged to his

family, that the Spitama, therefore, were, as Ctesias says, a Median
house.
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“avahyaradi vayam haxamanisiya ^ahyamahi,

therefore we are called Achaemenids”

The real family name of kavi Vikaspa, the protector of Zoroaster,

does not appear at all in the Awesta, or in the epics. At the four places

in the gatha there is no reason for Zoroaster to mention the name, to

him a matter of course. In the memorial document of Yr.13, Vikaspa

is no more characterized by the family name than are the Sasanian

kings in their inscriptions.^ But in the following group, §102, before

the first man of another family, the Haugava, appears, a man bear-

ing the OPersian name Visatarus, known also from the epical fragment

Y/.5,76, is designated by the clientela adjective “notaryano,” and this

confirms a surmise—for other reasons—that the group between Vis-

taspa and the Haugava are the Notarya.

notara < ‘navatara, is the comparative of “nava, new.” The positive

occurs only in Vid.2i,y. “the waters, plants, medicinal herbs become

new,” i.e. renovate, rejuvenate themselves, “by rain.” The comparative

occurs in y/.i7,55—see below
—

“the Tura, swift horsemen and youthful

ones.” Only because Bartholomae believed the phonetic detail of the

Aw. text to be authentic and the interpretations of the Bdh. and Den\.

to be based on independent knowledge, could he explain this word as

produced “durch Verschiebung des Wortakzents aus *notara, n.pr.

eines Sohnes des Manusci^ra.” Such a Notara, unknown to the Awesta,

never existed; MP. noSar is, like Vezan and others, nothing but the old

surname personified.

Being the comparative of an adjective, notara—quite independent

from its signification—is no heros eponymos and no true family name,

and the single member of the house is not “a Notara.” In the prayer

of Hutosa, Y/.5,98, “vis ndtaranam, clan of the notara” is the name

of the place they owned. Individuals are designated, as in other IE. lan-

guages, by the derivative in -iya: notarya, thus in Y/.i 5,35, where the

“notaryaho, notarians,” appear beside the haugavaho, whom the gatha,

too, connect with Vikaspa. From notarya again the IE. adj. of clientela

in -ana, notaryana, is formed, just as in Lat. Julus, Julius, Julianus.

^ The absence of these names is usually not realized; E. G. Browne once said to me: I am

glad that just you found for the first time the name Sasanakan in an inscription.
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There is only the adjective “notara, the veonepof, notarya, one of the

notarya; and notaryana, client of the notarya,” but there is no man

Notara and there are no 'Notarids, 'pecoTepiBaL. The notaryano bears

an Old Persian name; there are not a few Persians round Vistaspa in

the list; some foreign clients, in §§125-126, even have assumed or re-

ceived Old Persian names, hence one may expect from the beginning

that the notarya were Persians.

The comparative signification of notara determines one branch of

an unnamed great family in opposition to another branch whose deter-

minative must have been an antonym of notara. Gr. vecoTepo^ can be

antonym of various words. Lommel, in Idg.Forschg. 53, 1935, 1655.,

tried to prove by reason of metrics that notara could not be ved)T€po<;

—which is entirely beyond the argumentative power of metrics—and

that Ir. nava meant only “new,” not “young” as in Greek—which is

not provable, since the word occurs only once in the Videvdad passage

quoted above. On the contrary, it is disproved by the true signification

of the comparative notara in 7^.17,55.

Names of branches of great families are found everywhere, in Iran

precisely in the two families most closely connected with the notarya,

viz. the Spitama, called also hecataspana and zara^ustri, and the

Haugava, also called zamaspana, zamaspi (see under ‘Haugava’).

There is no occasion for mentioning the very gentilicium which the

surnames qualify, and less so for mentioning the surname of the other

branch in the Awesta, a fact which does not rule out the possibility

that individuals belonging to that branch appear.

The Achaemenids, too, had two branches; Darius speaks of them

as “dvita.parnam, in two lines”; those were vecoTepot and irpecr^vrepoi.

The family name itself, haxamanisiya, is derived from Darius’ sixth

ancestor Ha^amanil^ The separation was effected by his two grand-

sons, Cyrus I and Aryaramna, and in the inscription of the latter

haxamanisiya is not yet used; it appears for the first time on the gold

tablet of his son Rsama.® It takes a few generations to develop such a

- The stem of haxamanis cannot be determined, because, like Aw. vandarmanis OP
ardumanis. it appears only in the nominative. The .sen. haxamanisahya in the Aryaramna
inscription is an early example of analo.sic inflection, like xsaya.rsahya (time of Artaxerxes I)
and darasas’/osahya (.Artaxerxes It). The stem was perhaps -mansah (cf. vanjah) transferred
into the i-c!ass in analo.cy to -sah > -us, transferred into u-class, cf. under ‘Memor. Doc.

’

visatarus.

3 Since the gold tablet of Aryaramna was “gebrandmarkt” as an antique fake, no collection
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gentilicium, and just when this was done it became also necessary

to distinguish the two branches.

The Greeks have not transmitted the distinguishing surname

“Hystaspids” of the younger branch that we give the descendants

of Vikaspa. But the Iranian term for the older branch is hidden in the

names MapSot and Mapd^toi of the Greek tradition. Herodotus 1,125

says of the yivea of the Persians: “These are the tribes on which all

other Persians depend: Pasargadai, Maraphioi and Maspioi; among

them the Pasargadai are the noblest, from which the kings of Persis

descend.”* “Depend” in the political sense, is opposed to ethnic

“descend.” The “kings of Persis” are a clan of the tribe Pasargadai.

But opposed to “kings of Media” this expression sounds as if Herod-

otus’ source was older than 550 b.c.—He enumerates further among

the nomads of Persis (Pars) the Mardoi between Da(h)oi and

Dropikoi, Sagartioi. Arrian, Ind. 40, from Nearch, mentions Mardoi

as neighbors of the Persians, and Ctesias calls Cyrus a “Mardos as to

his tribe (descent).”

Nomadic Mardoi in Persis are subject to doubt, since the Da(h)oi,

Dropikoi and Sagartioi all belong certainly not to Persis, and the Mar-

doi are well known in Mazandaran on the Caspian. Andreas believed

that Ctesias’ Mardos, as ethnic of Cyrus, referred to those anaryan

Amardoi who left their name to the town Amul, and that these were

the Elamite Hapirti. The last name is in reality Ha(l)tamti, and the

theory is twice wrong. The fault in Ctesias’ words is only the rendering

of Ir. “vis, clan” by Gr. genos. The Pasargadai were the “genos,” the

Mardoi the “vis.” The right translation of “vis” by (^prjrpTj occurs only

as exception in Greek, in Herodotus 1,125. iv,i67 he mentions one

Amasis, dvrjp UacrapydSr]^ beside Badres, dH)p Mapdi^tov; the latter

name is that of a vis, like Mardos. Stephanus says yet more inexact, s.v.

Maraphioi: edvo? iv TlepcriSi (from Herodotus) and explains: d-n-o

dared to purchase a similar tablet of R0ma, and this remained unpublished; known to me
from a photograph. Rsama calls himself aryaramna-xsa>a0 yahya-pud'‘a, and moreover

haxamanisiya, whereas Aryaramna says “grandson of Haxamanis.” The land Parsa has instead

of the usual huvaspa humartiya, the else unknown epithet “hukara huvaspa,” where hukara

is new and rightly precedes huvaspa.

^ Nyberg, 343: “Maraphioi and Maspioi sind sicher nicht iranisch; sie enthalten das elam.

Suffix -pi und smd also wahrscheinlich als elamisch anzusehen.*’ The El. suffix would have

more power than to make the names only “probably Elamite’’; but if so, it could not make
them “certainly non-Iranian.” In fact, the names do not contain an Elam, suffix, which is -ip

(plur.), but only the phoneme -pi-.
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MapacjiLov ^axrLki(it<; (from Eusthatius, Comm, to Ilias 11,408) “Mara-

phios, first king of the Persians, son of Menelaos.” This is the per-

sonified name of a royal family, like the “notara > NoSar” of the

Sasanian legend.

Mardos and Maraphios reflect the same Iranian word in two dialects,

just as Mardos, Merdis on the one hand, Maraphis, Merphis on the

other, render the OP. form BrSya and Med. Brzya of the name of

Cyrus’ son (see below). Ctesias’ remark is legendary, based on a wrong

interpretation of the name, and yet it is not wrong that Cyrus was a

“Mardos as to his genos.” The comp, notara requires an antonym, and

the comp. barSyah, barzyah is such an antonym, “higher.” Derivatives,

corresponding to notarya and notaryana, may have been the Ir. designa-

tion for the “elder branch” of the family. NP. “buland < brzant, high”

is also used for age. Other languages render the same opposition by

younger and older, vecLrepo's and ‘npecrjivTepo’;, and that is the mean-

ing of the Iranian words in this case.

Surely the Persians called their Hystaspids notarya, surely the Aw.
notarya expresses the opposition to brzyaho of the same family, whose

very name was so obvious that it was not necessary to mention it.

Surely the never mentioned name was haxamanisiya.

Nyberg, 45; “Hertel und Herzfeld . . . setzen Zarathustras Beschiitzer

Vistaspa mit [Vistaspa] dem Vater Darius’ I gleich. . . . Diese

Hypothese scheitert indessen rettungslos daran, dass die . . . Gleich-

setzung undenkbar ist.” The aeon-system—a religious doctrine—makes
Zoroaster appear under Vistaspa, 258 years before Alexander. A short

period only separates the Awestic Vistaspa from Alexander, that

means he is considered as the historical Vikaspa. The epic—a popular,

not religious tradition—tells the legends that grew round the Awestic
Vikaspa and his relatives—cf. y/.i3—and joins to them without gap
Dara = Darius and his successors to the time of Alexander; it identifies

the two Vistaspa. Religious and epical tradition, that is all tradition

there was, are unanimous in this fundamental equation. It is a colossal

mistake to believe, “unthinkable” could dispense with a thought as-

cribed to H. and H., while it was the dominant thought, and the only
one, for 2,500 years.—Let alone individual faculties, “thinkable and
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unthinkable” contain a time factor: what seems unthinkable today, will

be a matter of course tomorrow.

Darius, son of VikaSPa says: “aSabara huvaSabara ahmi, as horse-

man I am a good horseman”; OP. asa against Med. aspa. Huvaspa in

the protocol formula “the land with the good horses” and nn.ppr. like

Vistaspa, Aspacina, all contain the Median aspa.

The meaning of vista results from y/.5,98:

tarn yazanta hvovaho to her (Ardvi), the Haugava

sacrificed,

tarn yazanta notaryaho to her the Notarya sacrificed,

istim yaSyanta hvovo for riches the Haugava asked,

asu.aspim naotaire for horses’-speed the Notarya.

mosu pasceta hvovo At once the Haugava

istim baon savista became powerfully rich,

mosu pasceta naotaire ? at once the Notarya

vikaspo aham dahyunam Vistaspa became, of those

countries,

asu.aspotamo bavat the speediest-as-to-horses.

The language is bad, the composition of the verses not that of the

old-mythical ones, and the lack of a locality—never missing in genuine

stanzas—^is alone sufficient proof that the insignificant fragment is not

old. The poet makes the Haugava ask for money, with respect to the

Gath, attribute “ikois hvarna, blessed with riches” of the Haugava

Zamaspa, and makes the Notarya ask for “horses’ speed”—a bad abstr.

formation—^remembering Y/. 17,55-56, “Flight of Rtis”:

yat mam tura pazdayanta asu.aspa notarasca

“when the Tura chased me, the swift-horsemen and nbtara, youthful

ones.” He regards asu.aspa as an attribute of notara, identifies this with

the family name, notarya, of Vikaspa, and makes Vistaspa win the

speediest horses, because that is his interpretation of the name.—vika

is past.part.pass. of Vvis-, OP. vi^-, OI. visati, “with ready (to start)

horses.’”*

® Cf. Benveniste, 7.^^.1936,2,229: “Sogd. ’’wy^tk ‘trembicment, agitation’<!*a.viita.ka, dans

Vista.aspa ‘aux chevaux fremissants.’ ” The same idea is perhaps expressed by Ass. sise pitan

birki, Thureau-Dangin: “aux genoux ouverts,” unless this be something entirely different:

“stallions.'”
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Darius’ father and Zoroaster’s protector bear the same Median name,

which—excepting a few younger Achaemenids—does not occur in his-

tory down to the Muhammedan epoch, when it became popular by

Firdausi’s Shahnamah. Median names for Persians are quite unobjec-

tionable. But those who believe in an “eastern Vistaspa” reject with

equal emphasis the theory that he had a Median name and that the

Medes knew him, because that would break through the barrier

erected between the “eastern Awesta” and the Medes and Persians.

The Medes—if that concept is right—must have used the name with-

out any contact; Rsama must have given it to his son unknowingly;

and Vistaspa II, grandson of the historical Vistaspa, must have called

his son with the unique name Pissouthnes < Pisisyo^na, without

knowing that the “eastern Vistaspa” had done the same, see under

‘Throne-names.’ This triple coincidence is “unthinkable.” And the

fact that the two persons bear the same Median name proves in this

special case that both are one and the same Persian. As a Persian, Vis-

taspa orders masses to be celebrated for so many Persians in the founda-

tion document of his temple.

Nyberg,249: “Sein Vater hiess aurvataspa.” This passage, y/.5,io5,

is spurious, it is the empty prayer of Zoroaster, in erudite language,

always to pursue “the son of Arvataspa, the swift, kavian Vistaspa”

etc., which we have characterized above, a worthless product of the

Arsacid period.

Apart from this passage, “arvataspa, with swift horses” appears only

as standing epithet of the gods ApamNapat and Hvar Xseta; cf. Nep-

tunus equester. In the OP. version of the legend, to which Hellanicus

(430-400 B,c., frgm.163) alludes, long before the date of the Awestic

prayer, Atossa-Hutdsa, too, is called “daughter of Ariaspes,” i.e. '‘ary-

aspes < OP. 'arvaspa. In the later versions the divine epithet is replaced

by Luhrasp, name of the god APOOAzno of the Kushan coins, i.e.

“druvaspa, with healthy horses,” with EastIr. 8 > 1 . In the Awesta,

Yasht 9 is dedicated to the goddess Druvaspa. In both cases, the sur-

name has displaced the lost proper name.

The whole legend which the post-Zoroastrian period has woven
around Vistaspa is the rejuvenation of an older myth of gods, which
made a hero arvataspa, of the god with that surname. This hero
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melted together with the East Iranian god druvaspa into the figure of

king Luhrasp. Markwart, Vehrot, was inclined to see ApamNapat in

him. But we do not have the old myth, but only the heroized legend,

into which historical figures intruded, and seeing original deities of

water in all the figures of this cycle is going much too far.

The home of the god Druvaspa prevails as locality of this legend.

From such an origin, the notion passed into all pseudo-historical

stories, that the Iranian kings Luhrasp and Vistasp resided in Balkh, as

overlords of Assyrian and Babylonian kings, e.g. of Nebuchadnezzar

(see under ‘Zoroaster’s Death’). This notion is so old that it appears

already in a branch of Greek tradition which makes Ninus wage war

against Hystaspes and Zoroastres in Bactria.

The real hero of the Vistaspa legend is not Vistaspa, but his brother

Zarivaris-Zarer, of the memorial document in who, in Yt.5,ii2f.,

bears the epithet “aspa.yoSa, fighting on horseback,” well fitting into

the group.® The god druvaspa-arvataspa-equester attracts such names.

What the Awesta quotes of Vistaspa himself is poor: he immolates a

hundred sheep to Ardvi, praying for victory over Tan^ryavant (not

traceable in the later legend, nor in the old myth) and Arjataspa; the

place is the lake Frazdanu in Zranka-Slstan.^

In y#.5,ii2, Zarivaris, too, immolates a hundred sheep: satam . . .

anumayanam pasne apo datiyaya.® The locality, the river Datiya, is

insignificant, copied from old myths. The prayer runs: “that I may be

victorious

prtacingam astakanam humayakam devayasnam

druvatamca arjataspam ahmi ‘^ge^ai (text: ge^e) prtanahu

over Humayaka with-the-spread-out-claws, haunting-in-a-cave, the

devayasnian, and over the drugvant Arjataspa, in the fight for his

family.”

In the still later form of the same legend in Yt.% 7̂ 1 , we find instead

of the last words

uta azam fra.rvesyani *humaye ‘'vrSanakeca

® With elements reversed *yu5i.aspa in n.pr. Oidid<rjnjs, Ctesias, in history of Parysatis.

^ yr.9,29-31 is only a corrupt amplification of this stanza.

® pasne, “angesichts?,” Lommel “hintcr',” only in Yt.^, and only referring to water

(Cecista, Pisinah, Frazdanu and Datiya) is perhaps Old Persian, cf. OP. asne, Aw. asne “near,”

and OP. nipadi, Gr. ireSo.
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and that I may bring home the two, Humaya and *Vr8anaka.^

The two feminine names were originally in dvandva form. Humaya

is a name of Achaemenian ladies, Amyites. Here, two kidnapped

women are brought home. In the older ©retona myth, y/.5,34, the

motif—if “azani” means only “to carry away, abduct”—was the rape

of women:

uta he vante azani and I may carry away the two be-

loved

sahavaci arnavaci Sahava^s and Arnavaxs,

ye krpa sraiste zataye who are the most beautiful of body

for bearing children,

ge^yai te ye abdatame the most excellent for the family

If the names were right, arnavaci ought to precede. Skr. has savasvan

and rnavan; the Shahnamah Sahrinaz and Arnavaz.

To the same legend belong the verses in ¥^.5,76, where the notaryano

Visatarus prays “upa apam (yam) vetahvatim, on the river V.” (“rich

in willows, or vines.?”):

77: at me tuvam ardvisura Open, 0 Ardvi, ... to me
anahita

huskam prtum recaya a dry passage

taro vahvim vetahvatim through the good Vetahvati!

78: Ardvi grants the prayer

armesta anya apo krnot one part of the waters she

made stand still,

frasa anya fratacayat the other she made flow off,

huskam prtum recayat a dry passage she opened

taro vahvim vetahvatim through the good Vetahvati.

The motif resembles that of Exodus 14,22; and more so the story

in the acts of Mar Pethion, G. Hoffmann, Syr.Akt. p.63: Pethion is

“Ed. \rdakanamca, Wb. +\an5k3na, without etymology. It is hypoc. of a comp, with
“vr5a>gul, rose," tspc ’^%rSa.ti0ra>gulcihr, in AuT.purchm.u, 21 B.c. ’OXefi/^etpri; hence

read +\rdanaka. Cf. vrdk on a seal (Berlin) and on a Sasan. graffito in the tacara, Persepolis.

Benveniste, Inf.ai'.^yL: “les plus belles de corps pour I’enfantement, les plus parfaites

pour !e menage.” .\gainst Lommel; “die von sehr schoncr Gestalt sind, um sie zu gewinnen.’,

die die wunderbarsten dcr Welt sind!” Cf. y/.io,ii3 ; ge0e prtanahu; in both cases geSa is

“famiK." From abtlatama > a,3dum comes the fem. name Avro/xa, Awr.parchm., where also

'OX^vv^eLpt].
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thrown into the Alwan near Sarpul, “the waters rose aloft above to a

wall, below they flew off to the river Gauzan which is snny.”^’^

Athenaeus b. 13,575, quotes the story from Chares of Mytilene {Alex.

b.io) as example of a couple that never met, but saw each other in a

dream, a motif that lives on in 1001 Nights, for instance in the story

of Qamar al-zaman and the daughter of the king of the Djaza’ir with

her seven castles. The legend was so popular at Alexander’s time, that

it was often told and pictured in houses and palaces, and many named

their daughters after the heroine. How quickly the legend worked can

be measured by Ctesias’ attributing the Bistun monument to Semiramis

only 120 years after its creation. Also by Herodotus’ telling of the

myth of the seven walls of Kanha as an historical description of

Agbatana, which at that time was only 230 years old.

Hystaspes had a younger brother Zariadres, whom the “epichorians”

called a son of Aphrodite and Adonis. Hystaspes was king of Media

and the Lower Country (Erag, ‘Iraq), Zariadres king of the countries

above the Caspian Gates as far as the Tanais. Beyond the Tanais ruled

Homartes, king of the islapad&v^' who had a daughter Odatis. Zari-

varis and Zariadres are two different names.^^ As in the case of arvaspa

and druvaspa, two figures are blended into one. Aphrodite stands for

Ardvl, and Adonis, god of vegetation, evidently for Druvaspa, god of

the animal kingdom. Homartes wants to marry his daughter to one

of his grandees, but Zariadres, alone with his charioteer, drives through

the Tanais and arrives just in time to rescue the bride. The anonymous

charioteer of Chares of Mytilene, hence, is Visatarus of the yasht. The

expression “ahmi ge^yai prtanahu” alludes to the abduction. The

theme of the original myth was not the rescue of the bride, but the

rape of two women; in the later form, with Humaya and VrSanaka

instead of Sahava;s(s and Arnava^s, it was the bringing home of

abducted women.

Tanais stands for the Ranha, because Alexander believed the laxartes

to be the Tanais-Don. The Gr.Bdh. 86, 88 and 91, does not equate the

^^SN.VY is Akk. (u,^ar)ballu, -siliu, Gr. Sillas, a Dhala canal.

Markwart’s Iranian interpretation of marathon as “*mr^vva = morituri” would involve

that a hitjhly archaic name of the original myth was preserved in the late legend. The Greek

names do not ha\e that much authenticity.

Hiibschmann, Arm.Gramm. 40 and 506: Zariadres> Arm. Zareh, but zarivaris >MP.
zarcr; perhaps *zan\a5ra “with golden mace” and zarnari “with golden cuirass.”
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vetahvati—^written vatarjvati—^with the Ranha, but says: “Vatar)vatl

rot pa sagistan, bunxan.ic kyansih but, the V. river is in Sistan, its

source was from the (sea) Kyansih (old Kansavya),” as though it was

the Shaila which connects the Hamun with the Zirih = Frazdanu. The

following words, “Frasyap filled it up; when Hvarsetar appears, it

shall flow again,” show that the river had become a mere mythical

concept.

The OP. original of Gr. ’'OSart?^^ is defined by two conditions: it

must be a very popular name, and it must conform to one of the names

in a shape of the Iranian legend. Therefore it must be disfigured from

*ordakis, OP. vrdaka “rose,” "vrdanaka of ¥^.9,31. Cf. Esther, i.e.

Med.*as0ra “myrtle.” The name of her father Homartes, who plays

the role of Arjataspa, is probably the ethnic homa.vrga of the Saka

tribe dwelling beyond the laxartes-Tanais. Akk. umarga’, umurgu, Gr.

amyrgioi are contemporary pronunciations used sind 520 b.c.; hence,

foursyllabic OP. homa.vrga is from the beginning an historic spelling.^®

Athenaeus’ 'Omapthi stands for 'OMAPrHZ. Arjataspa, later called

(h)y6na and Chionite, is still imagined as a Saka in this oldest version.

Humayaka is depicted as a dragon in a cave (see under ‘Sculpture’).

It is significant for the late origin of the legend that both adversaries

are called, in the mazdayasnian manner, “drugvant and devayasna”

(see under ‘Deva’).

Nyberg considers the often discussed myth of the “Flight of Rtis,”

YA17, to be part of this cycle, calling it the “dunkle Blatt in der

Geschichte der Naotariden.”

This myth is preceded, in the manner of an introduction, by an old

sacrificial rule which forbids people not yet mature or no longer pro-

creative to take part in the cult of Rtis. Then, st. 55 and 56 give the

situation

:

yat mam tura pazdayanta When the Tura scared me
asu.aspa notarasca the swift-horsemen and notara.

The goddess flees, hiding once under the hoof of a bull, once under

Not too well attthtcd. The Gr. omikron does not correspond to Ir. hu, nor hva-, hence
neither huSata nor hvaSata.

t^Markwart's ‘“hauma.rta, the true Homa,” is neither materially nor linguistically sound.
One Umargi appears already at the end o£ the 8th century b.c. in the annals of Sargon, year 6.
Amorges was the name of a son of Pissouthncs 11 , on the stela of Xanthos Lvk° h'umrkka,
Mily. umrggazn. The grandfather was satrap of Bactria, Her.9,64 and Ctesias in Diod.i 1,69,2!
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the neck of a ram, evidently not like Odysseus when fleeing from the

cave of Polypheme, but like sorceresses in looi Nights, transformed

into an insect. Both times she is discovered and frustrated by immature

boys and girls. Wolfgang Schultz was right in pointing out that at

the second occasion it must be the senile people that discover her, and

that the third incomplete stanza, with which the story stops short

before a gap, must be the third and successful attempt.

The myth might be an etiologic one, motivating the sacrificial rule,

or rather a description of the same qualities of the goddess which are

the cause of this rule. There is no place and no allusion in it to more

than one tribe; on the contrary, the children and the old people are all

of one kind, anaryan Tura. Tura and notara are not two names, but

one name with an appellative, notara is not the gentilicium notaryaho,

but the regular comparative of “nava red?,” referring to the contrasted

ages, “the comparatively young Tura, the youthful (among them).”

asu.aspa describes them as on horseback.^®

Nyberg connects this story of the immature children with his idea

that Zoroaster, in the “Wedding Gatha” (see under ‘Maga’)—though

in vain—had tried to substitute his own daughter Purucista as “God-

dess of Fertility” for Rtil The myth would prove the comprehensible

“resistance of the Mithra-community against this innovation,” and the

“dunkle Blatt” thus becomes a “sehr bedeutsamer religionsgeschicht-

licher Vorgang.” The flight of the goddess is not a tale specific for

Rtis, but a primeval myth widely spread over the world; in Iran,

there was a variant in the tale of the flight of the goddess of Earth

before the dragon AziDahaka-Frahrasya. On no account is it a “Vor-

gang” based on real actions of historical or half-historical persons. It

was aeons old before Vistaspa and 2k>roaster were born, and one can

cheerfully tear the “dark page” from the family chronicle of the No-
tarya. There were enough skeletons in the closet.

An independent proof for the identity of the two Vikaspa follows

from their place of residence: the Vistaspa of the inscriptions was
satrap of Parthava, the capital of which was Tosa, later Tos e Nodaran
<*t6sa notaranam. And the residence of the Awestic Vistaspa was.

This explains the misunderstanding in yr.5,98, where asu.-aspa is taken as appellative
of notara, this as nStarya. Ved. tura means “quick, wJd.”
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according to Yt.^i'y “viso awi notaranam, the vis of the Notara,” in

the fragment of the legend dealing with Hutosa-Atossa. This place can

be determined, and for that purpose one needs the figure of Tusa in

Y/.5,53-57, who is not an old-mythical, but an historical figure of the

Vistaspa circle.

In Y;.5,53, the “swift ra^esta, chariot-fighter, Tusa” brings offerings

“brsesu pad aspanam” and prays for victory over the “valiant Vesaki

sons, hunavo vesakaya^^ upa dvaram "'ca^rusukam apanatamam kan-

haya brzantiya rtavniya.” Tusa furthermore desires victory over all

Tura. The Vesaki are Tura, but their town, Kanha, is always called

rtavan, for reasons unknown, but certainly in the oldest, pre-Zoroas-

trian connotation of the term, approximately to be rendered by “just.”

In St. 57, on the contrary, the Vesaki sons pray “upa dvaram ""ca^ru-

sukam etc.” for victory over Tusa and over all Aryans. In this legend,

created shortly after the time of Zoroaster, the Vesaki are a vis and bear

an historical name. For vesaka is written on a seal of the Achaemenian

epoch with the picture of a horseman, dismounted, hunting a boar,

and with the legend vysk. This fine seal belonged to the vispatis of the

family, about 400 b.c. The name vesaki, -“kaya, is a gentilic, derivative

of vesaka, this again short-form of a compound with vrddhi of vis-

as first element, as in vaisapu^ra, cf. bevarpati, *spa8apati as family

names.

Their locality is broadly described: “at the gate, the market, the

distant one, in Kanha,” meanmg a famous building: in the legend

as told already by Herodotus, Kanha was the prototype of the “town
with seven walls” (see under ‘Architecture’).

In the late Sasanian legend, the name of the Vesak who gave his

daughter to Siyavuxs is Piran, and Biruni records in his akjibdr

Khwdrizm^^ that Fil, i.e. Pir, was the old name of the capital Gurganj.
The Vesaki are Tura, and Tur was a district of Khwarizm according
to Moses of Chorene. This gives the Vesaki as “lords of Pir in

Khwarizm and their place Kanha as Gurganj. In the Karter mscrip-

int is not permissible to restore +vasaka for metrical reasons; the verses are weak in
language and meter, vysky means vesakavo. The seal in the Brit.Mus., in cisem., ii, n.89,
pi. VI has vYsK. The family name is personified in the romance of \'es u Ramin

In YaqQt, nmV/am n.843. s.v. Khwarizm, and 11,54, s.v. Gurganj; cf. Benveniste, bsos
vii,273.--Markwart saw Kanha in Chin, kang.ku = Soghd, and was inclined to recognize Sogd.
kaxa = kanha in Ptolemy's Kaxa7oi Scythians.

*
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tions a figure called “kangopet, lord of Kang?” seems to play the role

of Virgil in Dante. The NP. form is Gang, for a mythical place only.

The etymology of the name is obscure, “antara.kanha, between, within

K.” is enumerated in among the names of mountains; today,

Kang and Miyan-Kang, i.e. antara.kanha, are partial names of the

Hilmand delta in Sistan, and one would expect a signification con-

nected with water. Below Gurganj, the Oxus delta begins.

If the Turyan Vesaki have an historical background, the more so the

Iranian Tusa. In y/.5,53, he brings his offerings “at the necks of the

horses, praying for health of the bodies,” both in plural. These verses

imitate the original in Y/.io,ii, where the “ra^estaro brsesu pati as-

panam, the chariot fighters, standing at the necks of their horses” pray

for “force of the two-horse teams, integrity of (their) bodies.” There,

the plural is right, and the author of 5,53 has failed to adapt his model

correctly. The kind of faults resembles those in the inscriptions of Arta-

xerxes II, and the date of the verses agrees therewith: end of the 5th

century b.c.

Tusa is not “eine Kollektivbezeichnung fiir ein Adelsgeschlecht,”

Nyberg, 259, because that would require an adj. gent, like *tusiya,

‘tosiya. Sasanian tradition knows nothing about Tusa, but speaks of

Tos e noSaran, where Tos is an adjective, noSaran a gen.pl. There

was never a Tos nor a NoSar, and Tos was no “heros eponymus eines

mit dem kavi-Hause nahe verschwagerten Geschlechts.” Nyberg, 357:

“Man hat die Genealogien der Alten immer mit der notigen Kritik

zu verwenden.” Compared with the Sasanian genealogies of heroes

and priests—all epithets transfigured into fathers, sons and brothers

—

the begat-chapters of Genesis are a reliable source of history. Arab

genealogists like ibn al-Kalbi work similarly, arranging all names of

old towns, rivers, canals in pedigrees of men. But, so far, nobody has

recognized “nahe verschwagerte Geschlechter” in these topic names.

Tusa is an historical figure, for he gave his name to the capital of

Parthava, Tosa > NP. Tus, famous by the tomb of Firdausi. Tos e

NoSaran, first “spahpet of Tos,” a military title like bevarpati as title

of the Danavo in Ya 13,38, is not the man Tusa, but the town called

after him. Firdausi still uses noSaran correctly as plural: “sahr i

noSaran Tos, Tos, city of the NoSaran.”^’’ In the Cit.Zdtsp. 16,12 the

Shahnamah Vullers 1086,49; 1109,770; cf. Noldeke, Iran.Nat.Epos. p.8.
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proverb “not if the two cities Ray and NoSar would meet here” is ex-

plained by “Zoroaster was from Ray, Vistasp from NoSar.” Such a

proverb has an historical background. The man Tos e noSaran is the

result of a misinterpretation of the name of the town; therefore the

legend has nothing to say about this name. Of necessity it becomes a

brother of Vistahm e NoSaran, i.e. the client Visatarus notaryano trans-

formed into a “son of NoSar.” The purpose of this invention is appar-

ent: a genealogy had to be created for the Arsacid family of the Spah-

pet of Tos, the predecessors of the Kanarang, as the Sahr.Er. expressly

state: “The town Tos is founded by Tos e NoSaran; for 900 years

he was spahpet;"” after Tos, the dignity of spahpet came to Zarer,

after Zarer to Bastvar, from him to Kurazm.” Perhaps the Spahpet

were actually descendants of Tusa, but these names are taken from

the memorial list of Y/.13: the family of Vihdspa became a dynasty of

Tos, the residence of the historical Vistaspa.

In Y/. 15,35 Hutosa prays “viso awi notaranam”—the obligatory de-

termination of the locality—“that I may be dear, beloved and esteemed,

patizanta, in the nmana of kavi Vistaspa.” nmana is the small family,

a number of which constitute the vis, at the same time their residence,

house or palace. Here vis is the place, nmana the familia; for Hutosa
does not want to be loved by buildings, patizanta is the model of NP.
taM, and implies as what she wants to he “esteemed, honored,”-"

namely as “nmanapa^ni > banbisn,” title of the Sasanian queens.

Vistaspa is the vispatis of the Notarya, hence notaranam as surname
of his residence. Vis signifies the men of the clan, their residence and
property. In the OP. inscriptions, Persepolis and Agbatana are called

vi^, as residence of the Hystaspids. Thus vis becomes “town.” Vis
notaranam is Firdausi’s hhr i noSaran. Vis notaranam and *tosa nota-

ranam, the residence of the Notara, are identical. The Aw. vis

notaranam is, like arya.kyanam for aryanam ^sa^ram, the poetical

expression, intelligible for everyman, for the capital of Parthava, Tosa,
where Hutosa prayed.

This town, the capital of Parthava, and not the “Steppen des tur-
ischen Friyana-Stammes an der Ranha, dem laxartes,” is conceived

=0 Perhaps_ originally “they were”: 900 years, if counted from the date of the oldest form
of the SaAr.Er., a.d, 490 would lead back into the 5* century e.c.; if 900 p.Zor., the remark
would date from .^.d. 604.

=icf. patizanta in Y.29.11 under -.Maga,’ and +zaznate in y.30,10, under ‘Myastra.’
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in the entire Awesta and in the legend as the residence of Zoroaster’s

protector Vistaspa. The same town was the residence of the historical

Vistaspa as satrap of Parthava according to the inscriptions.

The traditional legends of the temples that claim to be founded by

Vikaspa agree with the inscriptions, the Awesta and the epics, and

the memorial list of Y/.13 proves the historical fact that Vistaspa had

founded such temples. One of them was the Kishmar temple, see under

‘Chronology.’

Gr.Bdh. 124; “Yam put the aSar;^varrah (
= farnabag) on mount

Hvarnahvant (cDH’vmnd) in Xwarizm on its cubic place. When they

cut Yam in two, the aSar^varrah saved the ^varrah of Yam from the

hand of Dahak. Under the reign of Vistaspsah, by a revelation of the

religion, it was transferred from Xvarizm to the Rosan kof in the

country, deh, of the Kanarang, where it exists still today” [date of

the Gr.Bdh., 9.SCI. a.d. or of its source.?].

Procopius deals with the xavapdyyai, Bell.Pers. Bonn p.5, 7 and 23, on

the authority of Kavat, son of Jam, an elder brother of Xusrau II. Since

the time of Balash, a.d. 484-488, they had been margraves of Nishapur,

SW. of Tbs; there, the Arabs knew them still during and after the

conquest as kanarang or banu Kanara, cf. Ydqut 11,411. According to

ibn Khurdadhbih, “kunar” was the “title” of the king of Nishapur.

The name of the mountain, which can also be read royen, refers to

Aw. “roSita, copper mountain” in Y/.i9,2, written rvosn’vmnd in the

Gr.Bdh. The legend (cf. Mas‘udl iv,75) rightly treats the words “pa

petakih ac den” as meaning that the old fire had been forgotten and

had to be rediscovered “by order of Zoroaster.” In fact, the temple was

not older than Vistaspa’s time, and its place was in the Nishapur dis-

trict.

Gr.Bdh. 125: “When Zoroaster brought the religion . . . ,
Vistaspa

put the aSar-burzenmihr on its cubic place on mount Revand, which

is also called pust e Vibaspan.” That is the revant of Yt.ig,6 -, Gr.Bdh.:

“u.s revand nam ku rayawmand,” and p.8o: “mount Vinapet” is to-

gether with the pub e Vibaspan; from there to revand, where the

-- vinapct < gunabiS, in the Shahnamah piace of the battle in which the paladins of Kai-
Xusrau defeated the Vesak Piran, is probably the transposition of an .‘\rab. broken plur. of
gumbaS into Pahlavi: “the cupolas.’’ GumbaS itself is an Ir. loanword from .\ss. qubbatu.
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aSarburzenmihr is, are 9 farsakh towards west.” This Revand—another

one lies not far south—is situated northwest of Nishapur not far from

Tos, near the turquoise mines. Yaqut, mudjam 1,628, still notes a dis-

trict Pusht in that area.

“pust, back” designates a mountain formation; puk e vistaspan

would be “Vistaspian back” or “back of the Vistaspas,” rather objec-

tionable."^ In the legend of the foundation of the fire of Shez in Adhar-

baijan, the aSargusnasp sits down, like a corposant, on the mane of

Husravah’s horse,"^ pa busn e asp. That is a Persian etymology of the

Median name “gusnasp < ‘vrsn.aspa, stallion,” which presupposes Pers.

busnasp <*vusnaspa. This form appears on the reverse of late Sasanian

copper coins from Old Shiraz and Bishapur as legend at the side of

the figure of a human-headed bull: busaspan or busnaspan.'° Hence,

it is possible that the name of the mountain pust e vikaspan is a new

interpretation of pust e busnaspan, when the meaning “back of a stal-

lion” became obscured and the name was connected with the fact

that Vikaspa had founded the temple.

The Gr.Bdh. goes on: “These fires are ataxs e varhran, dynastic

fires.” One of them must have been the temple in which the original

document of the memorial list was preserved. Thus three temples

which retrace their foundation to Vikaspa lie around Tos.

Tosa became known to the Greeks through Alexander who passed

through it on his march from Zadrakarta in Hyrcania to Areia; Arrian

111,25 writes Sovcrta, Ptolemy Mucrta, both for *TOYZA

In the memorial document, Zoroaster with his kinsmen opens the

list of men; Vikaspa with his male relatives follows. In the same way,

Zoroaster’s three wives and one daughter open the list of women, and

Similar terms of terrain: “grl\5, neck,” changing with "kamrSa, skull" m arzurahe
griva, “forest-ncck or -top,” cf. “gariwa i Taq i Girra, pass of the arch of the cupper,”
name of the Zagros Gates. Or "kohak, hump,” e.g. du kohak between Khuzistan and Pars,
kauphiaka of Ptolems; like Turk, deee bntun, .Aram, 'gab gainla > Gaugamela “camel’s
hump.” .\lso “barjna, neck, mane”—thus to be read against \Vb. in Y/.ig.go; and “a barsnu
beside a.sara, without neck and head”; this word was recognized by Pagliaro in MP. busn in
Zarernimak.

This phenomenon occurs in Samarra when, during electric storms, the sword of the
Mahdi is dipped into the basin of the Ghaibat al-.Mahdi and carried round in procession; also
the golden cupola starts sometimes blazing. It is beliesed to be a token that the Mahdi
Msits his tomb.

-= The obverse shows a male bust with flaming nimbus and legend “Data.”
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Hut5sa and Humaya, the ladies of Vistaspa’s family, follow. Both

names appear in the Achaemenid family, the second as name of the

Median mother of Atossa, which Ctesias connects with the Spitamas.

Berossos, in Syncellus, from Eusebius and Polyhistor, renders

Humaya by Amyi'tes, as name of the Median wife of Nebuchadnezzar,

a better form than Amytis.“ The later legend mixes Amyites with

Semiramis, occasionally also with Khutos-Atossa."' The name persists

in the Achaemenid family: e.g. Amytis, daughter of Xerxes and Ames-

tris, sister of Artaxerxes I, wife of Bagabu^sa, whose grandson was

called Spitama. It is possible, but not necessary, that the Humaya of

the list was Atossa’s and Zoroaster’s mother. The occurrence of the

name in Yt.g,28, along with VrSanaka, has no other historical signifi-

cance but that Achaemenid names infiltrate into the legend.

Herodotus 1,75 and 107, regards Cyrus as grandson of Astyages by

his daughter Mandane, married to Cambyses I. That would be a rela-

tionship of the two houses by marriage one generation earlier, but

would not rule out the marriage of Cyrus to another daughter of

Astyages. But “father-in-law” as Ctesias says is better than “maternal

grandfather,” because Astyages, dethroned in 550, can scarcely be of

the same generation as Cyrus I who had a son, at least half grown,

as hostage at the court of Assurbanipal as early as 640 b.c. There are

cases, soon to be mentioned, where children were born as grand-uncles,

but in the case of Astyages and Cyrus the great-grandfather did not

live long enough to make that possible.

The gatha alludes to the two ladies only by calling Cambyses

“bandva, afiEnis, relative-in-law” of Zoroaster.

The name Hutosa, Gr. Atossa, means KaWiviryo^, corresponding to

the ideal of beauty as expressed in representations of women in

Achaemenian and Sasanian art. Her appearance in Yt.g,26, Zoroaster’s

prayer in Arsacid Awestic, is significant for one reason only: the

-® Initial a for hu- as in Atossa-Hutosa and other cases; as to ui for ay cf. Parmys <*puru-
maya, NP. purtnayah; on the other hand the Elam, transcription of OP. ai by oi. As to the

ending cf. the common Akk. fern, in -itu, and assimilation to .Anaitis.

Hamza Isf. 38; “Humay Cihrazadh is Shamiran, daughter of Bahman.” Tabari 1,678:

“Khutos, wife of Luhrasp.” Hellanicus, in Phlegon, frgm.163, 430-400 b.c.: “Atossa, daughter

of Ariaspcs.’’ Eusebius and Barbarus: “.Atossa quae et Semiramis.” Yahya b. Djarir al-TakritI,

Christian physician, of the first half of 6th century H., in Yaqut 11,305, from chronicles like

Syncellus or Eusebius: “In the year 59 of the dynasty of Salukus (or Bclukus) al-Mausill (i.e

Assur), Tausa, who is Samiram, became queen, with her father who founded Aleppo.”
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quotation of gatha 46,7, whereby Hutosa, instead of the Haugava

brothers, becomes the person through whom Zoroaster hopes to obtain

the oflEcial “frasastis, the proclamation” of his recognition. Else, not

counting Y/.13, Hutosa appears only in Y/.i5,35, where she prays to

become honored, as queen, in the family of kavi Vistaspa. These verses

stand in a yasht, hence are no direct historical notice. The task is to

examine how far they depict the situation in a distorted, how far still

in the right way.

The adornment alone of the verses shows, in the luxury it describes,

the character of the period and therewith the date of their composi-

tion: before the end of the 5th century b.c. Hutosa prays like a queen

zaranene pati gatou at the golden throne,

zaranene pati fraspati"® at the golden dais,

zaranene pati upastarne at the golden cushion,

on which she is imagined sitting before she rises for her prayer, just

as later the Sasanids and the Umayyads and Abbasids squat on “royal

brocades, dibaj i xusrawani” as cushions and rugs on their chrysele-

phantine and canopied thrones.

The identification of Hutosa-Atossa has been rejected as emphatically

as that of Vistaspa-Hystaspes. Nyberg, 358: “Wenn Atossa als Beweis

dafiir dienen kann, dass die genannte Dame einem zoroastrischen

Geschlecht angehdre, so ist jede Ingeborg und Ingegerd . . . ein Beweis

dafiir, dass ihre Vorfahren der uralten . . . Kultgemeinde der Ingvaeo-

ninnen angehorten.”—Hertel concluded that the Awestic Vistaspa was

the father of Darius and that Y/.15 alluded to Darius’ marriage to

Atossa. Nyberg: “Es giebt nicht den Schimmer eines Beweises . . .

und nicht einmal Herzfeld heisst das gut. Vistaspas Gattin heisst

Atossa.”

A theory of which not even I approve, must be pretty bad. However,
in this presentation, Atossa would be contemporary with Zoroaster; in

the contested view equally; how, then, could the family have been
Zoroastrian before Zoroaster.? The prayer of Y/.15 does not say that

Hutosa was a sister of Vistaspa, as the “tradition” assumes; nor that

she was his wife; but only that she wished to marry into his narrower

On the signification of “fraspat-ouraniscus,” connected with “spayaflra, vault of heaven,”
see under ‘Astronomy.’

’
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family. Instead of marrying the old vispatis himself, soon to become

dowager lady Notari, she would rather have chosen the heir. Ingvaeo-

ninnen would have felt the same.

A man may have more than one main wife (whose children have

full claim to inheritance), and not only in the clan, but in the nmana

there are more than one marriageable man. The man marries young,

at the age of 16; not of necessity at first the main wife. He remains

in the nmana of his father. But one is not vispatis when 16 years old;

that is the eldest member of the clan, sometimes the one oldest in rank.

The vispatis, always old, may go on marrying to his liking, but the

posts of his main wives, the “zataye ge^yai abdatama,” are long since

occupied. All that was exactly the same to the present day. The married

grandson of such a grandee answered, when asked “how is your grand-

father.?” only: “les noces continuent.” Atossa has in Yr.15 the two

attributes “azata and purubra^ra.” Many girls had “many brothers,” in

royal families as many as there are days in a year. The above mentioned

grandee, a septuagenarian, questioned how many sons he had, an-

swered: “faut demander mon chef comptable.” Then he called into the

garden where far away a dozen boys between 5 and 10 years were play-

ing, and said “permettez que je vous presente quelques-uns de mes plus

jeunes enfants.” He knew that the eldest was a grandson, but their

names were unknown to him. Thus, a difference of fifty years is pos-

sible between the ages of brothers.

purubra^ra indicates that Hutosa was married to several brothers, as

vice versa the saint Ardaviraz was married to his seven sisters. The

tradition, therefore, regards Hutosa as sister and wife of Vistaspa. Her

attributes are a good description of the homonymous daughter of

Cyrus whose brothers were, according to Ctesias, on the one hand the

sons of Cyrus, on the other those of the Spitama, and who married

some of them. Nyberg, who denies the identity of the namesakes, calls,

357, the historical Atossa—while he makes Hutosa “Zarathustra den

guten Leumund, frasastis, besorgen”
—

“eine Dame mit bunter Ver-

gangenheit, sowohl mit Cambyses, als mit dem Pseudo-Smerdis

verheiratet gewesen,” as though this could reflect on Zoroaster’s

reputation. Perhaps that makes her so interesting; somebody has said:

“interesting are only those men with a future and women with a

past.” But it should be really “colorful”: “mit ihrem Bruder Cambyses,
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ihrem pseudo-Bruder Gomata, und iJirem Vetter Darius verheiratet

gewesen.” As Cyrus’ heiress she could have taken every liberty, except

remaining a spinster. The kings had their harem, and for Atossa, too,

her marriages were no love romances, no more than for the beautiful

Musa who, when widowed, married her son Phraates V only 5 years

old, on account of the regency.

The mother of Cambyses II and Smerdis was Kassandane; since

Atossa married Cambyses and the pseudo-Smerdis, she was no daugh-

ter of Kassandane. And since Cyrus appointed both sons to succeed

him and the line became extinct with them, he had no son from Asty-

ages’ daughter—the one Ctesias calls Amytes—^for he would have been

the heir. The true and the false brother marry their half-sister Atossa

as “azata, agnata,” as the heiress. She was the heiress of Media by her

mother, whose dowry, Ctesias says, was the whole of Media. Amytes

must have been Atossa’s mother. Through her she was even more au-

gust than Cambyses and Smerdis. Probably born in 549/8, she was

slightly older than Darius, her third husband, born about 545 b.c.,

whom, as Herodotus says, she dominated completely: 17 yap “'Arocrcra

elx^ ro TTav Kparo?. Therefore it was her son Xerxes who succeeded,

although, as he himself says, there were elder brothers.

Hutosa has left a deep impress on the minds of the people. They do

not only remember that she was the azata and purubra^ra, and linked

in marriage to the family of Vikaspa. In Yt.g,26 the hope is imputed

to Zoroaster that she might obtain for him the frasastil In the Gatha

he hopes to obtain this revocation of his banishment by the ability of

the two Haugava, but nowhere through Vistaspa, his protector. Yt.g

is no Gatha, but the thought must have figured in the legend to which

Y/. 15,35 belongs, and there Hutosa must have been imagined to have

a greater influence on the person granting the frasastis, than even Vis-

taspa. Whereas the legend everywhere considers him as an absolute

sovereign, it has here preserved a memory of the fact that he had only

the limited power of a satrap and was subject to a higher power which

Hutosa could better influence: Cyrus or Cambyses. To imagine her as

speaking in favor of Zoroaster may even be a last remembrance of their

relationship. This special relationship can be discussed only after having

determined the word “bandva,” and that requires wider researches.
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Atossa’s half-brother Smerdis (Ionic form) is called BrSya in OP.,

rendered by Mardos in Aeschylus, Merdias in a scholion, Merdis in

Trogus. But the Median form is Brzya, brzy of the Pap.EL, rendered

by Maraphis, Merphis in the scholion to Aeschylus’ Pers. 775, from

Hellanicus."'* Brzya is the shortform of a name with “brzi, high” as

first and with suppressed second element. Other shortforms of such a

name are Gr. Mardontes < OP. ’brSvant, and Barzaentes < Med.

brzvant. BrSya’s daughter Parmys was married to Darius and had a

son Ariomardos,‘*° the second element of which is the first of the name
of the grandfather. Such variations of names are general in IE. lan-

guages, cf. rsti.-vega: vezi.rstis under ‘Throne-names.’ The suppressed

component of the name may have been rsti. In the memorial list of

y/.i3, brzi.rstis stands beside vezi.rstis, after the brothers and before

the sons of Vistaspa, just as the Franya brothers-in-law, Medes, stand

among the relatives of Zoroaster. Therefore, one is allowed not only to

regard brzi.rstis as the full form of the hyp. Brzya, but to consider the

persons, BrSya of the inscriptions, and Brzi.rstis of the list, as identical.

If his name appears in the document, Smerdis must have joined the

circle around Vikaspa and Zoroaster, as did his sister Atossa. He was

thrown into prison and secretly killed, more likely before Cambyses’

campaign against Egypt, spring 525, than as Herodotus says, during

that campaign. The memorial list can contain his name as that of a

deceased, but at first one must assume that he was still alive at that

date. The connection of Zoroaster with the great events of that period

becomes clearer step by step.

Nyberg calls, e.g. on p.357, the equations “Hutosa = Atossa” and “Vis-

taspa = Vistaspa” “den Eckstein der ganzen Konstruktion, die so unsin-

nig ist, wie nur etwas sein kann,” a criticism that can result either from

supreme assurance or from great ignorance. His reasons are, p.45 : “Die

Hypothese scheitert rettungslos daran, dass die erwahnte Gleichset-

zung—undenkar ist,” an anticlimax. The notarya Vikaspa of the

Awesta is a Persian with a Median name, vispatis of the clan notaranam,

C£. Markwart l'ge 11,137; AltpJnschr. 80.—Cf. ^rctona Farldun, and Russ. Feodor,

Marfa, with f for 6. Vice versa: tahmo rupi 7> tahmura^.

ario-, i.e. arya-, the name gives no sense: “Aryan-high." The Gr. ano- enters for

less frequent elements, like arvat-, in Ariaspes for arva.aspa, hara- in ariobarzanes for hara-

brzatl. Thus it may here supplant ‘*arstya-, cf. arst>a.brzan, or *rsti brSa > Gr. *asti(o) mardos

> ariomardos.
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a name demanding the existence of an elder branch of the same family.

His residence is the capital of Parthava, Tosa, and his time the last

decades of the sixth century b.c. Vistaspa, father of Darius, responds to

every detail of that description. The Hutosa of the Awesta is azata,

agnate, purubra^ra, married to brothers of her, related by marriage to

the family of Vistaspa, closely connected with another lady, Humaya,

and has power over the highest instance which Vistaspa cannot influ-

ence. Atossa, daughter of Cyrus, answers the same description. There

is quite a solid foundation of such “cornerstones.” With Pharnakes=:

atarhvarnah, the Vehviya = Vivana, the Haugava Zama.aspa, Frasa.-

ustra and Frasa.aspa (Prexaspes), the VaqhuSatayana Datuvanhya,

father of Bagabuxsa, and in the following generation Pissouthnes, Oxy-

artes, Artayktes, Artostes, Artembares, Damaspia etc., the gathas and the

Awesta contain about two dozen of names of persons which appear

under the same name in analogous roles in history. Against these facts

no invocation can help, no Ingeborg and Ingegerd, no William of

Orange or Hohenzollern, no Charles of Spain or Sweden.
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“That Son of Man was called in presence of the Lord of Spirits,

and his name before the Aged Head*’

Herodotus calls the founder of the Median empire Deiokes, i.e.

Daiaukku of the annals of Sargon II, I.76 {Display inscr. 49) mentioned

in 715-713 B.c.—^This date is before the foundation of the empire, 678 b.c.,

so he is not the ktistes, but the eponymus of the dynasty; their name

would be in Assyrian mare Daiaukku, their land bit Daiaukkud From
the Samas omina one may infer that Wamitiarsu <*vahmayat.rsa was

the name of the first king, dahyupatis of the Mada, and that the motive

power behind their coalition (hangmatana?) was a Deiocid Xsa^rita,

Ass. kakariti, zantupatis of KarKassi—this place being the pre-Median

Agbatana.

It was a mistake of W. Kdnig, in aof vii,6, repeated by Nyberg, 334,

to doubt the Iranian character of the name Daiaukku. In the memorial

document of Y/.13 are several names formed with dahyu, jara.dahyu,

atar.dahyu and dahyu.fraSah, dahyu.sruta, and -ukku is an Iranian

dimin. suffix, especially common in high antiquity, e.g. Assyrian an-

nals.^ To them belongs Aru.ukku, name of the eldest son of Cyrus I in

the Assurbanipal prism. The names of the inscription of Aghacaqale:

OPOMANHI TE APlOYKOY KAI APlOYKHI <t)IAni Y IQ I Suggest aru.ukku =

ariuk, both as hypoc. of Aryaramna rather than of Arvataspa.® Cf. also

OP. ma(n)dauka, Gr. mandauke, AltpJnschr. p.40; OP. vahauka, Gr.

^ vahuSata.

Herodotus calls Deiokes’ successor Phraortes, a true Deiocid name,

as proved by the fact that the Median pretender in Behistun appears

under that assumed name: Fravartis. Bartholomae regarded it as the

shortform of a comp, with the fem. fravarti. Fravarti has many con-

notations, e.g. “compurgator, cojuror” (see under ‘Last Judgment’).

Nyberg believes the “bemerkenswert arische Name” to mean “kurzum

^ Thureau-Dangin, R.Ass. xxiv, 1927, p.75,n.3 and A. G. Lie, Inscr. of Sargon II, i,pp.28ff.,

consider the previous reading of the local name “bit Daiaukki” in Annals L140, year 9, as

erroneous.

“ Noldeke, Pers.Siud. 35, noted the contrast between the final -k disappearing elsewhere,

but preserved in diminutives. Perhaps the dimin. -k was geminated, as in Assyr. spelling, an

instance of gemination in infantile and familiar speech.

^Situated southwest of Diwrigi, Asia Minor. S. Reinach, Rev.Et.Gr. xviii, 1905, 159!?., and

Ad. Wilhelm, Jahrb. Oestcrr. Archaeol. Inst, vn, 1909, 225.
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‘Bekenntnis/ durch das man in die Gemeinschaft der Mazdah-Verehrer

aufgenommen wird. Dieser Mann war also ein nicht-Arier, der in die

arische Religionsgemeinschaft und damit in die herrschende Klasse auf-

genommen war.” A name “confession,” however, would not express

what the man confessed. And the numberless hosts of Fravarti, ancestors

and “manes” of the Aryans would all be non-Aryans admitted into the

ruling class.

The name of the third Mede, Gr. Kyaxares, with k for x < OP-

huvaxstra, is an epithet of the god Vrthragna, written huvaxstam, i.e.

"huv.axstram in Y/. 14,25; it is syn. of awyaxstar, abstr. awyaxstra,

meaning “good guardian.” The name reveals the pre-Zoroastrian reli-

gion of the bearer.^

The name of the last Median king is Asty^es in Herodotus, better

Astyigas in Ctesias, Akk. istuwegu, i.e. “Med. rsti.vega, brandishing the

lance,” not “vielleicht skythisch.” With elements reversed, as vezhrstis,

the name appears in Y/.i3,ioi, at a very prominent place: behind the

brothers and before the sons of Vistaspa, and at the side of brzi.rstis,

BrSya, son of Cyrus. The names around Zoroaster are similarly ar-

ranged: first the Franya, brothers-in-law, then the sons. To form the

names of grandfather, father and son of parallel-similar or reversed-

equal elements is a general IE. custom, cf. brzi.rhis-BrSya, grandfather

of Tsti.brza >"'Astimardos-Ariomardos. Vezi.rstis, hence, may be a

grandson of Rstivega, Astyages.

The eponym of the Achaemenids is HaxamaniL His son was Cahis-

pis, probably the king who led the Persians from their original habitat

in Media into Fars. The members of the elder line of his descendants

bear alternatingly the names Cyrus and Cambyses.

“Weder Cispi noch Kurus sind arische Namen”—thus Nyberg—^has

been said before, e.g. Mas‘udi,11,127: “Some maintain Cyrus’ mother

was a Jewess and the prophet Daniel his maternal uncle.” The El. and

Akk. transliterations of OP. c^" i s p" i s, viz. ci.s.pi.s and si.is.pi.is,

prove a bisyllabic pronunciation in 520 b.c., but allow i or e. The render-

ing of OP. "Satovahya by El. ta.t.tu.van.ia and Akk. za.’.tu.’.a proves

the coexistence of an archaic pronunciation '’Satovanhya and a con-

* uksatar in Sjrgon’s 8th Camp., I.42, year 714 b.c., is more likely Med, hva^stra than

Xsa^rita; both Deiocid names.
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temporary zatoveh. It is an error to believe that “OP. cispi had greater

authority than Gr. Tei’spes.” The Greeks, who had a name Thisbe,

had no reason to render bisyllabic Gispis by a trisyllabic Teispes, unless

they heard it. As a rule, the Greeks render the Ir. afiricata c in old names

by t replaces it only under the law of two aspirates; hence, as Mark-

wart recognized, reto-TTTj? stands for *^e‘to-7n7?= cahispis > cespis, an

archaic name, resembling ca^snis in Mem.Doc. y/.i3,ii4, and saizdris

<*sayuzdris in 13,113. Phonetics and formation are thoroughly Iranian,

and the man was certainly an Aryan.“

Andreas expressed, at the Hamburger Oriental. Kongress, 1902, the

opinion: “Kurus ist im Ap. ein u-Stamm, im Elam., Akk. und Hebr.

nicht. Nie wird ein Ap. u-Stamm sonst von andren Sprachen in einen

a-Stamm verwandelt. Also ist das a urspriinglich und im Ap. in u

verwandelt, um das charakteristische -s im Nominativ zu erhalten.

Kyros ist also ein Elamit.” So says the book of Daniel and Tabari, 1,656:

Kirus al-'Ailami. Markwart called the assertion at once “lacherlich.”

Berossus, frgm.2, in Alexander Polyhistor, says of Cyrus II: Ilepo-Tj?

wv L$ayeinj^. He must have known a Babylonian document with

“parsa’a mar parsa’a, arri arrisitir.” There is no sense in contesting the

nationality of Cyrus. Andreas started from his special “vowel-theory”

which he wanted to support by the doubly wrong equation: Cyrus a

Mardos = Amardos = Hapirti (cf. above). There was no interest to pre-

serve the -s in the nominative (only), and no other foreign a-stems are

changed into u-stems. The first Cyrus is mentioned by Assurbanipal in

639 B.c. (Assur prism, Berlin). Assyrian has a type fu'ul, but no fu'ul,

and assimilates OP. kurus to its type fu‘al :kural The a is insignificant.

The Babylonians assume the Assyrian form, and Hebr. Koras renders

the Akk. form. Cyrus I called his son Cambyses, and the next two

generations consider these names important enough to repeat them.

Cambyses is OP. k b u
j

i y, Aram, knbvzy, pronunciation kan-

buza.® The connection of both names with the Indian Kuru and Kam-

boja was recognized a hundred years ago by Windischmann; Weber

® Possibly cahi for cahra or cahvant, plus V su- plus i suff., with -sp- -< -sp- •< -sv-. Other

renderings of cahispis: te.uspa, a Cimmerian, with Assyr. dissimilation; two Achaemenids in

Herodotus, Teaspes; also Thespias in Diodor, after Hieronymus of Cardia. One of Markwart’s

examples is ambiguous: Tissaphcrncs for the more common ci^rahvarnah, or for the rare

TTsfarn <C *tistr>a.hvarnah of the Mahrnamak^ One may add Tithraustes, if from *ci^ra.vahista.

® nb with labio-dental b. Ar. -ki- > Ir. -sy- >• s, hence -gi- > -zy- > z. Greek Kambyses,

but as ethnic kambyzoi, recognized by Markwart in Ptolemy’s Tambyzoi, \t,ii.
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considered it as evident; Markwart, uge 11,137, calls them “ethnics,

kurus with vrddhi from kuru”; also Charpentier in zii 11(1923),I44f.—

The Rgveda knows only a n.pr. kuru.sravana, but in later literature the

kuru are frequently mentioned, often together with Gandhara and

Bahlika. Asoka’s rule extended over Kamboja and Yona (Graeco-

Bactria)," and the Buddhist “List of Sixteen Nations” contains the

Kuru, and, at the end, Gandhara and Kamboja.® The Jataka describe

the latter as great horsebreeders, one tells of their killing of insects,

snakes, frogs and vermin, considered to be a religious merit.® The gram-

marian Yaska (500 b.c. ?) quotes the word “savati, he goes” as proof

that their dialect was foreign, and this is indeed OIr. savati, not 01 .

cyavate.” The Mahabharata enumerates them with Andra, ^aka (in

Arachosia), Yavana (in Gandh^a), and Vahlika (in Bactria), and tells

of Arjuna’s victory over the Darada (Kashmir) and Kamboja. Kuru

and Kamboja, hence, clearly belong to the area of the Iranian satrapy

Gandara. One reason to give a proper name of such type—another ex-

ample is Amorges, homavrga—to a child is that it was born in those

lands, but this hardly fits the case of the four generations of Persian

kings. Their names recall Lat. Germanicus, Britannicus etc., and were

honorific names, for participation in wars and conquests. Gandara

must have been added to the Median empire before 639 b.c.

We do not know the names the first three Hystaspids bore before

their accession; the personal name of later kings is only mentioned

where the succession was contested. But in darayavahus, xsaya.rsa, rta.-

Xsa^^'a, we meet with a species of names differing in principle from all

older names of the Medes and of the elder line of the Achaemenids.

These are no mere personal names, no real compounds, but sentences

clothed in the form of a compound. These sentences are devices in the

Old Oriental manner, containing a religious-political program, reveal-

ing the religion of their bearers as clearly as do the names of the

Assyrian and Babylonian kings or of the caliphs. They are “throne-

^ Edict 14, a° 258/7 B.C., cf. Thomas in Cambr.HistJndia 1,503.

® Rhys Davis in chi 1,172,

Jataka ^,464: Kambojaka horses; vi,2o8: killing of vermin. This must not be construed

as indicating their “Zoroastrism,” on the contrary, it shows the origin of such customs which
intruded into Mazdai’sm at the Arsacid period of the Videvdad.

^‘^In 'Niruf^ta, cf. ZAirWb. 241 and Grierson, jras, 1911, 802.
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names,” chosen at the accession or bestowed at the nomination to the

succession. Only these three have been created; all later members of

the house choose one of them.

At the accession, such names are ceremoniously announced, pro-

claimed by heralds, as the book of Enoch says: “At the inexhaustible

fountain of justice that Son of Man was called in presence of the Lord

of Spirits, and his name before the Aged Head.” How this was done,

Tabari describes 111,1368: “Afterwards they met to choose a throne-name

for Dja‘far. Ibn al-Zayyat (the vezier) said; Let us call him al-Muntasir

billah ! and they discussed it till no difference of opinion remained. But,

the next morning, Ahmad b. abi Du’ad (the qadi al-qudat) went to him

and said: I have reflected on a throne-name which I hope will be ac-

ceptable and find favor, inshallah, namely al-Mutawakkil ‘ala llah. And

the caliph ordered to seal it, and called Muhammad b. ‘Abdalmalik

(ibn al-Zayyat) and ordered him to make it known to the people. The

letters were sent out, and ran: Basmala . . . ,
the Commander of the

Faithful has ordered that the official name under which he will be

called on the steps of the chairs and in the letters to his judges, secre-

taries, tax-collectors, chancellors and others, wherever correspondence

takes place between him and them, shall be ‘From Allah’s slave Dja‘far,

al-imam al-Mutawakkil ‘ala’llah, the Commander of the Faithful.’ There-

fore, you are bound to act accordingly, and confirm reception of this

letter! With Allah’s favor, inshallah!” al-Mutawakkil bestowed their

throne-names to his three successors while they were still children.

Mutatis mutandis the same must have taken place under Darius and

Xerxes.

Thus, the problem is, what was Darius’ personal name ? Nyberg, 346,

says, according to old custom he must have borne as eldest son of Vis-

taspa, the name of his grandfather, hence Arsama. One glance at any

genealogical table of an Iranian dynasty shows that this is a fallacy. A
custom is no necessity.^^ The—probably—first born son of Darius and

Artystone (Her.iii,88, vi\,6g) is called after his great-grandfather who
was either still alive or had just died. The first granddaughter, from a

daughter of the same marriage, born in 506, was called Artystone after

her grandmother, who at that time was little over thirty-three years

How names of children come about is illustrated by the anecdote of MuzafTar al-din

Musa b. Nasir al-din Ibrahim, under ‘Poetry/
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old. But the certainly first son of Cyrus I was not called Cahispis after

his grandfather, but Aru.ukku. And that Darius was the first son is a

mere assumption. He was not.

In the memorial list, 13,103, we find, in the group following upon

Vikaspa, before Spantadata, a Pisisyo^na, whom the legend considers as

Vistaspa’s son, later helper of the sosyant at the end of the world. An
historical Pissouthnes,^" son of Hystaspes (II) son of Darius, was satrap

of Lydia and revolted against Darius II between 422 and 414 b.c.

The name is formed with the frequent Zoroastrian term

syo^na, which in the cultural sense can signify “way of life,”

but as term.techn. “the ethic conduct ruled by vahumanah,

vahos manaho syo^nais,” to V syu- “to go,” e.g. Y.30,5 “ha^yais

syo^nais, by conduct as it should be,” Democritus’ to irparreLv a

Set, or Dar.Beh. §63: “upari rastam upariy[ayam], in the way

of right I walked.” Sometimes Vsi- “to dwell,” that means “to

live,” is used in the same sense, thus Y.39,3, “the spantan amrtan,

holy-immortals, yoi vahos a manaho syanti, who live in ewota,

or Ik too cftpovelv.”—Bailey, bsos vi,947,
makes use of Y.29,3 “ya

syavate aSran rsvaho, how the lofty ‘behave’ towards the

lowly,” for interpreting MP. s5n <*savana “way of acting” [or

< *sohn < syo^na ? ] . This is connected with MP. “sowan,

path,” model of Syr. s‘’bila, Arab, sabil in the Islamic notion

sabil Allah, equivalent to vahos manaho syo^na.

Nyberg, 163: “Vohu Manah’s Taten in Y.50,9, auch 43,2, sind

die sakralen Handlungen und Riten, die den Mysteriengesang

begleiten. Mehr: ‘That, syao^na,’ bezieht sich in den Gatha

ausnahmslos auf rituelle und magische Vorkehrungen auf dem

Mysterium oder Ordalplatz. Das gilt auch fiir das ganze

Awesta.” Fzi/.3,4ilf. says: The sin of burying men is inexpiable;

exception admitted: if the culprit embraces the mazdayasnian

religion. Reason: because the mazdayasnian religion “spayate

nars astavanahya vispa ta syo^na yacica vrzyati, wipes out all

syo^na, whatever he has committed, of the man who embraces

it, it sweeps away, so it were, every evil thought, like a high

i^Ctesias, Pers.52; Thukydides 11,69, 111,19,34; viii,5,5.—Connecting of pisi- with “pisman,
look” to Vpah- “to see,” or with pis-, s-aor. of V pis- “to paint”; or pisant, pisCra to Vpis-,
pinas- “to grind,” give no satisfying meaning. The name recalls NP. “peskar, manager."
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wind blowing from the south sweeps the atmosphere clean.”

The syo^na that are wiped out are no “ritual and magical ar-

rangements” but sinful acts, even inexpiable sins.

syo^na appears regularly in the frequent triad “manah vacah

syo^na, thinking, speaking, acting,” and according to that

amazing theory thinking and speaking would likewise be,

but are not limited to “mystery and ordeal places.” The “mys-

tery places of the Gatha-community” correspond in that concep-

tion to the “ordeal places of the Mithra-community,” whereas

the non-Zoroastrian religion of the Achaemenids would have

had “little space for ecstatic exercises on ordeal places.” This

theory would make the elder Pisisyd^na, son of Vistaspa, an

“Ordal-genosse” of Zoroaster. Vikaspa II, on the contrary,

would have given this Zoroastrian name to his son entirely

ignorant of all that and although his religion gave little room

for syo^na.

The genealogy was: Vikaspa

I. son Pisisyo^na (I) 2. son Spantadata = Darayavahus

.
I

son Vistaspa (II)

I

son Pissouthnes, Pisisyo^na (II).

Pisisyo^na I was an elder brother of Darius-Spantadata.^^ Darayavahus

is the throne-name, Spantadata, son of Vistaspa assumed at his acces-

sion, and therefore, in the epopee, Spandiyat-Isfandiyar, son of Gustasp

corresponds to Darius. Ctesias heard this name, Sphendadates, in con-

nection with the murder of the magus Gdmata, see under ‘Mago-

phonia.’ The legend which grew around Zoroaster and Vistaspa

remembered the son of Vistaspa only as such, with the name of his

youth, under which he appears in the memorial list of Y?.i3,i03.—The
later epics make Isfandiyar achieve many heroic deeds, but do not make
him rule, and add to him two names from other sources, Dara and Vah-

man, both in the role of great-kings and successors of Vistaspa. Dara,

In the eschatologic legend, Pisyo^n becomes immortal “rat, index” of Kangdiz and
helper of the sobvant, see tinder ‘Last judgment.*
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i.e. the regular MP. NP. form of Dareyav(os), became there a son of

Isfandiyar, not at all wrong: the youth is the father of the man, and

Spantadata ruled only as DareyavoL

Vahman, on the contrary, is no personal name, but an aspect of

AhuraMazdah, Aw. vahumano, and has no historical background

whatsoever, unless one would believe Mas'udI 11,127: “They say, the

mother of Bahman, son of Isfandiyar, was a Jewess of the house of

king Saul.”

Daraya.vahu-, with the part.stem daraya-, not darayat-, is an

Old Persian formation (see etym. of zara^ustra under ‘Spi-

tama’). The peculiar meaning of daraya is illustrated by the

Manichaean hymn, MirMan. 11,16,20 :
“ Vm ^vd d’ryd ’vd p’yd,

and He himself holds and protects me” (before: He accom-

panies me). That is the relation of xsa^radara to xsa^rapavan,

both “holder = protector,” Germ. “Landpfleger,” prefect of a

province. Cf. MirMan. 111,43: “’vmn hvfry’d’ ’vmn vxd dstd’r

bv’h, help us and hold our hand!”

The second element is vahu, not naiba, the word specific to

the OP. dialect. The throne names are devices, with a religious

meaning; therefore vahu is used, meaning the same as vahu-

manah, evvoia, evvofiia. In the gathic passages collected in Wb.

1395 (below, under n°.3), the subst.neutr. vahu stands likewise

for vahu manah. In the Fravarani Y.12,4 the deva are renounced

because they are “a.vahu, an.rta, without vahumano, without

rtam.” This is the profession of faith, and just there vahumanah
is shortened to vahu. Likewise in the name of Darius’ general

in Armenia, Vahumisa, Beh. §§29-30, i.e. “*vahu(mana).misl9'a,

cui Vahu(mano) societatem (praebet),” see under ‘Myastra.’

Nyberg’s assertion, 352: “-manis steht im Westen fiir das da

nie bezeugte manah-” is doubly wrong. First, there is no word
manis, but only a second element of a few nn.ppr., the stem

of which may be manyah-, see under ‘Notarya.’ Second,

Darius attests the “Gathischen terminus manah” in saying “my
own manah, will, volition, I controlled severely.”—It does not

affect the meaning of the name, whether one is satisfied with

vahu, or regards this as a shortening of vahumanah. But it is a

shortening, because nothing else explains the double figure
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D^a-Bahman, namely the n.pr. *d^aya.vahumanah dissected

into father and son7^ Nyberg, 361 : “Herzfeld’s Behauptung, der

Thronname darayavahus sei eigentlich eine Abkiirzung von

darayavahumanah, an sich eine freie Phantasie, fallt damit un-

rettbar dahin.”^°—The equation Vikaspa = Vistaspa “scheiterte

rettungslos,” but the anticlimactic “unthinkable” was the rescue.

This time, the sheet-anchor is his concession of my term “Thron-

namen”; by his accepting it, I win, as in a game of chess, the

position “Zoroastrian names.”

The throne-name Darayavahus was suggested by the gatha Y.31,7:

“rtam ya darayat vahistam mano, the rtam through which Ahura-

Mazdah holds the vahu manah,” with the super!, vahista for vahu. We
may call the name a gatha quotation. It is a profession of faith. And
Darayavahus—pronounced dareyavos and darevos—is itself a short form

of the full name ‘darayavahumanah. ‘Aun, Ghiyath, Mu’ayyad, Nasir

al-din are all modifications only of the same thought.

The inscription on a silver jug from Hamadan^® ruled out, by the

gen. in -aha of xsaya.rsah, the former notation of the stem of this

name as ^sayarsan-, and therewith—the point that alone matters—the

etymology “stallion among the rulers.” Thus the way was opened to

find the religious-political meaning of this second throne-name. Ben-

veniste accepted this at once in his Grammaire, but Nyberg, 347, still

clings to the wrong stem, a straw, though conceding “throne-names.”

“Wenn das mdglich ist,” Otto der Faule and Karl der Dicke would be

self-chosen throne-names. I had tried xsaya.rsah as formed with *rsah,

to rs; Benveniste says something similar. Tedesco wrote to me on this

problem

:

“If daraya.vahu is a shortening of *daraya‘.vahumanah-,

Xsayarsah- is perhaps shortening of ‘xsayakrsmanah, who com-

mands the right will,’ cf. Aw. ‘xsayat.vaxs, who commands

speech’ and Aw. ‘rsmanah- (bahuvrihi only) right-will.’ The

Cf. the analogies of Sam and Zal, Krsaspa and Rustam, ami vi,7iT.; originally each one
person, changed into fathers and sons by the legend.

*clara>a\ahu(manah) is based on the identity of vahu and \ahumanah m the Fravarani,

and on the correspondence between the historical Dara>avahus with die two legendary figures

Dara-Vahman. The brackets in X>berg’s explanations, 245: “fsanghyo. der sich (von Vohu-
Manah) binden lasst,” and “ikois hvarna, mit hvarnah versehen hinsichtlich iki, Be^itz (\on
VohuManah)” have no support at all.

AltpJnschr. n‘^.19.
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spelling seems to mean not ir°, but rather ’r in the anlaut of

the compound: xsaya.rsa, originally foursyllabic.—While, at the

shortening of *daraya.vahumanah- the inflexion was transferred

from manah to vahu, in the case of xsaya.rsmana-, where rs does

not allow inflexion, only the syllable -man- was ejected, but

the original ending of the word remained, ^saya- as participle

seems to have first been recognized by Foy, KZ.35,544: ‘von RV.

ksayadvira “Manner beherrschend” im sinn und der Bildung

nach wohl nicht zu trennen.’ Aw. arsan- however is not equal to

01. vira-, but only ‘man’ in the sexual connotation.”

Tedesco’s interpretation of the vowel in the joint of the composition

is proved by the Elam, transcription 'k.se.V.sa, i.e. xse.rsa; cuneif. “a”

does not mean interior long vowel, but is r son., written with preceding

aleph as if in initial position. Greek e does not result from Ion. e >
Dor. a, but from OIr. e < aya, while -aya- would give a.

rsmanah alone, Arsamenes, is the name of a son of Darius and

Phaidyme, daughter of Otanes, Her.vii,68, and of a satrap of Darius III

in the battle on the Granikos, Diodor 17,19,4. Arsamenes is to Arsames,

rsama, as Spitamenes to Spitama, and Rsama does certainly not mean

(Wb). “arsa.ama, die (sexuelle) Kraft eines Mannchens (Bar, Hengst)

besitzend.” The thought of the name xsaya.rsah < *xs^ya-tsmanah is

related to Darius’ words in NiR 8,15: “manaha hvepasyahya darsam

Xsayamna ahmi, Akk. ina muhhi libbi.ia rabaka, I commanded severely

my own will.” Akk. libbu, lit. heart, is a good translation of manah.

By choosing rs.manah instead of manah alone, the name adds a reli-

gious quality, “the right will, volition.”

The two elements of the third Achaemenid name, rta and xsa^ra, are

pre-Zoroastrian words, but both notions have become aspects of Ahura-

Mazdah and therewith specifically Zoroastrian. The commentary to the

very personal prayer of Zoroaster, the “rtam-vahu” in Y.20,3, interprets

the last words of this prayer as “rtai xsa^ram, to rtam (belongs, is due)

the rulership.” That is at the same time the meaning of the throne-

name rta.xsa0 ''a. Darmesteter called it “I’ideal de la bonne royaute.”

Thus, the three throne-names of the Achaemenids are Zoroastrian in

the narrowest and strictest sense of the word, just as the throne-names

of the caliphs, conceived in the same spirit, are strictly Islamic. As the

name of the saviour astvat.rta from Gath, astvat rtam hiyat, thus
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daraya.vahumanah is derived from ya darayat vahistam mano, rta.-

Xsa^'^a from rtai xsa^ram. They join the long line of apophthegmatic

names which start in the Ancient East with history and go on to the

present time, only twice interrupted under the impact of Europe: in

Hellenism and today, when one was ashamed of one’s own past and

religion.



VI. KAVI AND XSAYA©YA

“Quippe ita res humanae se habent;

advorsae res etiam bonos detrectant.”

—Sallust, bell.Jug. 53,8

Bartholomae, Wb. 442, distinguishes three applications of the word

kavi: (i) “Princes of tribes hostile to Zoroaster’s doctrine, adhering to

deva religion.” Therefore Lommel, Yah 171; “verstockte Fiirsten,

wegen der abschatzigen Bedeutung.” (2) “Title of the dynasty founded

by Kavata, with whom the word had coalesced with the names.” His

first example, Vistaspa, does not belong to them. (3) “Certain enemies

of the people and the faith of the Mazdayasnians.” Kavi is a title exist-

ing before Zoroaster. Whether the kavi or some kavi sided with or

against him, is a mere accident. For understanding kavi, this distinction

is not worth more than saying “martiya, mortals, who were enemies of

the religion.” It is misleading—e.g. “verstockte Fiirsten”—because it

implants in the word a moral evaluation entirely foreign to it. Accord-

ing to Nyberg, 48f., the kavi would have been “small tribal kings or

chiefs,” and their title “the only more generally used title of rulers in

the Younger Awesta, as unknown in the West as xsaya^ya, the western

word for ruler, in the Awesta (i.e. East).” If the words never overlap,

and since eastern conditions are an unknown quantity, this synonymity

in East and West seems to me not provable.

In the gathas three persons are called kavi: (i) kavi Vistaspa, of

the notarya. (2) Zoroaster’s “bandva” as one of the “kavitat,” see under

‘Bandva,’ Y.49,1: “the bandva, the mazista, who listened to the mis-

carried verdict,” committed a sin by doing so. Zoroaster’s expression

is always argumentative, causative, the words mean “he who, being my
bandva, yet listened etc.,” thereby failing in his duty. (3) The Vehviya

in Y.51,12 (see under ‘Vehviya’): “The Vehviya, the kavian, denied

hospitium to me, the Spitama!” The sin for which Zoroaster curses him

is that he failed in his duty. Being, as a Vehviya, a kavi, he was bound

to give hospitium to a Spitama. Such duties exist between peers. The

families of the bandva, the Vehviya, the Spitama, hence are all kavi.

Zoroaster himself was a kavi. So was Vistaspa.

The yashts add one more to these applications: kavi as title of the

eight kings which the legend arranges as having ruled before Vistaspa

;

the first of them is Kavata, the last Husravah. That Husravah-Cyrus is
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counted as a member of the foregoing dynasty disagrees with real

history, and the wrong caesura is caused by the fact that Zoroaster

appeared after his reign.

In the memorial list of kavi may be a title in the case of purus-

tois kavois in 115; but in 119, kavis is a n.pr. and g(a)rsta kavois in

123 is his son.

kavi never has a local determination. Vistaspa is xsayant, not kavi

of his dahyaus
;
the eight kavi are not kavi, but upamam ^sa^ram—i.e.

n.abstr. sultan—of all provinces, vispanam dahyuna’m. kavi, therefore,

is not an office bound to a place, but a rank. The adj. kavya designates

the hvarnah they own as inalienable quality and without which king-

dom is not regarded as legitimate. From this adj. or from kavyana

comes NP. kaviyani dirafs, name of the standard of the empire in the

late legend.

The kavi are all members of noble houses, to each of which corre-

sponds something in history: the Deiocids to the eight kavis, the

Hystaspids to the notarya; just as the older kings and Husravah precede

Vistaspa, so the Deiocids and Cyrus precede the Hystaspids. The
Vehviya are the Geopothroi, and the Spitama are Ctesias’ Spitamas.

Only one of the historical houses would not be represented among

them, the older line of the Achaemenids, unless it be by Zoroaster’s

bandva, and so it is, as we shall still see.

The facts about xsaya^ya are different. It is an adj. of the abstr. noun

Xsaya^a; the two possible forms xsaya^ya and xsayaffiya can both be

Median, but the more probable first one cannot be Old Persian. As a

historical problem, the word is Median. A special title for a satrap, and

in enlarged form for a great king, could only be created in that part

of Iran, where the empire was founded. When the Persians succeeded

the Medes, they could not do otherwise than take over, with the empire,

the style of Median chancery. No geographical question of longitude

and latitude enters into the problem. But the fact that the title is Median

shows that for the Medes there was nothing to take over, that no empire

existed before theirs.

Xsaya^ya can be used without objective determination, thus in the

introductory formula of the Darius inscriptions, or for Xerxes as prince;

but ordinarily it is determined by “of the kings, of the provinces” or “of
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a special country.” Neither the gathas nor the yashts use this official

title xsaya^ya. Zoroaster uses either the part, xsayant or the neutr.abstr.

Xsa^ram. V xsi-, just as Arab. V nalk, is “to be master, to rule over,” and

one can be malik, xsaya^ya, xsayant over one’s own house or over a

kingdom. Every king is a xsayant, but not every xsayant a king. In

the gathas xsayant is used without gen.obj. only where the context

clearly shows that it means ruling over a province. There is no differ-

ence, in content or dialect, between xsaya^ya and xsayant, but the same

difference as between sayanam and xsa^ram, that between poetry and

prose: poetical language prefers to avoid official terms.

Gath, xsayant and xsa^ram always refer to a defined territory, evi-

dently so in the “Gatha of the Flight,” y.46, compared with 49 and 51

:

Zoroaster, proscribed from his home, zam, seeks refuge with the

xsayant of another dahyu, viz. Vistaspa (st.14). Each dahyu has a

xsayant. Instead of the plur. “rulers of provinces,” Zoroaster uses the

neutr.pl. xsa^ra dahyunam; the yashts use the sg. “xsa^ram vispanam

dahyunam, ruler of all provinces” for xsaya^ya.

Only with this determination, or in “upamam xsa^ram vispanam

dahyunam, highest rulership (sultan, maiestas) of all provinces” does

the title become a sovereign one, equivalent of OP. xsaya^ya xsaya^y-

anam xsaya^ya dahyunam, where equally the territorial determination

is decisive, just as even malik al-muluk without territory is not yet a

sovereign title, but that of an heir to the throne or a vezier. No more

than xsayant, xsa^ra, does xsaya^a alone signify “king.” The only

Iranian equivalent to the historical and social content which the words

king, basileus, rex imply is ahu or ahura. x^^ya^ya > sah, malka

remains the title of provincial governors and princes of the blood dur-

ing the whole Sasanian period, just as both classes bear one and the

same title under the caliphs: amir from amara, syn. of xsaya^ya from

\/xsi'5 rule, to command.”

kavi means neither ruler nor king, but designates members of high

aristocratic families which rise by power and wealth above the general

level of the hvetu, as in Y.46 kavi Vistaspa above the hvetu Haugava
and Friyana. To the MMed. official formula “kavan u xsatrdffian”

corresponds MPars. “sahrdaran u vaspuhran”; this equation, in official

language, kavan = vaspuhran, is perfectly right: kavi is Taisapu^ra.
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The oldest instance of this notion is Y/.5,33 (
= 17,35) : “0ret6na, viso

pu^ro a^wiyanois, heir of the A0wiya house.” In Eg. parchments, con-

temporary with the Papyri Elephantine, specimens of the correspond-

ence between the satrap and the central government,^ the satrap Rsama,

an Achaemenid, bears the title br byt’, previously known only as Pahl.

ideogr. for Ir. vaspuhr, and origin of this ideogram. Mittwoch referred

to a corresponding mar biti in an Akk. document." A sentence in Pap.

El. Sachau 1,3, Cowley 30, “God may give favor to thee before Darius

(II) and the b'^ne beta” means “before the king and his potential suc-

cessors.” MP. vaspuhr is a vrddhi formation, no longer active in MP.,

hence descends from OIr. ‘vaisapu^ra, translated by bar beta in the

parchment, just as the Arabs, later, translate vaspuhr by ahl al-buyutat.

In this very meaning kavi functions, in the legend, as predicate of the

Median dynasty: they are the vaisapu^ra, Ass. en.er “vispatis,” the

mare Daiaukki of bit Daiaukki: mar biti. The Ka‘ba inscr. of Sapor I

translates br byt’ by 6 ey fiacrLkioiv, i.e. NP. sahzadah.

The legend arranges the eight kavi (including Husravah) in four

generations with only three ruling kings. That is not a legendary pat-

tern, but a reflex of history. It is, moreover, a striking analogy to Herod-

otus’ four generations of Median kings. Herodotus reconciled what

he had heard from Iranians—their legend—with what he had read in

Greek logographs, and therefore his presentation has evident similari-

ties with the kavi legend.

None of the localities of the kavi legend is imagined to be in the

mythical home Eranvez; nor are the places the same as in the Vistaspa

cycle. These two cycles originated in different regions and at different

times. Vistaspa’s place is vis notaranam, the city Tosa notaranam in

Parthava.

Gr.Bdh.\T] mentions as one of the dynastic “Varhran” fires founded

by old “dahyupati, sovereigns”: “Uzaw e Tahmaspan [mythical pred-

ecessor of the kavi dynasty] founded the a8ar k[v]’tk’n in [’h]mt’[n]

in memory of the adoption of kavat.” This is an etiologic interpretation

of the names: kavata—so to be read also in Y/.i4,2 for [kajvatahya,

^ Only a preliminary publication by the late Eugen Mittwoch 'Neue Aram. Urliunden a.d.

Zeit d. Achaemeniden-Herrscha^t in Aegypten, no date, no publisher, no pagination; must
ha\e been printed between 1933 and 1936 in Germany.

^ Probably the same as that referred to by W. Kdnig in Reall.Assyr, i, sub “Arsama," and

possibly the tablet Clay, Bab.Exp.U.P. ix,no.99, of 424 b.c.—Cf. Artarewa, father of Manustana,

mar bin sarri, under ‘Spitama.’
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which is one syllable short—is not a man’s name, but means “colt,” and

is, like “gusnasp, stallion” a shape Vrthragna assumes when appearing.^

The dynastic fire of the Medes in Agbatana was dedicated to Vrthragna

as colt, kavata. The legend takes this as name of the founder, a found-

ling after the pattern of the Sargon and Moses legends, and identifies

the founder of the dynastic fire with the ktistes of the dynasty. The date

is 678 B.C.; the founder was not Herodotus’ Deiokes, Daiaukku, 715-713,

the eponym of the dynasty, who was exiled to Hamah in Syria. Cf. the

remarks to Ass. Wametiarsu under ‘Throne-names.’

Gr.Bdh.12’^: “Husravah founded the temple of Sez on mount ’ksvnd

(read: ’sgvnd) for the aSargusnasp.” Sez, Aw. cecista, is known as

name of the Urmiya Lake; the mountain is Aw. asn(g)vant in ¥^.19,5,

Ass. sangibuti < fem. asngvati, mod. Sahand, SW of Tawriz. The fire

is called “of the stallion” because it was dedicated to this incarnation

of Vrthragna.^ That it was built in gratitude for the help the fire had

given Husravah when destroying the Median uzdescar, idol-temples, is

a distortion of some historical facts. Wrong is the projection of the

Sasanian notion of Buddhist temples into high Iranian antiquity. But

Median temples had been destroyed in antiquity, by Xerxes, see under

‘Deva.’ In the legend, Husravah is always imagined as fighting in

Media, because the conquest of Media by Cyrus, his prototype, was not

forgotten: “he who counted (it) to the empire of the Aryan provinces,

aryanam dahyunam xsa^rai hankrmo” (see under ‘Mithra’).

In Yt.% mount rzifya (or arzifya.?), “eagle-mountain,” MP. ”lvf, NP.

aluh, is the place of kavi Usan. The Assyrian annals mention this widely

known mountain several times under the name arzabiia in northwest

Media; the Urartaean annals speak of “horses called arsibini, from

arzifya,” probably the Baz.qush, east of the Sahand.

Other placenames of the Husravah legend are such of race-courses:

“nava.fra^wrsa razura, nine-rounds-forest,” in Y;.5,50, “vispe.arya.-

razura, all-Aryan-forest,” in Y/.i5,32, and “spetitam razuram, spetini

razura, White Forest,” in Y/. 15,31. The three forests and race-courses

are all in Media, the two latter in Lur < rzura and Shahrazur; the

former must be sought in Adharbaijan, “pasne” of the lake Cecista.

2 cf. AMI, vii,io 2 £. and iiSff.

* Gr.Bdh. gives an etiologic explanation: “because the gusnasp fire set down on the bvvs y
’sp, the mane of the horse of Husravah.”
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The Awesta ignores the legend of Spantadata-Isfandiyar, son of Vis-

taspa. The Vistaspa cycle is represented in the Awesta only by Vistaspa,

and his more important brother Zarivaris with his charioteer Visatarus,

all figures of the memorial list. At the time when the quotations from

their legend were introduced into the yasht, the epic had not yet ad-

mitted tales about Spantadata, and less so of his successors Dara, Bahman,

Humay etc. down to Alexander. Unless one admits the identity of the

legendary and the historical Vistaspa, of Spantadata and Darius, and

of Dara-Bahman and D^ayavahumanah, these facts are inexplicable.

The presentation of the Hystaspid period in the legend is not part and

continuation of the Vistaspa cycle, but a separate legend of still younger

origin. Nyberg, who regards the “eastern” Vistaspa as founder of a

new, otherwise unknown dynasty, remarks 289: “Kein Naotaride nach

Vistaspa fiihrt den kavi Titel,” and discusses the “Abschaffung des

kavi Titels” which he believes to have been “stigmatized” by Zoroaster

and replaced by “zoroastrissimus,” see under ‘Videvdad: Raga.’ It would

be equally true to say: no Naotarid after Vistaspa does not bear the title,

because there are none. Vistaspa is a one-man dynasty. But at least one

would expect that the title had disappeared, yet not even that is true,

kavi survives with all honors.

In Pahl. literature kavi Vistaspa remains always kai Vistasp.sah;

he has assumed beside the “eastern” kavi the “western” title sah. One

sees how near he is to the real Iranian history with their shahs. The

heroes of the really old myth, whose places are in Eranvez, hence really

in the East, become neither sah, not even after being considered as

original kings, nor is one of them, not even Rustam, ever called kavi.

—

MMed. kavM u xsatrdaran is as good a formula as Sasan. sahrdaran u

vaspuhran. From this MMed. “kav” the Armenians borrowed their

“kav.” In Mani’s religion, the “rosan-kav. Prince of Light” is the ruler

of the realm of light. In the Karn. Art. 11,17, Ardasir I is called “kay e

Papakan, kavi, Papak’s son,” because he descends from Sasan who is

imagined to be—without historical support—a Hystaspid, great-grand-

son, or as son of his own grandfather, grandson of Vistaspa. The kings

Yazdegird II, Peroz and Kavat call themselves on their coins kay Yaz-

degird etc., like many Muhammedan kings of the Middle Ages. The

seven rulers of the kisvar beyond the horizon, helpers at the resurrec-

tion, are called “an haft kay.” The title did not disappear and there is
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no trace that its value had been impaired by being stigmatized by Zoro-

aster.

Mani gave it a very peculiar meaning. His “Kavan book” is the

“safar al-djababira” of the Fihrist, the “book of the giants.” Bbuni,

Chron.iQT.-. “the kayaniyya are the djababira.” That the prehistoric

heroes were giants is a Semitic conception, first expressed in Gen.6,^-.

“There were giants haggibbdrim in the earth . . . their children be-

came mighty men which were of old, men of renown (better: to which

epics were sung).” Huge ruins, like the dam at the point where the

Diyala breaks through the Hamrin, or the Khosar dam near Nineveh

are called Ba Djabbara, by Syriacs and Arabs, as cairns are called

“Hiinen and Hiinengrab” in German.

One of the titles in the protocol of Xusrau I in Menander, de Legat.

11,3 is ytya? yiyavroiv, rendering Ir. kay e kayan through the medium
of Syr. gnbr’. This is the title of al-Mundhir of Hha in the Syr.

Chronicle Ndldeke-Guidi, while Tabari calls him “mahist”; he was one

of the “megistanes, Arab, nadim.” A similar thought is expressed by

the title “Rustam i Zal i zaman, the Rustam of his time,” and the last

echo is found in two inscriptions in Isfahan, of Shah ‘Abbas the Great

and of Shah Husain, where it is said “the djababirat al-djababira shall,

like the Caesars and Khaqans, for ever kiss the dust of the threshold

of the Sahinsah.”

Zoroaster has never stigmatized, or used as an invective, his own title

and that of his protector Vistaspa. The error rests on a misinterpretation

of Y.32,15:

anais a vinanasa ya karpatasca kavitasca

avais abi yan danti noit jiyatois ^snyamnan vaso

toi ‘^abiyabryante vahos a dmane manaho

“Because of these (their actions) the priesthood and the kavihood

are cursed; but even because of these (their sufferings) shall those,

whom they do not let be free masters of their lives, drive to the house of

Vahumano!”

Bartholomae: “Deshalb ist die karpan- und kavay-schaft dem
Untergang verfallen, durch die (gerade), die sie nicht nach
Gefallen fiber ihr Leben schalten lassen wollen. Die werden
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von den beiden hinweg in das Haus des Guten-Sinnes getragen

werden.”

Andreas: “Wegen dieses ihres Thuns ist dem Untergang ver-

falien die ganze Sippschaft der Opferpriester und der kavi;

wegen jenes ihres Tuns werden andrerseits ins Haus des Guten-

Sinnes gebracht werden die, von denen man sagt, dass sie nicht

frei iiber ihr Leben verfiigen.”

Nyberg: “Darum sind die K. und K. dem Untergang ver-

fallen durch die, denen sie nicht erlauben nach ihrem freien

Willen liber das Leben zu gebieten. Fort von ihnen sollen diese

zu Vohu Manah’s Wohnung gefiihrt werden.” Commentary,

163: “Nach freiem Gutdiinken verfiigen ist der Ausdruck der

gatha fiir die freie Verfiigung iiber die himmlische Macht, das

Befreitsein und Erhbhtsein iiber die irdischen Schranken, das

dem mit der Gottheit vereinten Seher eignet”—the text has

nothing but “as they like”—p.229: “bezieht sich, soweit ich

sehen kann . . . nur auf die gegenwartige Situation und sagt

einfach aus, dass Vohu Manah’s Wohnung in der Ekstase er-

reicht, Hort und Kraftquelle der asa-Glaubigen im Kampf

gegen den neuen Kult werden solle, den die karapan und kavi

ausiiben.” Is that “einfach,” simple ?

abi—a are preverbs of bryante; Vnas-, etym. to “nex, perni-

cies,” semant. to “perire, perditus”; OP. vinasaya “to sin,” MP.

vinas, NP. gunah “sin”j the pres.perf. vinanasa means “they

are sinful, sinners,” and like the phrase in Y.32,12: ebyo mazda

aka mrdt, one can take it as a curse: they are lost, cursed,

“gerichtet,” as in the final words of “Faust”—anais, by reason

of the actions mentioned before. The antithesis of anais a and

avais is so obvious that not only the first, but also the latter

must be taken as adverbs. But there is no talk of actions of the

suppressed, only of their sufferings; the pron. ava, hence, does

not refer forwards to the following toi—yan, but {W
back to the preceding anais a. Andreas’ “von denen man sagt”

for abi—danti is wrong; Bartholomae gave the right translation

in Wb.yi%: quos non sinunt vita frui. The signification comes

near to Gr. para.didomi.
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karpatat and kavitat are abstr. nouns, but the verses aim at one kavi

and at one karpan. The karpan is determined in st.12 as “grahma, favor-

ite” and is the tkesa, mobed, of Zoroaster’s bandva, brother-in-law, the

ahura mazista, in Y.49,1-2, see under ‘Bandva.’ St.ii-12 describe how

these two persecute the relatives and followers of Zoroaster, confiscate

their property, destroy their means of existence. Not because they are

a kavi and a karpan, but “anais a, because of these actions” does Zoroaster

curse them. He does not think of “stigmatizing” all kavi and karpan.

Kavi Vikaspa, and hence all kavi and karpan who join his cause are his

friends.

The etymology of karpan is obscure; the only clear fact is they were

sacrificers. V/b.s.w: “spaterhin, mit dem volligen Siege der zarathustris-

chen Religion, ist die eigentliche Bedeutung von karapan als Rabbi der

daevischen ( = pre-Zoroastrian) Religion verblasst. Zur Etym. vgl. Ai.

kalpa ‘Ritus.’ For Bartholomae, the “tkesa, judges,” are likewise

rabbis. He merely chose a word with which he connected the same

sentimental value as did the late Mazdayasnians, to whom the meaning

was hidden, with karpan: something detestable. That has never been

the meaning.

In Y/.p and 13 the kavi and karpan appear among deva and martiya,

slffra. (gen.sg., = sas^ra “commander”), yatu (sorcerer) and parika, as

something abominable. In Y/.i3,i04: “vifra, inspired singer, prophet,”

in parallel with “parika, bad fairy” (properly: foreign woman,

“gypsy”), is equally misunderstood. Later, vermin like the “she-frog

bearing a thousand young ones” is added to this list, clearly revealing

its worthlessness. Something similar happened to the “keta, kayaSa,

philosophers” and others. Condemnations of the deva, the gods that

chose evil, are the beginning of such debased values of words.

The Pahl. transl. of kavyam karfnamca in these formulae is kay(k)

u karp, explained by “pa tis e yazdan karr u kor, deaf and blind in

things religious,” /cat rv^Xoi. Bailey, bsos vi,59 i, discussing this

® Duchesne’s short remark, §184; “karpan ‘qui accomplit un rite,’ Vkarp-; MP. kirfak ne
garde plus trace de I'acception zoroastrienne,” can be misunderstood: kirfak “pious deed”
preserves the original signification and is not affected by the deterioration, karpan has suffered

in Mazdai’sm. MP. kirfak < *krpaka passed over into Arab, as qurbah, attached to the same
loot as qurban, “immolation,” and taqarruban “to come near to Allah.” But qurban is in fact

Aram, qorban (Mark 11,21) and .Ass. kurbanu (with k), stem “karabu, offering.” The
comparison of .Aw. karpan with OI. kalpa, therefore, is not enough; the relation to the Sem.
vocables should be studied.
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phrase in the ]amaspnama\, remarks “the traditional translation”

might be “more than a learned comment,” as proved by the letter

attributed by Etise to Mihrnarseh:® “He who holds not the law of the

mazdesn faith, is deaf and blind, koir (< Ir. kor) and deceived by the

Devs of Ahriman.” Yet “karr u kor” are no more than acrostics of

“kay u karp,” and have nothing in common with the old words. The

misunderstanding of kavi, like that of deva, sastar, vifra etc. by the

modern interpreters rests on a misinterpretation of Arsacid and Sasa-

nian redactors and commentators who read into the gatha a disjunc-

tive usage of “devic” and “ahuric” words, a thing the gatha could not

possibly contain. In the case of kavi, the first error is the assumption of

a west-east opposition, the second that of the identical signification of

kavi and ^saya^ya. Van Berchem wrote: “Des titres sont condamne a

descendre un a un les degres de la hierarchie sociale et politique.” The

etymology and function of the Pharisees has nothing to do with the

moral verdict later inherent to that title. Dutch “jonkheer” is never

an invective, German “junker” is so for millions. The ideal of one

period is the abomination of another. History brings about such trans-

valuation of values. And thus, kavi and karpan, nobles and priests, be-

came the “blind and deaf ones who close eyes and ears to truth.”

® Meillet, Rev.fit.Armen. vi,i-2.



VII. SOCIAL STRUCTURE

The political structure of the Iranian people was built up in five steps:

nmano, vis, zantus, dahyus and above them xsa^ram.^ The chiefs of

these units were the nmanapatis, vispatis, zantupatis and dahyupatis,

all under the xsaya^ya dahyunam. The military organization runs

parallel: groups of ten, dasa^wa or handama, under a commander,

sastar, whose special title is not preserved. Groups of a hundred are

Aram, hila, a “power,” certain unit of troops, corresponding to Arm.

zaur “army,” pi. zaurk', troops, hosts; Mir.Man. equally zaur “hosts”

(not “power”)
;
zavar, therefore, was the military term already in OP.

—

Its chief is a viraja, “centurion,” clearly expressed in the play upon the

word in yr.14,39: “noit satam janti virazo, the ‘chief of a hundred’

misses a hundred times.” His original title must have been Med. *sata-

patis, OP. ‘^atapatis, because this is obviously the model for the titles

of the higher ranks and is a pre-Iranian word, correspondent to Goth.

hundafa}7s. Groups of a thousand under a hazahrapatis, rendered by

Gr. Ctesias at,apa^vrr]<;, and of ten thousand under a bevar-

patis, Xenophon’s ixvpiapxos, others pvpLOTayos. Above all stands the

o-rpaTT/yo? Kal rjyepdiv (Xenophon and e.g. Curtins 4,12,8, battle of

Gaugamela), the sasta dahyaus hama^sa^ro of the Awesta, commander

in chief of the armies of the whole xsa^ram.

The backbone of this organization—as with all people of Indo-Euro-

pean and Semitic language—is the vis, the patriarchal and agnatic clan.

The small family, nmana, is merely part of it, the tribe, zantu, its exten-

sion. The difference is : within the vis the degree of relationship, in the

tribe only the fact of relationship is known. The vis is the inherited

fundamental unit; the units beyond the zantu, first dahyu, then xsa^ra,

are only the result of common political history.

The vis is the bearer of the political and social, as of all juridical

institutions. Military service, duties of blood revenge, law of marriage

and inheritance, bail and liability are all based on it. The vis, therefore,

is also the original scale for moral concepts, for good and evil.

It consists of the naba.nazdika, a notion shared by the Veda, an old

1 Cf. my report on Andreas’ theory in Iran.Felsreliefs, 1910, p.i6f., Anm.; Selle in review of
Morgenstierne's Etymol. Vocabulary of Pashto, dlz 1928, co!.225ff.; Benveniste, Classes sociales

dans la trad, avestique, J.As. xxi, 1932, iiyff.
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definition of which is preserved in Vid.12, at an insignificant occasion,

namely the instructions for the duration of mourning. The center of

the naba.nazdista are the “nmanapati and nmanapa^ni, master and mis-

tress of the house” as husband and wife, and the circle extends over

nine groups, to which belong

father and mother father’s brother, sister

husband-wife brother, sister son, daughter of father’s brother

I

!
_

I

son, daughter brother’s son, son’s son, daughter’s daughter of

I

daughter the father’s brother

grandson, granddaughter

The system is purely patriarchal, it includes neither the kinship of

the mother, nor the children of the sister: by their marriage the women
enter into the family of their husband. There is only one exception, so

striking that one must doubt its authenticity, at any rate its age: “daugh-

ter’s daughter of the father’s brother.” It would be less suspicious if it

was said of the brother. If true, grandson and granddaughter would

likewise stand for children of sons and daughters. That is the relation-

ship, the Arabs designate by sibt, of importance for the descendancy of

Muhammad by his only daughter Fatima. The words in 21 : “and any-

body else of the toxma, family,” which indicate that not all degrees are

enumerated, belong to the redaction only and have no authority for the

original condition.^

Wb. is inaccurate in interpreting some of the degrees of rela-

tionship which appear in this text, without inflection, in middle-

Iranian form, or, with wrong inflection added, in pseudo-

Awestic form. The original Ir. forms are *trvya, ’bratrvya,

pronounced already at the end of the 6th century b.c. turya,

braturya, with fern, in -i, not in -ya. We have:

turya, fern, turl, “father’s brother and sister,” deriv. of

pitar, as OI. pitrvya, Lat. patruus.

2 In order to characterize the intellectual level of the VidH’ddd. it must be said, that instead

of the expected question “How long shall the mourning be in case of death?” it asks: “How
far reaches the infection?” and makes the god answer: “as that of a dried up frog, dead
more than a year!”
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braturya, fem. -ri, “brother’s son and daughter”; OI.

bhratrvya, Lat. fratruus.

turya.pu^ra “son of the father’s brother,” cf. Lat. fra-

truelis.

turya.duySa “daughter of the father’s brother”; Wb.
(wrong) “Tochter der Vatersschwester.”

turya.pu^re.pu^ra “son’s son of the father’s brother.”

turya.duySri “daughter’s daughter of the father’s

brother,” Wb. (wrong) “Tochter der Tochter der

Vatersschwester.”

In OP. the word for son’s son is napat, MP. nape; but Frgm.

D.y has Aw. pu^rahe.pu^ra, whence MMed. puhrepuhr. There

is no -vya derivative of pu^ra. On the other hand, the fem. of

the derivative of duySar is attested in Vid.i2,ig by “duySaire,”

i.e. duySri < MuySrvi, OP. ‘dux^'^is (nom.) in Elam, transcrip-

tion tu.k.si.s.® The masc. would be *dux^’'(v)ya “daughter’s

son.” The fem. dux^'is gave MP. duxs, e.g. Kaba, Pahl. I.21:

rvddv'xtYH BRBYTH ’nvskvH BRTH, Pars. I.26: Ivdvxty zy dvxsy

ZY’nvsky brth, Gr. 1.5o:pnAAOYKT. K..? THZ evrATPOI ANnXAK*

The fem. to napat is nafti; Vid.\2,ii: niyako haca nafto (in-

stead of abksg.m.) niyake (for -ka) haca nafti (inst. of abl. sg.

f.). The loc.pl. of napat (m.) is nafsu, fem. would be ‘naftisu;

in Y.46,12, beside nafsu, naftyesu appears, as plur. of the adj.

naftya, which is to napat as duySrya to duySar, hence “great-

grandson.”

The notion of naba.nazdista, thus, comprises nine groups in four

generations; five groups are lateral relatives.

Vid.i^,y. “Who kills a hedgehog, nava.naftyesu ho ruvanam para.-

mrncate.” Bartholomae translates “schadigt (seine) Seele noch im neun-

ten Geschlecht” (sic), and explains “sodass fiir sie (die Nachkommen)

die Cinvatbriicke uniiberschreitbar wird.” The sentence means: the

" In the tablet from Persepolis publibhed by Cameron under the erroneous title “Darius’

Daughter" instead of "irrandJaughter.”—Analogy: El. pa.k.si.s for OP. *bax®‘'is, against Med.
baxtris.

^ The mother, Anbsak> N’osah. was the “Princess vs'ith the pea” abducted by Daizan of

Hatra. Pars, duyse is here equated ss-ith a fem. to saspuhr, 'vasduxt? in Pahl., the Greek
tc.xt omits the tide.
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killer destroys the life of the nava.naftya, not the life of nine genera-

tions of descendants, but of the nine groups of naba.nazdista. Fi<^.4,5

says: Breach of a contract concluded by shaking hands is to be repaired

with 300 “haSa.ci^a, co-liables” of the naba.nazdista—though nobody

has that many next-of-kin. Obviously the verses have nothing to do

with souls on the Cinvat-bridge, promises and hedgehogs, but speak of

the liability of the next-of-kin, in crimes and blood-revenge. Their

source is a Corpus Juris, and they have been put in their present context

with utter lack of understanding.

The law of other peoples of IE. language offers analogies, and the

OT. equally, e.g. Exod.20,^ and 34,7: “I the Lord, thy God, am a jealous

God who visits the sin of the fathers upon the children unto the third

and fourth generation.” Similarly II Kings io,3o;i5,i2 and the revoca-

tion of the idea in —The “fourth generation, ribe‘im” corre-

sponds to the four generations in direct line of the Iranian schema.

Liability, claim to inheritance, etc. do not reach beyond the fourth

generation.

In Y/.io,i8, Mithra, as god of blood revenge, destroys not only the

criminal but his whole family and his property, moreover, the frata-

maSata of the community. This term, used there in a threat, in y/.io,i8

in a promise, is OPersian “fratamaSata, primogenitus,” first-born, an-

tonym to OP. “pasyaSata, secundogenitus” cf. (hu)pa^yazata in Ogma-

deca (see under ‘Mithra’).

The four steps of social structure find an expression in the way Darius

and Xerxes present their genealogies: Xerxes son of Darius = nmana;

haxamanisiya = vis; parsa = dahyu; arya = xsa^r3 . In OP. the word

zantu is not in use, and here this third step is skipped, but it can be

inserted from Herodotus: the Pasargadai as tribus, genos (cf. under

‘Mada-Parsa’). zantu, to Vzan-, yiyvo^iai, is alone a proof that the

genetic connection is the base of the system. The various nmana with

the whole retinue of clients, bondsmen and bought slaves form the vis,

several vis the zantu. This organization is Indo-European.

The conditions are not rigid. When the master of the house, *danspot,

dies, a part of the family dissolves itself into the clan; the clans like-

wise, in the progress of generations, go over into the zantu. Thus the

idea of the nation originates. As a living body, the society is in continu-
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ous flow. It is an old custom to call countries after their inhabitants,

because the notion of home and its extension “fatherland, patria” is

derived from descent. Thus, patriotism originates from love between

agnates, expanded to the wider unit of the nation, the xsa^ram. To this

steady transition from family into clan, clan into tribe, tribe into nation,

political history sets limits, and therewith to national spirit. This feeling

can overcome limits of dialect, but only with difficulty barriers of lan-

guage; it takes momentary political conditions as something eternal

and thus creates itself frontiers. As in the smallest circle the “anya, alius,

other” is opposed to the naba.nazdista, thus the “anya, alien, enemy”

to the compatriot.

The terms for the vertical structure, nmana, vis, zantu, have always at

least three sides: they may signify the men, their place (immobile) and

their (mobile, live) property. As the inscriptions show, the names for

tribe, area and main city are identical in regions entirely settled by

Iranians. Parsa may designate Persian, Persis, and Persepolis. Vis, zantu

and vrzana may assume analogous significations. But besides there are

many specific terms: OIr. soi0ra = OI. ksetra, a general expression for

a settled area, is used in Gath, for Aw. zantu, the OP. equivalent of

which, 'Santu, is replaced by the higher unit dahyu.—^The Pahl. transl.

is rotastak NP. rusta, cultivated land, MP. apatih.—Aw. asah, related to

01. asa, designates a definite settled spot, Pahl. transl. vyak > NP.
ja(y). Vid.i uses soi^ra and asah e.g. for Raga, Marw, Herat, hence for

provinces and their capitals, at a time when the spoken language was

middle-Iranian. In Purs./\.() “a^a” appears, Pahl. transl. apatih, explained

by xvastak: “who does not give hospitality to a fugitive coming to

hv^va a^ahva, to his place.” Bartholomae translated “Hof” (or “Grund
und Boden”). The Pahl. transl. apatih means the soil a man has cul-

tivated, the explanation x^astak means “which is his property,” hence

where he exercises his rights and duties of hospitium. a^a, therefore,

means “Hof, farmyard” and is an Old Persian word corresponding to

Aw. asah.—The nomenclature which extends over a long period and
a vast region is rich. The differences are those of dialect or merely of

manner of speech, but not of social structure.

y.46,1 puts the political character of the term dahyu in full light:

“Into which country, zam, shall I flee.?”; as home and habitation it is a
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zam. It goes on: “the commanders of the province, dahyu . . —Lom-
mel translates “des Landes liignerische Gebieter”—in the political

meaning it is a dahyu. This dahyu has a vrzana, an equally political

term. In the dahyu to which Zoroaster flees there was (st.5) another

Xsayans (abs., without gen.object) =xsaya0ya, satrap. The name hvara.-

zmi conveys an idea of the size of a zam: geographically a zam, polit-

ically a dahyu, a large province. As early as in y^.io,i45, dahyu desig-

nates, in the title vispanam dahyunam dahyupatis, the provinces of the

Median empire, see under ‘Mithra.’ Later, dahyu > deh, like other

terms and titles, fell from province to village, while dahyupati >
dehbaS retained its full value as “sovereign.”®

It is their own lands and their inhabitants that the Iranians call

“dahyu.” In OP. it has everywhere the political meaning “province of

the empire”; in the Awesta especially where it is connected with an

ethnic name. The Indians, on the contrary, designate foreign peoples

by dasyu. Wb.'jxQ-. “OI. dasyu- hat ganz abweichende Bedeutung, cf.

Geldner, Ved.Stud. 3,96.”—Since the words are the same, the original

signification must be the same, and the different moral and sentimental

value is the effect of different history. A similar case is OI. “dasa, bar-

barian” as opp. to arya, but OP. daha. Aw. daha, adj. dahinam dahy-

unam, is the ethnic of a certain Aryan nation, the Dahae. The words

are the same, their application differs (see ‘Daha’ under ‘Aneran-

Turan’).

Hertel translates RV. vii,5-6: “Du hast die dasyu aus ihrer Wohnstatt

vertrieben, indem Du den arya ‘breites Licht erzeugst’ ” (?) and an-

notates: “dasyu= dahyu = Vdlker, bezw. Lander des Persischen Reichs.”

This would imply a date after 550 b.g. and the song is certainly

much older. To RV. v,4, description of a fight with people of different

cult, he remarks, p.143: “Die Gegner sind Mazdayasnier,” which would

put the verses in the 5th century b.c.—^before which time the Iranians

were devayasnians like the Indians. When using the term “Old Ira-

nian” instead, the interpretation may be right. Not even songs as old as

the Rgveda reflect conditions of the “Aryan Epoch”: if indeed they

^Nyberg, gi, translates dahyu by “Krcis,” dahyupati by “Krcishauptmann,” in order to

make the conditions appear small and primitive. But “Krcise,” too, are only administrative

parts of a province, a state, y.46,1 alone disproves the idea: Zoroaster does not flee from
one Kreis m another one of the same province. And dahyupati did not rise from “Kreishaupt-

mann” to “sovereign" while dahyu made the contrary movement.
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describe battles with Iranians, these would be encounters in East Iran

after the immigration of the Iranians, after 900 b.c. At that time there

were cultic differences between Indo-Aryans and Iranians, which had

—in spite of identical religion and nationality—as disconnecting an

effect as political systems in our time, and as color among anthropologic

marks. Hertel emphasizes that the Vedic singers call people that wor-

ship gods, hostile to their own, “raksas, yatu.dhana and druh (collect.),”

and that the Iranians use their corresponding words in the same way:

the rejection of the national gods characterizes the enemy. Only, since

both had inherited this usage from their common past, it cannot be

used for dating purposes. Though diflEcult to prove, it is possible that

some songs of the Rgveda speak of wars against Iranians, cf. vrkaz-

harna : vrkadvaras under ‘Mada-Parsa.’ The opposition of dasyu and

arya in RV. vii,5-6, which has no meaning in Iranian, but only in Indian,

looks indeed like the opposition of Iranians and Indo-Aryans.

A trace of the origin of the Median title dahyupatis can be observed

in Assyrian texts. They render Ir. vispatis by (ideogr.) en.er, er, i.e.

Ass. alum, Bab. bitum, stands for Ir. vis; en is “pads, lord.” In the Assy-

rian annals, en.er is the title of the chiefs of villages and towns with

their districts, Ir. ge^a. Quite a number of these en.er are surely in fact

zantupatis, e.g. Artasiri and Sepasarri of Surgadia, i.e. 'fsurgadi

—

Pasargadai, as chiefs of a tribe, zantu. In the Samas omina of Esar-

haddon,® omen 2, Kakariti-Xsa^rita—a Deiocid as the Beh. inscription

proves—the en.er of KarKassi, a strong fortress at the place of later

Agbatana,^ and certainly a zantupatis, offers an alliance against the

Assyrians to Wametiarsu = *vahmayat.rsa, en.er of the Medes, i.e. of

the dahyu Mada. In omen 5 and 8 the coalition is joined by the Saparda,

of the Isfahan region, although the Assyrians try to prevent its expan-

sion by diplomacy. In omen i and 6 Kastariti leads not only his own,

but also the armies of the Medes, i.e. of Wametiarsu, the Mannaeans

of Adharbaijan, and the Cimmerians, new immigrants. In 6, ii and 15

they besiege and take with artillery Assyrian fortresses in regions which

thereafter became Media; in 16 they attack the frontier fortresses against

Man, Adharbaijan.—^The Assyrians use uniformly en.er properly “vis-

®
J. A. Knudtzon, Gebete an d. Sonnengott, 1893.

"or Kisesim, pictured in Assyr. sculptures, cf. Arch.HistJran p.14.
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patis,” for the chief of a vis, a zantu or a dahyu. Mada is a dahyu, and

“en.er of the Mada” is in fact “dahyupatis.” The Assyrians either

ignore the facts, or did not concede to the Medes a higher title. The

royal title was given to them only by the Neo-Babylonians.®

Zoroaster replaces, in Y.31,16, the element -pati in those tides by the

abstr. noun xsadram of the dmana, soidra and dahyu, and in st. 18,

which is consciously formed after passages like y/.io,2
,
vis is added,

making that triad into the usual tetrad. In a similar way, in y.48,10, he

speaks, in plural, of the chiefs of the dahyu in abstract form as of the

“xsadra dahyunam, governments of the provinces.” Duchesne, §162,

discusses the relation of the IE. compounds formed with the root-noun

*pot, to the younger 01. and OIr. formations with -pati, and comes to

the conclusion that Zoroaster’s dang patis is artificially developed from

older ‘d^spat.—^The Gathic fern, dmanapa^ni is preserved in Frhg.Ev.

—Therefore, a sentence like “Die im Mihr yasht zahlreichen Bildungen

mit -pati fehlen in den Gatha” (Nyberg, 81) even when right, would

not establish any local or temporal distinction, and not at all that the

Gathic dialect was in this point the more archaic, A similar error was

the attributing of a higher antiquity to the decomposed Gath. Mazda

Ahura than to OP. Auramazda, which—with one exception—is always

written as a compound. The observation would only draw the gatha

closer to the inscriptions which equally ignore the compounds with

-pati. In Yt.io, as recognized by Meillet, the language is more archaic,

and the reason is that the social conditions were more archaic than at

the time of the gatha and the inscriptions. In the very late y.2,16, once

a Gath, 'soi^rapati is decomposed into soi^rahe pati.

The four-step structure did not exist as long as the words appear in

the Awesta. Where the fourfold formula retains its genuine old mean-

ing, the passages are older than the organization of the empire under

Darius. If they appear in late places, like the wergild tariff of Yt.io, the

surgeon’s tariff of Vid.y, some fragment of high antiquity has been pre-

served.

The chieftainship over the fifth and highest unit is expressed in the

yashts by upamam xsa^ram vispanam dahyunam, abstr. pro concr. like

Aram, and Arab, soltan, sultan, and in yr.10,145 by the Median title

® In 640 Assurbanipa! gives Cyrus I the Dtle “sarru, king of Parsua,” as king of Ansan, a

constituent part of the Elamite empire; similarly some Iranian chiefs of Saparda, El. Simas,

Isfahan region, are called sarru.
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vispanam dahyunam dahyupatis. The historical reason for the different

type of formation is obvious: there was no traditional term, like

‘xsa^rapatis,® for this highest rank, because the unit did not exist before.

When the course of history produced it, an expression had to be found,

and it was derived from the previously highest rank, by expanding it.

dahyupatis retains its original sovereign signification through all times.

It is not attested, so far, in OP. inscriptions, but in Paikuli it reappears,

1.31: aryan xsatr masik vxatavi u dehpati. In the Den\art, Luhrasp is

dahyupat as liege-lord over Nebuchadnezzar; in Art.Vir.Ndm.

dhyuptyh stands in parallel with p’txs’lyh and as late an author as

Biruni describes dahufadhiyya by a definition of the Arab concept of

the caliphate. The word was therefore unfit to serve, during the Achae-

menian period, as official title of the xsayant of one dahyu only. These

received the title “xsa^rapavan, satrap,” lit. caretaker of the country,

with the rank of a xsaya^ya, a condition which explains the great-

royal title xsaya^ya xsaya^yanam.

The fern, of the ground unit, “nmanapa^ni > banbisn, lady, Ma-

dame,” was the title of the queens at the Sasanian period and probably

before. In the writings of Mani—who follows the Arsacid style in that

respect—visbeS < vispatis is no longer anything civil, but a divine at-

tribute, and his pentad, created by adding pahragbaS “protector of the

frontiers, margrave” to the tetrad, is a purely religious concept to which

social institutions no longer correspond.

This vertical political structure is intersected by a horizontal one,

Gath, hvetus, aryama and vastrya.fsuyans, with varieties of denomina-

tion, and not counting the slaves.

The fully free or noble men, born members of the tribe with all

privileges, are called “azata, OP. aSata, Lat. agnatus,” those with notori-

ous degree of relationship, expressing the “agnatic” structure of the

society. Hesychios’ words: iKevOtpia irapa Hepo-at?, correspond

to the equation “azata

—

iXevdepoi—liberi.’”“ The signification of azata

®Gath. patis xsa 9rah>a in y.30,10, it is true, looks like and is a decomposition of *xsa9ra-
patis, but it signifies "landlord, oUoSeaironis,” not “lord of the empire” as one translates,

see under ‘Hospitium.’

^"MirMan. 11,32,18: ’c 'vy ny’g ‘y.m’n ’’z’dsy, Henning: “dutch jenen Ahn unserer Frei-
heit”; 1 prefer "ancestor from whom b (inherited) our nobility."
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is perfectly defined by the Roman XU tabulae: “Si adgnatus nec escit

gentiles familiam habento.”

The normal Aw. designation for this social class is hvetu, which ety-

mologically belongs to *sva- “suns,” OI. svadha=e^05 “peculiar ethics,”

Goth, “sidus, Sitte, ethics,” Ittjs “friend,” eratpo?, Lat. sodalis. It has

more claim than aryaman to be translated by “sodalis” (see below). The
Greeks translate it by oiryyev^s, cognate. The demonstrable degree of

relationship inherent to the word does not reach beyond the sphere of

the vis. Highly significant is that a “specific vice” is attributed to them

in y.33,4: “taromati, over-estimating themselves,” in Y.32,3 “parimati,

conceit, hybris,” Arab, kibar and ‘asabiyya, see under ‘ArmatiL’

It would be wrong to put hvetu and the analogous terms in parallel

to the vertical structure, they belong to the horizontal. A derivation of

hvetu is “hvetuvada^a, marriage inside the vis,” especially between h alf

brothers and sisters, not “eine streng auf den Adel beschrankte Ehe”

(Nyberg), equally and more common among priests. The nobility is

called hvetu for being related to each other, the marriage, for being

contracted between relatives. The Iranians, when immigrating, super-

posed themselves on an aboriginal population with matriarchal family.

Their endogamy is not only foreign to all other, strictly exogamic na-

tions of IE. language, but something prohibited : alfia ifj.(f)vkiov, where-

as for instance among the Arabs marriage between first cousins is the

rule. The originally patriarchal Iranian society suffered changes by

intercourse with the originally matriarchal natives of the country,

hvetuvada^a is connected with the right of inheritance. With the

Aryans, the sons of the man were the heirs; with the aborigines there

was only inheritance through the sister. The father of her children did

not enter the family of the woman—less so vice versa—but remained

in the family of his sisters.^^ Brother-and-sister marriage results from

reconciling the two opposed principles of inheritance : it enables the son

to inherit from his father as son of the father’s sister. But never do chil-

dren of the same mother marry.

The Babylonians translate OP. aSata—agnatus in Beh. §3 by m^-
banu, a term that replaced since the Kossaean period the older equiva-

lent “mar-awelim, Aram, bar ’*nas, son of man” (Dan.7,13). The gen-

Cf. JRCAS 1936, 654ff., and a more explicit treatment of the problem in a still unpub-
lished ms.
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eral term “man, Ir. nar” enters also for hvetu, 01. ksatnya, more often

than indicated in 1^^.1048. The correspondence between Umbr. nerf

and Lat. principes shows how old this usage is.

nar designates the group of men else called ra^eka or ra^ekar,^^

“warrior on the chariot,” an archaic word which occurs in the Y.Hafi.

perhaps because at its time, the Achaemenian period, the bit-narkabti

“chariot-fiefs” were in the hands of higher, richer hvetu, ksatriya.

Above their general level rose in wealth and power the kavi, and when

limited to them, hvetu assumes the connotation “peer, pair,” crvyyevri<i

or oiJLOTLjjLo^ in relation to the king. Mithra is more than once invoked

as ra^eka. The exact correspondent to OI. ksatriya, Ir. xsa^riya, occurs

in the yashts only as epithet of Homa, ApamNapat, and—spurious

—

of AhuraMazdah; in the gathas only in the comp, esa.xsa^riya, see

under ‘Hvarnah.’ But the Zoroastrian notion of xsa^ram as one of

AhuraMazdah’s aspects means sometimes collectively “xsa^riya, nobil-

ity,” especially when opposed to armati as peasantry.

In spite of its rare appearance, xsa^riya had not become obso-

lete at an early time, for it continues in eastern titles like ser,

sir Bamiyan etc. and in ‘Iraq and Assyria as sahrig,^® Bar Bah-

lul: “shahrigh and shahrighan, Pers. sg. and pi., are aborigines,

bukhne, the most noble and important people, the most es-

teemed among the owners of a place. They are the old nobility

of high rank: original dwellers of the soil.” And Mas'udI,

muriidj 11,240: “the tabaqa (stratum, rank) of the shaharidja

is above the dahaqin [pi. of dihqan]. They were constituted in

the Sawad as ashraf, nobility, by Eridj.” This remark comes

through al-Djahiz from the Pahl. gdhndma\. shahrigh is not, as

Noldeke seems to have thought, a neologism, but descends from

OIr. xsa^riya.^^

Both forms are used side by side in the very archaic hjmn to “Mithra the Warrior” in

Vr.io.

Arab, shihriyya, sg.fem. “thoroughbred marc” is OMed. xsaflri, cf. Hertel iiof vii, 76
and 80.—At the two places where Wb. assumes the connotation “human female,” Y.6^,^ and

W(/.i 8,32, it means certainly “marc,” and therewith “arsan, stallion.”

1* Bar Bahlul, cf. G. Hoffmann, Syr.A\t. 239.—^The old interpretation of SaintMartin,

d5ei7aj<es, var. hei-yaves in Polybius 5,54 = dehigan, was right, against criticism raised. This

class of officials in Seleucia was recruited from the same class as the chiefs of tassudj in

Sasanian times. At the Arab conquest w'e find many of them; tassudj is a “quarter” of an
astan, subdivision of ‘Iraq. Mas'udi l.c.; “the dahaqin descend from the ten sons of Vehkirt

[Eugene] who himself was tire first to bear the title; they are organized in five mararib,
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The relationship inside the vis is expressed by the frequent word sar,

which sometimes forms a pair with “hozantu, cognate,” and “haxman,

Lehnsgefolgschaft, duty of a vassal to follow his lord (in war).” Y.49,3:

“yearning for the sar with Vahumano,” see under ‘Ya-ahi!’ In Y.32,2

AhuraMazdah is “saramno, living in sar with Vahumano,” and “hus-

ha^a with Rtam,” which is more than “well-befriended.” sar means

connubium, in Y.53,3 downright “marriage,” and is best translated by

“wedding.” The prohibition of sar and haxman in Y.49,9 and 53 (see

below), if the words have their intense meaning, would be a deeply

interfering order, but one for which there is certain historical support.

Y.49,9: noit rsvaca saram didans drugvata

“who as a right-speaking one refuses the sar with a drugvant.”

Y.49,3: antar vispan drugvato haxman mruve

“I interdict all haxman with the drugvant.”

Such verses produced the passage in the Fravarani Y.12,4 and 6: “I

renounce, antar mruve, every sar with the deva and drugvant, even as

Zoroaster renounced the sar with the deva, devais saram vyamruvita.”

It is a kind of divorce formula, like “vizaya^a magam tarn, if you sepa-

rate this marriage. . .
.” Nyberg remarks to Y.31,21: “sar ist die

Bezeichnung der Gatha fiir die unio mystica.” Nietzsche once speaks of

“unio mystica et physica,” and these things lie close together. When dis-

carding certain sides of medieval mysticism, one may see in sar, applied

to the relation of AhuraMazdah to his partial figures, or aspects, a unio

mystica. Else, it is an anachronism to transfer to that old period and

milieu medieval Sufi concepts of the relation of man to god. And in

any case, if sar could assume such a metaphoric connotation, it must

first have had the corresponding social meaning.

In the relation between AhuraMazdah and his partial figures Zoro-

aster sanctifies human relations, social and of kinship. In doing so, he

degrees, which go differently dressed.” Titles and designations of rank are difficult to separate.

Theophylact Simoc. 1,9,6 says of the kardarigan: “it is a title, for the Persians love to call

themselves by their tide only.” So it was to the present day. But the Arabs speak of dahaqin

because the chiefs of the tassudj belonged to this class of nobility. Firdausi describes the dihgan

as the people who transmitted the epics: the minstrels had always sung them at their courts,

and for their benefit the old myth was transformed into a poem of courtly knights during the

Arsacid period. The form is regular: MP. dehigan >• Ar. dihqan, like rozig > rizq, garamlg >
djarmaq, hromigan > rumaqan; the meaning: "gentry, provincial nobility.” Not OIr. *dahyauka,

short form of a comp, with dahyu, but a MP. formation of deh -|- ik, formed' after the model of

sahrig.
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transfers something that belonged to Mithra to his AhuraMazdah. One

aspect of his god of many faces, xsa^ram, symbolizes the knighthood

—

as such he is later Shahrevar; armatis is the peasantry; and the bonds

of kinship and society, the rvatis and mi^ra, upon which this society

rests, are reflected in the relations between those aspects.

Membership of the tribe, zantu, is expressed, in Gath, and Aw., by

huzantu. Its hu- is *sm-, not *su- Gr. v-, as in huyayna = "hoyaxna, “from

the same liver, consanguine,” hence “hozantu, of the same zantu, de-

scent, crvyyei/179,” a born member of the tribe, the fully entitled civis

of the civitas, hozan^wa.^"* The three gatha passages in which the word

occurs become at once full of meaning. Y.49,5 promises ambrosial food

to those who live in sar with Vahumano and are hozantu of ArmatiL

The notion “belonging to the family of Armatis” corresponds to Mani’s

term “naf” for his community, y.43,3: ^wavans hozantus spanto, Bar-

tholomae; “zuverlassig, wie Du, wissend” is “congenial to Thy High-

ness, holy”; and Y.46,5 (see under ‘Hospitium’ and ‘Mithra’): “Who
as xsayant, satrap, or hozantu, civis, welcomes the ayantam, new-

comer,” according to 46,1 Zoroaster as refugee.

In opposition to the born members, hvetu, the aryaman belong to the

tribe without being agnates. Ved. aryaman is “socius, fellow”; NP.

erman is “guest”; Sarm. Leimanos, Osset, liman “friend, socius.” There

is no reason to deviate, in Iranian, from this everywhere attested mean-

ing, e.g. Bartholomae: “Sodalen, Genosse and zwar priesterlicher Ange-

horigcr des ersten oder Priesterstandes
;

iiber die Bedeutung ist den

gathischen Texten nichts zu entnehmen.” Nyberg: “Priesterstand, und

dieser als kollektive Gottheit.” Andreas-Wackernagel on the contrary:

“stammesverwandt,” which would be hvetu. Only Hertel has the right

word “Schutzgenossen.” The aryaman are the Gr. metoikoi, metics,

write ho- only as distinction, without prejudice to the color of the vowel. For hu>a7na
see Krause, kz,56,302; )akar, “liver” in the chapter on the microcosm of the Cr.Bdh .—For
hu- cf. Bonfante m Rev. Beige dc Phil, el d'Hist. xvin,i93g, 389^, on Hitt, sa-, not *sm-,
Hitt, sawetes/z = Gr. Oferijs, and oyaaTUfp, oTrdrpios, with psilotic o inst. of 6 for dfio~.

Previous interpretations W'crei Bartholomae Bdb. **zu V ~zan-, ytyvojffKuj, rechtes inne-werden,
gute Kundc haben von

; absol. der die gute Kunde in Glaubonssachen hat." Andreas
(Krause): “dem guten Stamm zugehorig”: (Lommel) to y.46,5, also 43,8: “huzantu, aus
ediem Stamm : but y,48,9: hoza^wa, var. huza^wa, Gcschlechtsgenossenschaft, with ho<C,
srn-. ’ Lommel annotates to y.43: “die Sippen-frather: Stammes-jgemeinschaft von st.3 soil

in st.5 zu engerer Familiengemeinschaft, sar, werden.” Xyberg follows Andreas-Krause,
rvatois huzantus, ein gutcr Sohn dcr Rvati,” an alleged syn. of Armatl.
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Rom. clientes, all who partake of the rights of the tribe into which
they are admitted without being born to it.

The old oath by which an aryaman was admitted into the vis is

preserved in the so-called “Fravarani,” where it is interpreted anew as

the vow with which a neophyte embraces the Zoroastrian religion. But

it is so little transformed that it remains unfit for a credo, and that the

original is easily abstracted from it. Lommel’s remarks on ¥.46,6 are

right in spite of wrong translation: “Die Aufnahme eines Bekehrten

[in reality of a xenos] soli—scheint’s—in den Rechtsformen der Auf-

nahme eines Schutzgenossen vollzogen werden” (cf. under ‘Hos-

pitium’). Like the hvetu, the clients do not belong to one of the four

degrees nmana etc., but intersect them.

Wherever, with people of IE. or Sem. language, the patriarchal clan,

limited by agnatism, is the original social and juridical unit, we find

similar conditions. With the Arabs, the ‘ashira represents the vis, under

a mukhtar, the vispati; several ‘asha’ir form the ta’ifa under a shaikh,

the zantupati; the agnatic members of the tribe are hurr = azata, and

are called nafar = nar; also walad bait = vaspuhr. The old expression for

foreign members of the clan is maula= aryaman: they are metics which

exist in every tribe. Ibn Khaldun, Proleg. 1,284, quotes a hadith relating

to the maula notion in connection with the case of the Barmacids,

clients of the ‘Abbasids: “Le client d’une famille est un membre de cette

famille qu’il soit client par afiranchissement, ou par adoption, ou par

un engagement solennel; ce droit lui appartient.”^®

aryaman in itself designates nothing priestly, but it includes the magi

and priests as the most important metoikoi of the vis and the zantu.

In later times, the simple magus goes out of use and mobaS <*magu-

pati replaces it, i.e. the qadi; at the same time mobaSan m6ba8 replaces

’magupati, which is no new formation of MP. The Elam, cuneiform

tablets of Persepolis teach that the magi, like the Muhammedan qadi,

had the juridical and financial administration in their hands. If the

word magu—save the hapax magu.tbis which at any rate proves the

existence—is missing in the Awesta, it is not because the magi were

unknown, but because they are mentioned under their specific titles.

Disregarding inferior degrees, these are karpan, tkesa, a^ravan, e^rya

Cf. Goidziher, ’Muhamm.Stud. on the maull notion which replaces relationship

by birth.
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and e^rapati. Vistaspa, who founded fire-temples, has his e^rapati,

fire-priest, in the person of Man^ravaka; Zoroaster’s bandva, as an

ahura, one who has the right of judicature, has his tkesa “judge” about

him. Those are magi. Krsaspa had a brother Rvaxsaya, who was also

tkesa and moreover dataraza, judge and legislator (see under ‘Wel-

come’). All these were and always remained magi: judges, adminis-

trators of finance, priests. In all their functions the Greeks call them

magoi, as superficially as Europeans call all Muhammedan preachers,

judges and scholars “Mulla.”

In the Videvdad, Aryaman appears as god and healer, not because

the aryaman were physicians and medicine one of the accomplishments

of the priestly class, but because priests and physicians—many of them

foreigners—were clients. Thus the misconception of the aryaman en-

tails that of the magi.

Herodotus i,ioi calls the magi a “tribe, genos,” in a passage inserted

into the Deiokes legend, which begins and ends with ecm 8e MtjSwv

rocrdSe yevca. Apparently this phrase belonged to his source, perhaps

Hecataeus. Comparison with 1,125, on the “tribes of the Persians” and

an analysis of the names—see under ‘Mada-Parsa’—reveals that both

paragraphs are not Herodotus’ own research, but reports of different

origin, with even dialectic differences. Herodotus grasped the real

Iranian tribal constitution no more than any other Greek, and his

authority is not enough to accept the magi as a “tribe.”

Nyberg, who does accept this, says, 336 : “Uber die Magier sind schon

Strdme von Tinte vergossen . . . ,
ihr Problem kann wirklich etwas

klarer dargestellt werden, als bisher. Jede Behandlung muss von der

deutlichen Tatsache ausgehen, dass die Magier ein Glied der Standes-

organisation”—hence no tribe—^“des medischen Reichs ausmachten : die

Priester^ffi^e.” As a clear fact it would be no problem, and every

investigation not starting from aryaman only increases the “stream of

ink.” The phrase on p.374, “die eigentliche Priester^ar/e des medischen

Reichs bildete einen Stamm oder Priesterrtoaz in Raga,” is not a “wirk-

lich klarere Darstellung,” but the perfect picture of prevailing con-

fusion: whether they were a tribe, class or state is the problem; “castes”

developed only in India, not in Iran.

The magi as phenomenon resemble the Levites. IV Mos. 1,48, 11,32 (cf.

26): “Thou shalt not count the tribe Levi,” and thus one shall not
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count the magi among the Iranian tribes. IV Mos. 25!!.: “The Levites

dwell in 48 cities,” and thus the magi dwell in all cities and countries

of Iran. IV Mos. 26: “For to them no heritage was given among the

children of Israel,” and thus the magi did not own Raga ^rizantus

zara^ustris, the capital of three zantu, genea, which belonged to Zoro-

aster.

But without being a “tribe” in the genetic meaning, the magi were

regarded as a “trihe” in the political meaning. In a society founded

upon clans and tribes and becoming more complex in course of time,

fictitious tribes originate. While the genuine tribes own their land, these

have “no heritage,” but are dispersed over the entire state. The abstract

dena of Zoroaster, the religion, is a similar case; politically it is regarded

as a vrzanam, community = township (see below).

In Y.Haft. 40,3-4 haxman replaces aryanam, a correct usage, for it

does not signify “Zusammenschluss, Priesterkollegium,” but “Gefolg-

schaft, followership” of clients, metics. Vhak- is Lat. sequi, hence “suit.”

Pahl. transl. regularly “hambratih, brothership, comradeship.” As a

verb V hak- is used in two closely related meanings: “to follow = obey”

and “to belong= be owned,” cf. Germ, horig, gehoren, gehorchen. The

whole Yz.iy is full of the picture of Rtis who “hacati, follows, belongs”

to those she blesses “in long, voluntary marriage, sar.” In Y.32,1 she is

called hvo.awi.sak. Wb. translates “sich gerne zuwendend, gern bereit-

stehend,” but it is “hva-, avro plus awi.sak = Gr. icf>i7rea-6ai, *avTo -f-

inLo-TTOfievr}, in voluntary service,” cf. hva.ista under ‘Hvarnah.’ The
term haxman describes several social relations of similar kind: that of

the “clients, socii” to the tribe; that of the “hostes, guests of the tribe”

to the hospes
;
probably also that of the half-free peasant and shepherd,

vastrya.fsuyant, to the full freeman.

Therewith it comes near to the notions bondage, “Hdrigkeit,” and

“villainage, Leibeigenschaft”
;

it is the term for half-freedom or half-

bondage, missing in modern languages; cf. armatishak, rta.hak, rtishak,

Mithroaxes, where hak- has the meaning of Akk. awel or arad, Arab,

‘abd before divine names, type ‘Abdallah, Allah’s slave, haxman can

also mean the military service of the auxiliarii, thus clearly in Y/.i3,30,

where the Fravarti who are coming (in 49) from their vis, visaSa, to

the hamaspa^medaya, the muster of the army, are called “hushaxmano,

the best auxiliaries.” Xenophon calls such auxiliaries, namely the fol-
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lowers of the high nobility, crvvemarTT6fjL.evoi, which would be ’hamawi.-

sak; they resemble the Arab “mutawwi'a, volunteers.”

Sometimes Vrap- and rafnah are used as syn. of \^hak-, haxman,

e.g. Y.Haft.ip,y. ahma.rafnah beside adyus and haxman, “loyal to our

service.”^^ Hertel, iiqf \m,ii6, asked “besondere militarische Truppe.?”.

Vrap- is the stem more common to OP., “raftan, to follow,” later for

syu- “to go,” when this became “to become.’”®

In view of the multitude of terms, there were surely several degrees

of freedom, as in Babylonia, but they cannot be defined.

The slaves, OP. bandaka and marika. Aw. vesa, and the female slaves,

Jahika, play no role in the gatha; that they existed is obvious.

The terms for the peasantry are “vastrya, man of the pasture,” espe-

cially of large cattle; fsuyant, originally breeder of sheep and goats,

resembling Lat. barbicarius > berger. The compound vastrya.fsuyant

is “cattle-breeder.” The words are old and have developed to “owner

of pastures” and “peasant, farmer” with the change of cultural con-

ditions, as the notions civis, gens shifted in Roman history. Zoroaster’s

role as patron, mantus, of the peasantry—a subject treated under ‘Ar-

matis’—is reflected in his being figured as the first vastrya.fsuyant, a

concept attested by the Platonist Hermodoros (in Diogenes Laert.,

Prooem.i) who speaks of Astrampsychos, recognized by Markwart as

OP. *vastrya.fsu.ka. Under the Sasanians, the peasantry, like all classes,

had an official chief, the vasrosansalar.^® In later legend he became a

dishonest vezier Rastravis, i.e. vastriyos, of Vistasp or of Bahram Gor,

e.g. in the Siyasatnamah of Nizam al-mulk and in ‘Aufi’s Djawami*.

In the gathas, the cow-breeders are called godayah, to Vda(y),

OdoiiaL, meaning “alere, then colere,” whence NP. Kurd, “da, daya,

wet-nurse,” hence like Am. “cow-nurse.” In Y.29,2, godayo ^waxso,

with 0wax^ MP. tuxsidan, NP. zahmat kasidan, hence the “hard-

working cowboys.” The expression is abstract, “labor” for “laborer.”

This is the base for Gath, vidans ^waxsaha gavoi in Y.33,3, with vi.dans

^’Andreas, nggw 1931, 111,310, on rafoJra; “Wcnn zwcisilbig, rafSra, wenn dreisilbig,

raftura”; right, but not proved by El. pa.k.si.s for OP. *bax9''is bciide pa.k.tor.ri.s for Med.

baxtris.

Pah!, transl. almost always ram, as if this were ram < rafnah, like sam < xsafnyah, and

not ram < raman; cf. Bailey, in Onent.Stud.Pairy aiff, on stems with change of p and m.

The Mas'udI mss. have disfigured this title to rast-rosan, and a Persian friend of mine

once asked me to explain it, saying "this is neither rase (right) nor rosan (clear).”
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to Vday-, not with a disjunctive vi- (Nyberg, 137: “zwei Parteien

versorgen, Ordal-verbum der Gatha”), but with intensifying vi- “to

nurse thoroughly,” cf. the n.pr. vidat.gav- in the memorial list of Yt.

13,127, to which Wb. remarks “Anspielung of gam vidat

vastryo?” And, referring to sheep instead of cows. Aw. vidat.fsu and

fradat.fsu, names of the two krsvars, see under ‘Krsvar.’

The peasantry lives in half-bondage, in Akk. terminology “harran

sarri.” Geiger had painted, in his Ostiran. Kultur, an idealistic-romantic

picture of a “Schweizer Aim,” and Nyberg keeps to it, p.276: “Die

alte Hirtenideologie ist natiirlich voll lebendig [at the time of the

Y.Haft.\, sie ist als festes Grundelement im [post-Zoroastrian] Zoroas-

trismus enthalten.” The truth came nearer to the magnificent Bakhti-

yari-film “Grass.”

A passage in the Nirangistan, ed. Sanjana, Pref.^, discussed by Bar-

tholomae Wb. s.v. vi.ma(y)-, gives insight into the life of these poor

people, of whom Zoroaster took charge. It is badly transmitted and

can be understood only by comparing it with a passage in Djuwaini

1,22, 141?.,'° who describes the “bigar i nafsi, bounden service of peas-

ants,” as an institution of Djingiz Khan. The institution is much

older; the “leiturgies” of the early Muhammedan epoch are the same

thing. Sentences like “if the man is not at home, his wife goes out in

person and does the work” conform literally to the Nirang. “when both

take care of the farmyard, ge^a, each of them shall go out; (if) the wife

(takes care of) the farm, the man shall go out” etc."^ There one has a

glimpse of the life of a boundsman.

MP. byk’l > bigar, is known to me from one passage in the

Ayat]{.Zam.: “
’p.s’n hlg v byk’l ’l prm’y, and do not allot to

them (your subjects) hlg and bigar.” Bartholomae, Mir.

Mundrt. i, 1916, 10-16, sub “ark = Arbeit,” translated “Arbeit

(d.i. Prone) ohne Grund,” wrongly mending the text to “hlg

Gibb Mem. xvi, to which my attention was drawn by Minorskiy’s Sovtirghal in bsos ix ,95 o .

Hubschmann, Atm.Gram. 218: “Arm. pahak unim or tarapahak varem = d77a/)€i'at.”

But pahak pai^raka means “watch, watchman/’ H. says: “Ich kann die Bedeutungen nicht

ausgleichen.” Perhaps through sahr padan, MirMan. 11,15 (cf. Ahp.lnschr. 315) which seems

to mean not only “to do military ser\ice’’ but every public service, harran sarri. “bigar, corvee”

IS s\n. of d7'>apei'a;, from Akk. agru, agarru “hired slave,” agrutu, agarrutu n.abstr.; cf.

Jensen’s note in Horn, Etym. 254. This appears first in the NT., before, there is only d77apos,

dyyap^iov referring to the imperial post, from Akk. “cgirtu, message,” see under ‘Post and

Travels.’
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by k’r,” because he did not grasp the social meaning of hlg, and

believed it to be an Iranian word. It is Akk. ilku, corvee, in Beh.

alluka, Pap.El. ’Ivk, Aram, hlk (Ezra), which passed from

Aramaic into MP. as hlg, TPars. x^g? and thence into Arab, as

“kharad] taxes,” see AltpAnschr. sub “manda.” Beside hlg v

byg’r the pair hlg v b’l often appears, with “bar = (^dpo5, Akk.

bUtu, tribute,” to be distinguished from “bar, fruit, interest”

usually spelled bl; e.g. Denl{. m. 533,17: “hlg v b’l mn skvh’n

br’ DBRVN.sn br’ ’ytvn br’ dbrvn.so ’yk ’dryh v dhvptyh br’ l’

k’hyt, taxes and tributes are to be taken off of the poor classes,

but only so far to be taken off as not to impair the subjects

and the government.” The most common group is “hlg v rnj,

corv& and toil,” where hlg takes on the more general meaning
ii 4.' 5>22
exertion.

Bartholomae, Wb. s.v. pistra, says: “Stand oder Kaste; es giebt drei,

nur in y.19,17 vier Stiinde: a^ravan ‘Priester,’ ra^esta ‘Krieger,’ vas-

trya.fsuyant ‘Bauern,’ huti ‘Handwerker.’ Im Gathischen z.T. abwei-

chend; Aryaman oder viell. [means YIlaft.\ haxman fiir den Priester,

Xvaetu und nar fiir die Krieger, vastriya.fsuyant oder koll. vrzana,

vrzanya fiir den Bauernstand.” Nyberg follows with vrzanam as “tiers

etat,” aryaman as “priest,” adding “im Y.Haft. scheint vrzana zunachst

Kultverband zu sein,” no reasons.—pistra is no more than “profession,”

Arab, asnaf al-nas, not “Kaste, caste.” “Bauernschaft” was a wrong trans-

lation introduced by Pischel-Geldner, VedStttd. 11,19. None of the

Gath, terms enumerated means “priests,” nor are they the “first class.”

The Gath, and Aw. terms are no opposed systems of three or four

classes at all.

The error entails a wrong analysis of vrzana in 1^^.1424^, in “a)

‘Gemeinschaft,’ b) politisch ‘civitas,’ bezw. Ap. ‘Stadt,’ c) im Gegensatz

zu Adel und Priesterstand der ‘Dritte Stand.’ ”—vrzanam is nowhere

the term for a “class, etat. Stand” as opposed to others; nowhere does

it signify anything but “oppidum, civitas.” The different vocalization

~-h is tempting to connect with it the title IPahl. ’rkpty or hrkpty, IPars. hlgvpt, Aram,

'rgbt', usually translated “lord of the ‘arx,’ castle,” and to translate “chief collector of taxes.”

But in Palmyra the dpyairerTjs is the commander of the horse and dromedary corps, cf. F.

Cumont, FouiUes de Dura p.xli,n.5, and Dittenberger, SylL, Or.inscr. 645 with <ppovpapxot =

argapan.
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in Gath., Aw. and OP. is for us without importance. Ved. vrjanam is

“village, oppidum,” cf. Hertel, iiqf, vii,ioi. In RV. the vrjana have a

“raj, king.”

In the OP. inscriptions vrSana designates the capitals of the dahyu

in the sense of Aw. zantu, hence civitas > citta. Where tribes and their

country do not bear the same name, the name of the vrSana serves for

purposes of administration. For the capitals of the great dahyu, e.g.

Agbatana and Persepolis, special terms are used, like “di8a, acropolis”

or “vi0
,
residence of the king.” Likewise, in the Awesta, the residence

of Vistaspa is called vis of the Notarya, the city of Tos.

In the gathas, the meaning is the same. In Y.33,5, Zoroaster “prays

away,” removes by his prayer the nazdistam drujam, the disadvantage

that Dru^s is the closest neighbor, from the vrzanam, Pahl. transl.

“hamsayakih, life under the same shade,” clearly life in a “town” (see

under ‘ArmatiF). In Y.46,1 the vrzana is the place of the tribunal,

hence a “mMina, place of tribunal,” ideogr. for MP. sahristan, “cap-

ital.”"^ In Y.33,3 and 4, vrzana appears at the side of vidans ^wa^saha

gavoi, hence is certainly not the peasantry. Nyberg’s notion, 48, of a

tribe of cattle-breeders “die offenbar sesshaft sind” contains for Iran

and Turan a contradiction in adjecto: they are nomads by definition,

and must at least change between summer and winter pasture, garmsir

and sardsir, qyslaq and yailaq.

Like all analogous terms, vrzana can signify the place and collectively

the men in it; for individuals the adj. vrzanya, “citizen” is used. There

is a dark passage in Y.45,9:

mazda xsa^ra vrzny’(v) or \tizyn’(v) dyat ahuro pasus

viran ahmakan frada^ai.

Bartholomae, following the former reading vrzy n’v translated “moge

uns AM. durch seine Macht zur Wirksamkeit verhelfen, damit . .
.”

Benveniste: “varzi, loc.sg. d’un nom racine varz- ‘activite, pratique,”

hence “puisse AM. par sa royaute nous mettre en activite.” On the con-

trary Lommel: “vorazonya, -nya, ob gen. sg. eines fern., oder instr. sg.

eines adj. in -ya, eng zu gehorig: ‘Herrschaft der Dorfge-

The transl, “Bauernstand” misled Hiibschmann, Pers.Stttd. n^.igg. vrzana becomes mod.
barzan (Med.), in Tabari also varzcn <C vrzanya, quarter of a town. Usual Pahl. transl. is

valun, valunlh (Pers.) expl. by hamsayakih; possibly, through Armenian, origin of “baron,
baronet*’ which the Lusignans transplanted to France.
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meinde’ oder ‘auf die Gemeinde beziigliche Herrschaft,’ wird aus-

geiibt von einem, der mit den ved. Wdrtern vrjanasya raja ist, . . .

Abwandlung uralter arischer Ausdrucksweise.” Nyberg, 125: “Zara-

tdiustra bittet urn vrzana-Macht zur Fdrderung unseres Viehs. . .

AhuraMazdah with instr. “in his quality of xsa^ram” is so

common an expression of Zoroaster that other interpretations are im-

probable. The bad transmission of the text does not permit a decision

between varzi na or vrzanya. “help to activity” is not very convincing,

and “give us vrzanya” would only require an emendation of the case

termination, meaning: “give us members of the vrzana, of our com-

munity.”

In the “Gatha of the Flight,” Y.46,1 (text under ‘Hospitium’) a

badly preserved vrzana hoca (vv.ll. ha ca, haeca) stands in parallel with

sastaro dahyaus “the commanders of the province,” Andreas-Lommel

refrain from translating. Bartholomae puts down a special fern, form

vrzana. The long a, however, is but the usual notation in Gath, com-

pounds, cf. Duchesne, Comp.av. §i7,d; the faulty separation of the

compound caused the assimilation of the rel. ya, instead of yo. The

stanza speaks of the tribunal which exiled the prophet from his home-

town. The corrupt second element which begins with h and ends in -a

must express in relation to vrzana, the town, what the sastaro are in

relation to dahyu, the province. Two letters must be corrected. That

can be nothing but hartar, nom. harta, which appears in y/.io,8o beside

me^anahya pads and vrzanahya pads, in the shape nisharta adrujam,

in form and sense a counterpart to sastar. Mithra is—Y/.io,io3—the har-

tar and awyaxstar of all ge^a, the goods and chattels of all the vis, the

world, its “custodian and guardian,” a metaphor which presupposes

the existence of the corresponding post in the vrzanam, that is of the

‘vrzana.harta. Ach. xs^^'^a-P^'’3n is another perfect counterpart.^^ The

court of the vrzanam—m'dlna—sahristan was under the authority of

an ahura, lord justiciary, presided over by a tkesa, judge, and the jury

consisted of “hvetu, free cives”; aryaman, clients; the sastaro dahyaus,

military commanders of the province; and the “vrzana.hartar, consul

civitatis,” seemingly a member ex officio.

In the Ka'ba in^cr. the satrap arc all chiefs of towns, a change Hiibschmann noticed

also m Armenian; satrap deteriorated into “ma>or” when sah replaced the title.
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To this banishment from his home town, Zoroaster refers also in

Y.49,7:

ko aryama ko hvetus datais ahat

yo vrzanai vahviyam dat frasastim

“Who is the client, who the nobleman, who, through data, for the

vrzanam will obtain the good proclamation?” (See under ‘Haugava.’)

The frasastis by data, royal edicts, is an official proclamation by heralds;

what Zoroaster hoped for is the rescission of the verdict of the court of

his home town. If he was banished for the sake of his doctrine, the

frasasti would be at the same time the official recognition of the doc-

trine. Thus, the dative vrzanai can, in principle, mean two things: (i)

simply “town,” and then refer either to the home town, the proclama-

tion being ordered “for the town,” to take place where the verdict was

passed; or for the town where the prophet had found asylum. (2) vrza-

nam can refer to the doctrine itself. The normal term would be “dena,

religion” as community of the adherents, defined by Nyberg as “Kollek-

tivausdruck fiir die Schauseelen der Anhanger.” For the government,

not interested in “Schauseelen,” a group of cives would be a civitas, not

in the topic sense, but a fictitious vrzanam, as the magi are a fictitious

tribe, zantus, without land.

Among the members of the court were the “sastaro dahyauL” The

plural shows that a province—which had only one ^[(sayant, el? Kotpavo^

ecTTCj—had many sastaro, and Y/.io,i4 shows that there were sastaro in

all provinces of arya.sayanam. Sastar, from Vsanh-, OP. 9ah- “to com-

mand,” means “commander,” like amir from amara. In Y/.io,4 they

dress the ranks of the “ira, columns, regiments”; in 10,109 the highest

sastar hamaxsa^ro to whom Mithra grants this xsa^ram puruspaSam

hvanisaxtam has absolute authority to punish, power over life and

death, and his verdict is at once executed. In Y/.i4,i3, the male camel

stands there, “vidiSiva ya^a sasta, looking up and down like a sastar”

in front of his troops, that means quite humorously “like a commanding
general,” while in Y/.i4,47 Vrthragna “virazati, dresses the ranks, antar

rasta rasmana, of the two phalanges,” like a viraz, viraja (Y/. 14,37), ^

captain. An assertion “sastar, only used for enemies of Zoroaster” (Ny-

berg, 91) sounds strange in view of such material.
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The sastaro are the military officers of the province, as the name

says: one commands soldiers, sastar has nowhere a relation to a special

territory. Nyberg, 57: “Wir horen auch von Herrschern iiber grdssere

Gebiete [than the dahyu], die also hdher stehen, als der dahyupati, der

Landesherr. Diese hoheren Gebieter fiihren den Namen sastar,” and

p.304 “vielleicht eine ostiranische Entsprechung zu achaem. xsaya^ya

Xsaya^yanam.” The “greater areas” are the words sayana and siti,

abstr. nouns, “the dwelling, living” of man and animal in any optional

region. Dahyupati is sovereign, nobody can be more than sovereign.

The plurality of the sastaro of the dahyu are subordinate to the dahyu-

pati and to the one x^ayant of every single dahyu. The gen.pl.

sas^ranam, OP. *^as0''anam,
*

0asanamis the origin of Sasan, personified

as son of Humay and her father Bahman-Ardasir, grandson of Vistaspa.

He is the ancestor of the Sasanakan, and the name of the dynasty is the

old title. The Arsacid Spahpat of Khurasan, too, bear a title as family

name, sastar was certainly not East Iranian.

This does away, at the same lime, with all “devic” interpretations of

the word, and it has no “Bedeutung” at all that “a satar [only once

gen.sg. sa^rascit and twice gen.pl. sa^ram“^] in der zoroastrischen

Gemeinde [i.e. in bad verses of the Arsacid period] formelhaft den kavi,

karpan, Zauberern und Hexen [one may add: female frogs] gleich-

geordnet wird, mit denen Zarathustra zu kampfen hatte.” Bartholomae

assumed that another word sastar, belonging to sadra and was

responsible for this application, but the misunderstanding is foreshad-

owed by verses like Y.46,1 (for sastar) and 48,10 (for karpan), and no

more reason is needed. The Gothic “hundafa[7s, centurion,” correspond-

ent to the prototype of all Iranian sastaro, the 'satapatis, became Germ.

Hundsfott, i.e. “scoundrel, rogue.”

25 See ‘Memor. Doc.,’ footnote 15 .
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“Allahumma, ana daifuka wa naziluka!”—
‘All al-HarawI

Bartholomae analyzes the frequent to mastership

over, imperium, regnum as (i) “Herrschgewalt, nicht immer auseinan-

derzuhalten von (2) Herrschgehiet, dies besonders als Aufenthalt der

Seligen, Gotter; (3) personifiziert als Amrta Spanta.” In OP. the mean-

ing is everywhere clearly imperium, (i) as governed country, thus used

for Iran, Babylon; (2) as government.

Another one is the concrete use of the abstract. In the Aw. title

upamam xsa^ram vispanam dahyunam the abstr. stands for

Xsayant, xsaya^ya; equally in the gathas, very clearly in Y.48,10:

“dusxsa^ra (n.pl.) dahyunam, the evil satraps of the provinces,” and

in Y.48,5; 49,11: huxsa^ra—dusxsa^ra. In Y/.io,io9,iii, xs^^ram

serves, with the adj. puruspaSa, hvanisaxta, especially for military com-

mand. As collective it can designate the class of the xsa^riya; this par-

ticularly where it is the amrta spanta, aspect of AhuraMazdah, later

called xsa^ram varyam > Shahrevar, and pictured as a warrior.

But even after this extension, there still remain passages where none

of these significations fits. Bartholomae calls Y/.5,87 “undeutlich”:

0wam caratis zizanatls

jaSiyante huzamiyam

^wam kanino vaSre yona

Xsa^ra hvapa jaSiyante

tahmamca nmanapatim

women in childbirth

shall ask Thee for easy birth,

marriageable maidens

of noble kind shall ask Thee

for xs20ra and a valiant

husband

!

Wolff-Bartholomae : “Dich sollen heiratsfahige emsige Mad-

chen . . . um (gute.?) Herrschaft bitten.”

Lommel, after Wackernagel, Kz.46,267: “Madchen mit un-

fruchtbarem Schoss,” and “die schone Arbeiten machen.^ um
Besitztum,” note: “worth ‘Herrschaft,’ hier anscheinend im

Sinn von Reichtum.”

hv.apah and hv.apah—the script is incapable of distinguish-

ing the quantity of the vowel—can correspond to Lat. opus or

aqua, and must be separated accordingly. Referring to maidens

wanting to marry, it means certainly, like NP. cihr, gohr, ab.
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the noble descent, beauty, not needlework. Their desire is, as in

Y/.15,39 below), to have children from their husbands, and

the easiest solution would be to read ci^ram for as in

Yr.15,130.^ Otherwise, ^sa^ra ought to mean here “house, house-

hold, being mistress of a house.”

Furthermore, all passages with masa.xsa^ra, magahya x^a^ra, pads

Xsa^rahya and the comp, manza.xsa^ra and xsa^rakrta are subject to

doubts.

Y.33,5 (commentary under ‘Post and Travels’):

yas.te vispa.mazistam srosam zuvaya avahane

apano drga.zyatim a xsa^ram vahos manaho

rtat a rzus pa^o yesu mazda ahuro seti

“I who will call forth Thy most-high srosa at the relay, arriving at the

everlasting xsa^ram of Vahumano, at the straight roads where Ahura-

Mazdah dwells as Rtam.”

“Empire” is possible, but does not fit into the vivid image of the

journey through life and heaven; xsa^ram evidently resumes “avahana,

relay-stage” and must be a synonym: “Inn to the Eternal Life” would

fit into the image.

Y.44,9 (Gatha of the Questions)

:

ka^a moi yam

yam hudanos

rsva xs3^ra

hadmoi rta

yos denam dane

patis sahyat xsa^rahya

^wavans asistis mazda

vahuca syans manaha

“Shall the lord of the xsa^ram, Thou, o Mazdah as Vahumano and

Rtam, who dwellest in the same house, deign to grant as promised the

high xsa^ra to my religion, to me who wants to purify it as a well-

knowing one.^”

Lommel-Andreas : “Wird mir ein Herr der Herrschermacht

(des Reichs) die Lehre verkiinden, die ich in Lauterkeit weihen

will, die (Lehre) der Verstandigen, (namlich) die Verheissun-

gen auf die Reiche hoch da droben, einer wie Du, o Weiser, der

^ See below. The same fault in hu.xsaSra, Purs. 10, Pahl. transl. “huk, pig”; it is +hu.ciflra,

belonging to the genus "pig,” archct. hvStr, with s for c, wrongly transcribed by in Awestic

scripL
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mit Wahrsein und dem Guten-Denken im gleichen Hause

wohnt?” Note: “yaus da ‘in Lauterkeit weihen’ ist ein Notbe-

helf; ‘vollkommen machen’ (Bartholomae und ^nlich An-

dreas) scheint mir nicht zutreffend zu sein.”

yoz-da, cf. “iusiurandum, oath of purgation,” encompasses

“to make whole, to heal, to hallow, also to repair, to purify.”

Without straining the meaning one could translate “to reform.”

The gramm. construction puts dena, the regens of the rel. clause,

into this clause with case changed. The transition from third

person into vocative is typical for many gathic verses.

The end is the easiest to understand: “Your Highness, who dwellest

as Vahumano and Rtam in the same house.” That is not a statement

that the god shares a house with his inseparable aspects, but that those

to whom it is promised, asisti, shall dwell in the same house, hadmoi,

with the trinity Mazdah-Rtam-Vahumano. Similarly in Y.46,14 (under

‘Myastra’): “Those whom Thou, Mazdah, wilt receive [at the ban-

quet] in the same house [with Thee], I shall call out with words of

good-will, vahumanah.”

For asisti cf. Y.30,10 (text under ‘Myastra’) : “Then, her vault shall

be shattered for the Druxs, but those that are deemed worthy because

of (their) good renown, shall partake in the fair abodes, husiti, of

Vahumano, Ahura and Rtam.” The promise of such a dwelling is a

contract with the owner of the house, called “patis xsa^rahya, landlord”

in the preceding line

—

oiKoSea-non)^ of the NT.—for a share in the

house in which His Highness, ^wavans, dwells himself. There is no

reason to give rsva in “the promised rsva x^a^ra,” as Wb. does, any

other than the usual meaning “high,” Ved. rsva, Gr. 6p66 <}. They may
be high like the “New Jerusalem, celestial abode, the high-built city,”

—cf. “manyustata, built into heaven”—or as a “feast, MGerm. hoch-

geziten,” or because the “High one” grants them—cf. srosa called vispa.-

mazista as His servant.

The plural xsa^ra forbids to see in the sg. xsa^ram the “kingdom of

heaven.” The image is that of an abode in paradise. At our place, 44,9

—

see under ‘Welcome’—the verses are preceded by “Shall my soul be

greeted with ‘Be welcome’.?”, the welcome in paradise.
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y.32,12, text under ‘Welcome!’ c£. the similar stanza 32,15 under

‘Kavi’:

“Because by their [epic] songs they do harm to the really good con-

duct of men, AhuraMazdah curses them who destroy the livelihood of

the cattle-breeder, gaus |yotum, with acclamations.” Then:

12; yais grahma rtat varta karpa xsa^ramca isnam drujam

13
:
ya ^sa^ra grahmo hisast acistahya dmane manaho^

“(AhuraMazdah curses those) by whom the karpan as favorite and

the xsa^ram of those bent on dru^s are preferred to Rtam, at which

Xsa^ram the favorite has a seat in the house of the wholly-evil spirit,”

that means “at the board of Hell.” “Realm of Hell” cannot be the mean-

ing of xsa^ram, because the term for the aspect of AhuraMazdah can-

not be used for its own hellish contrast. Before and after, the verses

speak of the consumption of sacrificial meat: xsa^rani is somehow

associated with eating.

The thought of Y.32,13 is similarly expressed in Arab, verses of Say-

yid al-Humairl, time of al-Mansur, equally referring to a qadi: “he sits

at the day of resurrection on the bahbuhat al-nar, the seat of honor in

the fire of Hell.” Aghdnt 10,35 explain bahbuha by “midst”: “at the

Day of Djabala, the people made them sit in their midst, the bahbuha

of their house.”® This again agrees with 7^.13,100: Vistaspa, arm and

succor of the religion of Zoroaster:

yo him statam hitam who made the imprisoned,

hatim fettered one

uzvazat haca hinuwyo freed of her fetters

ni him dasta maSyoisaSam sit down on the “middle-seat.”

To understand the metaphor fully, one must put in Zoroaster for the

religion: it means the reception of the prophet as refugee. maSyoisad,

middle-seat, equals NP. sahnisin “king’s seat,”^ name of the carpet

spread at the narrow side of the reception room, opposite the entrance,

- Cf. “grahma, favorite” under ‘Bandva.’ hisast according to Bartholomae Ar.Forschg. 11,78;

Andreas, nggw, 1931, 111,327: hissat.

^ Aghdni vii,i4. In epigraphy referring to the seat of honor in paradise, e.g. Aleppo, Sul-

taniyya, 602 H.; Shaizar, Baibars, 662 H.; Bistam, Oldjaitu, 708 H.; Isfahan, Dja'fariyya, 72X

H. bahbuha is denved from the exclamation of admiration, NP. bah bah!
* Whence "sanasil, bay-window” of the upper stories in Baghdad.
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on which honored guests sit, whereas inferior guests squat along the

right and left wall of the room.

Y.51,16 (cf. commentary under ‘Maga’)

:

tarn kava vista.aspo magahya xsa^ra nansat

vahos padbis manaho yam cistim rta manta

spanto mazda ahuro

“Her (acc.fem.), kavi Vikaspa has obtained by the xsa^ra of the maga,

on the paths of Vahumano, (her) the cistis, whom the holy Ahura as

Rtam has devised.”

Cistis is at the same time knowledge, insight, also religion, and the

partial figure of AhuraMazdah, into which she has changed from the

original Usa-Eos of Y/.16. From Eos she has inherited the “house” in

which she assembles the souls in Y.30,9, see under ‘Myastra.’ maga is

the “feast, hochgezite,” see under ‘Maga,’ and this x^^^ra is either

part of the feast or, as n.abstr., “to be guest, to be host” at the feast.

The last gathic passage is Y.49,10, text under ‘Harvatat-Amrtatat’:

ya armatis izaca manza.xsa^ra vazdaha ,av3mlra‘

“This, Thou, AhuraMazdah, keepest in Thy house: the vahumano, the

souls of the believers, and their prayer.”

The place of keeping is the heavenly garo.dmana, the “storehouse,”

see under ‘Hvarnah.’ The line 49,10 has no verb; the enumeration

goes on
; the words that follow are attached, as nominatives, to “namah,

prostration, prayer,” the first pair is “obedience and zeal,” the last is

“drink-of-health and food-of-immortality.” Between these, manza.-

Xsa^ra^ cannot mean “Grossherrscher” or “grosse Herrschaft ausiibend,”

as a vocative, but only something stored cool like the souls and the

heavenly food. The verses that follow continue the thought: the impious

receive in hell hellish food.

Two yasht passages make it even more obvious that this xsa^ra can-

not be the word “xsa^ra, domination.”

Yr.5,130:"

^ Bartholomae attached manza to OI. maha; Duchesne calls it the regular compound form
of mazant; but distinct from maz, it is always written with nasal, and I regard it as unex-
plained. Cf. y.51,16 magahya y.29,11 mazoi magaya, and the root Vmang- under
‘Maga’; also the Sasanian title masmoyan or masmoyan.

have collected previous translations in Usa-Eos, Melanges Cumont, 1936, pp.75iff.
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ya^a azam ^huvafrita Grant to me that I, much-

beloved,

masa xsa^ra nivanani may win masa xsa^ra

"^alpacana stuvi.baxSra

fro^at.aspa "^hvanat.caxra

Xsvewayat.akra as.borva

niSata.pitu huboSi

[upa] strmesu varama da8e that I may bear, as by it-

self, on cushions . .

.

"^farnahvantam "^vispojyatim fortunate, all-good-life-

having

ri^yantam *ci0ram zazati ? offspring!

The text seems to be what Meillet called “refondu.” To understand

the badly preserved words, one must first grasp the general meaning.

There is a certain resemblance with verses in the Homeric hymn to

Demeter:
6 8’ oXySlO? 6v K€ (TV dvfXM

TTp6(f)po}V TLp'qa-rj'S T(p 8’ a<^dova irdvra Trdptcrri ....

avToi 8 ’ evvopirjcri ttoXiv Kara KaWiyvvaLKa

Koipaviovcr
,
6\^o^ 8€ iroXu? Kal ttXovto? 07717861.

Yet, y/.5,i30 is a woman’s prayer. The words in g, upa.strmesu and i,

Xsa^ram zazati are transparent: the first is no compound, xsa^ram is a

wrong rendering by Aw. xs of an archet. Hor c : ci^ram. varma ? dade ?

cf. y.10,14 under ‘Homa’; “ma varama care, we do not want to reel

without senses, without being aware of it,” and Yt.iy,2-, 5,130: “varma,”

as by itself, TavTopdrov, cf. Altplnschr. 347f.
—

“dade” is the same form

as “care,” an unauthentic infinitive. The sentence means the same as

y?.5,87,d-e, see above. A man cannot wish to be “huvafrito, well-be-

loved,” he is the lover, friyans—think of ‘ashiq and ma'shuq—the maf-

‘ul must be fern. *huvafrita, cf. Hutosa’s prayer in 14,35: friya frita.

—

Wb. attaches nivanani to the second of its 4 Vvan-. The few passages

that stand criticism can be associated under one van-, instead one and

two.^ ri^yantam in i, is unintelligible to me, the usual adjective is

revant; all these adj. should be acc. neutr. instead of masc.

The verses c-f illustrate what masa xsa^ra means. The last word.

" cf. V’van- “to desire, love” only Gath, vaunus in y.28,8 remains; V *van- belongs to

OP. van-, “to fill up, heap up.”
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“huboSi, good-smelling” has in mind not flowers but the kitchen,

and the seven other words describe different smelling dishes, the long-

est menu in the Awesta.

aLpacana: cf. NP. aspaz “cook,” properly “soup-cooking,”

Syr. ’spyzkn’ “innkeeper”; the place name Tpt[cr]/3d^tpa:

Turspez > Tursiz; pacika “(brick- or potter’s) kiln”; OI. asa,

“broth” in pratarasa “breakfast”; NP. nasta < *na.asta, Gr.

vria-TL^ “ieiunus”; MP. as “grits, soup” in Vid.i6,y, as transla-

tion of xsauSrinam yavanam “porridge of barley”; disposes of

the belief that as is a Turkish word. MP. as is OP. "aWn, Med.

astra in xsvewayat.astra, the verbal element of which belongs

to Aw. xsviftavant in Vid.i\,y and N.P. seVwidan “to mix and

knead wheat flour etc. in water etc.” (not Wb . : “Reiche wo man
die Peitsche schwingen lasst”).

aLborva, “with much roast,” cf. MP. pit e bor.—niSata.pitu

“with dishes set down,” either on the carpet—the eating does

not start before everything there is is set down—or “with pre-

served, pickled victuals,” cf. Germ, “eingelegt, eingemacht.”

Only fro^at.aspa ’'hvanat.caxra “with snorting horses, sing-

ing wheels” does not fit in. But, when the wheels of a car “sing,”

it soon will burn, while no harm is done when mills sing, cf.

“suSus ‘corn-mill,’ the noise of which deafens the devils,” Vid.

3,32. Thus ’^hvanat.caxra does not belong to the description of a

chariot, but of a kitchen. Then—with the evident misinterpreta-

tion of the whole woman’s prayer by the redactors—fro^at.aspa

may be “refondu” and hide a similar word of different mean-

ing: e.g. MP. frosag, made of flour, butter and honey, Arm.
hrusag, NP. Arab, frosah, afrosah. The brother of the executed

Mazyar b. Karen orders an afrosah as his last meal; and ibn

Hauqal extolls in many words the afrosah in his homeland, near

Komis, aspa may replace afsah, a kind of burghul or polenta.

Surely, this x^a^ra does not mean (Wolff-Bartholomae) “dass ich

grosse Herrschaften,” (Lommel) “Besitztum gewinne,” referring to

str.7: “worth ‘Herrschaft,’ anscheinend im Sinn ‘Reichtum.’ ” It means
a kitchen, the “realm of the housewife.”

Y/.17:
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good smells the house

of that one in which the good

Rtis

the strong one, puts her feet,

the industrious one, for a long

companionship.

Those men are treated to a ban-

quet

with (pre?) served dishes, with

much roast,

where there are beds with mat-

tresses

and other expensive furnitures,

with whom Thou, good Rtis,

associatest!

As a whole, these stanzas recall the Demeter hymn, 488:

al\pa Si ol TTijXTrovcTiv i^icTTiov iv fj-iya Scofia

v-XovTOV 09 dvdpcoTTOi'i d(f>€vo's 6vT)ToiarL SiSaicnv.

The description goes on through several stanzas and is the best picture

of a rich house of the Achaemenian period in the Awesta. Especially

the beds, gatavo, are described:

hustrta hu.upabusta hu.krta barzishavanto^

zaranya.paxsta.paSaho

“beds, well made, well scented, well worked, with cushions, the legs

inlaid with gold.” Similarly nistarta.spaya niSata.barzisa in 7^.10,30.

Athenaeus b.31^” says, “according to Heraclides, the Persians in-

vented the so-called bed-makers, that the ‘strosis’ be proper and soft.

Timagoras, the Cretan, or as Phanias says, the peripatetic Entimus of

s hubo^i lb to be cancelled; the resemblance with Y?.5,i30 milled several mss. to insert

here those entire stanzas, spoiling the meter, brx^a, for household utensils and furniture,

belongs to “brg-, rite, usus, fashion.”

^ The -sh- IS a restitution, faulty but attested in the language, in analogy to an h after

sandhi s, cf. under ‘MadaParsa.’ In Tabari 111,1421, subject: confiscation of the property of

the qadi al-qudat Yah>a b. al Aktliam, a word ’stw’nh appears, syn. of frs, hence apparently

’str’nh, formal from P. strta, as the first from stuna.

Cf. Pasargadae in Klio 1907/08, \in,49, and ami 71,72.

6: huboSis boSati nmanam

yahya nm^e rds vahvi

sura paSa nida^ad

agrmad daryai haxSrai

7; te naro xsa^ra "^xsayante

niSata.pitu (huboSi)'*

as.borva

yahmiya strtasca gatus

anyasca brxSa avrta

yoi hacahi rtis vahvi
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Gortys, once traveled ... to the great-king . . . Artaxerxes presented

him with a tent . . . and a kline with legs of silver, dpyvpoTToSa,

together with the bed-maker belonging to it, saying that the Greeks did

not know how to make a bed.”

There is a famous story in Tabari 1,1048, an authentic, contemporary

record of Xusrau II in prison : “He was sitting on three namat of dibaj i

Xusrawani, royal brocades, woven with gold-threads, which were

spread over a silk busat, and was leaning against three wasa’id, woven

with gold-threads
; in his hand he held a perfectly round yellow quince.

When he saw his visitor entering, he sat up and laid the quince on the

place he had leant against, and it rolled from the highest of the three

wasa’id—it was so round and the stuffed wisad so smooth—down on

the uppermost of the three namat, and from the namat on the busat,

and neither did it come to rest on the busat, but rolled on the floor,

until at last it lay far off, covered with dust.” busat is a large carpet

covering the floor, from basata, to spread. Arab, namat is loanword,

through Aram, nmt’, from Iran, namata, originally “strewing,” later

“felt,” see under ‘Krsvar.’ Three namat are laid one above the other

to make a soft seat, wisad are cushions for head and arm, against which

one leans, “anaklinteria,” often in form of rolls, firmly stuffed. In Yif.15,

fraspat and upastarna appear together as here namat and wisad. The cor-

respondence upastarna ; wisad is confirmed by NP. bistar, dial, gustar <
vistarna, “bed”; Arm. pastar < upastarna. In Esther 1,3 “white, green

and blue ‘hangings’ [i.e. fraspat], fastened with cords of fine linen and

purple to silver rings and pillars of marble,” and in Ezek^.2j,'], where

colored “sails” are described, the Armenian translator uses “pastar”

only because the lxx use Gr. o-rpaipvT)' \^str-, crTpd>vi/vp.i and their

derivatives mean making a bed, for which in Iran mattresses are char-

acteristic. upa.starna are cushions, mattresses.

St.14, in the same context: “To them, the importer, abrtar, brings

gold and silver from far away lands into their nibrfla (trunk, closet, cf.

anbar), and shining, ready-made garments. . .
.” Evidently the poet

thinks of Phoenician and Egyptian merchants.

Accepted translations of xsa^ra xsayante are: (Wolff-Bartho-

lomae) “die Manner beherrschen die Reiche, in denen es viel zu

kauen giebt, . . . wo man die Knute schwingt, . . .” (Lommel)

:
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“gebieten in Herrschaften, wo Speise vorratig ist” (Hertel):

“herrschen dutch eine Herrschaft, die mit vielen Speisen ver-

sehen ist.” If xsayante belonged to ought to govern

the genitive. It is not only improbable, but definitely wrong.

This xsa^ra belongs to a root *xsan-, Gr. ^evo?. Tedesco writes me,

as confirmation: “xsayante, likewise, is at this place passive of the same

root, to be read "^x^ayante, cf. zayate to V zan-, and in analogy to it

also in monosyllabic roots, cf. RV. tayate to Vtan-, tata-.”

In the parable in Matth.'ii, the ydixoi of the king take place in the

wix(f>a)v, which is entirely filled by the many guests. Luther’s “und die

Tische wurden voll,” fits the sense and is applicable to the gathic pas-

sages. In Y.51,16, Vistaspa obtains cisti “together with” or “through the

magahya xsa^ra that is no “Herrschaft fiber den Bund,” no “Ekstase-

Gymnastik” or “Ordalseance,” but a banquet: Vistaspa, walking on the

paths of Vahumano, takes a seat at the wedding table, or on the hustrta,

rug-covered, floor of the harem, where the feast takes place. Contrasting

with it, Grahma, in Y.32,13, takes a seat at the table in hell.

Xsa^ra, to Vx^^n-, is the hospitable reception. In the passages Y.32,

12-15, Y.51,16, and Y;.i7,7 it is clearly the banquet itself; in Y.33,5,

beside avahana “relay-stage,” and in Y.44,9 beside patis xsa^rahya

“landlord” and “hadmoi, in the same house,” banquet is possible, but

rather the place of the banquet, cenaculum, ^euodoxdiov.

This result is confirmed by xsa^ra-krta in Y/.i7,57-6o, a song which

one may call “The Lamentation of RtiF’ or “Pictures of Life in a

Harem.” The word appears there beside antara.arSam, “harem.”

57: purviyam grzam grzeta

rtis vahvi ya brzatl

haca a.pu^ra.zanayai (jahi-

kayai)

(ma he avi paSam avahista

ma [he] ga^um nipaSyahva)

ku^a (his) azam krnavani

asmanam avi frasusani

zam avi ni.rvisyani

The good Rtis, the high one,

uttered her third lamentation

about the sterile wife,

(do not tread upon her threshold,

do not lie down on her bed!)

What shall I do about it,

shall I go away to heaven,

shall I turn my back upon the

earth }
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58: bitiyam grzam grzeta

rtis vahvi ya brzatl

haca avahai jahikayai

ya avam pu^ram barati

anyahmai arsanai varstam

"^pa^aye upa.barati

ku^a azam krnavani

asmanam avi frasusani

zam avi ni.rvisyani

59; ^ritiyam grzam grzeta

rtis vahvi ya brzati

imat me stavistam syo^nam

martiya vrzyanti sasta

yat kanyo uzvaSayanti

(daryam) ayruvo nijamayanti

ku^a azam krnavani etc. etc.

Rtis, the good, the high one,

uttered her second lamentation,

about that female slave

who bears a son,

one procreated by a strange man
and substitutes him to her master.

What shall I do etc. etc.

The good Rtis, the high one,

uttered her first lamentation

This did appear to me as the most

brutal thing that men do

when they take home a maiden in

Nebenehe ?

and do not consummate the mar-

riage.

What shall I do etc. etc.

60: rti srire damidate

ma avi asmanam frasusa

ma avi zam ni.rvisya

O fair Rti, created by Dami,

do not go away to heaven,

do not turn thy back upon the

earth.

i^a me ^wam hamcarahya here take care for me
antara.arSam nmanahya of the harem of the house

srirahya xsa^ra.krtahya the fine one, built for the xsa^ra!

haca with dative is as faulty an expression for “to lament

about” as avahai [sic edd., some mss. avahyai] for the dat.fem.

in 58,0. In 58,0 anyahmai is again dative and arsanai a bad

analogic form instead of arsane, w'hile varstam refers to the man
—cf. Y/. 15,39 “frazantimca ho varzyat”—and demands the abl.

anyahmat arsanat and haca avahat jahikat. In 57,!, the plur.

his, instead of sg. him, relates to a.pu^ra.zana; since the word

spoils the meter, it has been interpolated along with the gloss

57,d-e. F/i.19,12 uses the formula increased by “haca avahyat

drujat, as to this druxs.” Hertel’s interpretation “wie soli ich

auf diese (pi.) einwirken.?” rests upon the erroneous supposi-
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tion that his is genuine. The usual translation “hinab zur Erde”

of “zam avi ni.rvisyani” is impossible, for Rtis’s question “shall

I go away to heaven?” shows clearly that the earth is the place

where she is. Vrves- means “to turn, turn back etc.” Darmes-

teter translated a.fra.rvisyant in Y/.i3,26 accurately by “the

fravarti who never turn their back.” Here, ni.rvisya means the

same.

Rtis is perplexed: “what shall I do?”, about three cases. The first

is the a.pu^ra.zana, the childless wife, jahikayai “slave” must have

been interpolated at an early time, for codd. as good as jio and ki2

emend, for this reason, a.pu^ra.zana in “pu0ra.)anya, murderess of her

child.” But the adding of jahika was entirely wrong: ill luck is only to

have no children from a wife, so that the man must take a slave-girl;

but a slave had not to be replaced for that reason. The modern trans-

lation “whore” of jahika is foolish: the fact that she is childless would

be only an advantage; no nation wishes to have as many “sons of a

whore” as possible.

The misunderstanding caused the gloss following in 57,d-e: the

words ma avahika, ma nipaSyahva, without correspondence in the

other stanzas and obviously no words of Rtis—who, in these verses,

does not give, but asks advice—are an admonition, here out of place,

not to go to a whore.^^

A few verses on Rtis went astray into y/.i8,3-4, viz. “fracarati/

antara.arSam nmanahya/srirahya x^^^J'^krtahya,” and “eva.paSam

nida^ati—antara.arSam nmanahya” etc., which are obviously modeled

on 17,60 and 17,6: vahvi srira pa§a nida^ati. Wolff-Bartholomae trans-

late: “einen Fuss,” Lommel “den einen Fuss setzt Rtis nieder im innern

etc.” Hcrtel remarks, “the other foot,” of which nothing more is said,

“is in the heaven of light.” The following verses say: “a thousand horses

present themselves, . . . robust offspring; the whole Tistriya star, the

whole wind created by Mazdah, the whole Aryan glory grow ex-

cited. . .
.” Duchesne e:<plained nida^ati as middle-voice, eva.paSam as

57,d one con either eliminate avi (some mss. have ava) as odd and needless beside
ava.hista, or one can read "avi.padam as adverb and hista without ava. padam, in IVi. 887,
“Standort, Hcimstatte,'' is rather “floor," in parallel with “satu, bed"; cf. OP. adam patipadam
akunavam adam.sim natlava avastavam m EeA. §14, with the same conjunction of pada and patu
m figur.ative mcan.ng. cf. Gr. cpipedon “on the soil, floor." Of the Akk. version only “ina
asrisu ultazziz" remains.
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adv. “one-footed.” Wolfgang Schultz, in Orient.Stud.Favry

,

409, con-

nects it as “standing on one foot” with parijasat paritacat “she walked,

ran around,” used when the goddess grants a prayer; he supposes

—

without knowing that this is the exact sense of ni.rvisyani
—

“to turn

the back” as gesture of displeasure, and sees in these expressions an

allusion to the very character of the goddess: Rtis as dancer. But eva.-

arma, eva.gava mean “having but one arm” not “using one only.”

I don’t believe that evapaSam could be saved as the only good word

in this degenerate sentence. It is difficult not to see in evapaSam a cor-

rupt ^avipaSam = £77^6801^, in view of OP. patipadam.

In the second lamentation, the jahlka is in her right place: a slave-

girl in the harem who brings, upa.barati, to her master^' a subdititious

child that is not his. She of course gains by becoming an umm walad.

“subdititious” lies in the verb “upa.bar-.”

15,20-42: “if a bitch anywhere brings forth young ones, the owner

of the place, and in his absence a neighbor, is bound to feed her until

the young ones can take care of themselves. 43: upaca he gatum bara-

yan, and they shall put (or push) underneath her a bedding!” And the

n.abstr. upabrti in Nirang.^y. “in this case the bodily injury can neither

be ‘replaced, substituted’ by fine or by corporal punishment,” viz.

after the wergildtariff.

The third lamentation has been interpreted in various ways, on insuf-

ficient reasons. One can discuss “men who bring home and rape virgins

in ‘Raubehe.’ ” That would aim at this obsolete form of marriage which

was scarcely still existing at the time of the verses. The word sasta in

59,d'^ may belong to V sand-, like Aw. sadaya, OP. 0adaya “to appear

as: this did appear to me.”

Against Hertel, uz.vaSaya cannot have the same meaning as

the simplex “vaSayamna, bridegroom” (\S’ad-, to conduct.

Germ, fiihren, zur Ehe fiihren) and as upa.vaSaya ‘'to make

conduct. Germ, (zur Ehe) fiihren lassen = geben.”

says “entfiihren,” which would be the term for “abduction,

i-In i7o8f. the coJd. have paSe (pafla) fur pa<!a:.c, arehet. *pt\y. Mod. patayc, but
pronounocd, following oral tradition, like OP. *pa9a>e: patfit with 9 generalized from a cas.

obh, as m the case of tu in g.lflus, 'prSus. The MP.XP. forms w,th f) < t, therefore,

are Median.

no case is sasta = sastaro (Hertel), and hardly a nom.pl., adj. to martiya, meaning
“cruel” (Wi. 1573).
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Raubehe”; at the time of these verses it is perhaps weakened to

“Nebenehe.”

Wi>. takes ni.jamaya as verb denom. “puerperam facere” with

the alternative: cans, of ni- V'gam- [on p.502 there is no “gam-]

rejecting for reasons of semantics the combination with RV. x,

10,12 nigacchat. Hertel, iiqf vii,6i maintains this equation:

“ni+gam- ‘niedergehen,’ caus. zum niederlegen veranlassen,

d.i. zu sich legen, nachdem sie lange ungeschwangert geblieben

sind,” both significations under the assumption—decisive for

Hertel—that dryam is an integrant part of the sentence. But

the text had only “kaniyo uzvaSayanti, ayruvo nijamayanti.” In

Fi^.5,45 we find apu^rim nijasat “if she ‘goes down’ in ( = gets

into the condition of) pregnancy.” Verbs of motion with

definitions of condition take, in general, the meaning “to get

into, to be in a condition,” e.g. ¥^.10,95: “Mithra zam.fra0a

awiyati, goes wide-as-the-earth,” i.e. is filling (with his light)

the whole earth. Here, too, ni-jamaya is causative of the same

ni-Jas- “he allows her to remain in the ayruvo condition, does

not consummate the marriage.” dryam is a gloss; thinking of

y.9,22-23:

homo azizanatibis daSati xseta.pu^rim rtava.frazantim

homo tas.cit ya kanino ahvare dryam ayruvo

pa^im raSamca baxsati mosu jaSyamno huxratus

“Homa gives the women in labor (instr. inst. of dat.) magnifi-

cent children, pious offspring. Homa allots to maidens who
were a long time virgin, on their prayer, a husband and a

guardian, a judicious one!” huxratus, as nominative, would

refer to Homa himself; the acc. ‘^huxratum would be easier. Cf.

y.46,17 dahra mantu “as learned guardian,” misspelled in Yi.

15,39 to dahro danto, see below.

St.6o is introduced by the formula “Thus spoke AhuraMazdah.”
Therefore Bartholomae translates “Hier ergeh dich im Innern meines
[i.e. of the god!] schdnen, fiir den Herrscher erbauten Hauses!” and
Lommel: “verweile im Innern meines schonen, fiirstlichen Hauses!”

Hertel: “Da sagte der Herrscher Mazdah . . . begieb dich hier mit
mir zusammen hinein in das glanzende, von der Herrschaft gebaute
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Haus, d.h. das Haus des Fiirsten oder Kdnigs.” The introductory for-

mula, worn out in the Awesta to the breaking point, is nowhere an

integrant part of the stanzas. AhuraMazdah is in no way connected

with the “Lament of RtiL” That she is called “damidata” may be an

old feature, overlooked by the redactors and not changed into “maz-

dadata.” It should not be necessary to say that the house is neither

AhuraMazdah’s nor that of any prince, but that of the man who sings

the song. Vcar-, rreXo/xai, never signifies “to walk about,” but always

the zealous activity of an “ancilla, d/Li^iTroXo?,” OP. abicariL That is

why Rtis has the epithet agrmatl—^Darius Beh. §8 agrma as word for

the men who hamtaxsanta toiled with him—and hacate “follows, be-

longs to men in sar, marriage.” The stanza says: “Don’t go away, come

into my harem, where none of the things you lament about ever hap-

pen!”

In y?.i8,3 the goddess goes and comes in the harem of the pretty

house, fracarati antara.arSam nmanahya srirahya. Long before, in a

letter of franchise granted by Nebuchadnezzar I (1146-1123 b.c.) to

RittiMarduk of Bit Karziapku, the Cossaean goddess Sumalia is called

(col.11,47) : “the lady of the bright mountains, she who visits the houses,

kabisat quppati” (see under ‘Architecture’).

antara.arSam > ‘andaral is the andarun, the harem. An Ira-

nian house has berun, i.e. serai, dar al-‘amma, and andarun, or

sapistan, harem, dar al-khassa. But already in the Hajjiabad

inscription the Pars, equivalent for Pahl. ‘l lbr’ str’ is byrvny;

hence, Andreas’ etymology “be + ron, Aussenseite” is right

against an older one advanced by Noldeke. The adjectives of

direction formed with -ron or with -vana are numerous and

lead both in later language to -on, -un. Thus, the antonym to

beron, 'andaral seems to be assimilated to them, by way of -ul;

an 'andar.ron is improbable.

From antara comes Soghd. ’ntr’yk, ’ntryk; in Kaba Pahl.l.27

dryknrrr,Pars.l.33 [’]ndlyk’nsrd’r,Gr.TOY Efil TON APirANnN

the grand-eunuch. In the opening sentence of the Aydt\.

Buzurgmihr it is darikpat e sapistan, in Sahr.Er. s.v. K5mis and

NahrTire mutilated [darikjpat e sapistan; darikpat :andarikpat
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as darrandar, damn :andarun, dar^var landar^var.^ Theophy-

lakt 111,18,12 says
“
8apiK^e§ovfi (with Lat. ending) is the

highest office at the Persian court, what the Romans call

curopalates.” Menander says TrapevvacrTrjp instead, i.e. cubicu-

larius of the Caesars—ewofixo? has the same meaning in Greek

—and comes near to Arab, hadjib, properly “who keeps off the

entry,” chamberlain of the caliphs.

If the house with its harem is called xsa^rakrta, this can mean only

“built for the xsa^ram (neutr.)”^'’ which takes place in the andarun,

as the ydp.0L of Matthau in the irupcjiatv: “made for receiving guests,

a banquet.” For such a in the antara.arSam of Persepolis

Darius ordered, like a hero of the epics, a hundred lambs to be slaugh-

tered, in celebration of the birth of his first grandchild, Artystone II.

Under the root x^^^n-, x^aya- one must also class the inf. xsanmane

in Y.29,9:

ya anesam xsanmane radam

vacam nrs asurahya ’'yo *ma vasmi esa.xsa^riyam

Bartholomae: “sich gedulden”; Benveniste: “moi, me contenter .i*”;

Andreas, seemingly because of the acc. obj.: “Weh, dass ich hinnehmen

muss.” Grdr. §§68, 296,1 connects xsanmane, from Ar. *ksan-, with OI.

ksamati. xsan- = ^€Pos is simpler, and the Pahl. transl. confirms it:

asadmanisnih “life without peace” of the xenos.’“ The exact meaning

of the verb depends on how one understands the construction: radam,

as in Y.9,23 (above) is a person, in the acc. of direction—cf. Y.43,12

rtam jaso fraxsnane (below)—hence “to repair to R. for hospitium” or

“take asylum with . .
.” NP. bast giriftan.

There were temples with absolute right of asylum in various coun-

^
^ Hub.schinann, Pers.Stud. 60; the word not clcn\ctj from “dar, door, Porte.” A similar

formation is Arm. nerkhmi, Mcillet, Rt.\.Et-Armcn. ii.i, p.5.

Not “for the king.” The old name of AlunKttprii, S>r. sahrqard, .A.rab. the same or

Hrqard, saqird, is n<tt OP. krta, as one reads occasionalK. The Chron. of Arbela

mentions SahraC, kim; {satrap; ot Adiabene, i.e. Skr. ksaharata > khakharata, gen-

tilic of the “Western Ksatrapas,” house of Xahapana: the p'acename, hence, is *sahrat.kirt

(in v.hich t disappears) ‘built b\ Sahrat,” Ptolcmj’s iarpaxapra; important as a proof that

the d\nast\ of Kiikak, Adiabene were Saka.

^'Mnanisnlh, v.itii > instead of a, a short writing, cf kar\an-, mamstan-manisnlh (not me"-)

“life in the kar\an, 3rm>, and m the manistan, house,” Lat. “donii militiaeque,” cf. Altp.

Inschr, 311, s.v. spa^meda>a, where vesak- must be cor.acted in ‘vi>an'manisnih, life in

tents" (not “forests"), after .-Andreas, xgcw 1916, on vi>ana and \i3anmanan, cf. Henning,

Esos. IX, 1937, 89: wy’n m’n.
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tries. Herodotus 11,113, describes how the refugees were stigmatized,

and thereby made property of the god, in the temple of Heracles at the

Canobic Taricheia. Something similar must have existed in pre-Islamic

Iran, for many great sanctuaries, especially the mashhads of the Imams,

and some small ones, are places of asylum to the present day, a thing

unusual in the Arabic countries of Islam.

Hence the translation of Y.29,9 is: “I, to go in clientela with a rada

without means, having only the voice of an impotent nar, ( =xsa^riya),

I, who need a wealthy xsa^riya.^”

With these words Zoroaster describes himself. In the foregoing st.8,

the cow—not with change of person Vahumano^'—laments to have

found only a single protector, Zoroaster, ready to sing its (“our ’)

praise, carkr^ra: that is the “Gatha of the Cow.” In st.9 he is, as exul,

asura, /cupio? over nothing, has neither means nor voice; therefore

(Zoroaster, speaking through the “soul of the ox”): “When will come

he, who will give him zastavant (almost:) ‘palpable’ help.?” namely

money. For isa.xsa^riya and zastavant, see under ‘Hvarnah.’^® The

“voice” means the same as fra.mruyat in Y.46,5 (see below) : the fugitive

or client cannot “speak” himself, but needs a hospes, rada as “advocate”

and guardian.

Gath, fraxsnan, too, belongs to Vxs^^n-; it resembles irpo^eveia. Wb.

attaches it, together with “fraxsni, fraxsnin, providus, careful” to

Xsn^'j cf. Grdr. §86; Andreas, nggw 1931, 111,322, “zu yvCivai .?”, hence

Lommel: “um . . . kennen zu lernen.” Benveniste has proved, lnf.ai/.

59, fraxsnanam in Y.43,14 to be the accusative, fraxsnane in Y.29,11 and

43,12 the dative of the subst. fraxsnan. Only Andreas doubted the ety-

mology; the translation resulting from it, “Unterweisung, instruction,”

has been generally accepted, unfit as it is, enhanced by Nyberg to

“Erkenntnis.”

Y.43,14:

yat na friyai vidamno isva dadit

mabyo mazda tava rafno fraxsnanam

Usual interpretation because of “no . . . sasna, our . . . comrnandment^”; the “no” is

obicctive “for us,” not subjective.

isa.x^a^nya appears only here, and is perhaps simpl) “hospes,” to be separated from

“x^a^nya, warrior.”
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“As a man, recognizing the need,"^® shall give (or: do to) his friend,

thus, o Mazdah, give me [lit.: be to me from Thee] fidelity and hos-

pitality!”

Y.29,11 (see under ‘Maga’):

at mam rta yuzam mazda fraxsnane

mazoi ^magaya patizanta

“honor me [the soul of the ox] with hospitality [an invitation] at the

great marriage-feast \Matth.\ yd/aot] o Mazdah, as Rtam!” Contin.:

“we want to be of your domestics!, i.e. even though we are present as

servants only!”

Nyberg, 452, note to 157: “Nehmt mich gniidig auf zu gun-

sten des grossen maga, damit ich Erkenntnis erlange.” Thus,

the soul of the ox would talk like the Student to Meph-

istopheles: “Ich bitt’ Euch, nehmt Euch meiner an! ... Ich

wiinschte recht gelehrt zu werden, und mochte gern was auf

der Erden und in dem Himmel ist erfassen!”

y.43,12: “And when Thou saidst to me: ‘rtam jaso fraxsnane, thou

shalt repair to Rtam (Right) for asylum!’ Thou didst not order un-

obeyed [= I obeyed at once], ‘uz.iradyai™ para hyat moi ajimat sroso,

hurry, before my Srosa and Rtis arrive!’
”

Lommel-Andreas : “Und als Du mir sagtest: komm, um das

Wahrsein kennen zu lernen! da hast Du mir nichts geheissen

was unbefolgt blieb, (namlich) mich aufzumachen, bevor der

Gehorsam zu mir kommen wird, der begleitet ist von der mit

vielen Reichtiimern versehenen Vergeltung usw.” Should Truth

have been unknown to Zoroaster, and should he have been

obedient before Obedience came to him ?

Whatever the exact role of Srosa and Rtis was—the first is the “ear,”

the police, the second a Nike—the fugitive goes into the asylum inac-

The usual translation “ein wissender” without obicct is empty, and “if he is able to” is

worse. The sense demands “as a man gises who recognizes the need” or “one who sees the
friend in need." Cf. the natural sentence “granting the help which a friend gives to the friend”
in V.g6,3, not restricted by if he is able to. isvan in mav mean *'if one is indigent”
or “if one needs him." Wb. puts it to Vis-; the Pahl.transl. is “xva^ur, beggar.” I put it to

Vis- “to want a thing," in Vr.15,33 with double acc. “to beg for (not “horen wollen,” Wb.)-,

cf. na isamno, i.e. iKir-qs mendiant” in Y.46,6.

-“For “uziradyai, hurry'” see Benveniste Inf.at-. 79.
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cessible to them, takes refuge, bast, with Rtam itself. The great sufi

and traveler ‘Ali al-Harawi writes, as a stranger, gharib, on his tomb

at Aleppo, a° 602 H.

:

o>ii Sj>y>- yi ys

“O Allah, I am Thy guest and Thy proteg^ and am in Thy court

and Thy haram, and Thou art the first to be hospitable to [him who
takes refuge].” That means, he claims as daif Allah all the rights the

Arab hospitium gives."^

In Y.29,9, rada {Wb. “Fiirsorger”) is the patronus, the hospes as

legal agent for the hostis, his advocate. Equally in Y.9,23, the pa^is,

husband of the woman, is her advocate and guardian, rada, cf. Yr.15,39,

where the synonym “mantu, Vormund” is used. Therefore, the neutr.

radah in Y.46,13 is not “Bereitwilligkeit, sich bereitstellen in religidser

Hinsicht, namlich das zu thun, was Mazdah und der Prophet verlangen

iWb^l' but the patrocinium, the granting of hospitium, tending to-

wards “liberalitas,” hospitality, Ved. “radhas, good action, charity.” The

Pahl. translation rad.dahisnih is right: “granting of protection.” Arab,

“karama, to be hospitable” undergoes almost the same changes of

signification.

Y.46,13:

yo spitamam zara^ustram radaha

martesu xsnaus ho na frasrudyai r^wo

“Who among men listens to me, the Spitama Zoroaster, by granting

hospitium, deserves well to be praised in song!”

Thus speaks the “errant minstrel.” Cf. Y.51,12: “noit ta im xsnaus

vehviyo, not listened to him (his supplication) the Vehviya” (under

‘Vehviya’).

Lommel-Andreas: “Wer unter den Menschen den Sp. Z.

durch Bereitwilligkeit (Freigebigkeit) zufrieden stellt, der

Mann ist wiirdig geriihmt zu werden I”

Nyberg, 238: “Vistaspa hat Zarathustra zufrieden gestellt,

daifu 1-harami \va naziluhu appears also in a genealogy which traces the family of the

Ayvubids back to Adam, in the protocol of Ay>ub, Ms. Br.Mus. Rleu, Suppl. 00.557, al-fawa’id

al-dja!i\ya fi I-fara’id al-nasiri) ya, written by a son of malik al-nasir Da'ud b. ‘Isa b. abl

Bakr b. Ayyub.
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darum ist er wert gehort zu werden—der hochsten Einweihung

teilhaftig.” “Satisfying” is elsewhere a rather low predicate at

an examination.

The signification “zufrieden stellen, to satisfy,” which Bar-

tholomae assigns to Vx^nu- in is entirely wrong.

Under a^a, he gives a different translation, not quoted

under Vx^nh-j of Purs.^g: “yo noit naram rtavnam hvahva

a^ahva jasantam xsndsta va xsnavayate va, wer einen auf seinen

Hof ankommenden Fliichtling nicht bewirtet oder bewirten

lasst.” This is a perfectly right result reached the wrong way:

it is not satisfaction of the stomach, but hospitium as “listening

to the supplication of the fugitive.” Cf. cixsnuso under

‘Bandva’ and ‘Vehviya.’

“To receive in hospitium, ^ivov riva vvoSix^crdaL” is expressed in

Y.46,5 by "a "dam drita (see below). The praise in song is the poet’s

thanks. In the following words Zoroaster speaks entirely as beggar:

Mazda ahum dadat, Mazda ge^a fradat! God give you life, God in-

crease your family

!

The original meaning of rada has not entirely disappeared from

Middle Persian, cf. Men.Xr.: “pa rayenitarih e kar u datistan, to be legal

agent in business and in court,” and “patvand rayenitan, to become

related by marriage,” seen in its legal obligations. AhuraMazdah is

the “hame.rayenitar, patron of the world.”

In Y.33,4 the word mantus is used for something much resembling

the legal protection by the hospes, cf. under ‘ArmatiL’ Zoroaster re-

moves by his prayer the “acistam mantum, fact of having the worst

mantus,” from the “gaus vastra, cow-pasture, i.e. peasantry,” cf. “gaus

lyotum, livelihood of the peasantry, the living on cattle breeding.”

To have the worst mantus is the “shadowy side” of life as peasant.

Bartholomae, Wb.282: “Das Rind, geschaffen dem Bauer und Viehziich-

ter zu dienen, hat deshalb keinen Anspruch auf Recht, sondern ist

auf Wohlwollen angewiesen.” And just because, as property of man, it

is slave and without rights, the ox or cow is the symbol of the cultivator

in Zoroaster’s metaphoric idiom.

acista implies a contrast: in “removing by his prayer the evil mantus,”
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Zoroaster designates himself as the “good mantuF’ of the bondsmen.

Therefore, in Y.29,8, “the cow has found Zoroaster as the only one”

who takes its side according to the divine order, and Y.29,9: “but he is

poor and without ‘voice,’ ” himself an exul, and hence cannot appear

and speak as patronus. In Y.28,1, Zoroaster implores help

vahos xratum manaho ya ^snavisa gausca ruvanam

“that I may listen to the will of Vahumano and to the soul of the ox”

(which is cliens), that means, that I may give it patrocinium in accord-

ance with the will of God.

In Y.46,16-17, radah and mantu are combined, cf. under ‘Poetry’:

16: frasa.ukra

hougava tais

ya^ra rta

ya^ra vahos

ya^ra mazda

a^ra tu ardrais idi

yan usvahi usta.stoi

hacate armatis

manaho ista xsa^ram

vardmam seti ahuro

“Haugava Frasaustra, travel, thou, with the most ardent wishes, which

we two cherish, thither where Obedience-to-law follows the Right,

where Wordly-power is owned by Good-will, where AhuraMazdah

abides in abundance!”

Lommel-Andreas : “O Fr. Nachkomme des Hugu, dorthin

gehe mit den Einsichtigen ?, von welchen wir beide wunschen,

dass ihnen das erwiinschte zuteil werde, (dorthin) wo von

Wahrsein gefolgt ist die Fiigsamkeit, wo die begehrten Reiche

[L. reads xsa^ra, pL] des Guten-Denkens sind, wo der Weise

Herr in Freude wohnt.”

“Both we” are Zoroaster and his wife, the Haugavi, daughter of Fra-

saustra. uka stoil, the word translated by “wishes,” is the exclamation

itself: “it be according to wish!,” a “please God, inshallah!,” a strong

expression of hope, see under ‘Fravarani.’

St. 17, text and explanation under ‘Poetry,’ runs: “Whither I shall

sing verses, no bad-verses [= whither my best songs accompany you],

Zamaspa! Always I shall sing the praise of your protection, vahman
radaho, you who know to distinguish da^am and ada^am, dahra

manru, as an erudite [doct] mantus!”

da^am ada^amca are opposed to afsman anafsman in the same
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Stanza, and are best referred to it, hence not “einsichtig und thoricht,”

nor “fromm und unfromm,” but to Vday- “colere” [cf. Tedesco, zii,ii,

47] “educated and uneducated,” as neutr. “what is art and what is not,”

or like Arab.-Pers. “adabi bladabi, urbanitas and inurbanitas, what is

proper and what not.” Referring to the following dahra mantu, this

quality would make 2amaspa specially apt for his diplomatic mission.

The three clauses with “where . .
.” are imprecative, like Zoroaster’s

wishes: “where Right should dwell,” where he hopes to find it. The

place is obviously the highest court of appeal, the great-king himself.

Cyrus is said to have constituted this court—first mentioned under

Cambyses by Herodotus v,25 and 111,31—which consisted of seven irre-

movable ySacrtXTjtoi SiKacrrai To this court the two Haugava go as

Zoroaster’s fra.ista and Trasanhya, as mantu, an instr. of quality:

because they are dahra mantu, to achieve the rescission of his verdict.

dahra is “doctus,”'" mantu the legal agent, the patron of the client

(Zoroaster and the peasantry), or the hospes of the fugitive
(2amaspa

and Zoroaster), hence the guardian, OGerm. foramunt."® With this the

word must be etymologically connected, and therewith with Lat.

manus. Zoroaster calls 2amaspa dahra mantu because of his linguistic

and juridical knowledge.

In Yai 5,39, a prayer of unmarried maidens to Vayu, the same word

is disfigured:

yat nmanapatim vindama that we may find a husband

yavano sraista.krpa a young, very-handsome one

yo no hubrtam barat who treats us well

yavata java zivava as long as we both live,

frazantlmca no vrzyat and begets for us children,

dahro danto hizu.uxSo as a learned guardian, an

eloquent one.

hizu.uxSo makes sense only if it defines the husband as guardian who
must “talk” for his wife, as hu^ratu defines rada in Y.9,23. The poet

aims at Y.46,17: the nmanapatis is the guardian, pa^is and rada of the

wife, and one must read, as in 46,17, “dahra mantu.”

In the monolith inscription of SamsiAdad V, 825-810, third cam-

-- Cf. ‘'hizvo danhaha, linguistic scholarship, philology” in -Vy. i,i6 and yAi3,i8; later

dast^ar, dastur <| *danstvabara, from “danstva, dogma.”

Germ, “munt,” in family law, is the authority o\er the women.
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paign, a Munsuartu of Arazias appears, a name, the first element of

which seems to be *man^va-; the place is Aw. rzisa, Listar in Luristan.

In the Sasanian period, the mantu has developed into an official:

“yatakgow, advocate,” cf. the n.pr. Spandarmat-yatakgow, “having

Armatis as advocate” on a silver dish ami iv, 1932, 159, and Sasanian

bullae from Old Shiraz with “artaxsatr-xvarrah datware drigosane

yatakgowe, judge, advocate of the poor, of Arda&-Xurrah” ;
one in my

collection: “nvt’ltxstlkn dlvFn y’tkgvy d’tvbly, advocate of the poor,

judge of NoSardasirakan.” Also Gr.Bdh.1^0: “yatakgowih e drigosan,

office of the advocate of the poor,” in Bartholomae, Mir.Mundrt.11,12.

Thus we have traced in the Awesta a number of terms that belong to

the IE. institution of hospitium, and have analogies in Gr. proxeneia

and in Germanic law. In Old Roman law, clientes and hospitium gov-

ern the legal position of all who are not members of the body politic.

Foreigners, whether envoys, merchants, exiles or other fugitives, are all

hostes—etymologically = guest—and their sojourn in the country is

made possible only by hospitium. They must have a “civis, Ir. hozantus”

member of the tribe, as hospes, who looks after their business and legal

interests in the community, “kffi u datistan,” and “speaks out for them,”

Y.46,5: fra hvetave mruyat, because as hostes they have no “voice”

themselves, Y.29,9: vacam nrs asurahya.

The Roman hospitium is complemented by the notions “amicitiae

and societates,” relating to the law of nations, to which Iranian words

like rva^a, mi^ra (plur.) and haxman correspond. The right of protec-

tion which the indigenous clients, Ir. aryaman, receive from their pro-

tector, Ir. rada, is the clientela, the hospitium given by the hospes to

foreigners. The functions are analogous, only different in their subjects.

At a later period, the notions of patrocinium (Ir. radah) and hospitium

(Ir. Vx^an-) coalesce. The scanty Iranian material does not allow the

making of distinctions as exact as that.

rva^a"^ corresponds to Rom. amicus. The “rva^a, friendship, group of

friends,” often invoked in the Ordeal-Yasht 12 (see under ‘Last Judg-

ment’), are “cojurors, compurgators,” which are called up, in many

countries, in order to demonstrate the power of the partisans, the

X>berg: “in der Mithra-Gemeinde gleich Ordalgcnosse, in der Gatha-Gemeinde aber

Mysteriengenosse.”
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“friendship.” The word belongs to V'var- “to choose,” original sense

“love.” The signification “friend” is outstanding in its negation, Yt.

14.38:

vispe trsantu a.rva^a vispe trsantu dusmanyus

“all non-rva^a shall tremble, all enemies shall tremble!” dusmanyus is

“Sucr/aer-T]?, NP. dusman, enemy”; the negation a.rva0a is a full

synonym; without negation it is eu/acvrj?, friend, NP. dost. That is also

valid for OP. rva^a and arvastam. rva^a is amicus or socius as legal

term when associated with hospitium and clientela. Wherever com-

panions are called rva^a, it is so because rva^a means “friend”; the

words do not lose their universal human signification when used as

legal terms.

These researches throw new light on the gatha 46, of high importance

for the life of Zoroaster.

Y.46,1:

kam namoi zam

pari hvetos

noit ma ;\;snaus

neda dahyaus

ka^a ^wa

ku^ra namoi ayani

aryamnasca dadati

"yo Nrzanah[art]a

yoi sastaro drugvanto

mazda xsnosai ahura

“To which country, to prostrate
[
= hide] myself, where to prostrate

myself shall I go : They have cast me out from civitas and societas. The

consul civitatis does not listen to me, nor do the drug-ish commanders

of the province. How can I [then] listen to Thee, AhuraMazdah ?”

Lommel-Andreas: “In welches Land soil ich mich wenden?

wohin soil ich mich wenden, soil ich gehen.? Man trennt mich

von Hausgenossen und Stammesfreund. Der Geschlechtsvcr-

band (
= die Sippengemeinde), mit welchen . . . ,

ist mir nicht

giinstig, und nicht die, welche des Landes liignerische Gebieter

sind. Wie kann ich Dich, o Weiser, giinstig stimmen, o Herr.”’

Note: “pari-da etwas wie ‘ausschliessen,’ die Bedeutung ‘tren-

nen’ steht nicht fest.” Lommel believes that the sentences ex-

press “ein zeitweiliges Zerwiirfnis mit den Sippengenossen.”

Nyberg: “Mir zu Gefallen ist nicht das varazana, dem ich fol-

gen will(.^), auch nicht die der Drug zugehdrigen Fiirsten des
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Landes. Wie soil ich Dir zu Gefallen sein, o And 233:

“Aus dem verzweifelten Klang merkt man sogleich, dass die

Verhaltnisse im Stamm sich zur Unlialtbarkeit zugespitzt

haben. Alle Stande vereinigen sich gegen ihn, und die Fiirsten

des Landes sind ihm nicht gewogen. Offenbar hat der neue

Knit im Stamme sehr bedeutend an Boden gewonnen, Flucht

war das einzige was dem Propheten iibrig blieb.” But what he

then does, he could comfortably have done at home: “seine

einzige Hoffnung auf AhuraMazdah setzend,” the prophet

begins his mission in his new, Mithra-worshipping parish

(263): “indem er einfach [simply] an die Mithra-Religion

ankniipft . . . keine Rede von Kampf . . . hochstens wird in-

direkt vor gewissen Seiten derselben gewarnt. Zarathustra

betritt den Weg der Religionspoliti\!’ This is awfully simple

and simply awful.

Both translations sound as if the god showed his displeasure,

disfavor by allowing those people to be disagreeable, ill-disposed

towards the prophet.

namoi: Darmesteter accepted the variant namo “en priere” of K5.

Wb.: “fliehen, eigentl. sich biicken.” Andreas-Lommel : “entweder l.sg.

subj.med. oder infinitiv.” Benveniste, 56f.: “inf., ou dat. d’un nom-

racine nam.” The root, to which “namah, proskynesis” belongs has

nowhere the signification “to flee,” not even with the prev. fra-, but

“to lie prostrate, lie low.” y/.i9,34 says the same with other words:

“Yama, expulsed from paradise, dausmanahyaica ho strto nidarat,

hides prostrate in despair.” The meaning is neither “flight,” nor “turn-

ing in a different direction,” but the attitude of prostration, like that of

a hiding animal, pari-da means solemnly “to consecrate, make ‘sacer’ to

the gods”; with the abl. “away from hvetu and aryaman” it means “to

cast out from” as a sacrilegus. The Pahl. transl. be dat, expl. be kirt,

“severed from, outcast” is right. Vx^nu- does not signify “to favor”

or “to please,” but, as in OP., “to hear, to obey,” cf. AltpJnschr. s.v.

For *vrzana.hartar, see under ‘Social Structure.’

For the historical interpretation see under ‘Bandva.’ Zoroaster, to

whose defense at the “interrogation, x^nut, hearing” no member of the

court had listened, xsnavis, was outcast by the verdict from hvetu and
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aryaman of his home town, Ragm On his hidjra, he drives (Y.51,2)

through the country of the Vehviyo—^who sends him off—to Vikaspa,

who receives him. The train of thought of gatha 46,3 is; In st.2 Zoro-

aster complains about his poverty, as proscriptus. In 3, he hopes for the

“dawn of day” and believes in his victory. St.4—see under ‘Bandva’:

“Who deprives the drugvant [whose doing this exile is] of his rule

and life, prepares as leader the path of the good Cistis.” Then st.5, soon

to be discussed.

Further, st.6: “Who refuses the refugee that implores, isamno,"^ is a

drugy'ant.” St.7: “Who shall be given as protector, patronus, to my
unworthy self.?” St.8; “Thou, AhuraMazdah, art the only ahura, lord

justiciary.” St.io: “Who is doing good to me, shall go to heaven!” In

st.i2 he expects to win over the Friyana. St.13, see above: “Who listens

to, receives Zoroaster, merits to be praised!” St.14: see under ‘YTahi!’;

Vikaspa has become Zoroaster’s patronus. In the following verses the

Haugava brothers travel to the court to obtain the rescission of the

verdict and the “frasastis, proclamation” for the vrzana. Between these

stanzas stands 5:

yo va xsayans

rvatois va

rasna jivans

viciro bans

uzu^yoi im

’a Mam drita ayantam

hozantus mi^roibyo va

yo rtava drugvantam

tat fra hvetave mruyat

mazda x^unyat ahura

The text has ,ad4s dritT, which Nyberg, 462, note to 234, emended

in "^adandrita, redupl. aor. of VMar-, comparing OI. adriyate “to treat

with respectful attention.” Tedesco reads ’^a Mam drita, written with

ligature of the prep, a (IT^.303, with nM and 10), as in ,ad4m‘, i.e.

M *dam (nipahe) in Y.49,10; similarly in 48,7 and more often, urvatois,

(gen.)-abl. of rvati, in Gathic a hapax, is the same as Aw. rvati which

Wb. translates by “foedus, fides.” It is coupled by va—va with mi^roibyo

-5 Andreas, with Lommel: “isamno, medial; Bartholomae nimmt lediglich fiir diese Stelle

passive Bedeutung an.” Lommel: “Abcr wer mcht mit dicscm Wunsche (namlich aufgenom-
mcn zu werdenj zu diescm (dem einflussreichcn Rcchtglaubigen) kommt, der mope zu den
Gcschbpfen der Luge zuruckkehren!" Explanation: “Die Aufnahme eines Bekehrten soil

—

scheint s in den Reehtsformcn dcr Aufnahme eines Schutzgenos'.en volizogen werden.” Xhe
verses have neither orthodoxs, nor conversion, nor religion in mind, but solely the granting
of hospitium. For isamno cf. prsamna in I id, 3>^9i “baSa iSa histate anyahya dvare srayano
hvarantls prsamnesuca, verily, hereafter, you shall wait squatting at an other one’s door among
those who beg for foodl”, just like .Vrab. “sa'il, beggar” to ‘‘sa’ala, to ask.”
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(dat.) abl.pl., the “social bonds, societates,” on which society rests (see

under ‘Mithra’). The two ablatives follow the verb and frame hozan-

tus, hence mean: “Who . . . receives, because as member of the tribe he

is bound to do so by amicitiae and societates.” rasna jivans renders a

similar thought: one who lives according to the mores that bind him

to give protection. Cf. (under ‘Kavi’) y.49,1: “he who, being my
bandva, yet listened to the verdict! thereby failing in his duty”; and

Y.51,12: The Vehviya, being a kavi, yet refused hospitium, though

peership obliged him to give it. All expressions are argumentative, not

descriptive. The translation is:

“He who, be he satrap, receives the stranger (lit. him who arrives)

according to the fides or, be he a member of the tribe, according to the

societates, who lives as the moral obligations require, and who, (him-

self) an rtavan, knows to distinguish a drugvant—that one shall, then,

speak for him to his peers and protect him from sanguinary deeds, 0

AhuraMazdah!”

Lommel-Andreas : “Oder wenn einer, der die Macht (das

Vermdgen dazu) hat, einen, der zu ihm kommt, aufnimmt,

und bei sich behalt auf Grund von Vertragen und Freund-

schaftsbiindnissen, ein Mann aus edlem Stamme, der nach dem
Recht lebt, wenn er ein Wahrhaftiger, der andre aber ein Liig-

ner ist, und wenn er die Entscheidung dariiber hat—so soli er es

seinen Hausgenossen sagen, um ihm, o Weiser, gegen Gewalt-

thaten zu helfen, o Herr!” Note: “ad^s drita ayantam, Andreas:

wenn er aufnehmend einen zu (ihm) kommenden (bei sich)

behielte.” In this way, the noble man, in power, makes a treaty

of friendship with the liar, has the decision, but is obliged to

make the presence of the fugitive known, in order to protect

him against violence, which only strict secrecy could achieve.

Bartholomae construed yo rtava drugvantam in parallel with

yo xsayans ayantam, both governed by the verb as which he

understood ,adqns drlta‘. In this way, the xsayans hozantus

becomes the rtavan, and the ayans, Zoroaster, becomes the drug-

vant. Even though—with Bartholomae’s interpretation of adans

drita—it would not be Zoroaster, but somebody unknown, this

is impossible: “Wenn ein Kundiger einen festzuhalten vermag.
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nachdem er ihn dazu gebracht hat, von seinem Geliibde und

seinen Bindungen weg (zu ihm) iiberzugehen” would be the

conversion of a drugvant achieved by suborning to perjury and

breach of faith, and the following stanza says: “For he is him-

self a drugvant, who favors a drugvant.” Hence, one shall not

convert a drugvant, nor—as it ought to be translated
—

“give

asylum” to one. 10,5-6: “Do not turn aside into a road

of the heathens, do not enter a town of the Samaritans.”

Bartholomae’s construction isolates the words viciro hans,

which do not signify “die Entscheidung treffend,” nor “wenn

er dessen sicher ist”: vi.ci- means to distinguish, hiayvavai

of the judge or of the critic, for instance in the same gatha,

st.15: “yat da^an vicaya^a ada^ansca,” and 17: “yo vicindt

da^amca ada^amca.” If the antonyms rtavan and drugvant

precede a viciro, they can only be the object of distinction. The

complex expression viciro hans “being distinguisher” has, like

the part. *vicinvans or like the noun-of-agent, the verbal power

to govern the acc. obj. drugvantam, cf. OP. Oramazda.te janta

biya! Hence “who is distinguishing, (being himself) an rtavan,

a drugvant (acc.),” that is, who recognizes that not the con-

victed fugitive, but the judge who convicted, is the true drug-

vant.'®

All translators construct in such a way that the first va connects the

stanza with the preceding one: “on the path ... he leads, who . . .

kills, or who. . .
.” The contents of the stanzas are not closely enough

related to permit that. Rather, yo va xsayans belongs together with

hozantus, as if it was va xsayans va hozantus, and the second va is

only omitted, because this pair intersects the other rvatois va—mi^roi-

byo va. The same construction is found in Beh, §14: adam niya0''arayam'‘

karahya abicaris ge^amca manyamca vi^bisca, tyadis . . . ,
with inver-

sion: the gen.-abl. sg. karahya is opposed to the instr.dat.pl. vi^bisca.

karahya has no -ca, because this pair overlaps the other, ge^amca

manyamca: “I placed again under the kara their abicaris, and their

This power of distinction is expressed by Arab. firQq "who knows to distinguish between
truth and falsehood," surname of the caliph ‘Umar, e.g. inscr. of Shaikh Djama!, Aleppo, a«
85.1 H.

in T id. once nisr5ra\a, resembles xXaw and /cX'jjpou^etp; “I gave them
back their heritage.”
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ge^a and manya under the \'\6,
of which Gomata . . . had deprived

them.”

Before it says: “who kills the drugvant, prepares the path of cistis

(religion)”; after: “who receives the fugitive.” The same granting of

protection is expressed, in 13, by “who listens, x^naus < xsnavis, to

Zoroaster.” The one who arrives, ayant, is Zoroaster, who asks in st.i

:

“ku^ra ayani, where shall I go.?”, the “poor” of st.2; the “imploring”

of st.6
; “my humble self” of st.7. The one who receives is the same who

fulfils in st.3 the hope for the “dawn,” gives protection in 7, shall go to

heaven in 10, and who is Zoroaster’s “friend for (at) the maga, and

wants to be praised by him in song: He, kavi Vistaspa,ya-ahi!”

Vikaspa is the x^ayant of the dahyu to which Zoroaster fled. Of
course, xsayant, with a following verb, can mean “having the power to

exercise” the activity of that verb. This would even make sense: power-

ful enough to receive Zoroaster, without being afraid of the lord jus-

ticiary who validated the verdict. But the explanation would impair

the necessary parallelity of va xsayans and va hozantus, which de-

mands “satrap and civis.” Vistaspa is the xs^Y^i^h *^he

province, and the Haugava are its cives. As hospites they must “speak”

fra mruyat, for Zoroaster, who, as a fugitive, has no “voice,” before their

peers, hvetu, to protect him against attentates, xrunyat. Zoroaster is

outlawed—pari dadati
—

“vogelfrei,” and threatened by murder.

The juridical terms which Zoroaster uses in this situation, razan,

rvati, mi^ra, also rtavan, are the legal notions of bygone days upon
which the pre-Zoroastrian society was built, descending from the ius

talionis, the blood revenge, drugvant is the only Zoroastrian term in this

gatha, replacing older mi^radruxs. The god of social order was Mithra,

therefore we shall meet these terms again in the Mithra yasht, from
which their full understanding can be abstracted.

Zoroaster looks for asylum and finds it with Vistaspa, in Parthava.

In the following verses the two Haugava set out on their journey to the

residence of the great-king, to obtain the revocation of his proscription.



IX. HOUSE HAUGAVA

In Y.51,16 Zoroaster says that kavi Vistaspa has received him as fugi-

tive, in 17 that Frasaustra, in 18 that Zamaspa are his friends. These

two are the Haugava, the former the father of Zoroaster’s wife, Hau-

gavi. The name is written hvogva in the gathas, hvova in Y/.i3,ii8, a

patron.adj. with vrddhi of hugu, hence haugava, fern, haugavl.

Members of this family, enumerated in the memorial list, are:

Zamaspa, a son Hanharvah, a grandson Varsna, and a Zamaspa apara-

zata “junior,” another grandson or a great-grandson. Frasaustra, with

two sons, Husyo^na and Hvadena, and the daughter Haugavi. Another

member is probably Avara.ustris with a son Vahunamah and a grand-

son Gevanil In jrgm.Darmst.j, varsnahe 0wam '’hanharusois jamas-

panahe pu^rahe pu^ram, it is not an anonymous son (Wb.i^Sg) of

Varsna, but himself who is invoked against an unknown evil called

varsna: “of V. (gen.), thee (acc.), HanharuF (gen.), the Jamaspian

son’s (gen.), son (acc.),” construed like the genealogy of Artaxerxes II

in his Susa inscriptions, hanharus.ois, as there darayavauLahya, with

false gen. termination attached to the nominative.

The question in the “Gatha of the Cow,” Y.29,9: “When will come

he who will give him [Zoroaster] zastavat avo, practical help ?” aims

at Zamaspa and Frasaustra, important for the chronological sequence

of the gathas.

The Haugava were hvetu and very wealthy, Yl.5,g8 : “for riches asked

the Haugava.” In Y.51,18, Zoroaster himself calls Zamaspa “istois

hvarna, blessed with riches.” The words show that Zamaspa, not Fra-

saustra, was the chief of the house as the elder brother. In Y.49,7 Zoro-

aster asks “which hvetu will obtain the frasasti.?” and expects it (st.

8 and 9) from Frasaustra as fra.ika and Zamaspa as fsanghyo. In

Y.46, 16-17, after Zoroaster’s marriage to the Haugavi, the two brothers

set out on their journey to obtain the frasasti. In Y.53, the “Wedding

Gatha,” Zamaspa and Frasaustra are fathers and grandfathers of the

young couples.

The name of the elder Haugava is written in Gath, dajamaspa, in

Aw. jamaspa. The same spelling is used once more in Gath, dajit.arata.
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Aw. jit.asa, in a gloss da)- is no syllable with a vowel, but one

phoneme.

In Paikuli the spelling is Pahl. z’m[sp], Pars. d’m[’]sp.^ In the Pars,

version of the Ka‘ba inscr. the family name is spelled d’mspvhrykn.

Therefore BPars. (e.g. Zarern., Art.Vtr.Ndm.) d’m’sp—though d = y

and exceptionally = z—is better read “damasp.” The brother of Kavat I,

on his coins, writes z’m[sp or -’sp].—^The Greek forms are Zamaspes,

Zamasphes, e.g. in a versified inscription from Susa, time of Phraates

III or IV. But Ctesias, who spoke Old Persian, calls the wife of Arta-

xerxes I, mother of Xerxes II, Damaspia; and Cosmas of Jerusalem

(a.d. 743) has ZdfjLr)<s besides Aafioiry}^, both misspellings of '"Za/rao-TrT)?

and "Aa/rao-TTT)?, alleged sons or diadochs of Zoroaster, from a com-

mentary to a poem of Gregor Nazianzen, about a.d. 360; the source

must have been the XpTjo-et? ^TcrTaairov, also known to Ammian Marc,

at the same date, Greek paraphrase of an Ir. ‘Zamaspnamak.^

There were two dialectic forms, with z and d, opposed like Aw.

zamatar, NP. damad, 01 . jamatar. The Gr. z, and so Syr. zamasp,

express clearly this opposition, but are neutral for the problem raised by

Arm. jamasp and Shahn. jamasp, since their z represents Ir. z, z and ).

Inscriptional Pars, z is only z; inscr. Pahl. z is z and z.

dajit.arata is to be classed under the type of compounds

Duchesne §§206 and 207: part.perf. in -ta plus rta; '"dojita.rta.

The vowel o, introduced by Aw. script only in the middle of the

4th century a.d. and revealing that Aturpat did no longer under-

stand what the Arsacid double notation meant, must be

eliminated: "djita.rta. djita is part.pref. of \^*)ya-, attested in

Gathic by n.abstr. fra.jyati, IPA “Verderben,” Andreas “Be-

driickung,” in fact “the decreasing, impairing of. . .
.” Thus

the root has two different notations in Gathic, dop- and Jy-, and

the problem is for the greater part a graphic one. The Awestic

notation is likewise double.

First:
J in *)ya-, only in jinati, Frhg.Ev.i^, “minuit, debilitat”

= 01. “jinati, he ages”; in a.Jyamna and a.fra.)yamna, part.pres.-

med. with a priv., “not-decreasing.” The simpl. jyamna appears

^ Rawlinson’s reading d'm- was right (against my z’m- in Paikuli). For the problems o£

rendering the palatals in MP. scripts see ami vii,

“ See under ‘Spitama,’ n.9.
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in Beh. §30, in the date formula “^auravaharahya mahya

Jyamnam pari, Akk. on the 30th of Aiiaru,” hence “when the

^oravara moon had decreased.” Just as early Parsik borrowed its

ideogr. byrh (with prep, hi- “in the month”) for “m^, month”

from the Aram, date formula used since the Achaemenian

period, or as late Parsik borrowed “bar mah” (with Med. bar <
upari) from the Pahlavik formula, thus OP. borrowed its date

formula with Jyamnam from the language of Median chancery.

Inscriptional Jyamna is not OP., but Median, like Aw. Jyamna.

The rendering of OP. syata by El. sa.t.ta, Xerx.Pers.daiv., in

478 B.C., and of ‘purusyatis by Gr. parysatis, show that since 500

B.c. the y of sy was lost, probably without influencing the pro-

nunciation of s. As to Jy: Aw. hujyati, Gr. hygieia, and vispa.-

hujyati, against 5e/i.§35 vispauzatis, El. wi.s.p.o.ca.ti.s, name of

a town in Parthava, in 520 b.c., foursyllabic as in Yi:.5,i3o:

Tarnahvantam ''vispojyatim (see under ‘Hospitium’), show that

already in 520 b.c. Jy was pronounced z, or even z. When OP.

Jyamnam was borrowed from Median chancery, the pronuncia-

tion was not what the signs indicate. Cuneif.
J‘

i y®- must imitate

a Median spelling in script; Gath, daj- renders the Aramaic

symbols of the archetype, ist century a.d., for a sound trans-

mitted only by word of mouth.

The second Aw. spelling is V**zya-, pres, zinat in Y.11,5,

with double acc.; part.perf. act. zizyusa, without object, and

comp, with fra- (as also fra.Jya-) in pass, frazyanta/e. To it

belongs the pre-Zoroastrian term mi^ra.zya, syn. of mi^ra.-

dru^s and mi^ra.gan. ITA1770 gives Vzya- the signification

“jem. um etw. benachteiligen.” zinat corresponds (as does

Jinati) to OI. jinati. V zya- and VJya- are the same word in two

modes of spelling. The pronunciation of zy- must have been z

since the end of the 6th century b.c.

In OP. Vdya- corresponds; pres, dina, part.perf. dita = Gath.

dojita-, Aw. Jit(a), equally construed with double accusative. In

Beh. §§12,13: “Gomata adina, deminuit, impaired, deprived

Cambyses of the xsa^ram”; “nobody else dared xsa^ram ditam

caxriya, to make him deprived, deminutum of the xsa^ram”;

“I, Darius, adinam, deminui, deprived him of the xsa^ram.”
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Finally Beh.^i^: “abicaris tyadis gomata adina, the vassals . . .

of whom Gomata deminuit, had deprived them.” The djita.rto

prta.tanuvo of the Gatha is Gomata, whom Darius makes dita

of his rulership and life. For the style cf. Y.46,4:

“yas.tam xsa^rat . . . moi^at jyatos va, who deprives (moi^at

to Vmi^-, Lat. mutare) him of xsa^ram and life,” and y.53,9:

“ku rtava ahuro yo is jyatos hami^yat, where is the ahura to

deprive them of life and liberty

The phonetic equation OI. jinati, Aw. zinat, OP. dina, and

the relation of Gath, dajamaspa. Aw. jamaspa, OP. damaspia

to OI. jamatar. Aw. zamatar, NP. damad, rule out an initial

palatal in inscr. jyamnam as well as in Gath, dajita.rta, daja-

maspa. Aw. jamaspa, jyamna. Not even the survival of Aw.

jamaspa in Arm. jamasp (as late as Sebeos), Shahn. jamasp, can

prove it. Inscr. j’ i y”* m* n® transliterates the Median spelling

of a word which even at that antiquity was not pronounced jy-.

Gath, daj- represents the Arsacid notation, either *ds or ‘dz,

preferably *dz. Aw. |y is a simplified notation of this Gath.

d3|-<*dz, as is e.g. Aw. bit(i)ya to Gath. da‘ bP, OP. d“vi‘’.

The Aw. spelling
j

is enough to have caused the name to be

pronounced jamaspa since the 4th century a.d., against ety-

mology. I choose the transcription zamaspa and zitarta merely

to indicate the problematic character: written dj or ), yet corre-

ponding to OP. d, hence in essence a z (dialectically z ?), not a ]

(dialectically z?).

Markwart saw in such double notations “phonetische Glos-

sen,” as if the words were written in two dialects at the same

time. Assuming *dz as Ars. notation of Gath, daj-, this would

mean: “written d-, spoken z-,” and would cover also the case

dab-: “Pers. d, Med. b.” But a modification is obviously neces-

sary: ds, ts etc. is pahlavik style, attested 70 years before the

Awesta was first written in Aramaic script; and daj- must be

traced back to that first writing. But a “phonetic gloss”‘“ could

only gloss the pronunciation of something written before, hence

the theory implies some written Awesta before that first com-

Late Assyrian and NeoBabylonian scribes use “phonetic glosses” with rare ideograms,

method therefore can appear in Awestic.
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plete writing under Volagases I, as Markwart assumed, for

other, but erroneous reasons.

That the name Zamaspa had an OP. correspondent in Damaspa is

certain. Andreas’ emendation ^Yamaspa cannot be maintained. If the

Arsacid double notations were indeed “phonetic glosses,” there would

not only be two forms, but the OP. form with d would be the primary

form, and the name of the vispatis of the Haugava would be Old Per-

sian. That is probable, even if the premise of this deduction would be

wrong; avara.ustris is also an OP. name. What matters historically is

that the name of the Haugava Zamaspa is closely connected with the

Achaemenid house.

While Zama.aspa and Frasa.ustra were at the court of Vikaspa when

he gave Zoroaster hospitium, there was a Prexaspes i.e. Frasa.aspa, the

cup-bearer, at the court of Cambyses, a Persian. Through him Cam-

byses had given the order, in 525 b.c., to have Smerdis secretly executed

in prison. And when Cambyses, after the appearance of the Pseudo-

Smerdis, asked him whether the order had been effected, he answered:

“If ^astyartes (astva. rta, not Astyages) will appear and the dead will

rise, then you may expect to see Smerdis again!” The words are so

utterly Iranian that no Greek could invent them and that Herodotus

misunderstood his own story, as shown by the somewhat amazed gloss

“the Median” to the name Astyages. The words show that Prexaspes

had heard of Zoroaster’s doctrine of the last judgment and the appear-

ance of the sosyant Astvatrta at the end of the world; the tenor of the

story is evidently: “If it is true, what some people now say that. . .
.”

According to the rules of IE. onomastics, one must regard as brothers

three men, contemporaries, that bear so closely related names as zama.-

aspa, frasa.ustra and frasa.aspa. Darius had a mace-bearer, va8'’abara,

Aspacina = Aspathines, whom he honored exceptionally by having him

depicted at Naqsh i Rustam. Aspathines had a son Prexaspes (II), hence

was certainly a son of Prexaspes I. In the Arsacid and Sasanian periods

all court offices were hereditary; here, the mace-bearer of Darius is the

son of the cup-bearer of Cambyses. The \itdb Baghdad, fol.ior, tells in

204 H. : “The caliph, al-Ma’mun, said to ‘Abbas b. Musayyib b. Zubair,

sahib al-shurta, who suffered from gout: You have grown old, the
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bearing of the lance comes hard to you! ‘Abbas: Here is my son at my
place, it was my office and my father’s, and we are the people of the

lance!”

Against Beh. §68, w’here Darius remembers his six companions,

Herodotus tells a version in which Aspathines is one of the seven.

He must have been close to them to be reckoned as one of them, for

instance as a nephew of the two Haugava. His father Frasaspa was the

man who knew that the Pseudo-Smerdis was an impostor, and through

him his brothers 2amaspa and Frasaustra, and therewith the circle

round Vistaspa, may have had the proof of the fact, all-important to

them, who after the extinction of the elder line were the heirs claiming

the succession. Brzyarkis-BrSya had been one of their circle. Aspathines,

though not one of the seven, belonged to the same group as Darius and

his friends at the court of his father Vistaspa in Tosa. One sees wffio

were the initiated of whom Darius says in Beh. §§12-13: “The kara was

in fear of him, he might kill many who had known Smerdis before;

for that reason he might kill them, that nobody may recognize that I

am not BrSya, Cyrus’ son.” Having a brother who was Cambyses’ cup-

bearer would explain why it was the Haugava who went to the court

to obtain the frasastis for Zoroaster, and would at the same time explain

Prexaspes’ answer to Cambyses.

Zamaspa is a typical man’s name; the gentilic in y/.i3,i04 and frgm.

Darmst. 7, is jamaspana. And, compared with Hutosa, Humaya, Puru-

cista etc., Damaspia is no personal name of a woman, but, like Hau-

gavi, Frani, 0riti, Spitami the fern, of the gentilic ‘damaspiya. It desig-

nates the queen as “nee Damaspi,” of the house of Zamaspa, just as

Haugavl designates the wife of Zoroaster as “of the house of the Hau-

gava” Frasaukra, brother of Zamaspa. This old house—like that of the

Vivana-Vefikan—appears still at the time of Shahpuhr I in Kaba I.31:

“Narsahe e vaspuhr e damaspuhrikan,”® a form of the name which is to

zamaspana as gewpuhr is to Vivana.

Ctesias tells that after the death of Artaxerxes I, in 424 b.c., Xerxes II,

son of Damaspia, succeeded as the entitled heir among the 17 sons.

Other sons were: Sekydianos or Sogdianus (Manetho)—a name recall-

® nrsxy zy brbyt’ zy d’mspvxrykn, whereas the Pahl. vers, has nrvsxv brbyt’ shypvxrkn
and Gr. NAPXAIOY TOY EF BAX IAEON XABOYREAN. Evidently, sahpuhrakan is a

narrower, damaspuhrikan the wider denomination, as, o£ old, Jamaspana and haugava.
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ing Skythianos, the alleged predecessor of Mani and the OP. social

term skau^is—a son of the Babylonian Alogune. Ochos, satrap of

Hyrcania, and Arsites, sons of the Babylonian Kosmartydene. Baga-

paios, son of the Babylonian Andia ( ?), brother of Parysatis, the mother

of Artaxerxes II and the younger Cyrus. Obviously, as Xerxes I, Xerxes

II was heir-apparent because of the higher rank of his mother. After

45 days, he was murdered by Sekydianos; on the same day Damaspia

died. Both were brought es Ilepo-a?, to Persepolis, and buried there,

at Naqsh i Rustam, in the tomh of Artaxerxes I, opposite the Ka‘ba i

Zarduk.

At the time of the memorial list, about 527 b.c., Zamaspa had already

a grandson Varsna and another, or a great-grandson, Zamaspa II.

Zoroaster’s gatha 51, composed—not before 521—for the double wed-

ding of a son and his only daughter from the Haugavi, Purucista,

mentions Zamaspa and Vistaspa as present. They are there because

they give away a son (or grandson) and a daughter (or granddaughter)

in marriage to the two children of Zoroaster (see under ‘Maga’).

Purucista’s bridegroom, not called by name, may well have been a

grandson, or if Zamaspa was born in 591, 22 years older than Zoro-

aster, a great-grandson of his.

In a hopeless attempt at disproving the identity of the historical and
the Awestic Vistaspa, Nyberg says, 357; “.

. . da muss man sich

hochlichst dariiber wundern, dass Darius, der in Beh. §68 seine Heifer

aufzahlt, so ganzlich den trefflichen Frasaustra und Jamaspa vergessen

hat, gar nicht zu reden von dem Propheten selber, aber diese ganze

Konstruhtion ist so unsinnig wie nur etwas sein hann.” I do not believe

that the brothers deserve the trivial, trifling “trefflich,” at any rate they

helped Zoroaster, not Darius. And Zoroaster himself, who had recom-

mended the murder, when discussing §68 with Darius, may have

preferred, as a prophet, not to have this remembrance publicly per-

petuated, for, as Nyberg says, 395: “Was sie in ihrem Innersten dachten,

wissen wir nicht.” Yet it seems that Darius did not at all forget the old
gentleman Zamaspa, whom he had known in Tosa—nor his money.

Since Darius’ first grandchild Artystone (II), a daughter’s daughter,

du^^ is, was born in 506 b.c., his first grandson by a son, Artaxerxes I,

was born after 506. Damaspia, if a daughter of Zamaspa II and Puru-
cista, may have been born about the same time. But since Artaxerxes I
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and Damaspia died only in 424 b.c., Damaspia was rather a grand-

daughter of Zamaspa II, in that case born about 488. Even then, Darius

may have prearranged this marriage of his grandson still at his lifetime.

He may have said to Zamaspa II : “I remember well your ancestor and

namesake, and have been told a granddaughter has been born to you;

I beg you, to leave to me her affairs, because I wish my grandson and

future successor to marry her
!”

Since we “do not know what such great lords thought in their heart,”

it is good at least to read how men of their kind talked at a later

period. Tabari iii,i457f. tells for instance—Nyberg, 310, calls such an

analogy an “Indizienbeweis” : “al-Muntasir left, late in the evening, the

reception hall of his drunk father al-Mutawakkil ‘ala’llah. When
leaving, he took the hand of the majordomo Zurafa (giraffe), saying:

Come with me! Z.: O my lord, the Commander of the Faithful is not

yet risen from the table! M.: Wine has overpowered the Commander

of the Faithful, Bogha [commander of the Guard] and the guests will

leave shortly. I want to beg you to leave to me the affairs of your chil-

dren. Utamish [later vizier] has asked me to marry his son to your

daughter, and your son to his daughter! Z.: We are your slaves, my lord,

order us as you please!” Bunan, the singer, told: “Muntasir said to me:

I just have married the son of Zurafa to the daughter of Utamish, and

the son of Utamish to the daughter of Zurafa! I said: My lord, where

are the ‘nith^’ (money etc., strewn over the guests), the nicest thing

at a wedding? M.: Tomorrow morning, inshallah, the night is almost

past! Shortly after, one hears noise and cries, and Bogha, who had just

killed al-Mutawakkil, enters. Muntasir asked : What means the noise ?

B.: Only good news, O Commander of the Faithful! M.: Woe betide

you, what do you say? B.: Allah reward you amply for [form of an-

nouncing a death] our lord the commander of the faithful [al-Muta-

wakkil]; Allah’s slave [Muntasir as ‘abd-allah wa khalifatuhu] has

prayed, and He has heard his prayer!”

Frasaustra is called fbnghyo in Y.31,10; the acc. is spelled fbnghim
in Y.49,9; at both places the word is one syllable short. Bartholomae

translated “fdrderlich,” and, without giving an etymology of his own,

called Darmesteter’s a “Schaueretymologie,” (IFA1029). Andreas:

“sehend, achtend auf,” censured as “abenteuerlich” by Nyberg, 245^,
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who himself translates “der sich (durch Vohu Manah) binden lasst”

without saying more about this Houdini act. H. W. Bailey, equally

rejected by Nyberg, had considered in bsos \ii,275f., ‘fsahya, syn. of

fsuyant “farmer.” None of these proposals cures the metric deficiency.

¥^.31,9-10 (full text and commentary under ‘ApamNapat’)

:

at hi aya fravarta vastriyam ahyai fsuyantam

ahuram rtavanam vahos ,fbnghim‘ manaho

noit mazda avastriyo dvanscina humrtois baxsta

“Suppose Thou wouldst let the ox have its own way, to leave either the

vastriya or him who is not a vastriya, it would choose between the two

for itself the vastriya.fsuyant, as a good patron, a fs. of Vahumano. The

non-farmer shall have no share whatever in the account [division of

profit]
!”

Zoroaster opposes often a notion and its negation, and where he

uses the a priv., this implies, in contradistinction to the Awestic usage,

always the opposition of good and bad. Y.49,4: “fsuyasu afsuyanto, the

bad ones among the cattle-breeders”; y.46,17: “afsmani noit an.afsmam,

verses, not non-verses,” meaning really good ones. In his didactic style,

lob is the reason: “because he is a fs. of Vahumano, Good-Will,” and

fsanghyo cannot be a syn. of fsuyant, for that would be an explanation

“by virtue of a virtue.”

The second place is clear enough. Y.49 begins with the two stanzas

about the bandva and his tkesa, see under ‘Bandva.’ In st.7 text under

‘Social Structure,’ Zoroaster asks: “which aryaman, which hvetu, will

obtain, through data, the good frasasti for the vrzanam.?” He expects

it from the Haugava. St.8 “give Frasaustra the most welcome wedding

to Rtam . . . ,
for ever we want to be the fra.istaho, envoys!” St.9, text

under ‘Ya-ahi!’:

srotu sasna ,fs3nghyo‘ suve tasto

“He shall proclaim the orders, the fL, destined for my salvation, who
as a duly-speaking one rejects all fellowship with the drugvant, . . .

ya-ahi, triumph, Zama.aspa!”

The drugvant, with whom Zamaspa does not want to deal, is the

bandva of st.i. The activity of the fbnghyo is to proclaim orders, de-

crees. The stanzas about the two brothers are built in strict parallelism:
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fra.ista and fsanghyo are analogous notions, and the verses play upon

the words frasasti, sasna (both to Vsanh-), fra.ista and fsanghya.

In Y.50,1 a similar pair of words is used; cf. 49,12 under ‘Poetry’:

kat moi ruva ise cahya avaho

“How little help has my soul got from any one, whom have I found as

protector, ^ratar, of my herd and myself, (as my) azda zutar, but Thee,

AhuraMazdah, Rtam and Vahumano!”

Bartholomae: “Ob wohl meine Seele bei irgend jemand auf

Hilfe zu rechnen hat.?” Lommel: “Uber was an Hilfe und von

wem verfiigt meine Seele.?”

azda zutar (for zotar < zavitar, to Vzu-, zba-) in parallel with

^ratar must be understood as a poetical expression for the official

“azdakara, herald” of the papyri. Xerxes writes: “patiyazbayam: deva

ma yaSyesa!, I made proclaim: The deva shall not be worshipped!”

patiy.azbayam is a Median term of administration. Aw. V zba-, zbaya-,

Akk. apteqira; pati seems to restrict the notion to “proclaiming a

prohibition.”

All these words are terms of official functions. Aw. fra.ista, is OP.

Trestaka, in Aram, ’frstky’, lxx: ^apecrOaxa'ioi, Ezra 4,9: “R^hum, the

b' ‘el-f ‘em, holder of a farman,^ Simsai, the scribe, and their officers,

the judges and envoys (frestaka), the Tpsry’, tablet-scribes' of the

countries . . . write to Artaxerxes.” To the same group of officials belong

Akk. ^"ip.ra.sa.ka.nu in the business documents of Murasu Sons (u.m.

ii,i, 189,16) and Aram, ’frsky’, lxx: (a)(^apcraxamt in Ezra 5,6 (and

sim. 6,6) : “Copy of the letter which . . . the governor of ‘Abar nahTan

(satrap of Syria) sent to Darius the king.” Cf. Markwart Gath. uh. 4,

on Med. Trasaxvan > frasaxv etc., with the significant quotation from

the Lex. Rhet. Photios on the (crayydSai and) rrapa.ua.yyai which

“may equally well designate the messenger as the mile-stone,” the

parasang.

“^apcraxato5 (public) crier” is the word one needs in Y.49,9 and

which fits in 31,10. fsanghyo which is one syllable short, must be

^“plenipotentiary,” cf. Altp.lnschr. 318; Landsberger, aof x, 1935, i4off., in a text of
Nimurta.TukuI.Assur, translates Ass. tema sakanu by “zu befehlen haben”; but b®‘el t^‘cm is

one who has a written order, a letter patent.
^ ”tif.sar Akk. dubsar; text: trpK’. I remember one t\rpt (^) in the acts of Mar Pethion, G.

Hoffmann, Syr.A^t. which could be equally tfsar.
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emended : psnhy : prsnhy, ^frasanhya.® fra.ika and frasanhya, <^ape-

crdaxcuov and ^apa-axaloi are a common pair: rasul and nabi, or

aTTocTToXoi and 7rpo<^7jTai of the original Christian community in

Jerusalem/ “frasanhyo frasastim frasanhati, the herald proclaims the

frasasti.”

There must have been several kinds of heralds. Governmental edicts,

military orders, court sentences and many other things require publica-

tion, and frasasti, proclamation was the only means, typty, tpty in

Daniel 3,2,12 and in PapStrassb. is 0epati < *
0ahyapati, “maitre

de la proclamation” or chief-herald,"^ and OP. 0ahya is the simplex to

Med. fra.sanhya. The officer is enumerated between judge and police,

and the frasanhya seem to have been the special outcriers of the courts.

In the Muhammedan time the army had spokesmen or commissioners

of their own, the za‘im al-djuyush. Cf. Beh. §60: “yaSi imam handun-

gam . . . karahya 0ahi—in the preceding § it is the imper. ^adi—if you

proclaim this edict to the army,” or in wider sense “the free men”; also

the unknown prototype of Aram, kffioza® in Daniel 3,4.

What the frasanhya proclaims is the frasasti, proclamation. Bartho-

lomae translated “Leumund.” “leu” is OHG. hliu, Gr. jcXefo?, Ir.

sravah, which expresses that notion in Iranian, with its derivatives, e.g.

husravah, dussravah, cf. Tistriya Yr.8,4:

“haca brzyat hausravaham, from the high one (ApamNapat) is his

fame!”, or the curse of Homa, Y.ii^z:

uta buya a.frazantis uta daussrava hacimno

“childless thou shalt be and followed by shame!” Also vahau sravahi in

Y.30,10. Vsanh- “pronuntiare,” never takes this connotation, nor do the

roots vak- and V mru-.

How big a mistake this translation was, becomes manifest by

Nyberg’s elaboration. 243, on Y.49,7: “Wer ist der aryaman, wer

der xvaetu, nach den (gottlichen) Gesetzen, der dem varazana

guten Ruf geben kann?” Comm.: “Wo findet, so meint er,

cf. >7.14,28; hvaxstsm for +huvaxstram, epithet of Vrthragna and n.pr. Kyaxares.
’ Cf. Ed. Me>cr, Christent. 1,265.

-With y<-ah>a-. as in \>zdt(Pap.) <\ahyazdata, cf. under ‘Memorial Document.’
' Not Ir. xto-a. Schaeder Iran.Beitr. 245. The second element -oz, may contain -vac, “vox”;

kara as first element' Gr. is Homeric, too old to be a loan from Iranian.
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seitdem die leitenden Manner meines eigenen Stammes vor

ilirer Aufgabe [which?] versagt haben, der Priesterstand und

der Adel, die das Ansehen des Hirtenstammes wieder aufrich-

ten kdnnen?” Answer: “Frasaustra und Jamaspa.” Only the

shepherd tribe themselves could achieve that, for every man is

the cause of his own reputation, as one can read already in

Homer, Od.

os jJikv aTrrjihjs auros erj . . . i^e^jnocavrac diravres

6s 8’ dv dfMVfjLCov avTO's erj .. . ttoXXoi Se jiiv ecrdXov eeiTrov.

One is socius and civis not by (divine) but by (civil) law, nor

are there divine laws for the special case that leading men are

found wanting, however frequent that may be. If ever the mis-

guided idea had occurred to Zoroaster to mend the bad reputa-

tion of his enemies, he ought to have deleted the insult offered

to the vaepyo in Y.51,12, and the invitation to kill them, at the

occasion, when (Nyberg, 247) “er selber seine Gesange fiir den

liturgischen Gebrauch seiner Gemeinde zusammenstellte und
mit einer—natiirlich nicht schriftlichen (sic)—Einleitung ver-

sah.”

Thus Bartholomae failed to recognize this greatest event in Zoro-

aster’s life, on which the introductory words put the highest emphasis:

“AhuraMazdah shall hear it as Vahumano, shall hear it as Rtam, hear

it Thyself, o AhuraMazdah! Who is the aryaman, who the hvetu, who
through data will obtain for the vrzanam the good frasasti?”

The “good” frasasti
—
“bad” would be an interdict—is obtained by

data, OP. “tya mana data, my, the great-king’s laws,” “the inviolable

dat, law of the Medes and Persians” in Daniel, a term borrowed also

by Akkadians and Elamites. What Zoroaster hopes so passionately to

have “proclaimed” is the rescission of his banishment, “vrzanam, city,”

IS either the town where the proclamation takes place, or his “religion”

as fictitious “community.” In both cases, the revocation of the verdict

is the authorization for his teaching. We know from Daniel and Ezra

that every religious community needed an official authorization, and

Xerxes’ “interdiction of the deva cult” is the negative side of the frasasti

for Zoroaster.

There is one other place where frasasti has its full meaning: Y/. 10,60:
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The cult of Mithra, long years prohibited (see under ‘Mithra’ and

‘Deva’) obtained again the agreement of the government. The hideous

verses were composed when the “proclamation, frasastis” by Artaxerxes

II belonged already to a not distant past, after 400 b.c., but before Alex-

ander, before 330 b.c. Because the proclamation is a sanction, the true

sense fades at late, empty and bad places.’^"

It is nowhere said whether the mission of the Haugava was a success

or not. In ¥.46—separated from the time of Y.51 by Zoroaster’s mar-

riage to the Haugavi, not necessarily a long interval—the brothers set

forth on their journey. In 49 Zoroaster hopes that they will obtain the

frasastis, at a moment when he foresees already the end of Cambyses

and, at the same time, hopes that this would entail the downfall of

Gomata. If Y.46 is all of one piece and if no new gatha begins, e.g. in

st.6, the attempt seems to have been made before Cyrus’ death. ¥^.9,26

implicates Hutosa in it; that is not history, like the gathic passages, but

might retain some truth: Atossa’s influence upon her father Cyrus.

If Y.49 is a unit, the frasasti was not yet granted at the end of Cambyses’

reign. One must expect that it was not granted before the death of

Cambyses, but only after the gatha Y.53,8-9, by Darius.

The sanction of Zoroastrism did not mean the eradication of the old

cults. Zoroaster’s doctrine did not live on as a separate religion, because

fundamentally it was much too spiritualized ever to become a popular

cult. It is the result of history, not of “mission,” that parts of it survived at

all. “Community” and “mission” are not, as a matter of course, notions

complementary to religion. Zoroastrism has been introduced by a gov-

ernmental act, the “frasastis through data.” The circle of Zoroaster, i.e,

the clan of Vistaspa with his officials and clients—Yr.13 enumerates 240
names—came into power after the convulsion of the Gomata episode,

and raised Zoroaster’s ethical and political ideas, his monotheism and
dualism, to the position which one can call a religion of the rulers. The
two hundred years of peace of the empire are the reason that Zoroaster’s

thoughts, passing over into Judaism and thence into Christianity, acted

upon human thought and thus on the course of universal history.

Not Zoroaster was “Religionspolitiker und Synkretist”—or everything

i^For frasasta>51 in the song of the caravan to UU, see under ’Post and Trasels.’ It is not
“Ruhmcn, Ruf’ looo).
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would long since be forgotten—but the old cults, threatened by the turn

history took, adapted themselves, by syncretism, to the new situation

and thus became fit for reintroduction. Thenceforth, not before Arta-

xerxes II, Zoroaster’s name is only the sign-board for the older religion

which had absorbed a certain number of his thoughts. There has never

been a “mission,” and the profanum vulgus has never been Zoroastrian

in the very meaning of the word.



X. HVARNAH

Hvasnah is a mythical notion common to all Iranians, and the Zam-

yasht 19 is in reality not a hymn to the Earth, but to the hvarnah. This

is a fire, a flame, not generated by man with flint and steel or by rub-

bing wood. Other fire is called “bipi^wa, ^ripi^wa, twice-, thrice-fed,”

frapi^a “well-fed,” hamesag.pihan “continuously fed.” But the hvar-

nah is “ahvartam, MP. a^varisnik, not needing food,” see the myth

of the fight for this hvarnah under ‘ApamNapat.’ It dwells in the

water of the ocean vurukrtam and is according to the Pahl. translation

“agrift, unseizable.” The conception is related to naphtha, the sources

of which come from the depths of the ocean, and as such it belongs

to ApamNapat. It is also related to the lightning, and as such it belongs

to Vrthragna.

A problem of dialectology adheres to the word hvarnah, indicated

by the two NP. forms xurrah and farr. The opinion, frequently uttered,

that farnah belonged to western, hvarnah to eastern dialects, is not sup-

ported by observations.

The change hv > f occurs first, at determined time and place,

in the region of Komis and Gurgan, western Parthia, in the

n.pr. vefiya < Vevahviya in Y.51,12, see under ‘Vehviya’; the

time is the ist century a.d. The next instance is, about a.d. ioo,

the name of the god ctAPPO on the Kushan coins in Bactria. At
the modern phase of the language, f < hv appears only in the

isolated. Median dialect of Sivand near Persepolis. The MMed.
of the Turfan documents, on the contrary, has vx < vh < hv;

the Zaza and other Med.-Kurd. dialects have w < vh < hv.

Consequently, if the Assyrians note p = f in Old Median and

Old Parthian personal names, e.g. sitirparnu for 'ci^rahvarnah

(Parth.), the Neo-Babylonians equally p, e.g. dari.parnu for

Med. *darayat.hvarnah, the Greeks
(f>

in -ffiepvrjs, but Ctesias

in -/3epK9? that means chiefly in the group t.hv—one must

understand this transcription as the nearest approximation

these languages and scripts could reach to the real Median
sound which seems already to have been vh.^

1 The sound is one of the type of labialized IE gutturals, or Engl. wh. E. A. Spciser, aasor
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OP. cuneiform writes u+v®, because its character u is derived

from Akk.-El. hu," and because the script, which was not “in-

vented” for the OP. dialect, offered no better means of express-

ing the sound of their dialect. Where divergently f is written

instead of u+v®, e.g. in the n.pr. v* i d”"P r“ n® a = *vindat.hvar-

nah, the Median sound is thereby rendered—^for the appearance

of a name in OP. inscriptions does not make the name Old

Persian—and probably also the Median spelling: the Medes

probably used their f for the sound vh < hv of their dialect as

nearest approximation offered by their script, which they too

had not “invented,” but, at the best, adapted.

In the dialects of the southeast, the problem is represented by

the name Arachosia. Ved. sarasvati, OP. harahvati is properly

the name of the river, mod. Hilmand. It appears also in a part

of Media at that time occupied by Persians, as araquttu, in

728 B.C., in the annals of TiglathPilesar. The Elam, notation in

the OP. inscriptions is har.ru.wa.ti.s or har.r.o.wa.ti.s, with

m/wa for hva, as in waracmiia for OP. hvarazmiya etc. BPahl.

raxvat seems to descend from the OP. form; NP.Arab. ruxaj,

ruxxaj has ux < ax'^ in Persian dialects, but the East Ir.

final palatal, as in Sogdian. The Akk. versions, on the other

hand, write a.ru.ha.at.ti with Med. psilosis, the Pap.El. hrvxty,

both after Med. *(h)aravhati with av > 5
;
also Gr. ’Apaxwcrta

comes from this form, with metathesis of a and 5 for reasons of

Greek euphony.

Beside “hetumant, rich in dikes,” which lives in the mod.

name Hilmand, the river had another surname “hvarnahvati,

rich in hvarnah.” The same epithet is given to the lake Kan-

savya into which the river falls. Besides, at Alexander’s time

another of the rivers falling into this lake bore the name
^apvaK&TL'?, i.e. hvarnahvati, with Greek compensated aspira-

vni,27f., n.50, cf. Mesop.Origins 92, quotes, from K.4675, the placename Hu.al.su.un.di (to be
sought in Shahrzur) and compares it with parsindu in .Vssurnasirpal Annals a° 4 (Luckenbill
b455 )) situated in Zamua, i.e. Shahrzur. At first I believed this to be evidence for simultaneous
rendering of Ir. hvar- by par- and hual-; but the year 4 of .Assurnasirpal 880 b.c. is too early
for an Iranian name to appear in that region.

^ "^^^refore, aspiration is neser written before u; opposite: i is never written after OP h^,
because this is derived from Akk.-El. hi. Equally: Ir. without added i can represent ci,

because c^ < 2 i < Akk.El.si.
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tion k:x for \harnavxati, and with medial a + v > au > 6,

and again metathesis of a and 0. The modern name is Harrut,

but I regret not having ascertained the exact pronunciation and

spelling. The annals of TiglathPileser I mention parnuatti <
hvarnavhati in Media 728 b.c.

In the “Song to the Sosyant” (see under ‘Last Judgment’) the three

saviours come, at the resurrection, from the Kansavya, i.e. the Hamun
in Sistan, from which rises the Kuh i Khwadja, old mount Usidam.

Nyberg says in his polemics against my opinion that Zoroaster so-

journed on the hill in the lake, 304f.: “Der xvarnah Kult hat offenbar

zwei Brennpunkte gehabt, einerseits voller Kontakt mit dem Vuru-

kasa-Kreise”—i.e. vurukrtam, in fact the ocean
—

“andrerseits mit dem
Bewasserungsgebiet des Hetumant verbunden, dem in ungewohn-

lichem Masse xvarnah-Kraft eignete, ohne Zweifel deswegen, weil eine

bedeutende Dynastie an seinen Ufern geherrscht hatte.^ Die Lokali-

sierung der zoroastrischen Eschatologie daselbst ist nur ein Ausdruck

des Strebens nach einer Zoroastrisierung des machtigen xvarnah Kultes,

der diesem Fluss und dem See zugehort. . . . Sie ist also sekundar und

fiir die Geschichte der zoroastrischen Eschatologie fast ohne Interesse.”

I cannot see how anything as completely unknown and unintelligible

as “hvarnah power” could be “without doubt” the quality “in uncom-

mon degree” of a river, because a dynasty as “unseizable” as the hvarnah

itself had ruled at its banks. This elusive and illusive dynasty and its

elliptic cult has left no trace in history and would have disappeared

like circles in water. The “Song to the Sosyant,” “almost without in-

terest for Zoroastrian eschatology” is, on the other hand, the only place

where the Awesta touches this subject. Though not directly related to

the hvarnah, it is interpolated in the parts of the Zam yasht that speak

of hvarnah, seemingly because the detailed description of the “Sea-

land” on the Kansavya had also found a place in this yasht. The concep-

tion is abstracted from Gatha passages like Y.43,5:30,9, which the song

elaborates, adding the placename. There is no reason to expect the

return of a prophet from a precise spot, unless it be that he actually

sojourned there. The Sealand, therefore, is the sole, primary and gen-

uine place of this eschatology. If, then, the waters of this region are

3 The source is 1730: "hactumant, die Beiwdrter vielleicht darum, wed das kavische

Konigshaus von da stammt.”
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called hvarnahvant, it is not because a “dynasty” with a mighty hvar-

nah-cult dominated these waters which owned hvarnah power in un-

common degree, but because the “belief” was dominant that the “vic-

torious, hvarnahvant saviour” would appear from there.

The notion “hvarnah” (see under ‘Fravarti’ and ‘Tistriya’) is diflS-

cult to define. The Pahl. translation of hvarnahvant, grouped with

revant as surname of the river, is “I’y’wmnd GDn’wmnd,” strikingly

explained by “xvysk’r v tv^s’k mynvg sgst’n, the dutiful and indus-

trious genius (in or of) Sigistan.” In Hellenistic style one would say

“tyche of Sistan.”

Besides the mythical signification, the “victory-bringing hvarnah”

must have one of daily use, evidenced by a few Gathic and Awestic

expressions, like e.g. istois hvarna, which Zoroaster uses of Zamaspa

who helped him who was destitute as an exile.

F. Cumont, Cube de Mithra i, has dealt with the inscription from

Mylasa, time of Artaxerxes II, cicr. 2693b, dedicated to the tvxv

4)avei ^acrtXeco?. Plutarch, Alex.y>, makes Darius III speak of the tux’?

Ilepcrwv which fiaK^hovilu, has taken the side of the Greeks. Those

are contemporary translations of the two notions kavyam hvarno and

aryanam hvarno which dominate Y/.19. emt^avT)?, too, must translate

an Iranian word derived from 'V''sand- “to appear,” for, like Vrthragna

to whom the mythical notion belongs, the hvarnah assumes visible

forms, becomes i7ri<f)av'q<;.

Aram, gdh serves as translation for rvxr) and as ideogr. for hvarnah,

because it was considered as a synonym as far back as the high Achae-

menian period. Under the Seleucids one swears by the “tyche” of the

king, a custom foreign to Greek, which must come from Iran. In the

/SaariKiKov opKO^ of the Iranian kings of Pontus, it is tvxw ySacrtXe&j?

Kol jiijva ^apvaKov. Among the divine honors bestowed upon Caesar,

we find besides an image in the senate, and a gable of a temple, derd?,

on his house, also “Trjv rvx'rjv avrov 6p.vvvai,” Diod.49,6,1. In the

martyrium of St. Pethion, G. Hoffmann, Syr.Akt., the grand-mobad

swears “by the gadda (i.e. hvarnah) of Hormizd and his crown!”

The Seleucids bear the predicates evo-eyS’^s eurux"^? iii their protocol,

origin of Rom. pius felix fortunatus. With the Manichaeans, e.g. Mir.-
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prvx hvzdg nyvmvrv’h i.e. evrvx^'S evyevr)^ evouoviaro^

(c£. humayun) are the predicates of a prince of the church. In the

protocol of Xusrau I, in Menander, ExcJeLeg.n,^, we find: & tIvl 0eol

IxeyaX-qv rvxqv (Paik.: v^arrah) koX /leyctXTjv ^acriKuav (Paik.:

Xsa^r) SeSwKao-tv. Also in Islam one uses the corresponding attributes.

Long before that time, the god (f)dppo on the Kushan coins since

Kanishka holds as his emblem a bag of money in his hand: fortuna,

in West and East Iran, meant money. Already in the Awesta, in many

cases, hvarnah means “luck, tyche, fortune,” going over into “riches.”

The antonym, too, duLhvarnah, means—with the imprecative conno-

tation of such terms
—

“he whose tyche may be bad,” Sucrrv;^?;?, as early

as in yi.io,io8. The duLhvarnah is “aHta, a proscriptus,” see under

‘Mithra.’ In groups of words like puru.hvarnah puru.gav puru.nar,

together with isti puru.hva^ra, the transition into “wealth” is com-

pleted; equally in Yt.iS,!, where the “hvarnah of the Aryans” is called

puru.van^wam “consisting in many herds” and simultaneously puru.-

istam.

Out of regard to the myth of the fight for the hvarnah, puru.istam

is usually translated by “von vielen begehrt”—Duchesne §117: “desire

de beaucoup” or “beaucoup desire”—attaching it to Vis-; only Lommel

translates “besitzreich” : like isa, anisa it belongs to Vis-, ista “to have

power over possessions.” The possession of cattle, men etc. is “hvarnah,

wealth.” isti, deriv. of ika, is “fortune, riches,” Skr. translation laksmih,

Pahl. comment, xvastak. Xvastak serves also as translation of “seta, pos-

sessions, money” in Y/. 13,67:

ya^a na taxmo ra^esta hushambartat haca setat patiynita

“as a swift warrior fights for his well-gathered (viz. in barns) prop-

erty.” It is the ra^esta who fights for his “hereditary” property, because

he is the xvastakdar, Armen, xostakdar “heir.”

For ham.brta cf. Fzi.3,27: ham.br^wa, f., with yavahya “harvest of

grain”; ham.brti “gathering.” Yr.6,i: “tat hvarno hambarayanti, a hun-

dred thousand yazata (= elsewhere 99 999 fravarti) gather this hvarnah

(water generated by light of the sun) and distribute it over the earth

(as rain).” And Y^.io,52:
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ham his cimane^ barahva gather (the zddia) as store,

ni his dasva gara.nmane lay it down in the store-

house (of heaven)

!

These verses prove that ham.baraya, <rvjji(popevco, not ham + V‘par-,

is the stem of MP. hanbar, anbar; at the same time, that gara.nmana

means “store-house,” not “house of praise” or “Haus der Glut,” and that

it belongs to V gar-, dyeipo), dyopdJ"

In other passages, seta, Pahl. transl. ;^vastak, means simply “money,”

e.g. “When people are seta.cinah, claiming money, one shall

collect money, ham iSa setam hambarayan.” In this way anbar becomes

“capital” and sut “interest.”

Gold and silver were of old the scale of value, although the wealth of

a xsa^riya was figured in men and cattle, horses and cows he owned,

and although an old tariff for surgeons still demands payment in pecus,

not in pecunia. During the second half of the 6th century b.c., dinars

of Croesus were current, which may have been actually coined after

the foreign model in Iran, whilst the proper Iranian coinage began only

under the reign of Darius. The fact that the Awesta is silent about

coined money—emphasized by W. Geiger, who in 1884 believed the

whole Awesta to be prehistoric—says nothing: the oldest parts are

slightly older, all the rest younger than the coinage.

NP. pul “money” is Aw. pr^a, to Vpar- “to equalize,” cf. Pahl.Vid.

5,19 under ‘Sea’; the MP. verb puhlistan, puhlenitan means “to bal-

ance, compensate.” MP. puhl is translation of Aw. api.paramnai “to

balance,” a.prti “compensation” etc. The redeeming of penalties by

payments in kind, later in money, causes the change of meaning, but

from which moment on the “payment” w'as made in coined money,

is indiscernible.

MP. xvastak is always wrongly explained as belonging to “xvastan,

want to have,” money because everybody wants it. There was once a

revolt in Teheran, and an unconcerned policeman answered to the ques-

tion “what is going on?” laconically: “pul mixahand! they want

^ For ciman as noun see Benvcniste, Jnf.Av. 50.
® Andreas had used this root for explaining MP. ’gcrak, which is but an erroneous reading

of gyv’k, vy’k]>jah “place.” “house of praise” {IVb.i nicht vdihg sicher) connects gara- with

abi.gar- “to praise,” song of praise etc.
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money.” x^astak is OP. *hva.ista. Aw. hvo.istesva pasusva in iVzV.58

“self (-acquired) possession and small-cattle (pecunia).”® hvo is the

pron.refl. hva, spelled with 6 as in hvo.awisak, to be registered under

Duchesne §205 instead of §47. Bartholomae assumed the same formation

for ^wa.isti “thine-property,” which is not a true compound; on the

other hand, the Manichaean term xvaki, whether <*hva.iki or *hva.-

axsti, belongs to it.

In Gathic, too, hvarnah and isti have the same meaning. In Y.29,9,

the “soul of the ox” complains at having found in Zoroaster—the only

one who cares—only a nar asura, aKvpo? [here expressly called “Spi-

tama,” to indicate that, though being a member of that rich family, as

fugitive he is destitute], and what it needs is an ik.xsa^riya, a xsa^riya

with wealth. The opposition to nar asura seems to indicate that xsa^riya

is used in its connotation nar = ra0esta, but it may belong to Vxs^ri''

Xsa^ram “hospitium,” whether isa.xsa^riya be a derivative of isa.-

Xsa^ra, or a compound of isa + xsa^nya." Zoroaster says, Y.46,2: “I

know that I am powerless, an.isa,” because, as an exile, kamnafsva

kamnara, “accompanied by only a few herds and men,” he is poor.

Y.46,3: “When will come he who makes rise the light of day.? I trust

Thou wilt for me perfect my work!” The soul of the ox says: “When
will come he who will lend me [Zoroaster speaking] zastavat avo, a

helping hand.” Bartholomae refers for zastavant to Germ. “Hand und
Fuss haben” i.e. to be practical, zastavant can be “handy, practical” or

“open-handed.” Zoroaster wants to have something “in hand,” namely

money. The Pahl. transl. understands the sentence rightly as referring

to Zoroaster, not, as modern translations do, to the soul of the ox, and

renders zastavat by “pa.tovan, cf. NP. tavangar, rich.” “To give a hand”

is everywhere the figure for help, cf. Mir.Man.m,^^,i2, Narisaf hymn:
“
’vmn hvfry’d’ ’vm vxd dstd’r bv’h, help us and lead me by the hand!”

The fugitive Zoroaster finds the wealthy man in the Haugava

6 The distinction recalls Arab, tilid “slaves born in the house, cattle and inherited property”
and tarif “nevvly acquired possessions.” Wh. has erroneously +hv5ista “der hochste, erste";
not esen Frhg.£1.4.2 soisto ^wa^sita hvoisto patisaflra’ seems to contain this word: ^wa^sita
IS 3,5,5. opt.med. “the soungest shall work"; the rest is corrupt; patisaffra is evidently the verb
of this second clause.

" The Aw. spelling a5 sa rests only on ’y, equally for i-. isa.xsaflra in yr.1,13 is the same
in abstr, form “fact of being master over property” or “a rich hospes,” not “verlangend nach
dem Himmelreich.”
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2amaspa; that is why he calls him in Y.15,18 “istois hvarna, fortunate

(blessed) with riches.” Both words have this material sense when single,

and the more so when united. Zoroaster never uses the subst. hvarnah,

the mythical notion of which belongs to the ahura Vrthragna and

Mithra, any more than he uses mi^radrux* and similar words; but he

does not hesitate to use the trivial adj. “fortunate, rich.” ¥^.5,98 para-

phrases the Zoroastrian expression: “istim JaSyanta hougava, for riches

asked the Haugava,” and the later legend retains the historical concep-

tion of the wealth of that family, scarcely without influence upon the

marriage of Artaxerxes I and Damaspia, nee Zamaspi.

Nyberg (245), on the contrary, remarks to Y.51,18: “Ausserordentlich

aufschlussreich ist der Ausdruck ‘der Besitz als sein xvarna gewann,

istois xvarna,’ das letzte wort adj., ‘xvarnah-besitzend, mit xvarnah

versehen hinsichtlich isti’; isti, eigentlich ‘Besitz,’ steht hier pragnant

fiir ‘Besitz des Vohu manah.’ Der hochste Ehrentitel der Zarathustra

Gemeinde war es, Vohumanah empfangen zu haben; der Ehrentitel

‘mit xvarnah versehen’ wiederum war der hochste in der Mithra

Gemeinde. Hier werden beide verkoppelt: wir konnen hier den Syn-

kretismus zwischen Gatha-Religion und Mithra-Religion mit Handen

greifen.” When reading these sentences printed in spaced type nobody

would surmise that the two honorific titles of the two communities

and all the conclusions are nothing but a fantastic interpretation of the

harmless hapax “istois blessed with riches.” The theory serves

to support another one, of “Zoroaster’s poverty,” 194!?.: “Zarathustra

ist nicht gerade ein besitzloser Proletarier”—a proles with the double

gentilic spitama hecataspana
—

“aber er gehort zu einer Gruppe

bestimmten religiosen Charakters, gekennzeichnet dadurch, dass sie

kein Eigentum im gleichen Sinne wie die iibrigen Stammesmitglieder

besass. Also nach allem zu urteilen, eine sakrale Armut.”

While he thus makes Zoroaster Spitama a darwish, Ctesias makes

Spitakes Spitama “satrap of the Derbissoi, the Darwishs.” darwes

comes from Aw. drigu, gen. drigos; the MP. form is, according to the

inscriptions, not daryos, but drgvs, same as in Wais u Ramin: daryos.

Lommel translates drigu by “landfliichtig,” one who flees into a foreign

land, or MHG. elent (to “ausland”). Elend means poor, but poor does

not mean elend, landfliichtig.
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Y.10,13:

namo homai yat krnoti footfall to Homa who makes

driyos havat.maso mano the poor one’s spirit as high

ya^a revastamahyacit as that of even the richest!

Or Y.57,10:

Sroso Srosa

yo driyosca drivayasca who puts together a house

amavat nmanam hamtasti amavat for the poor man and

woman, when the sun has set.

Lommel: “der den landfliichtigen ein machtiges Haus hinstellt.”

Bartholomae has also the “machtige Haus.” In these verses, Sroso, as

home police, takes care of the night shelter of homeless people, amavat

may mean “solid,” better—with want of tasbih
—

“adequate, fit,” at any

rate “solid enough for the purpose,” hence rather “modest” than

“machtig.”

Nyberg continues: “In der Gatha (Y.44,18-19) erwartet Zarathustra

als Lohn zehn tragende Stuten und ein Kamel. Man bemerke, dass es

das Luxustier ist, nicht die Kuh wie in Indien . . . , wahrend der Besitz

des Stammes in Rindvieh bestand.” What could a man who denies per-

sonal property for religious reasons do with such a stable that requires

care and fodder.? This price for one song still means 20 horses in the

same year, enough for six cowboys, corresponding to work for a ranch

of considerable value even today, much more than the 12,000 dirham

which Vuzurgmihr got from Xusrau for his chess playing. Firdausi

expected from Mahmud 100,000 gold dinars—much, but little in com-

parison with the noble prices the caliphs paid their poets per line. Such

numbers reflect the permanent inflation of all money, and we do not

know how many songs Zoroaster produced in a year. In Teheran lived

a Qadjar prince, who composed panegyrics on all who arrived or de-

parted, including myself, and lived upon this kind of royalty.

About the “Luxustier” there are many wrong notions. Bartholomae

translated Yr.17,13: “Ihre Kamele [of the men whom Ardvi hacati]

erregen Schrecken”; Lommel, doubtful: “bayanti, klarlich ‘erregen

Furcht’; ebenso in Y/.i7,i2 von den Pferden gesagt.” The following

verse has: “ustraho . . . uzayanto zmat prtamna vaSryavo”; Bartholo
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mae : “Die Kamele die vom Boden sich (auf den Hinterbeinen) aufrich-

tend miteinander kampfen, wenn sie briinstig sind”—that, indeed,

would be a horrifying sight. Lommel: “ein Kampf zwischen Kamels-

hengsten oder ein Verbalten im Dienst des Menschen.?” Bartholomae’s

words in brackets are contrary to the anatomy of camels. They raise

themselves awkwardly to their four legs, and do not fight with their

soft feet, but bite only; they lie, even in heat.® They look conceited and

scornful, as the Arabs say, because to them alone the thousandth name
of Allah is revealed, but maybe because their ambition to be a Luxustier

is not satisfied. Their temperament is better than their looks. Once, in

spring, when the whole valley was full of camel foals, I had a visit at

Persepolis from a friend who did not quite dare, as he would have

loved to do, to photograph the foals from nearby against the outspoken

displeasure of their mothers. He left for Isfahan, and my Turkish chauf-

feur reported on the trip: “He is a good man!—^Yes.—He is a pious

man!—Yes.—He fears God.—Yes.—But I never before saw a man who
fears a camel!”

Nyberg, 240, to y.46,18-19: “Wer fiir den Sieg des Guten in dieser

Welt wirkt, wird nach dem Erdendasein als Lohn alles das gewinnen,

was die Ekstase zu bieten vermag, und ausserdem vollen Besitz der

Seele des Stieres selber—wahrlich, eine strahlende Aussicht fiir einen

Hirten!” I doubt it. The full ownership would, for all that, be shared by

the souls of all the generations since Adam-Gayamart. The many
shepherds I have seen were interested in milk, and would prefer two

cows with calf in hand to the soul of the ox in the bush. Zoroaster

thought the same, for in Y.46,19 he promises, besides the reward of

future life, not at all the soul of the ox, but “on the spot a pair of cows
with calf.” If that was his “Missionspraxis,” he or the one who financed

him, Zamaspa, must have had—as they probably had—thousands of

cows and luxury camels. And when “his most ardent wishes” accom-

pany Zamaspa and Frasaukra on their journey to “where Rtam should

rule and AhuraMazdah should abide in abundance,” whence he hopes
to obtain the “frasastis”—then he doctus mantus represented at the

same time considerable financial interests. For, the revocation of the

banishment reinstates Zoroaster into his possessions, cf. Beh. §14. And
® Cf. Assyrian sculptures, e.g, ami ix,4i, p.206®.
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the Spitama owned large estates in Rhagiane. The wealthy people o£

that time had their money administered by non-Aryan suftidrnga, like

Murasu Sons in Nippur, the greatest banking firm of the period, and

that is why the family name of the Spitama appears in their business

papers.

Even as an exile, Zoroaster had enough money to pay his traveling,

500 miles, in a two-horse team, with attendants, from Raga via Komis

to Tosa, whether in a hired coach or his own. There was never a dar-

wish who traveled with attendants in his own or a hired car.



XI. BANDVA AND GRAHMA

In the obscure background of Zoroaster’s life—in the most passionate

of his verses—two hostile figures appear whom he calls “my bandva

and his tkesa” in Y.49,1-2, and “the kavi and the karpan grahma” in

Y.32,12-14. No investigation has so far thrown the faintest light on these

figures, and yet the tone of the stanzas, the allusions they contain to

Y.46, “Gatha of the Flight,” and the allusions to those stanzas in Y.

53,8-9, show from the beginning that they are the node of all threads

of thought and that the poet speaks there of the decisive event of his

life. Without solving this riddle one cannot attain an understanding of

the gathas and of the life of Zoroaster.

Y.49:

I ; at ma yava

yo dusr^ris

vahvi ada

ahya vahu

bandvo pafre mazisto

*cixsnuso rta mazda

gadi moi a moi rapa

oso vida manaha

2; at ahya ma
tkeso drugva

noit spantam dorst

neda vahu

bandvahya manayati

dbita rtat rariso

ahmai stoi armatim

mazda frasta manaha

Bartholomae: “Immer ist Bandva fiir mich das grbsste Hin-

dernis, der ich die Verwahrlosten zufrieden stellen [note; zu

Proselyten machen] will, . . . mit der guten Ada komm zu

mir, sei mir eine feste Stiitze! Ihm bereite, o V.M., den Unter-

gang!—Dieses Bandva Irrlehrer [IFA Rabbi], der Druggenosse,

steht mir schon seit langem im Weg, der von Asa abgefallene.

Nicht sorgt er sich darum, die heilige Armatis fiir sich zu

haben, noch lasst er sich von Vohumanah beraten, o A.M.!”

Andreas-Lommel : “Und immer ist der ganz grosse Bondva

verurteilt. Zu mir, der ich die iibel Behiiteten ( die Ungliick-

lichen?) durch Wahrsein zufrieden machen will, o Weiser,

komm mit der guten Vergeltung. Seinen Tod bewirke durch

das Gute-Denken!—Und mich erwartet dieses Bondva liigner-

ischer Misslehrer, der in zwiefacher Weise vom Wahrsein abge-

fallen ist: weder halt er daran fest, dass die kluge Fiigsamkeit
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ihm (eigen) sei, noch hat er sich mit dem Guten-Denken

beraten.”

Hertel, Beitraiy. “der ich die schlecht-leuchtenden-Frauen

(dusr^ris) durch das Licht-des-Heils zu erfreuen suchte,” com-

ment: “schlecht-leuchtend heisst ‘die ein schlechtes Erkenntnis-

Licht, daena, in sich tragen, also noch der daevischen Lehre

anhangen.” He concludes: “Zarathustra suchte zunachst auf

die Frauen einzuwirken, bei denen sein Bestreben, . . . Vieh-

schlachtereien ein Ende zu bereiten, auf besseres Verstandnis

rechnen konnte.”

Nyberg, in: “Bandva’s Irrlehrer ist aufruhrerisch gegen

Asa und kummert sich nicht darum, ob Armaiti ihm zuge-

hdren wbd.” 192: “Wichtiger ist [what precedes sounds ‘un-

wichtig’ indeed] dass bei Bandva ein tkaesa lebt, der sich nicht

darum bemiiht, mit der wirksamen Armaiti Verbindung zu

suchen, und sich nicht mit Vohumanah berat, d.h. sich iiber die

ekstatischen Cbungen und den normalen Verkehr des Stammes

mit der Gottheit hinwegsetzt.”

This is an amazing picture of a rabbi, an old renegade who
delights bad women by the light-of-salvation, is too lazy to go

to the maga for ecstatic exercises, spiritist seances or whatever

the “normal intercourse” with the deity may mean, and waits

inactively and is in the way.

The verses say in reality

:

“And once, my brother-in-law will be forfeited to the law, the prin-

ceps, he who listened to (those that passed) the miscarried sentence.

O Mazdah, come as Rtam with Thy just punishment, be true to me!

Find, as Vahumano, his death!”

“Then, my brother-in-law’s drug-ish judge still remains, who in two

ways injures Rtam: neither does he confirm ‘Holy Armatis, be mine!’,

nor does he judge by Vahumano.”

Meillet considered the gathas to be among the most difficult products

of IE. literature, and every word of the translation requires long study

and commentary.
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pafre: Wb. “Perf. v. V°par- ‘obstare.’ ” Andreas-Lommel : “zu

V^par-.” Bartholomae divided the root in V^par-, represented

by the part.pres. paramna “Busse thuend” (better; atoning for)

;

V^par-, represented by pass, pryati, -te, only with “tanum,
’

besides fra.prnoti in Afrln., fra.pryati in Fz^.5,9; the p.p.p.

prta, used with ci^a = Gr. tisis, and aprti “making equal (balanc-

ing), atonement by corporal punishment”; further by Gath,

pr^a “atonement”; an.apr^a “unatonable”; prta.sara /‘having

forfeited one’s life (head)”; finally V^’par-. the alleged ob-

stare.” “Je m’obstacle”: the three \''par- are one and the same

word “to make even, par, to atone.” To it belongs NP. pul

“money” as atonement for blood-guiltiness by disbursements in

kind or money. The perf. pafre, hence, means “he is forfeited to

the law,” just as prta.tanu in Y.53)9- The OIr. perfect has more

than once the sense of the Lat. fut. exactum, Gr. fut.III, here

made plain by yava, according to Wb. “zu yav- ‘Dauer, dat.

yavoi ‘for ever’ ”; adv. instr. yava “zu irgend einer Zeit= iemals,

einmal.” Only in Y.49,1 Bartholomae gives it the meaning “zu

jeder Zeit, immer.” yava pafre signifies “once (fut.) he will be

forfeited to the law.”

maziko; Nyberg, 191: “Wahrscheinlich ein technischer Aus-

druck.” There are two old analogies, (i) In Behistun the chiefs

of the royal and of the rebellious troops are called ma^ista,

equivalent to the OP. military title frataraka in the Pap.El.

These are commanders of a thousand, OP. hazahrapati, a sort

of magistri equitum or pagi. (2) In Xerx.Pers.har. ma^ika, viz.

of the sons of the king, means “princeps, heir, successor to the

throne.” The word goes on to be used as designation of rank.

The Megistanes of the Arsacid period are a rank at the court,

the table companions of the king. On the Papyrus 5 (Hansen)

a mhstk’n mhstk’ of Alexandreia is mentioned
;
al-Mundhir of

Hira received the honorific Ram-afzud-Yazdegird and became

mahist, Arab. a‘zam.^

^ For megistanes cf. Th. Mommsen, Rom.Gesch, v,343f. In Assyrian, “mar sarri rabu, the

great kmg’s-son” means successor to the throne, Cf. H. Wincklcr, Ahor.Forschg. ii,239f- on

Hebr. “kablr, princeps.” The rank of the vazurkan, ideogr. rb’, is rendered m Arabic by

‘uzamah
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dulr^ris: Andreas conjectured 'duLr^is “denen es schlecht

geht”; Bartholomae: “Unsicher. Acc.pl.m. ‘unter iibler Obhut

stehend, in religiosen Dingen verwahrlost’
;
Komp. v. dus +

^hr^ri, weil vor r^ri duz- zu erwarten ware; hr^ri = har^ra, un-

gewbhnliche Bildung.” In this way, it would mean in Zoroas-

ter’s didactic style: “the bandva listens to those who are under

his evil charge” and would make sense. But the reasons for this

change are untenable: Gathic has also rs.vacah against rz.uxSa,

and dusiti—both with s—against Aw. duzita, Gr. Svo-ySaTo?.

Such phonetic detail is not authentic. Bartholomae says “un-

usual formation,” because -r^ri would be the fern, of a noun-of-

agent. Therefore Hertel translates “Frauen.” Duchesne places

dulr^ri behind niLhar^ri “surveillante,” but translates, like

W^. “sous mauvaise garde,” not “gardienne.” One must class it

with awi.mi^ri, Duchesne §25, with i-sufhx. The following

verses speak of things judicial and thereto dusr^ri belongs, that

means to V^ar- “adjudge,” mostly with “rti, lot, destiny,” also

with zasta.ista = Ind. mudra, gestures of the lord justiciary, and

w'ith “sava, reward and punishment.”" The acc.pl. dus.r^ris

signifies either “the miscarriage of justice” or “those who
passed a miscarriage of justice.”

’’cixsnuso: participle of the desid. stem of xsnu- “to hear,”

written cixsnusa, at the other places cixsnuso. Bartholomae

took it (with -a) as i.pers.sg.; Andreas, too, translated it as a

first person, but remarks: “dieselbe form y.45,9 cixsnuso (mit

V fur ’

) geschrieben,” and to y.45,9: “Form und Endung wie

vivaraso in 45,8.” Also like mimayzo in 45,10. It is the same

participle everywhere, for, against the previous translations, it

refers to the preceding, not the following words, and there the

ist pers. is not possible. Vx^nu- does not mean “zufrieden stel-

len” (see under ‘Hospitium’), and cixsnuso not “zu Gefallen

sein,” but at all places “to listen, to lend one’s ear to,” in 49,1,

thereby violating the obligation, founded on rtam, to give, as

bandva, protection to Zoroaster. Likewise in the Yama myth,

y.32,19: “Who listened to men,” breaking the food taboo, see

= To the same root: ‘‘arto, plaintiff, or legal contest"; “arffra, trial, causa," and Gath, rfiwa
n y.46,13.
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under ‘Yama.’ At the third place, end of the “Gatha of the

Vision,” 43,15: “never, noit porus,^ must one listen to the drug-

vant”; Bartholomae’s “nicht soil man immer wieder, parus, dem

Druggenossen zu gefallen sein” is as wrong as Lommel’s “nicht

soli man den vielen Liignern gefallig sein, denn diese bezeich-

nen alle Wahrhaftigen als hose!” In y.45,8, finally, “winning

over, avivrso, wdth songs of praise” and “listening to him,”

without the connotation “to something forbidden.”

vahvi ada: “the good, i.e. the just punishment, penalty,” in

parallel with frasta in 2,d; cf. OP. hufrastam aprsam “I have

punished gocxl i.e. justly.”

a moi rapa: Vrap-, similar to Vhak-, cf. under ‘Social Struc-

ture,’ expresses, like ahma.rafna in Y.HafL^o,^, the mutual

allegiance between liege lord and vassals. The thought is that

of Pmah ‘azabtani in positive form.

oso vida: “find for him death!”, to Vvid-, vind-; as with

Assurbanipal : “I, Ikar, mitutu Ahseri eppus, will achieve the

death of A.,” who then is murdered.

rtat raraso: The archetype had no notation at all for the Aw.
vowel a. Bartholomae, Grdr. and Wb., attached raraso as an

a-participle of a redupl. intens.pres., and rarasya as redupl.

ia-pres. to a V rah-; no etymology, “abfallen, abtrunnig werden”

probably because the verb is always connected with an ablative.

Andreas read, in Y.32,11, rarusyon, and translated “die sich

abwenden.” The Pahl. transl. has always res-, hence regarded

both forms as redupl. pres, of Vris-, against which there is no

formal objection, but the ablative is disturbing.

The following word dorak supplies a clue to the signification.

Wb. and Grdr. regard this as an s-aor. of \''dar- “to hold,

have,” with acc. and negation, “sich nicht sorgen um: non

sacram curavit sibi esse armatim.” Even less satisfying is the

explanation of the identical word, written darast in Y.43,13

jem. (scil. AhuraMazdah) verbinden, zwingen etw. zu thun.”

Pahl. transl. is nikezitan “to give one’s approval.” One must

compare Y.44,5: avals rvatais ya tu didrzo (Pahl. transl. again

^ Cf. noit dbitiyam, noit dvanscina under ‘ApamNapat.’
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nikezitan), to Vdarz- “to fix, establish,” and Y.19,13 “tkesam

adranjayati, he lays down the (third) tenet”; y.48,7: didryza

(both in Wb. under V drang-), finally Aw. handraxta, MP.

andraxt “made fast, confirmed, sealed,” with OP. handunga.

Like Gath, darsat, OP. darsam, “firme, fortiter,” this dorak

belongs to the s-aor. darz- of Vdarz-, 01. drrnhati “firmat.”

The sentence expressly states that the tkesa has not confirmed

the formula of the Zoroastrian creed “Armatis be mine!”, as the

following verses specify. The next stanza contains the whole

Zoroastrian credo. The construction, with spantam armatim in

the acc., as in Y.29,7 azutois man^ram, shows that the short

sentence is a quotation. Not having confirmed the tenet, the

tkesa is no “renegade,” and raraso cannot mean “abgefallen

von,” but means certainly more than “sich abwenden von.” The

real meaning must come close to zitarta in Y.53,9, “diminishing

the rtam,” for in the next stanza 49,3—see under ‘Armatis’

—

rtat raraso is followed by the other formula of the Zoroastrian

creed; “rtam sudyai, rasayahe druxs, rtam augendum, delen-

dam esse druxs”—like rasayahe drugvantam, savayo rtavanam

in Y.51,9—and what the tkesa does is just the contrary. There-

fore, raraso must be attached to the root, put down in Wb. as

Vras- “schadigen, damage, impair,” of which only the just

mentioned inf. rasayahe and the noun rasah are safely attested.^

The close semantic relation to V ris- “suffer injury” explains the

Pahl. transl. res-. Vras- is the antonym of 'Vsu-, and if this,

according to Bailey’s study, is a “miracle power producing

prosperity,” then ras-, is a “bad power producing injury,”

corresponding to Gath. Vjya-, whence zitarta (see under ‘Hau-

gava’). Bartholomae refers for Vras-, against Kretschmer, to

01 . raksas and Gr. ipix^o), whereas Hertel Beitr. connects it

with ranxsayan^ya in Yr. 10,27^ “the countries offending against

Mithra.” In Siegesf. 143, to RV. iv,4, he emphasizes that Veda and

Awesta both call the powers hostile to the own gods raksas etc.

* See the pres. rasa\.t in Y.io,2i under ‘Mithra,’ in the gloss inserted into a magic charm
for mvulnerabilits, where Bartholomae remarks “one would exiiect short a’’: “though (the

lance) hits the body, atcit dim noit raJayante, they do not wound him.”
^ The places >7.10,78 and y.12,4 arc unreliable.
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This remark is rather compelling to connect the words belong-

ing to Vras- with ran^sayant and Ved. raksas. ranxsayant has

the form of a verb.denom.; cf. Henning’s attempt to elucidate

Vra(n)j—in zii,ix,i99.

manaya: caus. of Vman-, means, as in Old Persian, nothing

but “to remain,” viz. to be left over, to survive the bandva,

whose death is hoped for or foreseen, pafre “he is forfeited” and

manayati “he survives” are the logical opposites.

dbita: means “twofold”—as in OP. dvitaparnam—^not “long

since,” and is specified by the two lines with noit and neda.

frasta does not mean “sich beraten, take counsel, confer,” but

is the juridical term “to ask, inquire= to sentence,” cf. under

‘Last Judgment.’

Nobody translates bandva. Bartholomae saw a proper name in it;

Andreas, as Geldner before him, an appellative “zu Aind. bandhu,

Verband, Genossenschaft, Kultgemeinschaft.” Lommel remarks: “Fur

das Verstandnis kaum ein Gewinn. An die Sippengenossen, mit denen

sich Zarathustra nach Y.46,1 zeitweilig in Zerwiirfnis befand, kann

nicht gedacht werden, ihnen hatte er nicht den Tod angewiinscht.”

For no other reason than the sentimentality of a fanciful image he

misses the point on which the whole understanding depends.—Under

‘Kavi’ we have touched the subject: bandva must be a term of relation-

ship, because Zoroaster raises the special accusation against the ahura,

lord justiciary, that he failed, though being his bandva, to protect him

against the verdict of the hostile court, that means to have been disloyal

to his duty as relative, oso vida “find death for him!” can be said only

of a definite person. Geldner-Andreas’ identification with OI. bandhu

is incontestable, only the German translation is not exact. It is indeed

a term of relationship, and corresponds to Gr. Trevdepos as term for

affinitas through women, a notion yet unknown to the original IE.

language. The men in question are hvetu and kavi, between which

connubium existed, bandva is a brother-by-marriage of Zoroaster, either

through his mother or a sister, hence approximately what modern lan-

guages express by step-brother or brother-in-law.

Nyberg speaks frequently of “Bandva and his tkesa,” e.g. 243 “der
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die Mysterienfeier zerstdrt, naturlich durch einen neuen Kult,” or 191

;

“tkaesa, oiler Wahrscheinlichl^eit nach der Ordalpriester in der Midira-

Gemeinde”; 65: “in hohem Masse wahrscheinlich, aber anfanglich war

tkaesa ein ganz spezieller Ausdruck, V tkaes- ‘struere, bauen’ [in real-

ity : V cis-, kes- ‘to teach’] in der Ordaltechnik speziell ‘ein Ordal anord-

nen’ etc.” However: “Die Bedeutung ‘Richter’ ist iibrigens im Jiingeren

Awesta ausdriicklich bezeugt.” Descartes: “All things merely probable

are probably wrong.” Younger Awesta is an obsolete term for the non-

Gathic texts. “Judge” is the sole signification of tkesa everywhere: he

is the qadi al-qudat, the mobaSan mobaS.

Wb.\ “tkeM, Lehrer des Glaubens, Rabbi, im Gath. spez. Irr-, After-

lehrer,” only on the strength of this passage, and against the right Pahl.

transl. “datwar, judge.” Further: “tkesa in y.49,3 ‘Lehre,’ bes. auf

religiosem Gebiet, im Gath. spez. von der Lehre des falschen Glaubens,

Irr-, Afterlehre,” again only on the strength of this passage against the

right Pahl. transl. datastan. All follow, without an afterthought. To his

Gatha translation Bartholomae annotates: “tkaesa gehbrt also wie daeva

u.a. zu den Schlag- und Kampfwortern der zarathustrischen Zeit . . . ,

spater hat sich diese Bedeutung verwischt,” an unfounded bias obstruct-

ing the understanding of the entire Awesta.

The words viciro ahuro in Y.294 show that the ahura, the lord jus-

ticiary in whose name justice was administered, is also the one who
“decides,” namely the king who SiKa^ei; however, “vi-fici-, distinguere,

hiayvCivaC is the very activity of the judge, and the tkesa stands beside

the ahura as later the vizier beside the sultan.

With the words of Y.49,2 and 32,2 “Armatis, obedience to the law,

be mine!” the neophyte confirms by oath his adherence in the Fra-

varani, Y.12,1. The six crimes he forswears at that occasion—two against

live, two against immobile possessions, two against body and life of the

Mazdayasnians—are “Six” instead of our “Ten Commandments.”®

Therefore the candidate for confirmation is “ahura.tkeso, one who
observes the commandments of Ahura,” formed after an older rta.tkesa

“he who observes the commandments of rtam” in Y/. 10,84. And purvya.-

tkesa were the first that observed the commandments.

The kjtdb al-Aghdni tells 18,78: “al-Hadjdjadj b. Yusuf had the

^ The commandments are in fact those of the pre-Zoroastnan period, see under ‘^^lithra,’

and the obser\ants would be properly speaking “rta.tkesa.”
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choice between a good Christian and a bad Muslim teacher for his

young sons, and chose the Muslim saying: It is a repulsive thought to

give my sons to somebody who would not initiate them into the ‘law’

and the ‘doctrine’ of Islam.” That is what matters, tkesa is the shari‘a,

the “Ten Commandments” of Zoroaster. The Pahl. transl. explains its

datastan by pesemarih, and pasemarih, vicir u datwarih, all judicial

terms.

Further on in y.49,7-9, Zoroaster speaks of the frasastis which he

hopes to obtain through Zamaspa and Frasaustra as his emissary and

herald. The frasastis is the revocation, by the court of appeal, of the

dusr^ris, the miscarriage of justice, which the court, ar^ra, of his home

town had passed.

Y.46,1 (text under ‘Hospitium’)

:

“To which country, to hide myself, where, to hide myself, shall I go ?

They have cast me out from hvetu and aryaman; the vrzanahartar does

not listen to me, nor the drug-ish commanders of the province
!”

These verses describe the court of the province: it is located in the

vrzana, the capital; Aram.Arab, madina “seat of the court” is the

Pahl. ideogr. for sahristan, provincial capital. Raga was the capital of

that part of Media. The court consists of nobles and clients, that is here

magi, of the consul civitatis, and of the military commanders of the

province. They do not listen to Zoroaster’s defense. But the verses do
not mention the judge who passed this sentence, nor the justiciary who
confirmed it to make it valid. The two are revealed only in Y.49. The
sentence was outcasting from hvetu and aryaman, hence loss of all civil

rights, proscription. We shall soon discover what the indictment was. A
lord justiciary, ahura, is a man risen from the military nobility, ra^esta,

satraps and kings. Therefore this ahura is called one of the “kavitat”

in Y.32,12-15 (see under ‘Vehviya’), he is kavi. His attribute mazista,

“the greatest” in Y.49,1, makes him an “ahura mazista, successor to the

throne.” In Y.49, Zoroaster calls him “my bandva.”

Zoroaster’s style is never descriptive, always explanatory, argumenta-

tive: By listening to the wrong sentence, dusr^ris of the court, the

ahura himself becomes guilty, pafre. As bandva he injures, in doing so,

the rtam, which demands that he protect his relative; thus he becomes

himself a “sacrilegus,” like a next-of-kin murderer, and therefore Rtam
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must come as injured moral law, and Vahumano as Justitia to punish

him. And even when vengeance would strike him, the mobaS remains

who is doubly sacrilegious, because, himseh a judge, he neither observes

the law himself, nor judges conscientiously. Thereby he impairs rtam,

becomes rtat rariso, i.e. zitarta, and has deserved death, for the com-

mandment is: “rtam sudyai, Rtam must be increased!”

Therefore the “Gatha of the Flight,” Y.46y4, says:

yas.tam ^sa^rat mazda moi^at jyatos va

ho tan froga pa^man hucistois carat

“he who deprives him of his rule and life, prepares as leader the path

of good-knowledge (cistis = religion).”

For the style cf. Y.53,9: yo is jyatos hami^yat vaso.itoisca, and Beh.

§13: hya avam . . . xsa^ram ditam caxriya. The drugvant to whom
the words refer is the judge who passed the sentence. In the following

stanza Zoroaster asks protection from “murderous deeds,” because, as a

proscript, he is threatened by murder.

Y.32 describes how at the same time his relatives and adherents are

persecuted, st.ii:

te.cit ma mrndan jyotum yoi drugvanto mazbis cikoitrs

ahvisca ahuvasca apayati rexnaho vedam

Andreas : “Alle die zernichten das Leben, die bedacht sind, die Haus-

frauen und Hausherren um den Besitz ihres Erbes zu bringen. . .
.”

Hertel, “.
. . die Fiirstinnen und Fiirsten an der AufSndung

des Erbes zu hindern.”

jyotu is not
/3tos “life,” but /Siotos “livelihood,” which requires regu-

lar succession, veda, to Vvid-, vindatan, is the “falling-in,” not the

possessing or finding of the heritage. What is done is confiscation of the

inherited estate of the lords and ladies. The maltreated and dispos-

sessed ones are Zoroaster’s relatives. The similar expression arjis narpis

in Y.53 >9j
refers to the disinherited notaryaho.—Proscriptions and

confiscations were the method of Gomata; therefore Darius says in Beh.

§14. I restored to the nobility their vassals, and their clan and family

possessions to the vi^, of which Gomata the magus had deprived them.”
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Y.32:

12 : ebyo mazda aka mrot

yais grahma rtat varta

13: ya grahmo hisast

ahos mr^taro ahya

0wahya man^rano dutam

14 : ahya grahmo ahoi^oi

varcahica fradiva

yoi gaus mrndan rvaxs.uxti Jyotum

karpa xsa^ramca isnam drujam

acikahya dmane manaho

yeca mazda jigrzat kame

yo is pat darsat rtahya

ni kavayascit xratus dadat

“AhuraMazdah curses those who destroy the peasant’s livelihood with

acclamations, (those) by whom the karpan, as grahma, and the

Xsa^ram (hospitable reception) of those bent on Druxs, are preferred

to Rtam, at (the occasion of) which xsa^ram the grahma has a seat

in the house of the wholly-evil spirit—the corrupters of this (human)

life, there, they will groan, to the pleasure (kame) of the dutam. Thy
poet’s, who keeps them back from beholding Rtam. For his capture

the grahma and the kavis have spent thought and energy for a long

time. . .
.”

The following stanza 15, “because of these their actions the karpatat,

priesthood, and the kavitat, ‘kavi-ship’ are cursed etc.” see under ‘Kavi.’

For the meaning of xsa^ram “hospitality” see under ‘Hospitium’; for

rvaxs.uxti see ‘Welcome.’

The passage “kame . . . dutam” is difficult. For duta, see

under ‘Armatis’; to kame cf. OP. ya^a mam kama “as was

my pleasure,” later “kamist, it pleases me,” construed with accu-

sative: dutam, but “^wahya man^rano,” in apposition, stands in

the genitive, ahoi^oi is noun, not inf., to \^hi- “to put the horses

to the chariot,” by means of ropes. Germ, “siele,” same root;

Ved. “syati, put the oxen to the plough”; y.29,ii: “ma esmo . .

.

a hikya drsca tavisca, Hesm . . . holds me (the soul of the ox)

in fetters,” and Y.46,6: “drujo ho daman he^ahya gat, he shall

reach the prison of the DruxV not {Wb.) he^ahya, acc.phn.

“zum Verband gehdrig.”' ahoi^i is “capture, imprisonment.”

In St. 1 1 the enemies persecute Zoroaster’s relatives, in 14 they scheme

^ To V hi- bdon_<T: “hiti, biga”; avahana <[ *ava.hayana (Tedesco); and perhaps Aw. “hetu,
01. sctu, dam, dike, XP. band.”
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to capture himself, the man^ran of AhuraMazdah. In 14 they are

called grahmo kavayascit; in 13, a grahmo is the one who hisast; there-

by the word is defined as designing an individual person, just as the

words “oso vida” define bandva. In 15, the abstr. nouns karpatat and

kavitat resume the two subjects grahmo and kavayo of 14. This connec-

tion of grahma and karpan suggests the same in i2,c: grahma must

determine karpa.

The Pahl. transl. is, as always, a word by word rendering, without

construction

:

yais grahma rtat varta karpa isnam druiam
aveban grahmak ac ahrakih dosaktar kc karp hcnd u x^'^tadih x^'^hend pa drozisn

By itself, one would probably interpret the Pahl. sentence as “by those

who are karp, grahmak is more beloved than Rtam, and they want to

rule by committing crimes,” but that would not be a normal Pahl.

expression of the idea, and it contradicts the Aw. text which has; “by

them the karpan is preferred to Rtam, as is the xsa^ram etc.” There-

fore, only the vocable grahmak or gramak is of value.

Withdrawing an older proposal, Bartholomae remarked in

ZAir Wb. 221: “grahma, with Ar. s (meaning; not to Vvan-)”;

he took grahma in i2,c as n.pl. “G. and his adherents.” Andreas-

Wackernagel; “grahma, in 12 neutr. man-Stamm, ‘Opferfrass’;

grahmo in 13, 14 < Ar. ‘grasma ‘Opferfresser.’ ” Hertel, Beitr.

218, disproved this meaning. I should not assume two stems for

a word which occurs only three times in such close connection

in these stanzas; grahmo is nom.sg.masc. of an adj., and grahma

instr.sg. (of quality) “the karpa is preferred as grahma.”

The origin of the word remains unknown, but it survives. Mah i

Frav. §1; “Why do men prefer the day Fravartin of the month Har-
vatat to all others ?, pa mas u veh u gramiktar darend.” In Xusr. Ret.

§§82 and 91, gramikan is syn. of dostan. gramik, dost dastan is the same

idiom as the Pahl.transl. of Aw. “grahma—varta” by “gramak—dosak-

tar.” NP. giram, with derivatives," means “earns, cherished, dear,” hence

“grahma = persona grata, favorite,” a sense which fits Y.32 perfectly;

the kavi and his favorite."

S X.pr. giramik.kirt, son of Zarer, in AyitkZar. §79ff. is Girami of Firdausi (Daqlqi). NP.
giram, girami, giramisn, scmanucalU influenced by Arab, kiram.

After this was written, Henning corrected, in jR.\s 1944, I39sn.2, the reading gr”g in
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The plural“the kavis,” again intentionally undefined, means the person

of the bandva who is a kavi. He and his grahma scheme to throw

Zoroaster into chains, as was done to Smerdis by Cambyses. St. 15: “The

priesthood, karpatat, and the high nobility, kavitat [grahma belongs

to the first, bandva to the second] are sinners, . . . those whom they do

not allow to be masters of their lives, shall ascend to heaven!”, see

under ‘Kavi.’ Once more, intentionally undefined, the two abstracts

stand pro concreto—an idiom Zoroaster often uses. Here, in 32,14-15,

grahma is connected with the bandva just as in Y.49,1-2 the tkesa with

the bandva. And the persons, too, are the same, for, as y.46,1 contains

the sentence, excommunication from hvetu and aryaman, so this pas-

sage that speaks of the peasantry, contains the indictment which led

to Zoroaster’s condemnation : he strives for a liberation of the peasantry

and is banished as a revolutionary and offender against religion. One

cannot help thinking of Socrates.

In Y.46,4, Zoroaster openly invites to a murder, either of the brother-

in-law who confirmed, or of the judge who pronounced the sentence.

In Y.49,1, he foresees, in the near future, that fate will overtake the

brother-in-law, and that his favorite will follow him. The third phase

is the gatha Y.53,8-9:

8: anais a duzvarsnaho

zahiyaca vispaho

huxsa^rais janram . .

.

iratu is dvafso ho

9: duzvarsnais veso rasti

a isasa zita.rto

ku rtava ahuro

tat mazda tava xsa^ram

dafsniya hantu

Xrosantam upa

ramamca ^s

drza mr^yaus

toi narpis arjis

prta.tanuvo

yo is jyatos

ya rzjiyoi

dadatu syatibyo vizbyo

mazisto mosuca astu

hami^yat vaso.itoisca

dahi drigove vahyo

MirMan.m, a 13, to gr’mg, corresponding to Sogd. 7rame. The MMed. text is: “like nomads

who with their tents, horses and gr’mg move from place to place”; the Sogd. text: “(nothing

can help you), neither treasure, 7zny, nor 7r’m-, neither hostel, ’sp’nch, nor palace nor a

strong tower, etc.” This is clearly “cherished, treasured \aluables.” In the footnote Henning

applies his translation “possessions” to Aw. grahma; 32,12 “the karpan preferred money,

possessions to Right,” 32,13 “they shall get that wealth in hell,” and 32,14 “even the kavis

had an e}e on his money,” (which would be Zoroaster’s mone\), mainly because “there is

no reason to deviate from the Pahl. translation.” Though agreeing with several points of his

deduction, I cannot accept the authority of the Pahl. translation, nor his translation of the

passages; nor his assuming two neutr. stems grahma and grahmah.
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To st.8: hu-xsa^ra, when connected with Vx^i- or opposed

to dus-xsa^ra or the notion of bad rule, means of course “who

is a good ruler.” In the epithet of the Amrta Spanta, hu- may

mean “co(rulership), fellow (-rulers).” The more so here, where

there is no talk of ruling and quality of rule, hu- seems to me to

be *hm-, as in huzantu, huyaxna, “he with (his) hu.xsa^ra,

fellow-xsa^riya.”

All mss. except K4 add to janram (janaram.?) the syn. xrun-

ram.ca “murder and bloodshed”; the text cannot be safely

restored, vizbyo is dat.pl., OI. vidbhyas; in Beh. §14 we find

OP. vi^bis, 01. vidbhis, the instr. which replaces the dative in OP.

dvafsah, in 44,14 dvafsa, has neither etymology nor con-

tinuation; the Pahl. transl. did not understand the text: it uses

freft, hence thought of V dab- “deceive.”

dafsnya: cf. Y.10,15: “ya manyate davayati, ha ya dafta

apanasyati, she who thinks (I am the one) who deceives (out-

wits), shall (be she who) perish(es) deceived.” This dafta is

simple predicate; the Gath, form is an invitation or permission:

“dafsniya hantu, they shall be tobe-deceived-ones,” i.e. deceit

is permissible against these deceivers. Herodotus, 111,65, makes

the dying Cambyses say: “eire SoXw exovcri avrrjv r^ye/xo-

viTjv) KTTjcrdfievoi 86X<w d.Traipe^Tji'at ^776 vfxecov, if they have

obtained the dominion by deceit, you shall take it from them

by deceit,” almost a translation of the Gathic words and entirely

Persian in concept. Like the words about ^Astyartes and the

resurrection in the Prexaspes story, this must come from an

excellent Persian source. Iratu and astu refer both to the same

subject, ho, and maziko belongs to astu, “he (not: it) shall be,”

cf. Hertel, iiqf 1,45 n.i.

To St.9: The parallelism of the two stanzas requires a close

correspondence between duzvarsnaho dafsniya hantu and

duzvarsnais veso rasti. The exact meaning of veso rasti is here

of no consequence: instead of Vra^-, I prefer \Tad- to connect

rasti with, “is prepared, destined for them”; veso, quite un-

known, I assume, is a word for “death, annihilation.” Tedesco

explained to me the difficulties of the sentence “toi narpis arjis

a isasa”: “narpis and arjis seem to be two acc.pl.; the verb
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ought to be contained in a isasa.” This might be V is-, es- in

the sense “to seek (a person’s life),” c£. Y/.io,45: yim isanti

mi^ra.dru|o, “to waylay,” also Y.32,12: “xsa^ramca isnam

drujam.” Vnarp- is syn. of Vzya- “to diminish, impair.”

Varg- is “to be fair, have claim to,” cf. AltpJnschr. s.v.

arzanam = Akk. simannu “convenance.” ar)i perhaps “entitled

(to inheritance), legitimate.” Thus we arrive at the translation:

“Therefore, those whose acts are evil shall be allowed to be deceived.

Deserted they shall all scream. With his fellow-^sa^riya he shall achieve

murder and carnage among them and peace for the joyous clans. He

shall bring down torture upon them and the fetters of death, and the

greatest, at once, he will be!”

“To those who act with evil arbitrariness, death is destined ( ?). They

who seek the life(?) of the deprived(?) legitimate ones(?), where

is the ahura, faithful to Rtam, to deprive them of life and liberty?

Mazdah, Thine is the kingdom by which Thou wilt give to the right-

living poor the Best!”

Nyberg calls these verses, 153, “an das Hochzeitsritual [Y.53,1-7,

where in his opinion Purucista pretends as goddess of fertility] ange-

hangte derbe Fliiche iiber die Druganhanger.” Lommel, nggw, 1935,

M)i37 * “Damit spricht Zarathustra . . . aus, dass er von guten Herr-

schern riicksichtsloses Durchgreifen erwartet.” The two stanzas are

attached in the Awesta to the “Wedding Gatha” for the only reason

that both have the same rare and late meter, and because the meter

dominates the arrangement. Nor are the verses an instruction for

sergeants. They are a demand to kill the tkesa, mobaS of the bandva.

Though Nyberg portrays Zoroaster as a hashshash, yet he was no grand-

master of the Assassins. His religion is, from the start, a political mis-

sion, but if he hopes for or recommends an assassination three times in

his few songs, it is not each time different persons, but the same persons

that shall be killed.

ahura, which refers to the mazika, brother-in-law or step-brother of

Zoroaster, in Y.49,1, has here, too, the meaning: somebody entitled to

inflict imprisonment and even capital punishment, a power otherwise

—e.g. in Y/.io,io9—owned only by the sastar hamaxsa^ra, the military
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commander-in-chief of the empire. At the same time it means “son of

the king,” a title expressed in ¥^.14,59 by ahura.pu^raho, in parallel

with pu^raho bevarpatayo, and Zoroaster promises here to the ahura

who will kill the tkesa and drugvant, the magus and impostor: mazista

mosuca astu!, the ahura mazista, successor to the throne, at once he

will be!

He brings syati—the OP. syn. of raman—to the dispossessed clans.

To do that is in pre-Zoroastrian polytheism the work of a god; Mithra,

before all, is the rama.sayana, also Tistriya. Darius’ words in NiR a

“hya imam syatim ada” show the Zoroastrian concept of Ahura-

Mazdah as rama.sayana. So does Vid.i “azam daSam aso ramaSatim

noit kudat.satim” (see under ‘Videvdad’). Since remotest antiquity,

this quality has belonged to the ideal ruler who brings an “era of bliss.”

Cyrus says in his Ur inscription, as other Babylonian and Assyrian kings

before him: “I made the people abide in peace” (see under ‘Mithra’).

The ahura who with his companions, the hu^sa^ra, shall cause the

syati of the vi^, is such an expected ideal ruler. “For Thine is the

Xsa^ram, the kingly power, to give the kingdom, aryanam xsa^ram,

to him who now is poor, narpis, drigus, but soon will own the king-

dom!”

The words are spoken in the circle round Vistaspa, and are addressed

to the ahura, the sons of Vistaspa and their young friends. Zoroaster

expects that one of them will kill the tkesa and grahma, mobaS and

favorite of his brother-in-law whom fate had already overtaken.

According to the traditional date, Zoroaster was born in 569 b.c. The

“Wedding-Gatha,” Y.53,1-7, is some years younger than the Memorial

List, of about 527, in which Purucista is still a child, not yet 16 years

old. Y/.53,8-9, too, is younger; it belongs therefore in the last years of

Cambyses or the nine months of Gomata. The reasons for not mention-

ing names are obvious.

The bandva is Cambyses, his mobaS and favorite is Gomata, the

magus.

When Cambyses confirmed Zoroaster’s proscription, he was, accord-

ing to Y.49,1, still successor, mazista, and at the same time lord justiciary

in the home country of Zoroaster, Raga. In 539 b.c., the year of the

conquest of Babylon, he was, quite young, “sar Babili, king of Baby-
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Ion,” but only during that year, and no western records tell where he

went. The assumption closest at hand is that he learned how to rule

in Media, the largest and most important province of the empire, at

Agbatana, the town to which he returned before his suicide. Ctesias

says that he obtained this and other provinces when Cyrus settled the

succession. Tabari has preserved the documents of an analogous settle-

ment of the caliph al-Mutawakkil : the first successor, al-Muntasir, not

yet adult, received the west and the center of the empire, the second,

al-Mu‘tazz, a small boy, Khurasan in the widest extent (so does Smerdis

according to Ctesias). Thus, Raga, as a Median zantu was under the

jurisdiction of Cambyses as satrap of Media. Already at that time, he

was entirely under the influence—ci^snuso—of his magus and qadi,

tkesa, Gomata, who apparently taught him to rule. For this there are

many later examples. Mutawakkil appointed the tutors and viziers of

the princes, for al-Mu‘tazz e.g. Ahmad b. Isra’il. At the events that

led to the murder of Mu'tazz, the commander of the Turkish guards,

arrested this Ahmad who played the sinister role of Gomata with

Mu'tazz, and the young caliph said: “Give me Ahmad back, he is my
secretary and has educated me!” (Tabari 111,1707). It is likewise cus-

tomary to appoint such a man regent during a ghaiba, an absence, just

as Cambyses when leaving for Egypt made Gomata “coropastes” (Akk.

qardupatu or NP. qahraman, Herodotus’ /xeXeSwi'o? rwv olk'iojv, major-

domo), the dbita drugva, who deceived him too: “The deceivers shall

be those to be deceived!”

The “Gatha of the Flight” was composed while Zoroaster lived in

Vistaspa’s hospitium, after the marriage to the Haugavi, at the occasion

of the journey of the two Haugava to the court of appeal of the great-

king, of Cyrus, while Cambyses was still heir apparent, hence a few
years after 539, but before 529 b.c. The lord justiciary and the judge

are not mentioned in these verses, but in st.4 it is said to be a meritorious

deed to deprive the drugvant, evidently the judge, of his xsa^ram,

office, and life.

In Y.32,5 the same drugvant is x^ayo, a word meaning any high
position of power. The time is the reign of Cambyses, to whom the

abstr. expression kavitat alludes; Gomata, one of the karpatat, of the

magi, is his grahma, favorite.

In Y.49, the end of Cambyses is foreseen, the disappearance of Go-
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mata expected as its sequel, and the prophet hopes to obtain the frasastis

and therewith the revocation of his banishment. This brings the verses

near to the end of Cambyses’ reign, to 523 b.c.

Y.53,8-9 is composed after the revenge of rtam and vahumano had

struck Cambyses in his suicide—oso vida—as the oracle of Buto had

announced, in the beginning of 522 b.c.

The §§11-14 of the Behistun inscription are Darius’ answer to this

gatha, written only two years after. The “vi^bi^’ to whom Darius

restored their ge^a and maniya, of which Gomata, the zitarta, had

deprived them, dita krta, are the ahvisca ahuvasca of Y.32,11, whom
the drugvant, Cambyses, had robbed of their re^naho, and the very

“syatibyo vizbyo” of Y.53,8, syata, joyous, because they no longer needed

to be “afraid he, Gomata, might kill many, darsam atarsa karam vasai

avajanya, who had known BrSya-Brzyarstis before, hya parvam brSyam

aSana.”

Zoroaster calls Cambyses his bandva, and bandva, like Gr. vlvdepos,

designates affinitas through women, mother or sister. Affinitas existed

between the Spitama and the older branch of the Achaemenid house

since the marriage of the daughter of Astyages to Cyrus. According to

Ctesias, Spitakes son of Spitamas and this daughter, was a half-brother

of Cambyses through their mother, bandva can express step-brothership,

through the same mother, not through the father. But this relation is

not true: Cambyses was not the son of Astyages’ daughter, but of Kas-

sandane. In reality, Spitakes and Cambyses both had in Atossa a half-

sister, Spitakes through his mother, Cambyses through his father. Also

this relationship through their sister would be expressed by bandva.

Atossa, not born before 549 b.c., was not married before 533 to Cam-
byses, perhaps only in 529. The gatha 49 is later than 529. Bandva
would equally cover the relation between Spitakes and Cambyses as

husband of the sister.

Zarathustra Spitama uses for his relationship to Cambyses the term
bandva which covers the relationship of Ctesias’ Spitakes, son of

Spitama, to Cambyses, in every aspect. While the traditional date for

Zoroaster s birth, 529 b.c. left enough space for his being either the

Spitakes or the Spitamas of Ctesias, the word “bandva” decides that he
is Spitakes, the grandson of Astyigas by his daughter, the mother of

Atossa.
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“When Herod the king had heard

these things, he was troubled.”

In Beh. §13, Darius says that with his six companions he killed the

magus Gomata and his principal adherents on the loth of bagayadis,

i.e. September 29, 522 b.c. That is his answer to Y.53,9: huxsa^rais jan-

ram xrunramca dadatu ! The place was Gomata’s castle at Sikayahvatis

in Nisaya, Media, mod. Sikawand in Nisa, between Kirmanshahan and

Harsin.

The Greek tradition goes back to three popular reports. Herodotus

and Ctesias ignore the true name of Gomata; Ctesias calls him Spenda-

dates. In Her. 111,16—the source would be Dionysius of Milet according

to Markwart, uge. 11,145—the magus has become a pair of brothers; the

name of the really active one is there the name of the

other, who is put in the foreground as a natural double of Smerdis, was

—by chance and with no advantage to the story—also Smerdis. A third

tradition, in Trogus, according to Ndldeke Herodotus’ precursor Chares

of Lampsacus, speaks also of a pair, but calls the one with his true name

Cometes < TcojX'qrrj'?, the other “oropastes, coropastus.” The endeavor

of the popular tradition to make the imposture more conceivable by

doubling the agents is evident.

The word TTan^dO-qs exists : Arm. payazat “heir” < OMed. *pa0ya-

zati, deriv. of (hu)pa0yazata in Ogmad., OP. ‘pasyazata “collateral

heir.” IlaTt^ei^Tjs hence was not the brother of the Pseudo-Smerdis,

but the title of the true Smerdis, confirming Ctesias’ report on the

settlement of Cyrus’ succession.—The office of the magus is explained,

more than once, in Herodotus, by tS)v oIkuov fieXeSavo'; or eTrtrpoTrov,^

i.e. majordomo. This is what Trogus’ coro-, oropastes must signify : a title,

not a brother of the magus, probably to be linked with the OP. title

rendered in Akk. by “qardupatu sa sarri,” an officer only responsible to

the king, not to a satrap.

Ctesias (Photius) transfers the name spantadata > Isfandiyar from

Darius to Gomata in saying “The Persians celebrate the festival of

^ In vn,56 (Doriskos) Herodotus uses the expression eTriTpoTrevaas to designate a vice-satrap,

cf. ^aciXei's: ^a<Tt\€vwv, ^acrtXevcras, viz. Megapanos of Babylonia. To cor[d]opa <1 s ]> ta cf.

Aw. kr^wa “who takes care,” and NP. Arab, qahrum^ “majordomo,” similar to ustadar, peskar.
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magophonia, at which the magus Spendadates was killed,” if this is not

a fault of transmission for “was killed by Spendadates.”

The day of the murder was the festival of Mithra in the middle of his

month mi^rakana. It is necessary to emphasize that the murder hap-

pened at this festival, and that this was not constituted in commemora-

tion of the murder. All Greeks describe it as the main popular festival.

The king, else invisible like a god—navrl doparos (Aristotle)—had

to show himself to the people. Ctesias frgm. 55M.: "napa 8e Ilepcrat? rw

ySacrtXet e^terai pedvcrKeadat pia rjpepa iv
fj

dvova-i tw Midpr).”

“The day on which they sacrifice to Mithra” is a correct translation of

“bagayadis,” Mithra being the baga par excellence. According to Duris

of Samos (in Athenaeus) the king not only got drunk on this day, but

danced in public, which was considered good exercise: Trjv ex rfj?

ipyacrir)'; Tai^rTj? KLvr)(riv ippeXi] riva Xap^dveLV yvpvacrLyjv rov

crdtpaTO? p(aprj<;. If Herodotus remarks that no magus was allowed to

show himself, (ftavrjvai is to <f)d)s, on this day, all were to stay at home,

this may be true without any relation to the “murder of the magus”: I

believe it is the nth day after Noruz where, on the contrary, it would

bring ill-luck to stay at home, and the Mat. Siroz calendar knows simi-

lar superstitions. Even Gomata could not break the old custom, but had

to observe the pre-Zoroastrian festival and to show himself in public.

Therefore, the seven conspirators chose that very day for killing him.

Markwart had recognized, as early as in his Assyria\a, 1892, p.653,

and later in uge.ii, 132 and 135, that Herodotus’ expression “mago-

phonia” is an interpretation of OP. bagayadis, with mago- for baga-,

as often mega- for baga-. That Ctesias makes use of Herodotus’ term

indicates that the passage was part of his polemics against Herodotus,

and his words “the day on which they sacrifice to Mithra” prove that

he knew the true meaning." Dinon tells, Artaxerxes Ochos, being told

~ In jR.xs 1944,134, Henning attacks that meaning of bagayaSis, (i) “only case of vrddhi in

OP. month-names, not counting ^aigrcis (of uncertain etymology)”: El. writes “so” for
“
0a,”

indicating the pronunciation “6i”; vrddhi of 0igr-, Aw. sivr-, NP. sir “garlic,” Vcl- “Icgere,

gather” exactly Germ. “Knoblauch-lese.” El. transcription torwara demands also 0dravara

hence 0ura with vrddhi, and vahara invers for -vara < vahara. Also markazanis, not *mrka-;

aSukanis, all vrddhi. (2) A “form of V yaz-, corresponding to yadi, unknown,” is OP. a.yadana,

Aw. *ayazana in Gr. la.cbvi.Qv\ cf. OI. ati-, pra-yaja. (3) “Pre-Iran. *atr.yaziya would appear in

OP. as *at(a)ryadiya.” Since OP. has ga0u, *pr0u for Med. -tu, it had also for tr;

hence a0^iyadiya is regular OP., with vriddhi, and -yadi-. {4) The opposition of “western and
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that the Egyptians called him “ones, ass,” said: This ass shall eat your

ox!, and e^vere rov '^Amv, slaughtered the Apis. Thus, ^opo? enters for

VyaS-, dveiv, by a popular etymology. For the Greeks, bagayadis meant

“slaughtering of the magi,” but in the mouth of a Persian such a name
for their highest festival would have been bitter sarcasm. Herodotus

was too wise to say that the festival commemorated the murder of the

magus, but only “the Persians call it magophonia,” namely OP.

bagayadis, while the other Iranians say mi^rakana. And even when he

adds “after the murder, the mob assailed also the other magi”—Darius

only: Gomata and his main adherents; and the notion that these were

all magi is of course wrong
—

“if night had not fallen, they would have

killed them all,” the slaughter would still be limited—^failing mega-

phone, telegraph and radio—to the small place of Sikayahvatis.

There is no sense in doubting—Nyberg 376 (and 579)—Markwart’s

interpretation, and in trusting Herodotus
—

“si Herodoto fidem habe-

mus, hatten die Perser noch zur Zeit Herodots zur Erinnerung (an

das Blutbad) das Fest der Magophonie gefeiert,” because Herodotus

does not say so.®

After Cyrus’ death, Cambyses had incarcerated and secretly executed

the pa%azata Smerdis, and during his absence in Egypt he had con-

ferred the lieutenancy to his favorite Gomata, as ’cor[d]opates. This

impostor succeeded in impersonating Smerdis, and in winning over so

eastern” use of baga for Mithra is a worn out pseudo-argument: Mithra was universal, and
what we know is only a Median and Persian Mithra. If in a calendar, introduced by order

of the Achaemenian government [the name younger or older Awestan is indifferent], not

miSrakana, but bagakana > Sogd. ba7akan [and in analogy the day name ba7a, not mifira;

>Xvar. bi7] appears, then, not the Median [Strabon’s mithrakina] but the OP. form of the

name was introduced, and the OP. name of the month was *bagakana, w'ith the festival of

bagayadis.

^ The Man. Sogd. word “mw7zt, killing of the Magians, not: feast devoted to remembrance
of that act, ascribed to .Alexander,” a story the Manichaeans took over from Sasanian priests,

can never prove, as Henning l.c. wishes to maintain, that the magi transferred Darius’ act

to Alexander. His w'ords, 133: “(the Persians) instituted an annual feast to remind the Magians
of their humiliation: it was called ra iia-foipovia. Her. ill.79" are his, not Herodotus'. And
Gilmore’s remark to Ctesias §46: “agreement of Herodotus and Ctesias" is unwarranted, for
we do not have Ctesias’ full text, but two fragments which may well be polemic: the one
mentions the name magophonia, the other says "ev J eiovai rSt Miflpij.” This is a correct

translation of OP. bagayadis, not of Med. MiSrakana. “Com.promises” are alwavs bad, and
so the one Henning chooses: that the two festivals, bagayada-Mihrgan = autumnal equinox,
and magophonia = the loth day of bagayadi, coincided at the year of Gomata's death. The slip

shows how impossible it is to avoid the right conclusion: the month was called miSrakana and
bagakana, because it was the month of the bagayadis festival.
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great a following that Cambyses, in despair, committed suicide,* and

that the impostor became, for nine months, actual ruler of the newly

founded empire. The reaction was a conspiracy of the few who knew,

and a group of seven young men of the high nobility destroyed the

impostor, cleverly choosing the festival for their plan: duzvarsnaho

dafsniya hantu! Besides this cause celebre of the world’s history all

those of criminal history fade away, and if ever it is justified to speak

of a unique case, it is here. “Dass es sich im Falle des Gaumata um
einen wirklichen allgemeinen Aufruhr von ihrer (the magi’s) Seite

handelt” (Nyberg,356) is not “fiber alien Zweifel erhaben,” but a mis-

construction.

A general revolt of the magi would mean a general strike of the civil

service, the activity of which can never have been interrupted. “Den
Charakter dieses Aufstandes hat man meines Erachtens vollig missver-

standen, als man darin einen Religionskampf sehen wollte: es ist die

medische Herrschaft, die noch einmal ihr Haupt erhebt.” Whoever is

meant by “man” but similar opinions have repeatedly been uttered

since Vivien de Saint Martin and Heeren; indeed, Herodotus makes

the dying Cambyses say: firj nepuSeiv ttjv rjyepoviriv avris e? MtjSovs

TTepiikdovcrav. But Gomata just does not appear as what he was, a

magus—that he was a Median is not at all proved—but as heir presump-

tive of the Persian Cyrus, he owes his success to the uprising of the

Persians in Persis against Cambyses, marries, for legitimization’s sake,

Atossa, the heiress, without showing himself to her, and—since he kept

himself invisible at Sikayahvatis—would have known how to hide

successfully his true aims to the very last. The second Pseudo-Smerdis,

likewise, relied upon the Persians’ hatred of Cambyses. Fravartis, the

Median pretender, actually tried “to bring the hegemony back to the

Medes.” The revolts in the East Iranian provinces were directed against

the strict centralization of the Achaemenid empire, and were politically

reactionary. The rebellions in Babylon were attempts to recuperate the

lost independence. Nowhere does the hand of the magi show itself.

A “general revolt of the magi” would have been aimed at Cambyses,

and would have been victorious with Gomata’s accession; it would have

been no concern of Darius, not an “Aufstand den er unterdrficken

Herzfeld, "Tod d. Kamhyses- hvamrsyus ainr\ata" in bui.l. sos vin.igyd, 389-97; add there,

on p. 594f. the example v.Rawl.9,33: “ihiuha mitutu, his desire was suicide.”
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musste.” With Gomata’s triumph, the elder line of the Achaemenids

had come to a premature end, and the claim to succession passed to

Rsama and his son Vikaspa, at that time in Parthava. Gomata must

have reckoned with being murdered and must have seen danger from

the circle round Vikaspa. But that it was precisely Darius who became

the agent was an historical accident. Not the alleged “revolt of the magi”

was the goal of the conspiracy, but the legitimate succession. This fight

would be, on p.295, “religids gesehen ein Kampf zwischen achaemeni-

dischem Hofkult und Staatsreligion gegen den Medischen Kult der

Magier,” while, on p.375, it would be “a complete misunderstanding,

darin einen Religionskampf zu sehen.” “Welche religiosen Motive

immer die Magier in diesem Streit erfiillten, jedenfalls gingen sie nicht

um Zarathustras willen in ihn . . . ich leugne ganz bestimmt . . . dass

der Zoroastrismus . . . daran Anteil hatte. . . . Der Zoroastrismus hat

bei den Magiern keine Kreuzzugsstimmung ausgelbst. . . . Die Magier

wurden die Priester der Achaemeniden Kambyses’ Zug nach Aegyp-

ten gab. . . . Wind in die Segel, und ‘so’ kam es zu dem Aufstand. . . .

Als der Kampf abgeblasen war . . . ,
als der Sturm sich gelegt hatte,

gewannen die Magier ‘natiirlich’ ihre Stellung . . . zuriick.” The whole

fight—for this fight is a fight against windmills—the whole noise is

for a false St. Bartholomew, the wrong interpretation of magophonia =

bagayadis as “murder of the magi” instead of “sacrifice to Mithra.”

Darius killed the magus, but never fought the magi.

Occasionally an entirely opposite opinion has been advanced, namely

identification of Gomata himself with Zoroaster. To this view Meillet

was inclined when he said (Trots Conf.’j^) of Gomata: “un veritable

sectateur de Zoroastre, ce que n’etait pas Darius lui-meme.” Markwart,

at various places, and Messina, Ursprung der Magier 90, speak similarly.

One could support such a view by Herodotus 111,67, where he attributes

to Gomata a number of measures, intended to attract the lower classes

to himself against the ruling ones. As Herodotus describes it, it would

be a radical disorganization of the old social order. The restoration

which Darius describes in Beh. §14 puts Herodotus’ story in the right

light. The situation reminds one of the restoration under Xusrau I

after the communist episode of Mazdak. But one cannot avoid thinking

that Herodotus might give, partly, a distorted picture of reforms actually

due to Zoroaster.
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On Darius’ fight against the magi, Nyberg builds up, 362, his theory

of Darius’ religion. As captatio benevolentiae he concedes that Zoro-

aster’s name need not to appear in royal inscriptions of a country

uniformly Zoroastrian of old. This not being the case, Darius had every

reason to make his Zoroastrism known to the world, the more so, “da

er, wenn wir Hertel, Herzfeld u.a. glauben diirfen—fidem habemus

—

einen Kampf auf Leben und Tod mit G5mata fiir den Bestand der

zoroastrischen Religion gewagt hatte.” He calls it more than remark-

able that Darius has no room for the Amosa Spanta and no word for

the daena mazdayasnis. A definite indication of the daena would

under no condition be permitted to be missing. Climax: all this would

be an entirely inexplicable and unthinkable (
! ) attitude for a neophyte.

Zoroaster deserves reproach for having no room for the Amrta Spanta

and the dena as much as Darius; only, the “Immortal-Holy ones” were

brought into a system after his time, and the notion and term dena

mazdayasnis is not older than Artaxerxes II. On the other hand, it is

unjust to reprove Darius for his silence, and yet not to commend Xerxes

for saying some words on asa [he writes rtam] or Artaxerxes for com-

bining in his name two of the Amrta Spanta. I cannot speak for Hertel,

but it is certainly not my way “to risk a fight to death for the existence”

of a thing that did not exist before.—A country parson may demand

of his candidate for confirmation to say a word about the religion, but

who are we to dictate, 2,500 years after, to the ruler of the then known
world, who himself legitimatized one of the many religions of his em-

pire, to legitimatize himself by certificate of baptism and confirmation,

or to tell the people something about Amrta Spanta unknown to them.

He demands, like many much smaller people today, that one knows

who he is. “I am the worshipper and agent of Oramazda, and Oramazda

is the greatest of gods” is all he needs to tell the 127 nations of his

kingdom.
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“Thereafter, we need no other proof!”

Y.51,12, ga^a vahuxsa^ra:

noit ta im xsnaus vypyv kavyano prta.zimo

zara^ukram spitamam yat "a "him rurost asto

yat hoi im caratasca 5drsca zoisnu vaza

“Not listened to him, then, the Vefiyo, the kavian, in (month) prta.-

zimo, to him, Zoroaster, the Spitama, when he denied him hospitality,

him and his attendants and the two-horse team that shivered with

cold!” It goes on: That is a sin for which the soul of the sinner shall

scream when the guilt will be proved at the Cinvat bridge!

Because of the fundamental importance of this stanza for the life of

Zoroaster, I had briefly indicated my interpretation of vypyv as n.pr.

vefik, in ami.viii, Nov. 1936; with some commentary in Old Iranian

Peership, bsos.viii,i937, p.938, and in Altplnschr. 1938, p.199,2. Ny-

berg’s book is the result of lectures given in the spring of 1935, and

appeared October 1937 in Swedish, and April 1938 in Schaeder’s Ger-

man translation. On p.403 he writes: “Die uns den vornehmen Adligen

Zarathustra malen, wie er sich auf den Hohen der achaemenidischen

Gesellschaft bewegt, . . . unter den Spitzen des Reichs, gehen weiter als

es sich die Zoroastrier des Westens je haben traumen lassen.” Note: “So

z.B. Herzfeld, ami.viii, 76f. Das Bild ist dutch eine Emendation der

Gatha-stelle 51,12 gewonnen, die auch den abgehartetsten sprachlos

machen kann.”

He operates several times with West and East Iranian dreams, and

of hashish smokers to boot; I find it difficult enough to see the truth of

what people say when awake. The remark about my painting is more

than a year older than my alleged emendation, and refers in fact to

AMi.11,1 (1930)—where Zoroaster moves on the heights of society; the

footnote has been added belatedly with a wrong reference. So he proves

the “callousness”; as to the “speechlessness” Herakleitos said: ySXa^

avOpoiTToq im Travrl Xdyw iTTTorjtrOai (jnku. A new translation which

Nyberg refrains from giving would have been more effective than a

mere rejection, the passion of which is easy to understand: if this vypyv

is a Vefi of Iranian history, his whole structure, already considerably

shaken, tumbles down, “fallt unrettbar dahin.” I, too, reject something.
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namely all translations so far made, the authority of which I am ex-

pected to respect, and I would reject them even if they were gram-

matically correct. It is time to speak bluntly and unadornedly.

Bartholomae: “Nicht hat ihn zufrieden gestellt der Buhlknabe des

kavay- an der Pforte des Winters, den Zarathustra Spitama, indem er es

ihm verwehrte, bei ihm Unterkunft zu nehmen, und als sie zu ihm

kamen, auch dessen vor Kalte zitternden Zugtieren.” Note: “Eine

sehr bemerkenswerte Strophe. Das Ereignis das sie verewigt ist: Zara-

thustra, mit seinem Gefahrt vom Sturm iiberrascht, sucht auf dem Her-

renhaus an der ‘Pforte des Winters’ (s. Anm.12) um Unterkunft nach;

aber dessen zu Bandva (s. Anm.ii) haltender Besitzer—verachtlich

wird er darum als sein ‘Buhlknabe’ bezeichnet—weist ihn zuriick.’'

Anm.ii: “Bandva.?”—Anm.12: “Ortsname.”

Bartholomae takes caratasca as dual pres, for praeter. (subj.: vaza

“two-horse team”), audrs as gen.abl. “with cold,” zoisnu as nom.acc.

His explanation sounds of a miscarried carriage drive, and according

to his translation, Zoroaster arrives before his horses. These, therefore,

must have known their way, and we have the situation of Mas‘udi’s

tale, in muriid] vii,32of., where a noble Quraishite, banished to ‘Arafat,

denies having continued his orgies there, and the people of Mecca say

to their Wali: “There is a decisive proof between us and him. Call for

the donkeys of the jobbers and let them run to ‘Arafat; if they do

not go straight for his house, as the libertines have accustomed them

to do, you may accept his word! The Wali said: Therein is a proof in-

deed! and called for the donkeys. They were brought, set loose, and ran

straightway to the plaintiff’s house. The Wali was informed and ex-

claimed: Thereafter we need no other proof !”^

The bandva, in Y.49, has jurisdiction over Zoroaster’s home-town. In

Y.51, also in 46, the prophet is in flight, and comes further on to Vis-

taspa’s place. No word indicates any relation between the “owner of

the manor-house” and the bandva. He is abused only because he refused

hospitality to the fugitive. Mtf/rA.25.43: fevos rjjjLiqv Kal ov crvirqydyeTe

fjLe. Whereas it ought to be the other way, Bartholomae drags him in

1 Mai'udi believes the offender to be unknown, but a comparison with the short novels, worthy

of Boccaccio, in the Aghani iv,64f. (of the Quraishite) and 76, shows that it was the singer

Dallal al-mukhannath.
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as a support for his translation of vypyv by “Buhiknabe.” Thus the

situation arises which Lommel and Nyberg develop: Zoroaster would

have asked the Buhlknaben of his deadly enemy for night-shelter, and

complained, “auf dem Hdhepunkt seines Wirkens,” “in feierlicherem

und schwerer gewordenem Rhythmus,” not to have been “zufrieden

gestellt,” satisfied by him.

Lommel: “Der Fiirstenknecht Vaepiyo ( = der entartete Liistling)

der weites Land besitzt, erwies Zarathustra dadurch keinen Gefallen,

dass er ihm verwehrte zu ihm zu kommen, als seine beiden Zugtiere

zu ihm eilten und auch vor Kalte zitterten.” Note: “vaepyo: v(o)ipoyo,

viell. Personenname (Andreas); doch ist Bartholomaes Ankniipfung

an Vvip- ‘widernatiirliche Unzucht treiben’ wohl moglich: Zarathustra

hat in verdammendem Zorn harte Worte gebraucht.”

If Zoroaster was displeased by the refusal of the voipoyo to receive

him, the opposite would have pleased him and he would better have

curbed his indignation. “Satisfy” is utterly wrong; Vx^rih- tneans “to

listen to,” here to the entreaty of being received in hospitium.

KVYNV—cf. the spelling yavino—is kavyano, normal patron, adj., the

“kavian.” “Fiirstenknecht” is an anachronistic blame: Darius calls his

greatest grandees “mana bandaka”; the highest Arab and Kurdish

grandees call themselves and their sons, in face of the caliphs and sul-

tans, always “thy slaves.” In NP. the word for “I” is “bandah, the

slave.” That is but an honor. One of my first slips in the East, near

Mossul, was in asking a negro: Are you the servant of such and such.?

His offended answer was: No, his slave!

Andreas read uSurs, judging from his translation “sie zitterten”;

this plur. of a perfect would then be connected by -ca -ca with the dual

of the present caratas; zoisnu seems to be translated by “vor Kalte,”

hence instr.sg., which cannot be reconciled with the other occurrences

of the word. The difficulty existing in Bartholomae’s translation is not

solved.

The apodosis with yat—^yat means: “when he (V.) refused

hospitality to him (Z.), when (he refused it) to the accompany-

ing-ones of his (or: to him and his) and to the shivering-with-

cold two-horse team.” I owe the e.xplanation of the hidden

difficulties again to Tedesco: Bartholomae, IF^.565 and 575,
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emphasized the “auffallige Stellung des -ca -ca: man verlangte

zara^ukram . . . vazaca yat carato,” an observation which in

fact invalidates all previous translations, asto is not inf., but

acc. of a noun, with Benveniste. ahmi is loc., and one expects

with rurdst asto the acc. of the person, which one obtains by the

slight emendation (Tedesco’s) "a "^him, suggested by the fol-

lowing “hoi im”: “when he refused him shelter.” This acc.

stands in parallel with the acc. dual vaza, determined by odrs

zoisnu, placed in front and connected by -ca -ca with caratas.

This, therefore, is not a verb, but an acc.pl., namely of the part,

carant, which has the obj. “im.” In Altp.lnschr. 5if., I had

explained OP. abicaris in Beh.^ia, as acc.pl. “the attendants,”

to OI. abhicara, Gr. amphipolos. “im carato,” here, has the

same meaning. Germ, “die ihn Begleitenden,” his servants. The

last verse has no verb of its own, and the repetition of yat indi-

cates that yat rurost is valid for the whole. The simplest trans-

lation of this yat would be “and likewise.” Whether or not the

gen. hoi “whose,” is correct, is a question here negligible,

because it would involve no change.

Instead of the owner of the manor-house “Winter’s Gate,” Lommel’s

translation has a great land-owner whose fortune “olet.” But why, then,

did the horses that have been running and ought to be all of a sweat,

shiver “also” with cold, and who else shivered? In the whole of Iran

and Turkistan, for at least half the year, it is so hot that the horses ought

to be in sweat without running. Here, too, Zoroaster does not describe,

but argues: the “Winter’s Gate” is the reason why they shiver, hence

no placename, but a season. The season is December-January.

It stands correctly in the genitive, like OP. ^sapa “by night,”

0arda “in the year,” mahya < mahahya “in the month.” Wb.

takes prto as loc.sg., instead of prtau, written prta in Y.51,13, of

“prtu, passage, ford, bridge,” only here “entrance, porta,” to

V^par-. ,prto zamo‘ must be a compound, hence ’^prta.zimo.

The first element equals Aw. p3sa, i.e. prta, which enters in the

compounds “prta.canga, with claws out-spread,” Y/.i5,ii3

describing the dragon humayaka; and “prta.parna, with wings

stretched out,” Y/.i4,35, describing the varagan bird, both
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proved genuine by their sculptures (see under ‘Sculpture’).

Wb. compares it with OI. sphuta, “unfolded (leaves).” Thus

the name resembles “porta hiemis” but means “where the win-

ter unfolds itself,” a name of the same type as Aw. “zimahe

zarSaem, the winter’s heart” in and OP. “^auravahara,

where spring becomes 0ura, powerful over the winter” or

“garma.pada, heel, track of warmth.”

Nyberg 244 and 154: “Der Auftakt zu Y.51 schildert den Hdhepunkt

von Zarathustras Wirken im Friyana-Stamm . . . ,
der Rhythmus ist

schwerer und feierlicher . .
.

,

der Auftakt giebt eine Ordalszenerie . .
.

,

es sieht so aus, als habe Zarathustra jetzt endlich die grosse Krise (yah)

erreicht, von der er so oft gesprochen hatte. In str.i-io werden denn

auch die eschatologischen Saiten kraftig angeschlagen.” Since “strings

are touched,” “Auftakt” cannot mean “arsis” but only “overture”; the

curtain rises over an “ordeal scenery,” the refusal of the vypyv, which

at the same time is the “acme of Zoroaster’s work in the Friyana tribe.”

“Heavier rhythm”; the meter has two pada less than the ga^a ahunavati.

Zoroaster never “speaks of” the crisis “yah,” he shouts “ya-ahi! hurrah!”

but only in the last act. No word hints at eschatology; the gatha is a

thanksgiving to Vistaspa. And yet “Auftakt to Y.51” is no printer’s

error, for it goes on; “Der Prophet fragt; Wer ist Mysteriengenosse,

wer hat die Ekstase im maga erlebt.^ Antwort; Nicht der unziichtige

kavi-Bube . . . solche fahren in die Hblle . . . seligeres Los ist den maga-

Mannern beschert; Das grosse Ereignis ist dies, dass Vistaspa jetzt die

Ekstase erlebt hat und dadurch ein vollmiindiges' Mitglied des maga

geworden ist.”

“maga” is the feast after the racing, the “hochgezite”; “magavan, the

guest at the feast,” see under ‘Maga.’ Fellow of mysteries: “rva^a,

friend” means here, like amicus in Roman law, “hospes,” who gives

hospitium. Everything is more blissful, “seliger” than hell. There is no

trace of ecstasy. Bandva is no name, but an appellative, p.119; “Er heisst

mazista . . . vielleicht war er ein kavi, und vielleicht war es sein un-

ziichtiger Bube (der ‘kavische’), der eines Abends an der ‘Pforte des

Winters’ dem Spitama Zarathustra das Quartier verweigerte, obwohl

seine beiden Pferde vor Kalte zitterten.”

One may be “voIl)dhrig*’ or “rniindig,” but “vollmiiiiiiig” would rather mean “with a full

mouth.”
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This gives the tale the finishing touch; “one evening” is not in the

text, but is the thought simply crowding into one’s mind when reading

these translations: did Zoroaster, one evening, come with his team to

the “unchaste knave” to pray with him—according to the famous

words of the presumptions to the Corpus Juris, or, with Hertel “um

den schlecht-leuchtenden durch das Licht-des-Heils zu erfreuen” ? This

again reminds one of an Arab veni-vidi-vici anecdote in the }{it. d-

Aghdni 17,189: “A courtier of al-Ma’mun, during the Byzantine cam-

paign, in a pitch black storm night, met with the greatest singer of her

time, the beautiful Barmacid ‘Arib, on horseback, and asked her:

Where do you come from in such a night?—From Muhammad b.

Hamid (an officer, her lover).—But what have you been doing there?

And she answers: ‘Arib comes from Muhammad b. Hamid, in such a

night, run away from the caliph’s camp, and now riding back, and,

that being the situation, you ask her; what have you been doing there?,

perchance praying twenty raq‘a, reading a chapter of the Qur’an, or

giving a lesson in jurisprudence? Blockhead! Cavillati, confabulati,

reconciliati sumus, lusimus, bibimus, cantavimus, coivimus, abivimus!

—The hearer was put to blush.”

Nyberg 297: “Die Anrufung der fravarti des Hvogva hilft u.a. gegen

oifra ‘schlechte Seher.’ ” Note: “So geschrieben fiir vifra ‘kundig,’ seiner-

seits gleich Ved. vipra ‘inspirierter Sanger’;^ Bartholomaes schreckliche

Erklarung ^^^.357 ist mir unfassbar.” This is: “pathicus, statt vifra,

zu Vvaep-, vgl. vaepya-.” Nyberg does not seem to have come across

Djuwaini’s description of the shamans, tar. D]ihdngushd 1,43s, or that

in Bar Hebraeus,‘‘ else he would be aware that, in describing Zoroaster

as a shaman, he makes the prophet himself an effeminate pathicus, or

as ethnologists call them, “hermaphrodite.” Whether the invocation

of a Haugava against inspired singers—like Zoroaster—is effective—as

the silly interpolation in the name list Yr.13,104 says—or not, is indif-

ferent, but not this preposterous interpretation. The vypyv plays a

remarkable role in Zoroaster’s life, and therefore, the “schreckliche”

translation of this proper name was to me “unfassbar.” The great family

of the Vefikan can be traced through over 1,200 years of Iranian his-

^ Cf. Andreas, nggw, 1931,111.315.

^ Markwart, Sudarmenien I4if., in the history of the .Armenian king Pap.
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tory. For a while, they occupied the throne. The Behistun inscription

states that they were Persians.

MP. vefikan is the adj. vefi, written v^py with the adj. ending -k.

The variants of vaepyo in Y.51,12 give vypy, read vefiya, as spelling of

the Arsacid archetype. The equation \wpy=vypy requires no proof, but

proves that Aw. vepyo and MP. vefik are the same name. There is no

“emendation.” The question is only its etymology.

In the Gr.Bdh. 128,7 we find the gentilicium vypk’n, vefa-

kan; the ending -akan beside -ikan, as in Paikuli s’s’nk’n,

sasanakan, but Ka‘ba s’s’nykn, sasanikan. The simplex is vef,

the adj. vefik. According to Gr.Bdh. 128 (and similarly Sahr.Er.

§ Komis) Komis-Damghan was one of the residences of the

family (see below)
;
else, they are the princes of Hyrcania-Gur-

gan which adjoins to the north. The best known members of

the house are Gotarzes I, represented in iii b.c. on the rock

sculpture of Mithradates II at Bistun, bearing the title “satrap of

satraps” and coining as “arsaka gutarza, king of Babylon” from

90 to 86 B.c. And rOTAPiHi rEonoePOi who perpetuated his

victory over the Arsacid Meherdates in a.d. 50 at the side of the

sculpture of his predecessor, and calls himself “adopted son of

Artaban” on rare coins.® There are reasons to believe that Go-

tarzes I was the adopted son of Mithradates the Great. In analogy

of ‘Peofiidp-qs: rewmihr, FeoTro^pov represents gewpuhr, and the

contemporary form Meherdates < mi^radata proves that -dr-

was preserved in the family name only, whereas it had changed

to -hr- in common language. The later form appears in the

Ka‘ba inscription of Shahpuhr I, ab. a.d. 265,® Pahl. I.27; ’rt^str

vypfydkn Pars. I.33: ’rtxstr zy vyplkn, APTAIAPOY rYittEPirAN

all rendering Sasanian pronunciations, partly in historical spell-

ing (v for g or b) of *gepuhrlgan. An analogous formation with

-pu^ra is damaspuhrikan, d’mspxrykn in the Pars, text I.31, of

® Cf. Tor von Asien pi. 21-22, and p.45; ami iv, 58f.

® Pahl. reading from a photo reproduced in autotype only, Pars, from a too small photograph,

both insufficient for exactly establishing the spelling; Greek after an unchecked Latin trans-

literation. One expects Pahl. vyphrkn. Pars, vyplkn; Gr. OY I cpEP I FAN
,
perhaps FHd) Cf.

Pahl. 1.24: vysprkn, Pars. 29 ult. vsplykn, Gr. FOYAZnEPlFAN, i.e. ves- or vaspuhrigan,

and (joining) vyprd prdkn—vypry ZY> .pldk’n—OYKDEP.T? OY OYKDEPirAN.—<t>EP I rAN renders Ir. -puhrigan.
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the same inscription, as against Aw. jamaspana and OP. *da-

maspl, in Damaspia.

In the Gr.Bdh. 197, the name Vev e Gotarzan is spelled vyv,

written with two diacritical points above the first v, indicating

the frequent pronunciation gev; the lnd.Bdh. has at the corre-

sponding place giw in Aw. script. This vev, gev—later also bev,

be—son of Gotarz, is no historical figure, but merely the family

name gewpuhr personified, similar to Tos e NoSaran and

NbSar.

In the Syr. Acts of St. Thomas, the Iranian heir to the throne

is called wezan (his wife manezak), in the Greek version

Oua^dvTjs, var.l. ’lou^dr'Tj? i.e. Tov^dvrjv, the same figure as

Firdausi’s Bezan, husband of Maneza, with A an, genos”

instead of “pu^ra, son.” In Tabari and Hamza the same name

appears with imale as Ar. wajan < vezan. This vezan, too, is

no real person, but the family name or the title of the heir

apparent ‘vaspuhr e vezan; it is OMed. ‘vyv.zn. Its OP. equiva-

lent VYV.DN stands for OP. vivana in the Aram, text of the

Behistun inscription, Pap.El. Sachau pl.54,8. From this OP.

form the others are distinguished by vrddhi of guna: veva.Sana

etc. In OP. vivana (Akk. “wi.wa.na, El. wi.wa.na) the a is the

product of a contraction. The Aw. correspondent is vivaqhana,

patronym of Yama in y/.i3,i30 and Vid.2, deriv. of vivahvant;

in Y.9,5 vivahvato pu^ro “son of Vivahvant,” Ved. vivasvant in

RV

.

10,14,5, 8,5,1. The etymology of Gath, vyptv'’, vefiyo,

hence, is not “vaepiyo, pathicus,” but the name of the god.

The MP. forms vev and vef both descend from ‘vehviya, -iya adj.

with vrddhi of \ivahva-, a plain dialectic difference: the much dis-

cussed change hv > f (see under ‘Hvarnah’) belongs to the home land of

the family, Komis-Gurgan, western Parthava. But the appearance of

VYPYV in y.51,12, does not fix the time of this change as that of the gatha,

one cannot possibly assume that vefiya was actually the Old Parthian

form of the name in 530 b.c. The family was a Persian one and had come
to Parthava at that very time. One must consequently assume that the

notation vypyv' was chosen when the Awesta was first fixed in writ-

ing, for rendering ‘vehviya or \evhiya of the oral tradition. This was
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done under Volagases I, a.d. 51-77. He also used for the first time

Aramaic script—attested 70 years earlier on the Awraman parchment

—on his coins, while under his predecessor on the throne, the gewpuhr

Gotarzes II, A.D.41-50, proper names appear for the first time on Arsacid

coins. Gundofarr of Sigistan was their contemporary, the central figure

of the Acts of St. Thomas; his name is old vindat.hvarnah, written

guduvHara on his Indian coins. At that time, the name of the dynasty

was pronounced vefikan, and nothing was closer at hand than to note

VYPYV for oral vehviyo. It is the time when the Hyrcanian Vefikan

contended with the Atropatenian Arsacids for the throne of Iran. The

scribes were on the side of the Atropatenians, and they may have chosen

the writing in order to make the identity of the names—to them a

matter of course—understood by everybody, because in these verses

Zoroaster cursed the ancestor of their enemies.

Only a phonetic or graphic problem remains. In Y.51,12 Zoro-

aster uses the form vypyv for the name of his contemporary and

peer, whom he calls “the kavian, kavyano” as vispatis of the

house. At that place \^yv must present the form generally

used. But for the mythical eponym Zoroaster uses in Y.32,8 the

form v(a)ivahuso, a nominative, to which in Y/. 19,35 the abl.

v(a)ivahusat is formed. v(a)ivahusa is derivative of Vivahus,

weak stem or nominative (Bartholomae: vocative) of *vivahvah.

In the memorial document Y/.i3,i39, about 530-525 b.c., the

OP. name visatarusi appears, fern, of the -ya adj. from the n.pr.

masc. visatarus <*visatarvah. At the same time OP. forms

ha^amanisiya from the nom. ha^amanis, see under ‘Notarya.’

Those are simultaneous neologisms of the end of the 6th cen-

tufy, and only vivaphana in the Yama myth, Yr.13,130 and Vid.

2, is a traditional form. What we transliterate by -ph- is merely

the Aw. notation of old -hv-, hence Vivahvana. This is the real

and the oldest form of the family name, from which all others

descend. OP. vivana and Gath, vypyv must belong to the same

stem as this ’vivahvana, hence to *vivahva(n).^

The Pap.El. presents the name, written in OP. {Bek.) vahyaz-

data, by vyzdt, cf. vygmt *vahya.gmata and the other examples

‘ (n) indicates difference of zero and normal grade only.
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given under ‘Mem.Doc.’ These are cases of -ahya- > e, and

vivana is the analogous case -ahva-> a (for Aw. a) : vivana <
*vivahvana.® Med. vivahvana, OP. vivana and vyv'.dn are no

longer used in later phases; we find only vezan < Med. ‘vyv.zn,

the compound gewpuhr, and the simplex vev (and gev, bev)

or vef (with adj. vef/akan), the last corresponding to vypyv in

Y.51. All these forms descend from old vrddhi formations, and

vrddhi was no longer active in MP. OP. vivana < viva-

hvana and VYZDT < vahyazdata show, about 520 b.c., the vanish-

ing h in these phonetic groups. Therefore, vyv.dn, i.e. vevaSana

shows veva <*vevava <*vevahva, but Gath, vypyv, less than 20

years older, shows vefiya < *vehviya *vevahviya, -iya adj. with

vrddhi of ‘vivahva-.

The Vefiya are the third known historical name in the gatha of

Zoroaster; (i) Zoroaster’s own family name Spitama = STriTap-a?,

a Median house. (2) the name of his protector Vistaspa = ‘YcrTao-7rTj?,

a Persian with a Median name. (3) the Persian house of the Vefikan,=

TeoTTodpoi.

So far, this house has been known to us since the time of Darius, cf.

AMi.iv, 58-64. hardly assume that the Median kings would have

given fiefs in Parthava to Persian families, and obviously it was Cyrus

who invested the Notarya with T5sa, the Patishvari with the country

after which they were called, and the Vivana with Komis-Gurgan. The

Viv^a of Behistun, in 522-21, only called by the family name, must be

regarded as the vispatis of the clan. The event told in the gatha hap-

pened in the year of the flight, shortly after 539 b.c. Thus, the two might

be the same man, but rather father and son. The refusing attitude of

the father is comprehensible: he was subordinate to Vistaspa as satrap

of Parthava, but it is before Vistaspa had acted, and Raga, where Cam-

byses had jurisdiction, was so much nearer than Tosa. In the course

of Cambyses’ reign, the son may have joined the party of the Notarya.

Judging from their name, the Vehviya regarded Yama as their heros

eponymus. Among others they bore the peculiar title “nafapatis, pater-

familias” as lords of Dahistan, written nppty and n’hpty in Paikuli.

®The oppobite: OP. avahana, instead of avana < ava.hana, and ^auravahara instead of ^aura-

vara El. to.r.wa.r <[ *^auravahara, both imersc historical writings.
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Although they were Persians, their hereditary possessions were Gurgan

and Dahistan, the former a part of Parthava. Conditions in the east

and the west of the empire were similar; the vast domains of Medes and

Persians e.g. in Asia Minor are known. As late an author as Tabari

has preserved (1,685) ^he old tradition that Bistasp, when constituting

the “Seven Houses” with the title ‘uzama’, i.e. vaspuhr, kavi, had given

Dahistan and Gurgan to the nahabaS, whom he mentions as the first

of the seven
;
this means the time of Zoroaster and is historically correct.

They owned also land in Arachosia, e.g. Darius’ satrap Vivana, to whom
belonged the “rmatam Rsada,” a stud (see under ‘Armatis’), and the

Sahr.Er. ascribe to them the foundation of Raxvat, capital of Arachosia-

HarahvatiL

Zoroaster speaks of the kavyano Vehviyo when fleeing from Raga

to the residence of Vistaspa, hence between Raga and Tosa. That is

the situation of the district Komis. Gr.Bdh. 128: “ataxs e frambar, its

appearance, petakih, is unknown, for without needing food, axvarisn,

it burns always, in day time as smoke, by night as fire. . . . One writes:

it is beside the palace of the Vefakan. One writes: a fire of this type is

in Komis. Also: its name is ataxs e axvarisnik, fire not needing food,

no need to breathe on it, it consumes fire-wood which one puts on it, if

one does not, it burns equally well. One writes: the Frambar fire is

even this fire.”

Mas'udi iv,74: (cf. Markwart, uge ii,24of.) : “In Komis there was a fa-

mous fire temple the founder of which is unknown, called xuris ;
they say,

Alexander, having conquered it, did not permit to destroy it and to ex-

tinguish the fire.” The name frambar means pell-mell.® Ptolemy has

^{a}paii^apa, his source being the Bematists of Alexander. The place

is the oil-sources of Sh^kuh i bala, less than 20 miles north-northeast

of Damghan, capital of Komis, Hecatompylos of Alexander’s time. Not
far to the north is the natural marvel of the Tang i Shamshirburr,

“sword-cut canon,” which Diodorus 17,75 describes under the name
Stiboites, Curtius 6,4,4 3* Ziobetis, Ir. 'stuvLvati; also Tagai of Polybios

^ AiR. § 4 ; y6[5antim] biimim, EL p^r.ra.m pe.Iam, i.e. OP. *framparam or *framfrain;
Vfram- “e.xcitari” (Bailey, bsos vn,297) = V>u5-; cf. “fra.frav-, to sec-saw, rock,” and cx-
citari.^ The type of the name is the same as that of the fire Baba Gurgur, Sem. qrqr, cf. Gr.
barbaros, with onomatopoetic reduplication, IE. *g^’fretay.
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10^9, Taq of the Arabs/” The Greek knowledge goes back to the gen-

eral staff of Alexander, who must have personally visited the oil

springs, like those of Baba Gurgur and Mandali. In this region, Darius

III was murdered.

The palace of the Vefikan, “the manor-house Winter’s Gate,” thus

lay near north of Damghan through which passed the great highroad

from Raga to Tosa. ^ahr.Er. §i8; “sahristan e Kdmis . . . manis[n] e

pahlavikan anod but, town Komis : there was a residence of the Pahla-

vikan,” meaning the Vefakan, cf. Moses of Chorene [in Hiibschmann,

Arm.Gramm. 63] : “These are the pahlavik kings: Arsak . . . ,
Arsavir,

who had three sons and one daughter: Artases, Karn, Suren and Kosm
[district Komis, personified as daughter], hence the houses Karn Pah-

lav, Suren Pahlav and Aspahapet Pahlav.” Similarly Tabari (Ndldeke,

437) : “Karen, Suren and Sfandiyar Pahlavi,” the last name faulty for

SpahbaS. The group is frequent in the Sasanian inscriptions. In reality,

Tos belonged to the SpahbaS (see under ‘Notarya’) and Komis to

the Vefikan. The Armenian confounds them because at the time of

the Arab conquest, the Karen bore the title “spahbaS i Xurasan, saS

[<Xseta] of Padisxvargar [Komis] and Gel Gelan.”

The great highroad from Raga through Komis to Tosa, the Khura-

san road of the Arab geographers, had been constructed during the

Achaemenian period as a post-road, see under ‘Post and Travels.’ Ban-

ished from Raga by the sentence confirmed by Cambyses, Zoroaster fled

through Komis, residence of the Vehviya, to Tosa where Vistaspa was

satrap. That is the “rzus pa^o, the straight road” of the gathas on which

he traveled in his vaza, the two-horse coach. I have made the long 500

miles on horseback, and once drove from Raga to Komis in the month

of prta.zimo, through deep snow, shivering with cold.

In these verses, again, although the picture is full of life, the style of

the poet is not descriptive, but causative. This affects even the use of the

names (see under ‘Poetry’). Where names of other great families

appear, he calls himself not merely Zoroaster, but uses his family name.

The obtrusive contrast of the family names Vehviya and Spitama in

Y.51,12 means entirely true to his style: “a Vehviya, a kavi like myself,

has refused hospitium to me, a Spitama!” That is the crime against

Rtam, the mores.

ZDMG (1926) v,279, Reisebericht. I never had an occasion to publish my photographs.
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Nyberg loves comparisons, for instance 357, speaking of the identifica-

tion of the two Vistaspa; “Wenn dies moglich ist, so kann man eben-

sowohl Karl XII von Schweden mit Karl II von Spanien oder Wilhelm

von Hohenzollern mit Wilhelm von Oranien gleichsetzen!” The em-

peror William may have asked himself in iprS: “Will the lady of

Orange, the queen, receive me, William of Hohenzollern?” Thus

speaks Zoroaster, explaining, not describing. As a Spitama he hopes to

find refuge first with the kavi Vehviya, then with the haxamanis kavi

Vistaspa, himself a kavi, as the grandson of the last kavian great-king

of Media.
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“Non quasi mansoria dilectio et dilectatio

sed transitoria potius tanquam viae, tan-

quam vehiculorum.”

—S. Augustinus, De Doctr. Christ.

The royal Achaemenian post had an old history, going back to high

Babylonian antiquity; but its organization over the whole empire and

for a long duration is due to Darius. Not only the Greeks, but also later

Persians report it.^

The loanwords, Gr. ayyapo^ “courier, letter-carrier” in Herodotus

111,126, Xenophon Cyrop. viii,6,i7: ayyap-qiov “the post,” Her. 8,98;

ayyapov mjp “fire signals,” Aeschylus Agatn. 273, have not yet been

ascertained in Iranian; their origin is, with Landsberger, Akk. egirtu

“letter, message.”^

Aristotle, de mundo, BerLAk. f® 398, mentions the light-telegraph:

specularii excubitores qui ignes edere praenuntios et tollere e speculis

soliti sunt. Fire signals were used in Iran in pre-Median antiquity.

Sargon, 8th Camp. (714 b.c.) 11.2491!., Thureau-Dangin : “pour faciliter

leur observation de la province sur les pics des montagnes des tours,

dimate, etaient construites et se dressaient . . . qidat abri sa sepe° nakri

ullu (s’agit-il de ‘feux’.?) . . . matin et soir ils regardaient, puis faisaient

connaitre. . .
.” Luckenbill 11,163: “To . . . the look-outs of the districts,

towers were constructed on the summits of the mountains and set up to

. . . the fire of brushwood, by which means they saw the approach (lit.

:

feet) of the enemy from a great distance, morning and night, and made

it known to. .

.

.”

Ayat\.Zar. §3: “On the mountains and highest summits let them

light fires, announce [azd kun, by azdakara, heralds] to the empire,

announce by couriers, biyaspan : Except the magi attending the fires, no

male between 10 and 80 shall stay at home!”

The towers called dimate in Assyrian are meant in the verses ¥^.10,45,

on Mithras lookout men, by the words:

vispahu pati brzahu vispahu viSayanahu

on all mountains, on all viSayana.

^ E.g. ibn al-Balkhi, Fdrsn., p.56, under “Dara i buzurg b. Bahman.”
- Cf. “d77apto, bondage, corvee'’ under ‘Social Structure.’
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In 46, the lookout men are called spas viSetar.^ In Mithra is

“pr^u.viSayana, outlooking far and wide,” i.e. over the whole earth,

not “auf breiter Warte Y/.i4,i3: The he-camel stands “vidi-

d(i)va, looking to and fro like a sastar, commander.”

These towers were erected along the roads, also above the entrance

and at the corners of caravanserais, and serve for observation of traffic

and military purposes. The Arabs call them mil or burdj,* which be-

longs to viSayana as to type, to brzah as to etymology. Tabari, when

speaking of Afshin’s campaign against Babak, early 9th century a.d.,

describes flag- and fire-signals
;
the signal troops are called “kuhbaniyya,

mountain-guards,” the towers dayadiba, pi. of didban <*deta.pana.

Arm. det, to Vdi- like vi.dayana. I have noted such watch-towers on

my map in “Paikuli” along the old Turco-Persian boundary; another

series can be seen between Teheran and Kum along the salt-desert.

Carrier-pigeon post, too, is said to be of Persian origin, but I know

only of much later reports. Pigeon towers—for guano, not for post

—

characterize the landscape around Isfahan. A poem of Khadidja, daugh-

ter of al-Ma’mun (Aghani 14,114) speaks of these burdj lil-hamam, and

the 1001 Nights (ed. Cairo 3,101, night 698) tell of the cunning Dalila:

“Her husband had been barradj (inspector of the pigeon-towers) with

Harun al-Rashid, with a salary of a thousand gold-pieces a month; he

bred carrier-pigeons that fly with letters and messages, and each of these

birds, when needed, was dearer to the caliph than one of his own sons.”

Dalila gets the office as reward for her ingenious pranks. That is really

true to life.—Ibn Shaddad, in ibn Shihna’s “durr” p.75: “The Mongols

under Hulagu had destroyed the citadel of Aleppo at the first conquest,

Febr. 1260; after returning from Palestine, they found that a pigeon-

tower had been built there, declared that to be a breach of treaty and

under this pretext destroyed the citadel completely in February-March

1261.”

Hecataeus and Herodotus describe the “Royal Road” from Sardis

to Susa with its relay-stations, arradfioi, avahana; watches ^vXa/cai,

pa^raka; bridges, pr0u; and “gates,” i.e. toll-bars. Under Alexander

® Wackernagei in Sttid.Ind.-Ir. Geiger: vi5a>ana to Vdi, to see; Bailey, Ir.Sttid. n, bsos. vn,

75, assumes vrddhi: vai5a>ana.

^ Against S. Fraenkel, loanword from Gr. pyrgos, not Lat. burgus.
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the section beyond Susa, the dfia^irrj 686? from there to Persepolis is

mentioned. These causeways were surveyed and provided with mile-

stones, parasangs. So was the Great Trunk-Road of India, mentioned

by Megasthenes. Ctesias, in Diodor. 2,1,5, tells Semiramis had built

such a highway from Babylon to Agbatana, Kp-jy/rvou? Kara Koifjacra

KotXou? TOTTou? ^wtrao-a, leveling the eminences and filling the depres-

sions, “in order to leave an immortal monument, and it is called to the

present time Se/xtpd/xtSo? 686?,” a designation in which Semiramis

must be substituted for a Persian word similar to, or equivalent of, the

name of the queen. Ctesias’ words strikingly resemble Isaiah 40,3-4: “In

the desert clear the way of yhwh, make straight a high road for your

God in the ‘arab^ah. Every valley shall be raised, and every mountain

and hill made low; and the crooked shall become straight and the rough

places a plain.”^*’

“King’s road, girru sarri” is already an Assyrian terra, e.g. in San-

herib’s texts, and it lives on as appellative. Ammian Marc. 23,1: “At

Carrhae the road to Persia branches in two viae regiae, laeva (via

Nisibis) per Adiabenam (
= Assyria proper) et Tigridem, dextera per

Assyrios (
= Sas. asuristan, Babylonia) et Euphratem.” In the parable

of the five gates, MirMan.11,14,,2.1 (T.Pars.) we read: “like a man who
travels with many treasures on the king’s road, pd r’h ‘y bg rft.” Hen-

ning translated “auf sicherem.? Wege,” but “bg, god” is here royal

title, as in IParsik; on the contrary, “by” is the number 2 in by’sp’n, the

epithet of Mani, usually translated “god’s messenger.”—On the pass of

Taq i Girra, the “Zagros Gates,” a point of the “Semiramis road,” where

Antiochus III, in 220 b .c . had crucified Melon, the dismembered body

of St. Pethion was exhibited : “the crowd was so large because the ‘road

of the great-king’ passed at the foot of the mountain: this road goes to

the utmost confines of the kingdom.” In a.d. 800, al-Asma‘i says of the

great poet abu l-‘Atahiya: “His verses are like the ‘king’s road, sahat al-

muluk,’ upon which fall jewels, gold, earth, potsherds and date-stones.”

And still today sah rah, rah i sah is the word for great highways.

A source contemporary with the Achaemenian period, the book of

Esther 8,10 and 14, says: “So the posts that rode upon mules (and)

‘‘‘See Sidney Smith, Isaiah Ch.xL-Lv, Schweich Lectures, Brlt.Acad. 1940, p.65, with the re-

mark “this must be the earliest known allusion to the Persian highroads in literature,'’ and the

definition o£ the localit) : the Wadi ‘Arabah east o£ the Jordan.
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camels went out (Kg.James)”; (Luther:) “und die reitenden Boten

auf Maultieren ritten aus,” and “And he wrote in the king Ahasverus’

name and . . . sent letters by post on horseback (and) riders on mules,

camels (and) young dromedaries”; (Luther) : “und er sandte die reiten-

den Boten auf jungen Maultieren.” Cf. Beh. §70:

El. : me.ni ''tip.pi.me am.min.ni ha.i.i.o.s marj'i.ta ha.ti.ma

OP.: pasava ima dipi[s—]ama [-]avata
[ ]

antar dahya[va]

“thereupon I sent out the documents to all countries.”

The much discussed words in Esther 8,14 are: r6k®be ha.rakas ha.-

“hakTanim b^ne ha.r'makim.

rok^be are the Akk. rakbu, ra.gab “riding couriers”; cf. the unclear

passage of the kudurru L.W.King n“ vii, where a mar Hanbi receives

from a courtier, res sarri, as payment for arable land:

6 rak.kab sise (horses), value of 300 shekel silver,

2 rak.kab imer (donkeys), value of 50 shekel silver,

hence the first at 50 shekel, the second at 25 shekel each, while in the

same list a fully harnessed chariot is worth 100, one amurru-donkey 30,

one ox 30 shekel. If rakkab sise were “saddle-horses,” a “western saddle-

donkey” would be cheaper than a “western donkey”; if rakkab were

“saddle,” a donkey’s saddle would cost half as much as a horse’s saddle,

and almost as much as a donkey, and the list would have no instance

for the value of a horse. On the other hand, 50 shekel for one saddle-

horse would be in proportion to 100 for a chariot with its harness (not

including the horses themselves).

To rakas cf. the letter Harper n" 71, K.113, time of Assurbanipal,

Delitzsch Hwb. s.v. rks: sise rakkasute (adj.) mesaia (from Mesa in

Man, mod. Tashtepe) sa kaiamania urakkasuni, of doubtful meaning,

and Eg. “reksu, team.”—The “hastTanim, hstr’n, are Med. ‘xsa^rana,

syn. of xsa^ri, “thoroughbred mares”'' and ramak is “mule” as in

NHebr., equus mulus, whose mother is a mare, not eq. hinnus, hinny.

Comparison of 10 and 14 shows that the first place is enlarged by

an apposition, certainly a gloss, which begins with “b^ne . . . ,
the sons

of. . . .” There is a proverb, widely known in the East, Arab.: “Ask a

mule who is your father, and it will answer: my khal, maternal uncle

® See de Goeje, in b.g.a. Gloss, s.v. shihriyya.
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is a noble stallion!”, or Turkish: “qatyra sormuslar baban kimdir, anam

at demis, the mule was asked who is your father, it replied, my mother

is a mare!” This idea is implied in the gloss, which must be “the sons

of noble mares.” That is the meaning of HSTRNym, and one must re-

verse the order of the words: rok'^be ha.rakas ha.r®makim b'^ne ha.-

“hsatranim, riding couriers on rakas mules, “the sons of noble mares.”

rakas r^makim and Ass. sise rakkasute may mean either saddle- or car-

riage-horses or mules.

That the royal post used two-horse teams is shown by the Med. w'ord

for coachman, postilion : biyaspan, MP. *despan in Arm. despan, Arab,

dusfan, from OIr. *dvi.aspana, lit. “two-horse-man.” At first I believed

it to mean “rider with a lead-horse.” But Arm. despak, Talm. dyspq, is

NP. du.aspah “two-horse team,” of the “royal carriage, the golden,

drawn by two mules,” according to its etymology by a pair of horses.

Arm. bastern, Lat. basterna, “sedan-chair carried by mules,” is evidently

a modern kajawah, with one mule in front, one behind, for it is *dva.-

astarana. Also the Roman post used pairs, M.Lat. reda < Celt, deriad =

biga.

Zoroaster uses “ra^ya” for the road, Y.50,6-7: “AhuraMazdah . . .

will point out the rules, to be a ra^ya for my tongue.” ra^ya > rah is

the track of the chariots in the circus, then a carossable road. As the

passage in Isaiah shows, the conception of the rzus pa^o “the straight

roads on which AhuraMazdah dwells” in Y.35,6 and more often, is

derived from the great highways. And it was on the longest and oldest

highway of Asia, which was measured by Alexander’s bematists,

described by Isidorus of Charax for C. Caesar and by the Arab geog-

raphers as the “Great Khurasan Road,” that Zoroaster drove, as fugitive,

from Raga by way of Komis to Tosa, with a two-horse team, vaza,

Y.51,1: “when the Vehviya denied him hospitality, him and his attend-

ants, and the pair of horses, shivering with cold.” The dual vaza means

a traveling coach, and the word implies that there were ra^ya, carossable

highways, without which one could not drive in the mountainous

country.*^

The normal team of such a coach would be mules which, when

® According to a document quoted by B. Meissner and A. Ungnad, C.4564, “criqqu qutitu,

Cutian waggons,” hea\y cars were used for transportation in high Media before the period of

the Aryan immigradon.
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ambling steadily, cover the long distances in less time than horses do.

Alone and for short distances a horse outdoes a carriage, but where there

are roads, in the long run, the carriage is quicker. In 1924, when sud-

denly called to Teheran, from Shiraz, Firuz Mirza Farmayan told me
that his ancestor, Agha Muhammad Khan, in 1779, covered that dis-

tance of 600 miles in three days, and thereby won the throne.

Gr.Bdh. 210, description of the mythical Kang: “ke ac dar o dar pat

asp xxii roc u pa vahr' xv roc sayet raftan, from gate to gate it is a

travel of 22 days on horseback, of 15 days in a coach,” hence three or

two weeks. Driving was reckoned to be quicker by the half than riding.

In Yr.5,4 (= Y.65,4) the circumference of a sea is given as “ca^war-

satam ayar.baranam huvaspai nare baramne, 40 days’ journey to ride

for a well-mounted man,” and the Gr.Bdh. reduces this distance to

1,900 farsangs, another number for infinite.

Another term of postal affairs is parvanag. Maj. al-Ulum 64: “al-

furaniq are the carriers of the post-bags, for (Ar.) khadim is in Pers.

parvanah.” parvanak, therefore, is a deriv. of MMed. parvan, corresp.

to MPars. pes, “coram, in adspectura”; parvanak, or pesenik, cf. pese-

nikan salar in Aydt\.Zar., is “officer, servant in waiting.” Qudama, 184:

“It falls to the duty of the sahib al-barid, postmaster, to superintend

the service of the farwanaqiyyin, and he must control the ashab al-

khara’it.” kharita is post-bag, then money-bag. Ibn Khurdadhbih,i53;

in his description of the post, says, the furaniqin are placed under the

yanadira, chiefs of the stations. Mir.Man.\\,y,\\ \ “Men need a parvanag

and rahnamudffi who shows them ‘r’h v vdr, way and passage’ (Aw.

vitara, NP. gudar) to salvation,” Syr.: “parwanqa, courier, runner,”

Arab, barwanah, defined by Quatremere as “ministre” and “chambel-

lan, hadjib”; cf. van Berchem, Inscr.Arab. de Syrie 88,1, where the

jfamdar Husam al-din Ladjin is a barwani: the jamdffi were diplomatic

couriers.

parvanak is not necessarily a person; it can be, like the simplex par-

van, an object “in conspectu, a visa.” Salemann, Mel.As. ix, 1886, read

^ Text: “vahr u pa,” transposed; Tavadia, in Christensen Kayanides 84 proposed; “a chcval

en 22 jours de printemps et cn 15 jours (d’ete).” The characters must be read v’hr, not vh’r,

from Aw. vrta or varta, spelled vasa. NP. gardun, MP, vardydn, against NP, gird Aw. *vrta,

supports the reading \arta, against Andreas’ rule, ncgw 1931411,307: “lig. mir, nie aus *art(h).”
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parvanak in Mat.Catr. where the Bombay edition presents “fravartak,

letter.” The Pers. glossaries give it the meaning “hukm, decree” or

“farman, rule, patent” of the government.* D. Hoshang Jamasp trans-

lated it by “pass, passport” in his glossary, and as such the obsolete word

has been revived in the latest NP. to replace Ar. djawaz. Pahl.Vid.

1
,
2 : “ce ac kisvar o kisvar be pa parvan e yazdan ny’s? raftan ne

tovan, from Kisvar to Kisvar, except with a divine passport, visa, one

cannot travel.”

Apollonios of Tyana, middle of the ist century a.d., traveling from

Agbatana to India, says; “The guiding camel bore a golden tablet on

the forehead, as a sign for all they met with, that the traveler was one

of the king’s friends and traveled with royal authorization.” Twelve

hundred years later, Marco Polo describes the Mongol “paizah,”® e.g. in

China “silver tablets with: Our imperial order for post-horses, urgent”;

under Ghazan Khan in Iran; “bronze tablets for persons traveling in

official mission with post-horses.” A few gold and silver paizah are

preserved in the Hermitage.^®

The usual word for traffic, traveling is “Vcar-, versari, circulate,”

cf. under ‘Hellenism,’ the edict of the Byzantine autokrator in ¥^.9,24:

“not shall, henceforth, an a^ravan (fire priest) travel, carat, in my
country!”

y.62,8: The Fire observes the hands of all “para.carantam, passing

travelers” : “what present has the friend for his friend, the traveler, fra.-

car^want, for him who sits quiet, arme.saSe.” The Pahl. transl. is

armek, a word in which this armezd and armeka “still-standing” have

coalesced. MP. armest means in general “sick, invalid,” e.g. in Pahl.

Fzi.5,59; 7,19; their place is the armekan gah, Pahl.Vid.g,^2>^ Aw.

arime gatu. This word does not contain the notion “isolation”—any

more than does vitrta.tanu \Wb.: “wobei der Leib, die Person (an

einen besonderen Ort) weggebracht, isoliert werden muss,” rather

“(leprosy) by which the body becomes mutilated”], arme.sad, here,

does not mean simply sitting quiet as opposed to traveling, but being

® Syn. of the demin. parvancah; the deriv. par\anaa is “secretarius"—cf. Minorskiy, Bsos,

ix,9o6 : “registrar,” and Notices et Extraits xiv,i,250,n.2. parvanag-burtar is an “animal which
goes in front of the lion,” metaphorically “pesrau i laskar, dux exercitus.”

® Cf. Henry Yule’s remarks in Marco Polo

Smirnoff, Argenterie Orientale, pis. 93 and 94.
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unable to move, invalid. The armestan gah is a “house of invalids,” the

bimaristan of later times, “hospital,” and Islam has taken over the

institution at the very earliest period from Iran.

The comp, a.car- means “to alight, to put up (at a station).” Y/.io,

137: “Mithra acarati, puts up at the farmyard of the pious,” and Vid.

13,49: “If a couple want to put up, cara, in this house, they shall not

forbid them, apa.roSaya^^ to do so.” About 1903, in a hotel in Patras,

was written: “Messieurs les voyageurs sont pries de ne pas introduire

ici des demoiselles avec lesquelles ils ne sont pas legitimement maries,

jusqu’a II heures, apres quoi ils paieront le double.”

From Vcar-, finally, comes *vaicara, vrddhi of *vicara, MP. vacar,

NP. bazar, “market, trade, ‘Handel und Wandel.’ ” I formerly followed

Bailey who combined Kurd. Bijar with *vicara, but that placename is

rather Aw. “vicarna, bifurcation” of a road.

astah is, according to Benveniste, Inf.av. 39, “la hake, halting, resting

place, shelter”; Wb. attaches it to Vans- “anlangen, arrival.” It comes

near to Arab, manzil from nazala and marhala from rahala, and means

the mansiones or stathmoi along the post-roads, which Ctesias call “em-

poria, caravanserais”; cf. the placename akaxost, 3 fars. from Marw,

Yaqut 1,277 293. One usually connects it with “aka, asti, messen-

ger”; the god Naryasanha is asto. Mercury, with AhuraMazdah, also

the saviour Astvatrta is so called, as Mani is “biyaspan, courier,” but cf.

under ‘ApamNapat.’

In the Mongol period the term for the post-houses, which originated

from the Iranian institution, is yam, yam, yamb. Jam, Jam, a word

spread over the whole of Asia and Russia. I discovered it once in the

inscription of the khan Ortmah in Baghdad, which is the only such

building known to exist, under the Arab, form yam < OP. ‘yurnan,

gen. *yumnah (attested by the deriv. OP. yaumani) to Vyu- “to put

(the horses) to” and “to brace” (both: Germ, “anspannen”). Herodotus

says KaraXvcret? “place of unharnessing,” Germ, “ausspann = halting

place,” while relais and relay are lit. “Anspann,” cf. AltpJnschr. 365

and Arch.Reise 11,1871!. The postmaster is called, already at the end of

the Sasanian period, yundar, Arab. pi. yanadira,
,
in Ibn

Khurdadhbih, 153, with wrong points, banadira,
,
also sev-

eral times in Tabari. It is the Old Turk, loanword yamtar.

cf. caratasca and rurost asto in Y.51,12 under ‘Vehviya.’
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Qudama, 241 : “In Kaskar was a canal called janb, and the track of

the post-couriers to Maisan . . . was on the area of its southern bank”;

later, when the bata’ih became swampy, the swamps on the side of the

post-road, tariq al-barid, were called “adjam al-barid, post-swamps,”

the other side, in Nabataean, “agme rabta, i.e. al-adjam al-kubra’, the

great swamps.”

The mamluks had a numerous corps of pages, called al-khassakiyya,

from which came all their officials and even the sultans themselves.

Whether khassah be genuinely Arabic or not, at any rate the Persian

formation khassaki proves the institution to come from the Seldjuq

court in Isfahan. Many of these pages were jamdar, or barwani—like

the above mentioned Husam al-din—^and served as diplomatic couriers,

jamdar is the younger form of yundar and merges with jamdar “cup-

bearer” and jamadar “keeper of the wardrobe.”

Varta.yona > gardun, Benveniste J.As. 1936, 201, “attelage de char,

place of harnessing of coaches,” belongs to the same radical word, Hen-

ning, in Mir.Man.Ill, translates vrdyvn by “gefahrt”; and in Art.Vir.

Ndm.-x.iv, where “dahyupat and heroes” appear in resplendent apparel

BYN ZK y skvft Ih V vltyvn p‘n kbd skvh (or SKN’.i'), it seems indeed to

be a vehicle. But p.i6,8, m’h vrdyvn means rather “orbit of the moon,

meeting point of gods, ’mvrdn bg’nyg”; cf. Bartholomae, Sas.Recht v,3i

{Pahl.Riv.Ddd. 57,12) : “cigon biyaspanan avarisn o0\q[ie. yvnb]

yazdan.ic rasisn 6 man e ata^s e varhran, as the couriers hurry to the

post-station, thus the gods arrive at the place of the Varhran Fire.” And
Mani says, Mir.Man.ii,ig, 12: “For your sakes I will wait above at the

water-station, vrdyvn ’byn [= moon-station as navis vitalium aquarum],

to send you help evermore!” Also 19,19; “Brighter than the light of

the sun, the vrdyvn shines,” that is one of the spheres, m’h vrdyvn

is but a more figurative expression for normal m’h p’yg.

This yona is the first element in the epithet of the fox, yona.xvata,

which describes its kennel, on account of which the Arabs call the fox

“father of the little fort, abu 1-husain.” Aw. x^ata, i.e. hvt, must be

read “-hut, who builds his yona with skill”; cf. hvayonaho pantano

(below), gardun, like the syn. s'panj, “inn” is the usual metaphor for

“world.” span), spin), is the first element of Aw. spinjayrya and spin-

jaruska. According to Wb. the first would be the “Name eines daeva,

der vom Feuer vazista [Andreas: “superl. of vazraka ‘great’”] be-
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kampft wird,” on the strength of an irrelevant passage. The second

would be “name of an unbeliever . . . ruska = Lat. luscus ?, spin|a per-

haps tribal name?” Justi, Namenbuch 508: “spinjaruska, enemy of

post-houses, hostelries, a charitable state institution . . . spinjayriya, der

mit Gebriill (Lithuan. spengti, Gr.
(f>
0eyY(o) gellende, Verkorperung

des Donners.” spin|a > sipanj is hostelry, inn; ayrya (der. from ayra

“scab, mange”) =NP. air, er, is something like boils, pustules. The

alleged deva is called “boil-host” or “lousy fellow.” I once had a

shepherd bitch, whom I had called, because of her golden coat and

her behavior like a diva, spinjaruska “Flohberger,” per antiphrasim, as

the beautiful wife of the caliph al-Mutawakkil was called “al-Qabiha.”

There is a traveler’s song in Yr.16,2-3:

us.hista haca ga^va rise from thy couch

frasusa haca dmanat go forth from thy house

!

yazi ahi parva.nemat If thou art (there), from the western

half,

at ahma avi nmaniya come to us, lady!

yazi [ahi] paska[.nemat] If thou art (yonder), from the eastern

half

at ahma avi apaya here come to us

!

a^ana axsta buyan May security be ours

ya^ana buyat - - that we may find

hvayonaho pantano the highways having good hostelries

huvapa^ana garayo the mountains having good byways

huvatacina arzura the forests having pretty brooks,

hupr^viya afs naviya the ditches having good bridges,

ahmai sokai frasastayai for our safety, our permission,

fravakai uta framanyai our vocation and our craft

!

Lommel translates the beginning: “Sie (Cisti-dena) verehrte Zara-

thustra, von seinem Sitz aufstehend, aus seinem Hause herausgehend”

and remarks: “Zarathustras Gebet an die Einsicht in v.2 enthalt in

naiver Form wirkliche Weisheit, wie sie einen, bei Beschaftigung mit

dem Awesta, fiir den Augenblick erquicken kann,” a condemnation of

the Awesta, smashing but mainly due to wrong interpretation. There is

enough deep and true wisdom in it. As everywhere else, one must elimi-
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nate the stereotyped introductory words on AhuraMazdah and Zoroas-

ter; the “Lament of Rtis” is a perfect analogy. The verses are naive,

and that alone would prove that they are not Zoroaster’s, to whom it

would have been an easy matter to make verses also in Awestic, though

none are preserved. It is a pretty song, which the caravans sing before

sunrise, the only good piece in the Den Yasht dedicated to Cistis-

dena, and it shows at once that these abstractions “Insight-Religion”

are merely substituted to the old Usa-Eos. The beginning of the song

resembles Od.\',i:

’Ha)5 SYk \ex€.u>v Trap dyavov TiBciivoio

Sipirud' iv ddavaroLCTL (f)od)<; (f)4poL -qBe ^porolcri

Zoroaster uses another word for the post-house in Y.33,5

:

yas.te vispa.mazistam srosam zbaya avahane

apano drga.jyatim a xsa^ram vahos manaho

rtat a rzus pa^o yesu mazda ahuro seti

“I who want to call forth Thy most-high Sroso, at the stage, when ar-

riving at the eternally-living hostelry of Vahumano, on the straight

roads on which AhuraMazdah is dwelling!”

Bartholomae: “Der ich Deinen Srosa als den allerhdchsten anrufen

will bei der Vollendung usw.” vispa.mazista is a courtly word: Srosa

is subaltern, but “most-high” as servant of the Most-high, see under

‘Poetry.’ The name means “hearing, ear” as title, i.e. police, Arab,

shurta.^' xsa^ra may be the common word, the kingdom, empire, but

that would stop and weaken the metaphor, while xsa0ra = hostelry fits

in perfectly, see under ‘Hospitium.’

zba- is “to cry out, call forth”; thus Parva the sailor, in Yt.%62, calls

the same Usa out of her house. Mithra’s old companions, Sros e nekdk

and Rasn e razist, are on sentry duty at the heavenly stage; one must

call Srosa to open the gate, for the yards of the stations are always

closed because the horses are in them. I have done it many times, in

1905, when traveling capar from Shiraz to Teheran, and, here below,

had always to wait a long time.

Wd. puts Gath, avahana “Abschluss, Vollendung im eschatologischen

Cf. Yf.JO,26: “srusya, those to be chasii;>ed ; iV.To,io9: “sr6s\a, chastisement,” ordered

by the military commander in chief; “srosa.vrz-, constable, bailiff.”
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Sinne” to Vhi- “anschirren”; but OP. avahana “Wohnplatz, Flecken”

to Vvah- “weilen,” cf. Arm.Lw. avan < OP. ‘avahana.” Andreas,

NGGw 1916,1, p.5,n.: Die von mir herriihrende Gleichung Arm. avan =

Ap. ‘avohonom, ZDMG.47, 1893, 702, hielt Hiibschmann FersStud. 170

und Arm.Gram., fiir unsicher, “da h < ursprgl. s im Pers. zwischen

Vokalen nicht schwindet.” This whole equation falls with the ety-

mology.^^ As early as 1885, G. Hoffmann‘S had explained Arab.-Syr.

awana as “post-stage,” syn. of Arab, sikka. This is of course not a

loanword from Gathic poems, but from OP. official language, an OP.

‘avana. In the inscriptions, Zuzu-Succa in Armenia and Abiradus in

Asia Minor are called avahana; both must be sought along the Royal

Road, hence the first probably in Van on the lake, the second not far

from Sardis and Kyzikos (OP. . . . ). Gath, avahana and OP.

avahana are identical, the letter an inverse, historical spelling for spoken

‘avana < ‘avahana [ <*ava.hayana, Tedesco], from ava + Vhi-, “place

of unharnessing. Germ, ausspannen, abseilen,”“ cf. OP. Vivana <
‘vivahvana. avahana and yona are synonyms, because the roots Vyu-

and Vhi- have a similar meaning. Arab. Wana < avana is the name

of a place well-known to me, south of Samarra opp. ‘Ukbara, on the

road to Baghdad, cf. Yaqut mudjam 1,395 and must. 30. Another

Awana Niqtor, mentioned by G. Hoffmann, Syr.Akt. was situated at

the foot of the NiKaropiop opo? (Strabo), where the battle of Gauga-

mela took place, hence equally on the Royal Road. Cf. Bana in Kur-

distan. Elam, “uwanis seems to be a deriv. of the same avana.

Nyberg translates Gath, avahana also by “Losspannung,” but ex-

plains : “Die ‘Losspannung’ kann . . . nicht sowohl ein eschatologisches

Ereignis meinen, . . . sondern . . . es handelt sich offenbar um eine

Befreiung der Seele vom Kdrper und ihre Flucht zu den himmlischen

Wohnungen . .
.

,

die Himmelfahrt der Seele in der E^stase. Die ‘graden

Wege’ sind ein fiir uns nicht deutlicher Ausdruck, zeigen aber Asa’s

nahe Verbindung mit dem Paradiese.” On p.i47 he counts it among

the “Erscheinungen (phenomena), die mit Sicherheit auf ekstatische

AKo the etymology of NP. house’* falls therewith.

In Nachtrdge zu H. Kiepert’s Begleitworten zur Karte der Riiinenfelder von Babylon,
ZGErdk. Berlin, xvni,4i4.

aha, aha and aha ]> a corresponds to ava and ava a; a>a and a\a ^ a, against ava ]> 5 ,

aya ]> e. The change is pre-Iranian, cf. Bartholomae, ZairlVb. 97,4, and works in Iranian.
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Erscheinungen in der Gatha-Gemeinde hinweisen.” The other “Erschei-

nimg-appearance” of an ecstatic “Erscheinung-phenomenon” is the

wrong translation of “hvafna, sleep” by “trance,” see under ‘Yama.

The verses of Y-33,5 are a metaphor: life as traveling, the cammin

di nostra vita, or death as journey to heaven. Cf. Y.32,15: “they shall

drive, bryante, lit. be driven (in a coach), to the house of Vahumano.”

The Qur’an 39,73 says; “Those who believe in their Lord shall be

driven in multitudes to paradise, and when they arrive there, the

gates shall be opened and their keeper says: Hail! you were good, enter

for evermore!” In heaven, the roads are straighter and plainer. Zoro-

aster’s “straight road” is no less “clear” than Isaiah’s “make straight a

highway for our god!” There are so many mountains in Iran—2,244

according to Y/.19—that one imagined the transfigured world to be a

perfect plain; Plutarch, de hide, 47; rrj<i Se yij? iirnreSov Kal ofiaXi}';

yevofJiev7]<;.

It is a similar metaphor, when Mani calls the spheres of the soul’s

journey vardyon, and the thought continues. In the Andarz, Testament

of Xusrau I

:

getih pa spin] dar u tan pat ast (’.st.n < ’.s’n.n)

nevkih pa krt' dar u bazak pa roc spoz^®

menuk pa x^es kunisn

Full of difficult readings and hardly correct, meaning: “Regard the

world as a hostel, and the body as an inn, regard a good deed as a

completed

a

sin as a delayed day’s journey, the heaven as to be made

your own! (your very goal).”

Similarly in Den\. M.478:

Xvataylh magavan e xvastak, xvastak magavan } e tan,

tan magavan } e ravban

where mgvn.?, as in Pahl. Texts 131: tan pa magavandih e den dastan,

must mean something like “hostel, host”: “to regard the body as the

hostel, host of the soul,” cf. under ‘Maga.’

Islam has developed the poetical metaphor into a veritable doctrine,

cf. the inscription of the Muzaffarid Shah Shudja‘ at Persepolis, ami

cf. Hiibschmann, Pers.Stud. 73, Arm. spuzel “to delay,” spuzumn “delay.”
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viiijioof.: “This world is a house to pass through, not to stay in.”

Bazaroff says, with TurgenieflF: “I have discovered here in my trunk an

empty place and pad it now with hay as well as I can. Thus one must

do with the trunk of life: pad it with everything that falls into one’s

hand, anything rather than leave an empty place therein!”



XV. POETRY

**Kal ffi voXvfiv'^aTnj \€VK<a\ev€ irapdeve MoO<ro avTopai

W/i7re Trap* ’Evae^irjs iXaovff* eifiiviov appa”

—^Empedokles

Zoroaster was a great poet. The gathas are poetry. Be there ever so

much darkness in them, the train of thought clears up with the progress

of study.

One perceives traces of IE. connections in metrics, archaic syntax,

grammatical forms and vocabulary, standing formulas and metaphors.

In some verses one can observe an imitation of the style of older passages

in the Mithra yasht; Y.ap, the “Cow gatha” is the transformation of

an older poetical theme, the “Lament of the Cow,” of which an exam-

ple, incorporated in Yt.io, is preserved; the “Gatha of the Questions”

is related to “Mithras Questions” in Yt.io. Other verses, alluding to

Yama, son of Vivahvant, or to the “Twins, yama. Sleep and Death,”

presuppose that the hearers were fully acquainted with those myths,

which therefore were parts of an epopee, the primal form of which

existed before the oldest preserved parts of the Awesta.

Those are features of old tradition, in sharp contrast with an en-

tirely personal style, rooted in the philosophy of the poet. The main

characteristic of his style is that he never describes, but always speaks

didactically. This we can wholly recognize only through Duchesne’s

analysis of the “explaining” Gathic compounds, in contradistinction

to the “descriptive” Awestic compounds. Zoroaster was also creative in

language : many words were certainly never used before or after in the

sense he gives them; he prefers certain forms, e.g. abstract for concrete

ones, and has created some of them. Even a superficial comparison be-

tween the gatha and the Yasna haftahati is enough to show that these

qualities are personal, that all gathas bear the stamp of the same person-

ality, for in the Yasna haftahati—though composed in the same dialect

—all these qualities are lacking. The gathas are no popular poetry, but

one ruled by art, and are all of one and the same poet.

They themselves express this claim more than once. Y.50,6 begins:

“The man^ran who raises his voice, vacam barati, befriended, rva^a,

with rtam, after prosternation, namaha, is Zoroaster!”
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It has not been recognized that this is an isolated sentence and a

self-introduction of the poet, certainly a conventional formula of this old

poetry. H. H. Schaeder once called the introductory formula of the

OP. inscriptions “I, nn, the king, pleno titulo” a “self-introduction of

the kings.” There it seems to me wrong to supplement an “ahmi, I am”;

the formula rather means “In the king’s name!” similar to a Muham-

medan “Bismillah!” But a connection exists between the two formulae,

and the antique fashion is maintained throughout Iranian poetry,

known to us mainly by imitations of Oriental poetry by our Roman-

ticists. Hafiz mentions his name regularly at the end of his verses.

mantra means a “thing thought out, poem,” cf. Germ, denken—dich-

ten. Sometimes it means “proverb,” cf. under ‘Harvatat-Amrtatat.’

man^ran is the poet, in the sense “inspired singer,’”^ not of

“prophet= rasul.” Y.Hafi. 41,5 says;
“
6woi stotarasca man^ranasca A.M.

ogmadeca, we are called Thy glorifiers and singers.” Once, in Y.46,3
“
6wa sanstre vrne ahura,” Zoroaster calls himself “the chosen one,”

like Muhammad al-mustafa.

All poems were sung. The word for it is V vak-, as in the n.pr. man-

^ravaka. That is not the “Stimme in der Ritualliteratur”—what after

all is a “voice in literature”.^—but a singing voice, “voce.” The MP.

mahrnamak is the index of a hymnbook. The Arabs render vac-, used

for the praying of Zoroastrian priests, by “zamzama, to murmur,” but

the old poets “vacam baranti, i.e. vociferantur,” sang loud like the “cock

that raises his voice at the dawn, vacim barati upa.usanham,” Vid.iS,i$;

cf. *brza.vaciya > buloc under ‘Mada-Parsa.’ Occasionally, “brzam

vacam, high voice” means “shouting,” e.g. in ¥^.10,113; 17,61; antonym

of namravak in Frhg.Ev. 3, the low, polite talk.

By his self-introduction, Zoroaster describes himself expressly as the

author, in the first place as author of gatha 50. But in most gathas, I

believe in all of them, one finds quite distinct signs of his authorship

—

apart from the style. All counterarguments rest upon wrong transla-

tions—examples under Y.50,8—and on sophisms like the insignificant

change between first and third person, which the poet uses as he likes,

even in one and the same gatha. Meillet, l.c. 15, criticized adversely

^ Aw. +vifra, written oifra, in y/.i3,i04, where the invocation of the name of the Haugava
is recommended against such “vifra and parika,” Peris, which shows that the interpolation was
made at a period devoid of understanding.
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the gatha which we number Y.50: “denue de caractere, fait I’effet d’une

oeuvre d’ecole”—the common brass plate in picture galleries. Such a

stylistic censure I consider as not possible in principle, and I feel that

y.50, once it is entirely understood, will take its place among the best

gathas, beside the psalm: “The heavens declare the glory of God!”

But the formula in 50,6 proves that with st.6 a new gatha begins, and

that Y.50, therefore, actually consists of two. In Y.53, likewise, a new

gatha begins with st.8. On the contrary, the end of Y.29 must not be

separated, as Andreas considered. The tradition of the gathas is amaz-

ingly good, yet their arrangement is not absolutely correct. The reason

is that they were collected and arranged not according to their his-

torical sequence, but to their meter, a formal point of view, similar to

the arrangement of the sura of the qur’an according to the number of

their verses.

The attempt to restore their chronological order has never been made

and would be still precocious. A few instances have been given here

under ‘Bandva.’ But Y.50,6-1 1 is better fit than any other gatha to

count as the first one. In that case, the self-introduction of the poet

would stand—a fact at all events probable—at the top of all gathas,

expressing the authorship.

Y.29,8:

ho no vasti carkr^ra sravayahe

yat hoi hudmam dyai vaxdrahya

“Zoroaster wants to sing our (the cow’s) praise. Sweetness of tongue

shall be given to him!”

sravaya, cans, of Vsru-, the verb for reciting verses, often with fra-,

NP. surudan, MHG. “singen und sagen,”^ cf. MirMan. 11,154

parable of the maiden in the fortress: “a man ky pd bvn ‘y dyv’r nv’g ‘y

syryn frsrvd, who at the foot of the wall sang a sweet song.” carkr^ra

“glory,” to “carkrmahi we praise, glorify,” also “to quote, laudare.”^

In st.7-11 the speaker does not change, as is usually assumed; it is

always Zoroaster speaking through the mouth of the “Soul of the Ox”:

“Nobody listens to Thy commandments; Zoroaster alone have we (the

- Vsru- is insufiiciendy treated in 1^^.1639-43. Wrong is: srotu in Y.49,9; sravi in y.32,7,8;

33,7; 45,10; 53,1; asravatam in y.30,3; asruzdvam in y.32,3; frasruta in y.50, 8.

^ In Altp.lnschr. 197 is an erroneous remark on the wrong Pahl. transl. carak kirtarih.
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COW, i.e. peasantry) found, visto, who, following the commandments

given in our favor, has our interest at heart. He wants to sing our

praise. Therefore you, A.M., must give him the gift of poetry. But he

is a poor nar^x^^^^iy^ only, and what we need is a rich one, isa.-

Xsa^riya. When shall come the one who gives him practical help,

zastavat avo?” The last words aim at 2amaspa. In these verses Zoro-

aster glories in his being a poet, like Mani in being a painter.

Y.50,8:

mat va padais

pari.jasai

at va rta

at va vahos

ya frasruta "Izaya

mazda ustina-zasto

ardrahyaca namaha

manaho hunartata

“With dithyrambs recited with passion I want to circumambulate

Thee, with hands outstretched, with the prosternation of one ardent

(with joy) and with the skill (gift) of Vahumano!”

Zoroaster sings here like Hans Sachs in the Meistersinger or like R.

M. Rilke “Ich kreise um Gott . .

.

und ich weiss noch nicht, bin ich ein

Sturm oder ein grosser Gesang!” With padais I walk around Thee, my
songs walk around Thee, stretch out their hands, prosternate them-

selves, are my sacrifices, “Und meine Lieder rinnen rauschend zuriick

in Ihn!”

Bartholomae: “Immer (wieder) will ich mit den Versen, die

bekannt sind als die des frommen Eifers, vor Euch treten.”

Always again the same, known verses which he had not made

himself. Lommel: “Mit Versen die erhdrt werden wegen

(meines) Strebens”—^reminds one of Faust “Wer immer stre-

bend sich bemiiht . .
.” Nyberg, 162: “Mit Versen, welche von

iza (= armaiti, dem Stamm) gesungen werden, umgehe (= nahe

ich mich) Euch ... die Hande ausstreckend, . . . mit den An-

betung des brennenden Mannes . . . ,
mit guter Manneskraft.”

Interrupting an invocation of the god, a descriptive clause

“welche gesungen werden” would be a footnote of the scenario

or a sotto voce remark spoken to the audience, revealing at once

that the poet was an actor posing as prophet.

pada, metrical foot, is the same term as in the Veda. Zoroaster speaks

of something like hexameters and dithyrambs, frasruta does not mean
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“known” or “heard, granted”; to hear, grant, is Vx^^u-, never Vsru-,

in Gathic as in OP. When the poet “circumambulates the god with

these verses” he is the author, he cannot fool the god by presenting him

what actually is the “tribe’s.” Iza—cf. under ‘Harvatat’—belongs to

“az, desire, passion”; frasruta izaya means “recited con passione,” just

as the “prosternation of the ardent one” is one made con fuoco.

Lommel and Nyberg explain “pari.gam-, circumambulate” by “sich

nahen, to approach,” hence do not know the rite. Equally p.159, in Y.43:

“Als das (Gdttliche) mich umging (umschloss) mit Vohu Manah.”

It must be: “when the god in his quality (shape) of Vahumano circum-

ambulated me.” Lommel-Andreas, to Y.43,7: “pari.gam-: ‘besuchen’

ist abschwachende Ubersetzung fiir ‘umschreiten.’ Dies, sonst Huldi-

gung gegeniiber Hoher stehenden, ist von Seiten des Gottes gegen den

Propheten auifallend. Markwart und Hertel geben keine wirkliche

Erklarung . . . etwa: jemanden (mit seinem Besuch) beehren.” In mod.

Persian every visit is a “bringing and carrying away of honor, tasrif

awurdan and burdan,” but such a phrase can of course be used only by

the one honored, not even the Shah could say that in the first person,

let alone one who prays to his god. Hertel understands the words per-

fectly, Beitr, 240 and iiqf viijipi, and refers for Y.51,20 to the Rgveda. In

Y.43, the “Gatha of the Vision,” AhuraMazdah in his aspect as Vahu-

mano circumambulates the prophet five times, asking and answering

questions. This rite means a worshipping of Zoroaster by the god, and

Markwart described Zoroaster there as Arhat, very much to the point

and better than Nyberg’s “pneumatischer Mensch.”

In Buddhist India the rite is called pradakfina. The Sasanian fire

temples were planned for the same ceremony of circumambulation of

the fire as are the modern temples. Already the pre-Islamic Arabs

circumambulated the cella of the Nabataean temples and the Ka‘ba,

calling it tawaf. Aghani.ig,'^^- “The poet ‘Ali b. ‘Abdallah al-Dia‘fari

al-Talibi told: Once a woman passed me at the tawaf of the Ka‘ba,

while I was just reciting to a friend my verses: ‘I love the religion with

eagerness, but I love the worldly pleasures not less. What am I to do
with such a mind, can holy and worldly love be combined.?’ Just then,

the woman turned to me and said: Let one of them go and keep the

other, no matter which one!” In Shi‘ite Iran and ‘Iraq, the tawaf is
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part of the cult of the mashhads, the tombs of the Imams, cf. Arch.Reise

1,85, 11,52 and Arch.Hist.lr. 93.

ustana.zasta: Ved. uttana.hasta is used in a similar way; it is Au

Xetpa? dvacrxcov- The outstretched, open hands are of course the

gesture of imploration. Duchesne, Comp.av. 221 says: “Est employe dans

les gatha . . . avec une signification precise: la strophe 50,8 est un

abrege de liturgie: I’office rituel comporte geste, ustana.zasta v.2;

parole, ardrahya namaha v.3; pensee, vahos manaho hunartata V4;

cf. y.28,1 ustana.zasta designant le seule acte materiel admis dans le

culte Reforme [Meillet’s term for the true Zoroastrism], resume, en

quelque sorte, une doctrine a lui seule.”

Vnam-, MP. namaz, is “to bow, down to the soil,” salutation to men

of higher rank, as Herodotus describes, called proskynesis by the Greeks.

The MP. ideogram is SGDH = Arab. sadjada for the same posture in

praying. Thus, namah is another gesture of praying, whilst hunartat

is every skill, art, here poetry. Even when these words do not represent

“parole” and “pensee,” Duchesne’s description of the formula as “doc-

trine” and “office rituel” stands, ustana.zasta is a Zoroastrian gesture

of prayer; on the other hand, Atar in Y.62,1, Mithra in are in-

voked “esma.zasta barsma.zasta go.zasta havana.zasta, with fire-wood,

barsman, milk and mortar in hand”; to Anahita one prays, in Y/.5,98

with barsman in hand, and, since the goddess herself holds in YA5,i27

the libation cup, ^batiyaka and barsman in her hand, probably with

hydria or phiale for the zo^ra.

hunartat is not the “Manneskraft des brennenden Mannes,” ambig-

uous, not to say equivocal, words, by which Nyberg crowns his trans-

lation, but means “skill, art,” as it has always been translated, hunara

—

see under ‘Architecture,’ is derived from Vhu- “to produce skillfully”;

the popular etymology “hu + nar, good man”—as in Goethe’s poem

—

is wrong. AhuraMazdah’s activity when creating the world is called so;

Darius calls his sportly skill, Kara to crwp,a dperai, “hunara received

from AhuraMazdah” and Zoroaster his poetry “hunartat received from

Vahumano.”

The whole verse is very picturesque: Zoroaster executes the divine

service according to his own rite by circumambulation, out-stretching

of the arms and prostration, and his songs are his sacrifices, yasna, as

he calls them in the first verse. In the same way he says in Y.51,22: “To
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whom, for my sake, A.M. through [the mouth of] Rtam has destined

paradise as reward for their worship (sacrifice), those ... I want to

circumambulate with songs of praise!” (text under ‘Maga,’ commentary

under ‘Deva’). The last words mean an adoration of his helpers.

In Y.46,16-17, under ‘Hospitium’—the situation is: The two

Haugava, Frasaustra and Zamaspa, set forth on their journey to the

place “where obedience to the law, armatis, follows right, rtam, where

power, xsa^ra, is in the possession of the good-will, vahumano, and

where AhuraMazdah dwells in abundance (or “joy”), vardm^n.”^ Like

the following sentences, this description of the purpose of the journey

is a wish: where justice ought to be found, the highest court, the great-

king himself. The purpose of the journey was to obtain the frasastis,

the revocation of Zoroaster’s banishment. At their departure Zoroaster

sings “in Zamaspem et Prexostrem legates Agbatanam proficiscentes”

:

“You, Frasaustra, go there, ardrais tais yan usvahi usta.stoi!” “ardent,

aglow” are here, once more, not the travelers, but Zoroaster’s wishes,

the word for which is “usta.stoi, inshalllh!” “Both our, i.e. Zoroaster’s

and the Haugavi’s ardent wishes for your success accompany you, my
father-in-law!”

St.17:

ya^ra va afsmani sanhani

noit anafsmam zama.aspa haugava

hada vas.ta vahman srosa radaho

yo vicinot da^amca ada^amca

dahra mantu rta mazda ahura

“While I shall speak verses, real verses, o H. Zamaspa; always I shall

sing the praise of your protection, you who know to judge what is art

and what is not, as a learned guardian! O AhuraMazdah as Rtam!”

Lommel-Andreas: “(dort) wo ich eure Verdienste verkiin-

digen will, nicht eure Schuld, o Yamaspa, du Nachkomme des

Hugu, (und eure) Gebete samt diesem eurem Gehorsam aus

Bereitwilligkeit (dem verkunden), der den frommen und den
nicht-frommen unterscheidet, (namlich) der Weise Herr, durch

* Andreas: “\or5mon, loc.sg. elnes man-Stammes, Treude,”’ with reference to MP. “var-

<

*vard- ‘to rejoice/
”
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seinen wunderkriftigen Berater, das Wahrsein!” Note: “a: 2

Silben fehlen; Henning erganzt a^ra vor ya^ra. afsman ‘Ver-

dienst,’ anafsman, das Gegenteil, so auch Kent, Language iv,

io6f.” I wonder whether somebody else can find rhyme and

reason in this translation, according to which Zoroaster, by

passing over the “guilt” in silence, would tell in Zamaspa’s

favor a half-truth to his god, who through his adviser. Truth,

knows better. Bartholomae translated: “wo ich eure Nachteile

melden will, nicht eure Vorteile,” the way Arab satirists used

to threaten their victims with a satirical poem.

With srosa as noun, the construction, if possible at all, is very

difficult. Tedesco saw the solution: srosa is s-aor. of \/sru-, i.p.

aor.act., cf. Grdr. §373, and the med. srosani in §156, xsnavisa

in §157. The first sentence means: “I must remain at home and

can only express my wishes in poems.” afsman or afsman is

the “chain,” the term for the verse consisting of pad. noit an.-

afsmam, with double negation—stronger than the positive

—

“not non-verses” are really good ones. Cf. Y.46,8: “hujyatois

noit duzjyatois, good-life, real good-life.” In order to judge the

verses one must be able to distingish between da^am and

ada^am. These words may refer to something that would make

the Haugava especially fit for his mission (see under ‘Hospi-

tium’), but the parallelism between the two pairs of words with

negation is so obtrusive, that one must relate the neutr. da^am

to the “verses.” Zoroaster calls Zamaspa a “learned” man who
knows what education or lack of education (or skill and lack

of skill) really means, calls him a Dr. jur et phil.

As to etymology, Bartholomae, Grdr. §33 attached afsman to Vpas-,

Tnjyvvfii, Lat. pangere (versus).® The composing of poems is also

called “to weave,” and Gath, vafus is “carmen,” thus in Y.43,8 and 28,3:

yo va . . . ufyani . . . aparviyam, I want to make poems to Ahura-

Mazdah as never before!” as good as never verses have been “woven”
to him. The same etymology is the best one advanced for Gr. hymnos.

The word for “strophe” is “vaca.tasti, i.e. voces + texere, like sermones

^ The spelling with s in y.46,17, with s in Awestic, makes no difference; the Pahl.transl. for
both is the same, with right: patman. not a “Verwechslung,"
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texere.” Andreas’ objection, in nggw 1931, 111,315, is difficult to under-

stand: “Bartholomae’s Kombination von ufyffiii mit dem verbum des

Webens wird dem Sinn nicht gerecht.” The tertium is the artificial

joining of the words, like threads in weaving a pattern. In just the

same way “hazar.baf, thousandfold-woven” is the term for artificial

assemblage of bricks. Gath, afsman, too, means the “chain” (opp. weft)

of the weaver’s loom. The figurative expression has analogies in all

languages. The Aramaeans “weave, zaqar” the speech, the Romans’

speeches and letters. They use also “faber,” as Germanic languages “to

spin” and “to forge.” Abu l-‘Atahiya, the poet, when asked whether

he was really a potter, answered : “I am a rhyme-potter, my brother is a

potter by trade.”

Certain expressions of this poetical language, e.g. addresses, belong

to a “courtly” style and are significant for the “Horatian” character of

these carmina: instead of the direct pronouns derivatives in -vant are

used.

Y.44,1: “^wavans may tell it mavans” does not mean “one like you

to one like me,” but in Zoroaster’s causative style: “although you are so

great and I am so small, you will tell me because (I love you).” Y.44,9:

“^wavans . . . hadmoi . . . syans,” according to Lommel-Andreas “einer

wie Du, o Weiser, der mit . .

.

im gleichen Hause wohnt” means rather:

“Your Highness who is dwelling in the same house.” Or Y.43,3: “(ar-

dro) ^wavans hozantus spanto mazda, of the same kind, essence, as

Your Highness, holy!” The derivatives in -vant intend to avoid the

vulgar “I” and “thou,” as recognized already by Markwart, Gath.ust.

p.63.

In Ar.Forschg. 11,155, Bartholomae called mavant (i.p.sg.) and ^wa-

vant (e.p.sg.) correctly “nur Umschreibungen fiir ich und du”; Wb.

1304: “yusmavant, xsmavant, z.p.pl., nur im Sinn von Ihr’ mit Bezie-

hung auf die Gbtter gebraucht”; but erroneously Ar.Forschg. 11,169:

“gemeint ist: Du, der du am besten dazu imstande bist.” The NP.
grammarians call this -vand “i tasbih (similarity) or i ziyadah (in-

crease).” Here it is not similarity.

The i.pers. mavant means “my unworthy self,” thus in Y.46,7: “Who
will be given as protector, payu, to one as humble as me?” Today one

says bandah, the slave or al-faqir, the poor.” For the 2nd pers. one
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says “janab i ‘ali, sarkar, hazrat, high presence etc.” MP. renders the

2.

p.sg. by “to havand,” a.p.pl. by “smax havand.”® The word for the

3.

pers., hvavant, only in 7^.13,146, lives on in modern language. The pas-

sage is a late interpolation into the memorial document and speaks of the

“mantra spanta, the revealed word,” the lieutenant, asta, of Ahura-

Mazdah, which Zoroaster has allotted to men as hvavantam, Bartho-

lomae “als einen wie er selber ist.” It means “as master.” The real

meaning of the passage is expressed, in a slightly different idiom, in

the Manichaean frgmt. 0278 {MirMan. ii,i8, cf. Altp. Inschr. 212)

:

“and they receive the nisan (a sealed mantra) from him and keep

them with such reverence, as if one would regard as his master,

something over which oneself is master, x^ys x^'d’vd.” hvavant con-

tains the notion xvadavand, which itself is the same -vand derivative

of xvaday “autokrator.”

In NP. the word appears as x x^’nd [beside the comp,

with a- and the short-form The Burhan explains xvavand from

its usage, not etymologically, as “sahib, master of the house.” It is

hvavant, as courtly expression for “he” in the address, xvand < xvand

is the predicate of the Mamluk sultans of Egypt, and one usually fol-

lows Quatremere, Hist.Sult.Maml. 1,67 and 96, in assuming that the

word had been introduced only after Timur, in about a.d. 1400. The

earlier use of xvandgar, as predicate of the Seljuks of Rum, disproves

that date
;
this word is not a short-form, but a syn. of xudavandgar. The

address “ya x^and!” is older. al-Safadi, Ms.Berl. P lyof., says in the

biography of Yelbogha, founder of the mosque in Damascus which

bears his name: The young Yelbogha said to the sultan Nasir Muham-
mad [before 741 h.] when he mentioned 20,000 gold pieces: Sire, ya

xvand, I have never seen so much money in one pile!, and the sultan

sends him that much money with the baxsis to be given to the carriers.

Yet earlier, the word appears in the biography of Shirkuh, ibn Khal-

likan n“ 297, p.121: The prince malik al-ashraf muzaffar al-din Musa,

son of nasir al-din Ibrahim of Hims, explained to ibn Khallikan at

Damascus, in 661 h., how he got his name: “My father received the

news of my birth returning from the campaign in Anatolia, in ramadan

® This havand is Aw. “avant, tantus,” used with correl. yavant or civant, which Bartholomae
considered as possible neologisms, whilst he remarks to the same, merely aspirated havant of
Vid. and Nir. “eigti. ihm ahnlich.”
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627 (July A.D. 1230) and said to al-ashra£ Musa “Sire, ya x^and, you

have one slave more!”; the sultan answered: “Call him after my name!”

Therefore these Kurds, the Ayyubids, brought the word with them,

which they certainly had learned at the Seljuk court. The meaning has

not changed in the 1,700 years from Cyrus to Saladin.®®

There is also “servus,” e.g. Y.32,1: “^woi dutaho ahama, we want to

be Thy servants!” see imder ‘Axmatis.’ And y.29 ends, emphatically,

with the words of the “soul of the ox”: “Invite us to the wedding,

ahama ratois yusmavat^!, we want to be among the servants of Your

Highness!”

The opposition of greatness and own humbleness appears also in

verses like Y.49,12:

kat toi rta

zara^ustrai

yo va stotais

avat Jasans

zbayantai avaho

kat toi vahu manaha

mazda frinai ahura

yat va ista vahistam

“How little would it matter to Thee, as Rtam, to Thee as Vahumano,

to help Zoroaster who is imploring Thee, me, who wants to please Thee

with songs of praise, only asking for something that, as the best, is in

Thy power!” That means, what is the best for me and an easy matter

to you.

Bartholomae: “Was fiir Hilfe hast Du, o Asa, was Du, o

Vohu Manah, fiir mich, den Zarathustra, der ich rufe ? der ich

mit Preisliedern um Eure Gnade werbe, o M.A., nach dem

verlangend, was in Eurem Besitz das beste ist.?” Most exacting.

Lommel: “Was hast Du durch das Wahrsein, was hast Du
durch das Gute-Denken an Hilfe fiir den Zarathustra, der

(Dich) anruft, der ich Euch, o Weiser Herr, durch Lobpreisun-

gen erfreuen will, um das bittend, was nach (entsprechend)

Eurem Wunsche das Beste ist (oder: was Eure begehrtesten

Giiter sind?).” Note: “Andreas betrachtete ista als instr.sg.,

vgl. Ai. ista- n., ‘Wunsch,’ ebenso Y.46,16: wo das xsa^ram

entsprechend dem Wunsche—^ista—des VohuManah ist.”

6a In mod. Persian the king is addressed with “qurbanat misavam,” or simply “qurban,” may
I be th> sacrifice, offering, exactly as in Kassitc, fourteenth century b.c. “ikribu,” and at the

same time the scribe Marduk.muballit calls himself “kiribtu sa ili u sarri, consecrated to the god
and the king,” viz. Assur.uballit of Assur.
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“kat toi” is NP. ba-tu ci?, what does it matter to you?, or

“what concern is it of yours ?” The instrumentals are instr. of

quality “you (in your quality) as Vahumano.” avaho is gov-

erned by kat—cf. Y.50,1: kat moi under ‘Haugava’—this in the

sense of “quantillum,” but put behind zbayantai, for which an

avahe must be supplied from avaho. Cf. Quran 19,21, legend

of Miryam: “huwa ‘alayya hayyinun, it is an easy matter for

Him.” Therefore, ista is the normal “have power over.”

Bartholomae translated Y.46,5: “es wird ihm AhuraMazdah das

(zweite) Leben schenken”; Lommel: “und ihm wird der Weise Herr

das Leben geben, er wird ihm durch Gutes-Denken Vieh und Leute

fordern.” Both fail to hit the character of the sentences: Zoroaster

“weaves” into his verses the ancient beggar’s cant: A.M. shall give him
life! Mazda dadat!,=;i^uda bidihad! Allah ya’tik! God will give you!

Mazda ahum dadat = Allah yutawwil ‘umrak!, God make your life

—

of course not the “second”—long!. Aw. drgajyati and hujyati. A.M.

as Vahumano shall increase his property and family! Mazda ge(9a

fradat! = Allah yu’ammir baitak! The Sasanian epistolary guide, Na-

mak nipisnik, says derzivisnih e Jan ut apatih e her, or derzivisn u

Xvastak, long life of soul and flourishing of possessions, long life and

wealth! Spanish: salud y pesetas!

Andreas translates Y.32,9: “Mit diesen Worten, die der Ausdruck

meiner Gesinnung sind, o Mazda”—^I’expression de mes sentiments

—

one cannot help going on “I have the honor to be yours truly,” and

the verse actually contains something of such polite phrases of an epis-

tolary guide, highly developed in the Nam.Nip.—All these things come
under the category of “narma.vak, MP. apatgowisn, NP. narmgoy,

cultivated, polite, courtly speech.”

One can include Y.33,5 (see under ‘Post and Travels’) : “I, who wants

to call forth your most-high Sroso at the stage.” Sroso is subaltern,

most-high only as servant of the Most-High. For exactly this reason,

Xusrau I, the Theos, calls his ambassador (Menander, Exc. de

^1)3)- There is nothing “divine” about the ambassador himself.

The same style is also Byzantine.

Among the ancient traditional patterns of this poetry are the meta-
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phors taken from racing, often conforming to metaphors in the Veda

and in Homer. On our understanding of them depends much besides

the Iranian conception of the “aeons,” discussed at the beginning under

‘Chronology.’

The Husravah legend, ¥^.5,50 (=19,77) speaks of a race-course:

yat vispanam yu^tanam that of all teams

azam fratamam ^an]aya(ni) I may drive the foremost

ana '‘tacartam^ yam drgam along the long race-course

nava.fra0wrsam razuram the Nine-round-forest

yat mam mariyo "'nrmano when the slave N. competes

aspesu ‘pati.prtati® with me in the horse-racing

!

rzura > NP. lur; the place is to be looked for in Luristan, the region

famous for the Nesaian horses. Nine rounds are the maximum, as the

tablets of Kikkuli of Mitanni describe it, see under ‘Chronology’ : navar-

tane vaz‘ anasaia. One circuit of the course is a rvesa, etym. = Gr. pot/cd?

and assuming all connotations of Gr. kvkXo?, “round, course, cycle.”

‘aspa.rvesa > NP. aspres “hippodrome.” Another term is “^warsali,

section,” whence on the one hand ^warsah as term for the nine millen-

nia of the world’s history, on the other the nine ^warsah of the “var i

Yamkirt.” pati.prtati is “compete, contest.”

The MP. term for the paradisiac condition after the end of the world,

“apatiyarakih, being-no-longer-contested,” and the old word frasam

—

always with ellipsis
—
“beyond (contest by evil)” are taken from the

races: the ninth and last turn round the ‘meta’ is the image of the

ninth and last millennium. When the victorious chariots go through

the goal, all shout: YTahi!, triumph! To Lat. meta Gr. “terma” corre-

sponds, and “meta vitae, terme de la vie” is the universal metaphor.

From the time of Kikkuli and Husravah to the present day, the style

of the yearly races for testing the Turcoman and Arab horses at

GiimiisTepe near Astarabad in Hyrcania has not changed. One races

round the course three, five, seven, and nine times, navartane, only

one no longer drives chariots, but rides on horseback. The nine rounds

measure together one double parasang or about seven miles. The course,

of necessity, is an elongated ellipse, the spina of which measures about

' Text: cjrtam. i s\ liable short; archet. for tac-, erroneously transliterated by c-.

8 Text: yo, in Y/. 19,77 yat and prtari: the lines are taken over—as all corresponding ones

—

from the epic, where they appeared m narrati\e form, and are dchcientiy adapted to the meter.
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700 yards. One tacara, the length of one round, hence would be over

1,400 yards. Frhg.Ev. 27a says: “bis etavat ha^ram yavat tacaram, two

lengths of a ha^ra equal one tacara,” and the ha^ra is determined as

“M gam e do pay, 1,000 paces at 2 feet,” which gives the ha^ra exactly

the normal length of the spina and the tacara the double of it.

The old myth of Yama’s var describes the four sides of this castrum

as I tacara long; this is actually the size of the qasr Balkuwara in

Samarra. F/^.2,25, there, writes “i cartu.drajah,” Pahl.Vid. “aspres

drahnad, one race-course long,” with note: “=2 hasr.” The archetype

must have had tsrtv', with s for c and v in the joint of the compound,

read Yacarta.drajah. Tazar remains a placename; one of them, which

the early Arabs mention near Dastagird Xusrau, is called hippodromos

by the chroniclers of Herakleios.

Another word for race-courses is NP.-Arab. maidan, used, like tazar,

as placename. Many towns had several maidan in front of their gates;

Aleppo e.g. had four or five, and besides a quarter aspres. Ibn Shaddad

describes a column there, the meta of the antique hippodrome, the shape

of which one can imagine from the remark that it had the power of

healing urinal troubles. In Iran, the double posts of polo-gates are

always phalloid, e.g. the oldest ones preserved on the largest and most

beautiful maidan, the one in Isfahan. This maidan, at present the center

of the town, was before the Arab conquest outside the south-gate of the

old City of Gay, as the name of this gate, bab aspres shows.®

Thus, aspres and maidan are synonyms, and both are Iranian words.

OIr. maitana appears as placename in the list of 45 Median chiefs in

the Hamadan region who bring tribute to Sargon, when he added the

region to his province Parsua, with the seat of administration in Har-

har-Nihawand; Prism A: ‘’is.te.li.ku and ‘’a.di[r.?]ri.pa.ar.nu, bel alanF*

sa “‘"‘[mja.i.ta.ni. maitana is der. of mita, Lat. meta, ^''*mei-^“ and is

identical with Ar. ma.i.te.ni in the letter of Saussatar, founder of the

kingdom of Mitanni, to his vassal, the king of Arrapha,” which is

the oldest form of the name of the country, mi.ta.na of the Amarna

letters, transformed to mitanni in Akkadian, probably from the Ar.

® abu Nu'aim, a\hbdr Ishahdn 1,10,1.13: ’sfvs inst. of ’sfrys.

Cf. OP. mayuxa, NP. mex» = Akk. zikkatu, and Lat. muto, which explains the phalloid

shape.

E. A. Spchcr, jAOs.49, 1929, 269ff., and e.g. Knudtzon, Amarna n®.86.
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locative. The group of horse-breeding Aryans which segregated from

the main body on the way from the Oxus and laxartes to Sarasvati and

founded a kingdom in Mesopotamia, called the vast plains—which they

reached when leaving the Iranian mountains
—

“hippodrome,” as the

syn. asp taz is used in NP. for an entirely plain country, zamin i ham-

var.

Not a few metaphors in the gatha refer to the races.

Y.50,6:

data )^ratos hizuvo ra^iyam stoi

mahya razan vahu sahyat manaha

“AhuraMazdah, who as Vahumano has given me xratus,^' will (also)

point out the rules that shall be a way for my tongue.”

Previous translations differ only in the interpretation of razan and

sahyat. Benveniste takes the verb as absolute, the infinitive phrase as

contents of the “proclamation”: “Que ses commandements soient la

voie de ma langue!” Andreas-Lommel take raza as object, “the direc-

tion,” not to razar, -"zan, but like pa0o sah in Y.34,12; 43,3, or Ved.

anu.sas: “Damit fiir meine Zunge eine Bahn sei.” Nyberg needs “razan,

Heilige Regeln” for his “Ordalterminologie.”

The rules and the way are those of the “tongue,” the language, not

“holy,” but philological. In Y.31,19 Zoroaster says:

rz.uxSai vacaham hizvo vaso

“having full mastery of my tongue as to correct speaking of words.”

“rluxta vaxs, correctly spoken word” in Yr.11,3, see under ‘Ya-ahi!’

“vaso xsayamna,” with vaso lit. “as you like,” cf. “vaso.xsa^ra, absolute

ruler”; OP. “manaha hvepasyahya darsam xsayamna ahmi, over my

will I am severely ruling.” Full mastery of the language of poetry and

its rules means professional study of language. “Way, method,” the only

thing worth while learning and the only thing a good teacher can give

his pupil, is a figure for study the world over. Aw. ra^ya is—with

Lommel—the carriage-way in contradistinction to pa^o “foot-path,” cf.

01. “rathya, street,” MP. reh, NP. rah, der. of “ra^a, carriage.” It was

first the race-track, then the highway.

The metaphor goes on in the next stanza, Y.50,7: “I will harness for

unites power of understanding and volition.
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You the speediest racers, the . . . ,
the broad ones, of Your praise, the

strong ones; with them You shall reach the (winning) post, be ready

to help me!”

Bartholomae: “Ich will Euch anschirren die raschen Renner,

durch die Anregung Eures Preises, die breiten, die starken,

o A.M., mit denen Ihr herankommen sollt. Zu meiner Hilfe

macht Euch bereit!”

In Wb. 604 he remarks to “jaya, Anregung”: “d.h. sobald der

Preis der Gdtter angestimmt wird, schirrt sich ihr Wagen zur

Herfahrt.” Jayais is obscure, probably an attribute of the horses,

similar to “vika(aspa), excited at the start.” Lommel-Andreas:

,
die durch die Gewalt der Euch (gewidmeten) Anbetung

breit(.?) (und) durch Wahrsein und Gutes-Denken stark

sind. . .
.” In the supplement: “(das befremdliche ‘breit’) alien-

falls zu stiitzen durch Sophokles, Aias, 1250: TrXaret? evpvvoi-

Tot.” A. V. Gutschmid, in his review of Noldeke’s Tabari

translation, explained the surname of Shahpuhr “dhu 1-aktaf,

shoulder-man” by evpvvcoTO<;, evpv? wpoLccv, which would be

OIr. pr^uvarah. Race-horses, too, are not flat-, but deep-chested,

but the metaphor of the “song-horses,” misinterpreted by Bar-

tholomae, is in fact not driven to that point. Lommel takes

mazda rta and vahu manaha, in which Bartholomae saw voca-

tives, as instrumentals, but they mean, as they stand in the

verses, “(dedicated to) you Mazdah as rtam and vahumano.”

Nyberg: “Um Euren Siegespreis zu gewinnen, Mazdah mit

Asa, will ich Euch die nutzreichen, raschen, breiten, durch

Vohumanah kraftigen Renner anspannen, auf dass Ihr mit

ihnen hierher kommen moget; moget Ihr mir zu Hilfe kom-

men!” And: “Der eine Wendepunkt der Rennbahn ist der

Himmel, wo die Gdtter wohnen, ... die Hymnen (Pferde)

laufen von der Erde zum Himmel, von wo sie als Preis die

Gdtter herabholen, der in den Gdttern selbst und ihrer Selig-

keit besteht.” According to 303, the “Ausgangspunkt, start” of

the race course would be the “Urschdpfung,” the “Endpunkt”

the “grosse Ordal.” This concept is derived from Bartholomae’s

translation, but with a mistake: Germ. “Preis” is (i) price, (2)
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prize, (3) praise; the Aw. word in the text is vahma, Lat. preces,

song of praise, not Aw. mizda, Lat. praemium. The verses do

not speak of a “Siegespreis.” Moreover, the “Preis” is not won

at the “turn” which Nyberg puts in heaven, but at the goal or

post; a race course, as the names rvesa and vartana say, is of

necessity a closed curve, Herakleitos: ^vvbv yap apxfj Kal

Trepan erri kvkXov Treptc^epeia?. The tired horses do not draw

the chariot back, be it loaded with all the bliss of the gods.

Already Kikkuli describes, about 1380 b.c., how they were cared

for by their grooms, moved, washed, rubbed and fed.

The song is the chariot in which AhuraMazdah drives in the shape

of his aspects, Zoroaster’s verses are the racers, aza^a, too, must stay

inside this figure: “With them you shall arrive at, reach. . .
.” The

god shall help the poet to win “im Kampf der Wagen und Gesange”

(Schiller).

Zoroaster’s songs, the gatha, are carmina or rather “odes.” Nyberg,

291: “Yasht-Dichtung ist im Kreise um Zarathustra nicht eigentlich

zu Hause.” In a circle around a poet, the center, the poet, makes the

poems. This circle was not a school of hymnbook poets of the 17th

century. “Yasht-dichtung” never existed in any circle. The Awestic

yashts are not created as such, they became liturgical yashts step by

step. If one dissolves, with the acid of criticism, the glue which the

diaskeuasts have smeared over the yasht during a long period, the

residue consists of fragments of poems and some prose pieces of vari-

ous kinds, among them mythical, scientific, juridical, bucolic and mar-

tial ones, and a few larger parts of hymns to gods, as they may have

been sung at many places in different ways. Sometimes, for instance in

the Mithra, Tistriya and Vrthragna yashts, one can form an approxi-

mate picture of their original whole. But over against the songs of

Zoroaster they are all naive, like a folk song against a work of litera-

ture.

The poet was Zoroaster, and around him there were many inca

able to do the same, and a few, able to distinguish da^am and ada^am.

The brighter Greeks, yet, called Herakleitos “dark, o-Koretvo?.” With
him, Zoroaster has much in common—as to form also with Horace,
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and one cannot imagine any poems that would have a better claim to

the motto: odi profanum vulgus et arceo. Therefore, although his doc-

trine was officially recognized as a “community, vrzanam,” one can

only speak of a “Zoroaster community” in the sense one says “Tolstoy,

Goethe community.” The high dignitaries, all belonging to the court

and clan of Vistaspa as head of the younger branch of the Achaemenids,

are enumerated in the memorial list of y/.i3, altogether 240 names.

Zoroaster calls himself “man^ran, poet, inspired singer,” and claims

to own, beside “sweetness of tongue” just virtuosity and perfect master-

ship of language. But he does not call himself “prophet” in the sense

of “rasul Allah,” God’s envoy.

The claim is justified. The gatha are works of a high art, full of ar-

chaic forms acquired by study, but in style and thought entirely indi-

vidual. This is a quality one rarely finds in Eastern countries, where

more artists sign their works than is usual in the Western world, and

yet their works look non-individual. Some of the good fragments in

the old yashts—the rest, even when not younger than the Achaemenian

period, is not worth mentioning—are very typical and conventional,

and would be anonymous even when the authors were known by

name. But however high and studied the art of the Zoroastrian verses

be, they are no longer “classical.” Everywhere their art is on the verge

of mere virtuosity. To use an archeological term: the gathas are

“archaisant,” not “archaic.”

Some Awestic passages flaunt their “erudition” and “correct lan-

guage,” and though just these are post-Alexandrian, yet what they

express is valid for the entire redaction of the Awesta.

Y/.3,i8 and Niy.i,i6 : “hizvo danhaha man^raca vacaca syo^naca

zo^rabyasca rs.uxSebyasca vayzbyo.”

Bartholomae’s translation “mit Zungenfertigkeit . . . und mit rich-

tigen Spriichen” misses the meaning (cf. WbMi danhah, 746 Vdanh-,

and 1815 hizu-). Hertel, who in Beitr. 28 says: “d.h. mit einem Lied in

awestischer, nicht mittelpersischer Sprache,” perfectly to the point, yet

translates: “mit der Gelehrsamkeit der Zunge . . . und mit leuchtend

gesprochenen Worten.” rs, in rs.uxSa, means, as always, the “correct-

ness” of speech, here the grammar; and “danhah, to Vdanh-, docere”

is not rhetorical fluency of speech, but science of language, philology.
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such as the bilingual or trilingual Achaemenian scribes owned, whose

serious philological studies enabled them to keep the inscriptions of

Darius free from faults—while all others are faulty. ¥^.3,18 means “with

words correctly spoken,” e.g. the instr. pi. vayzbyo of vaxs, according

to Bartholomae’s phonetic law, in contrast to rLuxSebyo.

In Y/.5,i7 and 104, and ¥^.9,26; 19,13, the expression hizvo danhaha

is also applied to the prayers of AhuraMazdah and Zoroaster, who both

therefore would have known Awestic, as the authors of these verses

believed themselves to do. They claimed to be danha, doctores, but,

as the examples prove, no longer spoke rs.uxSa, correctly. The false

topic name ’airyanam vae|o vahvya datiyaya‘ places these verses in

the time of Videvdad I, the 2nd century b.c.

I once came, a little late, to a meeting of a literary society in Teheran.

In a large reception room a poet stood on a pulpit, reciting verses in

one and the same difiScult meter with always the same rhyme. When
he had at last finished, a second stood up and continued, and then a

third. While I asked myself how such an improvisation and inspiration

—eclipsing Firdausi’s examination—was possible, the chairman rose

and said: “And for our next meeting we prepare this meter and that

rhyme!” Agha Furughi expressed more than once his opinion to me
that there have been no more poets since Sa‘di and Hafiz, which would

give a period of almost 2,000 years, with one high point at the begin-

ning and one at the end, and gaps in between.

The opinions about the two dialects, Gathic and Awestic, cannot be

expressed in short sentences, and have shifted much since the study of

the problem began. But in general it is still admitted today that the

Gathic dialect is older than the Awestic which continued as lingua

sacra. Unless one would assume that Gathic was an older phase of

Awestic, this would mean a change of language and would involve

problems of religious history which nobody has even tried to formulate.

The assumption of a difference in age is justified only when speaking

of the character of the dialects, in the sense in which e.g. the character

of the Baltic languages is very archaic, that of German younger, of

English still younger. But the conclusion that the Gathic songs were

older than the Awestic hymns is totally erroneous. The phase of devel-

opment, the linguistic character of a dialect does not allow a conclusion

as to the date of poems composed in it. The gatha have found a place
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in young surroundings, the Yasna; the yasht, product of a redaction

older than the yasna but younger than the gatha, also include old parts,

and these, though in Awestic, not in Gathic, are pre-Zoroastrian, hence

older than the gatha.

Meillet, Trois Conf. 41, says on the Irish epics: “Si Ton les rapproche

des gathas . . . , on comprend d’ou vient I’obscurite et pourquoi le

vocabulaire y fait presque a chaque strophe quelque difficulte . . and

P.42S, on the lyric verses of the Greek drama and those coming near

to prose: “La difference profonde entre les deux parties est soulignee

par le fait que les parties lyriques ont une couleur dialectale qui les

separe de la langue courante.” By these analogies, Meillet described

exactly the relation of the two Iranian dialects.

Treating both dialects as living ones, as is usually done, can be main-

tained only with strong qualifications. Zoroaster’s virtuosity was so

superior that he composed his songs in the learned language of an

archaic, traditional poetry. Gathic, like Homeric, has never been the

common language of any tribe or region. It is the language of poetry.

The gatha are carmina, no people and no community. Not even Zoro-

aster’s name belongs to the dialect of his verses.

I wonder whether the quotations from the epics, of the stratum pre-

ceding the Husravah legend, could be translated into Gathic, a problem

connected with that of the Yasna haftahati, which perhaps contains

also a few epical fragments in Gathic. The Awestic quotations are

hardly ever free of metrical and other deficiencies, which might be

cured by such a “retranslation.” That means it is not impossible that

Gathic was the language of the original Epic, and that the fragments

were transposed into Median when the quotations were inserted into

the yashts.

In the following chapter we shall study some specific terms of this

poetical language of Zoroaster, namely ya-ahl, maga, myastra and vahu

agmata, behind which one has looked for deep secrets, but which dis-

close themselves as the simplest notions and therefore make plain sense

of a number of verses, incomprehensible before.
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“Conquer, fortune of the Biues!*’

In Y49,9 and 46,14, also Y/.ii,3, a word ya.ahi appears, the case of

which cannot be determined; in Y.50,2, after para, we find the abl.

ya.aho; in Y/.i3,4i and Y.36,2 (=58,7) the acc. ya.aham. The stem is

considered to be yah, which W^. assumes to be the first element of the

adj. yas.krt (with compar. and superb). This adjective appears only at

very bad places of Y/.13 or worse ones, and may belong together with

yaso.brta.—^ya.ahi has no true etymological connection.

Bartholomae translates, in IFZ>. “Krise, Entscheidung, Wendepunkt,

insbes. eschatologisch von dem entscheidenden ‘Schlusswerk,’ das den

Sieg der ahurischen Welt vollenden wird.” Nyberg, 227; “Der Ausdruck

‘letzter Wendepunkt der Schopfung’ ist von der Rennbahn hergenom-

men . . . fallt also mit dem yah zusammen, das Zarathustra demnachst

erwartet. . . . Man pflegt, wohl etwas zu unbestimmt, dies Wort mit

‘Krise’ zu iibersetzen. Wahrscheinlich war es ein gewohnlicher Ordal-

begriff, der seinerseits den entscheidenden Augenblick der Ordal-

handlung ausdriickte.” A term unknown, but congruent with a term

of sport, can “with probability” only be another term of sport.

The word has been totally misunderstood: it is no noun of undeter-

minable case, but an exclamation, ya-ahi!, the inciting cry at the end-

spurt of the races. When Kurds and Lurs yodel their ya-ahi-ya-ahi

today, it carries for miles from mountain to mountain.

Y.46,14:

zara^ustra kas.te rtava rva^o

mazoi magai ko va frasrudyai vasti

at ho kava vika.aspo ya-ahi!

“Zoroaster! which faithful one is your friend for the great festival?

Who wants to be praised in song? He: kavi Vistaspa, triumph!”

Bartholomae: “O Z.! Welcher Glaubige ist dein Freund fiir

den grossen Bund ? Oder wer will dass man von ihm hore ?

Das ist der k.V. bei dem Schlusswerk.”

Lommel-Andreas: “O Z.! Wer ist dein dem Wahrsein erge-

bener Freund fiir die grosse (Gabe ?) und wer wiinscht geriihmt
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zu werden? Nun, das ist der Fiirst V. bei der Entscheidung.”

Note: “y^i: yohi (Andreas).”

Nyberg: “Z., wer ist dir ein asa.glaubiger Mysteriengenosse

fiir den grossen maga ? Oder wer wiinscht gehdrt zu werden ?

Er, der k.V. bei der Krise.”

maga is the celebration of victory—see under ‘Maga’ ; Vsru-, “recite,

praise in song” especially with fra-, as in frasrudyai, cf. frasruta in Y.

50,6. Here and in the following stanza Zoroaster speaks entirely in the

figurative language of old poetry, that drew its metaphors mainly from

the race sport.

Y.49,9:

srotu sasna ^frasanhyo suve tasto

noit rLvaca saram didans drugvata

yat dena vahiste yujan mizde

rta yu^ta ya-ahl zama.aspa

“He shall proclaim the orders, the herald destined for my salvation, who
as a duly-speaking one rejects all fellowship with the drugvant,—when
those who are harnessed to rtam shall harness the best prize of victory

to the chariot of their faith! Triumph, Zamaspa!”

Nyberg: “Moge derjenige, der sich (von Vohu Manah) bin-

den lasst, der geschaffen ist heil zu verschaffen, diese vorschrif-

ten horen: der recht-redende kiimmert sich nicht um Vereini-

gung mit dem Drug-Anhanger, wenn die mit Asa verbundenen

ihre Schauseelen im besten Lohn bei der Krise vereinigen, o

Zamaspa!”

Bartholomae translated the last sentence: “wenn die mit A.

verbundenen ihr Ich beim Schlusswerk des besten Lohns teil-

haftig machen.” Lommel: “wenn sie . . . bei der Entscheidung

die geistigen Persdnlichkeiten mit dem besten Lohn verbinden.”

Markwart protested in Gath.uh. against translating savah by

“Nutzen, profit” instead of “Heil, welfare, salvation.”

suve tako : V tas- is the word for AhuraMazdah’s purposeful

creation; cf. Y.44,8: “for whom (else) hast Thou destined the

cow.^” under ‘ArmatiL’ The purpose is here suve, dat. of “su,

welfare” produced by miraculous power. As term of handicraft

Vtas- means “to timber.” suve tasto means in Zoroaster’s
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didactic style “because A.M. created, sent him for my salvation,”

exactly “a godsend.”

rLvacah: “proper, becoming talk.” Zamaspa talks, the verses

do not speak of Zoroaster issuing orders. The “commandments,”

sasna, are those of the government, the frasastis of the preceding

stanza, proclaimed by the herald, frasanhya. noit didans: the

negation reverses the sense of the verb: “not-wanting” means

“rejecting,” cf. Y.49,3. The “drugvant” is the bandva’s tkeso.

In the preceding stanza, Frasaustra is the fra.ista, envoy, and the ques-

tion is “which hvetu will obtain the frasastis for the vrzanam?” Here,

the brother, Zamaspa, is Trasanhya, herald
;
srotu, to V sru- “to praise”

replaces here Vsanh- “to proclaim,” viz. the sasna (to Vsanh-), the

order proclaimed by the frasanhya, see under ‘Social Structure’ and

‘Haugava.’

The play upon the words yujan and yu^ta shows that the original

sense, the harnessing of the horses to the “yoke,” was not lost; cf. Y.50,7,

where Zoroaster harnesses his verses to the victorious chariot. The rta

yuxta are the victors, because they are harnessed to rtam. The victor

harnesses himself, i.e. his chariot, to the prize of victory, or drives home
the prize tied to his chariot; cf. 7^.10,38, under ‘Mithra’: “the cow goes

the way of captivity on the ra^a of the thieves,” tied to their off-driving

chariot.

The verses address “those harnessed to rtam” who (lit.:) “harness

their faiths (plur.) to the prize of victory.” This moment comes when
(yat, temp.) Frasaukra and Zamaspa have obtained the frasastis, and

Zamaspa announces it as frasanhya.

Y.50,2:

srota gosais vahista avaneta suca manaha

a var na vici^ahya naram naram hvahyai tanuve

para mazo ya-aho ahmai sazdyai bodanto pati

“Hear with your ears, see with your eyes, in Good-Will, come here

to us, man by man for his own person, before the great triumph of the

decision: it shall become true in our favor, (you) who (shall) perceive

it!”

Bartholomae: “Hdret mit den Ohren das Beste—sehet es euch

an mit dem lichtesten Sinn—fiir die Entscheidung zwischen
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den beiden Glaubensbekenntnissen, Mann fiir Mann fiir seine

Person vor dem grossen Schlusswerk darauf bedacht, dass er

es zu unserem Gunsten vollende!”

Andreas: “Horet . . . ,
sehet . . . , die beiden Wahlmdglich-

keiten, die zur Entscheidung stehen, indem ihr darauf achtet,

dass jedermann fiir seine Person uns vor dem grossen Entschei-

dungskampfe gefalle!”

Nyberg: “Das grosse yah in Y.30,2 ist das grosse Ordalurteil:

Horet . . . sehet mit brennendem Sinn (manah) das Beste;

kommt hierher zu uns zur Entscheidung, Mann fiir Mann [ein

jeder] fiir seine Person, darauf bedacht, es fiir uns vor der gros-

sen Krise (yah) zu vollenden!”

These translations are at variance mainly in the conception

of b: Bartholomae: a varna; Andreas: avarna; Nyberg: a var na

(with cod. K5). A dual of device or decision is out of the ques-

tion, Zoroaster does not invite votes against himself. The impers.

“a var na, come here to us!” is the only possible reading; srota

and avaneta are equally imperatives, sazdyai and bodanto have

imperative meaning. The instr. vahista manaha (super!, of vahu

manah) refers to the three imperatives. There is no other regens

for the gen. vici^ahya but para mazo ya.aho. vici^a is “choice,

decision,” cf. Y.33,3 rs visyata, Y.49,6 rs vicidyai, and tat moi

vicidyai in Y.31,5 (Benveniste lnf.av. p.8i).

sazdyai: as in Y.51,6 “a^a no sazdyai usta, thus it shall be-

come apparent for us, if He wills!” cf. under ‘Fravarani.’ The
verb Vsand- means “to become apparent, manifest,

reality”; the subject “it” is the decision; the dat. ahmai is “for

us, in our favor.” pati.bodanto is participle, at the end of a

stanza, as usual, vocative: “you (who are) perceiving ones, spec-

tators”; Vbod-, “sentire,” scil. perceiving (srota, avaneta) what
shall “become manifest, sazdyai.” pati.bodanto, hence, means

“qui vivra verra,” you shall witness the decision in our favor,

you all shall live to see the ya-ahi, the triumph.

Of the three Awestic passages only the first, Y/.i3,4i, has some value:

da^ris ahmai vahu hvarno yo his a^a frayazate

kahmaicit ya.aham jaso kahmaicit anzaham biwiva
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The sentence is part of the mythical description of the Fravarti who

help in all fights and troubles; “who bring luck to him who implores

them constantly, whenever it comes to a ya.ahi, whenever he is in

trouble.”

hvarnah = tyche, at the end of the 5th century = fortuna, also in the

gatha. anzah= anger, anxiety. Germ. “Enge” and “Angst.” biwiva, re-

dupl.perf. of Vbi- “to become frightened,” NP. bim; its etymological

connection with OHG. biben > beben, bibbern, to quiver, is contested,

but that is the meaning, here and elsewhere.

ya.ahi, again, is the triumphal shouting that accompanies the last

spurt in racing. The “pire misere intellectuelle” of the redactors has

disfigured also this passage by interpolating “like the orthodox Zoro-

aster, the index of the material world, the koryphe of the two-legged

ones, barsnus bipatikanaya,” thereby making Zoroaster the one who

lives in a continuous state of fright.

y/.ii,3: rs.uxSo vaxs ya.ahi vr^rajanstamo

The verses speak of the ahunavarya prayer as magic charm, and

one must translate: “the correctly pronounced (ahunavarya) word is

the most conquering ya-ahi!”

Y.36,2, repeated in Y.58,7 : Atars shall come to meet the worshippers

namistahya namaha na mazistai yaham patijamya, at their “footfallest”^

footfall at the greatest of ya-ahi!

On a little church in front of the east gate of Rusafa I once discovered

an inscription: vLKa 17 tux^} ’AXaixovuSdpov, “Conquer fortune of al-

Mundhir!”' In circuses one often finds: v'lKa i tIxt) tov Beverov, Con-

quer, fortune of the Blues! There is also Lat. nika.^ It is the usual cry

of applause at the end spurt, the victory in the race. But one finds also

viKa 7] Tvxn T&v X.P[pLa-TLavdtv], hence the figure under which Zoro-

aster speaks of his religion applied to the victory of Christianity. In

Constantinople and in Syria the spectators—bhdanto pati—shouted

nika, in Iran ya-ahi! The exclamation belongs to iTjie UaLav, or tTjios,

^ Text: n^m-, equally worthless whether superl. of namra, naman, or as I take it, of namah.
- Cf. Mshatta, Hira und Bddiya in Jaiirb.Prcuss.KunstsIg. 1921, 115.

® PPUAES in,A,3, to inscr. 256. A coincidence: Pers. nika for “bravo” is good Persian.
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Idios as call of the Apollon of Delphi, or to evoi. Lat. euhoe. Germ, eia,

heia, juchhei etc., and is of IE. age.^

The antonym of ya.ahi!, equally old, is Gath. Aw. vayoi, vayu, avoi,

Lat. vae (victis), Got. wai, e.g. Y.53,7: “then, vayoi shall be your cry

at the very end!” or Y.54,6: “to the vayu.brdbyo they serve hellish food,”

a typical example of Zoroaster’s “causative compounds” : they cry vayu

because such food is served to them. And just as ya.ahi in Y.50,2 and

in the yasht, voya, avoya are inflected like a noun in Had.N. and Vid.

18
,9 -

In Psalter, Ps. 122, avoy is written with inverse d: ’voy, cf. xvslvDy =

Xusroy. This word occurs also in Mfr.Ma«.n,24,ii, where the meaning

does not fit, and Henning tries “rettel”; it may be Aw. avahe, help!

—

In II,39,20, Henning translates TPars. v’y—which can scarcely

be anything but vayoi—by “triumph ( .?),” that is the sense of ya.ahi.

There, it might not be synonym, but antonym to “hail!”

When an exclamation “ya.ahi = hurrah!,” of which we have discussed

all instances, is translated by “crisis,” strange concepts are bound to

originate, and did so beyond expectation. Nyberg, 194: “Die Gatha 46

ist die Gatha der Grossen Krise,” beside smaller nervous crises. 191:

“fiber die Bedeutung dieser Krise ist eine lange Diskussion gefiihrt
”

Representative specimens of interpretations are: “akuter Konflikt zwi-

schen den beiden arischen Hauptvdlkern, Iraniern und Indern; oder

inner-iranischer Konflikt; a) kulturell: Ackerbauern gegen Nomaden;
b) sozial: Klassenkampf der Armen gegen die Herren; c) lokal: West
Iran gegen Ost-Iran.” p.196: “Halten wir fest: Ausgangspunkt des

Streites ist: ein neuer Kult, kombiniertes Hauma- und Stier-Mysterium

dringt in Zarathustras Stamm ein. Wer sich in der Nacht mit Hauma
berauschte, konnte unmoglich am Tage danach arbeitsfahig sein.” 288:

“Zarathustras grosse geistige Krise wurde dadurch verursacht, dass der

Hauma-Kult . . . sein Werk vernichtete . . . ,
den er selber in seiner

Gemeinde einfiihrte.” 201 : “Der Angriff des neuen Kultes ist eine le-

* Ir. bax bax, Arab, bah bah has the same sense, whence bahbuha (see under ‘Hospitium’).
I heard also, in Persia, bah bah! which 1 regard as the otherwise obsolete pos. \ahu, of the
compar. beh < vahya. At any rate it is the same as x''2s X'^s, e.g. in Art.Vir.Ndm. 3,18.
Zamakhsharl, Lex.Ar.-Pers. 84: “nika nika dar waqt i ridi guyand, ahsant ahsant!" On the
so-called baxi-dirham bax bax is written like rast on Sas. coins, or like babbanu, .-Vkk. transl.
of OP. naiba (nev, nika) applied to Seleucid coins: “good, of full weight.” Stickel, BUisiegel,
ZDMG 20 (1866), 346, quotes Fleischer, zd.mg 9, 612, Turk. Qdmus: “everyone who sees these
dirhams, because they are unalloyed and good, says: bah bah!”
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bensgefahrliche Bedrohung dessen, was der Herzpunkt in der Religion

der Gatha-Gemeinde war: des maga-Mysteriums, der Ekstase.” 202:

“Der neue Kult ist nicht nur negativ schadlich, er enthalt auch ein

positives libel, eine neue Mysterienfeier, welche die alte aufhebt. Das

ist die wirhjiche Bedeutung der Krise” (emphasis in the original).

The “real signification” of the “crisis” ya-ahi is “hurrah!” The word

was mysterious, but has nothing to do with mysteries.
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“Von froeuden hochgeziten

muget ir nu wunder hoeren sagen.”

Maga was more mysterious even than ya-ahi! The accepted transla-

tion was “league, Bund,” first advanced by Geldner and Justi, without

etymology, merely on the strength of Y.54,7: “if you desert this maga.”

Bartholomae defined it {Wb.)'. “Bund, Geheimbund, spez. von der

zarathutrischen Religionsgemeinschaft, ein term, techn., dessen eigent-

liche Bedeutung nicht zu entscheiden.”

Messina, Ursprung der Magier and Markwart saw in it Ved. “magha,

gift, present,” and interpreted it as the “Zoroastrian religion”; similarly

Andreas, as an abbreviation of “vahos manaho maga, gift of Vahu-

mano,” nggw 1931, 111,323. In AltpJnschr. 171 ,

1

described it in analogy

to the figure of the racing for the victory of religion as a metaphoric

expression, referring to something similar to the modern zorkhanah,

half Greek gymnasium, half takiya of dancing darwishes. Nyberg’s

explanation is, 201 : “Das maga Mysterium, Herzpunkt in der Religion

der Gatha Gemeinde” and “maga, to Vmang-, mag- (i) primarily the

‘Sangschar’ der Ekstatiker, deren vornehmstes Mittel zur Erreichung

der Ekstase der Gesang war; (2) secondarily: der Platz wo sie die

Ekstase erreicht, der magisch geschiitzte Raum fiir Daemonenaustrei-

bungen.” Since demons used to be especially active during a prima nox,

in Y.51,7 this consummation takes place on that protected area; finally,

the “magisch geschutzte Raum” alone remains. Darwish exercises are

well known to me, with their long hours of “huwe, huwe, huwe,” that

have the same “virtus dormitiva” as “duce, duce, duce,” “cuius est natura

sensus assoupire” (Moliere). None of these ways leads to cognition.

The rarely used word is not a common term—as e.g. dena is—^for the

religious group around Zoroaster, but its use is restricted to a certain

metaphor: wherever the word appears, the verses speak of friends,

guests or banquet, praising and singing. The term is solely a figurative

one. It appears only six times, the derivative magavan twice. Of these

eight instances three are in Y.51, two in 53, and there one must look for

the solution.
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In y.51,7 the exact meaning of maga is plain. The train of thought

begins in 51,5:

saxvani vazamnabyo kanibyo mromi

Xsmabyasca '"vadayamna manca i dazdvam

“I will tell commandments for the bridal maidens and for you, bride-

grooms, impress them on your memory (and grasp them in your

hearts)
!”

The many var.lect. of vadayamna lead to archet. v(’)dymn, regular

caus., lit. “those who lead to marriage” (Germ, “zur Ehe fiihren”),

bridegrooms, as Geldner already foresaw. They must of necessity be

mentioned, among other reasons because they are addressed in the voca-

tive, whereas the brides, vazamna, are spoken of only in 3rd person.

Bartholomae’s interpretation “mahnend” is as impossible as Nyberg’s

“(Priester) der mit seinen Kraften (=kraft seines Amtes) zur Ehe

giebt.” The “giving away in marriage” was done by the “pads,” in

whose “potestas” the girl was, the father who gives away a daughter,

or the brother his sister, cf. Y.9,23 or upa.vaSaya in Vid. 14,15.

St.6 begins; “This is true, you men and women!” What follows is

much disturbed by infiltration of glosses. If a charm against demons

should be found in these verses, it would be no more significant for the

religion of Zoroaster, than the bismillah, the Muslim is supposed to

pronounce in the same situation, for the religion of Muhammad.
St.7:

atca VO mizdam ahat ahya magahya

yavat azus zarzdiko bunoi ha^tiya

para mrocans oraca (rest corrupt, gap)

vizaya^a magam tarn

at VO vayoi ahati apamam vaco

“Yours shall be the award from this maga, simulatque penis in infima

parte femorum vehementissime ardet, prorsum retrorsumque movens

—

But if you desert this maga, yours shall be cries of woe at the very end!”

The Pahl. transl. had correctly understood the decisive sen-

tence: ka ^azuk rawet pa bun e haxt e zan ku.s hamak pa tan

andar.savet be ayet Also Kh. E. Punegar:' “and-also unto-

'^The Gathas, transl. and summar. by Khodabak/ish Edalji Pnnegar, B.A., Bombay, Tara-
porevala, in the “S. K. R. Cama Prize Eisajs.”
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you there-shall-be a-reward of-this eminent-act (enterprise) [i.e.

maga]. So-long-as the-most-heart-felt passion [i.e. azus] is-going

off and down into-the-bottom of-the-sexual-organ [there the

text becomes incomprehensible: whither reaches the spirit of

the wicked . . Nyberg gave already the Latin translation,

only omitting para mrocans oraca, but without recognizing that

he had, thereby, the solution of the problem of maga in his

hand.

In this passage the meaning “marriage, wedding” of maga is unques-

tionable. With the prohibition of divorce in st.y, the “Wedding Gatha”

ends, and with st.8—as in Y.50 with st.6, see under ‘Poetry’—a new
gatha begins.

Bartholomae remarks : “Die einzige Gatha, von der wir den ausseren

Anlass zur Dichtung kennen: es war das Fest der Vermahlung Jamas-

pas mit Zarathustras jiingster Tochter Porucista. Bei dem kirchlichen

Akt, dem der Fiirst Vistaspa, ferner Frasaustra und ein Sohn Zarathus-

tras beiwohnten, wurden noch einige weitere Brautpaare zusammen-

gesprochen.” When reading these “Society News” of an old-fashioned

provincial paper, one believes one hears the princely guests singing, in

church, hymn n*” 53, verse 7, which Bartholomae had failed to under-

stand.

Nyberg sees, on the one hand, in vadayamna the priest celebrating

the marriage ceremony, but says on the other hand, 27: “In Y.53 wird

ein Versuch gemacht, eine spezifisch zoroastrische Fruchtbarkeitsgottin

einzufiihren, namlich Zarathustras Tochter Porucista,” against two old

rivals, Ardvi and Rtis; he believes the attempt “suffered shipwreck”

—

one of the many shipwrecks in the book—because Rtis “was too deeply

anchored,” and allows finally the old Ardvi to come out as victress.

—

The Goddess of Fertility in modern literature is simply sickening.

The rule given about marrying off young girls is preserved in Vid.

14,15: “kanyam a.skandam an.upa.itam (nrbyo rtavabyo rtaya vahvya

rune ci^im nisrinvyat datar . . . ka ya kanya ? at mrot AhuraMazda)

hvanha va duySa va namani mat gosavara pasca pancadasyam sarSam

nrbyo rtavabyo upa.vaSayanta,” “they (scil. the patayo) shall give a

healthy virginal maiden, whether her relation be (their) sister or daugh-

ter, equipped with earrings, after her fifteenth year, in marriage to
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orthodox men.” This fragment of a civil law code is, in the Videvdad,

worked into penalties for a blow by which an otter has lost its eyesight,

besides many other disbursements in kind, all measured by ten thou-

sands, which the whole Iranian empire at its apogee would never have

been capable of delivering.

The “Wedding Gatha” is a few years younger than the memorial

list where Purucista is yet unmarried, but Zoroaster has already a little

grandson, Rvatatnara aparazata, and Zamaspa has a namesake in a

grandson or rather great-grandson, Zamaspa aparazata. According to

Bartholomae’s interpretation, universally accepted and I believe based

on the so-called “tradition,” Purucista would have married the elder

brother of her grandfather. It is customary to marry at sixty a girl of

sixteen preferably, but those are wives of such and such a degree, and

Zoroaster could never have given his daughter, and moreover have

made a poem, for such a misalliance.

The verses address at least two bridal pairs. Zoroaster’s son and daugh-

ter are both quite young and marry for the first time. The instruction

—

even without the “Einscharfer” (incalculator) whom Bartholomae saw

in ’patyastim, st.3—cannot be meant for people of sixty, but only of

sixteen. If none but the children were mentioned, one ought to conclude

that they married each other in hvetuvada^a. But Vistaspa and Jamaspa,

of the generation of the fathers and grandfathers, can only be present,

like Zoroaster himself, as giving away their own children or grand-

children. The children of Zoroaster, hence, did not marry each other.

Both son and daughter are called with double gentilic: zara^ustris

spitama and spitami hecataspana. A passage in Mas'udi, mtirud] viii,6o,

elucidates what that means: “The insolence of the army of the Zandj

was such that women of the house of Hasan, Husain, ‘Abbas, Hashi-

mites and Quraish, of the most noble Arab houses—abna al-nas—were

sold at auction. The price of a girl was from two to three dirham, and

the outcrier shouted: Such and such, daughter of such and such, of

the house of such and such !” The double gentilicia of the gatha express

that Zoroaster’s children marry, as of equal birth, into the families

Haugava and Notarya (Ha;)^amanisiya). Purucista, here expressly

called “youngest” (daughter or child), was a daughter of Zoroaster’s

third wife, the Haugavi; the reason for Zamaspa’s presence is that he

was her great-uncle and vispatis of the clan (not that he marries her).
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As eligible husband for Purucista in this circle, only Vistaspa’s eldest

son Pisisyo^na or 2amaspa’s grandson (or great-grandson) Zamaspa II

are in question. Not much speaks in favor of the first: Vistaspa may
be present as giving away a granddaughter to Zoroaster’s son (Hvar-

ci^ra)
; no other reason, but the role, Pisisyo^na plays in the eschatolog-

ical legend, which makes him the helper of the sosyant—analogy to

Vikaspa as protector of Zoroaster—but also the superior of Hvarci^ra.

This feature reminds one of ‘All, son-in-law of Muhammad, in shi‘ite

eschatology which borrowed many features from the Iranian: the son-

in-law, deified against all historical deserts, is the ancestor of the

Mahdi-sosyant. Zamaspa’s grandson has much better claim: Arta-

xerxes I married Damaspia-Zamaspi who may well be a granddaughter

of Purucista’s marriage to Zamaspa II, hence a great-granddaughter of

Zoroaster and the Haugavi (cf. under ‘Haugava’).

For the other occurrences of maga and magavan, the signification

“marriage,” fitting in Y.51, is too narrow; it is not the act of marrying,

but the ceremony of the “wedding,” Germ. “Hochzeit” especially in

the wider meaning of MHG. hochgezite, OI. mahavrata, festival, cele-

bration.

In y.29,11, end of the “Gatha of the Cow,” the soul of the ox speaks,

also in the name of the cow:

at ma(m) rta

yuzam mazda fraxsnane mazoi magaya patizanta

ahura nu n5 avar ahama ratois yusmavatam

“You, Mazdah, honor us by letting us be guests at the great celebration,

come, we want to be of your Highness’ servants!”*

The style is courtly, the soul of the ox speaks like a servant, only

“nu no avar,” an imperative, Arab. ta‘al!, come here, do it! seems to

he intentionally unpolished. In Tabari 111,1544, Baikbak, leader of the

Turks of Samarra, says to the caliph al-Musta‘in in Baghdad: “If you

really have pardoned us, then come and ride with us to Samarra, the

Turks are waiting for you! The Tahirid Muhammad b. ‘Abdallah

gives somebody a wink, and the man gives Baikbak a cuff on the

mouth, saying: Is that the way to speak to the Commander of the Faith-

- fraxsnane and pariz^ta see under ‘Hospitium’ and ‘Myastra.*
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ful? You are to ride with us! Musta'in laughed and said: Those are a

pack of barbarians, qaum min al- udjm, they have no idea what one

may say and what not” (da^am and ada^am).

Y.46,14 (text under ‘Ya-ahil’): “Zoroaster, which faithful is your

friend, rva^o, for the mazoi magai, the great festival, who wants to be

praised in song? He, kavi Vistaspa, io triumphe!”

rva^a is hospes as well as xenos; the dative of intention “for the

festival” means “invited or inviting to” the celebration of victory, at

which one eats, drinks and sings odes or panegyrics, rva^a is here equal

to magavan.

Y.51,11: “Who is the Spitama Zoroaster’s friend?” with rva^a in the

sense hospes; “ko va vahos manaho *acisto magai rsvo, which high one

is ready for Vahumano’s festival ?”

rsva designates the high rank, OP. tunvant. Vahumano, as always,

has the twofold meaning Good-Will as way of thinking and as aspect

of AhuraMazdah. acista, if to ci6-, is “persuaded,” if to V cit-, “intent,”

cf. Vcis- “promise”; at any rate, it means accepting the invitation.

Nietzsche: “Freund Zarathustra kam, der Cast der Gaste.” The names

of the “high ones” follow: not the kavi Vehviyo who rejected Zoroaster,

but kavi Vistaspa, the hvetu Haugava, and others.

Y.51,16:

tarn kava vika.aspo magahya ^sa^ra nansat

vahos padbis manaho yam cistim rta manta

spanto mazda ahuro a^a no sazdyai usta

“Kavi Vistaspa has obtained her by the banquet of (or: by being guest

at) the festival on the paths of Vahumano, her, the cistis, whom as rtam

the holy AhuraMazdah has devised. Thus it shall become apparent

(reality) for us, as He wills!”

Gistis is “cognition” and AhuraMazdah’s partial figure, devised by

Zoroaster, and substituted, by him, to Usa, the Dawn.’* At the end of

this gatha Zoroaster offers to these high ones his songs as sacrifice and

circumambulates them in worship with his songs of praise.

“magavan” expresses “belonging to the maga.”

3 See under ‘Hospitlum,’ and cf. y.32,9 “where Cistis will be at home” under
‘Myastra.’ usta = “if God wills” see under ‘Fravarani’ and ‘Ya-ahi!’
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Y.5I.I5:

hyat mizdam zara^ustro magavabyo coik para

“the award, Zoroaster has promised the magavan, celebrators.”

^•33 >7 :

ya sruye paro magavano

“that it may be praised (extolled) also outside the magavan, the cele-

brators.”

While in Y.51 maga has the narrower meaning “marriage,” at all

other places it is “wedding” in the wider meaning, like ydfio? in the

parable MattA. 22 (see under ‘Hospitium’). It is a celebration, part of

which was singing and music, as in Greece and Arabia, maga is far from

being a technical term for Zoroaster’s community, but solely a meta-

phor: just as racing serves as figure for his strife, so the celebration as

figure for his success.

magavan appears in the Rgveda. In Hertel’s translation, Siegesf. 142,

Rv. v,i6,5 says: “Bei seinem Preise sind die Reichen in der Freundschaft

des Agni.”

Die “Reichen, maghavanah,” are the magavano. “In der Freundschaft

sein”—opp. to Lat. essere in odio, to be hated—means “to be loved.”

The gathas use the same idiom: Y.43,10 “parsta ahma, to be in-the-

question,” i.e. such that are to be questioned, judged; or Y.32,8
“
0wahmi

vici^oi ahmi, I am in-separation by you,” i.e. you must separate me
from, cf. Benveniste, lnf.av. 33. “Bei seinem Preise” corresponds to

“yasne pati” in the last stanza of Y.51,22:

yahya moi rtat haca vahistam yasne pati

veda mazda ahuro yoi aharca hantica

tarn yazai hvais namanis parica jasai vanta

“To whom, for my sake, A.M. through [the mouth of] Rtam has

destined paradise ‘at’ (as reward for) their yasna,—those who were

and those who are—those I want to circumambulate with songs of

praise!”^

Accordingly uv.v,i6,3 means: “the maghavanah are treated by Agni

as friends (rva^a= guests) when [occasion and reason] they praise

him” [by yasna and vahma]. The conformity between the Vedic and

^ The stanza is the origin of the “yahya hatam,” see text under ‘Deva.’
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the Gathic concept and wording proves that the whole notion comes

down from high Aryan antiquity. Only traces survive in India and

Iran. Those who participate in the maga, the magavan, are men who

celebrate; songs are always mentioned in the neighborhood of maga.

It is therefore possible that maga belongs to Vmang-, as Nyberg as-

sumed, only in a different sense.

Vmang- appears only as mimayzo in y.45,10:

tarn no yasnais armatois mimayzo

yo anmani mazda sravi ahuro

These verses stand in parallel with Y.45,8:

tarn no stotais namaho avivrso

at hoi vahman dmane garo nidama

And 45,9:

tarn no vahu mat manaho cixsnuso

(8:) “trying to win Him with hymns of prosternation, for Him we

want to lay down our songs in the store-house (of heaven),” (9:) “try-

ing to be obedient to Him together with Good-Will,” (10:) “wishing to

glorify Him with offerings of Armatis, Obedience.” Zoroaster’s sacri-

fices are never sanguinary ones, but his songs. “Sacrifices of Armatis”

means “Obedience to the law, replacing sacrifices.” Bartholomae Wb.’.

mimayzo, desid.praes. “zu verherrlichen suchend, sva. feiern.” In this

way, maga, to V mang- “celebrate,” is directly “celebration, festival,” the

main part of which was originally singing, song.

This touches the problem of m^za in Gath, m^za-xsa^ra Y.49,10

(and in m%za.rayi, Y.43,12). With its striking nasal 5, it might not be

the “normal form of composition of mazant, great,” an interpretation

that rests on the assumption “xsa^ra to Vxsi-, rule, empire,” whereas

it is “xsa^ra to Vx^an-, banquet, hospitality” (see under ‘Hospitium’).

As in Y.45,8 the vahma are laid down in the garo dmane, so in Y.49,10

the m^za-xsa^ra are laid down" together with the “souls” of the faith-

ful, their prayer, namah, and their obedience, armatis. It is tempting

to attach '’mangza (

?

with 4 for ang) to Vmang-. On the other hand,

with manza = mazant, one may compare Skr. maha.vrata.

In ZAirWb. 152, Bartholomae quoted, from F. W. K. Muller, the

^ In parallel with Iza, draught of health” and “nectar and ambrosia,” see under ‘Harvatat.’
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Turfan frgmt. (= MirMan. 11,14,18) : “pas dusmenan ‘spa^r virast srod

u nuvag e vas, thereupon a banquet was served up by the enemies,

much music and song; the besieged looked at it covetously.” Salemann

Manichaica iv,45 took spaxr as “Tauschung, tricks” in the sense of

“Gaukler, Akrobaten u.dgl” (jugglers, acrobats). The passage of AyatJ{.

Zar. §§41-42, quoted by him, does not at all support this interpretation

(see under ‘Industries’). Henning accepted it, MirMan. ii. Whether

Bartholomae’s etymology “to us+ pacati=:Festmahl” is right or not,®

the word must contain the idea of eating, for at nothing else would the

besieged look “covetously.”

The place decisive for the understanding of maga is st.7 of the “Wed-

ding Gatha”; maga means just that: “wedding.” In Zoroaster’s style

it means as much as and not more than ydixos in the parable of the

wedding in Matth. 22. As metaphor for the acceptance of the religion,

the wedding-feast with its celebrating guests is an analogy to the ex-

pression “sar, connubium, with ’V’ahumano”; “vahos manaho maga”

would be exactly the same: to live in sar with Vahumano. In a broader

sense maga is Gr. eopTTj, and “maza maga” corresponds to Skr. “ma-

havrata, the great festival, hochgezite.” Nietzsche: “Die Hochzeit kam
fiir Licht und Finsternis.”

® Not to be confounded with spehr, spihr< spayaflra, but perhaps connected with a corrupt

word, in incomprehensible context, in y.51,6, transcribed by Bartholomae by ++h6is pi9a+, to

be read hispi^a, redupl. perf. of V spid-.
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‘"Nun feiern wir das Fest der Feste,

Freund Zarathustra kam der Cast der Giiste.”

Y.46,14 (under ‘Ya-ahi!’) “Zoroaster, which faithful one is your

friend for the great festival, who wants to be praised in song?” goes on:

yans.tu mazda hadmoi minas ahura

tan zubaya vahos u^dais manaho

“Those whom Thou, A.M. wilt gather (?) in the same house (with

Thee), those I will announce with words of Good-Will!” The great

triumph, ya-ahi
!,

is celebrated in AhuraMazdah’s house, and in con-

tinuation, the train of thought passes to the contrary, to hell, where the

drugvant are “ha^ya astayo, fit guests” for the table of Ahriman.

zbaya- (the meter requires zub/vaya-) means “to cry, call out,” OP.

patiyazbayam, done by a herald. Zoroaster will announce—not only “He,

kavi Vikaspa!”—all the entering guests, rva^a. The metaphor is full of

court ceremonial. In also in Art.Vir.Ndm.xi, it is Vahumano,

Good-Will, himself who greets the souls with Welcome! as mihmandar

or andemankar. There is no difficulty, except the hapax “minas,” for

which the context requires the meaning “to gather, receive hospitably”

or the like.^

The idea of the same festival recurs in Y.30,9:

atca toi vayam hyama yoi im frasam krnavan ahum
mazdasca ahuraho a myastra barana rtaca

yat ha^ra mana bavat ya^ra cistis ahat me^a

—

“We want to be those who make this world beyond (contest), Mazdah

and you other ahura, and Rtam, grant hospitality, so that the souls

may come together in the house where Cistis will be!”

Bartholomae: “Und die mdchten wir sein, die die Menschheit

tauglich machen! Mazdah und ihr andren Ahuras, heran

1 Bartholomae, at first, in Ar.Forschg. 11,170, defined minas as “a.sg. prcs.act. Ar. *minaxs-,

cf. mextan.” This Vmic-, mek-, c£. Hubschmann, Pers-Sttid. 9, is rcprcsmtcd by mCkant,

“the mingling (not, IF^.1104: hervorsickernd), gathering, forthflowing waters, in

which is good swimming, good bathing.” Later, JF^.iigo, Bartholomae put minas as nasal pres,

to Vmyas-, a verb else only attested by the obscure hamamyasaite in y.33,1, in Pahl.Vid. ham
ya saite, which refers to the hamestagan gah, the purgatory. In Sas.Recht 111,33, he put hamest

(which can hardly be separated from ’ham.myasate) , as part.perf.pass. to “the verbal base in

myastra.” This he connected not with Vmvas-, but with Vmid-, in .\w. hamid.pati. I conjecture

that minas belongs to this group.
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(kommt) ! Eure Bundesgenossenscjiaft gew^rend, auf dass die

Gedanken sich sammeln, wo die Einsicht noch schwankend

ist!”

Andreas: “
,
die dieses Leben zu einem herrlichen (oder:

Wunder) gestaken. O A.M. und ihr andren Herren, und Du,

Rt., gewahrt euer Biindnis, damit sich die Gedanken auf einen

Punkt richten, wo die Einsicht falsch ist!”

Nyberg, 144 (cf. 226, 228): “damit die manah (pi.) dort

zusammenkommen, wo die Paargenossin (Doppelgangerin)

Gisti ist.” Thereupon follow reflections on the divine powers,

simple or combined as plural, which dissolve themselves, totally

or partially, in the highest god, moreover on doubles.

The frasam-making takes place after the great ya-ahii, at the end of

the ninth millennium. It is always again the same metaphor of the race

course: the frasakrtis, apatiyarakih is the condition after the races, when
the world, itself the struggle of good and evil, will be “beyond (strug-

gle).” After the contest comes the feast with eating, drinking and sing-

ing. In Y.49,9 (under ‘Ya-ahil’) it is the dena (pi.), the faiths of the

faithful that carry home the victory harnessed to their chariots; in Vid.

19,30 they are called “ruvano, souls, lives”; here “manah, mentes.” They

gather at the festival at which AhuraMazdah is present, in all his gar-

ments, especially as Rtam, granting societatem
—

“hospitality,” not alli-

ance, confederacy—myastra barana. Andreas read '"maistra; OP. would

be mis0''a > misa; the meaning is “party, Gesellschaft.”

The guests are here the manah, there the dena; host is here the one

who is myastra barana, in 46,15 he who minas hadmoi, receives in his

own house: the date, too, is the same: the 1.1.9000. The address cannot

possibly have been lacking: “where Cistis is me^a[-]” corresponds here

to “hadmoi with AhuraMazdah.” The word is one syllable short; the

Pahl.transl. is “andar mehan, at home.”' Cistis replaces Usa-Eos with

Zoroaster, and Eos’ house Usidam is known; Mithra, too, gets a me^a-

nam “apportioned” by AhuraMazdah on the High Kara, sec under

‘Mithra.’ The final -a in Arsacid script is hardly distinguishable from
-ny; the text which the Pahl. transl. used had mytny= me^ane, andar

K>berg, i43- niae^a, fehlgedcutet als “schwankend, wandelbar,” heisst immer “paarweisc
verbunden,” “mactfa, Paar.’*
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mehan, and “me^ane” must be restored. In Odyssey xii,3, dancing took

place in the house of Eos.

The verses describe the feast in heaven after the victory of Good over

Evil, at the end of the world, and this metaphor is continued in the

next stanza, y.30,10:

ada zi ava drujo bavati skando spaya^rahya

at asista yojante a husitois vahos manaho

mazda rtahyaca yoi "^zaznate vahau sravahi

“Then, collapse of the vault of the druxs will come to pass, but those

will partake of the promise of the fair abode of Vahumano, Mazdah

and Rtam, who in (their) good reputation are deemed worthy (of it).”

Andreas: “Dann wird stattfinden jene Zertriimmerung des

Gliickes der Liige, dann werden der Verheissung auf die gute

Wohnung des Guten-Sinnes, des Weisen und des Rechts, die-

jenigen teilhaftig werden, die im Besitze des guten Rufes sind.”

The two last lines speak once more of dwelling in heaven,

the house of AhuraMazdah. To dwell in the same house with

him is promised to the pious.—^Where asisti appears for the

second time, in Y.44,9, see under ‘Hospitium,’ it is equally asso-

ciated with the rsva the “high halls” of paradise.

The pious are qualified by the rel. clause “yoi ''zaznate vahau

sravahi, who are deemed worthy”; Pahl. transl. namakih, for

the loc. vahau sravahi. This expression alludes to hausravaha,

the worldly, epical fame, and means the ethically good reputa-

tion. Andreas followed Bartholomae’s explanation of zazanti

1795 and Grdr.)-. “redupl. them, praes. of Vhaz-, sie hal-

ten fest, die sich guten Ruf erwerben.” Except for zazvah and

its superb zazustama, no form ascribed to Vhaz- is free from

objections. The clause yoi zazanti/e asista yojante husitois ex-

presses a similar thought as fraxsnane magaya patizanta in Y.

29,11, viz. to be deemed worthy to partake of the maga, or here

of the husiti. In the parable of the wedding, Matth. 22,8: “they

which were bidden were not worthy.” Cf. the noun patizanti

and Yr.15,36 patizanta in the nmana of Vikaspa, under ‘No-

tarya.’ Tedesco explained to me that in reading ^zaznate the

form can be attached to VVan-, yiyvaa-KOi.
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The first sentence of the stanza must stay inside the same picture:

while the pious move into heaven, something corresponding to heaven,

but belonging to the Dru^s collapses, her spaya^ra. Though not recog-

nized, this is a well known word: TPahl. ‘spyhr, in BPars. usually

spelled sp’hl for spyhl, all = spehr > NP. spihr “vault of heaven,” see

under ‘Astronomy.’ The “vault” of the Druxs is the same as her “he^a,

prison” in y.46,6.

In Y.30,9, Mazdah and his partial figures are “hosts” in the house of

CistiL AhuraMazdah minas hadmoi, i.e. gives hospitality, is receiving

the guests in his own house, and Vahumano is greeting them like a

mihmandar. The e^rapatis Man^ravaka, son of Saimuzis, bears in the

Memorial Document Y/.i3,i05 the second title “hamidpati.” He follows

in the list upon the family of Vikaspa and the Haugava, and precedes

Rtastu, the son of MaSyomaha, cousin of Zoroaster, who in Y.51,19 is

described as Spitama, and in Y/.13 follows Zoroaster as the very first.

Man^ravaka, hence, was one of the very great ones among those around

Vistaspa and Zoroaster. As e^rapati > herbaS he was a magus, hence

an aryaman, client of Vistaspa. The magi were judges, priests and

financial officers. Vistaspa had his e^rapatis > herbaS just as Cambyses

had his tkesa = mobaS in Gomata. The late legend transforms the client,

notaryano, into Mahrok e NoSaran, son of NoSar. Together with Vis-

taspa and MaSyomaha he was drawn into the apocalyptic literature,

cf. Altplnschr. 85,2; i35f., and as Mahrok, son of Huvahm® he became

one of the magi who came to Bethlehem. Finally, in the Karnamak, the

wise Ket (or Kehan) e Hindukan, prophesies Ardasir that only a

descendant as well of Ardasir as of this Mahrok—there called “e anosak-

zatan”—could become monarch of Eran.

Bartholomae abandoned a former interpretation of hamidpati, the

second title

—

Grdr. §§264, 268: “Herr des Brennholzes, OI. samit.pani,”

whence Lommel’s “Flammenherr” —and advanced “Meister der

(Gelehrten) Genossenschaft,” where the scholars for once would be in-

dispensable. hamid without object is no “society,” but a social meeting;

as chief of this activity the man is the mihmandar, maitre d’hotel of

^ Instead of “father of Vahmedata.” There are no other names formed with vahma, except

Ass. wamitiarsu •< *vahmayat.rsa-, the en.er, dahyupatis of Media under Esarhaddon at the

time of the foundation of the Meuian empire.
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Vistaspa, a financial officer. As e^rapati, considering his prominent

place in the list, Man^ravaka was surely the mutawalli of the waqf, the

leading priest of the memorial fire founded by Vistaspa, and as hamid-

pati he was his mihmandar. In both qualities he must have had business

with Zoroaster ever since Vistaspa gave him hospitium.

Both myastra and hamid must be attached to a root V mid-.

A synonym of hamid.pati would be OP. *mis^''a.pati. That is the

origin of a name which has harassed me since my first journey through

that region in 1906 : Mao-craySaTtKij, MecrcraySarat, Arab, masabadhan.

The occasional Arab, spelling with mah- is merely an assimilation to the

many names formed with Mah = Media. Meo-craySdrat, masabadhan is

not one of the frequent compounds with -pata,* but one with -pati, scil.

*mesba8, masbaS < OP. *mais^''apati, vrddhi of *mis0''apati.° The same

office is called in MP. NP. xvansalar “dapifer. High Steward.” The n.pr.

Mao-ayQdrT}? in Plutarch, Artox. 17 may be that title.

Therewith the name of Darius’ general in Beh. §§29, 30, Vahumisa,

Bap.El. VHVMYS, Gr. ’£lp.'un]'s, is explained: OP. ‘vahu.misa < *vahu.-

mis^'a. He “bewegt sich,” it is true, “auf den Hohen der achaemeni-

dischen Gesellschaft” (Nyberg, 403), but that is not the meaning of the

name, but “(cui) Vahu(mano) societatem (praebet),” with the same

abbreviation of vahumano to vahu as in the name of Darius.

As derivatives of V mid-, myastra, mistra, misa and hamid belong to-

gether with Aw. myazda, Ved. miyedham, MP. myazd “meal.”° The
Median form appears probably in the names Amistres and Amestris

“he or she who keeps a good table.” \itdb al-Aghdnl, 14,113: “Shariya

(the singer, pupil of Ibrahim b. al-Mahdi) used to visit Harun b. Shuaib

al-‘AkrI, whom she called ‘my father.’ He was the cleanest of Allah’s

creatures as to his table, ma’ida, and the most generous in all things,

* Atropates and the country Atropatene, *atarpatakana > aSarbaiian; also Tab.Peut. Ther-
mantica, i.e. 0 (v)epTTa(ii)Ti.Ka, *vrd(a)patakana > Gulpaigan, cf. vrdpt as name or tide, and
vrdptkn as patr. or nisba in the Ka'ba inscription.

5 To “b” cf. miSrapata, already in Herodotus, time of Cambyses, and in Xenophon, Miflpo-
piTTis; also ’Opovro/Sdri)!, satrap of Karia in Arrian 1.23, 11,5,7, but on his coins ‘Pooi/ToirdTrjS,

rvantapata, important for the reality, contested by .Andreas, ot the Olr. aniaut rv-.
8 In Stir Afr.: “meh u veh ke yazdan pat en myazd arzuk kirt, the good and great whom

God has insitcd to this meal." The word goes on m N'P. in the artiticial forms miyazd, mizad.
Genuine is mez, syn. of xvan “table, meal,” with deriv. “mezbln, host,” mezbani, syn. of
mihmani. hospitality," e.xplamed by diyafat; and many more, myazda >MP. myazd >NP. mez
shows zd > z, cf. H. W. Bailey, bsos,vii, 85. Vmid- may help to explain OP. “hamaspa^medaya,
muster of the army," as foreseen by R. Roth, zd.mg, 188S, 706, cf. Altp.lnsc/ir. s.v.
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and had a house in Samarra, in which was a great garden.” And ibn

al-Athir concludes his great Chronicle: “On the 12th of rabi‘ I, 628 (18.

1. 1231) died at Aleppo my friend, abu 1-Qasim ‘Abdalmadjid al-‘Ad-

jaml. He and his family were the leading persons of the Sunnites of

Aleppo. He was a man full of muruwwa, virtus, and loved to live well.

Who had ever a meal with him, loved him. Allah award him amply

in His mercy!”



XIX. WELCOME

“Willst du in meinem Himmel mit mir leben,

So oft du kommst, er soli dir offen scin!”

—^Schiller

y Ad 8' V
' ka mo ruva vahu rvasat '"agmata

The stanza begins; “This I ask Thee, answer me truthfully!” and the

short sentence is that question. At the first glance one recognizes; “Will

my soul with vahu agmata . .

.”

In modern language the everyday greeting is amadi, and NP.

Xos replaces old vahu. a.gmata is NP. amad, part.perf. of Vgam- “to

come,” with prev. a “to arrive.” Obviously, vahu agmata is “welcome,

willkommen, bienvenu, benvenuto” and so in almost all languages,

vahu-agmata is a variant of vahya.gmata “welcome,” as n.pr. in the

memorial list, and BehamaS as name of one of the Three Magi.^

The pos. vahu disappears from the language, unless it survives in the

exclamation bah bah
!
xvas xvas !,

perhaps because the word was unusual

in OP. In the salutation “drva, whole, healthy” takes its place. IPars.

and TPars. have “drvost ’vr, lit. well-come,” with Vr (cf. nu no avar!

in Y.29,11) as imperative of the threefold suppl. system part, ’mt, pres,

’y; as n.pr. drust.amad. The farewell is correspondingly pa-dro8! < dru-

vat, Arm. drvat, <Aw. drvatat, the abstr. noun instead of the superb

druyist in the welcome; Aram, bislam = €V dprjvri, Lat. salus, salutare.

Yaqut 1,677,22 translates the archaic NP. hile8 va-dr68 by halluha bi

1-salam 1

In Vahumano asks the souls that enter paradise; “ka^a i8a

rtavan no agato.?, how have you, faithful, arrived.?” Wolff-Bartholo-

mae’s translation “Wie (ist’s geschehen) asa.Glaubiger, (dass du) herge-

kommen (bist) .?” makes of the “how do you do.?” a “how did you do

it.?”, an inconvenient expression of surprise instead of a welcome. The

souls do not even reply as much as “vahu,” but “go satisfied” by the

hearty welcome straight to AhuraMazdah’s golden throne. Ogmadeca

10 says; “yatakgowb bavat pa ravan e ave e anosakravban vahman e

amuhraspand u handeman e ohrmizd bavat, advocate (interceder) for

the soul of the blessed ones will be Vahman, the amuhraspand, and he

’The spelling is one of the many unwieldy and cumbrous ones in the Awesta. The majority

of codd. has urvasat agomat ta. K5 better urv.asat agamatta. Tedesco wrote to me: “The gram-

matical value can be as well nom.pl. as sg. or instr.sg. of a neutr.abstr.”
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will lead them to the presence of Ohrmizd.” Vahumano acts as han-

demankaransalar, exactly as Zoroaster in Y.46,14: “Those whom Thou

A.M. wilt gather in the same house (with Thee), those I will armounce

with words of Vahumano!”

In Art.VirJ^am. 10,2 the souls of the blessed “drvt pvrsynd v ’pryn

‘m)VN.d, ask after Artaviraz’s health, get a blessing” as answer, and then

say the same words of greeting as Vahumano in Vid.ig,^i. In the next

chapter, xi,8, Vahumano himself greets Artaviraz with “namaz o tu,

artaviraz, drust-amat, prosternation to you, welcome!” and again the

words of F/W.19,31. He then leads him into AhuraMazdah’s presence,

deman, who is surrounded hy the amuhraspandan, archangels. Qur’an,

39,73: “The gates of paradise shall be opened and their keeper [in Art.

Vir.Ndm. Sros and ASar] says: Hail, you were good, enter for ever-

more!” This is followed by “You shall see the angels circumambulating

the Throne!” Thus Islam has adopted the Zoroastrian notion.

The more so it is this reception which Zoroaster himself has in mind

in Y.44,8. The understanding of vahu agmata decides at the same time

the correct reading of the verb and the case of vahu agmata: rvasat is

right against rvaxsat of several codices: s-aor. of Vtvaz-, “laetari, to

rejoice at” with the cause in instr. Hence, agmata is instr., the exclama-

tion itself, vahuagmata! is inflected like ya-ahl!, avoya!" “ka” is the

particle of interrogation. Thus the question is: “Will my soul rejoice

at ‘welcome!’?”

Bartholomae: “Wie wird meine Seele des begliickenden Guts

teilhaftig werden?” with agmata as 3.p.pret.med. and rvaxsat

“acc. sg. n. of rvaxsant, adj. aus einer Basis, die mit urvad- und

urvaz- verwandt ist,” 1^^.1542. Together with this rvaxsant,

the support for other semantic definitions falls. Nyberg, 158,

recognized rva(x)sat as verb, but attached it to Vrvag-.

Other places where Vrvaz- appears, speak equally of the admission

into paradise, e.g. Y.50,5, where AhuraMazdah is named in a, and b

says

yat yusmakai man^ranai vavraza^a

-In agreement with the inflection of short proverbs, cf. Y.29,7: tarn azutols (gen.) manSram
gavoi, xsvidamca (acc.) huhursebyo, under ‘Harvatat’; and y.49,2: dorst: ahmai stoi armatim!

(acc.) under ‘Bandva’ and ‘Armatis.’
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The verb is 2.p.per£. of Vrvaz-. In d the god makes “zasta.ista, a

wink”; beckoning with the hand is a mudra, thus called in India, or

something like pollice verso and recto in the Roman circus. This mudra

of the judge is the permission to enter; from vavraza0a the thought

leaps at once to paradise, and the perf. of rvaz- must have a more

intense meaning than Bartholomae’s “freundlich gesinnt sein,” rather

NP. qabul kardan, “to agree, approve, sanction,” Arab, taqabbal Allahu

minhu, or “rida, being well pleased”; evBoKtjcra in Matth. 3,17.

Y.31,1, text under ‘ArmatiY; “If only the hvetu, vrzana, aryaman and

the deva (gods) would strive to obtain AhuraMazdah’s rvazman, then

He would say; We love your obedience, Armatis, she be ours!” There

the god accepts, with rvazman, graciously, the offer of gods and men,

just as Allah ‘accepts’ men and their work. The words he speaks ex-

press this rvazman, are his rvaxs.uxti, “word of greeting.”

y.30,1; “I will speak ... of the rvaza, grace [if from god to men, if

vice versa ‘delight’] which he who takes it [my words] to heart, will

perceive [darsata, “live to see, erleben”] together with the luminaries

[of heaven in paradise].”

It is hard to believe, but this simplest of all questions (“Will my soul

rejoice at welcome?”) has been made by Nyberg the “cornerstone” of

his “Theory of Ecstasy”; “Wie wird meine Seek verziickt werden mit

der Schar der guten Angelangtenr”, 159; “vohu agmata kann nichts

andres bedeuten als ‘der gute Angelangte,’ in kollektiver Bedeutung

‘die Schar der guten Angelangten,’ die seligen Abgeschiedenen, die in

VohuManah’s Welt gelangt sind.” 158; “Die guten Angelangten ist

das Kollektiv der Toten des Stammes; also; Wie wird meine Seek

eine sokhe ekstatische Vereinigung mit VahuManah gewinnen, dass

das Ziel damit erreicht wird.” At another place one learns that the

“Ziel” is “not to forget a previous vision.” “Verziickt werden, to be en-

raptured” is not a higher degree of “rvaz-, joy,” but is extracted from

rvaxsat to \Tvag- “to wander”; “Wandern bedeutet die Vereinigung

mit VahuManah in der Ekstase; der Ekstatiker, nicht der Tote geht

iiber die Cinvat-Briicke.” Atarpat, who knew the Awesta, for he wrote

it, says in his Andarz 139; “Though he live a hundred years, at the end

every man must go the way to the bridge.”
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Vvrag- is only attested by rvaxsat, 3.pl. s-aor., in y.34,13, to OI.

vrajati “procedit.” rvat.caya in Y/.i3,ii (22 and 28) translated in

Wb., under wrong presumptions, by “wieder verbinden,” is a

causative, describing what the Fravarti do to the embryos,

something like “make grow, develop.” An interior -t.c- is always

a wrong spelling for an unusual orthography of the archetype.

If Ts = c, the stem may be vrak-, to be connected with the hapax

rvaxra in ¥^.19,69, anton. of ota “cold,” hence “heat,” as verb

“to heat.” Hertel, Venus 41, translates “bei den Auseinander-

kochungen werde ich mit Glut erfiillen”; for “Auseinander-

kochung” read “pregnancy.” Perhaps the warmth of the body

was conceived as an inner fire, causing and preserving life. If

-T.S- stands for -xs-, rvat.caya would belong to \/vrag', “pro-

cedere,” cans, “to bring into existence, make born.” The text, in

both cases, is a syllable short, and no decision can be reached.

In Y.46,10-11 and Y.51,13, the two places where Zoroaster speaks of

the Cinvat bridge—which leads to heaven over the chasm of the nether-

world—he himself “leads all followers safely across into the ‘King-

dom,’ ” whereas the sinners, arriving at the bridge “shiver with fright

and become—[precipitated]—yavoi vispai, for all eternity, guests in

the house® of the Druxs.” Nyberg defines, 185, cinvato prtus as “Uber-

gang (aus dieser Welt in die andre) des (zu jener Welt) hinzielenden

(Ekstatikers),” but 234: “Nicht nur der Weg des Toten, sondern der

des Ekstatikers,” and “Cinvato prtus ist also hier in erster Linie der

Weg der Ekstase . . . ,
die Schlussworte ‘fiir alle Zeit Gaste . . .’ kdnnen

jedoch darauf hindeuten, dass die Stelle von der endgiltigen Trennung

vom Irdischen im Tode handelt.” This backstepping recalls the poem
of the child nearing the “Liar’s bridge,” the Cinvat bridge in German
folk-lore. The final sentence is in no way ambiguous : heaven and hell

mean eternity. V ci- in cinvat does not signify “hinzielen,” but always

—also in Vedic
—

“legere, pick out, select.” What happens at the bridge

is illustrated by some Turfan fragments: “ud dusqerdagan az de[n-

varan] vicared usan 6 xby arag estenend” and “ud denvaran ke a] dasn

estend,” sinner and pious are “separated, vi.cared, Vci-,” the sinners

are made to stand to the left, the pious to the right, or in the words of

2 Dative, not loc., as in y.46,14 (under ‘Ya-ahi!’)"- “your friend for (=at) the festival,” mazoi
magai, meaning “destined for, invited into the house.”
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Matth. 23,32: "koX d<f)opia-ai avrovg d^r’ dXXTjXcov oxT'irep 6 TTOiprjV

d<j)opil^et rd irpo^ara otto t&v ip'ufxav.” No man ever came back from

the bridge. It is Job’s “path without return,” leads to the “land without

return” of the Babylonians.

But Zoroaster believed in the last judgment, and this notion and the

mythical notion of the bridge are incompatible: if the judgment should

take place before coming to the bridge, the apparatus would be of no

use; if after, the fallen souls would be condemned without being judged.

Therefore, in Zoroaster’s mouth the ancient notion is merely a meta-

phor, no part of the creed.

rvazista and rvaza in Y.Haft. 36,2—see under ‘Ya-ahi!’—have the

same meaning as the verb rvaz- in y.50,5 and 31,1, hence belong to it.

Atars is invoked: “rvazisto ho na . . . patijamya atar . . . rvazikahya

rvazaya, as most gracious one come to meet us, o Fire, with most

gracious greeting, to the great triumph, ya-ahi!” meaning: “it would

be extremely gracious if. . .
.”

“coming to meet” is a well known ceremony: pati.gam- is an istiqbal

(to qabala)
;
not merely is the guest met at the door of the house, but

one rides as far as a day’s journey to meet him, with many attendants.

The Pahl. transl. uses for rvaza, rvazista, the same expression as for

rvaxs.uxti (word of greeting), spelled ’vIv’x-mny’, i.e. urvax-saxvan

“word of greeting,” salutation,* perfectly right.

Bartholomae: “Als wonnigster komme du uns, o Feuer, mit der

Wonne des Wonnigsten entgegen, zu der grdssten der Entscheidungen.”

IF^.1545: “bezieht sich wohl auf den Metallstrom beim letzten

Gerucht.” Similarly s.v. initi: “Pein, in Y.30,11. Die worte beziehen

sich auf das Wohlgefalien der Gerechten und die Pein der Gottlosen

beim Durchschreiten des gliihenden Metallstromes im letzten Gericht,

wovon {lnd.)Bdh. 30,19 erziihlt.”” huvitica initi in Y.30,11—see under

‘Fravarani’—do not aim at any ordeal, though the Pahl. transl. seems

to think so, but are “paradise and hell,” predetermined end of history.

The lnd.Bdh. 30,19, after describing how, at the end of the world, the

^In yirang. S4 corrupt Mv'xmmnvnyt, either (u)rvax.!jo>ft. or (u)rvax.menet, the first to
guftan, goy-, the second to mcnitan, “speaking" or “thinking."

5 Under ayah, to which he refers, he interprets in the same wav the passages which
speak of ascertaining guiit through ordeal. And under “atar,” H'^.3 16.

’

even more material
is implicated, wrongly.
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metal in the mountains melts, says only: “all men pass through it for

purification, the pious feel as if they walked through warm milk, but

to the sinners it is really like molten metal.” This description, written in

the loth century a.d., has been developed from Zoroaster’s scanty allu-

sions to the ordeal as means of ascertaining guilt at the last judgment,

and out of the pre-Zoroastrian, mythical conception of the end of the

world in fire. But even there no word speaks of “rapture” at the crossing

of the metal stream. The idea is purely negative: the pious do not feel

it as the impious do.

Nyberg 279: “Selber erfiillt von grosster Verziickung mogest du zu

uns kommen zur Entscheidung(.?) . . . zu uns (wahrend wir) in der

Verziickung des Verziicktesten . .
.
(sind) mogest Du zur grdssten der

Krisen (yah) kommen!” and comments: “Schwerlich eine maga- oder

Ordal-seance im Still der gathischen Zeit . . . der Ausdruck yah [hurrah!]

leitet die Gedanken der Gemeinde zu dem grossen Ordal hin, bei dem

sie in der Verziickung um das Feuer die Verziickung der asa.Gliiu-

bigen bei der grdssten der Krisen erleben.” An ordeal is the drinking

of sulphur water and the like, not the “Ewige Wonnebrand” of the

Pater Ecstaticus in Faust.

To the “Wonne” in the footnotes of the he then adds an overdose

of Hertel’s “radiation-theory” and thus produces the perfect “theory of

ecstasy,” 201: “Der Herzpunkt in der Religion der Gatha-Gemeinde

war das maga-Mysterium, die Ekstase.” “Der maga [= wedding, see

under ‘Maga’] wird als gdttliches Kraftzentrum aufgefasst.” He de-

scribes also the methods and techniques of the ecstasies, abstracted from

those harmless words, (245) : “Jamaspa u.a. haben sich fiir das Kraftzen-

trum [power-center, as if it was a central power-station] des maga ent-

schieden”; 139: “Fiir eine Vision ist erforderlich, dass eine gottliche

Strahlung mit einer menschlichen zusammentreffen.” “Cisti, die Seh-

strahlung, geht sowohl vom Menschen wie vom Gottlichen aus; diese

beiden schneiden einander im maga.” “irixtam [=relictum, what is

‘left’ over], die Kraft, die fiir alle losgelassen ist, entladt sich oder wird

entladen, vgl. Y.48,7: Vohu Manah’s Entladung durch Asa, also ein

himmlischer Kraftausfluss. . . .” That sounds explosive—Schiller:

Wehe, wenn sie losgelassen!—and what I have learnt, as student, of

statics and physics is out of date in view of these metastatics of ecstatic

kinetics.
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In y/.io,73, Mithra “raises his voice joyfully, rvazamno abaroit

vacam,” and then follow exactly the same words as in y/.io,63, where

he “wails” before AhuraMazdah. The passage belongs to the mazdayas-

nian “rehabilitation” of the god, see ‘Return of the Gods,’ and is late,

but important, because the phrase is the verbal expression of the gath.

compound rvaxs.uxti.

y.32,12:

yoi gaus mrndan rvax^u^ti Jyotum

“who destroy with rvaxs.uxti the livelihood of the peasants.” jyotum is

not “life,” Gr. bios, but “livelihood,” Gr. biotos; killing the ox would

not destroy its livelihood, hence gaus is not the ox, but in Zoroaster’s

figurative style the peasant. Cf. the Assyrian expression, Sargon, ^th

Camp. 1.275: “ebura tuklat nise.su u “““pu.e napsat buli.su, I destroyed

the harvest, the support of its people, and the chaff, the life of its

cattle.”

Bartholomae: “Die das Leben des Rindes unter Freudengeschrei zu

grunde richten,” note: “Es handelt sich um mit Orgien verbundene

Totung des Rmds zu Opferzwecken.” He thinks of y.32,14 (text under

‘Homa’) where Zoroaster makes the Homa priests say: “The ox is to

be killed, gaus jadyai, that it may inflame to help him-before-whom-

death-flees, durosa.” i.e. Homa, whose name Zoroaster does not let pass

his lips. JT^'.i549: “Hauma wird dazu veranlasst, indem man ihm vom
Opfer einen Anted zuweist,” according to y/.ii,4 the jaw-bone.

In Y.Haft.^Ss is a highly archaic sentence which could be Vedic:

“apasca va azisca va matrasca va agnya drigu.dayaho vispa.pitis avocama,

we invoke you, waters, as the pregnant ones, the mother-cows, the not-to-

be-slaughtered ones, the providers-of-the-poor, them that-water-all (-crea-

tures).” The description of the cows as “agnya, Ved. aghnya, not-to-be-

slaughtered” implies that steers were slaughtered and that the later

Indian attitude did not yet prevail. The reason for Zoroaster’s rejection

of sanguinary sacrifices in general is not a peculiar bias against the

cult of a certain god, but his general attitude towards “cult,” and

his standing up for the peasantry. There have never been anything like

continuous hecatombs of horses and oxen. This wrong notion is only

the result of the quotations from the epics in the yashts, where “a hun-

dred [horses, a thousand oxen, ten thousand] sheep” are slaughtered
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every time. The deficient meter of the verses alone proves that the pas-

sages are retouched; if one eliminates the words between “a hundred”

and “sheep,” the meter is correct. Only hecatombs of sheep are his-

torical : Darius ordered the slaughter of a hundred sheep for celebrating

the birth of his first grandchild Artystone II, according to the Persepolis

tablet, which books the expense. It means a big “banquet, mis^''a,” and

everything beyond that is unreal.

Bartholomae adds; “Die mit Tieropfern zu Ehren des Hauma ver-

bundenen orgiastischen Feste . . . fanden jedenfalls, wie die Dionysien

zur Nachtzeit statt.” “Jedenfalls” means nothing but “probably,” and

the comparison with the Dionysia is the only support of this assump-

tion, not only of their happening by night, but of their happening at

all. But the idea has taken root. Nyberg '244: “Orgiastische Feste mit

Stieropfern gehdren in Zarathustras Predigten (?) unaufloslich mit

Hauma-Orgien zusammen.” Zoroaster always declaims, 286: “gegen

die nachtlichen Orgien des Hauma-Kultes,” and yet, no word about

“nachtliche Orgien” appears. His proof for these nocturnal orgies is the

magnificent verse Y.50,10 : “The works, past and future, the sun’s light

and the dawn of day, whatever the eyesight perceives, praise Thee,

AhuraMazdah.” “Diese inspirierte Huldigung an die Machte des Tages-

lichts ist eine versteckte”
—

“bien cache,” he says at another occasion

—

“Polemik gegen den Hauma-Kult, ein neues Beispiel fiir Zarathustras

diskrete Art, empfindliche Punkte bei den neuen Freunden zu beriih-

ren.” Obviously, the new friends did not take the hint, for the Homa
cult went on. Never have such conclusions been drawn from the psalm

:

“The heavens declare the glory of the Eternal.”

Such is the background of the translations of rvaxs.uxti: Bartholo-

mae’s “Freudengeschrei,” Andreas, gentler “unter Freudenrufen,” Ny-
berg, “ekstatische Rufe.” Against these Hertel’s remark is aimed, Venus

77: “uxti, 01. ukti, immer nur ‘Aussage’ rvaxs.uxti kann also nur bedeu-

ten dutch die Aussage (Angabe) dass”—so far right, but not the anti-

climax:
—

“die Aussage dass der Genuss von Rindfleisch rvaxs. Glut

verleihe.” gaus is not the beef consumed, but something that consumes
its jyotum itself. In the related case of compounds with -vak,—e.g.

krkavaka, he who says krka, “kikeriki,” cock—the element before uxti

is the “saying” itself, here “grace, than\s”: “Give thanks to the Lord,

for His rvazman, kindness, rvaza, grace, lasts eternally!” The “ecstatic
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cries” are the common “words of welcome and of thanks,” for instance

vahu agmata, or alhamduliliah, in general “thank God” and applause.

The Cinvat bridge contracts, in old belief, under the sinner, to the

width of a knife blade. Therein it is like the “way of ecstasy,” one falls

down from both. We are all sinners.

A problem is, whereto the n.pr. “rvaxsaya” belongs. It is the name

of the brother of Krsaspa, whose titles are in Yt.g,T.o tkesa and dataraza.

He is killed by Hitaspa, of whom Krsaspa takes blood-revenge, kena,

yr.15,28. The two titles describe him as magus; how this is compatible

with being the brother of Krsaspa, the two fragments of the myth do

not allow us to perceive. When the “data” of a judge is “razan, law,”

he is what was called till recently “mudjtahid.” I remember the answer

of an octogenarian mudjtahid of Isfahan, whom I had asked long ago

for a written fatwa, referring to a precedent a hundred years before:

“Certainly I could give it to you, but the precedent was under Path

‘All Shah; today, I am not sure whether the people would obey such

a fatwa by me!”—Nyberg 68: “Der Name deutet auf ekstatische tibun-

gen hin,” and 191: “tkesa ‘Ordalmeister’ ”; 6: “dataraza, einer dessen

(Ordal)regel (AhuraMazdah’s) Gesetz ist.” This would be an anach-

ronism, since “razan” is the term of the polytheistic period, and

Krsaspa and his brother belong to a phase of the myth where Ahura-

Mazdah may still have been called Varuna.

The two titles recall those of Man^ravaka in Yr.13,105: e^rapati and

hamidpati, fire-priest and introducer of guests, mihmandar, see under

‘Myastra.’ Bartholomae interpreted rvaxsaya as “der Freude bring-

ende.?”; Hertel assumes a causative stem. I prefer abbreviation of a

compound, e.g. ’rvaxsabara, cf. Ctesias ot^dpa? < ‘vahyabara, which

he translates by agathangelos; cf. rvaxs.uxti “salutation.” If the name

be a “talking” one, it may mean “who welcomes,” mihmand^.
In Karn.Art. (Nold. p.51) Ardashir gives the town he founded for

joy at the rediscovery of the Shahpuhr child, the name vl’s- or vlxs-sah-

puhr. The first element cannot be the Arsacid name valas < vlgs, thus

on the coins of Volagases I, the etymology of which is obscure. Kaba
inscr. Pars. I.31 has vrd’xsy for Pahl. vlgsy, Gr.OYAAAZlOY, with inverse

rd < 1 .- The name of the town may be rva(x)s: vras-sahpuhr, “Wel-

come” or “Thanks-Shahpuhr.”



XX. LAST JUDGMENT

“Dies irae dies ilia

solvet seclum in favilla”

Law was administered under the power of an “ahura, lord justiciary.”

He decides, Sixa^et, by making the verdict of the court valid or not.

The task of the court is hiayvwvaL, vi.ci-. It consisted of a jury of

members of the vrzanam, presided by a judge, tkeM—qadi, mdbaS

—

who knew the “laws, tkesa.”

Many words for the procedure are derived from V ar-, “adjudge”

:

“ar^ra, trial, causa, task” and “court”
;
“ar^a, legal contest” and “plain-

tiff”; “duLr^ris, miscarriage of justice.” A remarkable shifting is to

be seen in the notion of “passing a sentence,” expressed by Vprs-, fras-

“to question, interrogare,” cf. inquisition. OP.; “hufrastam aprsam, I

have justly punished.” The expression reveals that the inquiry, x^nut,

hearing, was the essential part of the procedure.^ The notion “atone-

ment, adjustment” is rendered by V par-, = Lat. par, see under ‘Bandva,’

with many derivatives.' The word for “pronouncing” a sentence, and

likewise for the “deposition” of a witness is Vsanh-, cf. Y.43,6: “Arma-

tis sanhati, pronounces the sentences, ratus, of the undeceivable x^atus,

^ Cf. OP. and Gath, prsai (Y,44,i2); frasa, prsta and frasta (y.49,2). In view of the relation

existing between Ir. dcna and Akk. dlnu, .^rab. din, the relation of Ir. V prs- and the following

Akk. words ought to be studied: Old Akk. verb purus, liprus, noun pirikum etc, “establishing

of facts and decision of the judge.” Ass. “parasu, to separate, cf. Ir. vi-ci-,” Aram, ioanw.

“farasa, to determine, explain,” cf. Zimmern in zdmg 74, 1920, 434.
2 Wrong interpretation of the OIr. words affects also Mir.

—

“

’vt m’ prm’s’h

ky 'z tv ’frsgyft pdk'rnd bye \h. z’n'h kv ‘yvyz ’b|>rvng my 'h’d ky ’mv^tg ’c kdg ’syyd by2
rvc r\2 ’mv'xsyd, (Henning): und lass dir’s nichts ausmachen, wenn sie \on dir dauernd

Trivialitiiten erfragen( .^), sondern wisse, dass es noch nie cinen Schuler gegeben hat, der das

Haus (des Lehrers gleich) als Gelchrter vcrlassen hat, viclmehr jeden Tag lernt er zu.” Thus
the words recall the quadri\ium of a university, ’frsgyft is misinterpreted, following Andreas’

auTos €<pa {Mir.Man.u,^21,

4

and zii,9,223) “Tpars. ’prs’gyh, mit begriffsverncmendem apa, zu
NP. riisa(y), “Verachtliches.” ’frsgyft is used as adverb, a priv. -|- frsg, “unpunished,” cf. “ayos-

tagiha, without investigation”; Pars, ’prs’gyh is n.absir. or adverb; prm’y’h means, like OP.
framay-, “to allow,” not “to command,” and pdkr, as always, “to contend, contest,” not

“befragen, to query.” In Nir.21, a passage likewise speaking of disobedient pupils, Aw. prnamne
and aprnamne (with n supplied as in pr[na]mne Ft/ig.Et’.4,c) are equally rendered by “ave e

patkaret.” Finally: ’mv^s is “to learn, be educated, 7rai5ci'€cr^at.” Hence: “and do not allow

them to remain unpunished when refractory, but understand that never was a pupil who left

school his education finished, unless he had been educated day by day.” This is no “dies diem
docet,” but 6 /lij Sapels dvSpwTros ov iraiSeveTai, The text goes on: “There are obedient and
refractory, psgvn’v, pupils; one must tolerate all of them m the same way, vou must not become
nh>m’ng of one of them, but in hmvdvndyft (equanimity, justice, here opposed to nhvm’ng)
... to each who y’dyd the hand, . .

.” the last words give the etymology of “dastyarak,

pedagogue, lit. handholder,” cf. Hiibschmann Arm,Gr. 135.
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mental power of the god,” who, in Y.29,4 (see below) is the viciro

ahnro and "^sahvar.m^isto.

Legal procedure also includes oath and ordeal. Bartholomae defined

“varah, oath, ordeal” as “eigentl. Beglaubigung, Erhartung des Rechts,

der Unschuld.” Vvar- is “to choose,” but in many Aw. passages it

means “to swear.” It furnishes also terms for professing, embracing a

religion, with or without prev. fra-, cf. the relation of Gr. pistis, Lat.

fides to the oath, and Arab, shahid and shahid, witness and martyr,

shahada “confession of faith,” ashhadu’llah, “God be my witness.”

Oath and ordeal come down from the IE. epoch and are often expressed

by the same word in IE. languages, thus also in Iranian. The passage

decisive for OP., Beh. §57, is mutilated: “aurm zd rtiyiy ya^a

ima ha^yam ne druxtam adam akunavam,” evidently a current legal

formula, I presume a verbal form of fra.var-, or denom. of fravarti:

“Oramazda be my witness that this is the actual truth (what) I have

done!” The modern word for swearing is “saugand x^rdan, to drink

sulphur water”—apo sokantavatl in Fzi/.4,54—to suffer the most com-

mon ordeal.

The oath. Aw. y6z(da), Lat. iusiurandum, an oath of “purgation,”

is a curse upon one’s self. Some peoples of antiquity, so the Elamites,

called forth the ancestors, also the whole clan, as witnesses, “Eides-

briider,” and often the oath took place at the ancestors’ tombs. These

“seconds, compurgators,” Teut. “der Umstand (those who stand

around)” are not produced as witnesses of the alleged crime, but in

order to manifest the number of the followership, the power of the

“friendship.”"'^ That is what “rva^a, amicitiae” means in the “Rasnu” or

“Ordeal-Yasht,” 8: “the rva^a ... I call forth to the ordeal, varah-, here

arranged!” Therefore, “fravarti,” term for the “manes, OI. pitarah,

ancestors” may originally mean “compurgator, witness of the oath.” The
amicitia ’ as “Umstand” is also the role of the Roman “vindex,” to “vin-,

clan and ‘ deico, dico, to point out.” Daily life, especially law, requires

the confirmation by oath of many things. At the trial of Afshin, in

Samarra, Ishaq b. Ibrahim, cousin of Tahir I, says, when Afshin ad-

The caliph aTMuhtadl, Tabari iii,i79if.. sa>s “I take no oath except in presence of the
Hlshimids [his clan], the q5drs ... and the ashSb al-maraub,” i.e. “people of the steps” such
as descendants of ‘Uthman. Umayyads and Talibids.
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mitted to have tolerated the address “god of gods”: “Woe to you,

Khaidar, how can you swear to us by Allah, and how can we believe you

and accept your oath, and treat you as a Muslim, if you are overweening

like Pharao?” It is instructive to compare the attitude of modern law,

which does not abandon the oath that has lost its old significance, but

tries to maintain its holiness by fear of a penalty for perjury.

Between oath and ordeal there is only a difference in degree. In the

severer form, the ordeal, “Gottesurteil,” the knowing gods manifest, at

once, guilt or innocence unknown to men.® The ordeal is the “testi-

mony” of the gods, a deposition. The Den\art expresses this plainly

in the chapter on the tradition of the Awesta: Atarpat e Mahraspandan

corroborated the accuracy of the Awesta-text, as he wrote it, by an

ordeal: “pas ac bo^tan e Atarpat pat gowisn e passant, after A. had

been acquitted by the ‘gowisn, deposition’ of the ordeal.”^ The Art.Vir.

Nam. describes the form of this ordeal, i,i6: “Atarpat e Mahraspandan

MNV p‘n.? p'N.s’xt ZY p'N.dyn krt rvy vt’xt mdm vl lyxt, who under-

went an ordeal relative to the religion (Awesta) by molten brass

poured on his breast.”® See Bartholomae, Z.Sas.Recht 11,9: “dem Beschul-

digten ‘geschmolzenes Erz auf die Brust giessen’ wird M.644,18

als cine Methode des var-Vollziehens, var passaxtan, bezeichnet,” and

Salemann, Grdr.i,2g2, §87: passaxb ordeal, to Vsaz-, saxt, cans, of

V saz-. Y.32,7: “ya - - sanhate - - hvena ayaha, which is ‘spoken’

(V sanh-, saxvan, deposition) by the red-hot brass,” the same as “go-

wisn (= saxvan) of the ordeal.”

The “Ordeal-Yasht” 8, a poor compilation of formulae, mostly picked

up from other yashts, does not contribute more than the detail of the

“rva^a, amici-compurgators” to this picture. One can just recognize the

traces of these immemorially old institutions in Iranian.

The Awesta does not describe an ordeal that actually took place; still

less do the gatha contain any allusion to an ordeal to which Zoroaster

^ Zum altesten Strajrecht der KuIutrvoD^er, Fragen gestellt von Th. Mommsen etc, 1905, and
O. Schrader, Sprackvergl. und Vrgeschichte, 3.ed. H,u,4o8ff.

* Nyberg 4i8f.: “lit. nachdem A. ‘auf die richtige Rede hin’ erldst wordcn war,” freely

translated “nachdem er gliicklich die Ordalprobe ‘fur die Richtigkeit des religiosen Wortes‘

bestanden hatte.” In translating “passaxt” by “right talk, rightness of religious word” he
reveals that the word for “ordeal, passaxt” is unknown to him who developed a whole
“Ordal tcrminologie.”

® Not, as M. Haug translated “on whose breast, in the talc which is in the Denkart, melted
brass was poured.”
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had been subjected. I believe Markwart introduced this error by an

interpretation of vii,4,3 (vol.xiv,37 Sanjana). Not even this pas-

sage, based on material dating from the time of Xusrau I, says that

Zoroaster had submitted to an ordeal, but only that “he had made 33

kinds.” That means, the legal procedure, about a.d. 500, knew many

kinds. But not even the number is real; all multiples of ii are mystic.

Instead of 3 x ii one finds only three kinds in the whole literature. At

the end of the 9th century a.d., Zatsparm paraphrased the Denl{. pas-

sage: “The amuhraspand ‘shows’ three kinds of ordeals (i) by fire; i.e.

a^ra of Y.31,3; (2) by red-hot iron, i.e. hvena ayaha of Y.32,7; Zoro-

aster walks three steps on it without burning his soles; (3) by molten

brass, i.e. ayaha x^usta of Y.51,9, poured on the chest; Zoroaster seizes

it with his hands and offers it back to the archangel,” a story one could

find in acts of Syrian martyrs. It does not report an event, but describes,

figuratively, the introduction of the institution as such by Zoroaster.

Of course, he was believed to have created, at the beginning, all judicial

institutions existing at that time, and, of course, he had not introduced

the ordeal which existed for many centuries before his time.

Oath of purification and its severer form, the ordeal, are constituent

methods of judicial procedure, especially for ascertaining guilt during

the inquiry. The ordeal is neither the eruption of a volcano, as one

might think when reading “Asas Reich kommt in der Sturmglut des

Ordals,” Nyberg in, 126, 246, nor a Greek tragedy, “der Auftakt giebt

eine Ordalszenerie,” 154, 244, nor a masonic meeting “tkesa, Ordal-

priester, zu struere, bauen maurern.”® “Ordalgenosse, Ordalmeister, Or-

dalkollegium, Ordalseance, Ordalszenerie, Ordalurteil, Ordalregel,

Ordalbegriff, Ordaltechnik, Ordalbutter, Ordalverbum” etc., all this

“Ordalterminologie” are exciting, empty words. I once was the only

foreign guest at a military dinner given by the commanding general

in honor of the occupant of the Djamshid throne, which passed in com-

plete silence. When the kamkartar patixsay at last rose from the table,

he mrned to me and said, over the head of our host, perfectly to the

point: I suppose that was the worst dinner you ever had in your life!

And while I stuttered some answer, he called to the minister of the

« Germ, “mauern” is to make a “mauer, wall”; -‘maurern" = would be “do mason’s work,
be a mason.”
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court: Repeat it to him in French! That one could call an “ordeal-

seance.”

The same constituent methods of judicial procedure Zoroaster as-

sumes also for the last judgment, and wherever he uses some of these

terms in the gatha, the last judgment is the subject.

The gathas mention three kinds of ordeals:

yam da manyu a^raca rtaca cois ranobya xsnutam

“the hearing, that Thou as (Spanta)manyus ordainest by fire,

and (which) as Rtam Thou hast constituted, cois^ for the two parties,

rana.”

y.51,9:

yam xsnutam ranobya da ^wa a^ra su^ra mazda

ayaha xsusta abi ahvahu daxstam davoi

rasayahe drugvantam savayo rtavanam

“The hearing which Thou, Mazdah, ordainest for the two parties by

Thy red fire, by molten metal, to impress into the minds the brand : the

drugvant shall be destroyed, the rtavan saved!”

^•32,7:

eHm cnaham necit vidva ojoi hadroya

ya joya sanhate yais sravi hvena ayaha

yesam tu ahura rixtam mazda vediko ahi

Wb. gives Vxsnu- the meaning “zu Gefallen sein, please,” and hence

Xsnut, as a derivative, “Belohnung (reward) in gutem und bosem

Sinne.” Others tone it down to “Vergeltung, requital,” merely masking

the offence: the ordeal is neither reward nor punishment. Vx^nu-
means always “to hear,” like NP. sunudan, and “xsnut, hearing.” The
procedure of inquiry is a trial by ordeal

;
both parties submit to it, receive

audience” at this “hearing.” The tenet is: Nobody shall be sentenced

unheard, rana, used as dual only, are the “two parties,” not “two hostile

^ ^^^.429 puts cois as pres, to V-kcs- “to teach,” whereby the god would teach also his
enemies. It puts cesamno in V/. 19,93 part.fut. under V kay- “to atone.” This passage I

understand as ‘Vistaspa, the ‘founder, organizer’ of the armies of Rtam.” Thus, both, cois and
cesamna, seem to belong to V ^kes-, “to build, found, constitute.”
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parties,” but a metaphor taken from the two litigants in court, for

“pious and sinners,” to be distinguished only by the ordeal.

Y.32,7 contains three entirely obscure hapax: ojoi, hadroya

and ]oya. For the first two lines one must compare 32,6: “ena

yais sravahyati, the misdeeds for which epics are sung to them”

and 32,8; “esam enaham vivahuso sravi yamascit, among those

villains (or: for such misdeeds) Yama V. of all is praised,” see

under ‘Yama ^seta.’ Therefore, “yais sravi” refers to “mis-

deeds,” “that are testified, made notorious—as joya?—by the

hvena ayaha, ordeal.” The knowing god is speaking, sanhate,

through the ordeal. Last line: “What they have left behind,

rixta. Thou A.M. knowest best.” rixta, to Vric-, rek-, lin-

quere, (hereditate re)lictum, “left” property—cf. re^nah “heri-

tage” in 32,11 under ‘Maga’—is in general the balance of men’s

good and evil actions. The verses evidently oppose the testimony

of the “most knowing god,” yesam tu ri^tam vedisto ahi, to

the ignorance of men, esam enaham necit vidva, as the Pahl.

transl. understands: “avesan kenik ne.cic akas, expl. ce cand

ne danend.” Cf. Y.32,7: “he who knows shall not defend them,”

under ‘Yama xseta.’ “necit vidva” may mean “even though un-

knowingly.” As far as the verses are intelligible, they forbid

Bartholomae’s translation: “keine von diesen Unthaten soil der

Wissende veriiben, im Vcrlangen nach der Erreichung des

Gewinnes, der wie bekannt durch das lohende Metall kund

wird, i.e. der Metallstrom beim Jiingsten Gericht,” which

sounds as if somebody might try to reach paradise by illicit

means.

The three ordeals are: a^ra suxra, by red fire; hvena ayaha, by red-

hot brass; ayaha xsusta, by molten brass, certainly nothing to inspire

rapture or ecstasy.

Y.31,19:

0wa a^ra suxra mazda vahau vidata ranaya

“(when) through Thy red fire, M., the vahau of the two parties will be

established.”
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Y.47,6:

ta da spanta manyu mazda ahura

a^ra vahau vidatim ranobya

“as Spanto manyus, o. A.M., through fire, Thou ordainest the vahau

vidatim, establishing of guilt or innocence for both parties.”

Bartholomae (PTA) explained “vidati” with loc.sg. “vahau”

as “Einweisung (installation) auf das Guthaben (in the sum

due to him)—in gutem und iiblem Sinne—wie es sich beim

Abschluss der Buchungen, da^ra (closing of accounts) er-

giebt.”® He failed to see that the verses do not speak of passing

sentence, but of collecting evidence. The primary meaning of

vi-da- is “to establish”: \''da-=T^0^J/x^, prev. vi-, Lat. dis-, im-

ports “in detail”; the word comes near to “analyze, examine.”

It is the activity of the examining magistrate, inquiry, hiayvSivai

of the vi.ciro, and the Pahl. transl. “giving vicarisn” is right:

ascertain guilt or innocence. Therefore, vahau cannot be a loc.

sg., but only a dual, corresponding to “rana, the two parties,”

“sava, the two returns” (cf. hvafna, the two sleeps), hence

“vahau, the two goods, their good and bad actions,” the balance

both parties “leave behind.”

In Y.48, the train of thought is: St.i, when Rtam will have defeated

dru^s, the deva and martiya, Oeoi re Pporoi re, receive their “sava, two

returns, good and evil.” The victory of the good principle at the end

of the “mixed world” is a fact, not conditional; to achieve it, all men

must “choose rtam,” vi.ci^a in Y.30,2, under ‘Ya-ahi!’ or swear to it,

Vvar-. St.2: The human bearers, rtavan and drugvant, replace the

powers rtam and druxs: “Announce to me, A.M. who knowest what

shall come: will the rtavan defeat the drugvant before the atonement,

pr^a, which Thou hast planned ?” The atonement, payment, takes place

at the Last Judgment which is part of the primal plan of the god. St.2

ends:

ha zi ahos vahvi vista akrtis

“That is: the good akrtis of the world has taken place!” or imprecative:

® Bartholomae refers to the verb vida>a- in y.43,12 and 34,12, to which Wb.j2z attributes

six meanings, a different one to each place. For the two places quoted “etwas verteilen an,”

the same error as in the translation of the noun.
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“that would be the transfiguration, the end of the struggle of good and

evil.”

Bartholomae: “Das ware ja gewiss eine der Welt frommende

Botschaft!” or alternatively: “das ist bekannt als.” Lommel:

“Denn das ist bekannt als die gute Gestaltung des Daseins,”

note: “Andreas; akrtis, cf. OL akrti, aussere Form, Gestalt.”

Why should Zoroaster ask, if it was “bekannt, a known fact” ?

vista cannot belong to Wid-, “to know.” Nyberg attaches it to

VVid-, but his translation “befunden” means “judged, ascer-

tained as,” whereas V'vid- is “to find, obtain,” pass, “to take

place.” Vkar- with prev. a is “to make into something.” Wb.

puts a.krnam, with obj. nmanam, in Vid.22,1, under Vkart-,

“durch Schneiden gestalten,” meaning “to shape into some-

thing.” The words are synonymous. Here, the existing world

is made into another one, hence “a.krti= transfiguration.” ‘krsti

< kart- would have a bad connotation: to fake.

The question means: “Will the victory of the religion, of good over

evil, become a reality while the world lasts, before its end The double

signification of the “Coming of the Kingdom” is the same as in earliest

Christianity.

The problem is inherent in every doctrine that teaches a final com-

pensation in the hereafter. Nobody can teach: We live in the year 3030,

after 5,970 years you will rise from your tombs to be judged! The

founder of the religion believes that he brings the kingdom of heaven,

not only an era." The kingdom must come in the lifetime of the genera-

tion that hears the promise: “bodanto pad! you shall live to see!” And

it is significant that Zoroaster speaks only of “rtavan” and does not dis-

tinguish, as Xerxes does soon after, between “syata in life, rtavan in

death.” Only after the prophet’s time the contradiction between a

resurrection at the end of days and the passing into the beyond at death

becomes apparent. Various solutions are tried; for instance in the late

Art. Vir.Nam,XYiii: The tortured soul of the sinner in hell says
“
’mt hi

YVM v sp’n YHvvN.t YMNNVN.yt ’yk, when only three days and nights

have elapsed, ix m snt bvndk YHv\Tsr.t ’p.m br’ l’ ssKV’N.d, the 9,000

“An anecdote, already belonging to history; I once brought a portrait of Riza Shah Pahlavl

to the emperor William, and said, answering a question of the emperor “He believes himself

to have inaugurated an era!” The emperor said: “I did so once myself!”
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years are completed, and yet they will not release me!” There, reward

and punishment begin with death, and punishment even comes to an

end with time, with the beginning of eternity.

The notion, Zoroaster expresses by “akrtis, transfiguration,” is clearer

in Y.30,9, see under ‘Myastra’:

atca toi vayam hyama yoi im frasam krnavan ahum

“and we will be those who make this world here frasam!” This is what

a “sosyant, saviour” does, and on this and a few similar passages rests

the later doctrine of the sdsyant. Andreas translated “die dies Leben

zu einem herrlichen (oder: Wunder) gestalten,” nggw, 1909. A whole

literature grew up around this note.^“ I too allowed myself to be misled

and corrected the error only in Altp.lnschr. s.v.: frasam means solely

“beyond,” always used with ellipsis, “beyond (the post, the target etc.).”

frasa -h A^kar- is originally a term of racing; as such it formed frasa-

kara, as epithet of Vrthragna in Y/.i4,28 and as n.pr. in Y/.i3,io2. The

moment of which Zoroaster speaks is the last day of history, when the

world has finished its ninth round, when time stops and eternity

begins. From the verbal idiom frasam krnavan in Y.30,9 the Aw. abstr.

noun frasakrti has been derived in analogy to akrti. frasakrti “the mak-

ing-beyond” is no good model of a word and occurs only once in the

Awesta, in a gloss interpolated at the end of the old verses Yf. 13,57

—

see under ‘Fravarti’—^behind rvesam: “yam frasakrtoit vahviya.” It is

the “good” frasakrti, like the “good” akrti, frasasti. Actually, MP.
fraskirt has been coined after “frasam krnavan” and has been trans-

posed into a learned Aw. frasakrti. Pahl. tak fraskirt zaman means

“ila yaumi 1-qiyama, till resurrection day,” syn. of apatiyarakih “state of

no-more-being-contested.” It is the counterpart of the notion expressed

in FiJ.2,20 (see under ‘Chronology’): “3,000 years spiritual existence

and 3,000 years material existence without antagonism; then comes

patiyarakih, contest: 3,000 years from the beginning of human history

to the coming of the religion, and another 3,000 years to the last judg-

ment,” after which apatiyarakih reigns.

Zoroaster speaks many times, in singular and plural, of the sosyant,

^^Lommei, zii, 1,30; H. Junker, in “Wortcr u. Sachen,” xii, i32f.; Duchesne, Comp.At'.

§78: “frasam ‘splendide,’ clabii par Andreas.”
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whereas notion and word do not appear—as even a glance at the ar-

rangement of the places in shows—in any old passage of the

yashtsd^ It appears only in Y^.i9,88ff., post-Zoroastrian verses describing

their activity at the resurrection. St.92,a-c are the beginning of this song,

88,c-i its end. The same verses recur in Yr.19,11 and i3£E.

The formula by which the verses are inserted into the Hvarnah yasht

at the mazdayasnian redaction, is: “We worship the hvarnah, which

follows (belongs to) nn, in order that he may . . . i.e. “and which

enables him to. . . In st.ii AhuraMazdah who needs no “kavian

hvarnah” to create the living beings, is the n.n. To this the words “yat

krnavan frasam ahum” are ungrammatically appended, which imitate

Y.30,9, “that they (viz. the sosyant who are dropped at this place) make

the world frasam.” In Y/.i9,i3ff. the verses are appended, likewise

unbefittingly, to the Amrta Spanta. In 88f. the same introductory for-

mula is used, with hvarnah, but the nn is not the god nor the immortal-

holy ones, but

yat upa.hacat sosyantam vr^rajanam

uta anyascit haxayo yat krnavat frasam ahum

“the hvarnah that belongs to the varthragnian sosyant and his other

companions, that he (sg.) make the world frasam.” He needs the hvar-

nah no more than AhuraMazdah, and the non-Zoroastrian epithet

“varthragnian,” which brings the relationship of the hvarnah (not of

the sosyant) to the god Vrthragna into prominence, is added only to

adapt the originally independent verses to the hvarnah yasht, to which

they did not belong. In 88 and 91 the hvarnah-formula is twice inter-

polated, tearing the original asunder and forcing the insertion of a “yat”

that spoils the meter. Yr.19,11 and 13 may be left alone as mere repeti-

tion, out of place, of the original in 88. The verses themselves are dis-

figured by a few additions, but have suffered neither changes nor omis-

sions. The line “uta anyascit haxayo” must be admitted, because the

plural of the verb krnavan, grammatically faulty in iia, is not intro-

duced directly from Y.30,9 in Yr.19,11, but in the “Song to the Sosyant”

which was taken over as a whole, and became faulty only when the

subject was changed from the plural to sg. AhuraMazd^. Thus the

original verses were:

“ About the insertion o£ their names in the memorial list of Yr.13 see that chapter.
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Astvat.rto frahistate Astvatrta will set forth

haca apat kansaviyat from the water Kansaviya

asto mazda ahurahya the champion of AhuraMazdah

uta anyascit haxayo and his other companions,

yat krnavan frasam ahum that they make humanity frasam,

azarsyantam amarsyantam not-aging, not-dying,

afri^yantam apuyantam not-decaying, not-rotting,

yavejiyam yavesuvam ever-living, ever-flourishing,

yat rista pati us.histan When the dead will rise up,

Jasat jivayo amr^tis the reviver, the imperishable will

come,

daSati frasam vasna ahum he will make humanity frasam,

please God!

Herodotus 111,62, in the story of Cambyses and Prexaspes renders the

thought of these verses by: el jiev vvv ot reOveaiTe^ avuTTacri [yat rista

pati us.histan], TTpocrSeKeo roi Kal ‘Acrrvayea. (read:
*’

Ka-rvaprea) (rbv

prjSov, faulty gloss of Herodotus) eiravaxTTrjcrecrdai [astvat.rto frahis-

tate]. The whole notion was too foreign for Herodotus to understand

it rightly, a cogent proof that he did not invent the story, but heard it

from the best source. The name astvat.rta [Median, OP. *astva.rta,

^Ao-Tuaprrjv] is derived from Y.43,16, end of Gath.ust.: astvat rtam

hiyat ustana ojahvat, and means Rtam in human shape. The Achae-

menid name ’O^vap-n)^^^ i.e. vaxsyat.rta, OP. vaxsya.rta, name of the

second sosyant, attests that the tripling of the sosyant was known in

about 420 B.C., and Herodotus’ words, about 440 b.c., project that con-

ception back into Cambyses’ time, 529-523 b.c. The time of the ‘Song

to the Sosyant’ is the middle or second half of the 5th century. At that

time the n.abstr. “frasakrtis, the making-beyond” was not yet in use.

In Mah Frav. and some other Sasanian works, the name uxsyat.rta

IS spelled x^Rsytr, revealing how these eschatological speculations

worked. The Gr.Bdh. pzf., speaking of the “var i avinast, the sinless

lake” which—since avinast replaces an^ita as epithet of Ardvi, e.g.

Gr.Bdh.%2.—is another name for the “source of Ardvisura, the immacu-
late,” quotes a lost fragment of the Awesta “cgvn VMLLW.t ’yk, as is

Oxyartes, bei Athcnaios xiii^Sg nach Phylarchos, b.19, Frgm.Hist.Gr. 1,343, son of Darius II,

brother of Artaxerxes 11 and the younger Cyrus. A brother was called Artostes, shortform of
Gath, rtam.yahmai.usta.
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written”: x'^lsyt ptlvkmtn ’dvpm [var.l. -pn, read -pmn] ’vyn’st vly

HZYTVT^.t' ZK [or ZY.s?] my’ plskrt' vyl’stn' I’d byn ’pyst, Xvarset, the

sun, pa^rame^ana adaySyamna, saw the sinless lake and needed its water

for preparing the transfiguration.”^^ This is the rest of an old myth, of

the same kind as that of a god of thunder setting the world ablaze by

his lightning.

“adaySyamna, undeceivable” is a frequent epithet of Mithra, and

once, in Y/.io,8o, he is called “me^anahya pata, keeper of the farm-

yard.” The compound ‘pa^ra.me^ana lives on in the n.pr. p’tmytn,

on a Sasanian seal in the Calcutta Museum. Both are divine epithets,

fitting Hvar^seta as well as Mithra. In Gr.Bdh.i^ and Dat.Den.,

Pisyo^na, son of Vistaspa (YA13) has the epithet pa^romehan (cor-

rupted into as immortal helper of the sosyant. The Den\. ix,40

says: “Pa^romehan, also called Pisyo^n,” and the Bahman Yt. speaks

of “Pa^romehan, son of Vistasp.”

Hvarci^ra, son of Zoroaster (Y/.13), another helper of the sosyant,

is called in Gr.Bdh.2i’^ “the artestar, knight, spahsalar, commander of

the army of Pisyo^na, son of Vistaspa.” The posthumous career of the

historical Pisisyo^na, after eschatology had taken hold of him, is that

he disappears behind his surname pa^ra.me^ana, originally a surname

of the gods Mithra and Hvar^seta, while Hvarci^ra—i.e. xyrstr>

xvrsytr, as if it be a comparative of xvrsyt—takes the place of Hvar,

the sun—like Sas. manusci^ra for manus—and disappears behind the

coalescent names of uxsyat.rta and hvar.^seta. The actual process was

that the legend substituted these human figures for gods of an older

period, conferring upon them the divine epithets, and that these old

epithets survive, clearly revealing a much older phase of thought, where

gods like Mithra, Hvar^seta, Anahita and Vrthragna took part in the

final eKTrvpwcrt? of the world.

The name of the lake Kansaviya, mod. Hamun, is derived from an

unknown ‘kansu. From the Kansaviya rises mount Usidam, as the

meaning of the name, “house of dawn” shows, originally a mythical

Messina, Orientalia 1,2,15, misunderstood my old remark in ami 11,57 on this passage of
the Bdh. that had escaped attention- ‘I’afferniazione riguardante il sole (as sosyant) si fonda
sopra una etimologia del termine usetar-xsarjetar etc.” I never considered an etymological con-
necDon of and uxsyat.rta.

Readings like ci^romcn67 etc should be given up.
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mountain imagined at the east point of the border of the Ocean, but at

the time of the verses of Yt.ig already located at the hill in the lake,

the modern Koh i Xvaja, “mountain of the Lord,” whose name was,

in modern belief, Sara i Ibrahim, i.e. a son of Ibrahim Zardust. It is

regarded as holy, and is the only mountain invoked as “yazata, adoran-

dus” in many yashts. Moreover, in the same yasht 19, in st.66, verses

are inserted which give a detailed description of the Sealand with the

lake, the mountain in the lake, and the ten rivers which fall into

the lake, the like of which is not given of any other country in the

Awesta. A commentary of this description is the Awdihd e Sigistdn,

“Mirabilia of Sistan.”

Thfe placenames in the epical fragments quoted in the great yashts are

motivated by the action of the mythical heroes. The placenames in the

description of the sunrise in Yt.io, equally, have a good historical and

geographical reason. The description of the Sealand has no motive

and no connection with other things, it is simply the description of a

country as a Holy Land. The saviour, expected from there, is a reincar-

nation of Zoroaster, his son [Sara i Ibrahim Zardust, in Mdh Frav.

Zoroaster himself]. I do not believe that a prophet can be expected to

return as saviour from any special place or country, unless he has been

there.^® Therein I see the reason for the peculiar holiness and, with it,

the description of the country in the Awesta. Zoroaster actually so-

journed there.

On the weird table mountain of basalt in the lake, one cannot “als

Missionar wirken” (Nyberg), but only live as a hermit, perhaps with

a few pupils. I stayed there twice, altogether four months. It is a place

provoking visions like no other one. The Indian ascetics used to go

“in the forest,” the Arabian “into the desert,” the Iranian “on the moun-

tain,” for instance Sasan according to ibn al-Balkhi, Fdrsn. 54,11;

Vistaspa according to Baidawi, nizam, a passage which comes from the

Iran. ‘Zamaspnamak and, by its Greek translation, the XpTjo-ei? ‘Ycrrd-

o-TTov, is connected with the corresponding passage in Ammian Marc,

(see AMi,\a,7). The Sealand, Zranka, belonged to the satrapy of Vis-

The shi‘ite Mahdl is expected in Samarra, an analogy familiar to me, as I lived in closest

neighborhood of the “Ghaiba.” This cellar, in which the Mahdi “disappeared,” is actually part

of the basement of the vast palace in which his father and grandfather lived in the ninth

century.
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taspa, and under his protection Zoroaster sojourned there as a hermit.

He speaks of this hermit life in the ‘Gatha of the Vision,’ Y.43,15:

daxsat usyai tusnamatis vahista

“Thinking in silence has taught me to announce . .

Lommel’s attempt to connect usyai with Skr. “ucyati, to like to do”

{Orient.Stud.Favry, aSiff.) is no improvement: one thinks in silence

considering what one wants to say. As to the form cf . Y.32,4 : *vasyante

devazuka, text: vaxsante. Mount Usidam is the place of the Gatha of

the vision. Zoroaster’s sojourn on the mountain is the origin of the

traditions told in the Mirabilia, also of the notes on Sena Ahumsmt
“from Bust” in western Arachosia, and that Bust was founded when

Vistaspa, at lake Frazdan (Zirih), created the religious law, in Sahr.Er.

It is also the reason, long since forgotten, for the pilgrimages, attested

since the fourth century a.d. and still performed today during the first

fortnight after the Zoroastrian Nauroz, to the Koh i Xvaja, the moun-

tain of the Lord.

The gatha Y.48—with “akrtis”—speaks of the last judgment, not of

an “Ordal das Zarathustras Religionsstreit entscheiden soil” (Nyherg,

227). I do not know whether Bartholomae was the first, or somebody

before him, to ascribe to Zoroaster the Middle Iranian concept of the

last judgment as a “destroying and purifying stream of fire” (see under

‘Welcome’). The end of the world in fire, caused by lightning, is a

thought of the oldest stratum of the myth; Zoroaster’s concept, on the

contrary, is the judgment, as all the verses here already quoted express,

and very clearly the Gatha ustavati, 43,5-6 (see Markwart’s translation)

:

5: damois rvese apame

6: yahmi spanta dvra. manyu rvese jaso

mazda ahmi vahu manaha

yahya syd^nais ge^a rta fradante

ebyo ratus sanhati armatis

^wahya xtatos yam necis dabayati

After the last rvesa, the last turn of the nine millennia, AhuraMazdah

appears as SpantoManyus and in all his aspects, xsa^ra, vahu manaha;

Armatis pronounces the sentences of the undeceivable knowledge and

will of the supreme judge.
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For this last judgment the dead will rise, us.hikan, Y/.i9,88; the

verb, with us- and pati, used with the ablative, e.g. up from the sea,

from the bed, means originally “from the graves” see under ‘Videvdad.’

The reward after death, for good and evil actions in life, is Zoroaster’s

fundamental thought, expressed in every single gatha, and equally

in Darius’ inscription Beh. §§73 and 76, and Xerxes’ daiva, Persepolis.

The entire dualistic concept of the world rests on this thought. Resur-

rection, being the necessary premise of the judgment, is the unavoidable

consequence of reward, an integrant part of Zoroaster’s doctrine.

Prexaspes speaks doubting
—

“if”—to Cambyses; but Darius and Xerxes

believe in Zoroaster’s doctrine of resurrection.

Nyberg says, 310: “Der Auferstehungsgedanke ist in den Gathas mit

keinem Worte beriihrt; mehr, es fehlen alle Voraussetzungen, die

Vereinigung der Seele in der Ekstase mit der himmlischen Welt hat die

Todesvorstellung vollkommen uberwogen.” “Heavenly world” is a
‘ Vorstellung-concept”; “ecstasy” is a mere “Vorstellung-imagination”

of Nyberg; death is neither conception nor imagination, but a fact, the

most stubborn, that nothing can “overweigh.” “Wenn die Himmels-
reise der Seele der alles beherrschende Gedanke gegenuber dem Tode
ist [it is not]—so giebt es keinen Boden fiir den Auferstehungsge-

danken,” a conclusion that would be wrong even if the premise were
true. “Zoroaster borrowed from the tribe among which he founded

his community, den auf die Erdbestattung begriindeten fravasi Kult

and den darin wurzelnden und ohne ihn nicht denkbaren (unthink-

able) Auferstehungsglauben,” which was however “nichtsdestoweniger

natiirlich eine kiihne Neuschdpfung grossen Stils.” Whence comes such

knowledge, when no word as much as touches the subject, and why did

Zoroaster do so, when there was no “Voraussetzung, premise” and no

‘Boden, premises” to build on } Zoroaster never mentions the Fravarti

in the gathas; more than that, in his ‘Creation Gatha’ he describes

AhuraMazdah in their old cosmologic role, that means, he rejected the

popular notion of these “manes.”

In the whole Fravardin Yasht, 13, see under ‘Fravarti,’ there is no
hint of any transfigured life. On the contrary, the “tusnisad, those who
sit, live in silence,” continue to act on earth as dead ones. The same
concept prevails in Greece and Italy, and since the Ir. fravarti are also

female “valcyries,” this is the primeval Indo-European concept of
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existence after death. Pre-Zoroastrian and Zoroastrian notion are totally

different and clearly distinguished.

The cult of the fravarti, the OI. pitarah, Greek “heroes,” Roman
“manes,” depends in no way on the special and varying modes of dis-

posing of the body, nor these different funerary customs on that cult.

Whatever is done to the body, the “ustana, life” which has left the

“astvant body,” does not die, but lives, somehow bound to the place

where the material shape rests, with which it was endowed. Nor is

there any connection between the funerary customs, v.’hatever they

were, and Zoroaster’s idea of resurrection, which does not “root in the

Fravarti cult, founded on and ‘unthinkable’ without interment.” “Es ist

keinen Augenblick daran zu denken”—one ought to have a minute of

thought for everything
—

“dass der Zoroastrismus [means; after Zoro-

aster’s death] eine solche Grabsitte iibernommen hatte, die er zu alien

Zeiten mit dem grossten Abscheu betrachtete,” another revelation, since

the yashts are just as silent as the gathas. A minute of thought and

many things “unthinkable” become thinkable; but coexistence of trans-

figured life and life in silence is indeed unthinkable, as is a “borrowed

thought, and yet a bold new creation in grand style.” As remarked

above, the word pati us.histan presupposes “rising up from tombs.”

Zoroaster’s picture of the last judgment is that of a court, of a settling

of accounts, hankrti. Y.3 1,14: “ya^a ta ahan hankrta hiyat, when it

comes to settling accounts.” The good and evil acts are put to account,

their balance is the rixta, which is “left” behind.

y.32,7:

yesam tu ahura ri^tam mazda vedisto ahi

“what they have left. Thou, A.M., knowest best!”

Y.44,2:

ho zi rta spanto ri^tam vispabyo

haro manyu

“He, the holy one, . . . who regards in spirit what every one has left

behind.” Ahura means lord justiciary, mazda “to bear in one’s mem-
ory”; the verses paraphrase the name of the god as “the omniscient

judge,” not as “der Weise Herr.”
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y.49,4:

yeHm noit hvarkais vans duzvarsta

“whose good works do not make level the bad ones.” Pahl. transh:

“ku.s kirpak vinas be ne kanet, whose good deeds do not make even

their sins.” Similarly Y.31,1 : “with whom false and right hamamyasaite,

is (equally?) mixed?”, cf. Art.Vir.Ndm.s’i, chapter ‘Hamestakan’ : ke.-

san kirpak u vinas rast but, those whose good and evil deeds are even.^®

All terms are clearly such of accounting and the beginning of the no-

tion “zero.” Bartholomae translated 49,44 “bei denen nicht die Gut-

thaten (sondern) die Ubelthaten iiberwiegen,” as sole instance of

intrans. \'Van-, “superare”; it is OP. \ A’an- “fill, heap up” said of

“^ika, gravel, pebbles, calculi.” Counting pebbles is the beginning of

“calculare, calculate.” Calculating and weighing are intimately con-

nected. The picture of an account takes the form of a banking house

in heaven in the later notion of the “ganj i hamisa su8, the treasure of

eternal interest.”

The origin of the whole conception is the old custom, inherited from

Babylon, to keep written records of everything the king did and or-

dered; examples are found among the tablets from Persepolis. The word

for these records is “hypomnimata, memorandum,” in Ezra 6,2: dkrvn’,

NP. yad.dast. From these deeds the ephemerids were excerpted, the

^L/3Xi.a vTTOfjLVTjfiaTLo-fidiv, spr dkrvny’ in Ezra 4,15, spr hzkrnvt in

Esther 6,1, explained in 2,33 by “spr dbry hymym, deeds of daily acts.”

Excerpts from longer periods were the ^acrtXiKal 8 i(f>04pai, deposited in

the byt gzny’, the “archives” (not “treasure-house”). The “garo dmana,

house of collecting” is the heavenly counterpart of these earthly archives.

Special merits to the king were recorded like his own actions, and the

honorific (OP.) opocrayyai, Gr. evepyirai was conferred upon such

men. Herodotus viii,85: “Phylakos was recorded as Euergetes of the

king.” Xerxes writes to Pausanias, Thukydides 1,129,3: “Regarding the

men from Byzantium whom you have saved for me beyond the sea, the

evepyecria lies booked for you in our house for ever!” And Darius

speaks similarly in the Gadatas inscription (Dittenberger, Syll. n“ 22).

Markwart tried an etymology of opocrayyai together with rrapa-

NP. ba zamiin rast kart, e.g. BaidawT, nizdm, twice: Bu^tnassar makes bait al-maqdis,
Jcrut>aiem, “even with the earth.”
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a-dyyai

:

oro for vuru- “wide,” -sangai to Vsank- “announce,” uncon-

vincing, because “euergetai” would be no translation of it. F. W.
Thomas, SaJ^astan, jRAS.1906, was on the right track; the title must hide

one of the words for “good works”; but vrzy.anhva, Wb. “mit ener-

gischem Antrieb, Schaffensdrang” is a misleading translation; vrziya-

hvaho in the Homa-verses ¥.10,14 naeans “in full possession of one’s

senses” as opp. to “drunk.” The Gr. translation is as precise as possible

:

ev < hu, epyo? < vrzyah “work(ing)”; existing compounds with dus-

can be paralleled by such with hu-, hence ‘hu.varzyah. There was a

noun ‘sravanha, deriv. of sravah, of which sravanhyati is the denom.

verb
;
similarly Aw. uposanhva, deriv. of upa.usah, MP. Posang. Hence,

the deriv. ‘huvrzyanhva gives opoadyyai.

Y.29,4:

mazda "’sahvar.maristo ya zi vavrzoi paricitit

devaisca martiyaisca yaca varsate apicitit

ho viciro ahuro a^a ahat yaca ho vasat

“Mazdah is the best witness-rememberer of what is wrought in the past

by gods and men and of what is wrought in future. He is the justiciary

who judges, His will be done!”

What AhuraMazdah remembers or calculates are the actions of men,

recorded with attest in the archives. The wordly institution is trans-

ferred to heaven.

sahvar maristo is written in two words, so that the relative clauses

“which have been” and “which will be wrought” refer to sahvar; this

would be an acc.pl. with the meaning restricted to “actions, inten-

tions.” But Bartholomae’s “Anschlag, Plan, eigtl. Ankiindigung (eines

Vorhabens),” Meillet’s doubtful “indications.?” (“Anschlag” would be

“plot”), do not fit V sanh-, OP. ^ah-, pronuntiare, authoritative or solemn

speaking. The Pahl. commentary says : “pa vinas u kirpak amar kunet, he

keeps account of sin and good deeds.” The same words are used for the

compound hata.marani in Y.32,6, all but a synonym, “merit! memor.”

sahvar must be freed of the relative clauses, therefore be read as com-

pound, like hata.marani, cf. also naka.razista in Y^.io, under ‘Mithra.’

It is a super!, of *sahvar.mar(ant). The relative clauses, then, relate to

the participle: “the best rememberer or accountant of what has been

done etc.”
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The Pahl. txansl. of sahvar by sxvn is right. In “sanhate, pro-

nunciatur” is used for the “deposition, speaking” of the ordeal
;
equally

Den]{. uses “gowisn = sahvan” for the “speaking, testimony” of the

ordeal. Y.31,5: “hyat rvatam cazdahvabyo,” Y.44,5: “ya mano^ris caz-

dahvantam ar^ahya,” where rvata, OI. vrata—cf. Ir. rvata, priTov—is

“sentence” in the juridical meaning; “ar0a,” here “daily task,” but also

juridical term. Pahl. transl. of cazdahvant is both times “amar vicartar,

who determines the number”; Geldner translated “berechnend,” refer-

ring to Ved. kiyedhas. The “number” is obviously the “amount” of

punishment, “amar vicartar” combines the two words of 29,4, (sahvar)-

mar(isto) and viciro (ahuro). Therefore, “sahvar, spoken word” is the

deposition of witnesses, the attestation of the action, “marant” means

“mental arithmetic,” a “marant” is a “hamara.kara, accountant.”

The idea of Y.29,4 resembles Thales’

aroclicOTaTOV 6 xpovo<; . dpevpicTKei. yap Trdvra,

which again returns in the zurvanistic saying in Gr.Bdh.

zaman adawakan adawaktar

zaman pursisnikan pursisniktar

Time is the most undeceivable of undeceivables.

Time is the greatest inquisitor of inquisitors.

Bartholomae was right in speaking of “heavenly book-keeping.”

Nyberg objects, 21 1: “Woher sollten die Rinderhirten der Steppe, die

keine Ahnung von der Schrift batten, . . . den Gedanken an himm-
lische Geschaftsbiicher genommen haben ?” The book-keeping cannot

be denied; the “cowboys of the prairie” are a mere theory. The book-

keeping is not absurd, but the cowboys are. The Iranian bureaucracy

came from their Babylonian neighbors.

Zoroaster’s thought of the judgment as account passed into the other

religions. Daniel 12,1: “Thy people will be saved, all those who are

written down in the book.” Or Daniel 7,10, vision of the judgment
of the four beasts: “The court set, the books were opened.” The vision

was conceived in Babylon under the Achaemenids, that is place and
time where Zoroastrian thoughts went over into Judaism and thence

mto Christianity, and thus influenced universal history.

Enoch, 92-104, in the treatise on resurrection: “For the spirits that
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died in justice everything good ... is written down as reward,” and

“The sinner may say [Y/.io,io5 : i^a manyate dus.hvarna]: Our sins

will not be investigated and recorded [noit imat vispam dusvarkam

mi^ro venati . . . ] ;
and yet, the angels write down all your sins every

day!”—Islam, too, borrowed the idea: “athabahu Allahu wa-da‘afa lahu

1-hasanat wa-dja‘ala dhukhrahu 1-baqiyyatu 1-salihat, Allah reward him

and double him his charities and make him a treasure of good works!”

And Qur. 9,5 : “Allahu khabiru bima ya‘maluna” is word by word

“Mazda sahvar.mmisto ya zi vavrzoi.”
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“Still it cried: sleep no more!

Glamis has murdered sleep

And therefore Cawdor shall sleep no more!”

Y.45,2: “The good one of the two manyu prviya, primordial spirits,

said to the bad one: Neither our mana, nor our sanha, ^tatavo, varna,

u^Sa, syo^na, dena, ruvano join, hacante.”

“Spirits” is no accurate rendering of manyu; they are something

spiritual, nothing concrete; they speak, but they are neither anthro-

pomorphous, nor theomorphous. The best translation would be “the

two forces” or “principles,” Good and Evil.

Lommel: “Nicht unser beider Denken, . . . Reden, . . . Verstand

(Wille?), . . . Wahlentscheidung, . . . Worte, noch Thaten, . .
.
geistige

Natur, . . . Seelen gehen zusammen.” The eight hardly definable notions

cannot be really translated: complexes of phenomena are compressed

in single words, and there are not two languages where these coincide,

because the notions behind the words are no realities. One could say

“thought, sayings, will, love, words, deeds, essence, soul.” It is not yet

a psychologic system like that which Mani developed from beginnings

already foreshadowed in Darius’ tomb inscription, cf. Altp.lnschr. 841!.

The eight words have the same purport as KapS'n]. ^vxv> Stai'ota in the

Gospels. The definition of “ruvan, soul” in the Gr.Bdh. is elucidating:

“Soul is what by the senses in the body sees, speaks, and perceives,”

or “the soul is the master over the body, like the chief of the family

over his house, the horseman over his horse, it is the rayenitar, patron,

of the body.” It is the same with Gr. /rews, Lat. mentes,

sententiae, animi or Hebr. iu''h = -irv€vpLa, memra = Xdyo?, khokhma =

<ro(f)ia. The verses seek to convey; in all the faculties and motives of our

spiritual life, we, Spantamanyus and Ahramanyus, Good and Evil, are

incompatible, unreconcilable opposites.

The verses do not say that good and evil were “twins,” not even in a

figurative sense. The “Gatha of Good and Evil” is Y.30, and there the

expression “the two principles” appears once more.

A chapter in Den\. ix (statement of contents of the VarstmansrNask,

ch.7) has been interpreted as being a sort of exegesis to y.30,3-5, cf.
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Schaeder, Beitr'dge 288 and Benveniste, in Monde Or. 26,207!?. Trans-

lations and inferences therefrom are both erroneous. One must read

(cf. Altplnschr. 130); “ac avesan amuhraspand[an] an e vattar dosit,

lit. he [viz. the demon Aras of whom the paragraph speaks] chose the

worse share than the Am.Sp.” i.e. the share worse than that chosen by

the Am.Sp., or better; “in opposition to the Am.Sp. the wholly-bad

share,” “pat.an ka.s ^snasakan dev^ ayazisnih guft, in teaching: those

who know shall worship the dev !” and “bring offerings to the planetary

gods!” These gods are not Xursed, Mah, Tir etc., but astral gods im-

ported from Babylon. Nothing can be gathered from this paragraph

for the interpretation of y.30.

Y-30>3:

at ta manyu prviye ya yama hvafna asruvatam

manahica vacahica syo^noi hi vahyo akamca

""ayas.ca hudaho rs visyata noit duzdaho

“But those two primordial manyu that are praised in song as the

‘sleep-twins’ are Good and Evil, in thoughts, words and conduct. And
between these two [Good and Evil] the good-minded have chosen

right, the not-ill-minded.”

Bartholomae: “Die beiden Geister zu Anfang, die sich dutch

ein Traumgesicht als Zwillinge offenbarten, (sind) das Bessere

und das Bose in Gedanken, Worten und That.” Ar.Forschg.

11,120: “Dass die beiden Urgeister Zwillinge genannt werden,

ist gewiss auffallig.” In fact, it is only “the two sleeps” that are

called so. At that time, he translated hu.afna asruvatam still by

“sie (dual) schufen kunstreich.”

Andreas, nggw, 1909, 48; “Jene beiden . . . Geister, die die

selbstherrlichen Zwillinge heissen,” an interpretation that can-

not be maintained.

One must not render the Iranian by the German (or English)

comparative: “the better” would be “better than bad,” the lesser

evil, while it is a comp. abs. “the wholly good”; vahya comes
near to Aristotle’s avroayaOov. “ya . . . asruvatam” is a relative

clause, but does not signify “which ... are called”; it is no
parenthesis, and all the less signifies “as has been transmitted”

(Nyberg, below); it says “who have been praised in song,” in
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perf.pres. “who are praised in the epic,” see under ‘Poetry’ and

‘Yama x^eta.’

Bartholomae compared the dual “the two sleeps” with “sava,

the two returns,” viz. reward and punishment. Other analogies

are “rana, pious and sinners,” “vahu, good and evil,” see under

‘Last Judgment’; also “dva nara” in a human pair,

man and woman; “hvar^e” in Y/.ip, eating and drinking. The
dual means “sleep and its brother.”^

The manifestations of spiritual life are usually combined in the stereo-

typed formula “manah, vacah, syo^na,” from which the three virtues

originate: “humat, huxt, huvarst, good thought, talk, conduct.” This

most natural idea is found all over the world, in Christianity and earlier,

e.g. Democritus: to ev koyi^eaBat, to ev Xeyeiv, to irpaTTeiv a Set or

yiveTaL Se Ik tov cfipovelv Tpia Tovra ' ^ovXeoecrdai KaXal?, Xiyeiv

avap.apTriTCi)s Kal TrpaTTeiv a Sei.

Xenophanes says merely “form and thought”:

€15 0609 € 1' T€ dvr]Totcn Kal avdpdiTTOlCTL peyCCTTO'S

ovT€ 8€p.a<i dvT)Tolcn o/aoio9 ovre v6Tqp,a

The triad always means the total of functions of the soul. Corpses

that neither think, nor speak, nor act, are beyond good and evil. The
eight manifestations of the soul in Y.45,2 have the same purport as this

triad.

The mere mention of the dual-name is enough to remind the hearers

of the myth which they knew as well as that of Yama Vivahvato pu^ro,

to whom epics are sung, sravahyati,” and of other heroes, not from

lectures at a theological seminary, but from the old epic tales, “yais

asrozdvam bumya hafta^e, sung on this seventh of the earth,” Y.32,3,

in the whole of Eransahr. Cf. Xenophanes:

TOV KXeo'i 'EXXaSa Traarav ou8’ aTroXij^et

and Homer, e.g. II. ix,264:

TOV St] vvv y€ p-eyicTTOv mrovpdviov /cXeov ka-Tiv.

In these verses, Zoroaster gives the myth—which, as a thing known
^ Cf. the very same idiom in Arabic: al-*Iraqam, al-Basratain etc; as early as in the inscr. of

Inirulqais b. ‘Amr, “the two Asad” mean “Asad and ‘Anaza,** see Mshattd^ Hira and Bddiya
m Jahrb.Preuss. Kunstsig. 1921, io8f.
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to everybody, he does not detail any further—a new ethical interpreta-

tion: “Your epics speak of the primordial twins sleep and his brother; I

speak of the two principles Good and Evil.” They are two different

pairs.

Y.30,4:

atca hyat ta ham manyu jasetam prviyam dazde

gayamca ajyatimca ya0a{ca) ahat apaman ahus

acisto drugvatam at rtavane vahikam mano

“When these two spirits [Good and Evil, which I have compared in st.3

with your twins, and defined in my gatha 45,2] came together, they

first established life and death, how it shall be at the end: hell, for the

drugvant, but paradise for the rtavan.”

That is the passage which Ed. Meyer, following Bartholomae’s “they

agreed” for ham.jasetam, believed to prove that Zoroaster himself knew

already the “agreement” of 9,000 years between AhuraMazdah and

Ahramanyus, of which Plutarch, de Iside, speaks. The number 9,000,

though not uttered, may have been in Zoroaster’s mind, but the form

is not that of a treaty. The “ham.jasetam, coming together” is neither

procreation nor a compromise, as Bartholomae interpreted the sentence

in Ar.Forschg. 11,122: “Lat. convenire, iibereinkommen, weil sie schon

beisammen waren.” The words of the Gr.Bdh. “u.san miyan tuhikih

but, hast ke vay goyend, between them was a void, others say the atmos-

phere” are wrong speculations of Sasanian theologians who thought of

creation instead of history, “ahu” is the period of “patiyarak, contest.”

The address by the good principle is the challenge, the false twins were

not together, but come together for battle, the Trar^p airdvrcov, cf. Yt.

1447:

yat spaSa han.Jasante rastam rasma katarascit.

Or OP.:

pasava hami^fiya hangmata paraita hamaranam cartane.

The law gayamca ajyatimca, that all life must die, and the dwelling

places for the dead, paradise and hell—called “huvitica initi” at the end

of the same gatha—are predetermined at the beginning of the “ahu, i.e.

the human world.” When the fight of history is over, the frasam, apa-

tiyarakih begins, the zrvan akarana, eternity after the end of time.
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Y.30,5:

aya manyuva varta ya drugva acista vrzyo

rtam manyus spanisto ya xrozdistan asano vaste

yeca ^snosan ahuram hadyais syo^nais fravrt mazdam

“Of these two manyu, the drugva (manyus) chose to work the wholly-

had, but (to work) the rtam the spanisto manyus, who is clothed in

the most-solid heavens, and all who, by conduct as it should be (a Set),

are voluntarily obedient to AhuraMazdah.’’

Gathas and OP. inscriptions use this type of inversion. In these verses

the two principles make themselves the moving forces of the world’s

history. The realm of the one is heaven, of the other hell. The verses

do not speak of creation, but of history.

Creation, cosmology is the subject of the “Gatha of the Vision,” 43,

and of the “Gatha of the Questions,” 44. In 43, Zoroaster says, speaking

as a poet, not a theologian, st.5

:

spantam at dwa mazda manhi ahura

hyat ^wa ahos zan^oi darsam prviyam

hyat da syodna mizdavan yaca u^Sa

akam akai vahviyam rtim vahve

^wa hunara damois rvese apame

“As the holy one I knew Thee, A.M., when I beheld Thee at the pro-

creation of life, as the primordial one, when Thou ordainedst the works

and the words to be bearing return, the bad lot for the bad (deeds)

and the good for the good, through Thy handy-work, at the last turning

of the creation!”

The birth of life is not the law of dying, and paradise and hell for

good and bad ones is merely the execution of the law of reward given

by the god at the creation. There is no contradiction.

hunara, to Vhu-, whence “huti, handicraft,” is the handy-work,

^Tquiovpyia, AhuraMazdah is the demiurge of the world. Hertel is

mistaken in relating the last words to the last act of the creation “bei

der letzten Wendung der Spendung,” instead of the end of the world.

The sentence “as the holy one, spanta, I knew T/iee, when he circum-

ambulated me as Vahumano,” many times repeated in this gatha, makes
it perfectly certain that AhuraMazdah himself is the Spanta who ap-
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pears in the aspect of Vahumano. In Y.30,5, the manyus spanista is

clothed in the most-solid heavens, asano vaste, as is Mazdah in Y/.i3,3,

vaste vahanam, and “those who are obedient to Mazdah have chosen

like Spanto manyuY’ = Mazdah. In 43,6, he appears as spanto manyus

and as Vahumano and in all his aspects simultaneously at the last

judgment."

Bartholomae wrote in W^.1621: “Dass Geldner u.a. sich . . . wieder

dazu verstehen konnten, spanta von KSl. svetu loszureissen, ist mir

nicht begreiflich, . . . ohne die Pii. awzunik wiirde niemand auf den

Gedanken kommen, spanta anders als mit ‘heilig’ widerzugeben.”

Lommel translates, almost thirty years later, “klug” und “der kliigere’’;

Nyberg “wirksam.” Hertel objected to “heilig” and contributed an

interesting treatise on the origin of the German word, starting from

Wulfila’s Bible translation. H. W. Bailey established the etymology of

the Iranian words derived from Vsu- and their Slavic correspondents

and other IE. words. Markwart said “heilig,” especially insisting on the

fact that “Nutzen” (profit) does not belong to Zoroaster’s sphere of

thought, and contributing the explanation of Skol. e^ap.7raTot = tpat

oSot, afsand = spanta. After all these investigations, one must go back

to “holy.” Starting from different notions, the semantic development of

Ir. spanta, Lat. sanctus, “holy” and “heilig,” has taken such a turn, that

the notions coincide to a large extent. It is a delusion to believe that

greater accuracy can be reached at all in worlds of ideas so far removed

in space and time.

Thus, spanta manyus is the Spiritus Sanctus, the Holy Ghost. On
the other hand, akam mano—equally clear in other gathas—is Ahra-

manyus. But nowhere is there a trace of a corresponding organization

of evil in aspects of Ahramanyus, as e.g. aka manah, esma, drug etc.

Vahumano, well translated in Greek by evvoia or ewopta, is Good-

Will, as Markwart emphasizes, Gath.uk. 62, “keine Eigenschaft des

Intellekts (Sinn), sondern des Widens.” It is sometimes “conscience,”

always contrasted to “malevolence,” an opposition meaning much more

than that of truth and lie. Vahumano is the force by which Spanta-

manyus effects Rtam in the “ahu, human life.” This notion of Good-

Will foreshadows already the Christian “Love.”

- Cf. 33.12; 43.1.2: 47.1,6: 5*'7> with Mazdah as SnantaMan\Ub” in in^tr. of quality,

mostly in connection with the last judgment.
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If in Y.30,4 the two principles Good and Evil establish first of all

life and death, and reward in heaven and hell at the end of the ahu,

if in Y.30,5 they are the moving forces of history, and if in 43,5 the

primordial AhuraMazdah “procreates life” and “ordains the works to

bring return,” then the two primordial spirits, manyu prvya of 45,2,

compared in 30,3 with the “twins sleep,” are none but AhuraMazdah

(in his quality as Spantamanyus) and AhramanyuL

But here again no word says that AhuraMazdah and Ahramanyus

were twins, descendants from the same parents. The verses contaiu not

the slightest indication of Zurvanism. That is a doctrine attested first

by Eudemus of Rhodus, Aristotle’s pupil, who is quoted by Damascius,

de prim.princ. 125 (ed. Kopp, 384): “The magi and the whole nation

of the Aryans call—the ones ‘topos, space,’ the others ‘chronos, time’

—

the homogeneous primordial being from which either a good god or an

evil demon, or light and darkness, dissociated themselves.”

Nyberg, 122, translates Y.30,3; “Jene beiden Ur-manyu, die

Zwillinge Schlaf (und sein Bruder) waren, wie iiberliefert war-

den ist, das Bessere und das Schlechte,” and infers from this

translation: “Die ’V’orstellungen von den Zwillingen bilden also

einen Bestandteil einer traditionellen Theologie, die es vor Zoro-

aster in der Gatha-Gemeinde gab. Die beiden manyu sind zwar

von Anfang an Gegensatze, aber sie sind es nur in Gedanken,

Worten und Thaten; mehr wird nicht gesagt.” Nobody could

say more than all. “Die Aufteilung in Gut und Bose beruht auf

Wahl, nicht auf Erschaffung. Sogar die manyu (sind so) durch

Wahl, nicht aus innerer Notwendigkeit,” which remiads one

of squabbles of Byzantine, Sunnite and Protestant sects, typical

for religiously unproductive periods. “Die Gatha-Gemeinde [all

in spaced print] hat eine gegensatzliche Perspektive ethischen

Inhalts auf einem monistischen Hintergrund.” This “traditional

theology in the Gatha-community before Zoroaster” also “theol-

ogy of the pre-Zoroastrian community,” presupposes gathas be-

fore the gathas, and is the foundation of the “theology of the

Gatha-community.” The gathas are “carmina, odes,” and all this

results from the wrong translation of “ya asruvatam” by “as

has been transmitted,” instead of “that are praised in song.”
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A conception different from Y.30 seems first to appear in the very

late, identical passages of y/.ii,i2 and Y.57,17, where Sroso is described

like Argos in Hesiod’s hymn

:

yo noit pasceta hushvafa who no more slept

yat manyu daman daSitam since the two spirits created the world,

yasca spanto yasca ahro the Holy and the Bad one.

This is late enough to be Zurvanism. A few lines after, the data videva,

Videvdad is mentioned: the preceding lines, too, must be dated in the

time of the Videvdad, the Arsacid period. In Zoroaster’s concept, the

bad spirit is no creator, he merely “works the evil” in the existing crea-

tion. It is only 1,500 years later that e.g. al-Khwarizmi says : “ahraman

khaliq al-sharr, Ahriman is the creator of Evil.”

The Sasanian theologians were the first to advance the doubly false

interpretation that the “two principles” were themselves the “twins,”

and that Zrvan, Time, was their father. Without seeing the first error,

which makes every discussion useless, Nyberg declaims against the sec-

ond, 104: “In den Gathas ist AhuraMazdah unzweifelhaft der hochste

Gott; eine Vorstellung, nach der er ein abgeleiteter Gott ware, wiirde

der gesamten gathischen Religion zuwider laufen. AhuraMazdah, der

Vater der Zwillinge, ist eine dem Zurvan des Westens parallele

Erscheinung im Osten. Hieraus folgt ein sehr wichtiger Schluss: Ahura-

Mazdah steht jenseit von Gut und Bose. [Nietzsche: jedenfalls nicht

jenseit von gut und schlecht!] Er hat die Schdpfer dieser Gegensatze

hervorgebracht, aber nicht sie selbst. . . . Es kann keinem Zweifel unter-

liegen, dass in der Theologie der vorzarathustrischen Gemeinde Ahura-

Mazdah wesentlich [essentially] ein deus otiosus war.”

Whether “derived in the west” or “parallel in the east,” in no case

is he the “father of the twins” with one of whom he is compared.

Neither is he the “creator of the creator of evil.” In Y.44,3, Zoroaster

asks “Who is the procreator of Rtam ?” but does not go on “Who is the

procreator of Ako manyus V’ These verses do not describe an “unessen-

tial” interruption of the “otium,” Y.44:

3 : kasna zan^a pata rtahya prvyo

kasna huyan staramca dat adwanam
ko ya ma u^syati m-fsati ^wat
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4: kasna drta zamca ado nabasca

avapastois ko apo urvarasca

ko vatai dvan- mabyasca yogat asu

kasna vahos mazda damis manaho

5: ko huvapa rbcasca dat tamasca

ko huvapa hvafnamca dat zemaca

ko ya uH arani.pi0wa xsapaca

ya mano^ris cazdahvantam ar^ahya

3 : Who is the procreator of Rtam, the primordial father ?

Who has created the sun and the course of the stars ?

Who is it through whom the moon waxes and wanes ?

4: Who supports the earth below and the heaven,

that it do not fall ? who the waters and plants ?

Who harnesses to wind and clouds their racers ?

Who, Mazdah, is the creator of Vahumano?

5 : Which master created light and darkness ?

Which master created sleep and wakefulness ?

Who dawn, midday, and night?

the reminders of his task to the thoughtful ?

The verses are like Ps. 33,6-7; “By the word of the Lord were the

heavens made. He gathereth the waters of the sea as in a skin, [he

layeth up the depth in store houses].” Or Ps. 19,1; “The heavens declare

the glory of God, and the firmament sheweth his handy-work.” St.4

transfers the cosmologic activity of the Fravarti, Yz.13,2-16, to Ahura-

Mazdah : the continuous movement of the Universe, without a minute

of “otium.”

From these verses Nyberg quotes only the line “Who created light

and darkness, sleep and wakefulness?” in the erroneous belief that

these were the “Sleep and its brother,” and says : “Die Antwort ist ohne

Zweifel AhuraMazdah.” This is aimed against Zurvan of the Sasanian

theologians, for, sharing their assumption that twins must have a

father, and doubly mistaken in the belief that sleep and wakefulness

were sleep and its brother and these good and evil, he wants to lay

them at AhuraMazdah’s door.

hvafno can no more be a son of AhuraMazdah than hypnos, the

master of all gods, a son of Zeus. As “primordial,” the twins are a rare
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case of “lam yulid.” A recherche de la maternite would probably find

clues leading to “nakta, nyx, night”; but neither Zurvan nor Ahura-

Mazdah was their father; they are “prvya,” with no father at all:

dinanzi a me non fur cose create!

What we know about the twins is: they belong to an immemorially

old myth, bear the dual-name “the two sleeps,” and Zoroaster says: “You

have twins, so do I!” He uses the pair as a metaphor for his two prin-

ciples. From the mistaken premise Nyberg draws the “justified conclu-

sion”: “Der Schlaf repraesentiert das Licht [=Tagesgott]. . . . Nicht

die physiologische Erscheinung die w'ir Schlaf nennen ist gemeint, son-

dern—well Schlafen und Wachen letztlich in uralten kultischen Ver-

haltnissen [what about animals?] begriindet sind, und well der Kult

des Tagesgottes mit Trance und hypnotischer Betaubung verbunden

war—darum heisst der manyu des Tagesgottes xvafna ‘Trance.’ ” There

is still: “Der Umstand dass ‘Schlaf’ als Name des wirksamen [= spanta]

manyu auftritt—122: Spanta manyu tragt den Namen xvafna ‘Trance’

—zeigt, dass der trance-Zustand des Schamanen gemeint ist, in dem

sein Geist sich auf dem Fluge befindet. . .
.” This sounds like a solution

of one of the darkest sayings of Heraclitus: ot KadevSovTe<; ipyarai

Kol crvvepyol rdiv iv twl Kocrpuoi yivop,ivQ)v.

Raving madness, ecstasies, frenzy and the epileptic conditions, ex-

haustions, stupor, trance connected with them, have been expertly

described by lamblichus, “On Mysteries” and Cicero “On Divination.”

The Gr.Bdh., too, speaks of trance, in the chapter on opposites, F. 47f.,

where the words are arranged under two columns, evil and good. Under

“evil” it gives “trance, busasp < busyansta,” under “good” it gives “sleep,

Xvap < hvafna.” Busyansta, with the epithet “zarina, making decrepit,”

is a specially pernicious female demon; in frgm. Westerg. 10, she calls

“hvafsata martiyakaho, hvafsata mrzu.jiyaho, hvafsata mrzu.jitayo, go

asleep mortals, go asleep short-living ones, go asleep short-lived ones!”

Bartholomae, KZ.29,547, explained busyansta as “condition of him who
will become, i.e. will come to,” euphemistically for unconscious trance,

which was believed to be a temporary death. So, what Nyberg describes

as the “Holy Ghost,” is in Iranian belief the work of the most-unholy

ghost.
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Zoroaster quotes a name from an antique myth, well known to his

hearers, but not mentioned in the yashts. This name is a dual of hvafna,

hypnos, somnus. He compares this pair with his Good and Evil, the

powers which determine first of all that all life must die, gayamca

ajyatimca. These words, hence, contain the tertium comparationis,

which is neither trance nor wakefulness, but death.

Homer, 11. xiv,23i, calls hypnos-hvafna KacrLyvT]To<; Oavaroio ava^

TTavTOiv re dewv irdvroiv t dvdpcoTrav. Hesiod and Herakleitos, too, phi-

losophize on the brothers Hypnos and Thanatos. More than “partir”

the sleep is “mourir un peu,” and death is the sleep from which no one

awakes. Sleep generates new life, is the good death, belonging to light.

Death is wholly darkness. Nyberg 231; “Fiir den asa-glaubigen Ekstati-

ker ist schon jetzt der Tod eine bedeutungslose Episode, und er wird

es in noch hdherem Masse in der verklarten Welt sein, wo alle Schran-

ken des gottlichen Ewigkeitslebens gefallen sind” [sic].

This gallimathias can indeed “auch den abgehartetsten sprachlos

machen” (482).

fiTj Stj [lOL davarov ye TrapavBa (^ai8tju,e NuySepy!

The thought of the twins, sleep and death, pervades all myths,

legends and fairy tales of lE.-speaking peoples, and the myth to which

Zoroaster alludes was certainly one of the primeval period. The whole

conception derived from this verse, namely of a Gatha-community

with traditional theology and contrary perspective of ethical contents

on monistic background, of a deus otiosus, A.M., who, beyond good

and evil, restricts himself in his otium cum indignitate to create the

“effective spirit,” called “sleep, trance” for working only with senses

fuddled, and the bad spirit, bad without inner necessity, and who then

leaves his creation—Zola; “jamais on n’abandonne une oeuvre!”—to

these creatures, altogether a ghastly picture, and moreover the “much

more highly insignificant episode of death in the limited life of eternity

(or life in limited eternity?),” the whole Gatha-community, a kind of

theological seminary, in the steppes of the Turyan tribe of Friyana,

“stiirzt rettungslos zusammen,” as a construction “die so unsinnig ist

wie nur etwas sein kann” (357).
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“'Ofirjpos a^tos ck tQv aywvwv iK^dWetrSai

icot pavi^effdaC*—Heraclitus

Y.32 is Zoroaster’s song against the deva and devayasna, the gods and

heroes of a “heroogonia” or of an epopee, of which small fragments

are preserved in the Awesta : Ardvisura, Yt.g, Druvaspa, 13, Fravarti,

14, Vrthragna, 15, Vayu, 17, Rti, and 19 Zam-Armatis. Among them,

Yt.1T, stands by itself, while 5, 15, 17 and 19 conform wholly as to the

three oldest cycles of Yama, Krsaspa, and the Kavi; of the fourth cycle,

of Vistaspa, parts have been subsequently introduced, with variants, in

Y/.5 (with more detail) and in 15, 17 and 19 (quite short).

The Median history of Herodotus, in which myth and truth are

mixed, and a few legends told by Ctesias as if they were history, show

how widely the old myth, including the kavi cycle, was spread among

the people during the fifth century b.c. Xenophon’s words, Cyrop.i;i,

6 Kiipo? Xeyerai koX ^Serat eri Kai vvv vtto tcov fiap^dpiov, attest the

Husravah legend at the end of the 5th century, and, in the middle of

the fourth, Dinon apud Cicero quotes from it the tale of Cyrus’ dream.

Chares of Mytilene tells, at the end of the fourth century, the most

explicit version of the legend of Vistaspa and ZarivariL Some of Ctesias’

tales show also how soon historical events of a near past were absorbed

by the legend ; the “mythic thinking” of the people worked quickly and

constantly, using the old patterns over and over again.

There was no reason to have the fragments arranged in the yashts

in any specific order. If Yt. 5, 9, 15, 17 and 19 have them in an identical

sequence, this is because the tales had been subjected to a uniform

redaction. If Y^.i3 deviates in some points, it is because something

belonging to the phase before that redaction has been preserved.

The feature most conspicuous to us, of that redaction, is the chrono-

logical arrangement of the stories, which is fitted into the old system of

nine aeons. We can observe it best because it was maintained through-

out the Arsacid period, which was especially fertile in transformations

and alterations, and it survived unaltered in the Sasanian xvataynama\
and Firdausi s Shahnamah. The redaction therefore consisted in col-

lecting formerly isolated tales and welding them together into a great

epopee. The fragments preserved in the Awesta are quotations from this
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epopee, the uniform redaction of which, hence, is older than the redac-

tion of the yashts themselves, and must have taken place during an

early phase of the Achaemenian period. We shall see that it was done

after the time of the gathas. The younger legend of the Vistaspa cycle

originated at that time, and, to be quoted in the yashts, must first have

been added to the epopee. But the variants show that it was not sub-

jected to so strict a redaction as the older parts. Before the time of

Alexander it was admitted into the Awesta redaction made under the

reign of Artaxerxes II. Thus the development of the epopee and of

the Awesta took place in parallel to each other, and both unite mate-

rials that had existed for a long time. But the epic materials were

the first to be collected: the “proto-Shahnamah” is older than the

Awesta.

For the introductory stanzas 1-2 of Y.32 see under ‘Armatis.’ St.3-7

speak in general of the gods and heroes. St.3:

at yus deva vispaho akat manaho sta ci0ram

yasca va mas yazate drujasca parimatoisca

syomam api dbitana yais asrozdvam bumya hafta^e

“You, the gods all and who worship you, arc the brood of the evil

Spirit, the Druxs and Pride, and the deeds are double-sided for which

you are praised in song on this seventh of the earth!”

The “seventh of the earth” is the middle krsvar,—see under ‘Krsvar’

—and the words say that the epics were sung over the whole of aryanam

Xsa^ram. Cf. Vid.2.,20: “Yamo sruto aryane vejahe, Jamsed,

praised in song in Eranvej.” “Pride,” parimatis, Gr. hybris, is the

typical vice of the Iranian nobility, see under ‘Armatis.’ “dbitana,

double- (sided, -faced)” is defined by the following stanza, st.4:

yat yus.ta framimi^a ya martiya acista danto

"^vasyante^ devazuka vahos sizdyamna manaho

mazda ahurahya X^atos nasyanto rtatca

“For you tell fables of wholly evil deeds so that men doing them are

^Text: vaxsante, Bartholomae: subj. of Vvak-; Duchesne: "'’vaxsantai, to Vvaxs- “ils

deviennent.” The verb must be V vak-, beside framimi^a, asrozdvam etc, and rather 'vasyante

than vaxsjante.
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called ‘beloved-by-the-gods,’ while they are a horror to Vahumano and

sinners against AhuraMazdah’s will!”

“yat, ex quo,” only here, cannot be temporal “since” (JV^.),

but only causal, or perhaps, referring to sravah (to be abstracted from

asrozdvam) “in which songs,” the causative connection of the stanza

being already expressed by “ta—ya.” This would give the meaning “For

in your epics you invent tales of such a kind that ” For devazuka, i.e.

ovTiv av 0ed?, see under ‘Deva.’ St.5

:

ta dabnota martiyam hujiyatois amrtatasca

hyat va aka manaha yan devan akasca manyus

aka syo^nam vacaha ya fracinas drugvantam x^ayo

“Thereby you cheated man out of his good-living and immortality etc.”

Instead of “thereby” perhaps better—like “yat” in st.4
—

“in those

(epics).” With these words the prophet alludes for the first time to

the Yama myth: hujyati describes the paradisiac life of the golden age,

when men were still immortal. The rest, with “the evil Spirit contrives

a drugvant to be ruling,” seems to allude to AziDahaka, who succeeded

Yama, and at the same time to establish an analogy between AziDahaka

and G5mata (or Cambyses?). St.6:

poru ena an.axsta yais sravahyati yazi tais a^a

hata.marane ahura vahika voista manaha

“Their many acts of violence and discord, for which epics are sung.

Thou, Lord remembering-men’s-merits, knowest as VahuMano!”

sravahyati, as denom.pres. of ‘sravanha, vrddhi deriv. of “sravah,

fame,” must be an expression more intense than the simple y^sru-, “to

praise in song,” viz. “to sing epics.” “hata.marani, meriti-memor,”

resembles sahvar.marika in Y.29,4. The Pahl. commentary to both

words is the same: “he keeps account of sin and good deeds.”

St.7: (text under ‘Last Judgment’): “The testimony of the ordeal

will reveal their true rixta, the value of what they leave behind, well

known to Ahura.”

The whole tenor of these verses is of the same spirit as Herakleitos’

ov T€ jLvuxxKOJv 6eov<; ov8 ijpajas oiTivi's eicn.

V sru-, sravah, Gr. KXe/ro5, OHG. hliu, is by etymology and sense the

word for the singing and reciting—NP. surudan—of the epics. It

appears in this gatha more frequently than anywhere else, clearly
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indicating its purport: the gatha is a declamation against the “heroes,

helden lobebaeren” (=Ir. ‘sravahvant) of the “Proto-Shahnamah.”

‘sravanha is apparently the word for the epopee itself. Not to have

grasped the meaning of V sru- is the reason all translations went astray.^

In st.8, Zoroaster chooses, for explaining his transvaluation of moral

values, the individual case—to which he had already alluded in st.5:

esam enaham vivahuso sravi yamascit

“among these villains, Yamo Vivahuso of all is praised!”

Christ explains his doctrine in the Gospel of Matthew by saying:

“Have you not read in the law . . . but I say unto you. . .
.” Zoroaster’s

way is the same, only his audience is different, and therefore, instead

of the Law and the Prophets, it is the epic from which he takes his

example. If a very short quotation in a verse of Zoroaster was enough

to remind his hearers of a myth, that shows that the epic not only

existed, but was known by heart by almost every man. Like the quota-

tions in Y^.I3, Zoroaster’s allusions do not conform with the uniform

redaction of the epic reflected by the great yashts; they represent a

phase older than the early Achaemenian redaction, and that phase

—

of separate epics—is older than the gathas.

The figure of Vivahvant-Vivasvant is common to Iranian and Indian

myth, hence at least of Aryan antiquity. From the Veda we can infer

that Vivasvant was, in the Aryan myth, a god of light, father of Usa-Eos

and of her brothers, the Asvin twins. In Iran, his son is Yama, i.e.

the twin; of the father—beside the patronym of the son—nothing is

left but a short remark in Hom-yasht y.9,4, that he was the first to

press Homa, and therefore was rewarded by having a son like Yama

Xseta.

Bartholomae, W^.14^2, qualifies as “mir hdchst zweifelhaft” the usual

“ V sru-, MP. srod, “song,” NP. surudan “to sing,” means MHG. singen und sagen. The
translations, W^, gives of sravi in y.32,7 and 8; 33,7; 45»io; 53,1; of srotu in y.49,9; of

frasruta in y.50,8, are all wrong, y.50,8: padais ya frasruta Iza>a, means “verses sung con
passione”: the denom. srava\a in ho no vasti carkr^ra sra\ayahe, means “he wants to sing our
fame”; cna yais sravahyati “the misdeeds for which epics are sung to him,” not “by which
he has succeeded [a wrong etymology of an.axsta, i.e. “unpeaceable”] to get in ill-repute”

Cf. Ass. wa.me.li.ar.su, king of Medes, presupposing an analogous \erb.denom. \ahma}at-
(part.) from vahma “praise, pra\er.” y.46,14: ko va frasrudyai vasti, “who wants to be

praised”; y.46,34: “frasrudyai r^vvo, who is worth to be praised.'” Vid.2,20: “yamo x^cto sruto

aryanc vcjahe, Jamsid, praised in song in Eranvcz,” etc.
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combination of vivahvant and OL vyucchati, VS'ah-. This root, also

with vi-, appears in Iranian only as inch. pres. ‘ usa, and only for the

“flashing up” of UH. Zoroaster uses a neologism, vivahusa, for the tradi-

tional vivahvana, OP. vivana (see under ‘Vehviya ), and for the vulgar

language, the word seems to have been merely a name no longer con-

veying any meaning.

His epithet xseta Yama shares with the sun, hvar, and with Apam-

Napat. The fern, xsoi^nl is the epithet of UB and Rtis. H. Collitz, in

Orient.Stud.Pavry, compared Yama xseta with the Nordic Baldur, i.e.

king, prince, and with saturnus, old saeturnus, this to *satus < 'saetus as

taciturnus to tacitus, and *saetus equal to Ved. ksetah “ruler” in RV.

9,97,3; ksetavant in RV.6p.,\. Aw. xseta survives in Soghd. ixseS, NP.

se8, with Arab, imala saS. It may have been by the influence of the epic

that this title, like kay < kavi, never quite disappeared though its sense

was lost.

In y^.i3 and Vid.-2-^, Yama is the first man and king, ruler of the

primeval golden age. The fact that Zoroaster chose just him as example

proves that to him, too, Yama was still the first, whereas in the uniform

redaction of the great yashts the strangers Hosyanha and taxmo Rupis

precede him. In the original myth, the whole earth was Yama’s king-

dom, but this earth was limited by the horizon of Eranvez, the old

home of the Aryans, it was not yet Eransahr. There, men lived in eternal

spring, eternal youth and immortal.

A first man and king of the old myth is something quite different

from the incorporeal, theological figure of the first man “Urmensch,”

gayamart, which was created in connection with eschatologic specula-

tions. The “Urmensch” is more than once subject of Nyberg’s discus-

sions, e.g. 388: “Unser Awesta giebt . . . keine Vorstellung davon,

welch zentrale Gestalt der Urmensch im iranischen Glauben war”;

84: “Eine Urmenschgestalt wird im Mithrayasht nicht sichtbar . . .”;

300: “Die Urmenschgestalten diirften in der Gatha-Gemeinde nicht

stark entwickelt gewesen sein; dort interessierte man sich mehr fiir den

Urstier und die Urkuh”; 96: “Die Grosskonige haben keinen Anlass

gefunden, Zarathustra besondere Aufmerksamkeit zu schenken. . . .

Es besteht aller Grund zu glauben, [the quoted passages cannot be that

reason] dass sie interessiert zuhorten, wenn Magier ihnen vom Urmen-
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schen erzahlten.” He says himself “what they thought in their inner-

most, we do not know,” but an analogy might help : Kit. al-Aghdni, 6,8

:

“
‘Ubaida b. Hilal used to call, when people gathered round him: Some

of you come forth ! Thus, two young fellows of the army stepped forth

and he asked: What do you like better, something from the Qur’an

or poems? They said: The Qur'an, wallah, we know as well as you,

recite us poems! ‘U.: You rascals, now I know, you prefer poems to the

Qur’an 1 And then he treated them with poems till they were full. They

did not part sooner.” Likewise, Darius may have said to the magi:

“Zoroaster—I know him better than you rascals, tell me something of

the first man!” But, from talks I had at Takht i Djamshid, on “Yama’s

throne,” with successors of Yama and Darius about their predecessors,

I got the impression that the first-man was Hecuba to them.

The text of Y.32,8 is:

esam enaham vivahuso sravi yamascit

yo martiyan cixsnuso^ ahmakan gaus baga hvaramno

esam *cita ahmi ^wahmi mazda vici^oi api

“Of these villains Yama Vivahusa of all is praised, who hearkened to

the mortals (still) immortal, by eating beef. From them, at the revenge,

I want to be separated by Thee!”

The second line, a fragment of the myth itself, will be discussed later.

Bartholomae translated the beginning: “Zu diesen Frevlern gehort

wie bekannt, auch Yima der Sohn des Vivahvant.” The Aghani tell a

nice anecdote of abu l-‘Atahiya, where he says: “All men make verses,

they just are not aware of it!” Andreas: “Als einer dieser Frevler wurde

zumal bekannt, Yama der Sohn des Vivahvant.” Nyberg: “Als solcher

Siinden schuldig ist Vivahvant’s Sohn genannt worden.”

In the last translation, “guilty of such sin” brings in a new thread of

thought, whilst Zoroaster declaims already in five full stanzas against

the same villains. Andreas’ “zumal” is right: it puts an accent on the

greatest hero as greatest “enah, vjSpt^oi'ra.”* But in the epic Yama
was exalted, sravahyati, not as criminal, but as the first of heroes,

radiant, with eyes like the sun, who surpassed the gods, and the poets,

^ Tedesco: “perhaps better verb.finit. ‘cixSnusat/’

Ct. drha.enah in ^-34, 4 “causing severe pain,” NP. durust < MP. drust, OP '"diu'’ti. n,)t

{\Vb.) “sichtbare Gewaltthat ausubend/’
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with human understanding, felt only sympathy when he finally sinned

and lost immortality. If this “Urmenschgestalt der Mithra-Gemeinde”

had been generally rated
—

“wie bekannt”—as criminal, or had been

enumerated
—

“genannt”—among a list of such, there was no need for

Zoroaster to get excited. Just the contrary is the case, and his words

purport: “You glorify Yama, and yet your greatest hero is the greatest

villain.”

In 32,c one used to read “esam.cit Y’; the emendation “eHm
cita” is Andreas’. Justi translated “in deiner Entscheidung,

vici^oi, bin ich,” meaning “es steht bei Dir, in Thy discretion.”

H. Collitz, l.c. 91, “hieriiber will ich Dir die Entscheidung an-

heimstellen,” with api as postpos. to vici^oi. “vici^oi ahmi” is

not “anheimstellen,” the prophet would not dare but to “leave

everything to his god’s discretion.” Bartholomae, Wb.‘. “ab his

sum in tua separatione postea,” improved by Benveniste, Inf.av.

33, who compares Lat. “essere in odio,” hence “(loin) d’eux je

suis desormais dans ta separation,” i.e. “je serai . .
.
par toi separe

d’eux.” It is imprecative: “I want to be separated by Thee.”

Andreas: “bei deren Bestrafung (cita—rtcrt?) bin ich alsdann

unter Deinen Auserwahlten”; vicitoi to Vci- “auserwahlt” is

wrong. The same thought is expressed in Mir.Man. 11,24 by “and

do not count us together with the visobagan, rebels.” The sen-

tence means : “When the revenge of the last judgment overtakes

the sinners, do not let me suffer with them!”

Abandoning the special example, Zoroaster continues in st.9: “dul-

sastis srava mrndat, telling of ill (-fame) spoils fame!”

duLsasti, Wb. “iible Lehre, evil doctrine.” There is nothing

doctrinal e.g. in ^ati d^ayavaus xsaya^ya. sasti, to v^sanh, OP.

Ozh.-, is simply “pronunciatio, proclamatio,” usually a solemn

speaking, but even that not always. Y.62.7: to all those for

whom he has cooked dinner and breakfast, Atar—the Fire

—

addresses the “sasti, call,” viz. “Come and get it!” The similar

word duLsravah, Suo-Kke/njs, means “ill-famed”; and Gr.Bdh.

47f., chapter on opposites, says: “deceit and lies, antonyms of

rastih-sravbih, saying-truth.” But in Zoroaster’s idiom “dus-”

is syn. of “mi^ah, wrong,” and has a moral quality; dus.sasti
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is close to “mi^a.vacah, saying the wrong thing.” Y.45,1 : “noit

dbitiyam dus.sastis ahum mrndat, not shall, a second time,

(= never again) saying-things-immoral corrupt the human-

world!” The evil (dus-), the telling of which destroys fame

(srava), is “duLsravah, shame.” One may consider whether

srava means here straightway “the epopee.” At any rate, kXI/to?

is “epic fame,” and the sentence says : “The Iranian epics glorify

what is shame, tell ignominies!”

This criticism of the deal koI '^pcD€<s otrivi'; etcrt is revolutionary and

would hurt still today. The whole gatha makes manifest how unpopular

Zoroaster’s ideas were, just as unpopular as Heraclitus’ “Homer deserves

a thrashing!” And he knew it, for st.9 ends with the words:

ta uxSa manyos mahya mazda rtaica yusmabya grze,

“these words are of my thinking, I lament them for you, Mazdah

and Rtam!”

In st.5, the words dabnota martiyam hujiyatois amrtatasca allude to

the Yama myth, by describing life in the golden age. The very verses

of the epics are preserved in quotations in Y?.19,32 and 5,26. The first

place has the introductory formula in the 3rd pers.: “yo uzbarat haca

devebyo,” the second in the ist pers.: “ya^a azam uzbarani haca deve-

byo.” The verses on the races of Husravah, Yt.ig^yy and 5,50, show the

same difference, which is a clear evidence of ‘quotation’ from the epic,

and it is not permissible to restore the meter, because it was of necessity

wrong in the yasht. In the epic the beginning may have been: “Yamo
vivahvato pu^ro uzbarat haca devebyo.” Y/.i9,32:

uwe ikisca sokaca uwe fsonica van^waca

uWe ^ranfsca frasastica uwe hvar^e ajiyamne

amarsanta pasu.vira ^ahosamne® apaurvare

There are three dvandva connected with ca—ca, and three with

epithets in form of participles. The first three are: riches and prosperity,

cattle-breeding and herds, satiation and “proclamation.” All—except

the last—have an archaic air, and, not necessarily so, but the symmetry
of the composition makes the authenticity of frasasti probable. This

® Text: ahaosDmns, perhaps '•'a-husyamne.
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would be possible, if the word meant a kind of professional licence, as

in the “Song of the Caravan,” yr.16,2-3, see under ‘Post and Travels.’

The three duals with participles are; “the two foods, i.e. eating and

drinking, never decreasing,” never becoming scanty; “cattle and men

not dying”; “water and plants, i.e. the fields, never dry.” Altogether

this is “hujiyati, good-living,” or “vispa.hu|yati” (see under ‘Harvatat’),

and in all this Yama “uzbarat haca devebyo, surpasses the gods.”

Lommel translates these words “brachte er von den Teufeln

wegnach oben”; Hertel, Siegesf. 43: “welcher den deva raubte,

word, von den deva heraufbrachte
; die Heimat der deva liegt

unter dem Erdboden.” hujyati, one of the things the beggar

wishes his benefactor—see under ‘Poetry’—was never in hell.

Not even this absurd conclusion could induce the translators to

doubt the supposition, the equation “deva = devil.” deva is divi,

the divine ones.

uz.barati is a clear expression: uz—^haca means “up from the

point where the measuring starts,” “higher than” in direction

or degree, syn. of pari and upari; OIr. uz—haca is MP. ac

—

apar, NP. az—bar. Purs. “yo upari hunaram mano barat,

lit. who carries his will beyond his skill”—i.e. attempts a thing

beyond his capacity, overrates himself; Pahl. transl. “ke . . . apar

ac hunar menisn baret, expl. xvestan pat.an hunar menet ke.s

nest, who fancies himself to be so skillful as he is not.” upari

barati is imepcfiepeiv; uz.barati haca, in 19,32, is Lat. ejfferre,

excellere: “he surpasses the gods in wealth etc.”

The verses describe Yama before his fall, Yr.19,33: “para an.adruxtoit,

before his not-temptation,” with the inimitable negation “before he

wasn’t tempted.” Hertel, Siegesf. 43,9: “vor der Aufhebung der nicht-

Vernichtung!” The following words explain it: “para ahmat yat him
ayam drogam vacam aha^yam cinmane pati.barata, before he admitted

droga, the voice that-speaks-forbidden-things in his appetites,” and

19,34: “Then, after having admitted the voice etc., the hvarnah parted

from him.”

ha^ya is Gr. a Set, “as it should be”; the anton. a.ha^ya is “for-

bidden.” Thus opposed, the words correspond to Arab, halal

and haram, and “a.ha^ya” means “taboo.” Wolff-Bartholomae:
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“Aber als er anfing, sich in Gedanken mit ihm, dem liig-

nerischen, unwahren Wort zu beschaftigen.” “droga” is not

“mendacious” and “vac” is “voice,” not “word”; “sich beschaf-

tigen,” even if “be preoccupied with,” misses the point.—Of the

following words, aveno hvarno fraisto yimo, Benveniste says

“defie I’analyse.” I take “aveno hvarno,” whatever fraisto means,

as part.abs. “with the hvarnah no longer visible.” Lommel goes

on translating “wurde er wegen seiner iiblen Gesinnung

gestiirzt und verbarg sich iiberall auf der Erde.” After having

brought up from hell—Lommel’s translation—all good things

of life, Yama would suffer the blackest ingratitude for his pain

by such a revolution in paradise.

Y/. 19,34 under ‘Homa’) says only:

brasat—yamo asato Yama roams about peaceless

(= outlawed)

—

dausmanahyaica ho strto prostrate in misery

ni8arat—upari zam he hides—over the earth.

The verses are deranged by interpolations, but could be restored by

inserting xs^to, as opp. to asato, and changing the sequence of the

words, dausmanahya is Ved. daurmanasya, formed like haumanahya.®

In Y.32,8b, the verse we have left to be studied, Zoroaster reveals

what Yr.19 (and 5), the Horn yasht, and pass over in silence:

through whose “voice” the temptator speaks, and what was the “taboo”

:

yo martiyan cixsnuso ahmakan gaus baga hvaramno

Bartholomae: “der um die Menschen zufrieden zu stellen, den un-

srigen die Fleischstiicke zu essen gab; nach uralter Sage der Fiirst,

der seine Unterthanen durch Fleischspeise unsterblich gemacht hat.”

“Fleischstiicke” would be an unnecessary “rationing” in a country

where “the two foods were ajyamna, not diminishing” however much
they ate. The food of immortality was vegetarian, see under ‘Harvatat.’

The paraphrase is totally wrong. Since Yama’s time men are mortal, so,

® H'^.1634.—Cf. dausdatahya in O^w.56, Wh.i “wegen Mangel an Einsicht,” Duchesne “par
Ignorance.” It is rather deriv. from “data, fixed date” and means—similar to amanimna—“un-
expectedly,” scil. as bad surprise (death comes), Germ, ‘zur Unzeit,’ untimely, opp. to Gr.
evxatpws, and equal to Ass. ina um la semtu.
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a priori, he cannot have made them immortal, but only the contrary,

as Zoroaster says “have cheated man out of his good-living and immor-

tality.”

cixsnuso—or here, with Tedesco "^cixsnusat—desid. of

Vxsnu- “to hear,” means “hearken, listen to,” with the connota-

tion “to something forbidden,” see Y.49,1
:
yo dusr^ris cixsnuso

under ‘Bandva.’ The acc. martiyan—ahmakan belongs to this

verb, not to hvaramno, which in no case means “give food to.”

Translating “baga” by “Fleischstucke” means confounding por-

tion and ration; it is not the portion the butcher cuts out as

a beefsteak, but the share God allots to men. gaus baga is syn. of

Akk. pitipabagu < OP. 'pi^wabaya, Gr. deriv. rroriySa^i?, a

diet, habit of life, see under ‘Harvatat.’

The only improvement in Andreas’ translation “der den zu uns

gehorigen Menschen zu gefallen suchte, indem er Stiicke vom Rind

ass” is that martiyan ahmakan are objects of cixsnuso. Nyberg’s “der

um den Menschen zu gefallen, die Unsren Stiicke vom Rind zu essen

lehrte” is a step back; teaching to eat pieces could only mean “not the

whole ox.” Andreas had already rejected the causative interpretation

of hvaramna, however near at hand. It is everywhere the task of the

“first one”—-Arab, al-awa’il—to teach all imaginable things, and in

the late legend of Yama, e.g. in ThaalibI, Yama-Djamshid teaches the

fabrication of weapons, saddles, bridles, other tools and implements,

spinning and weaving of silk, linen and cotton, the whole national

economy, quarrying and masoning of stones, making chalk and cement,

architecture, hydraulic wheels and mills, bridge-building, mining, per-

fumery, pharmaceutics, medicine, ship-building and pearl-fishery. He
is a university without theological, philological and juridical faculty,

with enough work for the 716V2 years of his rule. But “Stiicke vom
Rind essen” is not among these subjects; on the contrary, according to

the legend even under his successor Dahak men did not yet eat meat.

Under Dahak only, Iblls-Ahriman had the bright idea of offering him-

self as chef and giving him the habit of an exclusive meat-diet, in order

to make him bloodthirsty. Iblis starts, to Dahak’s delight, with

partridges—toujours perdrix—goes over to lamb, then to mutton, and
finally to nothing but beef; “the stomach is a cursed Satan!”
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The three translations quoted are worse than wrong, ahmakan quali-

fies martiyan, the men in Yama’s paradise, who lived 3,000-2,000 years

before Zoroaster. Yama could not “satisfy” his men by giving something

to eat to Zoroaster’s “Unsrigen, ours.” Neither can ahmakan have the

meaning of “*ahmavant, (mortals) like ourselves,” for man lost his

immortality only by Yama’s fall. So says Zoroaster in Y.32,5: dabndta

amrtata, and Y2;.i9,32; amarsanta pasu.vira. There is no problem:

ahmakong is a clerical error for amahrkang, i.e. “amhrkan, immortals”

:

“Yama who listened to the (still) immortal mortals and ate beef.”

This was the taboo. Gen.'^,iy says: “Thou hast hearkened, ci^snuso,

to the voice, vacam aha^yam, of thy wife, and hast eaten, hvaramno,

of the tree!” In both cases, immortality was bound to the interdiction

of a special food, here beef, there an apple. GfK.1,29 permits the eating

of “every herb bearing seed, to you it shall be for meat!” The yahwistic

version, Gen.i,g and 2,17, permits eating from every tree, “but of the

tree of the knowledge of good and evil, thou shalt not eat of it: for in

the day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die!”

The seducer is, in the Biblical story, the serpent, which first seduces

Eve, to whose voice Adam listens. In y/.i9,33, droga is the seducer, and

in Y.32,8 Yama listens to the voice of the martiyan who—seduced by

droga—claim meat. This feature was transformed, in the late legend,

into Iblis as chef of Dahak. There is a story in N?<w.ii,4, where “the

mob fell a lusting, who shall give us flesh to eat and whereas Moses

says “sooner kill me!” Yama gives way to public opinion and trespasses

the taboo. Thereupon, the hvarnah, his “Fortuna” parts from him, and

men, created immortal, lose their immortality, Y.32,5.

In contrast to this mythic concept, Zoroaster makes the law “gayam
ajyatimca” be established at the very beginning.—To consider eating

and dying as complementary is common in the East. Nam.Nip. §80,

says in a letter of condolence: “There is no remedy against death and

dying for the food-eating humanity.” And Sha’ul b. Salman of Hillah,

my manager in Samarra, who had the whole wisdom of Solomon tanu-

man^ra, in his body, used to say: “We all die from eating.”

For his sin, Yama is expelled from paradise and hides as an outlaw

without peace. The fact that he was being killed (sawed in two) by Azi-

Dahaka could be combined with this motif, though the fragments of
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text preserved do not show how. But the motif is unreconcilable with

the other one, of which large parts have survived, that the paradisiac

life ended with winter and flood and extinction of two-thirds of all

life. This is announced to Yama with the instruction how to save him-

self and the remaining third, Vid.-2,2.2, cf. 2,23 under ‘Ardvi’: avi ahum

astvantam ayam zimojanhantu! Bartholomae (cf. ZAirWb. 98) : “Upon

the evil humanity the winters shall come!” Justi, on the contrary,

“upon humanity the bad winters.” The Pahl. transl. has indeed, like

Justi, “apar o a^v e astowand an e vattar zamistan raset,” and ayavant

is ad], to “winter” in Vid.'],2']. Language and grammar are too inferior

to decide whether the announcement implies “punishment for their

guilt” or not.

Against this winter, Yama builds his “var” in T/V.2,30. AhuraMazdah

prescribes: “make the var one tacara long on all four sides; the fra-

tamam dahyaus, front part of the deh, village, make nine, the middle

six, the back part three pr^wo, alleys?”—a text grammatically deficient;

on the first nine pr^wo a thousand men and women shall dwell, on the

second 600, on the third 300. The sum—1,900—means “infinite.”

In FfJ.2,28, Yama is ordered to bring into this var the biggest and

handsomest of all men and women, of all animals, the highest and

most fragrant of all plants, the best tasting viands: “te krnava mi^ware

ajyamnam a ahmat yat aite naro varofsva ahan.”

Bartholomae regarded this varofsva as a loc.pl. of var, con-

fused with the verbal varfsva of st.io, and so arrived at the star-

tling translation: “die lass sich paaren ohne Unterlass, solange

Manner in den varsva sind.” But there is only one var, and, of

necessity, the sentence speaks of both sexes and moreover of

humans and animals. The adv. ajyamna is not “incessantly,”

but “not-diminishing”—see under ‘Haugava’—in the sense “that

their number may not decrease,” and “naro varafsva,” corrupted

as it is, hides probably the dvandva nara-pasu with va—va,

meaning “not to let the number of men and animals become
less than when they entered.”

Excluded from entering the var are people with infirmities and sick-

nesses, a list of ten words, related to those excluded from sacrificing in
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Y/.5,92-93, but composed in such poor language that only a few can be

determined with some certitude.

In the epic of Gilgamesh, the building of the ark is thus described:

“Timber a house, build a boat! Equally long shall be its breadth and

length! From the plan? 120 cubits were Its walls, 120 cubits

the of its roof. I covered? it sixfold, divided it at the outside?

sevenfold, inside? I divided it ninefold.” One cannot fail to see a

connection, perhaps a closer one than the mutilated text allows to see.

The comparison shows also that the measurements are part of the

original story. They are given in archaic “lengths of a race-course,”

"^(ta)carta.dra)ah, Pahl. transl. aspres-drahnad (see under ‘Poetry’). The

length of an old race-course must have been one-ninth of a double

parasang or almost four-fifths of a mile.

St.31: “Thereupon Yama thought: by what means shall I build the

var, as AhuraMazdah has commanded?” and the god says: “Handsome

Yama, anha zmo pasnabyo vispara zastabyo vixaSa (manayan ahe

ya^a nu martiyaka xsivisti zme visavayante),” “stamp the clay with

the heels, knead it with the hands,” Pahl. transl. : “en zamik pasnak be

uspurr u pa dast be afxast (humanakih 6 cigon nun martom susr

zamik be savenend).” The gloss says: “just as, still today, men stamp

liquid and earth,” which is still true at our time. The gloss is old, for

the Pahl. translation takes it as a part of the text and paraphrases

“liquid-earth they make go asunder.” “husk u x^'^b dry and wet” is a

standing idiom, e.g. Aydtl{.Zar. 2,14; and in a cosmologic fragment Mir.

Man. “
’v hvsk v X'^Y^ v’ryst, it rained on dry and wet.” The Aw.

formula is interpolated in Yr.19,58:

uwayam hamre^wayani vispa trsuca xsuSraca

Wb. takes the impossible xsivisti as a loc. xsusti, and zme as loc.sg.

“syntaktisch nicht in Ordnung.” The language is indeed Middle Per-

sian, with incorrectly reconstructed endings.

What the verses describe is the fabrication of sun-dried bricks, adobe.

In Vid.%,10, the pair zmoikve va zarstve appears, i.e. sun-dried and

burnt brick (see under ‘Industries’). OP. iki > NP. xist is the only

genuine, old form; zmoikve is not an Awestic, but an artificial pseudo-

Aw. compound of MP. zam u hik, clay and brick. *xsusti zme, likewise,

is an attempt at rendering an old dvandva “liquid and clay.” The verb
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for making adobe is “azini, to batter” in Dar.chart.Sus., and visavaya in

Vid.2.,^1. “be-saven-j to make go asunder” of the Pahl. translation, is a

mechanical transcription: vi.savayo is not caus. of Vsyu- “to go,” but,

like “awishuta < ‘awi.suta, pressing (of grapes)” in Y.11,3, caus. of

Vhu- “stamp, press.” The activity is the same when making sun-dried

bricks or wine: treading with the feet. The sandhi-form of the word

proves the pre-Iranian age of the technique. However badly the verses

are transmitted, but xsusti zme visavayante is a formula inherited from

Aryan antiquity. In their homeland the Aryans lived in adobe houses

and drank wine.

St.32: “Thereupon Yama did, as AhuraMazdah had commanded, he

trod the clay with his feet, he kneaded it with his hands (the gloss, too,

repeated).” St.33: “Thereupon Yama built the var, as commanded, one

stadium long on all its four sides etc.”

The fact that sun-dried brick is the building material precludes the

translation “Hohle, cave” of var, advanced by Lommel. The purport of

the story is: Yama must learn how to build, for before the threat of

winters men had no need of houses in the paradisiac country. The god

first describes the square plan, and on Yama’s question “which mate-

rial.^” he teaches him to make sun-dried bricks. Then Yama builds the

large castrum, four-fifths of a mile square, the plan of which one can

understand with the plan of the qasr Balkuwara at Samarra, exactly

as large as that, at hand.

There is a very obscure point in Vid.2,6: Yama receives from the god

two tools: “(yat he) zaya (frabaram azam yo ahuro mazda) suwram

zaranenim, astramca zaranya.pesim, Pahl.transl. z’y surakawmand ut

astric zarren.p(e)sit.”

In the original myth it was not AhuraMazdah who told the story.

Eliminating these mazdayasnian additions, we have a genuine metrical

fragment. Bartholomae translated “zwei Gerate (Hoheitszeichen),

einen goldenen Pfeil und cine goldgeschmiickte Peitsche”; Darmes-

teter: “seal and dagger”; Lommel: “Ring.? und Treibstachel.” Certainly

both are insignia, but primarily practical tools.

astra, RV. vi,53,9 astra, cf. astra.had in Y;.io,ii2, to Vaz-, Lat. “agere,

to drive,” is a stick with (iron) point for goading cattle, originally the

oxen at the plough. Whence “to kick against the prick. Germ, wider
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den Stachel locken”; Engl, goad to Tent. *gazdo, Lat. hasta, Nord.

geisl. When used for horses, it becomes a whip, OHG. geisala. As in-

signia it corresponds to the shepherd’s staff and bishop’s crosier, the

skeptron, scepter of the king or military commander.

Vhad- in the comp. aspa.had and vira.had in Ogmad. 78,

descriptive adjectives of a snake, azi, which “attacks, bites,

stings” men and horses; cf. the figurative zarizafar, the arrow

“with golden mouth” in Y/.io.izp. The verb appears in y/.i4,56,

a song of Iranian soldiers, mocking the Vyamburadiva soldiers,

“haSaho saSan noit haSan, it looks as if they would punch (or

just their lances), they do not punch.” In RV. 6,53,9 pasusadhani

is the epithet of astra, “the goad for stinging, goading or punch-

ing catde.”^ “To punch” is used in an old translation of Ezekiel

34,21 for Lat. impingebatis, from pungere, pungent, “because

you punch (Kg.James ‘push’) all the weak with your horns.”

Thus astra.had and pasusadhani are exactly Amer. “cow-

puncher.” An old explanation of this word says: “at the end

of each stick is a sharp iron spike with which they punch the

beasts and force them into the cars.”

Vid.2,10 (repeated in 13 and 18) shows the use of the astra. When
the earth had become too small for the increasing humanity,

ho imam zam awisvat / suwraya zaranenya /

Pahl: HN ZNH zamik MDM.spt / p‘n svl’k.’wmnd ZHB’.yn' /

avi dim sifat astraya

’p.s br’ zk svpt p‘n ’kr

The end is clear: “Yama stroke the earth with the stick.” The verb sef-,

sif- is used in a soldier’s charm, Y/.i4,35 and 44-45* “strike the body with

" Jarl Charpentier, in Onent.Stnd.Pai’ty 8ifT.: OI. pusan. Aw. fsu.san, a bucolic deity of

cattle-breeders, Aw. vastryaisuyans, is equipped with the astra, the epithet of which, pasu-

sidhani, of course, means “providing cattle/" The epithet of the attribute has nothing to do

with the etymology of the name pusan, which mav belong to Ved. Vhan- “obtaining, acquiring

possession of,” syn. of Vis-, in Aw. isant, isti, awistar etc [but cf. Aw. Vhan-, OI. sanati].

The stick is for goading, not for “providing” cattle, pasu.s^dhani contains V sad-, Ir. had-,

like astra.had.

® In the first charm, separated in the yasht, carrying a wing (feather) or bone of the varangan

bird as amulet, or hammering oneself w'ith it, makes invulnerable. In the second charm, which

must be united with it because else the indispensable name of the bird would be lacking, four

wings are held up against the four directions. In the third charm, two such wings shall fly.'

(a-, vi-, fra.dwazan), two shall “rub, sweep” perhaps “be shaken” (a-, vi-, fra.marzan). The

translation “to fly” of mrz- in Wb. is unfounded, cf. Hertel, iiqf vn,i82.
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that wing!”; the noun sepa in F/^.8,87-90 is “forge,” where metals

are “hammered,” see under ‘Industries.’ There the Pahl.transl. writes

spt, here svpt, apparently thinking of “sunb-, suft, to pierce.” For the

verb awi.svat in the first part of the sentence, Bartholomae noted an

otherwise unknown “sav-, sva-, ritzen, to scratch.” Darmesteter linked

it to Vhu', “to press (grapes, homa)”: “he stamped the earth with

the seal.” Lommel: “er trieb sie an mit dem Ring,” to \^hu-, errone-

ously “antreiben,” in fact “produce with skill.” All translators derived

the meaning of the verb from the unproved sense they gave the noun

suwra. The right explanation is that of Dastur Peshotan Sanjana, in

cod. DPS of the Pahl.Vid.-. “MDM.spt, better svt or rft, for Aw. awi.svat.”

It is nothing but awi-savat, to Vsyu-, sav-, “to go.” Yama walks over

the earth, in the four directions, with the stick, and makes the earth

widen. The suwra, which misled the translators, has no reason there,

and since the verse is metrically deficient, the words have been inserted

after the model of F/V/.2,io, and must be eliminated. The text was a

good verse:

ho imam zam awi savat avi dim sifat astraya.

suwra: Justi translated “plough”; Bartholomae “arrow,” on account

of the assonance of ShighnI “surb, arrow,” cf. ZAirWb. 233. Darmes-

teter “seal,” adducing a passage in IndBdh., where Yama, by virtue

of these insignia, is absolute ruler, and one in the Shahnamah, where

Faridun invests Eric with “sword and seal, ring and crown,” and there-

by with the suzerainty over his elder brothers. Neriosengh’s “ring”

could only mean “seal-ring,” but that form is too young for the age

of the myth. The seal of Solomon, too, was no “ring.” The Pahl. transl.

renders suwra by “svl’k.’wmnd, provided with a hole, tube.”® This is

glossed by “mtr’k dstk,” the first word of which is obscure, the second

is “handle”; the words mean scarcely “seal,” rather “lock and key.”

F/^.2,30 (as order), and 38 (as execution) show the use of the suwra:

awica te varfsva and (imperative) . . .

suwraya zaranenya with the golden suwra

apica tam varam marza and this var (acc.) (imperative)

dvaram rocanam hvaroxsnam its door, vent-hole, window
antara.nemat from inside. . . !

° See the description of the mythical water-works, with pipes, under ‘ApamXapat.’
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awi varfsva must contain the verb of the first sentence, an imperative,

in parallel with marza of the second sentence. The PahLtransl. mis-

understood varfsva as “var.manisn^ raS, for the dwellers of the var,”

must therefore supply a verb “(apar)kun,” and by retaining the instr.

suwraya makes the sentence an anakolouthon. The object of marza

(Pahl. “mal, to malidan, to rub, wipe,” not “contrive,” W^.) is “this

varam,” detailed as dvaram, rocanam and hvaroxsnam; the first is

“door,” the second “window” in the old sense of “opening in the roof,”

the third a real window for light, not “self-shining.” “This” shows that

“var” was mentioned in the first passage, in the corrupt varfsva. “an-

tara.nemat, from inside”: whatever was done, it was done from the

inside, and Yama must first “go into the var.” Therefore the first line

was : “awica ^tum *varam "^sava, and thou go into the var,” in 38 : awica

ho varam '"savat; nothing but a misreading of m for p (f).

“marza” must mean “shut!”; “and shut the var, the door, the vent-

hole, the window!” The Akk. legend of UtNapistim says literally the

same: after the ark was filled and the announced weather signs had

come, “he entered the boat and shut its door,” and when the flood at

last receded, “I opened the vent-hole, nappasu, the daylight fell upon

my nose!”

This is a cogent proof for the emendation awi savat in F;V.2,io, and

for eliminating, there, suwraya zaranenya. It is only 2,30 where one can

see what purpose the suwra serves: a tool to shut the door from inside.

Old doors and windows had bolts at the inside; a Germ, term for them

is “vor-reiber,” “reiben, to rub = mrz, malidan,” which may well describe

the shutting and opening of the bolt.^” Somewhat later, there was a

contrivance to open and shut the bolts also from outside through a key-

hole with a key. The words sur’k.’wmnd and mtr’k dstk may have this

meaning. Such a key is the attribute, the sungod Samas holds in hand

in old Akkadian glyptics, when appearing over mountains, having

opened the gates of heaven. The key as attribute may originally have

belonged to Hvar xseta and have been inherited by Yama x^eta.

The ark of UtNapistim, a boat on high seas—see under ‘Navigation’

—^had a captain, and his description throws some light on suwra. “To

Cf. Lat. clavis, Ital. chiave, and chiavare = malidan; and similar Arab figurative idioms:

wuludj al-mirwad fi l-mukhula, pin of the kohl-box, Aghdni 14,45, tale of ‘Umar and al-

Mughira.
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the pihu of the boat, the awel malahi, I handed over the ekallu and its

stores, buse.” The awel mal^i is the Arab, “ra’is al-mallahin” or “sahib

al-mata' al-mahmul fi 1-safina, overseer, supercargo, of the merchan-

dise transported in the ship.” The same words gloss also Arab, is/s-

tiyam, a loanword from Aramaic.^^ S. Fraenkel, Aram.Fremdwdrter

294, quotes an explanation of Aram, istiyama: “an epitropos in whose

hand are the key and seal, overseer of . . . the magazins of an (other)

owner.” The supercargo keeps his stores under lock and key, just as

Yama locks the anbars of the var, in which the animals and stores are

kept, “(h)anbastan, to put into the anbar” is written with the ideogram

HTYMVN, to seal, and signifies also “to seal.” Locking and sealing are

always combined: as early as the stone age, seals are impressed on jar

stoppers. Once, when I had obtained from Ahmad Shah permission to

make a catalogue of the bronze treasure of Baznagird, which was kept

in the throne room at Teheran, the first attempt failed, because the

cupboards were locked and sealed, and the officers in charge no longer

alive. The next day, representatives of seven ministries were appointed,

the seals were broken, and when I had finished, the cupboards were

locked and sealed again.

Thus, seal, lock and key are closely connected. Yet one feature restricts

the meaning of suwra in the Videvdad to “key” : a seal is never impressed

on the inside, and the shutting is done antara.nemat. If suwra is a true

Iranian word, I see no other word to connect it with, but MP.NP.

“suftan, sunb-, to pierce, perforate.” In the VidevdM it is once written

sufra. The Pahl. translator of Fz</.2,io must have thought so when

writing svft for Aw. sifat, with regard to the preceding suwraya. To

the same root belongs the Arab, loanword suftadj, suftah < OP. *suf-

taka—cf. Aw. suftidrnga under ‘Mithra’—which means “bill of ex-

change, money-order” sent by post and certainly sealed, probably sent

in padlocked mail bags.

The close similarities between the var of Yama and the ark of Ut-

Napistim are worth noticing, the more so as it is natural for the ark

to have but one door and one vent-hole, while a building one tacara

ra is al-mallahln the Sumerian word is still alive—is magister nautarum, c£, de Goejc,

BGA IV, Gloss. 271; two recent articles by ‘Abdalqadir al-MaghrabI and Salim al-Djundi, in

Rev. dc 1 Acad, dc Damas, 17, 1942, mai-juin and sept.-oct., adduce a passage of abu I-‘Ala

al-Ma‘arrI, hit. ’abth al-walidi “The navigators in the sea of Hidjaz call the ra’Is al-markab,
captain, al-istiyam; a big fish bears the same name.”
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long on each side, like the var, ought to have, in the style of the Iranian

legend, “a thousand doors, ten thousand windows.” A feature proper

to the ark seems to have been retained without change by the Iranian

myth. With all its divergencies, the myth of the var belongs to the motif

of the ark of Noah. The Iranian legend, somehow, combined the flood

with the expulsion from paradise. The fact that it mixes different motifs

proves that it is not independent, but had admitted elements from

abroad, long before Zoroaster’s time. Another Babylonian motif is, for

instance, the seven walls of Kanha, built with the seven metals that are

attributes of the Babylonian planetary deities. As early an author as

Herodotus transferred this legend to the town Agbatana. This contact

with Babylon had been taking place since the ninth century, when the

Iranians first appeared in West Iran, and before the foundation of the

Median empire—that is at a period when both Parsua-Persians and

Mada-Medes had been subjected to the Assyrians, whose province

Parsua extended over Kirmanshahan, Nihawand and Hamadan.



XXIII. ARMATIS

“Dilexi iustiriam, odi iniquitatem,

propterea morior in exilio”

—Gregor VII

Zoroaster, who cursed other gods, has blessed Armatis. In the gathas

she bears often, in the yashts always, the epithet “spanta, the holy,”

hence her MP. name SfandarmaS. She is the goddess of earth, zam;

armatis is an epithet, of Aryan age, for it is Ved. aramatih in the RV.

In the archaic verses of YJiaft. 38—see under ‘Deva’: “This earth here

—together with the wives—who bears us—who are Thy wives, Ahura!”

the earth is the bar^rl, that is the primeval IE. notion of the “mother

Earth,” surviving e.g. in TP^s. “zamig ke harv ciz baret.” In the

Greek world the name Safifiarpi, Demeter, maintains the old notion;

in Thrace her name was Semele. The Scolotian Scyths, Herodotus iv,23,

called Zeus TraTrato? and the earth ‘am, “father and mother”; in Phry-

gian the opposition of = terrestres,” to “Seoi? = caelestes,”^ in

Thracian the n.pr. Zamolxis and Dialxis (Aisch.), “qui regnat in terra”

and “in coelo,” express the same idea. Also in the Iranian world,

Varuna-AhuraMazdah and Zam-Armatis must once have been a couple,

but Zoroaster’s god had neither wife nor children.

The chthonic signification belonged to the goddess since the same

high antiquity. In Greece it is attested by a remark of Plutarch: “tovs

veKpov<i 'K6j]vcLioL AT)p.T)Tpiov^ wv6p,a^ov iraXaiov, the dead were called

by the Athenians of old ‘those belonging to Demeter.’ ” Such a notion

must have existed in Iranian, for a form of the name identical with

OP. *santa armati passed into Armenian as “sandarmet,” with the

meaning “netherworld,”^ whereas “spandarmet,” derived from the

Median form, means there “Bacchus.” With the Greeks, Demeter and

Dionysus are closely connected.

^ Cf. JokI, in Real!. Vorgcsch. s.v. Phrygia, p.i5i*

2 In Babylonia, the gods of the earth, iImi erseti are the same as the gods of the netherworld,

ilani ercs.kigal; their king Nergal is “sar erseti'* or “lugal usipara.” In the Samarra-tablet,

Thureau-Dangin, raao iXjipai, he is called “sar lTiawlUm*^V’ which is Hebr. hawila, lxx ’EvtXar,

in Gen.2,10: “from Eden goes out a stream . . . and divides , . . in four branches; the name of the

first is Pishon, the one who flows round the whole Hawila.” Here, hawlla, like Akk. hawilum,

means “the earth, ersetum.” But a gloss says “and there is the gold,” like Job 37,22 “from midnight

comes the gold.” The midnight point of the horizon is mount Arallu, “mountain of gold,’

gold is the “product of the netherworld, nabnlt aralli.*’ The midnight point is the gate of hell.

And the gloss takes hawila in this meaning, just as the Samarra tablet in calling Nergal

“king of Hawilum.”
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In Yai3^9, the fravarti, the “manes” of the dead, are called “tusnisad,

sitting in silence,” not as posture, squatting, but as abiding, living in

silence. The association of silence and death sho^vs itself also in the

name of the Roman festival in commemoration of the dead, the sili-

cernium: the rest is silence. The form of the word is archaic: tusnisad,

not *tusnishad—cf. armesad in y.62,8 against arime.had in Yz.13,73

—

and it was created at a time when the dead were still buried in the

earth: the tusnisad live in the hadis of the dead, the netherworld,

armatis.

In the gatha of the vision, Y43,i5, Zoroaster condenses the visions he

saw into the words: “da^sat usyai tusnamatis vahista, thinking-in-

silence has taught me to announce . .
.” see under ‘Harvatat.’ vahista

has been regarded as object of usyai “to announce the best,” or as at-

tribute of tusnamatis, in the vocative “o best one!” and the whole

expression has been interpreted as an allusion to armatis as chthonic

goddess. This is not necessary, but in both cases possible: tusnamatis

as silent meditation can mean armatis, patience, keeping still. In Y/.13,

139 tusnamatis, thinking in silence, appears, strikingly, as the name

of a woman.

It is as goddess of agriculture, Agricultura, that Zoroaster introduced

the mother earth, with other devas that had “chosen” AhuraMazdah,

into the more than TerpaTrpdo’cvTro? nature of his god. These aspects

embody on the one hand the forms of human society, thus armatis

the peasantry, on the other hand that which the good principle has

laid into the souls of these human groups, their specific virtues. This

usage, in the case of armatis, seems not to be an innovation due to

Zoroaster, but an older thought modified.

The passage most important for the understanding of the Zoroastrian

Armatis are the first two stanzas of Y.32:^

I : ahyaca hvetus yasat ahya vrzanam mat aryamna

ahya deva mahmi mnoi ahurahya rvazma mazda

^woi dutaho ahama tan darayo yoi va dbisanti

2: ebyo mazda ahuro saramano vahu manaha

® Other stanzas of y.32 see under ‘Yama x^cta.*
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Xsa^rat haca patimrot rta husha^a huvanvata

spantam va armatim vahvim vrmadi ha no ahat

“Would that the hvetu, the vrzanam with the aryaman, and the gods,

deva, would endeavor to obtain AhuraMazdah’s grace, willing ? : Thy

servants we want to be who hold back those who are Your enemies!

—

then AhuraMazdah, wedded to Vahumano, would reply through the

mouth of Xsa^ram, he the companion of the sunny Rtam: We love

your armatis, she be Ours!”

Thus the god receives Armatis in “sar,” into the group of his aspects

:

Vahumano, Xsafem and Rtam. In Y.31,21, in a similar way, Harvatat-

Amrtatat are received in “sar” like Rtam, Xsa^ram and Vahumano.

Gods and men endeavor to obtain AhuraMazdah’s rvazman by readi-

ness to obey, for which NP. has the picturesque word “kamarbandi,

having their belts tightened.” armatis is a passive attitude: “patience,

keeping still.” For the definition of rvazman see under ‘Welcome.’ But

instead of the normal formula “deva martiyaca, gods and men,” a

triad of men, hvetu, vrzanam and aryaman is here opposed to the gods,

a peculiar qualification which must have a good reason.

mahmi mnoi: “man-, n.. Mass, Art und Weise”; “mah-

mi, to ‘ma, mine,’ together: in dem Masse wie ich sie gebe.”

The words are corrupt: the older Mss. have mahmi manoi,

-noit, -no, but the larger number have mahi manoi. Andreas

emended “homoi monoi, in demselben Sinn.” The Pahl.transl.

explains : “ku man menisnih eton fraron cigon Zartust, that we,

as to our willingness, be as excellent as Zoroaster,” hence saw

in mnoi the A^man-, and read perhaps “hama, same” as Andreas

emended. The root man- is beyond question, because direct

oration, characteristic for it, follows; cf. OP. “yadi ava^a man-

yahi, if you think, want this” or Aw. “uti ava^a manhano” in

Y?.i9,49, ApamNapat hymn. The form was a participle or ver-

bal adjective, most probably manimna; cf. ‘manhamna and the

denom. manahyamna; prev. ham- is possible, cf. MP. “homa-

nak, just as, like.” But the whole situation is imaginary, not

real; the answer is conditional.

Gods and men offer their service as duta, Pahl.transl.: tu davak

bavem, avesan apac darem ku sma^ besenend. “^wa dutaho ahama”
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can only be a variant of “ahama ratois yusmavatam, we want to be of

your Highness’ servants,” y.29,11, a meaning supported by the parallel

in y.49,7: “yavoi vispai fra.istaho ahama.”

duta appears once more in y.32,13: “kame dutam yo is pat darsat

rtahya, as pleases the duta who keeps them back from beholding rtam.”

In both cases the activity of the duta is to keep hostile people back, not

that of a “messenger” who brings something. In the Veda, Agni is

devanam duta, usually translated “messenger of the gods,” but Hertel

remarks, Siegesf.: “wird nirgends von einem deva zum andren oder

gar . . . von einem deva auf die Erde gesandt, um den Menschen eine

‘Weisung’ zu iiberbringen.” In y.32,1, the Pahl.transl. davak is ex-

plained by “rayenitar, who puts in order,” in 13 by “pesopay, forerun-

ner.” Such runners, on horse or on foot, hold back the crowd, like the

modern farrash, who were originally cubicularii, but already at the

Safawid period forerunners and executors of punishment, equipped

with hatchet and stick, like the Roman fascigeri. farrash is only the

generic name of the class of servants to which also janitors belong,

darban, TrvXcopot, cf. Arab, “hadjib, huissier, and chamberlain,” from

“hadjaba, to keep back,” Still in 1905, in Isfahan, one used to go or

drive out with such forerunners or foreriders.

Wb. connects duta with a verb “dav-, to distance, remove,” whence

“dura, far,” but the two verbal forms it attributes to it, y;.i,29 and Vid.

5,24, do not belong, duta may be related to MP. “dutak, familia” as

possessions or servants.

AhuraMazdah answers “through (the mouth of) Xsa^ram,” because

this is his social-political aspect. The words “we have chosen your

obedience” express his rvazman, and are, with “She be ours!” part of

the true Zoroastrian creed, as in y.49,2: “spantam ahmai stoi armatim,”

followed in st.3 by “rtam sudyai, rasayahe druxs,” articles of the faith.

y.i2 quotes the formula in the mazdayasnian profession. The god re-

turns the declaration of his adherents by his own, because it is a relation

of fealty, a mi^ra, and this is uwaya, binding both parties.

The late Fravarani, y.12, joins to the armatis formula an oath in

which six crimes, theft and robbing of live property, damage to and

unlawful use of immobile property, bodily injury and homicide are

sworn off. This observing of the simple “six commandments” is a kind
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of exegesis of the formula “Axmatis be mine!” As ethic norm of actions,

she is obedience to the law, tkesa, morals itself. Society is founded on

feudal relations, and obedience to law is at the same time fealty. Lorn-

mel spoils his translation “Fiigsamkeit” by adding “kluge” (for spanta),

for that gives a bad connotation in German: “acquiesce even without

approving.”

In the Karn.Art. 12,14 reads: “Arta;;^ser pa vehih u dendostih ut

ekanakih u framanburtarih e avesan apeguman but, A. convinced

himself of the sincerity of their vehih-vahumano, their dendostih-dena,

their ekanakih, being adyus, and their framanburtarih = armatiL” This

is exactly “we want to be your duta!—I love your Armatis!” and shows

the old idea still alive.

In T-32,3 the thought leaps from armatis to its opposite parimatis

(text under ‘Yama xseta’) : “You gods all and who worships you, are

the brood of Akam mano, the Druxs, and parimatis, and your deeds

for which they glorify you on this seventh of the earth, are dbitana,

dubious.”

parimatis, hybris, is the specific vice of the Iranian nobility, the hvetu,

chastised at the example of Yama. Heraclitus: v^piv xpv o-^f-wvvai

fidkXop 7
]
Trvpa'iTjv. The “motif of hybris” goes right through the whole

epic. Yama, Sam, kavi Usan, Herodotus’ Deiokes, all catch hybris. In

history, Cambyses goes insane. The medieval Heraclias says of Xusrau

Parwez : “er nam sich an er waere got.” An Arabic hadith^ says : “These

are they who go to hell without hearing: . . . the Arabs because of their

racial fanaticism, ‘asabiyya, the Persian noblemen because of their ar-

rogance, kibar, and the scholars because of their jaundice.”

To the hvetu, vrzanam and aryaman, Y.33,4 adds as fourth group the

“gaus vastra, peasantry”; the same four are also mentioned in the pre-

ceding st.33,3. Instead of parimatis the similar notion taromatis appears

in these verses: “Zoroaster ‘prays away,’ removes by his song, disobe-

dience, asrustim, and evil-mind, akam mano, from four groups : taroma-

tim from the hvetu, nazdistam drujam from the vrzanam, ‘^nidanto

from the aryaman, and acistam mantum from the gaus vastra.”

The context is : to whatever station in life a man may belong, he shall

After Siddlql, in Goidzihcr, 'Muhamm.Stud. ii,io8f.
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love the faithful and hate the disbelievers. Or, adherence to the religion

shall replace membership of the tribe. Islam proceeded similarly. Until

1914, an Oriental, asked for his nationality, would answer “muslim,”

an answer entirely right, because religion, not race, rules the actions,

and what he who asks wants to know of a man is how he will act

under certain circumstances.

Evil mind and disobedience are qualities of men, and it is unimpor-

tant that vrzana and gaus vastra are topical, hvetu and aryaman social

terms. Such terms are always exchangeable. Neither must we expect

in these odes a systematic terminology, nor see in such terms a social

system distinct from others, for instance that of the Y.Haft. or the

yashts. The terminology is rich and nowhere complete, but the choice

is full of meaning. The four groups, without being all, represent the

totality.

For the moment it is enough to ascertain that the group gaus vastra,

i.e. “cattle-pasture,” figurative for neat-herds and shepherds, are lack-

ing in y.32,1-2, where the peasantry should be represented first of all,

since armatis is the theme.

The specific aka manah of the four groups belong to two categories

:

they are either the “vices of their virtues” which Ahramanyus has im-

planted in them, or his “gifts” for which they suffer innocently.

y.45,11 elucidates taromati: “Who, therefore, in future, will depise,

taro mansta, the deva and martiya, gods and men that despise Him
[AhuraMazdah, mentioned just before], instead of, anyan ahmat yo,

respecting Him,—the holy dena of the sosyans, the dampatis, will be

his friend, brother and father!”

“tarn-man, pensee hors (de la regie),” is not a quality bad in itself,

but good or bad according to the right or wrong object. The wrong

taromati of the hvetu is directed against other countrymen, aryaman,

vrzanya and vastriya. In the legend of Sam, the Gr.Bdh. ipyf., says:

“He was immortal until he tarmenit den e mazdesnan, despised the

mazdayasnian religion,” whereafter the arrow, shot by a Hiyon, puts

him asleep, see under ‘Ardvisura.’ y.45 is an early gatha, in which

Zoroaster still fights the polytheism, and the “Imitation of Zoroaster”

means, like his own exile, to leave friends and family. The dena of the

sosyans, religion of the saviour, takes the place of the social relations
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renounced; the followers enter in “sar”—^reciprocal relationship of the

hvetu—with him. Therefore, the sosyans is called, just here, dampatis,

paterfamilias. One may take dena collectively as religion, or individ-

ually as the organ that senses religion, KapSir)
;
at any rate, the sosyans

is Zoroaster himself. Cf. Matth. 19,29: “And everyone that hath for-

saken houses, or brethren, or sisters, or father, or mother, or wife, or

children, or lands, for my name’s sake . . and 12,50: “Whosoever

shall do the will of my Father which is in heaven, the same is my
brother, and sister, and mother.” And the Qtir’an, 9,23-24 says: “If you

love your father and children, your brothers and wives, your relatives,

the property you have acquired, the business the ruin of which you

fear, the houses that please you—more than Allah and his envoy and

the holy war, then expect that Allah will visit you.”

The specific “shady side” of life in a vrzanam, MP. “hamsayakih,

life under the same shade,” is the nazdista druxs, druxs being one’s

close neighbor. Cf. y.50,3: “yam nazdistam ge^am drugva baxsati, the

man who by the power of Rtis will make prosper the farmyard, [be it]

one neighboring [one] ‘hat is the lot of a drugvant.’” The expression

nazdista druxs, characteristic for Zoroaster’s diction, reveals at once

what vrzana is: oppidum and civitas. In town, the neighborhood, the

narrow dwelling among disbelievers is the rule. But this is no vice,

but an Ahrimanic evil from which the vrzanya, citizens, suffer.

,nad3nto‘, '’nidanto, the detriment of the aryaman is less clear. Bar-

tholomae took it as belonging to a base *nad-, Lasterer Meillet “qui

I’outragent.” It belongs apparently to Vnid-, ned-, Gr. oi^etSos, OHG.
nit > Germ. Neid; also to “ni8a.sna0is, defying, challenging the arms.”

It may be the defiant, provocative attitude, or the envy, jealousy of the

aryaman, or envy directed against them; probably the first: see “noit

aram,” here below.

The acisto mantus of the peasants is not a vice, but a suffering; the

“worst patron” means their being deprived of rights. They have no

freedom to move, vaso.yati, vaso.siti, they are serfs bound to their

fields and pastures. The Fravarani comprises them under “gaus,” live

property. Y.29,3 speaks of their lot: “nobody knows how the lofty,

rsvaho, deal with the lowly, adran,” that is they are at their mercy.

s A complicated case of putting words governing a relative clause, into this clause.
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Or Y.51,14: “the karpano, priests, act noit aram, disregarding the rva^a

datobyasca, lawful customs established for the vastra, pasturage-peas-

antry.® Because it is property and slave, gaus,^ the ox is in Zoroaster’s

figurative speech the symbol of the peasant: acista mantu describes his

living at the mercy of the hvetu. In the whole gatha y.29, Zoroaster,

himself an exile without means and protection, is the mantus of peasan-

try. In Y.32,15, he says, referring to the special case of those persecuted

as his own adherents: “For this suffering of theirs, those whom they

(the hvetu) do not permit to be masters of their own life, shall drive

to the house of Vahumano.” They are restricted in their jyatus, liveli-

hood, like the avrjp aK\r]po<; a prf ^toros ttoXv? eiT] in the Odyssey.

But they abiyabryante, are driven to heaven in a carriage like a high

lord: paKaptot oi SeSLCoypivoL ev€K€v SiKaLOcrvvr]<; otl avrSiv Ictti rj

ySacrtXeta tcov ovpavSiv.

Gatha of the Questions, Y.44,6:

ya fravaxsya yazi ta a^a ha^ya

rtam syo^nais dbanzati armatis

"tebyo xsa^ram vahu cinas manaha

kebyo azim ranyaskrtim gam taso

Bartholomae changed another translation in Ar.Forschg.

(1886) in 1905 to: “Ob denn das auch wirklich so ist was ich

verkiinden will } Wird Asa mit seinem Thun (dereinst) Hilfe

leisten } Wird von Dir her Vahumanah das Reich zuerkennen ?

Fiir wen (sonst) hast Du das gliickbringende trachtige Rind

geschaffen

Lommel: “.
. . was ich verkiinden will, ob das auch wirklich

so ist.? Giebt die Fiigsamkeit dem Wahrsein durch Thaten

Unterstiitzung .? Hast Du fiir diese (Thaten) durch Gutes-Den-

® rva^a, Pahl.transl. dostih, and data correspond to rvati and mi^ra in y.46,5, and are the

“amicitiae et societates,” foundation of “mores” = razan, see under ‘Hospitium’ and ‘Mithra.*

Since the application of the words bull, steer, ox, cow, neat cattle differs in old and modern
languages, OIr. gav- cow, is difficult to translate. It is as well the generic term—even far

beyond the bovine race—as that of the female. Y.29 is the “Gatha of the Cow.” the speaker is

“gaus urva,” st.5: “ma urva gausca azya, my soul and that of the pregnant cow,” hence “soul

of the ox.” azi qualifies the female not so much as “being with calf” but as “grown up.”

Without azI and without being opposed to a male, gav- is ambiguous, in a degree which

“cow” cannot equal.
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ken die Herrschaft verheissen? Fiir wen hast Du die gliick-

bringende Kuh geschaifen ?”

Hertel, Beitr., 1929: “Ob das auch alles so wahr ist was ich

zu verkiinden gedenke? Starkt die Siedlung (armati) durch

Werke das Licht-des-Heils ? Hat sie die Herrschaft Dir zuer-

kannt durch den lichten-Gedanken ? Wer sind die Leute, fiir

die Du die fruchtbare Kuh hast gebildet, die die Erquickung

uns spendet?”

A complete translation is yet far away, but there is enough to show

that this illogical picture of perplexity and helplessness is wrong, ha^ya,

part.fut. “what will be,” also “what should be,” without moral quality,

means the coming true, realization. The first question does not express

a doubt in the truth of his own teaching, but: “Will you, god, make

come true what I shall say?”, viz. what you have inspired me to say.

And then follow, in form of questions, but as certain as the glorifica-

tions of the Gospels, his annunciations.

The verb of the first is obscure: dbanzati. Bartholomae’s first

translation “wird Armati sich erwerben?” rested on a com-

parison with Y.46,15: “durch solches Tun erwerbt ihr euch
”

In he assumed “unterstiitzen,” without any other support.

V dbanz-, Aw. banz-, is some judiciary activity of AhuraMaz-

dah’s aspects at the last judgment; also of the dogs at the &nvat-

bridge, who, in RV. x, 1^,10, watch or waylay? the dead, as

animals of the ruler of the netherworld. The activity seems to be

connected with the “investigation” of the acts of men. As long

as the verb is not determined, one cannot say whether rtam or

armatis is the subject. But armatis is apparently the subject of

cinas in the following verse.

Of this second annunciation the end is clear: ranyaskrti® is a

word of old poetry, originally associated with food, which

later took the acceptation “paradisiac,” Arm. erani = /la/cdpios.

Bartholomae’s “fiir wen (sonst)?” is necessary; otherwise the

cow would appear like a bos ex machina, and the questions

would be disconnected flashes of thought. If the two verses were

syntactically connected, the interrogative kebyo would change

® C£. Bartholomae, ArJorschg. 11,62; Benveniste, jas. 1934, 184; Hertel, Beitr. 102.
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into the relative. Bartholomae and Hertel follow a text-critical

pattern, unfit for Awestic text research, in reading “tabyo, to

Thee,” thinking of AhuraMazdah, although Bartholomae read

originally “tebyo, to them” with some Mss. “To thee” would

make Armatis judge over the god: “will Armatis (a partial

figure of the god) through Vahumano (a second figure) confer

—or not—upon the god the third figure, xsa^ram,” a question

without sense, still more, when translating armatis by Fiigsam-

keit: “will passivity by acts support truth.?” tabyo/tebyo and

kebyo is so conspicuous for ears and eyes—cf. anais a—avais in

y.32,15—that, whatever be the textual tradition, one must read

tebyo. But it is not the “ta, referring back” to “for these (acts)”

but the one referring to direct oration that follows: “those, to

whom . . . for whom else.?”

;^sa0ram in 44,6 is not the “empire of heaven,” but the abstract ex-

pression of ownership of cattle, the free command over the livelihood

of the peasantry, which, in Y.32,15, priests and noblemen will not per-

mit the followers of Zoroaster to enjoy. The same idea is expressed

in Y.51,6: “Shall the peasant who [because he] is rtavan in his doings,

obtain the ownership of the cow through Rtam [according to the

law].?” and in Y.31,9: “If the cow had the choice to belong either to

the vastriya or to him who is no cattle-breeder, it would choose the

vastriya because he is rtavan.” And the conclusion: “Therefore the non-

farmer shall have no share of the accounting!” in 31,10, see under

‘ApamNapat.’ There is no less certainty in these questions than in

fiaKapioi oi Trpaels ort avrol KXrjpovoprjaovcriv rrjv yTji'l

The verses speak of an agrarian reform for which Zoroaster stands,

and which the former owners, priests and nobles oppose. That is the

indictment for which he was sentenced to proscription, see under

‘Bandva.’ However, Zoroaster did not want to dissolve society, he did

not come to KaTaXvaeiv top vopov, but to replace serfdom by the volun-

tary, sworn-to obedience of the vassal.

Y.30,5: The good in the world’s history is wrought by all

yeca xsnosan ahuram ha^yais syo^nais fravrt mazdam

“that obey AhuraMazdah voluntarily by the right conduct.”
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Bartholomae, Ar.Forschg. 11,123; “die durch rechtschaffenes

Tun es dem Gotte Mazdah gern recht machen.”® Wb.\ “fraorat,

lies fravrt, adv. ‘gern,’ zu Vvar- [to choose, love], eigtl. ‘mit

Vorzug.’ ” fravrt, always connected with \'xsnu- “hear, obey”

and V hak-, “follow, obey,” is more than “gern,” viz. “by their

own choice, free will.” It corresponds to MP. kamakawmand,

opp. akamakawmand, e.g. Art.Vir.Nam. 1,38-39. With Vx^ou-

it is the word for “free obedience.” ha^ya is a Set.

“Wedding Gatha,” Y.53,2:

atca hoi scantu manaha uxSais syo^naisca

Xsnuvam mazda vahmai a fravrt yasnansca

Vistaspa, the two Haugava, the son and the daughter of Zoroaster,

“shall voluntarily follow [scantu to Vhak-] AhuraMazdah’s obedience

and worship.”

A similar idiom is already used in the Mithra Yt.io,g: yatara

va dim prva frayazati Which of the two (warring)

fravrt fraxsni avi mano countries is the first, voluntarily,

zrazdatoit (ahvayat haca) with regard to the future, faith-

fully,

(by their own initiative) to sacrifice to Mithra, those Mithra will help.

Zoroaster fights against what is called in Exod. 22 ‘nh, or in Islam

“mazalim,” injustice, despoiling of right, a thing apparently adherent

to the shepherd’s life—not at all an “ideal” one—in the East through all

its thousands of years. Islam created against it the “diwan al-mazalim,

the court of appeal” under the personal presidency of the sovereign.

The last origin of the institution seems to be Cyrus’ highest court of the

ySacriXTjtot hiKaarai, Herodotus v,25 and 111,31. The rulers who took

care of it are always specially praised, e.g. the caliph al-Muhtadi in ibn

Khaldun, Tabari and ibn al-Tiqtaqa. Ibn al-Athir says, in the necrologue

of Nur al-din, this remarkable ascetic on the throne: “He built every-

where in his countries dar al-‘adl, a house of justice, in which he used

to give audience together with his qadi al-Shahrazuri, administering

^ “Es cinem recht machen” means “Jo a thing as another wants it clone”; “es einem nicht

recht machen konnen” means “being unable to Jo a thing as the other wants it.” Even “ es

gern recht machen” expresses that it is the will of the other, and that the agent is indifferent.
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justice to the oppressed—be it a Jew, against the oppressor—be it his

own son or first amir.” And just so Darius begins his testament entirely

in the spirit of Zoroaster; “I love what is right, I hate what is wrong!

It is not my pleasure that the lowly suffer injustice for the sake of the

lofty!”

y.33,5 speaks of the specific vices or detriments of the various classes

;

Y.Haft. 40,3, one could say, of their specific virtues: “Give that the

na(=hvetus) rtavan be rtacanah, eager to fight, that the vastriya,

peasants, be adyus, vassals, for long (= continuous, hereditary) zealous,

bozvate?^” vassalry, haxman, both in-fealty-towards-us, ahma.rafnah!”

These verses are post-Zoroastrian.

Zoroaster uses gaus and vastra, alone or together, as metaphoric ex-

pression for peasants; in the same way, armatis is on the one hand their

transcendent personification in the multiple nature of his god, on

the other hand their specific virtue, their patience, obedience to law,

founded on or being the foundation of Rtam, the social order. In Y.

33,4 the antonym to armati is “asrusti, disobedience,” as aka manah to

vahu manah. In Zoroaster’s phraseology, therefore, this specific armati

of the peasants is the virtue, dperi), itself: the patient resignation to the

order, Rtam, to God’s will, or with Darius’ words in NiR a,57: “hya

oramazdaha framana ho.te gasta ma ^andaya! what Oramazda has

allotted to you, shall not seem hellish to you!”

That is the reason, why, in the passage Y.31,11, from which we

started, where AhuraMazdah “chooses” Armatis, just the peasants

which she personifies are not mentioned, and why, there, in the normal

formula deva martiyaca, the three classes hvetu, vrzana and aryaman

replace martiya. Zoroaster voices a hope: “Would that the gods and

[among men] the noblemen, the townsmen and the clients endeavored

to obtain AhuraMazdah’s grace, willing.^: Thy servants we want to

be ...
,
then AhuraMazdah would reply: I accept your armatis, your

obedience which is like that of the peasants!” But this is only a hope,

and the gods and those men do not do it in their parimatis, hybris.

Therefore the thought goes on: at all times you have been like that,

all the heroes of your history, whom you glorify as “beloved by the

to V clbanz-, banz-% see above y.44,6.
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gods,” Yama first of all, have been nothing but enah, v^pl^ovre<i.

But AhuraMazdah, who knows their rixta, loves only obedience, arma-

tis, the virtue of the despised peasants: paKapioi oi Trpaets!

That is the new ethical and social idea of Zoroaster, Y.44,9: “moi

yam yds denam dane, I who want to purify, reform the religion!”,

his transvaluation of values. Nyberg, 202: “Es findet sich keine Spur

von einem Reformator bei Zarathustra, er behauptet leidenschaftlich

das Bestehende.” And while describing his Zoroaster without agrarian

interests, but preaching “sermons” against other sects and composing

an “oral preface” to the second edition of his “hymns” collected for

the liturgical use of his parish, he goes on: “Das Bild eines fortschrit-

tlichen Landpfarrers mit Interesse fiir agrarische Reformen, das die

Forschung des 19. Jahrhunderts von ihm zu entwerfen pflegte, ist

sicher sehr bezeichnend fiir das, was diese Zeit als zu einem richtigen

Religionsstifter gehdrig ansah”—the picture of a drunk shaman drawn

in the early 20th is not even that—^“es ist unter geschichtlichem [and

every other] Gesichtspunkt von Anfang bis zu Ende verkehrt.”

It may be a consequence of Zoroaster’s new interpretation of the

goddess of Earth as aspect of AhuraMazdah that the Awesta retained

so little of her pre-Zoroastrian cult and character. The gods banished

by Zoroaster brought a good deal of their old hymns with them when

they returned into the Mazdayasnian religion. But there is no Armatis-

yasht. Y^.ig, the Zam-yasht, is very long, but, excepting karda i, it is

dedicated to the Hvarnah, not to Armatis, in spite of its name “Zam,”

and this first chapter is no more than a list of names of mountains, a

choice from 2,244, an orographic catalogue void of religious contents.

In the epics a few features of the myth of the goddess are preserved,

e.g. her flight before the dragon AziDahaka. All the rest is lost, and

even her name Armatis remains obscure, the often discussed problem

of its etymology unsolved.

In the RV., cf. Hertel, Beitr. chapt.ii, aramatih is enumerated between

rta, dyaus, namas (prosternation), and Indra, mitra, varuna, bhaga and

others, but, as Hertel says, the Indian tradition was no longer sure about

the meaning of RV. aramatih.^ Hertel calls the etymology, given on

Just as the Pars, tradition had forgotten what Aw. armati meant. The Eur. dictionaries

follow the etymology accepted by the Petersh. Wdrterbtich, on the strength of a commentary
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the authority of Sayana in the FfV. “unsinnig,” and whatever one thinks

of his own, that one is wrong, and the true etymology remains to be

found.

One can imagine that the notions earth as agriculture and obedience,

patience as special virtue of the agriculturists became connected. But

if one word could designate these two notions, then its etymological

meaning must express the tertium comparationis, and its sphere would

be “labor, field-labor.”'^ Bartholomae regarded armati as compound

“aram + mati, to think according [to rules],” and therefore makes

his article in begin with armati as opp. to taro.mati. Why this

“thinking” became the name of the earth remains a riddle. Duchesne,

on the contrary, states, §113: “taromati, ‘acte de penser de travers,’ ne

prouve rien pour I’etymologie de I’indo-ir. armati
; il prouve seulement

que le mot a etc compris depuis la redaction des gathas jusqu’a celle

des Purs, comme comp, d’aram et de mati.” Even these last words con-

cede too much.

Zoroaster uses an entirely personal phraseology when teaching in

y.45,11, to despise, taro-man, those who despise AhuraMazdah, instead

of respecting him, aram.man-. This intentional playing upon words

is an example of his hunartat, virtuosity, his mastership of the lan-

guage, hizvo xsayamno vaso. Meillet says, Trois Conf. 61: “taromati

‘pensee hors (de la regie)’ est fait pour s’opposer a armati . . . ,
[il y a]

un artifice theologique dans la forme de ces oppositions.” When used

in the sense “obedience,” the name of the goddess of Earth, armati, is

interpreted as if it meant 'aram.mati, “pensee selon (la regie).” There-

fore, this cannot be its meaning; the artificial play forbids an assump-

tion of etymologic connection.

With equal or better right one could state: In Y.43,15 Zoroaster

alludes to armatis vahista by the words tusnamatis vahista. Compounds

with locative as first element are an archaic type, in this very case con-

firmed by the use as n.pr.—Tusnamatis and armatis are opposed like

tusnisad and armesad (Fravarti, Yr.13,29 and 73) “living in silence”

of Sayana on JtF.vin,3i,i2. While he equates aramatih in RI''.vii,36,8 etc with ’‘prthivi, earth,'’

in VIII,3 1 in the sequence “mountains, rivers, pusan (.Vw. fsusan) wealth, bhaga, unit adhva

(the broad path),’’ he considers it as attrib. adj. to stotpanah—omitted, but to be supplied

—

“people who praise pusan, = alam.mati.’’

Cf. Fr. labour, Engl. labor (with child) or travail, against Fr. travail; the earth as barffri;

also Germ, arbeit, Slav, rabdta “corvee.”
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and “living in quiet,” words, the pre-Iranian age of which is docu-

mented by the sandhi-form and by the correspondence with Gr. crLyrj

and 'qpejjLa keeping silence, and keeping still, be patient. This

is another play upon words, but no etymology.

Evidently, the word was so old and so isolated that, in Zoroaster’s

time as already in Vedic times, it had no longer any purport. The

spelling armati is strictly carried through, but armati—which does not

result from aramatih—always counts for four syllables. Markwart,

Gath.uh. 6of., tried to explain the trisyllabic spelling as abstracted from

the pronunciation sfandarmaS at the time when the Awestic script

was invented. If the oral tradition was aramati, this would be im-

possible, for Atarpat could introduce a new spelling only when rectify-

ing the meter. The pronunciation must have been armati, counting for

four syllables, before the invention of the Aw. script.

A similar though simpler case is dena; bisyllabic spelling is stricdy

carried through, but the word always counts for three syllables. In this

case the pronunciation dena is attested as early as 520 b.c., for the tablet

Susa 20 has the Elam, loanword ta.t.te.ni.m, i.e. 'dat.denam,^^ instead

of OP. “framatar, law-giver” and NiR .4,57 has te.ni.m for OP. fra-

mana, Akk. uta‘ama. El. te.ni.m renders denam, not ‘dayanam. With

a trisyllabic dena and a four-syllabic armati Zoroaster uses—right or

wrong—forms no longer living at his time.

There was an OP. rmatam, with which armatis can be connected,

rmatam, as form, corresponds to Lat. armentum, armatis to Lat. semen-

tis. It appears in the Elam, version of Beh. §47. The OP. text runs:

“rsada nama di8a“ harahvatiya avapara atiyais, to a castrum named

Rsada in Arachosia, there he marched.” After harahvatiya the El. ver-

sion adds: ‘“rmatam wiwanana, an rmatam of Vivana.” The placename

Rsada < 'rsa.hada, to Vhad-, means “stud,” i.e. an area where horses

were bred. The situation must be that of Aspacora {Tab.Peut.), mod.

Asfuzar, “horse-pasture” in Arachosia. Thus the rmatam of Vivana, a

plantation, urvara, with castrum in this horse-pasture country, was a

ranch.

Possibly OP. ‘data.deni-, abstr., unless the El. ending -im will become otherwise explained.

di5i > diz is (enclo'-ure) wall; OP. paridaiSa > Gr. paradeisos, the garden, characterized

by Its enclosure. The El. \ersson has the loanword •'aUvarns, an OP. noun in -is, < OP. *arvaris

(undetermined quantiti, also color o£ the vowels), probably deriv. of OP. urvara “plantation.”
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The etymologic connection of urvara and apovpa has been proposed,

but rejected on the ground that V ar- “to plough” is not attested in the

Aryan branch of IE. Arguments from absence are never strong, espe-

cially because old local names may contain roots otherwise obsolete.

Lat. armentum are the animals of agriculture, large cattle, oxen and

horses, compatible with OP. “rmatam, ranch.” And armatis, as abstract,

is to rmatam, as Lat. sementis to armentum. One day the etymology of

armati will be found. Until then, one had better not introduce a dif-

ferent spelling.



XXIV. harvatat-amrtatat

Like Armatis, the pair harvatat-amrtatat has been admitted by Zoro-

aster into his concept of AhuraMazdah.

harvatat, n.abstr. of harva, whole, is oXottjs, “wholeness, physical in-

tegrity,” then “health,” but also “abundance,” and Plutarch renders the

personification, much to the point, by “Ploutos,” son of Demeter-

ArmatiL amrtatat, n.abstr. of *amrta, Ved. amrta, a/iySporo?,^ is “im-

mortality,” personified “ambrosia.” The dvandva was at first harvatata-

amrtatata, the second dual especially liable to haplologic shortening:

amrtata. Yet in most cases harvatat keeps the first place, showing

that the dvandva is older than the shortening, which is common

already in the gatha. Then, harvatata became harvata, and the move-

ment ended in NP. Arab. HaruS u MaruS.

The essence of the two powers is clearly expressed in Y/.19.96:

^vanat harvasca amrtasca Harvat-Amrtat will conquer

uwa suSamca trsnamca both, famine and drought.

Benveniste describes the dvandva as “projection mythique” of apa-

urvare, water-plants, which itself means the grain of the irrigated fields,'

and is the prototype, extremely old, of quite a group of dvandvas, all

variations of “liquid and solid.” In harvatat all saps of plants and ani-

mals are embodied, and, to apply amrtatat to the vegetable kingdom,

involves a deep insight: the up-rooted animal has paid the price of a

determined, short life for its freedom of movement.

y.31,21:

mazda dadat ahuro harva[ta]to amrtatasca

burois a rtahyaca hvapa^yat ^sa^rahya saro

vahos vazdvar manaho yo hoi manyu syo^naisca rva^o

“AhuraMazdah by his perfect union with Harvatat-Amrtatat, Rta and

Xsa^ra, may give the draught of Vahumano to him who is his friend

in mind and acts.”

“sar,” in the social sense “connubium,” is here as elsewhere the word

for the union of the partial figures, or aspects, of the god. One cannot

fail to feel another opposition besides “liquid and solid”: harvatat

^ Cf. '^am(h)rka <[ ahmaka in Y.32,8 under *Yania Xseta/

2 Benveniste, bsos viii,405, Ved. and Aw. urvara = cultivated soil.
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belongs to this life, to time, amrtatat to the hereafter, to eternity. The

god is wedded to the pair in his double quality of “lord of

time,” and of rtam, the “eternal.” harvatat means “blessed life on earth,”

amrtatat the “eternal life.”

Y.51,7:

dadi moi yo gam taso apasca urvarasca

amartata harvata spanista manyu mazda

tavisi utiyuti manaha vahu sanhe

“Give me. Thou who hast created the cow, the waters and plants, im-

mortality and health as Spanto Manyus, o Mazdah, force and longevity

as Vahumano, in Thy commandment!”

I leave utiyuti for better definition, amrt-ata harvata are eternal life

and blessed life here, Arab, al-dunya wa 1-akhira. The dying caliph al-

Muntasir says to his mother: “I have forfeited al-dunya wa 1-akhira !”,

Tabari 111,1495. Since the wishes are for this and the other world,®* sanhe

cannot mean “bei dem Richterspruch = last judgment” (Bartholomae),

but must be the same as sasnaya in the next verses, Y.29,7:

tarn azutois ahuro man^ram tasat rta hazoso

mazda gavoi x^vidamca ''huhursebyo spanto sasnaya

The dvandva x^vida-azuti, “aliments liquides et solides” (Ben-

veniste), is one of the variations of apa-urvare and appears in Y/.i6,8 in

parallel with harvatat-amrtatat. hazoso: cf. Y.33,2: “who does harm,

aka, to the drugvant, is quite to the taste, zosai, of AhuraMazdah.”

"^huhursebyo, reading corrected by Tedesco, zii, 11,1923, 43f., is regular

desid. of Vhvar-, “to eat, drink.”

Meillet, Trois Conf., translated: “La formule de graisse, A.M.

saint I’a construite d’accord avec Asa, pour le boeuf, et aussi le

lait pour ceux qui veulent le consommer, par son enseigne-

ment.” Andreas, nggw 1931, 111,322, attributed the fact that

Xsvidam (acc.) is not, as usual, in the same case as azutois

(gen.) to “Laxheit der Konstruktion, viell. xsviSom as gen.pl.”

The construction is right : in Y.49,2, the subject of the quotation

“ahmai stoi armatim!” stands in the acc., because it is governed

by “ddrst”: “He professes: armatim (acc.) be mine!” The

Cf.
'

‘rayo rtis, award of riches, and life in paradise” in y.43,1, under ‘Fras'arti.’
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words “azutim gavoi, ^svidam huhursebyo” are the quotation,

and the gen. azutois is governed by mantra, MP. mansr, usually

“dictum, poem,” but here, with only one verse, “proverb.”

Mantra as “adage” occurs once more in the frgm. Nirang.2:

“apastak cigon dat: mayno man^ro,” with Pahl. transl. “fra-

man, rule (for measuring).” Wb. links mayno to “mayna,

naked” as “bloss = bare, pure,” and compares 01 . nagna and Gr.

gymnos. Then, it can be “"nayno man^ro, the proverb of the

bread” (about daily bread or salt and bread), whether mayno

be correct or to be corrected in *nayno > NP. nan, nun. This

would be the only instance of the word for “bread” in the

Awesta, a warning not to infer from such absence that a thing

was unknown, as in the case of “salt.”

“The adage (of the) ‘azutim for the cow, milk for the thirsty,’ Ahura-

Mazdah, like-minded with Rtam, has coined it, the holy one, by His

command.” It goes on: “Whom doest Thou have among men, who

would attend to us two [bull and cow] ? I have found only one who

follows Thy commandment in our favor: Zoroaster!” The Pahl. trans-

lation adds: “an mizd e ac mansr petak, that reward [viz. which the ox

receives from men for its labor] which the adage makes clear.” Zoro-

aster says: The obvious wisdom of the proverb ought to be the divine

rule for the attitude of the peasant towards the cattle, or in his figura-

tive style, of the ruling towards the peasants.

Nyberg, 197, explains azutois man^ram differently : “Das Gotteswort

von der Begiessung, azuti, fiir den Stier geschaffen. Begiessung sollen

die Kiihe vom Menschen dafiir erhalten, dass sie ihm die Milch liefern,”

and concludes from this wrong translation: “In Y.29,7 bedeutet ^uti

die Begiessung des Weideplatzes mit Kuhurin zum Gedeihen der

Weide.” In F/ff.13,28 this same azuti is called “the proper diet of the

dog,” but letting that pass along with the other anomaly that grass

would grow—to prevent a middle-sized herd of 5,000 head on about a

hundred square miles^ from doing the sprinkling themselves would

require an army of cowboys.

2 The Assyrian annals often give the numbers of cattle carried away, e.g. Sanherib, prtsnt

i,46ff.: 7,200 horses, 11.(72 donkevs. 4.233 camels, 200.100 (v.l. 80,100) cows, 800,600 (v.I.

800,100) sheep.” On the Nesaean pasture Alexander saw still 60,000 or the original 160,000

horses. Genesis 31—much older—regrettably docs not give the numbers of Jacob’s cattle.
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The care of the cattle—cf. the Gath, term godayah, lit. cow-nurse, for

cowboy, under ‘Social Structure’—-is also the theme of Y.48,5;

“Good-rulers (perhaps better ‘economists’), not bad-rulers shall gov-

ern us with the works of the good Gistis, 0 Armatis
!”

yozda martiyai api.zan^am vahista

gavoi vrzyatam tarn no hvar^ai fsuyo

Bartholomae translated at first, Ar.Forschg. 11,167: “Heilschaff dem
Menschen (und) Nachkommenschaft!” with api.zan^am as compound;

but W^.85 : “Vollbringe fiir den Menschen die kiinftige-Geburt, fiir das

Rind die Landwirtschaft, lass es feist werden zu unserer Nahrung!”,

a twisted translation, made with regard to the two places, 5,21 and 10,18,

where the verse is quoted in the Videvdad, the worst authority for

gatha-interpretation. Lommel paraphrases only: “die fiir den Menschen

die kiinftige-Geburt (in Lauterkeit) vorbereiter, fiir die Kuh die Werk-

thatigkeit, um sie fiir uns zur Nahrung zu pflegen.” One wonders.

Nyberg enhances Bartholomae’s “kiinftige-Geburt” to “Wiedergeburt,”

analyzes, on the strength of this hypothetical hapax, Zoroaster’s notions

about “birth and rebirth,” otherwise unattested, and finally pronounces:

“Das ideale Hirtenleben in einem von alien hemmenden Schranken

befreiten stamm wird hier als das grosse Endziel hingestellt.”

Wb. posits a verb *fsav- only for this fsuyo in y.48,4, “well

das Gath, keine o-nominative von ant-Stammen kennt,” giving

it the arbitrary signification “fett machen.” Since the logical

consequence would be that cattle grow fat from labor, to assume

that the poet or a copyist allowed an o-nom. to creep in would

be the “interpretatio facilior.” The eschatologic interpretation

—a tendency that impairs Bartholomae’s work only too often

—

is prevented by the second part of the verse : in “life in purity,”

according to Mdh Frav., one did eat no beef, or as Theopomp

says, nothing at all. Also, while the ox is allowed to be slaugh-

tered, jadyai, the cow is “agnya, not-to-be-slaughtered,” and the

verses have milk and cheese in mind. In Vid.%21, api.zan^am

is correctly written as compound, following a text a thousand

years older than our Mss. It means “progeny, offspring.”^ The

III ZAirWb. 179 Bartholomae cites from the Gan] i §dh. (Pahl. Texts 1,45) a word in Aw.
script which he takes as dat.pl. of pati.cant-: “which man is pati.canbyo' Who after his father
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meter, 5+ 6 between 4+ 7 syllables, is not of necessity faulty.

Hertel, Beitr. (rjL, takes vahista as instr., attribute to armatis

of the preceding verse. I prefer vocative at the end of the sen-

tence. He takes vrzyatam as 3.sg. imper.med. “fiir das Rind

arbeite der Viehziichter, fsuyo, damit es uns ernahre.” The

second tam, left unexplained by Hertel, looks like a dittography,

and Tedesco told me that, to compensate it, one may read "hvar-

^aya for hvar^ai, as in Y.34,11; hence:

48,5 :
gavoi vrzyatam no *hvar^aya fsuyo

“Make healthy, to men, their offspring, o best one! For the

cattle, that it may nourish ourselves, the farmer shall work!”

Cistis is here, and in the entire Den-Gaslit 16, Zoroaster’s substitute for

Usa, the goddess of dawn and of labor; she is also midwife and

physician.^ The simple train of thought is: good government, healthy

children, ample food, all this Armatis gives as Agricultura, embodied in

AhuraMazdah.

Not Aw. “xsvid, milk,” but OP. *xsifta, to OP. Vxsip-» Aw. xsviw-®

lives on in the West Ir. dialects. The verb describes the rotating and shak-

ing movement which separates cream and whey. The OP. noun exists

in Ctesias’ (Photius) crnrTaxopa, in a recently discovered text of Psel-

lius^ ^T^raKcopa, Pliny “psitthacora.” Ctesias translates it by yX.vKv, r]Svi

the variants give *inTTaxcopa as form used by himself, OP. 'xsiftahvara

NP. siftaxur, “sweets,” as Tychsen recognized 150 years ago.® The usual

Aw. word for milk is payah, to V pi-, Pahl.transl. pern < peman. An

article of food as important as “mast, Turk, yoghurt, Arab, laban, cur-

dled milk” cannot be missing in the Awesta: it is x^udra, adj. xsaudri,

“o skanb c matar Savet, NP. pas uftad,” which can hardly mean anything but “posthumous.”

The explanation is based on the phonetic similarity of OIr. canb- and Mir. skanb, and the

inverse correspondence of OIr. sk: Mir. c. It is written with the c which takes the place of z

—

without exception—in MP. fracant <[ frazanti, “progeny,” e.g. inscr. Firuzabad, I.5: mtrnrshy

v.s frcndyn, “Mihrnarseh and his progeny,” also in the Pahl. Psalter, pati.cant- seems to be

MP. pati.zant, comparable to fra.zanti and api.zan^a.

^ Cf. Ula-Eos in ^^Ulanges Cumont, Ann. Inst, phil.-hist. orient, iv, 1936, 731!^.

Cf. Hubschmann, Pers.Stud. 82.

~ Indik^a, C. Muller, frgm. 19.—Maas, in Z.f.veigl. Sprachf. xxxn,303ff.; E. H. Johnson,

jRAs, 1942, igff. and 249: Ctesias on Indian Manna. Pscllius, though writing two hundred
years after Photius, yet seems to have used Ctesias directly.

* In Hcercn’s Ideen, ed. 1824, 11,384.
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also payah ^saudri; the translation “wine, beer, alcoholic” is totally

wrong. Vid. 16,17: “two portions of tayurinam (yavanam), one of

Xsaudrinam shall be dispensed to the menstruating,” certainly not

“beer”; Pahl.transl. is “ter nan (lhm’), cheese bread” and “svsr as,” as

< OP. is porridge, hence “barley in mast.”® x^udra therefore is

a deriv. of x^vid, probably both to Vx^bd- “to foam.” Aw. tayuri or

turi, MP. ter, NP. panir, cf. Gr. rupo? and ^ovrvpo<;, is “cheese.”

The crux is azuti, coupled with x^vid in the dvandva. It is Ved.

ahuti, to VZU-, whence such words of high Aryan antiquity as “zotar,

libans; zo^ra, libation.” Ved. ahuti is said to be an offering of pre-

served, i.e. melted butter, buttered again, and would be Aw. royna,

MP.NP. royan, a thick, oily preserve, well known all over the East.

Study of the Aw. passages does not confirm this signification in Iranian,

and in Vedic, too, ahuti must not mean oil because oil is used as ahuti.

In the poor y/.i2,3 azutim urvaranam appears beside roynya varah,

ordeal-butter, and avi prnam viyzarayantim. This is the only place where

axuti is qualified by a material, “of grains,” in the Awesta. Wb. trans-

lates “Schmalz der Pflanzen,” unknown to me, perhaps meant for

“vegetable oil.” The Gr.Bdh. enumerates “sesame, two kinds of hemp,

sahdang and dusdang, and olives” as oil-producing plants. To prna,

Bartholomae remarked “zu der iiberfliessenden Hohlhand, prna to Lat.

palma.” prna never appears without the epithet; it is the fem. of the

adj. prna, hence “full, overflowing,” scil. jug or flat bowl for libations,

hydria or phiale.

Had.N.2,j^ (repeated in Ogmad.)

:

hvar^anam he baratam zaramayahya roynahya

Duchesne: “Qu’en fait d’aliments on lui [Vahumano, rising from his

golden bed for breakfast] apporte du beurre printanier, that is the food

of the blissful heroes after death!” In 2,36, the damned sinners get

“visaya and visgantaya, poison and of-poison-smelling food.” “zahr,

poison” is the antonym of “anosak, ambrosia” in the chapter on op-

posites in the Gr-Edh-^ji. The preceding paragraph says: “the fravarti

give the souls of the immortals, anosravan, food of immortality, anos

Xvarisn, such as is made in spring.” And afterwards: “with water,

wine, milk and honey.” Milk and honey symbolize sweetness
;
the most

On alcoholic drinks see under ‘Homa’ and ‘Industries/
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common word for “sweet” is siren, lit. “of milk,” used as transl. of

Xsvid. In Vid.11, “siren u carp, sweets and oil, fat” translates “xsvida

azuti,” but the commentary says “nayn u spetvak,” i.e. bread and is-

pidba, the latter being something made of curdled milk, mast.

Ir. azuti cannot be royan, for this is never given to cows, as in Y.

28,7, nor to dogs, as in Vtd.ii,^^:

paro xsvisca azutisca Here, with milk and azuti,

along

gaus mat baratu hvar- wdth meat it shall be

0anam brought, as fodder,

sunahya (eva) he da^ya.- that is the proper meal of

pi^wam the dog!

azuti functions in this dog’s diet beside milk and flesh; besides, it is

given to cattle. Actually, no fodder at all is given to cattle, either in

summer or in winter. The caretaking consists in driving them to the

right places where they find their grazing themselves. But the all-

important question is watering, for water is rare, and not at all acces-

sible at all pastures, it must be pumped or by other means conducted

to the watering troughs. Hence, azuti is a word not qualified by any

material at all, it is merely the providing of drink; as “libation” it is

drink-offering to the gods, else it is watering cattle and dogs: thus

azuti is the “mizd” for xsvid.

This research has revealed, at the same time, that there was a notion

of “immortal food” strictly vegetarian. Meat diet is expressed by “pitu,

etym. = fat,” thus in the dog’s ration, “ptbg, i.e. pitubaga, meat-ration,”

cf. Akk. pitipabagu or pitpibagu'® < Ir. 'pi^vabaya, in Daniel i, is the

term for the provisioning of the somatophylakes which receive rations

instead of pay. Daniel and his companions become vegetarians to avoid

eating meat not kosher. Dinon explains TroriySa^ts < *paituba|is as

“bread, cypress-wreath and wine,” quite unlike the food of the heroes

after death. TPars. pid u may ne xvarem, ac zan dur pahrezem (Bailey,

Bsos VII,753) is avoiding of meat and wine as abstinence. In the legend

of Azidahak, meat diet makes bloodthirsty. Mdh Frav. §40: At the end

Clearly showing the aspirated pronunciation of bgdkpt in Akkadian of the Achaemenlan
period.
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of the world humanity will be immortal and not aging, and will need

no more food. 41: Who has touched meat, will be resurrected only after

50 days, the others after 15. Meat diet takes the acceptation of food in

general, for instance in the comp, “bipi^wa, ^ripi^wa, receiving two,

three meals, fra.pi^wa, well-fed, MP. hamesag.pihan, continuously fed”

all said of fire, opposite of ahvarta hvarnah, the hvarnah that burns

“needing no food.”

In Y.49,5 (borrowed in F/<^.9,53) we find iza azuti instead of xsvida

azuti: “izaca azutica will be his who unites his faith with Vahumano

—

all of them in Thy kingdom, o AhuraMazdah!” In st.ii follows the

opposite: “but whose faith is evil, will be received ... (in hell) with

evil food, akais hvar^ais.”“ Being interchangeable with

must be a synonym, and at the same time a heavenly food, as antonym

to hellish food.

Y.49,10:

tatca mazda ^wahmiya dam nipahe

mano vahu runasca rtavnam

namasca ya armatis izaca

manza.xsa^ra vazdaha ,av3mira‘

“This, o Mazdah, keep safely in Thy house, the Good-Will, the souls of

the blessed, and (their) prosternations—obedience. . .
.”

nipahe: in Y.28,11 the god ni.pa-, “takes charge of” what man

“deposits, ni.da-.” Upon the acc. objects of b-c three nom.dual

follow without further verb, connected by the rel. ya: the enu-

meration goes on, but is no longer grammatically governed by

nipahe.^' armatis follows upon namasca as in RV. aramatih

upon namas. izaca stands between it and manza.xsa^ra which is

“banquet” (see under ‘Hospitiurii’). The following vazdaha

,av3mira‘, soon to be discussed, belongs to the same sphere, iza,

here in st.io as well as in 5, means a heavenly food.^^ The dual

may mean “the two iza,” viz. iza azuti, which is a variant of

Xsvida azuti, itself analogous to apa-urvare and harvatat-amrta-

Also in y.31.20 and 5^,6 used for “helliNh food."

“ya (those things) which (are),” if referring to the foregoing - “also”; if to the following

= “like.”

Wb. iza “Streben, endeasor, zeal, to Vaz-; in y.49,10 “Glaubenseifer.” Wb. does not

separate the words.
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tat. In Y.34,11 this last pair is called “hvar^ai, the two foods.”

iza designates a concrete, nothing abstract, it must be a sap or

draught.^^

vazdaha ,av9mlra‘: Bartholomae linked the hapax vazdah

to vazdvar, ¥.31,21 (see above), and translated “bestandig, sta-

ble” and “stability.” Against this, Andreas-Wackernagel, nggw

1911, 32, called Geldner’s connecting of vazdah with Ved.

vedhas “evident”: “i?F.x,86,io vedha rtasya : Aw. rtavazdah,

’ApraovdcrST]?, viell. zu Vvad- ‘fiihren,’ also vazdvar in Y.

31, 21 ‘Fiihrerschaft.’ ” Hertel, iiqf vii, i5of., modified this to

“Fiihrungsfahigkeit,” something like “ability to command one’s

body, coordination.” The n.pr. krsavazdah, which means

neither (Bartholomae) “magere, d.i. geringe Ausdauer besitz-

end,” nor “meager leadership,” does not fit; therefore it is

probably not Vvad- “fiihren.” From the Aw. passages one can

only infer: (i) as tanuvo vazdvar, bodily v., it stands in parallel

with drvatatam “integrity of the body,” ¥^.14,29; (2) it is a

“gift of the waters” Y.68,ii; (3) an “award” the believers ob-

tain in paradise, Fii.9,44. Benveniste objected to “vazdvah, be-

standig” : “alors que seul est etabli un neutre vazdah ‘sant^’
”

but his reasons are unknown to me.

A misinterpreted passage in ¥^.8,43 (text under ‘Tistriya’)

is conclusive: “Satavesa washes off all illnesses, all vazdris

uxsyati,^® i.e. makes grow all medicinal herbs, heals all crea-

tures.”

“Vazdah” must be a healing potion, nectar, and ,av9mirT can be

nothing but “ambrosia,”'® OI. amrta, the food of immortality. In Art.

^^This Gath, iza ib atlcbtcd only as nom.clual; the script of the archct\]>e could not indicate

the quantity of init. i. Cf. llias v,340-2: “the divine blood of the goddess, ichor, such as flows

in the blessed gods.

For they cat not grain, they drink not sparkling wine;

That is why the> are bloodless and are exempt from death.”

G.M. Bolling, in Language 21,2, 1945, 49 ^-* regards the last two verses as an Orphic notion,

close to Epimenides, introduced into the llias in the 6th-5th centuries. He connects the sap

of gods instead of blood of humans, with Skr. ihate, Horn, i'x^ava.ca “)earns,” Aw. azi “Begierde,

Gier,” and Aesch. tx®P “vehement desire.”

Ki^ vazdris, Jio vazdars; Bartholomae failed to recognize vazdris by misinterpreting
uxs>ati.

In B.B.\nii,226, Bartholomae, reading avam Ira, advanced the emendation “anomI\a, free

of illness, cf. Aw. amavava and Ol. amiva “suffering, ailment.” The word begins
with a priv. and has four syllables: v and n are interchangeable; mir can be V mr-, mr>a.
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VirJ<Idm.x, the souls of the deceased say to Artaviraz as welcome in

paradise:
“
’nvs ‘sxHn, drink immortality, that you may see here ramisn,

peace eternally.” vazdaha-avamira are nectar and ambrosia, the food

at the manza. ^sa^ra, the banquet of the souls in the house of Ahura-

Mazdah. The dvandva is closely related to harvatat-amrtatat.

One may apply to it all the investigations made on Gr. nectar and

ambrosia. These, too, are very old words, meaning “not-being-dead” and

“not-dying,” but, in course of time, interpreted as different foods and

drinks. There was certainly a connection between the Greek and the

Iranian notion, as old as the motif of the Yama myth, with its taboo

on meat.

A peculiar heavenly food appears also in the Mithra Yasht. In 10,135,

see under ‘Mithra,’ the four white horses of the god are called immortal

and manyushvar^a. This is Ar. *maniu.suartha, and means neither

(Darmesteter, Nyberg) “den Luftraum zur Nahrung habend”—that

would be “consuming parasangs, Kilometerfresser” or “living on air,”

nor (Wb.) “Nahrung des Geistes bildend”—that would be the device

on the old Berlin Library “nutrimentum spiritus,” but “feeding heavenly

food,” in y.56,2 “being heavenly food.” It is the reason why the horses

are immortal, anosa. The notion is pre-Iranian, and as early as in the

Aryan period manyu, manyava must have been a synonym of deva,

heavenly. From the beginning it implies the opposition of the MP.

transcendent menok to the earthly getik.

In Y.32, hu|yati replaces harvatat in the dvandva. St.5: “Thereby

you have cheated man out of hujyati and amrtat, good-living and im-

mortality.” hujyati, etym. close to Gr. hygieia, means, like euySioro?,

Lat. vita < Vivita, life on earth, without the faintest eschatological

afterthought (Wb.: “insbesondere im Jenseit”) : the beggar wishes it his

benefactor. It is opposed to life in the hereafter, amrtatat, as OP. syata in

this world to rtavan. In it summarizes the preceding words “fat

cattle, fat pasture, fat dogs, fat women, fat children, fat (= well-nour-

ished) fires.” The strange sequence is first outdoor, then indoor. To

be fat is the visible sign of a successful life. There can be nothing more

The Pahl. transi,—useless for the rest—frot.murt bavet, had evidently a compound with mir

which it regarded as mrya > mIr. Perhaps an -f- a.mr>a-?
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earthly than hujyati. Epicharmos says: avSpl h'vyialveLV aptcrrSv ecrri,

and Simonides: “First good thing for man is health.”

In the Yama-myth, the hero surpasses the gods “in riches and

prosperity, breeds of cattle and herds, satiation and ‘proclamation,

the two foods never decreasing, cattle and men not-dying, waters and

plants never dry. Altogether this is '^vispa.hujyatiL Vispam.hujyatim

in Y/.5,i30, is a compound, wrongly inflected, one syllable too long, and

can be restored from Beh. §35, OP. vispauzatis, El. wi.s.p.o.ca.ti.s,^' i.e.

vispa.huzyati, contracted and tetrasyllable. The place, which I believed

(in AMI vii,3i) to be Hecatompylos-Damghan, is called so because it

offers everything for good living; it lay in Par^ava towards Vrkana.

The OP. name would give NP. T>/gusfozaS, or—as spantadata > isfan-

diyar
—

‘busfozar. Today, I regard it as Sabzawar. This is not—as Aspa-

cora > Asfuz^ in Arachosia—an OP. ‘aspacara, but vispozar, with

dropping of init. vi- and assimilation to sabzah “vegetables.”

The same explanation holds good for the n.pr. Hyspaosines, son of

Sagdodonacus, founder of Spasinou Charax, i.e. Muhammira on the

Shatt al-‘Arab, Pliny from Juba, who is also the source of

Pseudo-Lucian, Macrobii 16: “Hyspasines, king of Charax and the

regions on the Red Sea (= Persian Gulf), died of sickness at the age

of 85.” A clay tablet from Babylon, Landsberger in Z. Ass. n.f. vii,i9335

298, records a decree of the administrator and the collegium of Esagila,

determining salaries for astronomers, dated 24.111.185, reign of Hyspao-

sines. 185 Sel. is 128/7 B-cd* Hence, the king is exactly contemporary

with the founder of the Saka dynasty of Kirkuk, just after 129 b.c. The

name of the father sounds Babylonian: H. Winckler saw in it a Baby-

lonian divine name plus -nadin.ahhe, and ASaSvaSivdxf]^ of Tello-

Lagash has been identified with him. In spite of it, Hyspaosines might

be a Saka: another Iranian name of this dynasty is Tiraios, Aram. Tire,

short form of 'tigrahana, Tigranes “archer,’”" to whom the Sahr.Er.

ascribe the foundation of Nahr Tirak in Khuzistan. An older Hyspao-

sines, a Bactrian, son of Mithroaxos < *mi0raha;}(s, appears in 180 b.c.

in an inscription from Delos.

With Parthian(') metathesis of the palatal: s and z for s and z; a good example for

OP. z, not ). OP. s>ati, pronunciation sad, against *z>ati, pron. zati.

There was a coin of Hyspaosines in the Berlin Cabinet with the date imp =125/4 B.c.

See Andreas, nggw. 1931. 111,317.
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The Palmyrenian inscriptions spell the placename
’

spsn ’. Andreas

(Lommel, in 711,4,302) explained Hyspaosines as ‘visponcono; Mark-

wart, Sudarmenien 408,n.2 as Aw. uspansnu. It contains vispa, hu, and,

instead of zyata, the part.pres. zivan or ziyan, contracted zin, formation

like vispa.tarvan, hence: *vispa.hu.zm, vispauzin, meaning
*

7rav-ev^io<;

or almost Polybios. In Spasinou Charax and ’spsn’, the init. vi- is

dropped as in Sabzaw^.

Among the five cities founded according to the Sahr.Er. §§19-20 by

Xusrau I, there is, beside Andev.Xusrau, the new town of Ctesiphon,

and beside Gehan.farraxv.kirt.Xusrau (cf. amt.ix,i49) the name

vsprxxvsLVB, visp.sat.;^usrau, not an entirely satisfying reading: it

should be, with insignificant change, vispozat-xusrau. These names

belong to the ostentatious official names, as used by Assyrians, Sasanians

and Arabs, in OP. so far only documented by the name of the gate of

Persepolis dvarffis visa.dahyus (= through which people of all prov-

inces pass), and of the palace of Artaxerxes II at Susa, fivd’iy prdy-

dam, formed with MP. pardeS, paradise, and pva-, to \^jya in hu.-

jyati. Modern names like bay i Firdaus, Hast bihist, eight paradises,

express a similar thought. vispe.arya.rzura, “pan-Aryan forest,” name

of a race-course, represents this class in the Awesta.

The name of Ctesias’ river that carries manna is in the Photius text:

ivSiarrl "TTrapxo?, in the new Psellius text l,Trd^8apo<;, in Pliny, nh .

37, 39. Hypobarus, in Nonnus Hysporus. Ctesias’ translation is <j)ipwv

Trdvra rd dyadd, i.e. vispa.hu.bara; Ctesias himself wrote ‘‘TcrTrw^dpa?.

Another gloss of his is oi^apa<;= dya6dyyeko^, hence *vahyabara,

stem-word of Tahyabari > MP. vavar. The river is called so, because it

carries the manna, a tree raisin, crnrTa- or ^nrraxopa, yXvKv,

which drops into it as tears, SdKpva. All the names are correct, only

they are not tvSia-ri: Ctesias spoke Persian well, but not Indian, and

his Indika are Persian tales about India, that means the Indian prov-

inces of the Persian empire.

Den\. vii
,4,66 : Zoroaster and Vistaspa meet in ’sp’AVnVnl e vis-

tasp. Xusrau I, in his testament, Pahl.Texts 1,55, orders his exposure

at the same place. This is not, as Salemann believed, Isfahan (Mel.As.

1886, ix,247), but “the city of Kisra, in which the iwan is built and

where are the tombs of Salman i Farsi and of Hudhaifa,” Ya'qubi,
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tanhih 30. Together with Ctesiphon proper it formed the old town of

al-Madain.“ The fact that Yaqut quotes the authority of a mobaS

Yazdegird i MahbundaS, and the many varieties of the name, show

that it was no longer a living name at the Muhammedan epoch, but

taken from Pahl. books, “aspan, horses” does not belong to the elements

entering in the formation of such “display-names,” and since the Pahl.

characters can equally well be read ’sp.hv.vr, it is evidently vispa.hu.bara,

the same as Ctesias’ Hyspobaras, “bringing all that is good.” Again, the

init. vi- is dropped and replaced by a prothetic vowel before sp-.

Andreas, in Lentz, l.c. 302, speaks about the “gelegentliche Abfall

des vi-,” but gives only the doubtful examples Hgarf < Visgarf and

Xun < vohuni,"^ to which one can add vi.fsanaya > afsandan. But

though the fall of vi- cannot be proved as a normal change of sound,

it is yet possible in “allegro forms” of long, artificial names of places

and persons, which are abbreviations, not changes of sound.

al-Khatib al Baghdadi, Baladhuri and the mobadh Yazdegird (279-89 h) in Yaqut spell

'sfnbr; Idamza ’s£’br; Yaqut, Mari Sulaiman, and looi Nights ’sfnyr.

Ar. ‘uahuan and yahun, TPars. gokhan.
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“Und dein nicht zu achten, wie ich!”

—Prometheus.

Nothing has been a greater obstruction to understanding the Awesta

than the wrong, preconceived notion of the word deva.

From the correspondence of Ved. deva, Lat. deus etc. and of Ved.

dyoh. Aw. dyos, Gr. Zeus etc., one has long since concluded that the

concept of the “heavenly ones” in opposition to the “earthly” homines,

and “mortal” mortales is Indo-European in general. Long since, too,

the analogies have been pointed out that exist between what Caesar

says about the Germanic gods {Bell.Gall.w,2i) sol, vulcanus, luna;

Herodotus about the Iranian ovpavoq, creXiijvT], yij, irvp, v8<op,

ave/toi; and what more recent authorities say about the Borussian sol,

luna, stellae, tonitura and terra. To these must be added, not less old,

the dawn, the lightning and others. Those are the “heavenly ones, deva,

dii” grouped around the “father Heaven” and the “mother Earth.”

Herodotus sees with Greek eyes. Where he relates history, he depends

more than we knew until recently on older logographs, first and fore-

most Hecataeus, and he gathered his knowledge of the Iranian religion

in border provinces and from hearsay. His remarks about the temples

and altars, Zeus in heaven, Uranie-Mylitta, the feminine Mithra—none

of it correct—^prove that it was beyond his power to distinguish between

the Zoroastrism as revealed in the gathas and the popular religion of

his epoch. He wrote about 440 b.c.; about 400 b.c. the period of gathic

Zoroastrism had already passed. The religion was in transformation. So

far as such developments are conscious at all, they are not displayed, in

most cases what grows is unknown to the contemporaries, and what

has become is only perceivable to the later observer.

In Y/.io,i45—under ‘Mithra’—a hymn begins with the invocation of

mi^ra-ahura, in dvandva form, and of stars, moon and sun; in the Veda,

the invocation of mitra-varuna is frequent; and in the political treaties

of the Mitanni Aryans, likewise, the gods of the oaths are invoked in

form of two dvandvas, the first being mitra-varuna. The reason the

names appear as dvandva is obviously that they were frequently invoked

together, and we may infer that the introductory formula of yr.10,145

was a fixed type already used at the Aryan period. Herodotus may
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have had knowledge of such a formula, and may have derived his

enumeration of Iranian gods from it, but hardly without combining

therewith the notion of the early Ionic philosophers, as e.g. 6 fjL^p ’EttI-

Xa,p(jLO<s Tov? Oeovs elvai Xiyei dvifiov? vScop yrjv 'qXiov TTvp dcrrepa'i.

One must not call this “primitive worship of the elements”: in the

middle of the fifth century b.c. nothing can any longer be “primitive”

in Iran; that is a function of the state of civilization, and only “deca-

dence” is possible/ One sees merely that the worship of the primeval

deva went on.

Bartholomae, Wb.66y: “daeva, im Gath. Bezeichnung der vor Zara-

thustra in Iran geltenden Religion,” entirely right, and implying that,

before accepting the doctrine of Zoroaster, the Iranians were depa-

yasna exactly as the Indo-Aryans. Wrong is: “Im Gath, gehdrt der

Begriff daeva in die gleiche Gruppe wie usig, kavi, karpan.” To usig

and karpan he remarks, Wb.^06 and 454, with identical words: “Be-

zeichnung gewisser, der zarathustrischen Religion feindlicher Lehrer

und Priester.” They were not called so because they were hostile, but

had these names long before Zoroaster came. IT^.813 he describes

tkaesa and usig as “zu den Schlag- und Kampfwdrtern der zarathus-

trischen Zeit gehorig.” There he goes definitely astray, and to go farther

on this way, and to translate, in the gatha, deva by “demon, idol = Gdtze,

devil = Teufel” is utterly absurd, cf. Hertel’s justified remarks in the

introduction to his translation of Y.32 in Beitr.2^1. It was equally

absurd, even when still believing in the post-Zoroastrian date of the

yashts, the so-called “Younger Awesta,” to give the word the exclusive

signification “gotze, idol”; for the possibility always existed that the

yashts contained old pieces in which deva can only mean “god.” The

deteriorated, untranslatable signification which one can only render

by MP. dev, is limited to the cases collected in Wb. (669, under ii,b) as

“namentlich bezeichnet.” With exception of the equally late passages

in Y/.8 and 18, they all come from the Videvdad, a product of the

Arsacid period, and even there the deva Indra, Naha^ya and Sarva of

F/i7. 19,43 last two also in 10,9) are to be excluded. Deva signifies

nothing but “heavenly ones, gods.” The passages where this sense is

really lost are worthless and could be entirely deleted.

^ Ubed in its vulgar sense, “primiti%e” in comparison with our own time, would be irrelevant

and mispleading.
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The oldest Aryan gods attested by documents are the gods of the

oaths of the Mitanni people, the two dvandva Mitra-Varuna and Indra-

Nasatya, well known from the Indian pantheon, while the Iranians

have lost the second pair—see under ‘Mithra.’ In the “list of gods,” in.

Rawl. 69, K.4343 n.5, furthermore “^Assara '^Mazas appears, i.e. Ar.

*asura maSdhasp the same list contains also Mi.it.ra. The Assyrian

scholars of the Assurbanipal library do not quote their sources, but the

pre-Iranian form proves that similar invocations of gods in Mitanni

treaties were the source. The worshippers of the god with the pre-

Median name cannot have been Medes or magi, as Nyberg assumes:

already in 1913, H. Winckler wrote in mvag 18,4, 76: “Die Gottheiten

der Meder konnten nicht in einer solchen Liste Aufnahme gefunden

haben.”

Nyberg, 339: “Das Videvdad hat die deva Indra und Naha^ya,

mitanni Indra Nasatyas” ;
the magi had “ursprvinglich dasselbe altarische

Pantheon wie die Arier von Mitanni,” and 364: “die Religion der

Meder war mit der der Mitanni wesentlich identisch.” Identity does

not suffer restrictions, and the Videvdad does not “have” the deva, it

mentions them only. The context is in 10,9: “Recite three times Y.

27,14, 33,11, 35,5, 53,9 and thereto I assault the deva Indra . . . the

Sarva . . . ,
the (sg.) Naha^ya!” §10,10 adds Tauri and Zarik (un-

known). Then, “recite four times Y.27,13, 34,15, 545^ thereto I

assault esma . . . ,
akatas . . . ,

the Varunian deva, and vatiya!” This

stuff merely shows that its authors had not the faintest idea of what the

gatha 53,9 and other passages say.

19,43: “Ahriman does not know which way to talk, not know

which way to think: Zoroaster is born, what can one do about it?”,

words said in an assembly of the devs on the “wooded peak, arzurahya

pati kamrSam.”" Are present: Indra, Sarva, the (sg.) Naha^ya, Tarvi,

Zarik, Esma, Akatas, the Winter, Marsavan, Buti, Driwi, Kasvis,

Patisa. Marsavan is the winter month Aram, markheshwan and Aw.

mahrkusa of frgm.Westrg. 8 (see under ‘Videvdad’). The last names

are diseases known from Yt.%g2 and Vid.2. The assembly resolves to

-Erroneous opinions about the rendering of this Ar\an name in Assyrian were advanced b>

Hcrtel, iiQF.vi, and similar ones in 1932 by Olmstead in Orient.Stud.Pavry, AkuniMazddh in

Assyrian.

“ kamrSam is exactly Germ. "Koppc,” as the summit of the “Riesengebirge ’ is called.
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meet again and meanwhile has a recess in hell. They do not even dance,

hke the witches on the Hexentanzplatz in the Harz. One can learn

nothing about Iranian religion from this witches’ sabbath.

Sarva and Naha^ya appear—as do the names hindus and harahvatis

—under Iranian not Indian form. But in the Veda, nasatya and dasra,

“undeceivable” and “miracle-working,” is a dual epithet of the two

Asvin, sons of Vivasvant (= Ir. Yama), and the nasatya of the Mitanni

Aryans are of course a pair; as names of each one of the twins the

words are used only considerably later. The form of the Videvdad, on

the contrary, is no dual, hence cannot come down from high antiquity,

and only from India, not from Mitanni. The acquaintance with the

Indian deva can at the most go back to the Achaemenian period, when

three Indian satrapies belonged to the empire. Soldiers’ songs, like that

of the deva-worshipping Vyamburadiva people—see under ‘Krsvar’

—

may have been the intermediary. The Mitanni episode came to an end

three hundred years before the first Mede appeared on Median soil.

What there was of somatic descendants of those Aryan “marianni”

had long since disappeared in the polyphylic mass of the Mesopotamian

population. They were lost as their language, and their religion—the

Aryan religion of the I5th-i4th centuries—could not be resurgent in

Media.

The foundation of the religion of all Aryan tribes, at the time of their

immigration in Iran, is one and the same, and developments lasting

500 years separated it from the point at which the Indo-Aryans and the

Mitanni-people had branched off. That is the situation as to descent.

It is a normal historical process for one or another god of a poly-

theistic pantheon to obtain greater importance in certain regions. Dur-

ing migrations, foreign gods, too, may be admitted. But Herodotus’

description fits entirely the Median religion which is not at all un-

known.

The different songs to Mithra—^see under ‘Mithra’—collected in the

Mihr Yasht, belong to the Median epoch, have the Median empire as

their horizon, and show Mithra as one of the great Median gods. The

bagastana mountain, with the monument of Darius, was a Median

sanctuary of the baga Mithra, a mithraeum. There, holy white horses

from the near Nisaya stood saddled for the god to ride. In this case
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we can trace the sanctuary back to older periods. Ctesias attributes the

monument to Semiramis. The first Muslims called the mountain

“Tooth of Sumaira,” after a lady in Muhammad’s surroundings with

a prominent tooth. The joke was suggested by the original name of

the rock and its shape. Both are described in Sargon’s “eighth cam-

paign”: “Simirria, uban sade, a ‘finger-tip mountain,’ sojourn of belit

ile, the Lady of the Gods, the top of which supports the heaven, the

root of which reaches the center of the netherworld.” The goddess is

the Cossaean “belit sade elluti, asibat reseti, lady of the snowy moun-

tains, dwelling on the summits,” Sumalia or Simalia.

The worship of AhuraMazdah, in itself a matter of course, is proved

by the pre-Zoroastrian Median dvandva mi^ra-ahura and by names

like Masdaka of Andirpatianu = mod. DarwaS, of Aradpati, of Awakki

= mod. Awah, all true Medes, mentioned in Sargon’s list of Median

chiefs in prism A and the account of the eighth campaign. Masdaka is

the short form of a compound name with Mazdah, like Mazdayasna,

name of the father of a man in the memorial document of Y/.13. There

was, before Zoroaster, in Iran, as these Median names prove, in Media

as well as in Parsa (see below), a cult of Varuna, in which—a frequent

phenomenon in religion and legend—the appellative designation

AhuraMazdah, “the omniscient judge,” had replaced the proper name

Varuna-Uranos. The Ass. transcript ‘’Assara “Mazas shows that the

appellative itself goes farther back to the Aryan epoch.

The Awesta can scarcely have preserved much of the cult of this pre-

Zoroastrian AhuraMazdah, but some fragments exist. Y/.13:

viSaraya-

2: avam asmanam yo usca

ro;j^snam fradrsro imam
zam

aca parica bavava

manayan ahe ya^a vis

yo histati manyustato

handra;;^to dure.karano

ayaho krpa hvenahya

rocahino avi 0risva

[the fravarti support]

the heaven there which on high,

radiant, visible far away,

covers the earth here on all sides,

as if it were a palace

which rises built-into-the-air,

solid, with far-away-confines,

looking like hveno brass,

shining forth over the thirds
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3: yim mazda vaste van-

hanam

star.pesaham manyutas-

tam

yahmai noit cahmai ne-

manam
karana pari.venoi^e

DEVA

which Mazdah put on as his rai-

ment,

adorned with stars, timbered in

heaven,

of the halves of which beginning

and end are never seen!

“Wearing the heaven as raiment” means being the heaven; Mazdah is

Varuna, a notion which Zoroaster sanctioned in saying, Y.30,5: “the

most-holy manyu (mazdah) who is clothed in the most-solid heavens”

(see under ‘YamY). Another trace of Varuna-Mazdah is the description

of Atars, the Fire, as “pu^ra ahurahya mazda, son of A.M.” in the

myth of his fight for the hvarnah in the ocean, Yt.it), and similarly in

Y.59 and 62, see under ‘ApamNapat.’

An equally old song is preserved in Y.Haft.^S, the original metric

form of which still shines through at various places:

St.i: “imam at zam ganabis ha^ra yazamade ya na barati yasca

toi gana ahura mazda rtat haca, [we bring offerings to] this

earth here together with the women [that] bears us [and who
are] Thy Wives, AhuraMazdah [as Rtam] !”

“ya na barati” means the IE. earth as bar^ri, mother and support. The

“as Rtam” added to AhuraMazdah is meaningless, the usual Zoroas-

trian adaptation of the older prayer.

St.3: “apo . .
.
yazamade mekantisca hambavantisca fravazaho

ahuranis ahurahya huvapaho hupr^wasca hvayza^asca hus-

na^rasca ubobyo ahubya cagma, the waters . . . the mingling,

uniting, forth-flowing ones, the ahura-wives of the ahura, the

fair-faced ones, good for fording, good for swimming, good

for bathing, a gift for both worlds!”

St.5: “apasca va azxsca va matrasca va agriya drigu.dayaho

vispa.pitis Wocama!, the waters as the pregnant, the mother

cows, the not-to-be-killed ones, the providers-of-the-poor, they

who water all (creatures), we invoke!”

It is no mere chance that the style of these verses is that of the Veda.

The notion of earth and waters as the wives of heaven, and fire as their
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son, is infinitely more archaic than Zoroaster’s AhuraMazdah, who, as

a manyu, has neither wives nor sons: lam yalad wa-lam yulid! The

Y.Haft. has preserved, in these verses, a prayer to the pre-Zoroastrian

Ahura-Varuna.

The two great Median fires, at Cecist in ASarbaijan and at Agbatana,

belonged to Vrthragna. They are the origin of the later concept and

name of the royal vahram-fires, see under ‘Chronology.’ The fire of

Shez was called aSar gusnasp, “of the stallion,” that of Agbatana aSar

kavatakan, “of the colt,” stallion and colt being—like the nar revant,

man of 30, and the youth of 15 years—incarnations of Vrthragna,

known from his yasht. He is the third of the great Median gods.

Berossus (in Agathias) calls him the Iranian Heracles, and his

special worship in Media and Armenia—countries united at an early

epoch—as Vahagn visapaqaj, Herakles drakontopniktes, of Agathan-

gelos, may have a peculiar reason; the same dragon killer is represented

in western Asia Minor by ‘HpaKXe/nj?, in Etruria by Fercle, Osk. and

Lat. Hercle (voc, of "'Hpa/cXo?). As AhuraMazdah replaces the n.pr.

Varuna, so the epithet vr^ragna replaces the n.pr. Indra. No satisfying

etymology has been advanced for either the Greek name or the Aryan

epithet—to which also the adj. varaynahya (gen. of varagan) belongs

—and both may reflect, assimilated to Greek and to Aryan, the same

name of an Anatolic god.*

An inscription, discovered in 1822 by R. Ker Porter and better copied

by H. Rawlinson (jrgs x,ioo), in the caves of Karafto in the Zagros,

finally surveyed by Sir Aurel Stein in Old Routes of Western Asia,

1940, figs. 98-99, p.337f., says, according to M. N. Todd’s interpretation;

'Hpa/cXfi? ivrdde KaroiKel firjffev elcriXdoi kukov.

“Heracles abides here, nothing evil may enter
!”°

The editors put the inscription, for its paleography, “about 300 b.c.,”

perhaps slightly too old in comparison with the Greek dedicatory

inscriptions from Persepolis. These, too, display already the syncretistic

Since the> correspond m the first two syllables, I £eel that ^paKXos, ijpaKXef^s and vara.gna-

must belong together; vrthra.gna would be a secondary s\nonyni of the supposed meaning

of vara.gna-. C£. OI. gandarvah and Gr. kentauros, not descending from an IE. prototype but

both reflecting the same non-IE. name, see under ‘Sculpture,’

This formula was first recognized in Rawlinson’s cop\ by A. Wilhelm: in Arch.f.Religions-

^viss. XVII, b O. Weinreich discussed the religious-historical meaning.
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designation of the Iranian gods by Greek names: Zeus Megistos for

AhuraMazdah, Apollon and Helios for Mithra, Artemis and Queen

Athena for Anahita “banok nam, whose name is lady.” On Iranian

soil, the Heracles inscription of Karaftb purports a hellenized sanctuary

of Vrthragna.

One attribute of Mithra, and yet more of Vrthragna, is hvarnah,

Tyche. It is an error to say that it “appears im ganzen wesdichen Iran

in der besonderen Form farnah” (Nyberg,342). Word and notion

“hvarnah” belong equally to all Iranian dialects, and farnah is not the

peculiar western form, see under ‘Hvarnah.’ In the worship of Vrth-

ragna and his attribute the Medes differ no more from other Iranians

than in any other cultic things.

Herodotus reports that no sacrifice or prayer could take place with-

out the presence of magi. If the magi—as Nyberg says—had had a reli-

gion differing from that of the Medes, they would have celebrated,

every day, a cult that was not their own. “Der Zurvanismus war die

Religion der Magier vor Ankunft des Zoroastrismus,” which “ohne

Schatten eines Beweises” he fancies to have happened “spatestens in

Zusammenhang mit der Reichsgriindung der Achaemeniden.” While

the Median religion through all this time was “wesentlich mitannisch”

(396), “ist von da an die Religion der Magier wesentlich zoroastrisch,

Die Magier waren in tieferem Sinne keine Zoroastrier.” Then, not their

depth, but their surface would be their “essence.” Whatever the spiritual

movements were that passed behind the form of religion approved by

the state, and whatever the theories were that the magi projected into

it in the course of centuries—the class in whose hands always lay the

administration of the empire must have professed under Median rule

the Median, under Achaemenian rule the Achaemenian religion, and

so on.

Old Iranian, perhaps pre-Iranian and certainly pre-Zoroastrian, no-

tions can be discerned in some of the mythic fragments dispersed

through various yashts. In yr.5,26 (in first pers.) and 19,32 (second

pers.)—text under ‘Yama xseta’—Yama prays “that I may surpass the

gods in riches and welfare!” Another meaning but “gods” is impossible

in this old myth. Equally in the next case.
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In the complex formula of the Hosyanha myth, as we have it, “mazan-

ian deva and varun-ian drugvant,” deva gets a pejorative connotation by

being coupled with the Zoroastrian term drugvant; it did not have it

before. By adding drugvant, the original formula was adapted to Maz-

daism, only after Zoroaster’s time when Hosyanha was put at the head

of the Iranian epopee. Yr.5,22 is the original, all other occurrences

are quotations of it, see under ‘Videvdad: Varuna.’

Alone, not as pair, varunya deva and mazanya deva appear only at

very inferior places, and merely the words “Grant me that I may slay

two thirds of the mazanian and varunian gods . .
.” can be considered

as genuine. One can ponder much about this formula, for the Hosyanha

myth is unknown, perhaps a hyperbolic expression for “two thirds of

the Mazanians and Varunians (who worship foreign) gods,” or a

promethean motif of hybris, or, better; in this non-Iranian myth, which

originally belonged to Saka or Scolotian Scyths, a god fought hostile

gods. In later allusions to the legend, the varunya deva are described as

giants, see under ‘Videvdad.’ And Hellanicus says, in a scholion to

Hesiod’s Theogonia, v.139: “there are three kinds of cyclopes, first the

builders of the walls of Mycenae, second the Homeric savages, and

third the gods themselves, axnol oi Oeoi” In Theog. 502 the Cyclopes are

called OvpavtSai. From the same source the words of Aristeides Rhetor®

seem to come: Three kinds of Cyclopes: (i) those in the Odyssey, (2)

the = wall-builders
; (3) tovv Kakovfx,ivov<; ovpaviov^.

The varunya deva imagined as giants and the deal ovpdvioL or ovpav'Sai

as Cyclopes are the same notion: not more than a vague reminiscence

of them remained in Greece and in Iran. Somehow they were connected

in pre-Aryan antiquity.

In YA19, th^ prayer—the shape in which all epic fragments appear in

the yasht—^has the formula

yat xsayata pati bumim hafta^iyam devanam martiyanamca

applied in st.26 to the paraSato Hosyanho, in 28 to ta^mo Rupis, in 31,
to Yamo x^cto, hence to the three first men and kings, who originally

belonged to separate cycles, but are at that place already brought into

the system which the Shahnamah still retains. The prayer is: “that I

® Aristides, ed. Dindorf 111,408.
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may rule on this (septempartite) earth, over heavenly ones and mortals,

6eu>v re jSporatv re or dvSpcjv re detav re.”

In Y;.5 the form is

upamam ^sa^ram vispanam the sovereign rule over all

dahyunam

devanam martiyanamca provinces, over heavenly

ones, and mortals.

applied in 21 to Hdsyanha, in 25 to Yama, and moreover to the younger

figures kavi Usan and kavi Husravah, hence to two representatives of

the Median kavi dynasty, which is joined in that system, conform to

history, by the cycle of Vistaspa, protector of Zoroaster.

Y/.5 mentions several figures of this cycle. The prayer of Vikaspa,

the notarya himself, has become: “victory over the devayasna, deva-wor-

shipping Prtana and Arjataspa”; that of the very hero of this cycle, his

brother Zarivaris-Zarer is: “victory over the deva-worshippers Huma-

yaka and Arjataspa”; and the man, client, of the notarya, Visatarus, a

Persian, prays for “victory over the devayasna” in general. Of these fig-

ures, Zarivaris and Visatarus, who appear in the memorial document,

are historical, the others mythical.

It does not matter, for our conclusions, whether the variants of the

formula are due to retouching done in Median or in Achaemenian times,

hafta^ya implies the notion of the seven krsvar, with Iran as center,

which is attested in the gathas, in still older parts of Y/.io, hence in the

sixth century b.c. and may be still older, upamam xsa^ram vispanam

dahyunam—see under ‘Mithra’ and ‘Social Structure’—is a term im-

possible before the Median period: it has been transferred from the

kavi who bore this title to the kings of the older phase of the epics.

But devanam martiyanamca is a pre-Iranian, and beyond it, a pre-

Aryan formula.

The appearance of Zoroaster was epoch-making also for the epic:

before him, the great Iranian heroes pray for ruling over deva and mor-

tals, and the word deva has not the slightest bad taste or odor. They

do not want to catch Divs in bottles, like the fisherman in root Nights,

but the gods shall serve them. The idea is old-mythical, pre-Zoroastrian.

But after Zoroaster, the adversaries of the heroes are “deva-worshippers,”

what the heroes themselves are no longer, and that is something odious

and to be wiped out. The picture has completely changed.
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The epics reflect lucidly that it was Zoroaster who gave to the word

deva a changed moral value; what had been good is henceforth bad.

Therewith the descent of the word deva begins in Iranian. A similar

transvaluation came to pass in Greece at the same time, Xenophanes:

Ttavra deoL<s dvedrjKav “"O/iTjpo? 9’ 'HcrtoSd? re

ocrcra Trap dvOpcaTTOiaiv ovetSea Kal ipoyo^ icTTiv.

or;

d»9 7rXcio-T(a) i(^9iy^avTO deaiv dOepiana epya.

Nyberg, 193: “In dem Augenblick, da die [pre-Zoroastrian] Ahura-

Religion bei den Iraniern die herrschende wurde, war der Ubergang

der daeva-Gottheiten zu daemonischen Wesen gegeben,” but on p.374 -

“verschwinden die daeva-Gdtter des altmedischen Pantheon ... in der

grossen Zahl der Daemonen” as a consequence of the infiltration of

post-Zoroastrian Zoroastrism from Raga into Media, w'hich took place

about the time of the foundation of the Achaemenid empire. The same

event happened at two different times.

Zoroaster did not “invent” AhuraMazdah, the god e.xisted, but a

special “Ahura-Religion” is disproved by the sole dvandva mi^ra-ahura.

The “transition” was not impersonally “given,” but Zoroaster gave the

impulse which led to the complete degeneration of the word deva in

Iranian. This is an inner-Iranian development, neither connected with

the pre-Iranian distinction between deva and ahura, heavenly ones and

lords, nor with the developments in India, where the deva remained

and the pre-Indian asura came into disrepute. Indra, Varuna and the

Aditya are asura in India, and their decline begins with the time of the

tenth book of the Rgveda and the Atharvaveda, and ends in making

them enemies of the deva. It was an error, emanating from Martin

Haug and almost generally accepted, to consider this coincidental and

not simultaneous contrariness of movements as something causally con-

nected, and as an “Indo-Iranian schism.”

Zoroaster offers to the w'hole world including the gods—not the

devils—the “choice” of accepting his monotheism. It is he himself who

decides which deva choose right, by admitting some of them into the

many-sided figure of his AhuraMazdah. This only god is a multiplicity,

a precursor of the Christian Trinity. From the time of the Yasna

Haftahati onwards, these partial figures are called “amrta spanta.
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immortal-holy ones,” and since spanta, to V su-, is a power producing

welfare, probably in the sense of powers, Suva/itets. They are often

mentioned beside AhuraMazdah, where human qualities are attributed

to him: he hears, talks, acts through them. They are also meant by the

plural Mazda ahuraho in y.314 and 30,9.

To put an abstract conception between god and men is something

resembling—probably caused by similar reflections—the memra-Xdyos-

sermo and ru^h-spiritus in the OT. Apart from the case where they are

directly invoked, the names of the partial figures or aspects appear in

the instrumental, which is usually interpreted as comitative, even as

substitute for the nominative. This interpretation not only encumbers

the translations of the Gathic verses to a degree that to understand them

one must skip the “comitatives,” but it makes nowhere real sense and

makes many verses incomprehensible. The god sees, hears and acts

“through,” not “with” these figures, the case is always just as instru-

mental, as e.g. in y.32,2 where he speaks “xsa^rat haca, by (the mouth

of) xsa^ram,” cf. rtat haca in the Ahunavarya. The only right trans-

lation is “in the quality of, as.” Markwart, Gath.ult., used this in the

passage “als er (the spanta) mich umschritt mit (oder ‘als’) Gute-

Gesinnung”; on p.66 he called the case “Instrumental der Eigenschaft,”

evidently so in the Ahunavarya. In y.43,6 any other translation is im-

possible, the comitative “with” results in a complete misunderstanding:

“at which turn, rvesa, [the last one, of the judgment] Thou wilt come

as spanta manyu, vahu manaha (armatis, xratus),” i.e. in all your

aspects simultaneously and moreover as—not with—^yourself as spanta

manyu. In y.47,6, too—see under ‘Last Judgment’—AhuraMazdah

appears “as Spantamanyus.”

The idea is Zoroaster’s and continues in Christianity. Dante, Inf.

niy4ff..
Giustizia mosse il mio alto fattore,

fecemi la divina Potestate,

la somma Sapienzia e il primo Amore.

One easily recognizes Mazdah’s xratus, spanto manyus and vahumano.

Which partial figures are named at the different places in this “instru-

mental of quality” depends on the context: rta for things judicial,

armati for social, agricultural, xsa^ra for political, vahumanah for moral

subjects. Invocation of more than one means emphasis, thus in y49,7,
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when talking of the decision of the coint of appeal, most momentous

for Zoroaster’s life; “AhuraMazdah shall hear as Vahumano, shall

hear as Rtam, hear it yourself, AhuraMazdah!” Whether the partial

figures are invoked alone or together with the god, whether they act

alone or with him—also where he himself is not called, in all cases the

monotheos is meant in his aspects.

These aspects result from the transformation of a polytheistic pan-

theon into a monotheistic conception, and are Zoroaster’s most original

and most personal thought. To call them “Gotter und Gotterreihen”

is the way Muhammad thought of the Christian Trinity and the mush-

tarikin. In doing so one cuts off the thread leading from this multi-

plicity to the Trinity, and therewith the possibility of comprehending,

historically, the idea of the Spiritus Sanctus.

The great gods of the polytheistic pantheon that Zoroaster excludes

by “choosing the evil,” became “evil gods.”

y.30,5: “those who by conduct as it should be are voluntarily obedient

to AhuraMazdah, have chosen, varta, to work the Rtam, rtam vrzya

like the most-holy spirit.” And Y.30,3: “the hudaho noit duzdaho chose

right rs visyata between the two (good and evil),” see under ‘Yama.’

y.30.6:

aya noit rs visyata devacana yat is adboma

prsamnan upajasat yat vrnata acikam mano

at esmam handvaranta ya banayan ahum mrtano

“Between these two (good and evil) the gods, too, did not choose right,

since the deceiver came upon them when interrogated, so that they

chose for themselves the wholly evil spirit; then they all ran to esmo,

through which they corrupt the life for men
!”

The “evil gods” stand outside of Zoroaster’s dualism of good and

evil; they do not belong to his system and exist only because they existed

before. It is significant for the period that Zoroaster condemns them,

but does not deny their existence. The Akk. version of Xerx. Pers. daiv.

correctly renders the peculiar notion by “limnu'", the evil ones (gods),”

a translation very Babylonian in omitting ilani, because “evil” is no

attribute applicable to a Babylonian god; they distinguish between good

and bad demons, and their ilu limnu. Sum. dingir.hul is a demon of

the dead from the netherworld. Hesychios has preserved the gloss:
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Aeua? • rot>? Ka/cous 6eov<i, ^dyoi, cf. Lagarde, Abhdlg. 148, entirely

apart from the Sat/roi^es ’'ilfiavos— ahumano and ’Apet/xai^to?.

esma, Gr. olyua, Lat. ira, is, in Zoroaster’s phraseology not “der Name

eines deva” (Wb.) but a moral idea, like good and evil, drugvadbis

esmam in ¥.29,2 is not “esma together with the drugvant,” but—instr.

of quality
—
“esma as (collective of) the drugvant,” and is the same as

aka manyus and the dru^s. In as late a book as the Videvdad, where

Ahriman has become the devan dev, esma is personified as hesm dev,

the Asmodaeus of the book of Tobit.^

In the late passages where “the deva” appear in plural, the notion is

undefined; where they are “called by name,” they are bad passions,

sicknesses, great cold, and occasionally the above-mentioned Indian

gods are added to them. But nowhere does the name of one of the

ancient gods appear among them. That cannot be, because the old deva

did not “disappear in the great number of demons,” but had again

become the “great gods.” Those which Zoroaster made to choose evil,

ceded their title to the later devs. The place of the devs is hell; that

deva meant “heavenly” was no longer understood. In Zoroaster’s doc-

trine the “evil gods” do not act at all as aspects of the Evil Spirit. They

are a dynasty dethroned, but soon restored. Only after their restoration,

after the word deva had been separated from its old bearers, and after

these gods had come back under another generic name, the further

degeneration of the word to “demon, devil” could set in.

Who worships Mazdah—as Darius and Xerxes say of themselves,

mazdam yazate—is an adherent of Zoroaster; who worships the deva,

devan yazate—the divine enemies of his god—is his enemy. That is

the origin of the later terms mazdayasna and devayasna both of which

imply, as mutual negation, their antonym ex definitione, and which,

like rtavan and drugvant, are meaningless without the Zoroastrian

dualism of Good and Evil. Vid.i?> forms even the negation a.devayasna,

meaning mazdayasna.

That gods were worshipped before Zoroaster is a matter of course,

and “worshipper of gods” cannot have furnished the name for the

In the late tale of Zoroaster’s temptation Ahriman says: “Zoroaster, you are Purusaspa’s son,

from (your; birth za\isi,“ whatever the conupt za\isi means, but if Ahriman prefers with

these words a claim to worship, he seems to identify himself collectively with the de\a wor-

shipped b> Zoroaster's ancestors.
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adherents of the pre-Zoroastrian religion. The adherence of a peculiar

group to the pre-Zoroastrian AhuraMazdah would hardly have been

expressed by mazdayasna, rather by mazdaka. MaMaku appears several

times in the Assyrian annals as n.pr. of Medes, and Mazdayasna in the

memorial document of Y/.13, likewise as a proper name. If in that list

an adult with patronym is enumerated, but not his father, the father

belongs of necessity to the generation that preceded the “coming of the

religion,” and this Mazdayasna was no Zoroastrian. But as designation

of religious groups of adherents and adversaries of his religion both

words can have been used only after Zoroaster. As an appellative, maz-

dayasna is not attested earlier than devayasna; both appear just before

the syncretistic redaction of the Awesta under Artaxerxes II, see under

‘Fravarani.’ Therefore, the terms imply a date: where they are not used,

one is close to Zoroaster’s own time.

It cannot be otherwise, Zoroaster must talk in terms of generally

accepted meaning when speaking to people whom he wants to con-

vince. He does so, e.g. in Y.46,5 using the antique moral notions razan,

rvati and mi^ra, see under ‘Mithra.’ The term deva, too, can have in

the gathas no other meaning than in the old epic passages in the yashts:

heavenly ones, gods. Zoroaster is still declaiming against them, “devil”

or “Gotze” (Andreas-Lommel) is just as impossible as “daemonische

Wesen” (Nyberg). The example of Y.324—text under ‘Yama xseta’

—

makes that very clear: “For you tell fables of wholly evil deeds for

which men doing them are called deva.zusta . .
.

,

while they sin against

AhuraMazdah’s will
”

Although their acts are sins against Rtam, the heroes of the epics are

glorified—of course not as “minions of the devil”—but as deva.zusta,

01. deva.justa, ovtiv av <^1X77 de6<;, “beloved by the gods.” The word

has not the slightest tinge of depreciation.

Likewise, in the myth of Yama—see under ‘Yama xseta’—the hero

does not want to surpass the devils, but the gods. Nyberg writes: “Die

daeva-Gdtter, in der Regel lauter heroische Gotter, waren in diesem

Kreise von unkriegerischen Hirten [at another place: gewaltige Krie-

ger] abgestossen worden oder batten jedenfalls alien Boden unter den

Fiissen verloren.” So the gods float in air, as do the following contradic-

tory definitions: 193: “Man braucht nickt uber die iranisehe Welt

hinauszugehen, um die daeva zu identificieren,” and 365 : “Gilt es den
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Ursprung des Ausdrucks zu bestimmen, so muss man zunachst beden-

ken, dass bier nichtiranische Cotter gemeint sind.” No wonder that he

never calls their names.

Deva are all those whose names Zoroaster strictly avoids calling by

name—as strictly as do the inscriptions of Darius and Xerxes—namely

Mithra, Vrthragna, Anahita and all great rivals of his one Ahura-

Mazdah. Nyberg regards them as members of the pantheon of the

“Zoroastrian Urgemeinde,” probably “admitted by Zoroaster himself,”

but another reason than the prophets’ absolute silence cannot be ad-

duced.

An Arab hadith tells:® “Two men asked ‘A’isha, the Mother of the

Faithful, who it was that had been with Muhammad at a certain occa-

sion and she replied: Two, the other was nn! Afterwards, one of the

interviewers said to the other: How strange, who, then, was the other

one? and got the answer: Don’t you know, Ali of course; if she speaks

of somebody without a name, it is always Ali.” Such silence is hatred

and contempt. J. Levy says in his article on the Xerxes inscription. Rev.

Hist. 85, 1939: “Taire le nom d’un ennemi mepris est un fait bien connu

dans I’antiquite semitique,” quoting Isa. vii,5 and 9, on Pekah of Israel

and Nebukadnezar on Nekao, the “rebel satrap.” In a book of modern

explorations in Armenia, one of the partners describes the other as

“whose near-sighted eyes had the effect of a magnifying lens at short

distance,” but does not reveal his well-known name. That is the curse

of the effaced memory: Heine’s “Nicht gedacht soil seiner werden!”

So hates Zoroaster.

Y.32 is his promethean “song against the Deva.” It begins: “If gods

and men would place themselves at AhuraMazdah’s command!” They

do not; so he goes on, st.3: “You deva all and who worship you, are the

brood of akam mano, of the druxs and of parimatis !” Yet severer he

says in Y.34,5: “para . . . vispais vavaxma devaisca harfstrais marti-

yaisca, we have severed ourselves from [= abjure] all vipers whether

gods or men! That is 2x>roaster’s “naismi devo, I challenge the gods!”

and IS the origin of the condemnation of the gods in the younger fra-

varani: “just as Zoroaster severed himself from the gods!”

* ZDMC, 38, pp.388-92.
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deva appears at many places, and nowhere is the signification other-

wise. One place is difficult, Y.49, which begins with the stanzas on

bandva and his tkesa; st.4: “Who by bad-will increase esma and rama

with their tongues, as false shepherds among shepherds, whose good

deeds do not annul the bad deeds,

toi devan dan ya drugvato dena!

Andreas-Lommel : “die schaffen (erzeugen) Teufel durch die

Lehre (entsprechend dem Gesetz) des Liigners,” which would

make come true Luther’s “und wenn die Welt voll Teufel war!”

—Bartholomae: “in der daeva Haus mit ihnen! (ins Haus)

fiir die daena der drugvant!”

Bartholomae’s interpretation of the elliptical construction

is supported by the analogous end of the following stanza:

“mit denen—in Dein Reich !” But the case of dan, loc.sg. of dam

according to Wb. and Grdr. §§303, 403, is undefinable; devan

cannot enter for the gen.pL, and ya drugvato dena is doubtful

as to its construction. Both translations are unsatisfactory. The

purport must be : “To hell with them!”

One point seems to be sure, this gatha verse is the origin of Xerxes’

devadanam in Pers-daiv.^"]. My attempt in Altp.lnschr.x'yi to explain

it as a contemptuous expression alluding to “house of gods,” something

like “den of the devs”—MP. says “nisem e uzdescarih, nest of idol-

worship”—^has found unexpected approval.® The transmission of the

text of 49,4 is hardly accurate; one solution would be to restore a com-

pound of devan -j- dan, perhaps with a verse of 5 -T 6 instead of

4+ 7 syllables. The last words are probably a vocative: “you soul of a

sinner!”

The first change in the Zoroastrian terms can be noticed in the

Yasna haftahati, which, though written in the dialect of the gathas,

is post-Zoroastrian, and remarkably poor of contents. There, for the

first time, a “community” appears with priests called a^ravan, and the

beginning of a theology that makes a system of the aspects of Ahura-

Mazdah as Amrta Spanta; Zoroaster himself is invoked. According

to Nyberg, for the first time in the history of Zoroastrism, a word cor-

^ dana, second element of compounds, IE. *dhana, Gr. theke; cf. Aw, uz.dana, MP. astod^,

container," in Arab, bait, house, corresponds.
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responding to our god, entirely absent from the gathas, would appear

there, namely “yazata, anbetungswert, to be worshipped, adorable.”

In Mithra’s Questions, Yr.io,io8, we read

ko huyasti ko duzyasti who believes me to be one

to be worshipped

mam zi manyate yazatam with bad, who with good of-

ferings

and in the ApamNapat hymn, Y/.i9,52:

yo upa.apo yazato the yazata dwelling in the

water,

srut.gosatamo yazamno the best-hearing when offer-

ings are made to him!

Both passages—see under ‘Mithra’ and 'ApamNapat’—are pre-Zoroas-

trian. The Yasna haftahati is post-Zoroastrian. The assertion falls with

the wrong assumption that the Y.hajt., composed in Gathic, ought

therefore to be older than the yashts, composed in Awestic. The word

yazata, a regular verbal adj. of Vyaz-, of course, existed in the old

language.

Zoroaster had three words at his disposal, all exactly corresponding to

our god; “ahura, lord, deva, heavenly, and baga, he who allots fate.”

The last one, baga is, in Iran and India, the epithet of Mithra and of

Mah (Yr.7,5). Mithra’s great festival was the bagayadis in his month

mi^rakana, a place of his was Bagastana, in Y/.io,i4i he is called

“baganam as.xra^wastamo”; in the “Questions” he asks “kahmai . . .

azam baxsani xsayamno.?” Baga is O.Sl. bog, hence a pre-Aryan word,

and cannot have remained unknown to Zoroaster, but its connection

with Mithra^” may have caused his dislike. He uses ahura for his god,

when speaking of his aspects also in the plural; deva for the old gods

of polytheism which he condemns. There is no occasion for a third

word, for he never speaks of other gods or groups of gods.

Since he fights the deva and their worshippers, the official recogni-

Henning, jr.^s 1944, i34f-: “The assumpuon that baga had the value of another name
for Mithra is unsupported by any evidence as far as western Iran is concerned; in a limited

sen^ it can be admitted only for Sogdiana and Khwarezm in late Achacmenian times.” Note:

“At the time of the introduction of the ‘Young Awestan’ calendar in those provinces.” There

IS no distinction between an eastern and a western Mithra. Soghd. ba7akan: Mihrmah, and

Xvar. bi7: Mihr.roz are instances of the normal use of baga for Mithra, see Yr.io,io and 141

under ‘Mithra,’ and the song “kahmai . . . azam baxsani Mithra’s Questions.
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tion of his doctrine made this word unfit to be used for gods that are to

be worshipped. It is the most natural thing that those allowed to be wor-

shipped were henceforth called “yazata, adorandi, to-be-worshipped-

ones,” with the attribute that existed before. Thus yazata became the

new generic name under which the old prohibited deva came back into

the post-Zoroastrian religion. Like the terms mazdayasna and deva-

yasna, yazata implies a date: where it is missing, as in the OP. inscrip-

tions, one is still close to Zoroaster’s own time.

Y.49,3 is the genuine creed of Zoroaster, from which the fravarani of

Y.12 issued—see under ‘Fravarani.’ The paraphrase shows the trans-

formation of the thoughts which came to pass since the time of the

gathas. The interval cannot have been a short one, Awestic had mean-

while become a dead language.

In this younger fravarani, we find the terms mazdayasno, zara^ustris,

videvo, ahuratkeso, or four sides of the same idea: worshipper of Maz-

dah, Zoroastrian, adversary of the deva, follower of AhuraMazdah’s

commandments. Y.12,4; “vi mruve saram = interdico connubium, I

renounce the community with the deva, the bad, aya, those without-

Vahumano, a.vahu, without-Rtam, an.rta, that work evil, aka.da . . .

,

the wholly-drug-ish, dro)ista, wholly-stinking, posika, gods, deva!”

These gods are still those that have rejected AhuraMazdah, but they

are already gods of the past, the notion is dimmed, vi.mruve, like antar.-

mruve in Y.49,3, is “interdico,” equivalent to para-vavaxma in Y.34,5.

The adj. aya alludes to akat manaho ci^ram in Y.32,3.

Because they did not choose Vahumano, they are called a.vahu, i.e.

a.vahumanah, with the same shortening as in daraya.vahu for ‘^daraya.-

vahumanah. Likewise an.rta, because they are without rtam. Together

with Gath. zita.rta, this an.rta proves that those who confess said rta,

not asa. aka.da—syn. of duzda and opp. to hu.da in Y.30,3—means the

“Kraft—die stets das Bose will.”

drojista: Wb.\ “super!, zu drug-, (adj., als comp.-ende) und

drauga, adj., in Yr.19,33.” This adj. drauga does not exist;

Benveniste, lnf.av. 51: “Dans I’Avesta comme en V.-P. droga

est seulement substantif, Skr. drogha, m.” Yr.19,33, see under

‘Yama xseta’: “para ahmat yat him ayam drogam vacam aha-

0yam cinmane pati.barata, before he admitted droga, the voice
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talking-(things)-forbidden, into his desires.” It is not necessary

to eliminate, with Benveniste, the apposition vacam aha^yam.

This sentence is preceded by para an.adruxtoit, Pahl.transl.

a.drozisnih, Bartholomae: “vor dem dass er log.” Yama’s fall

is caused by trespassing a taboo of food, and is no more a “he”

than Adam and Eve’s fall, when they allowed themselves to be

tempted.

Beh. §54: droga.di[s hami^h]ya akunos tya ime karam

adruzyasa, must be translated; “Dr5ga made them disloyal, by

making those [the false pretenders] seduce [lit. make drug-ish]

the army.” OP. adruzyasa is denominative and corresponds

to the Aw. n.abstr. adruxti. para an.adruxtoit means “before

his (not) being tempted.” OP. droga, m. [OP. notation for 0 is

*u]. Aw. droga in Vid., and Gath, drug- f., are identical. And

drojika is the superl. to the pos. Aw. drdjina [in drojina.brta

Parr.22], OP. drojana, drozana.^^ The superl. drojista corre-

sponds to the OP. pos. martiya drozana. Zoroaster calls the

same notion drugvant, but it is OP. drozana, not drugvant, that

survives as drozan in MP,^’'

On p.273 Nyberg speaks about drdjista, but not on p.361,

where he asserts: “keine Stelle [of the OP. inscriptions] reicht

aus um zu beweisen, dass drauga, draujana altzoroastrische,

dem Osten gehdrige Begriffe waren.” Furthermore “Umsetzung

in andre Dialekte kommt nicht vor” and “Wer wie die Perser

yaS- statt yaz- sagte ist kein Zoroastrier.”

In Mas^i\ al-absdr, 262, the poet al-Manbidji tells of a night

he spent in the monastery of Dair al-Baghuth, and of a monk

there who spoke excellent Arabic, but had a lisp and pro-

nounced s like 6. When the monk asked the poet the following

morning for a few verses as remembrance, al-Manbidji made

a poem rhyming in -u^, -Id, suggested by the name bayu^ and

the lisping of the monk, it begins:

The Aw. archetype did not note any short vowel after palatal; Awestic script notes

usually a, which Bartholomae replaced by i. This may well have been tlic pronunciation since

the 6th century b.c. OP. has one sign c* = ci, derived from Sem. si; it writes a s p c“ n, Gr. As-

pathines, hence c^ without i pronounced ci. The descent of the two signs Ja and is not yet

clear to me.
*2 c.g. Art.Vir.Nam. V: “gas e rastan u gas c drdzanan, the place of the just and the wicked.”
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ya tiba lailati dairi mar bayu^

and ends:

walaqad salaktu ma‘ al-nasara kull ma
salakuhu ghaira 1-qaula bil-ta^li^!

Could a Persian with a lisp not be a Zoroastrian ? A prohibition

issued today to the effect that the old Persians, as Zoroastrians,

were not allowed to pray in their own dialect, has no binding

power.

In Y.43,8 Zoroaster says, in his vision, as first word to AhuraMazdah
“a true hater I will be of the drugvant,” of the gods and men who
chose the Drug; and Darius says at the beginning of his tomb-inscrip-

tion “of the martiya drozana I am a hater.” drugvant = drozana, with

their antonym rtavan, have no sense and are impossible unless they

refer to the dualism of good and evil in Zoroaster’s moral doctrine.

Before him there were only mi^radruxs—see under ‘Mithra.’ Without

Zoroaster, there can be no drozana, and this word alone proves that

the Achaemenids were Zoroastrians, just as it is proved by their sole

worship of Oramazda, their belief in the dualism of good and evil,

the resurrection and the reward at the last judgment, drojista, the

superl. of drozana, is used in the Fravarani: the fravarani is late, and

OP. drozana is much older than this creed.

posista is chosen for the rhyme, counterpart to OP. gasta. The home
of Ahramanyus, ahrai vari of the Ogmadeca, is called duzganti in the

Had.N., Aw. ganti “stench,” adj. OP. gasta. Later, Ahramanyus is

written with the logogram anra‘‘.menu‘", which Nyberg interpreted as

gannak-menuk, stinking spirit.” But he says 36: “Wenn die Altp. In-

schriften gasta, eigentlich ‘iibelriechend,’ fiir das Bose verwenden . . .

,

so befinden wir uns ausserhalb des Bereiches des Zoroastrismus.” This

judgment would eliminate simultaneously the HaSoxt Nask. “Gewiss

1st auch im Awesta das Bose iibelriechend, aber dafiir wird ein ganz

andres Wort gebraucht.” This word, not mentioned, is posista, the

rhyme word of drojista. The criterion, to distinguish religions from

the different odor of their unholiness, is new. Only, they do not differ:

Aw. duz.ganti and OP. gasta are both gand-, hydric sulphide, so per-

manent that we connect the imagination of the devil with smell of

brimstone to the present day.
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Y.12,6: “As Zoroaster renounced the community with the gods,

devais saram vyamruvita, thus I renounce, as Mazdayasnian and Zoro-

astrian, the community with the gods, deva.” One cannot say more

clearly that renouncing the devayasnian polytheism means embracing

mazdayasnian monotheism.

St.7: “I choose like the waters and plants, apa-urvare, the cow that-

gives-what-is-good, gaus hu.da, like AhuraMazdah, yo gam dada, yo

naram rtavanam dada etc.”

The sunnite term “as AhuraMazdah chose” indicates, again, the late

time of the composition. To this peculiar concept, evidently, the Mu-

hammedan orthodox doctrine is related. The caliph al-Mutawakkil

says in his proclamation, directed against the ahl al-dhimma, with a

point against the mu‘tazila, Tabari 111,1380: “Allah, the blessed, the

exalted, in His majesty without limits and His power over anything

He wills, has chosen Islam for Himself, and approved it, favored His

angels therewith, sent His envoys with it, helped His saints with it

etc.” And 111,1392: “the religion which Allah has chosen for the mus-

lims.” The doctrine involves the other one of the Qur’an not being

created, but eternally existent as a quality of Allah, a doctrine not un-

connected with St. John’s kv apxrj ‘^v 6 Xdyo?, sermo, or memra as

mediator and hypostasis. Not long before, the caliph al-Ma’mum wrote

in a letter to Ishaq b. Ibrahim, the confidant of al-Mu‘tasim, in Taifuri s

/{itdb Baghdad, fol. i3or

:

“Apart from Allah, all and everything is a work of His creation

and a product of which He is the author. Although the Qur’an ex-

presses and explains it, precluding any doubt, one has compared with

it what the Christians assert about Jesus, the son of Miryam: He is not

created, since he is the Word of God. But Allah says: Verily, We have

set it as an Arabic Qur’an (43,2), what clearly means nothing but:

We have created, etc.”

Thus, three religions have been under the strange spell of the same

thought, and passionate about it. But hardly has a truer remark ever

been made about this and similar disputes, than that by the great poet

abu l-‘Atahiya, Kit. al-Aghdni 3,129: “Shu‘aib, the friend of abu Du’ad,

qadi al-qudat of al-Mu‘tasim, told: I said to abu l-'Atahiya: Do you

believe the Qur’an to be created or not created? He said: Whom do

you mean, Allah or somebody else? And I talked and talked to him
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and polemized against him, and he always replied with the same
quesdon. Finally I said: What is the matter with you, don’t you want
to answer ? and he said : I have answered, but you are an ass

!”

The formula “AhuraMazdah yo gam dada yo naram rtavanam
dada, who has created the cow, the orthodox man etc.” is modeled after

Y.44,3 and 51,7 (see under ‘Harvatat’). AhuraMazdah has also created

the non-orthodox; the verse means He created man and gave him the

possibility of becoming rtavan. The expression is clumsy and late, unless

rtavan be an added gloss. In Zoroaster’s verses on the creation, Y.44,

under ‘Yama,’ in every stanza, between the creation of earthly things,

the questions are inserted: “Who is the creator of Rtam, who of Vahu-
mano.?” The prayer of Darius, in all his great inscription and repeated

by Xerxes and Artaxerxes I, but no more by Artaxerxes II, says : “baga

vazraka oramazda hya imam bumim ada, hya avam asmanam ada, hya

martiyam ada, hya syatim ada martiyahya,” hence, speaks of earth,

heaven, men and the n.abstr. syatis. As Zoroaster inserts rtam and
vahumano between the worldly objects, thus Darius puts in syads, the

Fravarani rtavan. But Darius’ prayer expresses the deficient thought
of the fravarani in clear words : “who created syatis for men,” in order

to become syata. Xerxes daiv. Il47f. says: “syata ahani ziva, mrta rtava

ahani, syata I want to be in life, in death rtava.” The El. version

transcribes the untranslatable term by sa.t.ta = sata. The wish is the same
as Zoroaster’s dadi moi amrtata harvata in Y.51,7, “blessed life here and
eternal life.” OP. syatis, Lat. quies, peace, and syata “peaceful”—like Aw.
noit kudat-sati, “else-without-peace” in Vid.\—describe the blissful con-

dition, happiness resulting from a religious life. The opposite is Aw.
pati.rtaye, being-contested, opposed, MP. patiyarakih, opposition of the

patiyarak, fiend. MP. apatiy^akih is the negative expression of OP.
syatis, being-uncontested, in peace,” Aw. a.pati.rta neg. expression of

syata. The oriental notion of bliss is rather primitive: quietism, kef,

freedom from activity, syata, harvatat, is the earthly correspondent,

getik, of the menok, heavenly rtavan, amrtatat. The two words are com-
plementary like Gr. oXySios and fiaKdpio<s. By creating rtam, vahu-

mano, syatis and rtavan, AhuraMazdah has made it possible for men
to reach this bliss.

The ApamNapat hymn in Y/.i9,52, see under ‘ApamNapat,’ reveals
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an entirely different and much older concept of creation and no trace

of the Zoroastrian notions: “the yazata, dwelling in the waters, the

Xsa^riya = ra^estar, with the speedy horses, the male, ApamNapat,

created the men, nar.”

Xerxes’ prayer and promise, “syata in life, rtava in death,” contains

the notion of reward in this and future life for the acts of men. This

idea is not only foreign to, but impossible in pre-Zoroastrian polytheism

which knew only of a “life in silence, tusnisad.” The idea of religion

as the relation of the individual man to the universal god was not yet

born.^^ Wherever AhuraMazdah is invoked as sole creator, as he who

determined (Y.43,5) the return for good and bad acts, as in the true

Fravarani Y.49,3 and in Darius’ prayer, we are facing Zoroaster’s doc-

trine.

Nyberg calls (349) Darius’ prayer “frei von religidsem Pathos” while

it is “frei von religiosen Phrasen,” and “eine Formel medischen Ur-

sprungs,” reason: the OP. word for “great” vazraka, is a Median loan-

word; baga is common to both dialects, vazraka was borrowed in the

protocol formula “xsaya^ya vazraka,” and if the Persians pronounced

“great” in “great-king” with a z, they did not pronounce it with 8 in

“great god.” This and similar ubiquitous arguments are utterly futile.

The three OIr. words for “god,” ahura, deva and baga, are all at-

tested in OP. dialect. The inscriptions agree with the gathas in using

ora < ahura only in the name of the god. The deva in Xerxes’ inscrip-

tion are the “evil gods,” Akk. limnu, whose cult the king prohibits,

again conform to the gathic style. Everywhere else, OP. uses baga.

Except in the Median formula “baga vazraka, a great god (is Ora-

mazda),” OP. baga always implies the notion of non-Iranian gods

beside the Iranian ahura and deva.^^ This is plainly expressed in “uta

anyaha bagaha tye hanti, and the other (or alien) gods that are” beside

Oramazda, the “god of the Aryans”; likewise in “hada visebis bagebis,

Oramazda along with all gods.” Zoroaster, whose gathas only speak of

the struggle of his AhuraMazdah with the Iranian deva, never has the

gods of Elam, Babylon and other foreign countries in mind; the great-

kings always, for they write in three languages and rule over many

Cf. the remarks on Ed. Meyer, Christent. 11,17, at the end of chapt. ‘Chronology.’

For the various formulae with baga see Altpjnschr. s.v., and cf. 10,141; Y.io,io,

70,1.
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non-Aryan nations with “other gods.” Since nobody can be ahura beside

“the lord justiciary who judges, viciro ahuro” (Y.294), the “just lord

justiciary, spanta ahura rtavan” (Y.46,9), and since the deva are ban-

ished, baga alone is left for a wider application. As in the gathas, yazata

is not yet used.

anya,= alius, alienus in OP., can have the acceptation “hostile,” in

analogy to alien and enemy; for Awestic cf. Y/.io,28: “upa anya scinda-

yati, he destroys the enemies” and anya.tkesa, anya.varna, heterodox,

heretic. The anyaha bag^a are “alii dii” or “dii alieni.” Nyberg, 354:

“Sind also diese Gdtter Jahwe, Marduk u.a. gemeint.^ Gewiss nicht. . . .

Wer damit gemeint ist, wird deutlich mit dem Ausdruck vi^a baga

‘Clan-Gotter’ bezeichnet. Es sind die Gottheiten der Ahnen und Epony-

men des Hauses etc. Wie hienieden der Grosskonig sich iiber seinen

Hofstaat erhebt, so erhebt sich in der himmlischen Welt AhuraMazdah

iiber einen Hofstaat der himmlischen Vertreter der verschiedenen

Geschlechter. . . . Bezeichnend, dass Darius den Ausdruck ‘der grosste

der baga’ nur da gebraucht, wo er sich an seine Landsleute wendet, die

Arier der Persis.” Also 375: “Kein prophetischer Geist hat (der Reli-

gion der Achaemeniden) ihr Geprage gegeben, sie ist geschaffen von

Grosskonigen fiir Grosskonige, und AhuraMazdah erhebt sich in ein-

samer Majestat iiber einem Hofstaat von Clan-gottern, deren Namen
man nicht einmal zu nennen fiir notig halt.”

Weissbach, in his edition, had never trusted Westergaard’s reading

“vWa baga.?”, and I had reported in ami vi, 1933,74, years before

Nyberg’s lecture, that the reading is an error, thrice repeated, for the

usual formula “hada visebis bagebis, along with all gods.” The lonely

majesty, the households, and with them the unimaginable consequences

of this accumulation in heaven could have been avoided. But the asser-

tion that ma^ista baganam was used only where the king speaks to

his countrymen does not depend on this false reading; 350: “Der Ton-

fall wird immer intimer . . . wenn er zu seinem eigenen Stammland,

der Persis, spricht: . . . nebst den Clan-gottern, viffa baga.”

ma^ista baganam appears on the gold-tablets from Agbatana

(Media) and Persepolis; in Pers.d; in Pers.g (only Akk. text) as sa rabu

ina muhhi ilani; and in Xerx. Van (Armenia). The gold-tablets lay

invisible in air-tight stone-boxes under the foundations; the visible

inscription in Van was no more legible to the Armenians there, just
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as incomprehensible as the Akkadian inscription in Persepolis to the

countrymen in Persis. On the other hand, the text of the gold-tablets

indicates the four extreme points of the empire; Pers.g says “who

granted to Darius the rule over this wide earth on which are many

countries” and hence many gods, whereupon a short list of lands fol-

lows; and the very fact that two of the three inscriptions, Pers.e-g, all

on the same panel, are written in foreign languages, evokes at once

the idea of foreign nations and their gods. The “more intimate modula-

tion” is an acoustic delusion, and the formula ma^ista baganam appears

only where foreign nations are mentioned.

This is even more evident in the formula “Oramazda uta anyaha

bagaha tye hanti” in Beh. §§62-63, where the Elamite text, both times,

inserts “Oramasta, the god of the Aryans, and the other gods that are,”

namely of the non-Aryans like the Elamites. P. de Vaux remarked in

Rev. Bibl. 1937,12, that the similar addition made by the Babylonian

scribes in the Akk. version of the gold-tablets to OP. “mam Oramazda

patu, viz. itti ilani, A.M. may protect me with the gods” can only mean:

“Marduk the god of Babylon—with whom Nyberg dispenses lightly by

‘Gewiss nicht!’—must have his political share.”

In the postscript to the Behistun inscription, to be dated in 515 B.c.,

two pairs of short paragraphs are appended to the reports on the cam-

paign against the European Saka and on the suppression of an Elamite

rebellion, §72:

a[vaiy . huvazjiya [ --] uta [sjam . auramazda.

[avaiy . sajka. ujta . naiy . auramazda
[

[naiy . ayadiya] . a[uramazdam . jayadaiy . vasna . aurama[zdaha .

[sam . aya]di[ya . a]ura[mazdam . ajyadaiy . vasna . auramaz[daha .

ya^a . ]
ma[m . kama . aha . avaj^adis . akunavam . §73: hya .

ya^a . mjam . ava^adijs . akunavam . §76; [hya]

auramazdam . ya[dataiy .] ya[va . tauma . ajhatiy . uta .

auramazdam . yadataiy [. yava . tau]m[a . ahatiy . ujta .

jivahya . [uta . mrtah]ya[

—

jivahya . uta . [mrtahya .

—

“the Huvaziya and Saka ... by them Oramazda was not worshipped,

I worshipped Oramazda. By Oramazda’s will, as was my pleasure, so
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I did to them. Who worships Oramazda as long as he has power

[
= lives], [of him, gen.] alive and [dead. . .

.”

That the European Scyths and the Elamites did not worship Ora-

mazda is a matter of course, and is not the reason for Darius’ campaign
against the former or for suppressing the revolt of the latter. The para-

graphs say that the successes teach a moral: the king’s victories over

those aliens are due to the fact that his god is superior to the alien gods,

that Oramazda is ma^ista over the anyaha bagaha tye hanti.

The unpublished gold tablet of Rsama has: “oramazda baga vazraka

hya ma^ista baganam mam ;j^saya^yam akunos, O.M. the great god
who is the greatest of gods made me king.” Since Rsama lived to see

the accession of his grandson Darius, the inscription must not have

been written before his son Vistaspa received Zoroaster in hospitium,

and does not prove the worship of the pre-Zoroastrian AhuraMazdah.
Yet it is possible that Oramazda was the highest god in the pre-Zoroas-

trian pantheon of the Parsa.

Nyberg 373: “Damit bin ich vorbereitet, mein Schlussurteil iiber die

Religion der Achaemeniden abzugeben.” It begins “Sie ist von Zara-

thustras Werk und dem besonderen Glauben seiner Gemeinde nicht

beriihrt,” and ends “Was (von Hanfrausch unterstiitzte) ekstatische

ubungen [translation of “the best conduct of life”] anlangt, so war
dafiir in dieser Religion ohne Zweifel wenig Raum, und die Hochspan-
nung und der Plug der Seele, die der Mensch nun einmal ungern

entbehren mag, wurden in einem ehrlichen Weinrausch gesucht.” To
the ‘Hanf- und Weinrausch” some remarks are to be made under

Homa.’ The reflection on “der Mensch nun einmal = such is life,” finds

an answer in an anecdote, Aghdni 21,167: “al-Muntasir, about 12 years

old, had not said a thing, but had cast glances at his little brother al-

Mu'tazz, and their father, al-Mutawakkil, who had observed him said

:

Muhammad, you have revealed a secret which one must keep veiled!”

One can easily be deceived about one’s own preparation, but the decep-

tion about the final judgment is the more unforgivable if the quoted

one is presented as wisdom’s last word: that is not our task.

One must see the whole problem of deva clearly to understand the

inscription Xerxes Pers.daiv., cf. AltpJnschr. n" 14.—^While much has

been criticized, the great mistake I made in ami viii, 1936, 64f., has not
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been observed: I inferred a date “before Salamis” from the mention of

two groups of lonians, “those in the sea = the true lonians of the west

coast of Asia Minor” and “those beyond the sea = Yona takabara,” Mace-

donians of Dar.Beh.

The fact that the inscriptions of Darius and of Xerxes are at variance

in their designations of the lonians is the most important difference in

their lists of satrapies.

Beh., in 520 b.c., has two satrapies: “tye drayahya, those in the sea”

and “yona.” That is the original condition: the first are Cyprus and

Cilicia, the second the lonians of the mainland of Asia Minor. Dar.

Pers.e says the same more explicitly: “yona tye drayahya uta tye hus-

kahya, the lonians of the sea and those of the continent.” DarSus.e,

older than NiR., but closer to it than the first two, has: “iawana sa ina

a[ab.ba u sa i]na nibirtim*® nar marratum asbu’, the lonians who dwell

in the sea and those at the coast of the ocean.” NiR. has only yona, sug-

gesting the lonians of the two satrapies. It must be said that the Per-

sians do not distinguish between Greek tribes, they are all yona.

Xerx.daiv. says, 11.23f. : “yona tya drayahya darayanti uta tye paradarya

darayanti, i.e. lonii quod maris occupant et qui ultramare occupant,”

language and grammar so bad, that one needs the clear Akk. version:

“iawanna sa ina "“'’marrat asbu u sa ahu ullu sa ’“'’marrat asbu, the

lonians who dwell in the sea and who dwell beyond the sea.” This

official term clearly excludes the yona tye huskahya, the real lonians

of the mainland of Asia Minor. The “lonians in the sea” are, as every-

where, the Cypriotes, the “lonians beyond the sea” are such Greeks,

yona takabara, as were still under Persian sway, beyond the Bosporus.

In agreement therewith their northern neighbors, the Skudra, are still

mentioned in the list and represented in the tribute processions of Per-

sepolis. Pausanias in Byzantium, to whom Xerxes wrote the letter of

thanks, making him an orosanges (see under ‘Last Judgment’) was

on the Persian side till 472 b.c. But Ionia was lost after Plataeae and

Mykale, Sept. 479 b.c. The inscription must be dated after 479 and

before 572, and since it uses still the style of Xerxes’ first period, “speaks

Xerxes the king (not “the great-king”) very close after 479, about

i= Cf. “town Sirqu nlbirtum la nari (purati), on the bank of the Euphrates,” and “luddu
(Ljdia) nagu sa nsbirti tamtim, on the coast of the sea.” nibirtum is not “sa ebir tamtim, beyond
the sea,” but translates “tye huskahya,” cf. H. Winckler, Altor.Forschg. 1,513.
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478/77 B.c. The loss of Ionia is silently admitted. This silence, too,

reveals hatred, besides humiliation. One would expect that those who
criticized my interpretation would first have checked the date, but it

has not been done.

§4, a: ya^a tya adam ^saya^a abavam

ultu muhhi sa anaku sarru aturu

b: asti antar eta dahyava— ayuda

ibas ina matate anneti — ikkiru

pasava— ava dahyavam adam azanam

arki — m^atate sin anaku aduka

uta.sim ga^ava nisadayam

u ina qaqqari ultesibsunutu

c: uta antar eta dahyava aha yadatya parvam deva ayadya

u ina matate anneti ibas asar mahru ana limnu'’’ isinnu eppusu

pasava— adam avam devadanarn viyakanam

arki — anaku bit limnu annutu attabal

uta patiyazbayam deva ma yadyesa

u apteqirrama isinnu ana limnu la teppuk'

d: yadaya parvam deva ayadya

asar mahru isinnu ana limnu epki

avada adam oramazdam ayade rtaca brazmani

ina libbi anaku aliurmazda’ isinnu etepus artasa birazamanni

El. hta.aci p‘r.racmanniia

Although the scribes no longer master the grammar, the composition
of the text, in its strict parallelism of members, is perfectly clear. The
method of the Akk. translation is just as mechanical as that of the Pahl.

translations of the Awesta: they keep so close to the OP. text as to

renounce their own style, and to become misleading, if one would try

to interpret it as real Akkadian.

The first sentence (a) gives the date of the event: “just after my
accession to the throne,” which is six years back. The fourth sentence

(d) gives the result: Oramazda is installed at the former places of

devayasnian cult. The second
.
sentence (b) says objectively: revolts

broke out in some of the above-mentioned provinces, they were sup-
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pressed, order was restored. The third sentence (c) gives the reason:

they were the provinces where of old the cult of the deva prevailed;

their temples were destroyed; the cult was prohibited.

The litde grammatical faults—only the inscriptions of Darius

are free of them—do not obscure the purport, ava dahyavam, in

(b), ungrammatical, El. transcription taiiawa (plur.) right,

Akk. translation matate®’, right, is just as pluralistic as the cor-

responding expression at the parallel places; devadanam, too,

is a collective singular, meaning a plural. If the provinces and

temples meant only one each, this ought to be expressed by

“eva, among them was one.”

yadatya in (c), which I regarded as equivalent of yadaya

“where” in AltpJnschr., since the Akk. version uses the same

“asar,” is “yada, where” with enkl. causal tya, and has causative

sense: “it was there where= because there”; the clause not only

gives the reason, as I had assumed, but has also causal form.

The prohibition in (c) are state-proceedings, publicly pro-

claimed; patiyazbayam is a Median term, and the following

words are an imperative, as in the Akk. version, the proclama-

tion itself in direct oration after Vzba-. The translation is:

“When I became king, there were among the above-

mentioned provinces such that revolted;

“thereupon, these province (s) I subdued and re-

stored order in them;

“and it was among these provinces, because there the

deva had been worshipped before;

“thereupon I razed this devadanam (colksg.) to the

ground and issued the prohibition: The deva

shall not be worshipped!

“Where before the deva had been worshipped, there

I worshipped Oramazda as Rtam, at (with, by)

the brazman!”

The change of reign furnishes the occasion for the revolts
;
these affect

more than one province, the names of which Xerxes intentionally

passes over in silence, and which we must determine in order to under-

stand the historical event. The reason of the revolt is that the cult of
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the deva still prevailed in those provinces, and after their suppression,

in the course of which places of that cult were destroyed, the cult is

prohibited by a royal data proclaimed by heralds. The former cults are

replaced by that of Oramazda, and were so still in 478/77 or later. This

is not an isolated happening, but a political decision, general and valid

for all future. Those are the conditions an historical interpretation must

fulfill. For me the case is obvious.

Nyberg: “Aus diesem Text hat Herzfeld einen religionsgeschicht-

lichen Roman gemacht.” I. Levy, l.c.: “II n’est pas excessif de qualifier

de simple roman cette singuliere reconstitution.” These words are meant

to be a blame, but only show that the authors are no historians. His-

torical analysis, the criticism of what we must recognize as facts, is

very much a detective’s work, and historical synthesis differs only in

degree from the work of a novelist.

Nyberg goes on: “Die niichternen Thatsachen sind diese.” On these,

again, J. Levy remarks: “Pour ce qui est des mesures prises contre la

religion egyptienne, H. Hartmann (pupil of H. H. Schaeder, translator

of Nyberg) et Nyberg ne les connaissent manifestement que de seconde

main. . . . N. confesse qu’il s’est inspire du recit de Hall, Cambr.Anc.

//zk/.iii,3i4.—II ne pouvait plus mal choisir—[Y.30,6: noit rs visyata

devacana]—son informateur: car Hall s’est contente de copier, en for-

mant le trait, le recit un peu trop romance que jadis Maspero {Hist.anc.

de rOr.class.) donna des evenements qui, d’apres la StMe du Satrape,

se seraient passes dans la vallee du Nil sous Xerxes.” This stela is today

regarded as “une forgerie sacerdotale; la donation de Habas, dont le

regne ephemere est posterieur d’un siecle et demi a la fin du regne de

Darius, est fictive; la spoliation du temple par Xerxes est une imposture.

. . . Dans les inscriptions Xerxes s'appelle ‘fils de Ra, seigneur executant

les rites’—ce qui indique un souverain devot et fidele a la politique

de Darius.” Nyberg 347 calls Xerxes “den Exponenten eines Uni-

schwunges in der Religionspolitik der Achaemeniden” who “in Ver-

folgung des gegeniiber Babylon begriindeten Systems, Athen in Flam-

men aufgehen Hess.”

On Babylon: “Les theses de Hartmann et de Nyberg, sur ce point

encore, s’appuient sur une doctrine capricieuse et surannee. . . . Sa

(Hartmann’s) construction est sans consistance et il est surprenant qu’il
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se soit trouve un assyriologue [in Sb.Berl.A}{.d.W

.

1938, 18] pour I’ap-

prouver. Le tableau fort arbitraire que Nyberg presente des actes plus

ou moins sacrileges de Xerxes n’a de toute maniere qu’un rapport loin-

tain avec les faits enumeres dans I’inscription de Persepolis.”

Thus, the things are neither “sober,” nor “facts,” and not “important

to retain.” Considerably sobered one better forget them all, save the

unforgettable sentence on p.366: “Die Frage ist jetzt, (a) w^aren die

daeva in der Xerxes Inschrift schlecht well sie nicht-arische Cotter

waren, oder, (b) waren die nicht-arischen Cotter schlecht, well sie

daeva waren?,” a talmudic dilemma which, against all expectation,

Nyberg decides, in 1935, in favor of (b), adding: “Hier finde ich [per-

sonal] endlich eine zoroastrische Spur in der Religion der Achaemeni-

den”
; shortly after he finds a second trace.

I. Levy tried to explain the inscription in a different way, namely as

dealing with the burning, by Xerxes, of the acropolis of Athens. For

that purpose he must first of all devaluate the contradictory date im-

plied by “just after my accession,” but that is no “erreur initiale” of

mine which everybody followed but what the words say. Neither is

any other condition fulfilled: Athens was no province, no deva were

worshipped there whose worship caused a revolt—against Xerxes in

free Athens, the Creek cults were never forbidden by a proclama-

tion of Persian law, and were never replaced by the cult of Ora-

mazda. Xerxes was “un souverain fidHe a la politique tolerante de

Darius.” Finally, the date of the inscription, after Mykale, rules the

idea out. “I restored order, utasim ga^ava nisadayam, lit. I put them

in their proper place”—while the loss of Ionia is silently admitted

—

does not refer to Athens. Those who composed the text would not

have dared to hint even at the catastrophe of the Creek campaign.

I have quoted Levy’s criticism because it reveals how “unprepared”

Nyberg-Hartmann were, not because it was right. Athens, Babylon,

Egypt and any other foreign country is from the beginning ruled out

by the real counter-argument against all such attempts: the deva. The

authors of all these romances do not know who the “heavenly ones”

were. They had existed for 2,500 years at Xerxes’ time; over them

Hosyanha and his successors had prayed to become masters; against

them Zoroaster declaimed and composed his gatha Y.32; the fravarani

swears them off; their dynasty went on flourishing in India, where
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“Mahadeo der Herr der Erde” descends “dass er unsresgleichen werde”

(Goethe), and whose place was later occupied in Iran by figures as

sinister as Asmodaeus. Zoroaster’s words “You deva all and who wor-

ships you,” and Xerxes’ “It was among those provinces, because the

deva had been worshipped there before” aim at the same deva and

devayasna. “On n’a du proceder ainsi que contre un ennemi particu-

lierement execr^ contre des dieux voues a une inimitie capitale.” The

gatha Y.43,8: “ha^yadveso drugvate hiyam!,” the inscription Dar.

NiR.b: “martiyam drozanam ne dosta ahmi!” and the credo “naismi

devo!” are unanimous. Des lors, le probleme est resolu: the mere term

deva precludes all interpretations of the provinces as non-Iranian ones.

The cults prohibited, the temples destroyed, the places where Ora-

mazda was installed were the former temples of Vrthragna in Cecista

and Agbatana, of Mithra in Revand near T5s, of Anahita in Susa, and

others of their rank. Whether a non-Iranian temple at some place for

some reason had been more or less destroyed or not, was never the

subject of any Achaemenian inscription.

Xerxes’ words “where before the deva had been worshipped, deva

ayadya, there I worshipped Oramazda, mazdam ayade,” and “the deva

shall not be worshipped, ma yadyesa,” show how the terms mazdayasna,

devayasna and yazata come into being: as an effect only of the religious

struggle of which Xerxes speaks. And nothing could be more exclu-

sively Zoroastrian than his word “Oramazdam ayade rtaca, I wor-

shipped Oramazda as Rtam.” This one can call a personal idiom of

Zoroaster. There is scarcely one gatha without it, and the Y.Haft. 38,1

makes the pre-Zoroastrian prayer to Ahura-Varuna a Zoroastrian one

by adding “rtat haca, as Rtam” to “Thy wives, o AhuraMazda.”

It was not difficult to see, “du premier jour, combien il est frappant

que Xerxes ne nomme pas les provinces revoltees: I’anonymat est

rigoureux,” because it is the Iranian mother-countries, Mada, Parsa and

Huza, that revolted, where the deva cult indeed had not been extin-

guished. It is not only not necessary, but not permissible “fiber die

iranische Welt hinauszugehen, um die daeva zu identifizieren.” And

there is no need to waste words over their being the old “divi” that

have chosen akam mano, and have become KaKol deo'i, all the danger-

ous rivals of the ev;;^vatay AhuraMazdah. It was simple to write my

romance, therefore it v/as the better one.
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Whereas Zoroaster in the gathas, Darius and Xerxes in their inscrip-

tions never mention the name of a god other than AhuraMazdah, in

the inscriptions of Artaxerxes II, of a sudden, Mithra and Anahita

appear on the same plane with him. Language and script are entirely

decadent. Berossus said, at a place where he spoke about the Iranian

gods in general, among them Heracles-Vrthragna (Clemens Alex. Pro-

treplio C.5, from Chaldaiha. b.iii) ; “After many years had passed, the

Persians started worshipping images of gods in human shape, (an in-

novation) introduced by Artaxerxes, son of Darius, son of Ochos,

o? TTparoq A<^po8tTT7? TamiSo? to ayaXpa a.vacTTrjcra's iv Ba-

^v\S)VL Kal Soucroi? Kal 'PiK^aTa.voL<i [/cat] Ilepcrat? koX BaKTpots Kat

A.ap.d(rK(p Kal "tapSea-ci’ inreSei^e o-e^eLV.” G. Hoffmann, Syr.Akt.

137, Exc. “Nanai,” was the first to interpret the record accurately by

inserting the indispensable [Kat] before Ileporat?, which is Persepolis,

“es handelt sich um die Einfiihrung von Bildern in den viel alteren

Kult und Aufstellung der Idole in den Tempeln aller Provinzialhaupt-

stadte.” In the inscription of Mylasa, the Tvxq imcjiavq?. the “varth-

ragnian hvarnah, victory-bringing fortuna” of Artaxerxes is invoked.

Berossus’ remark as to the statues is only a striking detail of much
wider reaching measures. Just as the silence of Darius and Xerxes, thus

the mention of the names Mithra and Anahita in Artaxerxes’ inscrip-

tions indicates a general religious attitude: he was the “exponent” of

the change. At his time, the whole old pantheon had come back. Many
passages of the yashts, first of all the Mithra and Tistriya yashts, reveal

this process unmistakably.

Y/.io,i: “at yat mi^ram yim vurugavyutim fradaSam azam ... at

dim [in Y/.8,5o: avam staram yim tistriyam] daSam avantam yasnyata

avantam vahmyata [and in 8,50: avantam ;j^sno0wata avantam frasas-

tata] ya^a mam.cit yim ahuram mazdam, when I created Mithra, I

. . . ,
I created him [or: the Tistriya star] with equal claim to sacri-

fices, praise [Tistriya: obedience, public proclamation] as Me myself,

the AhuraMazdah!”

This sentence might be that of a royal edict: “as equally honorable
peer of My Majesty, but Mithra was already Varuna’s peer, before the

latter changed his name to AhuraMazdah. avant is a late contracted
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form of “avavant, tantus,” not “a+ Vba-. strahlen” {Wb.). Barthol-

omae explained yasnayata, vahmyata, xsno^wata, frasastata as instr.

of the respective abstr. nouns in -tat; if so, words like “adoranditas”

are awful products of a dead language, like medieval Lat. “spectabilitas”

and worse. The author says “I created him like me,” but did not want to

say that AhuraMazdah created himself, but the others “as adorable as

I am myself.” One must not try to improve grammar and language of

such passages: they were that bad. According to the polytheistic notion

the gods were not “created by Mazdah”; mazdadata is only the pass-

word by which they return into the mazdayasnian religion.

YAio,5o: “Mithra, to whom AhuraMazdah allotted a palace, me^-

anam fra^wrsat, on the encircling, radiant Kara brzati”; the house

was Mithra’s property, neither a fief, nor rented. By such empty phrases,

of which there are many, the mazdayasnian redactors sanction anew

the old cults. With this question a long theological dissertation deals,

of which several repetitions have found a place in the Mithra and

Tistriya yashts.

In Y/. 10,31, this dissertation follows upon the old song “tuvam ako

vahistasca,” and upon “Mithra as builder of the nmana brzi.mita.” In

Y/. 10,54-60, it stands alone in a patchwork of small fragments, alone

also in st.74. In st.53, Mithra, ustana.zasta, in the Zoroastrian attitude

of prayer, utters in the presence of AhuraMazdah, as “lament,” the

identical words which he recites in 73 “with resounding voice in merry

mood.”

In Y/.8,ii, this dissertation is placed before the myth of Tikriya’s

fight with Apavrta, and the words, separately inserted between the three

phases of that fight and repeated in 15, 17 and 19, belong to it: “This

one, viz. Tistriya, vya^naanyati, talks in the assembly, this one par-

sanyati, asks questions!”, ending: “nuram ahmi yasnyasca vahmyasca,

now I have (again) claim to yasna and vahma!” vyaxman is the prehis-

toric democratic assembly, the “boule” of the Greeks, “thing” of the

Germanic peoples; vyaxmanya is a late verb.denom. “to talk in parlia-

ment, as a demagogue”
;
parsanya, another denominative which appears

nowhere else, is “to interpellate.” Between the verses of the old myth,

these words have the effect of a slap in the face. In Y/.8,23-25, they

are repeated, unbearably, between the first lost round and the second
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victorious one of Tistriya’s fight, and in 8,50, near the end of the yasht,

intermingled with an extremely old prescription about sacrifices.

The text of this dissertation is: “noit ma nuram [thus in Y^.8,3; in

10,54: at ma noit] martiyaka oxtanamana yasna yazayante ya^a anye

yazataho oxtanamana yasna yazinti; yadi zi ma martiyaka oxtanamana

yasna yazayanta ya0a anye yazataho oxtanamana yasna yazinti . . . ,

not worship me notv men by yasna with-mention-of-my-name as

other yazata are worshipped by yasna with-mention-of-their-names; if

men would worship me by yasna with-mention-of-my-name, as other

yazata are worshipped by yasna with-mention-of-their-name, then. . .

.”

Thereupon follows in y/.8,ii (Tistriya) and in 10,55 and 74 (Mithra)

:

“fra nrwyo rtawyo ^warstahe zruno ayu susyuyam, then I should come

to the orthodox men at the exact point of time, hvahe gayahe hvanvato

amrtahe upa ^warstahe jaymiyam, then I, of my own sunny, immortal

life [phrase of different origin^] would be punctual to the minute.”

Tistriya adds in 8,11: “evam va avi xsapanam dve va pancasatam va,

for one night, or for two, or be it fifty!”, he evidently is bargaining.

And, in the Mithra yasht, to ease the god’s mind: “oxtanamana ^wa

yasna ra^wiya vaca yazate bara.zo^ro rtava, by yasna with-mention-of-

thy-name the orthodox worships thee at the hours of prayer with voice

[song] and zo^ra, libations, oxtanamana ^wa yasna ra^wiya vaca sura

mi^ra yazai zo^rabyo, by yasna with-mention-of-thy-name I will wor-

ship thee, strong Mithra, at the hours of prayer with voice and liba-

tions!”

The words upa ^warkahe Jaymiyam in ¥^.10,56 etc., and yavat esa

afs byarixti upa.^warsti frabavat in F?i/.i4,i3 (see under ‘Apam-

Napat’) explain each other mutually: “the water shall be ample for

two irrigations at the precise (measured) time (interval),” because

these have their fixed hours, day and night. 0warsta contains the notion

of the measured, returning period : hour. I am not sure what should be

its right grammatical form, ra^wiya, from “ratu, interval, space of

time” contains the notion of “prescribed regularity.”

In Y/.8,24, Tistriya promises, after the tirade of 23: “avi mam avi.-

bawriyam, I will offer to me dasanam aspanam 6}0, the power of ten

horses!” and likewise “the power of ten camels, oxen, mountains (!)

^ Zoroaster uses hu\anvant in y.32,2 as attribute o£ rtam, it might originally belong to Hvar

Xseta and Yama x^eta.
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and canals, ustrinam, gavam, garinam, apam navyanam.” Instead of

garinam one must read “xaranam, donkeys” following a translation in

the Gr.Bdh., and for “mam, to me” evidendy “tan, to the men who
worship me with mention-of-my-name I will present. . . The redactor

feels stimulated, by these words, to make AhuraMazdah call in st.25:

“I, I the AhuraMazdah, worship Tistriya by yasna with-mention-of-

his-name, I will give him the power of ten horses, camels etc.,” whereas

the return present ought to surpass the gift.

In Y^.8,50, Tistriya has claim to the frasasti, the governmental procla-

mation, and in the Mithra yasht the dissertation ends in 10,60: “We
worship Mithra, whose is the good frasasti,” the public proclamation.

So, this proclamation is the aim of the dissertation.

One can trace the origin of the peculiar term “oxtanaman, with-

mention-of-name,” opp. to “anonymous.”

“uti ya va vahvis ahuro mazda naman daSat vahuda

yat va daSat tais va yazamade, thus, with the names that AhuraMaz-

dah, the giver of all that is good, gave you, when he created you, with

those we want to worship you!”

Many feminine names precede this sentence, among them the earth,

waters, Rtis and Parandi, the armatayo (plural!) and a number of

abstractions, all called “wives of AhuraMazdah.” However obscure the

collection of just these names, one sees the “names given by Ahura-

Mazdah at the creation” indicate that they must be taken not in their

vulgar, but in a special, perhaps symbolic value: it is Zoroaster who
made his AhuraMazdah grant those names. That is a thought of the

Yasna haftahati.

In the gatha 51,22 we find:

yahya moi rtat haca vahistam yasne pati

veda mazda ahuro yoi aharca hantica

tarn yazai hvais namanis parica Jasai vanta

Not till comparing it with the often used yahya-hatam formula of

Y which is derived from it, does this dark stanza become

intelligible

:

-Edition and translations give this text in y.27,15 and refer to it in y.41,7; but 41,7 is the

original place to which the others should refer.
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yahya hatam at yasne pati vahyo

mazda ahuro veda rtat haca

yahatnca tansca tasca yazamade

“To whom [masc., gen. because of Vved-] of those that are, then, for

the sake of (their) worship, AhuraMazdah has destined paradise

[vahyo, comp. abs. = vahistam] through [the mouth of] Rtam—and

to whom [fern.]—those [m. and fern.] we worship!”

y.51,22 is accordingly: “To whom, for my sake, AhuraMazdah

through Rtam has destined paradise as reward for their worship, those

who were and those who are, those I want to worship in their (own)

name and to circumambulate with songs of praise!”

moi, dat. of purpose, here translated “for my sake” is not an expletive,

but an idiom resembling “for my name’s sake” in the sayings of Christ.

Alongside an accusative and genitive object, it means approximately

that the god “destines” promises on the plea of Zoroaster. The stanza

is the conclusion of the gatha in which Zoroaster tells that the Vehviya

refused to receive him, that Vistaspa gave him hospitium, and that the

two Haugava and MaSyomaha helped him. The whole gatha is a

thanksgiving. “Those who were and those who are” hence are his

helpers. In the same way, Darius concludes his great Behistun inscrip-

tion in §§68-69 “these are the men who at that time . . . cooperated as

my helpers,” and “You who will be king in future, do honor to the

issue of these men!” Zoroaster adores his helpers with songs “in their

own name,” his “sacrifices,” and with circumambulation—taw^, cf.

Y.51,8—and promises them paradise. Darius rewards them and imposes

upon his successors the responsibility to reward their issue. Shahpuhr I,

in the Ka‘ba inscription, institutes masses to be celebrated for “those

who were under Papak, who were under Ardashir, who are under

Shahpuhr” and the same is the purport of the great list of names in

yr.13.

Duchesne, §274, uses oxtanaman as an example for his thesis: “Si un

compose de caractere liturgique . . . apparalt dans un yasht, c’est dans

un passage non-metrique.” This must be combined with Christensen’s

constatation : “Les yashts originaux n’etaient guere destines, a I’origine, a

servir de textes liturgiques.” It follows, on the one hand, that the metrical

passages are non-liturgical, on the other, that the time of poetry had

passed, that the language was dead when oxtanaman was formed. The
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term means the opposite of “anonymous.” But how could a god not be

called by his name in a prayer, or how could he need the “good frasas-

tis,” how could his “being worthy of the frasastis” be the condition to

be called by name.^ It is the same frasastis that Zoroaster hopes to

obtain in Y.49,7, the proclamation of a data, a royal edict, by heralds,

frasahya, as in the book of Esther: “and this order of the king may
resound all over the empire!” The author of the frasastis, hence, is not

AhuraMazdah, but the king, namely Artaxerxes II. Because he had

given the frasastis for the cult of Mithra and Tistriya, those who pray

dare again to call them o^tanaman, under their own names. The

interval more than once designated in the Tistriya yasht by “nuram,

now', today” is that betw'een the interdiction by Xerxes and the sanc-

tion by Artaxerxes II. It seems that Xerxes, going far beyond Darius,

had prohibited not only the cult, but the liturgical “call” of the zotar,

the mu’adhdhin, if not the invocation in prayer itself.

It is not significant that the late 'Yta.x says “I want to worship o^ta-

naman the star Vanant” (Wega), nor that in a long enumera-

tion ends w'ith “and the (= every) oxtanaman yazata.” But it is note-

worthy that in y.1,3 and 2,3 Mithra, in Y.3,20 Srosa, in 3,21 Homa are

called oxtanaman yazata. yazata is “who must be worshipped,” oxta-

naman yazata is “w'hom it is permitted to w'orship under his own name.”

The term is never applied to Armatis or Rtis, who were never ban-

ished. The dissertation has not been interpolated in the Anahit-Yasht,

but we know, through Berossus, that she too was a goddess “whom it

is permitted to invoke by name.”

The st.51-54 of the Tistriya yasht explain how foolish it w'ould have

been not to grant to the god the frasastis, of which he was worthy

(according to st.50) : “Tistriya is the adversary of the parika duzyarya

yam martiyaka avi duzvacaho huyaryam ojate, of the bad-fairy ‘bad-

year’ W'hom vulgar (Middle Persian) speaking people call ‘good-year.’
”

The euphemistic huyarya and the classification as parika are not older

than the time when the stanza w'as composed; from the analogies in

the Videvdad this date was about the beginning of our era.

St.52: “yazi azam noit daSyam avam sti-am yim tistriyam avan-

tam yasnyata etc. etc. 54: hamahya zi me iSa ayan hamahya va xsapo
- - duzyarya vispahya ahos - - paroit pari^nam”’ ahvam ava.hisiSyat,

3 Cf. EI. p^rram.pelam <] OP. *'tramfram, meaning rohuwabohu, under ‘Vehviva.'
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if I had not made the star Tistriya my equal for ‘adoranditas’ etc. etc.

(to enable him to light ‘bad-year,’ §51 repeats in extenso) then, now,

nuram, here, every day and every night, duzyaram would ruin the

human world all upside-down!”

This is an argument for the reintroduction of the cult of Tistriya,

of a political and opportunistic kind. For the reintroduction of Mithra,

Y/.io,92 (first part repeated in ¥.57,24) gives a religious reasoning:

“This (Zoroastrian) religion w'as professed by the orthodox Ahura-

Mazd^, by Vahumano, Rtam vahistam, Xsa^ram varyam, Spanta

armatis, Harvata-Amrtata, by the Amrta Spanta [the figures just men-

tioned], according to the rite of the church, brja denayai [wrong case]

;

Mazdah conferred upon Mithra the judicature over the earth, ge^a

(plur.), fra he mazda ratu^vvam barat ge^anam [just as he confers

in the inscriptions the kingship upon the kings, xsa^ram fra.barati],

who sees in him (Mithra) the ratu and ahu, judge and justiciary [OP.

framataram] and the healer [or: reformator, yozdataram] of the crea-

tures.” Mithra’s “conversion” to the right religion is nowhere expressly

stated, and the last part of the sentence sounds as if there were doubts

whether the old god of revenge had indeed become judge and justiciary’

in the organization of heaven. In Zoroaster’s concept this could only

be AhuraMazdah himself.

Y/.io,io3: “AhuraMazdah nominated Mithra as hartar and awya-

XStar, keeper and guardian of his creation,” because he never sleeps.

Likewise, his bailiff Sroso receives the post of dena.dis “instructor of

religion,” and in Y.57,23 it is his doctrine that all others accept: he is

the chastiser. Homa takes care of the libations. Thus, the kingdom of

heaven becomes a state in heaven, after the state on earth had devel-

oped a church. The theology is as poor as the language. It is pathetic

to see how these theological poetasters figured out the “sanction” of

Mithra. Yr.io,io6 describes the “Revenger” as entirely harmless and

orthodox: “no earthly man . . . thinks so well, talks so well, behaves

so well.”

But however piteous all this may be, it reveals the historical process

in absolute chronology. How the cults banished by Zoroaster were

reintroduced into the Mazdaism of the last Achaemenian phase is

perfectly obvious. After their great time in the Median empire, Mithra

and Tistriya—and with them other gods—had been interdicted at the
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beginning of the Achaemenian period. People did not dare pray to

them in their name. Then, after their alleged conversion to Zoroastrism,

or out of fear of war and famine, they were again sanctioned by Arta-

xerxes II and admitted into the mazdayasnian Olymp like the Amrta

Spanta, with fixed and limited function; Mithra’s province is judging

and watching, in the way Astyages and Croesus received a province

from Cyrus. The reintroduction was not a caprice of Artaxerxes, but

the sanction of a condition that existed already before 400 b.c. Verses

like those on “Mithra’s Passion” are composed between Artaxerxes II

and Alexander, or even later.

One sees also that it was Zoroaster’s doctrine that caused the cults to

be temporarily suspended. E.g. Y/.iOjiip: “You, o Spitama, shall wor-

ship Mithra, tell the pupils about him!” Poor prophet in the posthumous

role as schoolteacher: that w'as just what he did not want to teach.

The order or admonition of the god, or better of the redactor, is the

form under which things that do not belong to it were introduced into

Zoroastrism. If the genuine doctrine, let alone Zoroaster himself

—

as Nyberg believes—had accepted Mithra, there was no need for a re-

minder.

The deva-inscription of Xerxes is the most important document for

the religious history among the OP. inscriptions so far known. After

Darius had granted, about 520 b.c., the frasastis to the pure Zoroastrism

which he himself professes in Behistun and in his tomb inscription,

Xerxes, having suppressed the revolts that broke out at his accession

in consequence of this innovation, interdicted, not later than 480 b.c.,

the cult of the old gods entirely, destroying the temples and even pro-

hibiting prayer. But already Artaxerxes II, who invokes in his inscrip-

tions Mithra and Anahita oxtanaman besides AhuraMazdah, who,

according to Berossus, ordered to put up statues of Anahita in the tem-

ples of all provincial capitals, and of whose “victory-bringing hvarnah”

the Mylasa inscription talks—thereby has revoked the prohibition of

Xerxes, and sanctioned by his frasastis, given about 400 b.c., the return

of the old deva, henceforth called yazata.

Those are the three documentary dates we have so far concerning

the real history of Zoroastrism. They agree with the traditional date

that places Zoroaster between 570 and 500 b.c., and with the date of
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the pre-Zoroastrian parts of the Mihr-Yasht which can be determined

between 612 and 550 (see under ‘Mithra’).

There is much more to be seen. One needs only to think of any line

of a Greek author of that period and to confront it with the poorness

of mind which the passion of Mithra displays, to understand that the

conquest of Iran by Hellenism was unavoidable and imminent.
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